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City of Dana Point local Coastal Program Amendment 1-03

SUMMARY OF STAFF REPORT
DESCRIPTION OF THE SUBMITTAL
Amend the Dana Point Local Coastal Program (LCP) to certify the presently uncertified
Dana Strands area and replace the 1986 Dana Point Specific Plan LCP as it pertains to
the remainder of the 121.3 acre project site with the LCP that consists of the City's 1996
Zoning Code and the Land Use Element, Urban Design Element, and
Conservation/Open Space Element of the City's General Plan and amend those
documents, through the Headlands Development Conservation Plan (HDCP) to, among
other things, authorize creation of a Planned Development District for the site to
authorize development of 125 single family residential lots, a maximum of 110,750
square feet of visitor serving commercial land use including a 65-90 room inn, a 40,000
square foot commercial site and 62 acres of public parks, coastal trails and open space.
The amendment affects the City's certified Land Use Plan and Implementation Plan.
The proposed LCP amendment affects 121.3 acres of land that is owned by a single
entity, Headlands Reserve LLC. The site is located in the City of Dana Point, Orange
County, immediately upcoast of Dana Point Harbor (Exhibit 1).

SUMMARY OF STAFF RECOMMENDATION
This LCP amendment affects both the Land Use Plan and the Implementation Program.
Commission staff recommends that the Commission DENY the proposed Land Use
Plan and Implementation Plan Amendments, as submitted. As submitted, the Land Use
Plan and Implementation amendments are inconsistent with various Coastal Act policies
pertaining to the protection of environmentally sensitive habitat, avoidance of hazards,
protection of visual resources, and the protection of the marine environment.
Commission staff recommend the Commission APPROVE the Land Use Plan and
Implementation Plan amendments with suggested modifications. The motions to
accomplish this begin on Page 10.

Dana Point LCP Amendment 1-03
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

.The Dana Point Headlands (herein the 'Headlands'} is the last large, relatively
undeveloped area of land within the City of Dana Point's coastal zone, and among the
few remaining such areas of its size along the Orange County coastline. The
Headlands consists of a large promontory surrounded by steep bluffs that protrudes into
the Pacific Ocean (which is the area's namesake land feature} as well as a smaller
down-coast promontory with tall bluffs, known as Harbor Point, that overlooks the
Pacific Ocean and Dana Point Harbor (Exhibit 2a). There are also several interior land
features that define the site, including a depression known as the 'bowl', and a ridge line
and hilltop that form the southern and eastern rim of the bowl area. Upcoast of the
Headlands promontory, there are steeply to more gently sloping bluffs that descend to a
sandy beach, known as the Strand. A portion of the Strand bluffs contain the remnants
of a former mobile home park. Other than the remnants of the mobile home park and a
plant nursery located in the bowl, the site is largely undeveloped (Exhibit 2b}. The
Headlands site offers expansive views to and along the shoreline of open spaces, rocky
and sandy shorelines, the harbor, the Pacific Ocean, kelp beds, and the off-shore
islands. The Headlands and Harbor Point promontory, the ridge line, hilltop and the
interior sloping sides of the bowl, as well as smaller areas upon the Strand bluff face,
contain coastal sage scrub and other native plant communities where fourteen (14}
special status plant species have been documented (including Blochman's dudleya},
and seven (7} special status wildlife species have been documented (including
California gnatcatcher and Pacific pocket mouse}. For its significant habitat,
recognizable and visually stunning landforms, and remarkable views, the Dana Point
Headlands are one of the California coastline's landmark resources --of local and
statewide significance- worthy of the most careful planning efforts.
Planning efforts at the site, under the Coastal Act, date from 1980's at which time the
area was unincorporated and a Local Coastal Program was adopted by the County for a
significant portion of the site (Exhibits 3a-3c}. The proposed LCP amendment would
replace that plan with a new plan that does have many attractive features. Of particular
note is the proposed designation of more of the Headlands promontory for conservation
and placing more of the ridge and hilltop areas within recreational open space than is
specifically contemplated in the existing plan. The proposed plan also contains
significant pedestrian and bicycle trails and overlooks, view parks, new vertical access
to the sandy beach, and the designation of the Strand beach for public use. The plan
also contemplates a water quality management system that would treat on-site and offsite flows.
However, the standard of review for an LUP amendment is consistency with the
Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act and not the existing certified Plan or whether it
improves upon the existing plan. With that in mind, the proposed LCP amendment
raises several.significant issues under the Coastal Act. First, the LCP amendment
contemplates the-destruction of sensitive habitat to allow the construction of single
family residences, commercial development including a hotel, roads, parking areas, and
community facilities including a lighthouse and several community and interpretive
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buildings. Second, the LCP amendment contemplates about two million (2,000,000)
cubic yards of grading (Exhibit 7b) and the construction of a 2,100 linear foot shoreline
protective device (Exhibit ?a) to accommodate the construction of single family
residences upon the Strand bluff face. Commission staff are recommending denial of
the proposed LCP amendment, as submitted, due to the proposed plan's inconsistency
with Sections 30210,30212,30213,30240,30251 and 30253 of the Coastal Act, and
approval of the plan with suggested modifications.
Commission staff, the City, and Headlands Reserve LLC (the landowner) have made
efforts to resolve the issues raised by the proposed LCPA. These efforts have been
challenging due to fundamentally different positions on: 1) the presence of sensitive
habitat (i.e. Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area) on the site and whether Section
30240 of the Coastal Act is applicable; 2) the role of a 1996 Natural Community
Conservation Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan (NCCP/HCP) in both the identification of
ESHA on the site and whether impacts to that habitat can be mitigated through that
plan; 3) whether extensive grading of the bluff face to overcome geologic stability
problems and the removal and reconstruction of an existing revetment to protect new
development in the Strand is consistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act; and 4) if
a basis for authorizing the shoreline protective device could be found, the need to
maximize the quantity of dry sandy beach available to the public by choosing a type and
alignment for the shoreline protective device to achieve that goal. The proposed LCPA
also raises several other issues, such as gating the residential community in a manner
that prohibits public entry by vehicle; the need to provide public access along the top of
any shoreline protective device; in order to offset economic exclusivity in the coastal
zone, the need to provide lower cost overnight visitor accommodations within coastal
zone plans; and the need to address changes to the LCPA to ensure the presence of
strong water quality policies, among other issues.
The LCP amendment proposal was last before the Commission at the October 2003
hearing in San Diego. The City and landowner presented a proposal during that hearing
that partly addresses the issues above (which were described in the October findings
and in Exhibit 6a-6b ). For instance, the City and landowner have offered to reduce the
footprint of the residential development in the bowl area in order to reduce the quantity
of native vegetation impacted by development in that area. That proposal causes
approximately 6.5 acres of ESHA impact in the bowl, but continues to include the hotel
and visitor facilities at Harbor Point that also impact ESHA. Also, the City and
landowner have offered to provide a 'turn-key' hostel within the development that will
provide lower cost overnight accommodations for visitors. This would only be offered in
conjunction with approval of and LCP that allows the inn at the location they have
suggested. In addition, the City and landowner have offered to provide an inclined
elevator (e.g. funicular) from the bluff top to the beach, in-lieu of allowing public
vehicular access through the residential development to be located in the Strand. The
City and landowner have also offered to limit the size of the reconstructed revetment to
one that is no taller than, and in some cases, less tall than, the existing revetment. In
addition, there has been an offer to place an 8 foot wide public trail along the top of the
revetment in order to provide additional lateral access along the shoreline.
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Furthermore, since the October hearing, the landowner has offered to move the
reconstructed revetment 5-1 0 feet landward of the present position (see Exhibits 7c, 7d,
8h-8n, and 1Oe ). These offers are 'informal' in the sense that they were made by City
staff and the landowner and the City Council did not hold a public hearing and adopt or
submit any changes to the LCPA by resolution, as is required under the Coastal Act
statute and regulations.
Commission staff recognize the importance of resolving potential deficiencies in the
existing LCP relative to the protection of ESHA and the intensity of residential and
commercial development contemplated therein by replacing that existing LCP with a
new plan. However, Commission staff do not concede that the existing LCP is as weak
on the protection of ESHA as the City and landowner have indicated. Furthermore,
Commission staff also recognize the importance of putting to rest questions over the
nature of certain interests that may be present under a pre-1929, 291-lot subdivision of
the Headlands property (Exhibit 2d). Thus, Commission staff have given careful
consideration to the formal LCP amendment and the City and landowner's informal
offers. The reduction to impacts upon ESHA, the provision of a hostel, the provision of
public access along the revetment; and the provision for a funicular are all steps that
improve the overall quality of the plan.
However, even with the changes offered, the plan would continue to authorize direct
impacts upon ESHA for the construction of the hotel, the residential development in the
bowl, and the various community facilities on the site. Furthermore, the plan continues
to require the construction of a shoreline protective device to protect the new
development in the Strand. It is therefore inconsistent with multiple Coastal Act policies,
and staff recognizes that the Commission could only approve such a proposal under a
"balancing" approach. Moreover, in most cases, the Commission cannot even consider
such an approach unless denial of the current proposal would be affirmatively
inconsistent with Coastal Act policies. Here, it would not. Still, Commission staff do
believe there are significant challenges to development of the site, particularly given its
past planning history and previously adopted planning documents. Moreover, some
aspects of that history have generated reasonable expectations on the part of the
landowner that cannot simply be ignored. In addition, staff believes that a modified
version of the current proposal could, on balance, be more protective of significant
coastal resources than that which the landowner claims it has a right to build based on
applicable planning regulations and alleged existing entitlements. Although staff does
not agree with the landowner's interpretation of those planning documents or its claim to
existing entitlements, and the opportunity to improve on a situation with a new plan that,
though better, still violates the Coastal Act, does not, in any event, present the sort of
conflict that would normally allow approval of such a proposal, the opportunity to secure
meaningful protections for significant coastal resources, and to foster greater certainty
regarding that protected status is also an important consideration. Thus, due to the
history of the site, the landowner's expectations regarding development, and the ability
to secure clear protections for coastal resources that may improve on the current
situation, staff remains open to the potential for a reasonable tradeoff in order to devise
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a plan that is, on balance, both equitable and most protective of coastal resources.
However, the plan offered is not that plan.
Staff continues to be strongly opposed to developing the coastline in a manner that, at
the outset, requires shoreline armoring. However, the circumstances present at this site
leads staff to conclude that this may be where one trade off could occur in order to
achieve protection of most of the significant biological resources on the site, concentrate
development near existing developed areas, and take advantage of the other aspects of
the project that will improve access and enhance coastal resources. A portion of the
Strand has been previously developed with a mobile home park and most of the area
presently has limited biological value. Conversely, the biological resources are
concentrated upon the Headlands promontory, Harbor Point promontory, ridge line,
hilltop and the slopes of the bowl. Commission staff believe that, on balance, it would
be most protective of coastal resources, while simultaneously remaining equitable,
considering the history of the site, to concentrate development in the Strand and the
bowl, protect at least the vast majority of the ESHA (much of which may currently be
vulnerable), and obtain the other benefits of the project in exchange for allowing
development in the Strand and along the upper fringe of the intact ESHA remaining at
the site. As explained more fully in Section V.lll. (Balancing/Estoppel) of the report, it is
in the ESHA that the landowner has the strongest case for reasonable development
expectations, and allowing only limited, specific impacts to ESHA along the
northeasterly slopes of the bowl (about 3 acres) and the development in the Strand may
be appropriate if the benefits of other aspects of the project outweigh these impacts. In
support of this encroachment into ESHA, the Commission would need to find both that
the landowner has a reasonable expectation of being able to develop in the ESHA, and
that, despite that equitable argument in favor of allowing development in that location,
on balance, the concentration of development (Section 30250) in the Strand, the bowl
and along Pacific Coast Highway, while preserving the bulk of the delineated ESHA
intact and retiring the underlying legal lots, and improving access and water quality
would be most protective of significant coastal resources by limiting ESHA impacts, thus
offsetting the limited ESHA impacts that would remain and the impacts of the revetment
needed to protect the Strand development. Staff maintain that even with these impacts
- and inconsistency of the project with Sections 30240 and 30253 -such a project
would, on balance, be most protective of coastal resources while simultaneously
achieving an equitable balance. However, Commission staff remain opposed to the
ESHA impacts contemplated for the hotel, residential development of the southerly area
of the bowl, and the various community facilities on the Harbor Point promontory
because this development would significantly disrupt the on-site connectivity of the
ESHA and would significantly degrade the habitat value of the ESHA and jeopardize the
continuance of the resource.
Commission staff continue to believe that the goal of concentrating development
adjacent to existing development and protecting ESHA (excepting the 3 acres noted
above) can be accomplished while at once continuing to allow the basic concepts
brought forth in the proposed and newly offered plans to proceed. There is ample
space within the Strand and bowl to accommodate a balanced mix of residential,
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overnight visitor accommodations, public view parks, visitor facilities including
lighthouse and veterans memorial, trails, and beach accessways. It also remains
possible to develop the area near the corner of Pacific Coast Highway and Green
Lantern with commercial uses and a hostel in a manner that minimizes or avoids any
additional impacts to ESHA.
However, significant changes to the LUP and IP are needed in order to implement those
changes. Changes need to be implemented within five interrelated documents that
comprise the LUP and IP (Land Use Element, Urban Design Element, Conservation
Open Space Element, Zoning Code, and the Headlands Planned Development District).
The suggested modifications would limit ESHA encroachments to a maximum of 3.75
acres, would eliminate the hotel, and change the uses of the Hilltop Park and Greenbelt
and Harbor Point park from managed recreational area including visitor facilities such as
a lighthouse to passive, habitat conservation oriented areas. The suggested
modifications would also implement the landowner's offers related to the alignment of
the shoreline protective device (with requirements for further alternatives analysis to
look at ways to reduce tapering to connect with adjacent devices), among other
changes.
Also, in order to respond to the Commission's request at the October Hearing, staff
have also drafted suggested modifications necessary in the event it is the Commission's
will to approve an inn in the location indicated by the City and landowner. These
modifications are contained in Appendix A to the report. Staff is not recommending this
alternative because of the significant adverse impacts that an inn would have upon
ESHA in the location contemplated by the City and landowner.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

For further information, please contact Karl Schwing at the South Coast District Office
of the Coastal Commission at: 562-590-5071. This amendment to the City of Dana
Point LCP, is available for review at the Long Beach Office of the Coastal Commission
or at the Community Development Department for the City of Dana Point. The City of
Dana Point Community Development Department is located at 33282 Golden Lantern,
Dana Point, CA 92629. Kyle Butterwick is the contact person for the City's Planning
Department, and he may be reached by calling {949) 248-3588.
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I.

Commission Resolutions on City of Dana Point Local Coastal
Program Amendment 1-03

Following a public hearing, staff recommends the Commission adopt the following
resolutions and findings. The appropriate motion to introduce the resolution and a staff
recommendation is provided just prior to each resolution.

A. RESOLUTION #1 (RESOLUTION TO DENY CERTIFICATION OF THE
DANA POINT LAND USE PLAN AMENDMENT 1-03, AS SUBMITTED)

Motion #1
"I move that the Commission CERTIFY the City of Dana Point Land Use Plan
Amendment 1-03, as submitted."
Staff recommendation
Staff recommends a NO vote and the adoption of the following resolution and findings.
An affirmative vote by a majority of the appointed Commissioners is needed to pass the
motion.
Resolution #1
The Commission hereby DENIES certification of the Land Use Plan Amendment 1-03
as submitted by the City of Dana Point and adopts the findings set forth below on the
grounds that the amendment does not conform with the policies of Chapter 3 of the
Coastal Act. Certification of the Land Use Plan amendment would not comply with the
California Environmental Quality Act because there are feasible alternatives or
mitigation measures which could substantially lessen any significant adverse impact
which the Land Use Plan Amendment may have on the environment.

B. RESOLUTION #2: CERTIFICA T/ON OF LAND USE PLAN, WITH
SUGGESTED MOD/FICA TIONS

Motion #2:
"I move that the Commission CERTIFY the Land Use Plan Amendment 1-03 for the City
of Dana Point if modified as suggested in this staff report."
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Staff Recommendation To Certify Land Use Plan Amendment If Modified
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in certification of the
land use plan amendment with suggested modifications and adoption of the following
resolution and findings. The motion to certify with suggested modifications passes only
upon an affirmative vote of a majority of the appointed Commissioners.

Resolution #2 To Certify The Land Use Plan Amendment With Suggested Modifications
The Commission hereby CERTIFIES the City of Dana Point Land Use Plan Amendment
1-03 if modified as suggested and adopts the findings set forth below on grounds that
the land use plan amendment with the suggested modifications will meet the
requirements of and be in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
Certification of the land use plan amendment if modified as suggested complies with the
California Environmental Quality Act because either 1) feasible mitigation measures
and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially lessen any significant
adverse effects of the plan on the environment, or 2) there are no further feasible
alternatives and mitigation measures that would substantially lessen any significant
adverse impacts on the environment that will result from certification of the land use
plan amendment if modified.
C. RESOLUTION #3 (RESOLUTION TO DENY CERTIFICATION OF THE
CITY OF DANA POINT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AMENDMENT 1-03, AS
SUBMITTED.

Motion #3
"I move the Commission REJECT the City of Dana Point Implementation Plan
Amendment 1-03, as submitted."

Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in rejection of
Implementation Program and the adoption of the following resolution and findings. The
motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of the Commissioners present.
Resolution #3
The Commission hereby DENIES certification of the Implementation Program
amendment submitted for City of Dana Point certified LCP and adopts the findings set
forth below on grounds that the Implementation Program Amendment as submitted
does not conform with, and is inadequate to carry out, the provisions of the certified
Land Use Plan. Certification of the Implementation Program Amendment would not
meet the requirements ofthe California Environmental Quality Act as there are feasible
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•
alternatives and mitigation measures that would substantially lessen the significant
adverse impacts on the environment that will result from certification of the
Implementation Program Amendment as submitted.
D. RESOLUTION #4 (RESOLUTION TO APPROVE CERTIFICATION OF THE
CITY OF DANA POINT IMPLEMENTATION PLAN AMENDMENT 1-03, WITH
SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS.

Motion #4
"I move that the Commission certify the Implementation Program Amendment 1-03 for
the City of Dana Point if it is modified as suggested in this staff report."

Staff Recommendation
Staff recommends a YES vote. Passage of this motion will result in certification of the
Implementation Program with suggested modifications and the adoption of the following
resolution and findings. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of a majority of
the Commissioners present.
Resolution #4 To Certify The Implementation Program With Suggested Modifications
The Commission hereby certifies the Implementation Program Amendment 1-03 for the
City of Dana Point if modified as suggested and adopts the findings set forth below on
grounds that the Implementation Program with the suggested modifications conforms
with, and is adequate to carry out, the provisions of the certified Land Use Plan as
amended. Certification of the Implementation Program Amendment if modified as
suggested complies with the California Environmental Quality Act, because either 1)
feasible mitigation measures and/or alternatives have been incorporated to substantially
lessen any significant adverse effects of the Implementation Program Amendment on
the environment, or 2) there are no further feasible alternatives and mitigation measures
that would substantially lessen any significant adverse impacts on the environment.

11.

Procedural Process (Legal Standard For Review)
A. STANDARD OF REVIEW

The standard of review for land use plan amendments is found in Section 30512 of the
Coastal Act. This section requires the Commission to certify an LUP amendment if it
finds that it meets the requirements of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Specifically,
Section 30512 states: "(c) The Commission shall certify a land use plan, or any
amendments thereto, if it finds that a land use plan meets the requirements of, and is in
conformity with, the policies of Chapter 3 (commencing with Section 30200). Except as
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Background/Description of Submittal
provided in paragraph (1) of subdivision (a), a decision to certify shall require
vote of the appointed membership of the Commission."

a majority

Pursuant to Section 30513 of the Coastal Act, the Commission may only reject zoning
ordinances or other implementing actions, as well as their amendments, on the grounds
that they do not conform with, or are inadequate to carry out, the provisions of the
certified land use plan. The Commission must act by majority vote of the
Commissioners present when making a decision on the implementing portion of a local
coastal program.
B. PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS
Pursuant to Section 13551 (b) of the California Code of Regulations, a resolution for
submittal must indicate whether the local coastal program amendment will require
formal local government adoption after Commission approval, or is an amendment that
will take effect automatically upon the Commission's approval pursuant to Public
Resources Code Sections 30512, 30513 and 30519. The City's resolution of adoption
(Ordinance No. 02-01) states that this LCP amendment will take effect upon
Commission certification. If this certification is subject to suggested modifications by the
Commission, this local coastal program amendment will not become effective until the
City of Dana Point formally adopts the suggested modifications and complies with all the
requirements of Section 13544 including the requirement that the Executive Director
determine the City's adoption of the amendment to the Land Use Plan and
Implementation Program is legally adequate.

Ill.

Background
A. HISTORY OF CERTIFICATION OF CITY OF DANA POINT

Dana Point is a shoreline community in southern Orange County (Exhibit 1). Prior to
the City of Dana Point's incorporation in 1989, the Commission approved the
segmentation of formerly unincorporated Orange County's coastal zone into the
Capistrano Beach, Dana Point, Laguna Niguel, and South Laguna segments. Following
the City's incorporation in 1989 all of the geographic areas covered by the former
Orange County LCP segments of Capistrano Beach, Dana Point, and Laguna Niguel
were included within the city limits of the new City of Dana Point. In addition, a portion
of the South Laguna segment was within the new City's boundary. The City combined
the Capistrano Beach and Dana Point segments, and the portion of the South Laguna
segment within its jurisdiction, into one certified LCP segment. After some minor
modifications, the City then adopted the County's LCP documents as its first postincorporation LCP. On September 13, 1989, the Commission approved the City's postincorporation LCP. Meanwhile, the City did not adopt the LUP which had been certified
as the Laguna Niguel segment (which contained the area known as the Strand). In
order to differentiate between the new City of Laguna Niguel (which was also
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incorporated in 1989) and the Laguna Niguel planning area (which was within the new
City of Dana Point and not within the new City of Laguna Niguel), the Laguna Niguel
LUP planning area was re-named 'Monarch Beach'.
Since initial certification of the City's LCP, the City has taken steps to consolidate the
LCP documents and update those documents to reflect the current needs of the City.
The first step involved certification of a new land use plan (LUP) and implementation
plan (IP) for the Monarch Beach area of the City under LCP Amendment 1-96. This
action adopted, with modifications, a new Land Use Plan ("LUP") component consisting
of three elements of the City's General Plan: Land Use, Urban Design, and
Conservation/Open Space1 • The implementing actions component of the LCP for the
Monarch Beach area is the City's Zoning Code, as changed according to modifications
suggested by the Commission (herein referred to as the '1996 LCP'). When the
Monarch Beach area was certified, the City chose to whitehole 'the Strand'. Thus, the
Strand remained uncertified (Exhibit 3a).
The second step involved updating the Capistrano Beach area and incorporating it into
the 1996 LCP. Similar to LCPA 1-96, LCPA 1-98 adopted the 1996 LCP comprised of
the LUP that consists of the three elements of the City's General Plan and the IP
consisting of the City's zoning code. The City adopted the modifications to the LUP and
IP suggested by the Commission. The modified LCP for Capistrano Beach was
effectively certified on July 13, 1999.
Those certified portions of the City that have not been updated remain controlled by the
former County LCP documents that the City adopted when it incorporated (Exhibit 3a3c). The City continues to incrementally update these areas to bring them into the 1996
LCP. The areas that remain to be updated are the town center, harbor, and the Dana
Point Headlands (all of which are within the former County LCP segment known as the
'Dana Point Specific Plan Local Coastal Program', a.k.a. the '1986 LCP'). In addition,
the Strands remains uncertified and has yet to be brought into the 1996 LCP.
B. AREA OF THE SUBJECT LCP AMENDMENT
The proposed LCP amendment focuses on the 121.3 acre Dana Point Headlands site
(herein 'Headlands')(Exhibit 1). The Headlands, is one of the last undeveloped coastal
promontories in Southern California. Topography of the site is varied. The highest
elevation on the site is a conical hill that is approximately 288 feet above sea level
(a.k.a. the 'hilltop'). The northern portion of the site is the location of a former trailer
park on the bluff face. Some of the ancillary improvements including roads, a
clubhouse, and tennis courts, still exist. The trailer park, and the steep eroded hillside
to the south of it, is referred to as "the Strand." Slope gradients in the Strand range

1
Certain sections and policies within these documents that pertained to areas that were not being updated/re-certified were
excluded from the certification. Among the areas excluded were the policies associated with the Dana Point Headlands, the harbor
and the town center areas.
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•

from 1.5:1 to 2:1 2 . A former nursery facility is located east of the Strand and south of
Pacific Coast Highway and consists of greenhouses, ornamental plantings and
disturbed areas, in an area referred to informally as the 'bowl' (Exhibits 2a-2b ). South
and east of the nursery facility lies a large patch of coastal sage scrub (CSS) with
patches of southern coastal bluff scrub occurring along the rim of the 'bowl'. Maritime
succulent scrub occurs in the hilltop area and southern needlegrass grassland occurs
near the Pacific Coast Highway, in the northwesterly portion of the site. Southern mixed
chaparral occurs along the westerly portions of the site closest to Street of the Green
Lantern.
The southwestern and southeastern portions of the Headlands site are underlain with
sandy soils and have been labeled the Headlands promontory and the Harbor Point
promontory, respectively. These promontories are terraces that extend seaward to
coastal bluffs that are from 155 to 220 feet in height. Coastal sage scrub, southern
coastal bluff scrub and southern mixed chaparral cover these promontories (Exhibit 15).
Dana Point Marine Life Refuge and the Niguel Marine Life Refuge lie immediately
offshore of the Headlands site. Doheny Marine Life Refuge lies to the south. These
refuges have been so designated due to the high quality of the marine resources that
occur there (Beauchamp 1993).
Of the 121.3 acre area, 95.1 acres are presently certified under the 1986 LCP (Exhibits
3a-3c, 5c). The existing LCP divides the project site into residential, visitor serving
commercial, and open space/conservation land uses. The following chart describes the
distribution of land uses for the Headlands site as presently certified compared with the
proposed land uses, including the area to be newly certified:
Land Use

Residential

Tourist/Recreation/
Commercial 3
+ public right of
way
Recreational Open
Space

Certified LCP
(Acres)
Certified
Area

Un-certified
Area

23
(approx.)

0

Proposed LCP
(Acres)
Certified Area
Un-certified Area
to be Certified
(26.2 ac.)
34.2
18.2

(310 Units)

0

(125 Units)

20
(approx.)

0

6.9

6.5
lapprox.)

0

23.7"

2

4

0

8

URS Corporation. 2001. Terrestrial Biological Resources Errata and the Biological Resources Report, The Headlands, Prepared
for the City of Dana Point as Attachment B: to EIR Section 4.3 dated September 2001.
3
The Tourist/Recreation/Commercial (5.31) land use designation in the certified LCP contemplates a mixture of recreational open
space and commercial structures such as hotels and visitor serving commercial. Whereas the Visitor/Recreation Commercial land
use category contemplated in the proposed LCP is focused on visitor serving commercial development (i.e. hotels/commercial)
exclusive of open space
4
This number comprised of proposed Planning Areas (PA) 4 and 9 plus 2.5 acres public right of way
5
This number comprised of proposed PA 1, 3, 5, and BA
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Conservation"
Other Open
8
Space

27.3
18.3

Subtotal
Total

95.1

0
0
26.2
121.3

i

30.3

0

No such
category under
. PJOJ)_osed LCP

No such category
under proposed
LCP

95.1

26.2
121.3

C. CURRENT SUBMISSION
On May 30, 2002, the City of Dana Point submitted Local Coastal Program Amendment
(LCPA) 2-02. A public hearing was held on October 9, 2003, at which the City of Dana
Point withdrew the amendment request. In accordance with agreements made during
the October 9th meeting, the City re-submitted the LCPA -which is identical to the May
30, 2002 submittal, on October 22, 2003 that is named Dana Point Local Coastal
Program Amendment (LCPA) 1-03 (Exhibits 4a-4f, 22-24)9 . This LCP Amendment
affects the City's certified Land Use Plan and Implementation Plan. The proposed LCP
amendment has a complex structure and is packaged in a manner that can be
confusing to the reviewer. First, the existing LCP document that applies to the area, the
1986 plan (Exhibit 3b), including LUP and IP are to be entirely replaced for the
Headlands area. The LCP amendment proposes to replace the 1986 plan, with the
1996 plan, which consists of three elements of the City's General Plan (the Land Use
Element (LUE), Urban Design Element (UDE), and Conservation Open Space Element
(COSE)) (Exhibit 22) as the LUP, and the City's Zoning Code as the baseline IP (Exhibit
23). Next, the submittal modifies and adds policies to the LUP to accommodate the
development plan at the Headlands through the proposed Headlands Development
Conservation Plan (HDCP) (Exhibit 24). The HDCP adds a new chapter to the zoning
code, Chapter 9.34, that allows the City to create planned development districts (PODs).
Finally, the HDCP includes a POD for the Headlands area. The POD is part of the IP,
not the LUP.
There is a document titled the 'Headlands Development and Conservation Plan' or
HDCP dated July 24, 2001, that packages some, but not all, of the components of the
above described LCP amendment (Exhibit 24 ). The HDCP document does not contain
the baseline 1996 LUPin its entirety or IP. Rather, the HDCP contains five sections.
6

The "Conservation" land use category in the certified LCP and proposed LCP is the most restrictive on development generally
limiting the land to natural conservation but allowing minor appurtenances
7
This number comprised of proposed PA 7 and 88
8
The "Other Open Space" land use category in the certified LCP are lands "of notable scenic, natural and cultural attraction, or
special ecological, wildlife or scientific study potential, and areas of topographical, geographical, and historical importance".
Principal permitted uses are pedestrian access, passive recreation, coastal viewing, and parking to support those uses. The
category allows trails, stairways, signs, view points, roads, off street parking, restrooms, weather shelters, other park facilities such
as seating, maintenance buildings and information centers, walls, fences, drainage facilities.
9
In a letter from City Attorney A. Patrick Munoz of Rutan & Tucker LLP dated December 11, 2003, the City has asserted that the
Revised HDCP dated August 21, 2003, should be considered the baseline project for analysis by the Commission rather than the
HDCP dated July 24, 2001. The City asserts that the Coastal Commission hearing on October 9, 2003 was sufficient to satisfy the
requirements of Section 13536 of the Commission's regulations. The Commission disagrees because a local government must, at a
minimum, have a noticed public hearing at the local level and a formal resolution to amend their submittal, neither of which occurred
for the August 21, 2003 edition of the HDCP. Furthermore, the demand is inconsistent with the agreement made with Commission
staff in their meeting with the City and Landowner on October 21, 2003 to consider the July 24, 2001 HDCP as the baseline
document and that the Revised HDCP dated August 21, 2003 would be considered a working document containing recommended
suggested modifications from the City !3nd Landowner to implement project modifications discussed with staff and the Commission
from which staff could draw suggested modifications that it would recommend to the Commission.
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Section 1. 0 identifies only the proposed changed and new policies of the 1996 LU P. In
addition to the changes to the 1996 LUE, UDE, and COSE, Section 1.0 shows changes
to other elements of the City's General Plan, such as the Circulation Element, Public
Safety Element, and Public Facilities/Growth Management Element. These other
elements are not part of the 1996 LCP and the proposed amendment does not seek to
certify these other elements as part of the 1996 LCP. Section 2.0 contains new Chapter
9.34 which is proposed to be added to the 1996 IP/Zoning Code. Sections 3.0 and 4.0
are the proposed POD for the Headlands. Section 5.0 of the HDCP is an analysis of the
proposed PDD with the Coastal Act.
The information submitted as part of LCPA 2-02 was transferred and incorporated into
LCPA 1-03. Pursuant to Section 30510(b) of the Coastal Act, the submittal was
deemed to be complete and in proper order for filing as of October 22, 2003.
Pursuant to Sections 30512 and 30514 of the Coastal Act and Section 13522 of the
Commission's regulations, an amendment to a certified LCP affecting the land use plan
and implementation plan, must be acted on by the Commission within 90 days after the
submittal request has been deemed to be in proper order for filing. Thus, the
Commission must act on the amendment request by January 20, 2004, or, pursuant to
Section 30517 of the Coastal Act, grant an extension to the ninety (90) day time limit.

1. LAND USE PLAN AMENDMENT
This LCP amendment proposes to replace -in its entirety- the certified Land Use Plan
(the 1986 plan) presently effective on 95.1 acres of the 121.3 acre Dana Point
Headlands site and to newly certify the remaining 26.2 acres (commonly known as the
'Strand'). The new plan will consist of the 1996 LUP comprised of the Land Use
Element, Urban Design Element, and Conservation/Open Space Element of the City's
General Plan which are to be further amended to authorize development of 125 single
family residential lots on 52.4 acres, a total of 4.4 acres of visitor serving commercial
land use including up to 110,750 square feet including a 65-90 room inn on 2.8 acres, a
40,000 square foot of commercial on 1.6 acres, 62 acres of public parks, coastal trails
and open space, and 2.5 acres of public right-of-way/roads at the 121.3 acre site
(Exhibits 5a-5c). Each of these elements is discussed more fully below.
The proposed LUP amendment is focused on the Headlands site, however, certain
changes to policies in the 1996 LUP to accommodate the Headlands development plan
would be effective everywhere in the City that the 1996 LUP is the controlling LUP. For
instance, the LUP amendment contains language regarding the creation of planned
development districts (PODs) in the City that would apply to the entire area controlled by
the 1996 LUP.
As stated in the LUP itself, one characteristic of the LUP is an absence of specificity
regarding development of the Headlands site. The LUP states the purpose of this is
" ... to provide both the City and property owner with the flexibility needed to allow
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consideration of alternative development designs ... " Accordingly, the LUP policies are
non-specific. When specificity is provided, the detail is deferred to the IP/PDD for the
Headlands area.

a) Residential Land Use
The proposed LUP would designate 52.4 acres of the 121.3 acre Headlands area for
residential uses. The residential land use is divided into two areas, one within the
Strand, and one in the area of the site commonly called the 'bowl' (Exhibits 2a, Sa). In
the Strand, the proposed LUP would allow a density of up to 3.5 dwelling units per gross
acre. Within the bowl, the LUP would allow a density of 2.5 dwelling units per gross
acre. Although general floor area ratios are identified in the LUP, specific policies
identifying maximum structural size, height, or setbacks are not provided in the LUP,
rather, they are deferred to the IP/PDD for the site.
The configuration of the residential area would overlap areas containing existing native
vegetation and sensitive wildlife and habitat areas that have been identified as
environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs) by the Commission's biologist (Exhibit
15a). Of the approximately 50.3 acres of ESHA depicted on Exhibit 15a, there is an
overlap of at least 15.1 acres for Planning Areas 6 (residential) and 9 (hoteiNRC) plus
additional acreage associated with the roads, parking areas, and community facilities
(Exhibit 15c). Furthermore, the area of required fuel modification extends beyond the
boundary of the residential land use designation into the area identified in the proposed
LUP as Recreation Open Space and/or Conservation Open Space. The maximum
width of fuel modification is not identified in the LUP, however, additional detail is
supplied in the IP/PDD. Nevertheless, any detail provided is conceptual and subject to
additional negotiations between the landowner, City and Orange County Fire Authority.
Also, developing a residential area in the Strand to the density proposed would according to the City and landowner- necessitate significant grading and geologic
remediation of the site (Exhibit 8a-8f). The area to be graded and developed in the
Strand is almost entirely bluff face. Furthermore, the development configuration
contemplated relies on the construction of a 2,1 00 linear foot long shoreline protective
device. In this case, the shoreline protective device contemplated in the LUP would be
a revetment in the same alignment as an existing dilapidated revetment (Exhibit ?a).

b) Commercial Land Use
The proposed LUP would designate 2.8 acres of visitor/recreation commercial land use
in the bowl/hilltop area that will allow a maximum of 110,750 square feet of visitor
serving commercial use including a sixty-five to ninety (65-90) room inn. In addition, at
the comer of Coast Highway and Street of the Green Lantern, a 1.6 acre area is
designated for up to 40,000 square feet of visitor/ recreation commercial use.
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As modified by the LUP amendment, the "Visitor/Recreation Commercial" designation
includes primarily visitor-serving uses, such as restaurants, resort uses, such as hotels
and motels uses, commercial, recreation specialty and convenience retail goods and
services, auto service businesses, open space/recreational uses, and community public
facilities. Other supporting uses include conference facilities and cultural uses, such as
museums and theaters.
The 2.8 acres slated for the 65-90 room inn is almost entirely within ESHA as identified
by the Commission's biologist. In addition, portions of the commercial area at the
corner of Coast Highway and Green Lantern overlap ESHA.

c) Recreation/Open Space & Roads
The Recreation/Open Space designation in the LUP does not differentiate between
open space oriented toward more active recreational uses such as ball fields from more
passive recreational uses such as trails, nor does it separate recreation oriented open
space from habitat preservation oriented open space. As noted elsewhere, such details
are deferred to the IP/PDD. The proposed LUP would designate a total of 62 acres of
recreation/open space, plus 2.5 acres of public right-of-way/roads, on the 121.3 acre
Headlands site.
Although there are no distinguishing designations in the LUP or specific policies that
make a distinction, narrative in the Conservation/Open Space Element (COSE) portion
of the LUP identifies the quantity of recreation/open space to be provided in the
Headlands and the type of recreation/open space uses these areas are to
accommodate. Recreation oriented open spaces totaling 31.7 acres include Strand
Vista Park (9.9 acres) that would overlook Strand Beach (5.2 acres); Harbor Point Park
(4.3 acres) that would overlook the Dana Point Harbor; and Hilltop Park with greenbelt
(12.3 acres) an inland high point that includes the rim of the bowl area on the site that
would include ocean view and overlook open space areas and the proposed commercial
and residential areas. Conservation oriented open space areas totaling 30.3 acres
include the Headlands Conservation Park (24.2 acres) and Harbor Point Park (6.1
acres) that are both bluff with bluff top promontories on the Headlands site.
Excepting Strand Vista Park, Strand Beach, existing asphalt roads, and certain pockets
of highly disturbed native vegetation, all of the proposed recreation/open space areas
have been identified by the Commission's biologist as existing ESHA. The proposed
LUP would allow some uses within certain recreation/open space areas that would
disturb and degrade the ESHA. These uses include community structures such as a
lighthouse and community/visitor facility buildings, hardscape, parking lots, and fuel
modification. The proposed LUP also designated 2.5 acres of public right-of-way/roads
on the Headlands site. Some of these roads/right-of-way overlap ESHA.
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d) Orange County Central Coastal Subregion NCCPIHCP
The proposed LUP acknowledges that certain types of sensitive habitat and wildlife
would be impacted should development be undertaken as contemplated in the LUP.
The LUP proposes to mitigate impacts to sensitive habitat on the site by requiring
restoration of native habitat on-site within recreation/open space areas that are
presently or are proposed to be disturbed or otherwise degraded and through the
Headlands' landowners' participation in the Central Coastal Orange County Natural
Communities Conservation Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan (herein 'NCCP/HCP')
adopted by the U.S. Department of Interior, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
(USFWS), the California Resources Agency, the California Department of Fish and
Game (CDFG), the California Department of Forestry and Fire, the California
Department of Parks and Recreation, and the Orange County Environmental
Management Agency, in conjunction with participating property owners, in 1996
(Exhibits 11a-11c).
The LUP does not refer to the sensitive habitat and wildlife areas to be impacted on the
site as ESHA. Rather, the LUP adds language to certain policies in the 1996 LUP that
defer to the findings made in the NCCP/HCP and associated CEQA documents relative
to the quality and long term viability of the habitat on the site and the circumstances
under which habitat on the Headlands site may be impacted and then mitigated through
participation in the NCCP/HCP.
The NCCP/HCP creates a habitat reserve and management program designed to
conserve a variety of sensitive plants and wildlife. Among other species, the
NCCP/HCP provides coverage for impacts to California gnatcatcher, Pacific pocket
mouse, Blochman's dudleya, Cactus wren, western dichondra, Nuttall's scrub oak, cliff
spurge, Palmer's grappling hook. In total, the habitat reserve consists of 38,738 acres
of land located in two areas of the county. A portion of this reserve, 10,960 acres, is
located within the coastal zone (Exhibit 11c). All of the reserve area located in the
coastal zone consists of land that had previously been preserved as parkland or other
publicly held land or of privately owned land previously committed to dedication as open
space under existing development entitlements (e.~. The Irvine Company, Irvine Coast
Wilderness, Muddy Canyon, Los Trancos Canyon) 0 . Approximately 50% of the reserve
in the coastal zone contains coastal sage scrub habitat. About 740 acres of suitable
pocket mouse habitat is within the proposed NCCP reserve, however, none of this
acreage is known to be occupied by the Pacific pocket mouse. In addition, although the
NCCP/HCP provides coverage for impacts to Blochman's dudleya, no existing or
suitable habitat for Blochman's dudleya was identified within the proposed NCCP/HCP
reserve.
As a landowner participant to the agreement, the NCCP/HCP requires the Headlands'
landowner to: ·

°

1

Figure 14, County of Orange & U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. 1996. Natural Community Conservation Plan & Habitat
Conservation Plan & EIR & EIS, County of Orange, Central & Coastal Subregion, Map Section (Figures 1 through 76). May 1996.
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Contribute $500,000 toward a $10.6 million endowment for the 'NCCP Non-Profit
Corporation' and 'Adaptive Management Program'

•

Establish an 8-year temporary 22 acre preserve for Pacific pocket mouse on the
headlands (with option for additional 4 years of extensions), to expire in 2008

•

Commit to negotiate an option agreement to provide opportunity for the USFWS
and CDFG to purchase the 22 acre pocket mouse preserve at the end of the 8
year temporary preserve period, to expire in 2004. If the preserve is not acquired
within the specified period, and following a pocket mouse relocation effort, the
participating agencies have authorized the take of all species covered by the
NCCP/HCP within the 22 acre preserve.

•

Contribute $350,000 to fund Pacific pocket mouse population propagation,
enhancement, relocation and recovery efforts upon issuance of Section
10(A)(1 )(A) permit for pocket mouse

•

Contribute to the cost of preparation of the NCCP/HCP

•

Commit to transplant, at CDFG's request, any Blochman's dudleya populations at
Headlands Reserve's expense (not to exceed $23,000) that would be directly
impacted by development on the property. Subject to CDFG approval, the
landowner may collect and sow seed, rather than translocate individual plants.
Under this commitment, the landowner has no responsibility to acquire or
maintain land to which Blochman's dudleya would be transplanted. Furthermore,
if CDFG fails to identify and secure an appropriate translocation site within one
year of the landowners' request to identify such location, the landowner is no
longer obligated to translocate the Blochman's dudleya.

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and California Department of Fish and Game have
indicated that the landowners have 'carried out all of their conservation commitments
according to schedule' 11 .
There are a variety of other mutual agreements between the participating landowners
and agencies that are established in the NCCP/HCP Implementation Agreement. For
instance, CDFG and USFWS agreed to provide letters to the City of Dana Point and the
Commission with respect to the development of the subject property. In addition, the
landowner agreed to propose and promote certain measures within the temporary
Pacific pocket mouse preserve 12 (Exhibits 14b, 14c).

11

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service & California Department of Fish and Game. 2003. Dana Point Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan, City of Dana Point, Orange County, California. Letter from William E. Tippets, CDFG, and Karen A. Goebel,
USFWS to Mike Reilly, California Coastal Commission dated March 28, 2003.
12
Section 8.3.2(a)(1 )(C), U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service & California Department of Fish and Game, et. al. 1996. Implementation
Agreement Regarding the Natural Community Conservation Plan for the Central/Coastal Orange County Subregion of the Coastal
Sage Scrub Natural Community Conservation Plan. Dated July 17, 1996.
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In exchange for the landowner's commitments identified above, the participating
agencies have authorized the landowner to impact up to 30 acres of coastal sage scrub
(CSS) habitat on their property. In addition, the landowner is allowed to 'take' (within
the meaning of this term under the Federal and State Endangered Species Acts) any of
the sensitive species covered by the NCCP/HCP on Headlands property. The actual
take is authorized under an incidental take permit issued by USFWS {TE81 0581-1 ).

2. IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM AMENDMENT
This LCP amendment proposes to replace -in its entirety- the certified Implementation
Plan (the 1986 plan) presently effective on 95.1 acres of the 121.3 acre Dana Point
Headlands site and to newly certify the remaining 26.2 acres (commonly known as the
'Strand'). The new Implementation Plan (IP) will consist of the 1996 IP comprised of the
City's Zoning Code which is proposed to be further amended to include provisions for
the creation of planned development districts (PODs) in the City and at the same time
create a POD for the 121.3 Headlands site (Exhibits 4a-4f, 5b ).
The proposed IP amendment is focused on the ·Headlands site, however, one change to
the 1996 IP to accommodate the Headlands development plan would be effective
everywhere in the City that the 1996 IP is the controlling IP. The IP amendment adds a
section pertaining to the creation of planned development districts (PODs) in the City
that would apply to the entire area controlled by the 1996 IP.

a) Adoption of 1996 IP!Zoning Code
The Commission has previously certified the 1996 IP through LCP Amendments 1-96
(which made it effective in the Capistrano Beach area of the City) and 1-98 (which made
it effective in the Monarch Beach area of the City). The proposed IP amendment wouldapply the 1996 IP/Zoning Code to the Headlands area.

b) Modifications to 1996/P/Zoning Code
The proposed amendment would also modify the previously certified 1996 IP/Zoning
Code to create Chapter 9.34 that inserts the ordinance that allows the City to adopt
Planned Development Districts (PODs). PODs are similar to specific plans in that both
implement general plan/LUP policy by establishing regulations, conditions, and
programs concerning development standards and precise location for land use and
facilities; standards and locations for streets, roadways, and other transportation
facilities; standards indicating population density and building intensity, and provisions
for supporting services and infrastructure; specific standards designed to address the
use, and development and conservation of natural resources. According to the LUP,
PODs are different from specific plans in that they also establish regulations, conditions
and programs concerning developments that provide a mix of land uses; creative
approaches in the development of land; more accessible and desirable use of open
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space area; variety in the physical development pattern of the city; and utilization of
advances in technologies and programs that are innovative to land development.

c) Headlands Planned Development District (Key Features)
The Headlands POD is comprised of Sections 3 and 4 of the HDCP (Exhibit 24 ).
Section 3.0 establishes the project zoning and development standards, and
incorporates by reference the general provisions, the land use plan, and definitions.
Section 4.0 provides development guidelines for the area. The POD augments the
development standards identified in the IP/Zoning Code, and supercedes those
standards where they conflict with the IP/Zoning Code or where the POD otherwise
specifies that the standards identified supercede those identified in the IP/Zoning Code.
The HDCP also contains Section 5.0 that contains the City and landowners analysis of
the HDCP's conformance with the Coastal Act. Section 5.0 does not contain any
provisions beyond those described in Sections 3 and 4 of the HDCP.
The POD breaks the Headlands site up into various planning areas, labeled Planning
Areas 1-9 (Exhibit 5b ). The major elements of these planning areas are discussed
below:
(1) Residential, Planning Area 2 (The Strand)

The POD creates 25.7 acres of residential zoning in the Strand. A maximum of 75
single-family residences would be allowed within this area. Maximum height is 2stories, 28 feet above finished grade (not existing or natural grade) for primary
structures, and 16 feet for detached accessory structures. A minimum 15-foot rear yard
setback, measured from the top of slope for the building pad, is required on all lots.
There is no distinct, shorefront development setback. Thus, the 15-foot rear yard
setback is the shorefront setback. No stringline for shorefront development is
established either.
The POD specifies that grading will terrace the area to maximize views from the
residential lots. Furthermore, as described above, the POD allows for the construction
of a 2,100 linear foot shoreline protective device to protect the new residential
development. The POD also specifies that the residential area will be gated to control
vehicle access. Allowances are made for the provision of public pedestrian and bicycle
access through the area.
(2) Residential, Planning Area 6 (Upper Headlands/Bowl Area)

Planning Area 6 is comprised of 26.7 acres of residential use. A maximum of 50 singlefamily residences could be authorized in this area. Maximum height is 1-story, 18 feet
above finished grade for primary and accessory structures. Soil removed as part of the
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grading and geologic remediation in the Strand would be deposited in Planning Area 6
and graded into terraces so that the residences in Planning Area 6 would have ocean
views. The residential community would be gated to control vehicle access. There are
no specific provisions for public pedestrian and bicycle access through the area.

(3) Visitor/Recreation Commercial, Planning Area 4 (PCH &
Green Lantern)

Planning Area 4 is a 1.6 acre site located at the corner of Pacific Coast Highway and
Street of the Green Lantern. Up to 40,000 square feet of commercial and office uses
would be allowed on this site. The first floor is limited to retail commercial uses, and the
second floor could have retail or professional offices. Maximum height is 2-stories, 3135 feet, measured from either finished floor, finished grade, or the ceiling of the
basement or subterranean parking garage of the structure, whichever is lower.
Permitted uses in Planning Area 4 under the PDD are bed and breakfast inn, clinical
services, cultural uses, educational uses, food service uses/specialty, fractional
ownership, hotel, marine uses, open space, personal service uses, photographic,
reproduction and graphic service uses, professional office uses on the second floor or
below street level, restaurant, and retail sales. A variety of other uses are also
permitted subject to conditional use permits or as accessory uses such as commercial
antennas, day care centers, furniture stores, massage establishments, membership
organizations, walkup and take-out restaurants.

(4) Visitor/Recreation Commercial, Planning Area 9 (Resort
Seaside Inn)

Planning Area 9 is a 2.8 acre site generally located near the corner of Street of the
Green Lantern and Harbor Drive, and overlooks Harbor Point and the Dana Point
Harbor. The PDD would authorize up to 110,750 square feet of commercial floor area,
with a maximum height of 3 stories, 42 feet measured from either finished floor, finished
grade, or the ceiling of the basement or subterranean parking garage of the structure,
whichever is lower.
The primary permitted use of Planning Area 9 is a bed and breakfast inn or hotel (e.g.
65-90 room inn). Permitted uses, only in conjunction with a seaside inn, are caretakers
residence, clinical services, cultural uses, fractional ownership, and restaurant. Uses
subject to a conditional use permit, also only in conjunction with an inn, are commercial
antennas, commercial entertainment uses, commercial recreational uses, day care
centers, educational uses, live entertainment uses, massage establishments, walkup
restaurant, and video arcades/game rooms. Accessory uses allowed are food service
uses/specialty, personal service uses, professional office uses, recreational use, and
retail sales use.
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(5) Recreation Open Space, Planning Area 1 (Strand Vista
Park/Public Beach Access)

Strand Vista Park would consist of 9.9 acres. This park would be located seaward of
the existing County park and landward of the proposed residential development. A
linear trail with benches and tables along the bluff top would provide views of the Pacific
Ocean. Planning Area 1 also contains the existing County stairway that presently
provides access to Strand Beach along the northerly edge of the Headlands site. The
POD includes provisions to upgrade this existing stairway. At the southerly end of
Planning Area 1, the POD includes provisions to construct a new public access pathway
from the bluff top to the beach. Finally, a new public pedestrian access is contemplated
from the bluff top through the central portion of the Strand residential to the beach.
Under the POD, uses permitted in areas designated Recreation Open Space (REC/OS),
are visitor recreation facilities, cultural uses, kiosks/gazebos, outdoor artwork, public
land uses, hiking and biking trails. Commercial uses would also be allowed subject to a
conditional use permit, and temporary uses would also be allowed subject to special
use standards identified in Chapter 9.39 of the IP/Zoning Code.
(6) Recreation Open Space, Planning Area 3 (Strand Beach)

According to the City and landowner, Strand Beach, located seaward of the Strand, is
presently private property to the mean high tide line 13 , 14 , 15 • The mean high tide line has
not been adjudicated in this area, thus, the demarcation between public and private land
is ambulatory with the location of the mean high tide line. The proposed POD indicates
this beach (5.2 acres) is to be dedicated to the public. The "5.2" acres is based on a
mean high tide line measured on a single day, January 28, 1989. Since the location of
mean high tide is ambulatory and not fixed at the point measured in 1989, this 5.2 acre
figure may overestimate and/or underestimate the quantity of private beach area being
dedicated to the public, depending on the actual location of the mean high tide line.
The public would access this beach from the bluff top and existing County parking lot
via the existing and proposed to be upgraded North Strand Beach Access, and the
Central Strand and South Strand Beach accessways proposed in the POD.
The event triggering the dedication requirement nor the timing by which the dedication
must occur is identified.

(7) Recreation Open Space, Planning Area 5 (Hilltop Park &
Greenbelt Linkages)

13

Headlands Reserve LLC. 2002. City of Dana Point LCP Amendment No. 1-03, Headlands Development and Conservation Plan.
Letter dated July 30, 2002 from W. Kevin Darnall, Headlands Reserve LLC to Karl Schwing, California Coastal Commission.
14
Chicago Title Company. 2002. Policy No. 7300387-M07. Letter from Charles Axen, Chicago Title Company toW. Kevin Darnall,
~eadlands Reserve LLC regarding OW[lership and status of lots within Tract No. 697, 771 and 790
County of Orange v. Chandler-Sherman Corporation (1976) 54 Cai.App.3d. 561
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Planning Area 5 comprises 12.3 acres and contains the 'hilltop' portion of the property
and the rim of the 'bowl' portion of the property, as well as open space corridors, or
greenbelt linkages, around the perimeter of residential Planning Area 6. Uses identified
in the POD are an open air visitor/education center, trails, overlooks, seating, parking for
access to the open space, signs, fencing, habitat preservation, landscaping and fuel
modification.
(8) Recreation Open Space, Planning Area 8A (Harbor Point
Park)

Planning Area 8A would be 4.3 acres and contain the more level, interior portions of the
Harbor Point promontory that overlooks Dana Point Harbor. The POD designates this
area for visitor recreation education facilities, such as a lighthouse, cultural arts center,
nature interpretive center, trails, memorials, picnic areas, scenic overlooks, benches,
signs, kiosks, fencing, and landscaping.
(9) Conservation Open Space, Planning Area 88 (Harbor
Point Park)

Planning Area 88 is 6.1 acres and consists of bluff edge, bluff face areas and rocky
beach as the base of the bluff at the Harbor Point promontory which overlooks Dana
Point Harbor.
Areas designated Conservation Open Space (CON/OS) are oriented toward habitat
preservation and enhancement. The POD prohibits all uses other than 'public land
uses' 16 and hiking trails.
(10)
Conservation Open Space, Planning Area 7
(Headlands Conservation Park)

Planning Area 7 contains 24.2 acres and would contain the Headlands portion of the
property that consists of bluff top promontory, bluffs and rocky beach. This area
contains significant sensitive habitat including coastal sage scrub, southern coastal bluff
scrub, California gnatcatcher and Pacific pocket mouse. Improvements within the area
would be limited to a bluff top trail, overlooks, seating, and fencing.
The POD states the area is to be conserved by a non-profit trust and perpetual
endowment. Additional information indicates that the endowment will come from the
Harry and Grace Steele Foundation (Exhibit 16).

16

Chapter 9.75 of the IP/Zoning Code defines "public land uses" as "shall mean land and/or facilities owned, operated and
maintained by public agencies for the use and enjoyment of the general public. Typical uses would include, but not be limited to,
beaches, parks and open space."
•
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D. INFORMAL REVISED SUBMISSION
Commission staff have, on several occasions, met with the City and landowners to
discuss the key substantive issues raised by the proposed LCP amendment. In
summary, those key issues include:
•

Siting development within ESHA and fuel modification impacts on ESHA

•

Siting single family residences in the Strand that rely upon significant geologic
remediation/grading and the construction of a 2,100 linear foot long shoreline
protective device (i.e. revetment)

•

Exclusion of public vehicular access through the Strand to the beach

•

Over-emphasis of exclusive, luxury, overnight visitor accommodations and lack
of consideration for the provision of lower cost, overnight visitor accommodations

•

Over-emphasis on uses considered a lower priority under the Coastal Act, such
as residential development

•

Notwithstanding Coastal Act prohibitions on shoreline protective devices 17 , the
absence of lateral public access between the proposed shorefront residences in
the Strand and the proposed shoreline protective device

•

Notwithstanding Coastal Act prohibitions on shoreline protective devices, the
absence of consideration of alternative shoreline protective devices that would
minimize the encroachment of such structures onto sandy beach

The above issues raise fundamental questions about the LCP amendment's
consistency with Chapter 3 Coastal Act policies including Sections 30240, 30253,
30250, and 30213. Other issues raised by the LCP amendment include, but are not
limited to:
•

Absence of access to and information about visitor facilities at the Headlands
directly from Pacific Coast Highway

•

Lack of beach visitor support facilities (e.g. restrooms) at the southern end of
Strand Beach

•

Lack of direct pedestrian access from the existing County parking lot inland of
Planning Area 1 to the proposed Central Strand Beach Access

The City and landowner have countered that the existing certified LCP raises similar
issues and that the proposed LCP would significantly reduce any inconsistencies
17

I.e. Sections 30211, 30213, 30253 ·
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comparing build-out under each plan. The City and landowner have also provided
information indicating that there is an existing subdivision of the property (discussed
below) and have raised the specter of constitutional/takings issues that may be averted
if the current proposal is authorized.
City staff and the landowner have submitted an edited version of the LCP amendment
that represents their effort to address some of the issues identified above 18 , 19 (Exhibits
6a, 6b, 25). This edited version of the LCPA is not a formal submittal. Accordingly, the
edited version of the LCPA has not been subject to local hearings, nor reviewed and
approved by the City Council, nor submitted by resolution as is required pursuant to
Sections 30510(a) of the Act and 13551 of the Commission's regulations, if the
Commission is to consider this as a formal request. Rather, the City and landowner
have asked Commission staff to consider these edits as 'suggested modifications' made
by the Commission pursuant to Sections 30512 and 30513 of the Coastal Act.
In summary, the revisions to the LCPA that the City staff and landowner have made are
as follows:
•

Reduce impacts to ESHA by shrinking the size of the Upper Headlands
Residential area (Planning Area 6) from 26.7 acres to 20.2 acres, adding the
difference to the areas designated recreational/conservation open space. Direct
impacts to ESHA remain within Planning Area 6, as well as within Planning Areas
4, 8, and 9.

•

Provide a 40 bed hostel in Planning Area 4; reduce VRC in Planning Area 4 from
40,000 sq. ft. to 35,000 sq. ft.; increase quantity of allowable luxury
accommodation rooms from 65 to 90 within Planning Area 9

•

Provide a visitor information center and 6 public parking spaces in Planning Area
4 that will be directly accessible from Pacific Coast Highway

•

Provide an 8 foot wide walkway, plus benches along the top of the revetment
seaward of the Strand residential area

•

If the Strand residential area is allowed to be gated to vehicular access, provide
public mechanized access (e.g. funicular) from the County parking lot to the
beach along the nort~ern Strand Beach Access walkway

•

Provide new Mid-Strand Beach Access stairway from the County parking lot to
the Central Strand Beach access.

•

Provide restrooms at the south end of Planning Area 1 for beach visitors

18

City of Dana Point. 2003. Dana Point Local Coastal Program Amendment, No. 1-03. Letter dated August 18, 2003 from Douglas
C. Chotkevys, City Manager, City of Dana Point to Deborah Lee, California Coastal Commission.
City of Dana Point. 2003. Revised -The Headlands Development and Conservation Plan. Submittal includes Section 1.0
General Plan Amendment and Local Coastal Program Amendment, Section 3.0 Headlands Planned Development District, Section
4.0 Development Guidelines. Submittal dated August 21, 2003.
19
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Commission staff have indicated to the City and landowner that while the above
represent positive changes to the proposed LCP amendment, the changes fail to
address the significant adverse effects the plan continues to propose upon ESHA, the
potential need to identify an alternative location for the hotel, and the consideration of
alternatives relative to shoreline protection in the Strand. Commission staff believe
extensive changes to the LUP and IP amendment, both substantive and procedural,
beyond those supplied by the City and landowner, are necessary to adequately address
ESHA, hazards, visitor serving commercial uses, water quality, public views and public
access. Commission staff have presented to the City and landowner the basic concept
of the type of plan that would garner a positive staff recommendation.

E. STATUS OF LAND OWNERSHIP AND SUBDIVISION
According to the City and landowner, the Headlands area that is the subject of this LCP
amendment was subdivided under recorded Tract No.'s 697, 771, and 790, in 1924,
1925, and 1926, respectively2°, 21 (Exhibit 2d). Copies of the tract maps were supplied
to staff by the landowner, along with evidence of title insurance 22 . The tract maps
appear legitimate. The tracts affect the Headlands promontory, hilltop, and bowl areas
of the property. In total, the tract maps show approximately 291 lots, typically 40-50 feet
wide, and 100 feet long. Public rights-of-way are also shown on the tract maps to
access each of these lots. A small number of the lots (less than 20) were sold and
developed over time by individuals. The remainder of the lots have remained under the
ownership of a single entity, Chandler-Sherman until1998, and now Headlands
Reserve LLC. Although the status of any pre-1929 subdivision is subject to some
question, no specific evidence has been supplied to the Commission that would indicate
the land owned by Headlands Reserve LLC is not legally subdivided as shown on the
above identified tract maps.
The subject LCP amendment also affects the Strand area of the site. Based on the
maps supplied by the landowner, this area is divided into 3 large irregularly size lots.
Portions of these lots were used as a mobile home park until its closure in 1988.

IV.

Summary of Public Participation

The City Planning Commission held a public hearing for the proposed LCP
amendment on December 5, 2001, and the City Council held a public hearing for the
proposed LCP amendment on January 8, 2002. This LCP amendment request is
consistent with the submittal requirements of the Coastal Act and the regulations which
20

Headlands Reserve LLC. 2002. City of Dana Point LCP Amendment No. 1-03, Headlands Development and Conservation Plan.
Letter dated July 30, 2002 from W. Kevin Darnall, Headlands Reserve LLC to Karl Schwing, California Coastal Commission.
21
Headlands Reserve LLC. 2002. City of Dana Point LCP Amendment NO. 1-03, Headlands Development and Conservation Plan.
Letter dated July 31, 2002 from W. Kevin Darnall, Headlands Reserve LLC to Karl Schwing, California Coastal Commission
regarding transmittal of copies of Tracts 697, 771 and 790 with copies of maps attached.
22
Chicago Title Company. 2002. Polic;y No. 7300387-M07. Letter from Charles Axen, Chicago Title Company toW. Kevin Darnall,
Headlands Reserve LLC regarding ownership and status of lots within Tract No. 697. 771 and 790
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govern such proposals (Sections 30501, 30510, 30514 and 30605 of the Coastal Act,
and Sections 13551, 13552 and 13553 of the California Code of Regulations).

V.

Land Use Plan/Implementation Plan Suggested
Modifications

Suaaested Modifications: The Commission certifies the following, with modifications
as shown. Language as submitted by City of Dana Point is shown in straight type.
Language recommended by the Commission for oeletieR is shown in 8e~;61e liRe e~;t
Language proposed to be inserted by the Commission is shown double underlined.
Commission Review of Narrative Text: The City's LCP can be divided into two major
divisions. The first division is narrative, which describes the City, how the LCP program
functions, and the explanatory basis for the various standards and policies contained in
the LCP. The second division of the LCP consists of the actual standards and policies.
It is this second division that is the focus of Commission review.
Commission review of the LCP has been primarily limited to Goal 2, Policies 2.1 to 2.12,
Goal4, Policies 4.1 to 4.10, GoalS, Policies 5.1 to 5.27, Figures LU-4, LU-6, Tables LU4, LU-6 and LU-6a within the Land Use Element; Goal 1, Policies 1.1 to 1. 7, narrative
identified as 'Policy' in the Urban Design Plan component of the Urban Design Element,
Figure UD-2, Goal1, Policies 1.1 to 1.8, Goal 2, Policies 2.1 to 2.20, Goal 3, Policies
3.1 to 3.10, Goal6, Policies 6.1 to 6.8, Figures COS-1, COS-2, COS-4, COS-5, COS-6,
Table COS-4, and narrative identified as 'policy' in the Conservation and Open Space
Plan components of the Conservation Open Space Element, all of which constitute
standards and policies of the Land Use Plan. In addition, Commission review of the
Implementation Plan has been primarily limited to new Section 9.35 of the Zoning Code
and the new Planned Development District (POD) described in Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of
the 'Headlands Development and Conservation Plan'. In terms of how "goals" and
"policies" are to be treated in the LCP, the policies and associated "figures" and "tables"
are the mandatory enforceable component. The goals and non-policy narrative provide
background and context for the policies. Therefore, the standard of review for the City
in permitting development under the LCP will be the policies, figures and tables of the
LCP.
Revisions to the policies, made through suggested modifications, in certain
circumstances may make the background narrative obsolete. Descriptive narrative no
longer consistent with the policies will need to be revised by the City to conform the
narrative of any associated policy that has been revised through suggested
modifications as part of the submission of the final document for certification pursuant to
Sections 13544 and 13544.5 of the California Code of Regulations.
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Organizational Notes: The addition of new policies or the deletion of policies (as
submitted) will affect the numbering of subsequent LCP (Land Use Plan and
Implementation Plan) policies when the City of Dana Point publishes the final LCP
incorporating the Commission's suggested modifications. This staff report will not make
revisions to the policy numbers. The City will make modifications to the numbering
system when it prepares the final LCP for submission to the Commission for certification
pursuant to Sections 13544 and 13544.5 of the California Code of Regulations.
Additionally, the LCP (October 2003 submittal/cover dated July 24, 2001 version)
submission contained formatting to show City revisions made to the LCP prior to its
approval by the City Council. For purposes of clarity this formatting has been removed.
A. SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS TO COASTAL LAND USE PLAN
CONSISTING OF THE LAND USE ELEMENT (LUE), URBAN DESIGN
ELEMENT (UDE), AND CONSERVATION OPEN SPACE ELEMENT (COSE):

1. (Priority Uses) LUE, Goal 2, Policy 2.10~: The use of private lands suitable for
visitor-serving commercial recreational facilities designed to enhance public
opportunities for coastal recreation shall have priority over private residential,
general industrial, or general commercial development, but not over agriculture or
coastal-dependent industry. In the Headlands, this prioritization of uses is satisfied
by the provision of visitor-serving commercial recreational development on the
private lands switaeledesignated for visitor-serving commercial recreational facilities
eFeQD. the portions of the site that adjoin Pacific Coast Highway aA€1 ~treet ef tl:le
GreeA b:aAterA in the vicinity of existing visitor-serving commercial recreational uses.
(Coastal Act/30222)
2. (Water Quality (WQ15) LUE, Goal 4, Policy 4.4: Preserve, maintain aA€1, wl:lere
feasiele, enhance~ and where feasible restore marine resource areas and coastal
waters. Special protection shall be given to areas and species of special biological or
economic significance. Restore general water qualitv and biological productivitv as
necessary to maintain optimum populations of marine organisms and for the protection
of human health. (Coastal Act/30230)
3. (Biological Resources/Hazards), LUE, Goal 5, Add following introductory narrative:
Development of the Headlands shall occur in a comprehensive manner involving the
entire approximately 121 acre site. This comprehensive approach to developing the
Headlands will allow for the following project elements (herein 'HDCP Elements'): 1)
preservation. enhancement. dedication and peroetual management of all but 3.75 acres
of environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs) known to be present at the
Headlands: 2) the dedication of the private portion of Strand beach to the public: 3) the
construction and dedication of public parks, a public trail network throughout the
Headlands. and vertical and lateral public access to and along Strand beach: 4)
implementation of extensive water qualitv management best management practices.
including but not limited to the construction and maintenance of structural best
management practices to treat off-site and on-site run-off: and 5) the preservation of
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significant landforms including the Harbor Point and Headlands bluffs and promontories
and the Hilltop and ridgeline.
4. (Visual Resources) LUE, Goal5, New Policy:
Zoning
and
development
regulations shall detail the location and extent of public coastal view opportunities
<i.e. unobstructed view. intermittent view or no view) that will be established for
designated public open space and trail areas which shall. at minimum. conform with
the public view opportunities identified on Figure COS-4 and Figure COS-5 in the
Conservation Open Space Element. (Coastal AcU30251 ).
5. (Visual Resources) LUE, Goal5, New Policy:
Maximum building heights for
each zoning district shall be established that prevent significant adverse impacts to
public views to and along the coast from. at minimum. the public view opportunities
identified on Figure COS-4 and Figure COS-5 in the Conservation Open Space
Element. Applications for land divisions and/or grading shall establish finished
grades such that structures constructed to the maximum building heights identified
for each zoning district shall not significantly adversely impact the public views
identified in this policy <Coastal AcU30251)
6. (Visual Resources) LUE, Goal 5, New Policy:
Submittals for tentative tract
maps and coastal development permits for development proposed within any public
viewshed identified on Figure COS-4 and COS-5 in the Conservation Open Space
Element. shall include a visual impact analysis to demonstrate that the public coastal
view opportunities designated pursuant to Policy [Suggested Mod 41 shall be
established and maintained. <Coastal AcU30251)
7. (Hazards) LUE, Goal5, Policy 5.2: Require geotechnical studies to assess geologic
hazardseRslsiFe seelesieal s~a&ility in the areas where development is proposed. .te
be f38F~itte& aRe Except for the public access facilities and residential development
in the Strand (which is exempt from this requirement only if proposed in the context
of an application that provides all of the HDCP Elements. and only in conjunction
with a requirement that the plan be completed as a whole). require aeleEJwa~e g
minimum 50 foot setbacks from .tAe-bluff M::aFeasedges or a sufficient setback to
avoid anticipated erosion/bluff retreat over a minimum 75 year timeframe in
accordance with those eRSiReeFiRsgeotechnical studies. whichever is most
restrictive aRe e8eJ9teel City FeswletieRs. (Coastal AcU30250, 30253)

B. (Visual Resources) LUE, Goal 5, Policy 5.4: Assure that the height and scale of the
development within the Headlands are compatible with development in the
community and that the visual impact of the development from coastal areas below
the project is minimized. Prohibit new development that significantly degrades
public views to and along the coastline including. but not limited to. existing.
enhanced or created views {rom the Hilltop pads and greenbelt linkage. the Strand
Vista Park. the Dana Point Promontorv/Headlands Conservation Park and Harbor
Point. (Coastal AcU30251)
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9. (Public Access) LUE, Goal 5, Policy 5.6: Require that a continuous scenic walkway
or trail system be integrated into the development and conservation plan for the
Headlands and that it provide connection points to off-site, existing or proposed
walkways/trails. including integration with the California Coastal Trail. The alignment
of the walkway and trail system shall be consistent with their depiction on Figure
COS-4 and Figure COS-5 in the Conservation Open Space Element. (Coastal
Act/30210,30212)
10. (Public Access) LUE, Goal 5, Policy 5.9: Provide public trails within the Headlands.
The system shall iAGit;~€leprovide access to the existing sandy beach areas. including
but not limited to a minimum of three (3) public accessways. and an inclined
elevator/funicular. from Selva Road. through the Strand area. to the beach. and to
the visitor-serving recreational and public places developed within the Headlands.
11. (Biological Resources) LUE, Goal 5, Policy 5.10: Previ€le lt;~Xt;~F)' visiter
faeilities aFJ€llaA€l t;~Ses Seales aJ3J3reJ3riately fer tRe J3F8J3Brty.

serviA~

IRA

12. (Biological Resources/Public Access) LUE, Goal 5, Policy 5.20: Regulate the time,
manner and location of public access to 13arl<s aA€l open space containing sensitive
biological resources to maintain and protect those sensitive resources and to protect
the privacy rights of property owners while BalaReiR~ honoring the public's
constitutional right of access to navigable waters. (Coastal Act/3QQQ1, 3QQQ1.8,
30214,30240)
13. (Coastal Resources) LUE, Goal 5, Policy 5.21: Previ€le a€l€litieAal J3l;l61ie aGeess
Jre~ ~elva ~eae, tRe Aearest 13~Biis reaeway, te tl=le sl=lereliRe, seRsisteRt witl=l !3Wiillis
safety aA€l t!;le J3reteetieA eHra~ile eeastal reset;~rees. (Ceastal,£39212).
14. (Public Access) LUE, Goal 5, Policy 5.23: Off-street parking shall be provided for all
new residential and commercial development in accordance with the ordinances
contained in the LCP to assure there is adequate public access to coastal resources.
A modification in the minimum quantity of parking stalls required through the
variance process shall not be approved. Valet parking shall not be implemented as
a means to reduce the minimum quantity of parking stalls required to serve the
development. Provide on-street and off-street public parking facilities strategically
distributed to maximize public use and adequatelY sized to meet the needs of the
public for access to areas designated for public recreation and public open space
uses at the Headlandst!;le €levei8J3FR&Rt, as measured by the standards set forth in
the City regulations.,....eOO Where existing adjacent public parking facilities are
presently underutilized and those facilities are also anticipated to be underutilized by
projected future parking demand. use those existing adjacent public parking
facilities, where feasible, to serve the needs of the public for access to areas
designated for recreation and public open space uses at the HeadlandseertieAs ef
tRe ereeerty. (Coastal Act/30212.5, 30252)
15.(Coastal Resources) LUE, Goal 5, Policy 5.25: Ce~J3IY ':Viti=! t!;le reEtwire~eRts eJ tRe
CeRtral Ceastal OraR~e Cet;~Aty ~Jatt;~ral Cemmt;~Aities CeAservatieA PlaRtJ..Ialeitat
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CeRsep,·atieR PlaR (~JCCP:'I-ICP) Bfjf)Feves &y tl"le CalifeFRia Qef)aR:FReRt ef j;isl"l aRE!
CaFRe fer: tl"le l-lea81aRfile aRfil aveifil Elwplieative FeswlateF)' eeRtr:ele 1 iR paFtiewlar witl"l
F88pest te wil81ife FREIFlEiff8FR8Flt piF8ffFEIFR8 81!181"1 ae tl"le' ~JCCIA/1-!CP. (Ceaetal
Aetl~Q4Q1 1 ~Q411)

16.(Biological Resources) LUE, GoalS, New Policy: New development shall include
an inventorv of the plant and animal species present on the project site. If the initial
inventorv indicates the presence or potential for sensitive species or habitat on the
project site. a detailed biological study shall be required. New development within or
adjacent to ESHA shall include a detailed biological study of the site. (Coastal
AcU30240l
17.(Hazards/Coastal Resources) LUE, GoalS, New Policy: Land divisions. including
lot line adjustments. shall be permitted only if all proposed parcels intended for
development can be demonstrated to be safe from flooding. erosion. and geologic
hazards and that development can be constructed consistent with all policies of the
LCP. The creation of parcels not intended for development shall only be allowed in
conjunction with the recordation of a deed restriction on any such parcels to prevent
development and the dedication of such parcels to a public agency for conservation
purooses. (Coastal Act/302S3l
18.(Public Access) LUE, GoalS, New Policy: Recreation and access opportunities at
public beaches and parks at the Headlands shall be protected. and where feasible.
enhanced as an important coastal resource. Public beaches and parks shall
maintain lower-cost user fees and parking fees. and maximize hours of use to the
extent feasible. in order to maximize public access and recreation opportunities.
Limitations on time of use or increases in user fees or parking fees shall be subject
to a coastal development permit. <Coastal AcU30210. 30212. 30213. 30221)
19. (Public Access) LUE, Goal S, New Policy: Temporarv events shall minimize
impacts to public access. recreation and coastal resources. A coastal development
permit shall be required for temporarv events that meet all of the following criteria: 1l
held between Memorial Day and Labor Day: 2) occupy any portion of a public sandy
beach area: and 3) involve a charae for general public admission where no fee is
currently charged for use of the same area. A coastal development permit shall also
be required for temporarv events that do not meet all of these criteria. but have the
potential to result in significant adverse impacts to public access and/or coastal
resources. (Coastal AcU30212)
20. (Public Access) LUE, GoalS, New Policy: New public beach facilities shall be
limited to only those structures necessarv to provide or enhance public recreation
activities. No development shall be permitted on sandy public beach areas. except
that lifeguard stations. small visitor serving concessions. restrooms. trash and
recycling receptacles. and improvements to provide access for the physically
challenged may be permitted when there is no less environmentally damaging
feasible alternative and the development is sited and designed to minimize adverse
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impacts to public access. visual resources and sensitive
resources.(Coastal AcU30221. 30240. 30250. 30251. 30253)

environmental

21. (Public Access) LUE, Goal 5, New Policy: The implementation of restrictions on
public parking along Selva Road. Street of the Green Lantern. and Scenic Drive that
would impede or restrict public access to beaches. trails or parklands, (including, but
not limited to. the posting of "no parking" signs. red curbing. physical barriers. and
preferential parking programs) shall be prohibited except where such restrictions are
needed to protect public safety and where no other feasible alternative exists to
provide public safety. Where feasible. an equivalent number of public parking
spaces shall be provided nearby as mitigation for impacts to coastal access and
recreation.
22. (Pubilc Access) LUE, Goal 5, New Policy: Except as noted in this policy, gates.
guardhouses, barriers or other structures designed to regulate or restrict access
shall not be permitted upon any street (public or private) within the Headlands where
they have the potential to limit. deter. or prevent public access to the shoreline.
inland trails. or parklands. In the Strand residential area. gates. guardhouses.
barriers and other structures designed to regulate or restrict public vehicular access
into the residential development may be authorized provided that 1l pedestrian and
bicycle access from Selva Road and the County Beach parking lot through the
residential development to the beach remains unimpeded: 2) a public access
connection is provided that gives direct access from approximately the mid-point of
the County Beach parking lot to the Central Strand Access: and 3) an inclined
elevator/funicular providing mechanized access from the County Beach parking lot
to the beach is constructed. operated and maintained for public use for the duration
of the period that public vehicular access through the residential subdivision is
regulated or restricted.
23. (Public Access) LUE, Goal 5, New Policy: Where an inclined elevator/funicular is
provided in accordance with Land Use Element Policy [Suggested Mod 221. the
facility shall be open to the public everv day beginning Memorial Day weekend
through Labor Day weekend, and on holidays and weekends the remainder of the
year. with additional days of operation as necessarv to meet demand. If necessarv,
a fee may be charged for use of the inclined elevator/funicular to recover costs of
operation and maintenance. however. that fee (round-trip) shall not exceed the
regular cash fare for a single ride on a local route upon a public bus operated by the
Orange County Transportation Authority.
24. (Public Access) LUE, Goal 5, New Policy: A trail offer of dedication shall be
required in new development where the property contains a LCP mapped trail
alignment or where there is substantial evidence that prescriptive rights exist. An
existing trail which has historically been used by the public may be relocated as long
as the new trail alignment offers equivalent public use. Both new development and
the trail alignment shall be sited and designed to provide privacy for residents and
maximum safety for trail users.
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25. (Pubilc Access) LUE, Goal 5, New Policy: If as a condition of a permit an
easement is required to be dedicated for public use of a trail the opening of the trail
shall only be required after a public agency or private association has accepted the
offer of dedication and agreed to open. operate. and maintain the trail. New offers to
dedicate public trail easements shall include an interim deed restriction that 1) states
that the terms and conditions of the permit do not authorize any interference with
prescriptive rights. in the area subject to the easement prior to acceptance of the
offer and. 2l prohibits any development or obstruction in the easement area prior to
acceptance of the offer.
26. (Pubilc Access) LUE, Goal 5, New Policy: A uniform signage program that
provides clear and conspicuous notice shall be developed and utilized to assist the
public in locating and recognizing trail access points. parks. open spaces, parking
areas. and other visitor recreational amenities. In areas containing sensitive habitat
or safety hazards. signs shall be posted with a description of the sensitive habitat or
safety hazard and limitations on entrv to those areas.
27.(Visual Resources) LUE, Goal5, New Policy:
The height of structures shall be
limited to minimize impacts to visual resources. The maximum allowable height for
the residential development in the Strand shall be 28 feet above finished grade. and
at the upper Headlands shall be 18 feet above finished grade. Chimneys and
rooftop antennas may be permitted to extend above the permitted height of the
structure provided they do not significantly degrade public views to and along the
shoreline. Finished grades shall be set such that any structure constructed to the
full height limit plus any chimneys and rooftop antennas shall not significantly
degrade pubilc views to and along the shoreline. The commercial development
along Pacific Coast Highway shall have a maximum allowable height of 35 feet
above existing grade. For commercial development. minor architectural projections
may exceed the height limit provided they do not significantly degrade public views
to and along the shoreline.
28.(Visual Resources) LUE, Goal 5, New Policy: Signs shall be designed and located
to minimize impacts to yisual resources. Signs approved as part of commercial
development shall be incorporated into the design of the project and shall be subject
to height and width limitations that ensure that signs are visually compatible with
surrounding areas and protect scenic views. Roof signs. pole signs. projecting signs
shall not be permitted.
29. (Public Access/Biological ResourcesNisual Resources) LUE, Goal 5, New Policy:
The public parks. open space and public trail network shall be offered for dedication
and/or conveyed by the landowner/developer to the appropriate public agency or
non-profit entity concurrent prior to or with the recordation of the first land
division/Final Map(s). The first land division shall encompass the entire 121.3 acre
site and shall fully expunge all development rights that may exist within the identified
public parks. open sp~ce and public trail network that may have existed under any
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orior land division. All approved public park. open space and public trail network
improvements and amenities shall be constructed by the landowner/developer and
shall include all such public parks. open spaces. public trails and associated
improvements and amenities described in the HDCP. All approved public park and
open space improvements and amenities shall be completed and the facilities open
to the public for public use prior to the residential certificate of occupancy or final
inspection for the first to be completed residential property.
30. (Biology/Access) Modify LUE, Figure LU-4 Land Use Policy Diagram to eliminate 2.8
acre Visitor/Recreation Commercial/seaside luxury inn site and incorporate that land
into open space; reconfigure bowl area residential to avoid ESHA (except for 3 acres
of allowable impact area) and incorporate avoided area into open space; restore
road in Harbor Point/seaside luxury inn area to existing alignment to avoid ESHA
impacts; eliminate/relocate visitor buildings and parking to avoid ESHA
31. Modify LUE, Table LU-4, Table LU-5, Table LU-6, and Table LU-6a and revise
narrative in the 'Land Use Plan' to reflect suggested modifications
32. (Biology/Access) Modify Narrative in LUE, Land Use Plan ... Overlooking Dana Point
Harbor and the Pacific Ocean, Harbor Point Park will provide the opportunity for
establishing dramatic views, limited public recreation, a nature interpretive center
and public parking, visiter ameRities. and conservation of native vegetation and
coastal bluffs. Strand Vista Park, which overlooks Strand Beach, will create and link
several coastal access ways and provide visitor amenity and public recreation
opportunities. Strand Beach Park will be dedicated to a public agency and will
provide coastal recreational opportunities.
A maximum of fivefour visitor-serving, recreational facilities consisting of a Nature
Interpretive Center. Visitor Information Center. and new restrooms (2) will be
integrated into the parks and open space to attract and serve local and statewide
visitors to the Headlands coastline. The visitor-serving recreational facilities shall be
built by the developer, open to the public, and no less than ~two shall include
educational programs relating to ...
33. (Biology/Access) Modify LUE, Figure LU-6, Headlands Land Use Policy Diagram to
eliminate hotel and incorporate that land into open space; reconfigure residential in
upper headlands to avoid ESHA (except for 3 acres of allowable impact area) and
incorporate avoided area into open space; restore road in hotel area to existing
alignment to avoid ESHA impacts; eliminate/relocate visitor buildings and parking to
avoid ESHA; show public accessway seaward of Strand residential/landward of
shoreline protective device; add reference to 'Strand Beach Park'; add other
identifiers including 'bowl'; bowl rim/ridgeline
34. (BiologyNiews) Modify narrative in the UDE, Urban Design Plan, Dana Point
Headlands and Bluffs, as follows: The following Urban Design policies and concepts
will guide the development of the Headlands and shall be used as a standard of
review for Local Coastal Program purooses:
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[no intervening changes]
•

Require setbacks of buildings and site improvements from the bluff faces, as set
forth in the policies of the General Plan/Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan
and the Specific Plan or POD, which will ensure public and structural safety,
consistent with detailed and site specific geotechnical report recommendations.

35. (Hazards/Access)Modify narrative in UDE, Urban Design Plan, The Beaches, as
follows:

[no intervening changes]

!

On the Headlands, the following urban design policies will guide development of
the area adjacent to Strand Beach and will serve as the standard of review for
review of any application for a coastal development permit for development
proposed in the area: ...
[no intervening changes]
There is an existing revetment on Strand Beach,. In order to re-develop the
Strand area with residential uses and public parks and amenities the new
development will be subject to the analysis of a registered geotechnical engineer
and a registered ~ariRetcoastal engineer to incorporate design measures that
further stabilize the site to ensure public safety. If a permit is approved
authorizing the reconstruction of the existing reyetment or the building of any
other sort of protective device to support the Strapd development. it shall be
located at or landward of the existing revetment toe (depicted as 'Daylight Toe of
Slope Repair' on the 1983 Plans for Emeraency Slope Repair and On-Site Storm
Drain Construction for Dana Strand Club. 9-29-83. prepared by Williamson and
Schmidl. such that. the average oosition of the revetment is moved 5 feet
landward or easterly. Any shoreline protective device awe!:;} reseRsb·wotieR must
incoroorate a linear coastal access path along the top or landward of the
reoeRstrwetee revetFReRtshoreline protective deviceRet eRereaoR seaware ef tRe
tee ef tl:;le eJdstiR~ re\letFR&Rt at 8eereel't1 wRies& iFRJiiF9'J8FR&Rt& are Reeessar;,' te
ereate er &RRaRee Rew JiiW&Iie aeeess aRet/~r JiiWBiie safe~.
To compliment the surrounding urban residential character, the Strand area shall
limit development to residential land uses.
Development of the old Mobile Home Park above Strand Beach according to a
Specific Plan or POD for the Headlands shall accommodate two Strand Beach
vertical public beach access paths Cone of which will branch off to provide a
connection to the mid-point of the County Strand Beach parking lot), a linear park
adjacent to the County Strand Beach parking lot, a lateral public accessway
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between the residential development and shoreline protective device. terraced
landscaped slopes, a public funicular (if public vehicle access into the Strand
residential area is restricted), and residential lots.
36. (Biology/AccessNiews)Modify UDE, Figure UD-2 to reconcile differences between
Figure UD-2 and Figure COS-4 and Figure COS-5 relative to scenic overlooks;
modify figure to eliminate hotel and add area to open space, modify footprint of
development in 'bowl' area to reduce ESHA impacts to 3 acres
37. (Biology/AccessNisual Resources)Modify narrative in UDE, Urban Design Plan, The
Headlands, as follows:

°

Create safe coastal view opportunities such as the Strand Vista Park adjacent to
the County Strand Beach parking lot. and a lateral public accessway with picnic
tables and benches. near beach level. seaward of the Strand residential
development and landward of any shoreline protective device.
[no intervening changes]

!

Drought tolerant and native er Rat~:~raliii!!eel non-invasive species
be utilized within public open spaces. commercial areas and the
edges of private development adjoining natural open space areas.
s~et;~l€ishall

!

Design all public beach accessways and surrounding development in a
manner that conspicuously invites and encourages maximum public use of the
accessways, beach and other public facilities.

38. (Biology) Modify narrative in COSE, Related Plans and Programs, California Fish
and Game Regulations, as follows:
As i8eRtifie8 iR SeetieR ~Q4 Q1 aRe ~Q411 eft~e Pt;~lalie Rese~::~Fees Gese, t~e
CaliferRia Qe~artmeRt ef J;isl::l aREI GaFRe is tl:le ~riRsi~al state aseRsy res~eRsiele fer
tl:le estaelis~meRt aRe eeRtrel ef wilslife maRasemeRt wesFams.
39. (Coastal Resources/Biology) Modify narrative in COSE, Related Plans and Programs,
California Coastal Act, as follows:
The 1976 California Coastal Act is intended to protect the natural and scenic qualities of
the California coast. Three Elements of +~he City's General Plan (the Land Use. Urban
Design. and Conservation Open Space Elements), Zoning Ordinance and other
implementing action will comprise the City's Local Coastal Program. The goals and
policies of the Conservation/Open Space PlaREiement implement many of the
objectives and requirements of the California Coastal Act and. in conjunction with the
Land Use Element and Urban Design Element. serve as the Land Use Plan component
of the Local Coastal Prooram for the areas of Monarch Beach. Capistrano Beach.
Doheny Village, and Headlands portions of the City that are located in the coastal zone.
Among other requirements. the Coastal Act encourages the protection and
enhancement of public coastal access. the protection and enhancement of visual
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resources. and requires the identification of sensitive biological habitat meeting
specified criteria. known as 'Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas' and the protection
of those habitat areas from significant disruption by development.
40. (Water Quality) COSE, Goal 1, following Policy 1.8, add following narrative:
The Headlands Water Qualitv Program
Although portions of the Headlands have been previously developed. specifically the
mobile home park in the Strand area. the greenhouses and related improvements in the
Upper Headlands and several public streets. the storm water conyevance systems that
are currently in place are in a state of disrepair. Moreover. no water qualitv Best
Management Practices l"BMPs"l in the form of structural devices are in place to
prevent or mitigate water qualitv impacts to the Pacific Ocean or Dana Point Harbor. In
addition. existing urban development adjoining and within the same drainage basin as
the Headlands are not currently served by such BMPs.
The Citv of Dana Point recognizes impacts can occur to coastal waters from both storm
water runoff and "nuisance" runoff from urban areas. Therefore. it is of utmost
importance that any Headlands project be designed to incoroorate effective Site
Design, Source Control and Treatment Control BMPs to minimize the potential for
water qualitv impacts to the adjoining marine environment and to Dana Point Harbor.
In addition to the pdor policies. the following
development/redevelopment of the Headlands:

policies

shall

guide future

41. (Water Quality) COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ2): All development shall meet the
requirements of the California Regional Water Qualitv Control Board San Diego
Region's Waste Discharge Requirements for discbarges of urban runoff from Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4sl Draining the Watersheds of the Countv of
Orange. the lncoroorated Cities of Orange Countv. and the Orange Countv Flood
Control Distdct within the San Diego Region or subsequent versions of this plan.
42. (Water Quality) COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ3): Concurrent with the submittal of a
tentative tract map and/or master coastal development permit application. a postdevelopment drainage and runoff control plan shall be prepared that incoroorates a
combination of structural and non-structural Best Management Practices ("BMPs"l best
suited to reduce oollutant loading in runoff from the area proposed. for development to
the maximum extent feasible. BMPs shall include Site Design. Source Control. and
Treatment Control BMPs. In addition. schedules for the required routine maintenance
for each of the structural BMPs and the responsible party for the maintenance shall be
identified.
43. (Water Quality) COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ4): Post-construction structural BMPs
lor suites of BMPsl shall be designed to treat. infiltrate. or filter the amount of storm
water runoff produced by all storms up to and including the 85th percentile. 24-hour
storm event for volume-based BMPs and/or the 85th percentile. 1-hour storm event
(multiplied by an appropriate safetv factor. i.e. 2 or greater) for flow-based BMPs.
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44. (Water Quality) COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ5): Development that requires a
grading/erosion control plan shall include a plan and schedule for landscaping and revegetation of graded or disturbed areas. If the grading occurs during the rainy season.
the plan will include BMPs to minimize or avoid the loss of sediment from the site.
45. (Water Quality) COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ6): The Citv, property owners. or
homeowners associations. as applicable. shall vacuum sweep public and private
streets. and parking lots frequently to remove debris and contaminant residue.
46. (Water Quality) COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ7): The Citv. property owners. or
homeowners associations. as applicable. shall be required to maintain any structural
BMP device to ensure it functions as designed and intended. Owners of these devices
shall be responsible for ensuring that they continue to function properly and additional
inspections should occur after storms as needed throughout the rainy season. Repairs.
modifications, or installation of additional BMPs. as needed. shall be required to be
carried out prior to the next rainy season.
47. (Water Quality), COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ8): Commercial development shall
incorporate BMPs designed to minimize or avoid the runoff of pollutants from
structures. landscaping. parking and loading areas.
48. (Water Quality), COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ9): Restaurants shall incorporate
BMPs designed to minimize runoff of oil and grease. solvents, phosphates. suspended
solids. and other pollutants to the storm drain system.
49. (Water Quality), COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ1 0): Storm drain stenciling and
signage shall be provided for new stormdrain construction in order to discourage
dumping into drains.
50. (Water Quality/Hazards), COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ11 ): Utilize efficient irrigation
practices to minimize the potential for nuisance water runoff.
51. (Water Quality) COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ12): Divert low-flow "nuisance" run-off
to the sanitarv sewer system for treatment. thereby avoiding drv weather flows to the
beach or Harbor.
52. (Water Quality) COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ13): Reduce impervious surfaces
through design of narrower than standard streets: shorten streets where feasible: and
on single loaded streets. eliminate sidewalks on one side.
53. (Water Quality) COSE, Goal 1, New Policy (WQ14): Develop a public awareness
program concerning water quality for future homeowners. property managers. and
visitors to the public open space. The program will emphasize the proper use of
irrigation, fertilizers and pesticides by homeowners and landscape contractors.
54. (Hazards) COSE, Goal 2, Policy 2.8: Minimize risks to life and property, and
preserve the natural environment, by siting and clustering new development away
from areas which have physical constraints associated with steep topography and
unstable slopes; and where such areas are designated as Recreation/Open Space
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or include bluffs, beaches, or wetlands, exclude such areas from the calculation of
net acreage available for determining development intensity or density potential. ~
U:te laleaEIIeAes 1 A=liAiA=IiaatieA ef Fisl< te life aAs f)~f)er:ty aAEI ~reseF¥atieA ef tl:le
Aat~,~ral 9A'JireAA=I9At is A=l&t Ia~' a F9Ef"'ireA=IeAt tl:lat Aew S9'J919f)A=I9At Be sites BAS
el"'steres iAte areas seterA=~iAes BY seelesisal feasiBility st"'sies te lae s"'itaBie, S!,!&A
as BY reA=~eeiatieA ef !,!AStaBle slef)es iA=If)Bete8 lay &!,19A Aew ee¥elef)FA9At. (Coastal
Act/30233,30253)
Shoreline or ocean protective devices
55. (Hazards) COSE, Goal2, Policy 2.14:
such as revetments, breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining
walls, and other such construction that alters shoreline processes shall be permitted
when required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing structures or
public beaches in danger from erosion, and when designed to eliminate or mitigate
adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply and minimize adverse impacts on
public use of sandy beach areas. j;er tl:le laleeeleA8& 1 tlole f)&teAtial fer 9eastal sle~e
eresieA sl:lall 8e A=tiAiFAii!eeJ aAs ~"'81i9 safety aAEI 9&aetal B99ess ~retests& 8y
r999AStF!,!Sti9A ef tl:le 9MietiAS revetA=t&At. ~!,19R r999AStr!,l&ti9A A=I!,!St AElt 9A8~99R
seawar8 ef tRe tee ef tRe eMistiRS revetA=teAt at la9eresk YAieee imJilF91t9A=IeAte are
Aeeessar;y te ereate er eRRaAse Aew ~w&lis asse&s aAEI/er ~w8li9 safet)'• (Coastal
Act/3021 0-12, 30235)
56. (Water Quality) COSE, Goal 2, Policy 2.20: The biological productivity and quality of
coastal waters, streams, wetlands, estuaries, and lakes and the restoration of optimum
populations of marine organisms shall be ensured by. among other means. minimizing
adverse effects of waste water discharges. Any specific plans and/or planned
development district policies and specific development proposals, site plans and
subdivision maps shall control runoff, prevent depletion of ground water supplies and
substantial interference with surface water flow, encourage waste water reclamation,
maintain natural vegetation buffer areas that protect riparian habitats, and minimize
alteration of natural streams. (Coastal Act/ 30231 ).
57. (Hazards) COSE, Goal 2, add introductory text after Policy 2.20: In addition to the
above policies. the following policies apply to new development at the Headlands:
In the context of any
58. (Hazard.s/Access) COSE, Goal 2, New Policy (HAZARDS1 ):
specific project application that provides all of the HDCP Elements. up to 75 homes and
associated· infrastructure development and public access amenities shall be permitted
in the Strand area that is dependent upon geologic remediation and a shoreline
protective device. Alternative alignments for the shoreline protective device shall be
analvzed to determine the alignment that will maximize beach width and minimize the
encroachment of the shoreline protective device onto the beach in order to maximize
the availabilitv of beach area for public use. The shoreline protective device alignment
that maximizes beach width and minimizes the encroachment of the shoreline
protective device onto the beach shall be utilized. Furtheqnore. in conjunction with the
shoreline protective device. a lateral public acceSswaY following the entire length of the
protected area shall be constructed seaward of any new residential development and
on top of or landward of any shoreline protective device. Maximum feasible mitigation
shall be incornorated into the project in order to minimize adverse impacts to resources
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including local shoreline sand supply. (Coastal AcV30007.5. 30200(bl. 30210. 30240.
30250. 30253)
59. (Hazards/Access) COSE, Goal2, New Policy:
The shoreline protective device
that may be permitted in the Strand as described in Conservation Open Space Element
Policy [Suggested Mod 581, may be a revetment provided that the revetment is set
further landward than the existing alignment. The revetment shall be located at or
landward of the existing revetment toe (depicted as 'Daylight Toe of Slope Repair' on
the 1983 Plans for Emergency Slope Repair and On-Site Storm Drain Construction for
Dana Strand Club, 9-29-83. prepared by Williamson and Schmid), such that. the
average position of the revetment is moved 5 feet landward or easterly. All
components of the existing revetment located seaward of the above identified toe shall
be removed from the beach and recycled into the new revetment or properly disposed
at an approved disposal site. The top edge of the revetment shall not exceed the top
edge of the existing revetment located at +17 feet NGVD.
60. (Hazards) COSE, Goal 2, New Policy:
Where development in the Strand area
occurs on active or ancient landslides, unstable slopes and other geologic hazard
areas, new development shall only be permitted where a minimum factor of safetv
greater than or equal to 1.5 for the static condition and greater than or equal to 1.1 for
the seismic condition.
61. (Hazards) COSE, Goal 2, New Policy:
All applications for new development on a
beach. beachfront. bluff or bluff top property in the Headlands area shall include a
shoreline and bluff erosion report and analysis prepared by a licensed geologist
geotechnical or civil engineer with expertise in coastal processes. that examines the
stabilitv of the site and the proposed development for the anticipated life of the
development.
All applications for new development on a
62. (Hazards) COSE, Goal 2, New Policy:
beach or beachfront property in the Headlands area shall include a wave uprush and
inundation report and analyses prepared by a licensed civil engineer with expertise in
coastal engineering. that examines the stabilitv of the site and the proposed
development for the anticipated life of the development.
63. (Hazards) COSE, Goal2, New Policy:
Siting and design of new shoreline
development anywhere within the Headlands and the siting and design of the shoreline
protective device in the Strand shall take into account anticipated future changes in sea
level. In particular. an acceleration of the historic rate of sea level rise shall be
considered. Development shall be set back a sufficient distance landward and elevated
to a sufficient foundation height to eliminate or minimize to the maximum extent feasible
hazards associated with anticipated sea level rise over the expected 75 year economic
life of the structure.
64. (Hazards) COSE, Goal2, New Policy:
All new beachfront and blufftop
development shall be sized. sited and designed to minimize risk from wave run-up.
flooding and beach and bluff erosion hazards without requiring a shoreline and/or bluff
protection structure at any time during the life of the development except as allowed
under Conservation Open Space Element Policy [Suggested Mod 581.
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65. (Hazards) COSE, Goal2, New Policy:
Except as allowed under Conservation
Open Space Element Policy [Suggested Mod 581 no shoreline protection structure shall
be permitted for the sole puroose of protecting an accessory structure, Any such
accessory structure shall be removed if it is deteqnined that the structure is in danger
from erosion. flooding or wave uprush and that a shoreline protection structure is
necessarv to protect it or if the adjacent bluff edge encroaches to within 10 feet of the
structure as a result of erosion. landslide or other form of bluff collapse. Accessory
structures. including. but are not limited to. trails. overlooks. benches. signs. stairs.
landscaping features. and similar design elements shall be constructed and designed to
be removed or relocated in the event of threat from erosion. bluff failure or wave
hazards.
66. (Hazards) COSE, Goal 2, New Policy:
As a condition of approval of a coastal
development permit for development on a bluff. beach or shoreline which is subject to
wave action. erosion. flooding. landslides. or other coastal or geologic hazards
associated with development on a beach, shoreline or bluff. the property owner shall be
required to execute and record a deed restriction which acknowledges and assumes
said risks and waives any future claims of damage or liabilitv against the permitting
agency and agrees to indemnify the permitting agency against any liabilitv. claims.
damages or expenses arising from any injurv or damage due to such hazards.
67. (Hazards) COSE, Goal2, New Policy:
As a condition of approval of a shoreline
protection structure in the Strand. or repairs or additions to a shoreline protection
structure in the Strand. either of which can only occur consistent with the other
provisions of this LCP. the property qwner shall be required to acknowledge. by the
recordation of a deed restriction. that no future repair or maintenance. enhancement.
reinforcement. or any other activitv affecting the shoreline protection structure which
extends the seaward footprint of the subject structure shall be undertaken and that
he/she expressly waives any right to such activities that may exist under Coastal Act
Section 30235 and/or equivalent LCP policies.
68. (Biological Resources) COSE, Introduction to Goal3:
... The existing
development and urbanization of Dana Point has nearly eliminated sizable expanses of
undisturbed native vegetation. The remaining vegetation includes smaller areas
ieelatee ~esl~ets of chaparral and coastal sage scrub ...
69. (Biological Resources) COSE, Goal 3, Policy 3.1: Environmentally sensitive habitat
areas (ESHAsl are any area in which plant or animal life or their habitats are either
rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or role in an ecosystem
and which could be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and
developments,..arui include. but are not limited to. iR§ important plant communities,
wildlife habitats, marine refuge areas, riparian areas, wildlife movement corridors,
wetlands, and significant tree stands, such as those generally depicted on Figure
COS-1:~.,. ESHAs shall be preserved. Development in areas adjacent to
environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be sited and designed to prevent
impacts wAiekthat would significantly degrade those areas Uuewsl:i ewelol FRetl:ieee
ae, tl:ie ~Faetise ef sFeati'w'e site ~laRRiRS; F9\'esetatieR, aRe e~eR e~ase
easeFReRtslaeeieatieRs,_ and such development shall be compatible with the
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continuance of those habitat areas. Among the methods to be used to accomplish
the siting and design of development to prevent ESHA impacts are the practice of
creative site planning. revegetation. and open space easement/dedications. A
definitive determination of the existence of environmentally sensitive habitat areas
on a specific site shall be made through the coastal development permitting process.
For the Headlands, the extent of environmentally sensitive habitat area presently
known to the City is generally depicted on Figure COS-1. and the land use area
boundaries at the Headlands recognize the presence of the habitat. The precise
boundarv of the sensitive habitat at the Headlands shall be determined through the
coastal development permitting process.U~e €ieteFF~;iiiRatieR ef Rative l=la6itats will 6e
eases eR tl=le fiR€iiR§S ef tRe ~JGGP/~GP aRe seFR~IiaRse witR GI!!QA. (Coastal
Act/30230, 30240)
70. (Biological Resources) COSE, Goal 3, Policy 3.7: Environmentally sensitive habitat
areas (ESHA) shall be protected against any significant disruption of habitat values,
and only uses dependent on those resources shall be allowed within those areas,~,
except as provided in Conservation Open Space Element Policy [Suggested Mod
Ul· Development in areas adjacent to ESHA shall incoroorate buffering design
elements. such as fencing, walls. barrier plantings and transitional vegetation around
ESHAs to serve as transitional habitat and provide distance and physical barriers to
human intrusion. Variances or modifications to sensitive resource protection standards
shall not be granted. ~er tl=le ~ea€ilaR€is, a G9R=lBiRatieR ef eR site fi)reservatieR aRe
eeml?liaRse witR U:Je reablireFReRts ef tRe ~JGGP/~GP s!;;tall ~Ifill I!!~ I-ll': real!:lireFReRts.
!Coastal Act/30240)
71. (Biological Resources) COSE, Goal 3, add introductory narrative after Policy 3.10: Jn
addition to the policies above. the following policies shall guide future
development/redevelopment of the Headlands:
72. (Biological Resources) COSE Goal3, New Policy: Except as authorized under
Conservation Open Space Element Policy [Suggested Mod 731. uses within ESHA
within the Headlands area. which includes but may not be limited to the approximately
50 acres of land on Dana Point. the Harbor Point promontory. the Hilltop Park and
greenbelt and is generally depicted on Figure COS-1. shall be limited to habitat
enhancement and maintenance: passive public recreational facilities such as trails.
benches. and associated safetv fencing and interoretive/directional signage provided
those uses do not significantly disrupt habitat values. Fuel modification to serve
adjacent development shall be prohibited within ESHA.
73. (Biological Resources) COSE Goal 3, New Policy: In the context of any specific project
application that provides all of the HDCP Elements. and only in conjunction with a
requirement that the plan be completed as a whole. a maximum of 3 acres of ESHA
may be displaced along the northeasterly slopes of the bowl to accommodate
development within the bowl. and a maximum of 0.75 acres of ESHA located on the
Strand bluff face at the southerly boundarv of the Strand may be displaced to
accommodate development within the Strand.
74. (Biological Resources) COSE Goal 3, New Policy: Fencing or walls shall be
prohibited within ESHA_ except where necessary for public safetv or habitat protection
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or restoration. Fencing or walls that do not permit the free passage of wildlife shall be
prohibited in any wildlife corridor. If new development engenders the need for fencing
or walls to protect adjacent ESHA. the fencing or walls shall be located within the
development footprint rather than within the ESHA.
75. (Biological Resources) COSE Goal3, New Policy: Exterior night lighting shall be
shielded and directed so that light is directed toward the ground and away from
sensitive biological habitat.
76. (Biological Resources) COSE Goal 3, New Policy: All new development that
dearades or eliminates ESHA. as specifically allowed under Conservation Open Space
Element Policy [Suggested Mod 731. shall only be allowed in conjunction with a
requirement for mitigation for those impacts such that the net impact of both the
development and the mitigation results in no net loss of ESHA within the coastal zone.
The mitigation ratio shall be a minimum of 3:1 (restoration/creation:impactl of which
there shall be a minimum 1:1 creation to impact ratio. preferably on-site or within the
coastal zone.
77. (Biological Resources/Hazards/Water Quality) COSE Goal 3, New Policy: Except for
landscaping on private residential lots. all landscaping (including temporarv erosion
control and final landscaping) for all development within the Headlands shall be of
plants native to coastal Orange Countv and appropriate to the natural habitat tvpe.
Native plants used for landscaping shall be obtained. to the maximum extent
practicable. from seed and vegetative sources at the Headlands. No plant species
listed as problematic and/or invasive by the California Native Plant Societv. California
Exotic Pest Plant Council. or as may be identified from time to time by the State of
California shall be utilized anywhere within the Headlands. including within private
residential lots. No plant species listed as a 'noxious weed' by the State of California or
the U.S. Federal Government shall be utilized anywhere within the proposed
development area. including the private residential lots. Drought tolerant plant species
shall be used and native plant species are encouraged within the private residential
lots.
78. (Biological Resources) COSE Goal3, New Policy: To protect ESHA and minimize
adverse visual impacts new structures shall be prohibited on bluff faces excepting
repair. re-construction or improvements to existing. foqnal public trails or stairways
identified in this LCP and the new residential development and new public accesswavs
specifically contemplated by this LCP in the Strand. and in that case only in the context
of a project application that provides all of the HDCP Elements. and only in conjunction
with a requirement that the plan be completed as a whole. Such structures shall be
constructed and designed to not contribute to further erosion of the bluff face and to be
visually compatible with the surrounding area to the maximum extent feasible.
79. (Biological Resources) COSE, Goal6, add introductory narrative after Policy 6.8: Jn
addition to the policies above. the following policies shall guide future
developmenUredevelopment of the Headlands:
80. (Biological Resources/Access) COSE Goal6, New Policy: As contemplated in the
Headlands Developme~t and Conservation Plan. the Headlands area shall be
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developed as a unified project. The first application for land division within the
Headlands seeking development pursuant to the Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan shall encompass the entire approximately 121 acre Headlands area
and shall cause the expungement of any preceding land division within said area. the
dedication as conserved open space of all land therein containing ESHA excepting
those areas identified in Conservation Open Space Element Policy [Suggested Mod
731. and the dedication of all parks. beaches and accessways identified in this LCP at
the Headlands for public use to the Citv. Countv or other willing public agency or nonprofit entitv.
81. (Biological Resources) COSE Goal6, New Policy: Any specific project application
that invokes the exceptions identified in Conservation Open Space Element Policies
[Suggested Mod 58 and 731 shall only be approved in connection with a requirement
that all preserved ESHA and all mitigation areas. onsite and offsite. shall be secured
through the dedication of a conservation easement to the City. Coastal Conservancy or
the wildlife agencies. In addition. a preserve management plan shall be prepared for
the preservation and mitigation areas. to the satisfaction of the Citv, the wildlife
agencies. and the Executive Director of the Coastal Commission. The preserve
management plan shall ensure adequate funding to protect the preserve as open space
and to maintain the biological values of the preservation and mitigation areas in
peroetuitv. Management provisions and funding shall be in place prior to any impacts
to habitat. At a minimum, monitoring reports shall be required as a condition of
development approval for at least 5 years after habitat mitigation efforts.

82. (Biological Resources) COSE, The Conservation Plan, The Headlands, modify
narrative as follows:
The NCCP/HCP provides for the conservation of certain sub-regionally significant
natural resources and multi-species habitat preserve areas.
[no intervening changes]
The Headlands Conservation Park shall be a conservation area and generally
include the land on either side seawaFel of existing Marguerita Road (to be removed
and the area restored) lying between the two existing residential enclaves. This
area includes the most important biotic resources, the adjacent coastal bluffs, the
rocky beach, and the entire Pacific pocket mouse reserve identified in the
NCCP/HCP. The Headlands Conservation Park shall provide limited public access
to the bluff top via a perimeter bluff top trail. A greenbelt buffer will be provided
between the Headlands Conservation Park and the proposed residential
development on the Upper Headlands. The greenbelt buffer will provide additional
habitat conservationaeeeR=JR=Jeeate FeeFeatieRal e~~eFtwRities outside of the
conservation area. Public parking and any other facilities also must be located
outside of the Headlands Conservation Park conservation area and all other lands
containing environmentally sensitive habitat area.
83. (Biological Resources) COSE, Figure COS-1: Modify figure to identify all ESHA
identified in Exhibit 15a of the January 2004 Staff Recommendation.
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84. (Biological Resources/Access) Table COS-4, Parks And Recreational Facilities, update
figures/acreages in this table to reflect suggested modification to eliminate hotel and
incorporate that land into planning area 5; reconfigure bowl area residential to avoid
ESHA (except for 3 acres of allowable impact area) and incorporate avoided area into
planning area 5; restore road in hotel area to existing alignment to avoid ESHA impacts;
eliminate/relocate visitor buildings and parking to avoid ESHA; show public accessway
seaward of Strand residential/landward of shoreline protective device, as well as
following specific changes:
SITE

NET NEW ACREAGE

Headlands Conservation
Park-conservation Open
Space

!W.S?Z 9 acres

LOCATION
The Dana "Point"
promontory area.
A!i!li!Felli~¥~etely

eeewere Ealls og
either side of existing
Marguerita Road.
9.9 acres

Strand Vista ParkRecreational Open Space

[modi~ acreage10
incorQotate sQace for
funicularl

•

North Strand Beach
Access

•

Mid-Strand ~ista
~ark Access

PROPOSED FEATURES
Preservation and conservation of
native species, coastal bluffs and
rocky beaches. Public safety fencing
and security for biotic resources.
Limited public access, signage, bluff
top trails and lookouts.

Seaward of the
County Strand Beach
parking lot.

Linear park with unobstructed scenic
overlooks 10 and along tba ocaag,
public trails, seating, landscape and
hardscape features. Includes the
North Mid-Stragd ~ista ~ark Access
and South Strand Beach Access.

Existing stairway from
the County Strand
Beach parking lot to
the beach at the north
boundary.

Reconstruct access to provide
overlooks, resting points, landscape
features. BestroomslsbOY!lflrs abolle
tbe beacb Eunicular to Qrollide
mecg~nized beacb access
assistance

Buns frnm
aQQml!:imatel:i tbe
mid"le of s,ragd ~ista
~ark 10 a connectioo
witb tbe Ceot~l
Strand Beacb ~ess
at tbe intersection of
tbe first cul-de-sac

s.tmet

•

South Strand Beach
Access
Between County
Strand Beach parking
lot and the existing
residential enclave to
the south.

Strand Beach Park
Recreational Open Space

5.2 acres
[modi~ acreage 10
incotQorate additional
walkwa:i seaward of

.. .._,...

~~

From the Strand
residential
development seaward
to the mean high tide~

........... ,., .,,..,..:,.,,.. .....:.... n
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Meandering trail to beach, overlooks,
public safety fencing, emergency
access to beach. Bestroomslsbowers
abolle 'be beacb

Wide, sandy beach; pedestrian
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Qicnic tables and benches seaward
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tbe St[aod [esideotiall

•

Qrotectille dellice to Q[Ollide allweatbe[ latecal beacb access
uoobst[ucted lliews to aod aloog tbe
oceao aod rec[eatiooal OQQortuoities

Central
Strand
Beach
Access

Harbor Point ParkRecreational Open Space

Uoobst[Ucted QUblic pedestrian~
access through the Strand
residential development to the Central
Strand Beach access point.

~

4.3 acres

Seaward of Cove
Road aREI reeliaReEI
e88Ri8 Qfiue, not
including adjacent
coastal bluffs.

~'iei~e~ Ree~ea&ieAel J;aeili~ies, Ris~e~ie
BREI ewi~WFEII 9I8FR8R~Ei, FR8RWFR8Rt&,

eQverlooks, public trails, beocbes
signage, weseNatioo aod
cooseNatioo of oatille sQecies&ietie
gerEieRs, seetiRg, leREisea~e aREI
RarEisee~e featw~ee~

Harbor Point ParkConservation Open Space

Hilltop Park-Recreational
Open Space

Greenbelt Buffers

From the top of bluff
to the mean high tide,
including the coastal
bluffs and rocky
beaches.

6.1 acres

12.3 acres
rmoditv ac[eage to
ioco[QOcate additiooal
QreseNed oQeo
sQace (+Z ac[e
BQWOX 'l

Highest point of the
property, westerly of
PCH and Green
Lantern.

Buffers to residential
and commercial uses,
adjoins Headlands
Conservation Park on
the south,
connections to Hilltop
Park, South Strand
Beach access, Harbor
Point Park, and
Strand Vista Park.

Preservation of coastal bluffs and
rocky beaches; no improvements
except those required for public
safety, signage or erosion control.
Public trails, overlooks, signage,
seating oatille habitat cooseNatioo
aod eohaocemeot.

Public trails, open space parking
(outside of desigoated ESI:::IA), visitor
recreational facilities (outside of
desigoated ESI:::IA), seating, signage,
!wei FReEiif.ieetieR, leREisee~e feetwres,
seewrity feReiR!j, public roads
necessary to access open space
areas (outside of desigoated ESI:::IA)
oatille babitat cooseNatioo aod
eobaocemeot.

85. (Biological ResourcesNiews/Access) COSE, The Open Space Plan, modify Figures
COS-4 Open Space Walkway/Bike Trail Opportunities and Figure COS-5 Scenic
Overlooks from Public Lands: Reconcile differences between figure COS-4 and Figure
COS-5 relative to overlooks/views; modify figures to eliminate hotel and add area to
open space, modify footprint of development in 'bowl' area to reduce ESHA impacts to
3 acres; modify trail alignments adjacent to and through ESHA consistent with
alignments depicted on Exhibit 26b of the January 2004 Staff Recommendation.
86. (Biological Resources) COSE, Figure COS-6 Open Space Plan: Modify this figure to
eliminate hotel and incorporate that land into open space; reconfigure bowl area
residential to avoid ESHA (except for 3 acres of allowable impact area) and
incorporate avoided area into open space; restore road in hotel area to existing
alignment to avoid ESHA impacts; eliminate/relocate visitor buildings and parking to
avoid ESHA and identify area as open space
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B. SUGGESTED MODIFICATIONS TO IMPLEMENTATION PROGRAM:
87. (Biology) Global Change, Section 3.0, POD: Eliminate all references to Planning
Area 9 (VRC/Iuxury inn site), including but not limited to: 3.4.B, 3.4.8.3, 3.4.B.4,
Table 3.4.3, Table 3.4.4, 3.5.A, 3,5.B.3, 3.7.B.2, 3.7.C.2, and 3.7.C.3.
88.(Coastal Resources) Global Change, Sections 3.0 and 4.0: Clarify everywhere it is
applicable that the standard of review for coastal development permits processed by
the City is the certified local coastal program which consists of the Coastal Land Use
Plan and the Implementation Plan. For the Headlands, the Coastal Land Use Plan
is comprised of the Land Use Element, Urban Design Element, and Conservation
Open Space Element of the City's General Plan; while the Implementation Plan is
comprised of the City's Zoning Code and Section 3.0 (Headlands Planned
Development District) and Section 4.0 (Development Guidelines) of the Headlands
Development and Conservation Plan.
For example, modify Section 3.1, POD: The City's Zoning Code primarily implements
the General Plan. In accordance with State law, it provides permitted land uses,
development standards, and implementation programs for the City. The property is
zoned Planned Development District (PDD-1 ). The POD zoning provides for the
orderly systematic implementation of the General Plan. The HDCP complies with
and augments the City's Zoning Code. The development standards in ~Section
3.0 and 4.0 of the HDCP are the required zoning standards for the property'!' +Re
latQCP is 8 re§wl8,ef)f oesw~eRt 8R&, 88 it relates te tl:le ~re~erty, seRstitwtes tf:le
City's CeRer81!=118R, 6eRiR§ Ceoe, and in conjunction with the Zoning Code. serve as
the Implementing Actions Program for the Local Coastal Program.
89. (Biology/Access) Global Change, Sections 3.0 and 4.0: eliminate all references to
the visitor facilities at Harbor Point and Hilltop/Greenbelt parks that result in impacts
to ESHA, such as the Maritime Historical Visitor Center (lighthouse), cultural arts
center and veterans memorial.
90. Section 3.1.8.1, POD, Conflicts: If there is a conflict between this POD and the
Municipal Code,~, 4* Zoning Code, or Implementing Actions Program of the Local
Coastal Program the provisions of the POD shall prevail. If there is a conflict
between this POD and the Land Use Plan policies of the Local Coastal Program. the
Land Use Plan policies of the Local Coastal Program shall prevail.
91.(Biology/AccessNiews) Section 3.2.0., Variances, POD: Applications for a variance
to the development standards of these regulations shall be processed in accordance
with the City Zoning Code. Variances from 1) the minimum number of parking stalls
<excepting residential uses). 2> bluff edge setbac!ss. 3) requirements relative to
protecting Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area CESHAl including required
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setbacks. and 4) height restrictions necessary to protect public views. shall not be
granted.
92. (Biology/Access) Section 3.2.E., Planning Area Boundaries, POD:
The
boundary alignments shown on the Planning Area Plan in Section 4.0 and
referenced in this Section 3.0 are based on topography, known landmarks, acreage
figures, and existing structures and roadways. The precise boundaries of each
Planning Area shall be determined at tentative tract map submittal. The tentative
tract map shall not deviate from the boundaries shown in the Land Use Plan by more
than 5% from the amounts shown in Table 3.2, Land Use Plan Statistical Summary
and shall be consistent with the Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. The
Director of Community Development may approve adjustments up to 5% of the
gross acreage of any Planning Area provided the maximum acreage established for
the total public open space is not diminished. the quantity or alignment of public
accessways as depicted in the General Plan/Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan
is not changed. and no impacts to ESHA occur beyond those specifically allowed
under the General Plan/Local Coastal Program Land Use Plan. Any proposed
change in excess of 5% of the gross acreage of any Planning Area shall require an
amendment to the HDCP. Boundary alignments approved in a coastal development
permit may only be changed through a coastal development permit amendment.
93.(Views) Section 3.2.F., Submittal Materials, POD: Except as provided below, the
Developer shall follow standardized City submittal requirements for all applicable
discretionary permit applications unless such materials were previously submitted
and approved by the City in a prior application. Ei><Ge~t fer site s~esifis seastal
devele~meRt ar18 site devele~meRt ~ermits fer PlaRRiRS /\reas 4 ar18 Q
(Visiter¥ResreatieR Cemmereial), sSubmittals for f~;~tl::~re project wide discretionary
actions (i.e., Coastal Development Permit, Site Development Permit, Tentative Map,
etc.) related to development involving solely land division and/or demolition and/or
grading shall not be required to conform to Section 9.61 .040(e)(2)(F) and
9.61 .040(e)(2)(G), regarding elevations and floor plans. In addition, the following
submittal requirements shall be required:
94. (Views) Section 3.2. F .2, POD: A view analysis exhibit which illustrates that coastal
views from public viewing areas and public walkways shall be established,
maintained and protected in accordance with the policies and standards in the Land
Use. Urban Design. and Conservation Open Space Elements of the City's General
Plan/Local Coastal Program and Section 4.0, Development Guidelines.
95. (Hazards/Biology/Access/Cultural Resources) Section 3.2.F, Submittal Materials,
POD, add new Sections 3-7:
3.
All applications for new development on a beach. beachfront. bluff or bluff top
property in the Headlands area shall include a wave uprush and impact report and
analysis prepared by a licensed civil engineer with expertise in coastal engineering
which addresses and demonstrates the effects of said development. over the
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development's anticipated economic life <no less than 75 years). in relation to the
following:
The profile of the beach:
Surveyed locations of mean high tide lines acceptable to the State Lands
Commission:
The area of the project site subject to design wave uprush:
Foundation design requirements:
The long term effects of proposed development on sand supply:
Future projections in sea level rise:
Project alternatiyes designed to avoid or minimize impacts to public access.
4.
All applications for a coastal development permit for new development in the
vicinitv of a coastal bluff shall supply all of the information identified in Zoning Code
Sections 9.27 and 9.69 except that any hazards analyses shall analvze hazards over
the development's anticipated economic life but no less than a period of 75 years.
Furthermore. the analyses shall demonstrate a minimum factor of safety greater than or
equal to 1.5 for the static condition and greater than or equal to 1.1 for the sesimjc
condition. Sejsmic analyses may be performed by the pseudostatic method. but in any
case shall demonstrate a permanent displacement of less than 50 mm,
5,
Applications for new beachfront bluff or bluff-top development shall include a
site map that shows all easements. deed restrictions. or OTD's and/or other dedications
for public access or open space and provides documentation for said easements or
dedications. The approved development shall be located outside of and consistent with
the provisions of such easement or offers.
6.
Applications for new development on property that is 1) within identified ESHA: 2l
adjacent to identified ESHA <where the proposed development area is within 200 feet of
identified ESHAl: or 3l where an initial site inventorv indicates the presence or potential
for sensitive species or habitat. shall include an inventorv of the plant and animal
species present on the project site. or those known or expected to be present on the
project site at other times of the year. prepared by a qualified biologist or resource
expert. The inventorv shall include an identification of any species present that have
been designated as rare. threatened. or endangered species under State or Federal
law. Where the site is within or adjacent to an identified ESHA or where the initial site
inventorv indicates the presence or potential for sensitive species or habitat on the
project site. the submittal of a detailed biologjcal study of the site is required. The
detailed biological study of the site. prepared by a qualified biologist. or resource expert.
shall include the following:
•
•
•

A study identitving biological resources. both existing on the site and potential
or expected resources.
Photographs of the site.
A discussion of the physical characteristics of the site. including. but not
limited to. topoqraphy. soil tvpes. microclimate. and migration corridors.
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•
•

•
•

•
•
•

A map depicting the location of biological resources.
An identification of rare. threatened. or endangered species. that are
designated or are candidates for listing under State or Federal Law. an
identification of "fully protected" species and/or "species of special concern".
and an identification of any other species for which there is compelling
evidence of rarity. for example. plants designated "1 B" or "2" by the California
Native Plant Societv. that are present or expected on the project site.
An analysis of the potential impacts of the proposed development on the
identified habitat or species.
An analysis of any unauthorized development. including grading or vegetation
removal that may have contributed to the degradation or elimination of habitat
area or species that would otherwise be present on the site in a healthy
condition.
Project alternatives designed to avoid and minimize impacts to sensitive
resources.
Mitigation measures that would minimize or mitigate residual impacts that
cannot be avoided through project alternatives.
An analysis of project conformance with the ESHA avoidance and buffering
requirements identified in the Land Use. Urban Design. and Conservation
Open Space Elements of the General Plan/Local Coastal Program and the
implementation program.

Any coastal development permit application for the Headlands submitted on or
prior to Januarv 15. 2006. shall utilize the ESHA delineation (for upland habitat
purooses) identified by the California Coastal Commission in its January 2004
approval. with suggested modifications. of the HDCP. Any application submitted
after January 15. 2006. shall fully conform with the requirements relative to
habitat mapping identified above.
7.
Applications for new development that may impact archeological/cultural
resources shall identify oroposed investigation and mitigation measures and a
archeological/cultural resources construction phase monitoring plan. Mitigation
measures considered may range from in-situ preservation to recovery and/or relocation.
Mitigation plans shall include a good faith effort to avoid impacts to cultural resources
through methods such as. but not limited to. project redesign. capping. and placing
cultural resource areas in open space. The archeological/cultural resources monitoring
plan shall identify monitoring methods and shall describe the procedures for selecting
archeological and Native American monitors: and procedures that will be followed if
additional or unexpected archeological/cultural resources are encountered during
development of the site. Plans shall specify that archaeological monitor(s) qualified by
the California Office of Historic Preservation (OHPl standards. and Native American
monitor(s) with documented ancestral ties to the area appointed consistent with the
standards of the Native American Heritage Commission (NAHC) shall be utilized.
Furthermore. plans shall specify that sufficient archeological and Native American
monitors must be provided to assure that all project grading that has any potential to
uncover or otherwise disturb cultural deposits is monitored at all times. All plans shall
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have received review and written comment by a peer review committee convened in
accordance with current professional practice that shall include qualified archeologists
and representatives of Native American groups with documented ancestral ties to the
area.
96. (Access) Section 3.2.N. Employee Quarters: Employee quarters shall be permitted
and if provided, qualify for low-income housing credits on a per lot basis. Living
quarters may be provided within the primary structure, or a detached accessory
structure for the persons employed on the premises. The following conditions shall
apply: (1) No Conditional Use Permit shall be required if the quarters are limited to
one bedroom and one bath; (2) Rooms beyond one bedroom and bath (per
employee) shall require a Conditional Use Permit from the City; (3) The quarters
may contain separate kitchen or cooking facilities; (4) The quarters shall not be
rented to non-employees; and (5) for any emoloyee quarters that do not contain a
separate kitchen or cooking facility. +!he quarters shall be treated as a bedroom for
all requisite parking calculations. for all employee quarters that contain a separate
kitchen or cooking facility those quarters shall be treated as a separate unit for all
requisite parking calculations.
97. (Biology/Access) Figure and Table 3.3.1 Land Use Plan: Modify this figure to
eliminate hotel and incorporate that land into planning area 5; reconfigure bowl area
residential to avoid ESHA (except for allowable impact area identified in the
LUE/UDE/COSE) and incorporate avoided area into planning area 5; restore road in
hotel area to existing alignment to avoid ESHA impacts; eliminate/relocate visitor
buildings and parking to avoid ESHA; show public accessway seaward of strand
residential/landward of shoreline protective device
98. (Biology/Access) Section 3.3.C, Density Transfers: A maximum five percent (5%) of
the total project residential units may be transferred between Planning Areas 2 and
6. A maximum five percent (5%) of an individual planning area acreage may be
transferred between Planning Areas 2, 4, m6; eR~ Q. Such transfers shall not
require an amendment to the General Plan, Local Coastal Program and Policy,
POD, or Local Coastal Program Implementing Actions Plan and shall be subject to
the following:
1. Any proposed increase, decrease or transfer of residential density between
Planning Areas 2 and 6, or any adjustment to Planning Area acreage boundaries
between Planning Areas 2, 4, QL6,-et:-Q, shall be submitted as part of a Tentative
Tract Map application and coastal development permit application. Deviations
from any boundarv alignments and any increases. decreases or transfers of
residential density approved in a coastal deyelopment permit may only be further
modified through a coastal development permit amendment.
[no intervening changes]
4. The character or amount of total public open space within the HDCP shall not be
diminished through a transfer of planning area density or acreage.
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5. The transfer of acreage from Planning Areas 2 and 6 (Residential) to Planning
Areas 4 eRe Q (V/RC) shall revise the density as follows. Reductions due to
acreage transfers that eliminate one Residential lot shall allow W.:e eesitieRel
Feems (l<eys) ifl PleRRiRS AFee Q, tRe ~eesioe IRR, eF, an additional 250 sq. ft. in
Planning Area 4, PCHNRC.
99. (Biology) Section 3.3.D, Public Facilities:
The fi¥e four proposed visitor
recreational facilities are outlined in Table 3.3.2, Visitor Recreational Facility
Statistical Summary. All proposed facilities shall be built at maximum square
footage, unless the Director of Community Development, the Planning Commission,
or the City Council determines it infeasible to do so. All facilities shall conform with
ESHA protection requirements,
100. (Biology/Access) Modify Table 3.3.2, Visitor Recreational Facility, Statistical
Summary, as follows:
Planning Area

Public Facility

Maximum

bi~l:l*l:l91:1S9

iA

~,QQQ

SE!. A.

~I:II*I:IFai,O,Rs ~9FI*9F

iA

~,QQQ

SEI. A.

Nature Interpretive Center

SA

2,000 sq. ft.

~9RS9FYB,i9Fl ~9R*9F

Public RestroomsLSbowers

&
1

~isito[ IDfo[rnatioo Ceote[

~,QQQ

SEI. A.

1

2..x_500 sq. ft.

4.

8QQ sg ft.

All proposed public visitor facilities shall include public restrooms and public drinking
fountains, open to the public at hours to be determined by the appropriate public
agency.
1

Public restrooms aod showers sball be coost[ucted at botb tbe oorth aod south eods of Plaooioq Area 1
above St[aod Beacb.

101. (Biology) Section 3.4.A, Development Regulations, Residential Zoning Districts:
Adjust maximum density to allow same quantity of units within the smaller
development area identified in the suggested modifications.
102. (Access) Section 3.4.A. add: 6.
and 6

Public Access Restrictions in Planning Area 2

Gates, guardhouses. barriers or other development designed to regulate or restrict
public access shall only be allowed in conjunction with a public funicular in Planning
Area 1 providing mechanized public access from the County beach parking lot to the
beach. Only public vehicular access may be restricted. Public pedestrian and
bicycle access shall not be restricted. If the funicular becomes inoperable for more
than 3 consecutive scheduled operating days or is closed or made inoperable
indefinitely or for any sustained time period for any reason, any gate. guardhouse,
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barrier or other development that regulates or restricts public vehicular access into
Planning Area 2 shall be opened, removed or otherwise made inoperable such that
public vehicular access is no longer regulated or restricted for the duration of the
period the funicular is unavailable for public use, Signs shall be posted at the
entrance to Planning Area 2 declaring the terms leading to the availability of public
vehicular access through Planning Area 2, During the periods that Planning Area 2
is required to be open to public vehicular access, signs shall be posted at the
entrance to Planning Area 2, and at other locations as reasonably necessarv for
public notification, that declare the availability of public vehicular access,
103, (Access) Table 3,4,1, Allowable Uses For Planning Areas 2 and 6: Add following
notation to 'Security Structures', Gates, guardhouses, barriers or other development
designed to regulate or restrict public access shall only be allowed in conjunction
with a public funicular in Planning Area 1 providing mechanized public access from
the County beach parking lot to the beach, Only public vehicular access may be
restricted, Public pedestrian and bicycle access shall not be restricted,
104, (Views) Table 3,4,2: Adjust density and minimum lot size and width to allow
same quantity of units within the smaller development area identified in the
suggested modifications; Add notation to 'maximum building heights' as follows: This
is a maximum potential structural height This maximum shall be reduced on a
case-by-case basis where necessarv to assure that public views to and along the
shoreline are not significantly degraded,
105, (Access) Section 3,4,8, VRC Zoning District, Permitted Uses, Accessory Uses,
Temporary Uses and Conditional Uses: During the period starting with the Memorial
Day weekend and ending with the Labor Day weekend, a minimum of 50% of the
guest rooms/suites in any hotel/inn operating with a Fractional Ownership
component shall be made available to the general public for lodging rather than
reserved for participants in the fractional ownership,
106, (Access) Add Section 3,4,8,5: 5, Development Requirements for Planning Area
~
Development of Planning Area 4 shall include the following uses regardless of
other development that will occur there:
a) A Visitor Information Center, A Visitor Information Center shall provide
detailed maps and other information regardjng trails, overlooks, open
space, parks, beaches and public access thereto, public parking facilities,
and other visitor serving recreational and commercial facilities present at
the Headlands and in the Citv of Dana Point and vicinitv,
Other
information may also be provided regarding the biological. historical and
cultural aspects of the Headlands, Citv of Dana Point and vicinity, The
Visitor Information Center shall be constructed and open to the public in
accordance with the phasing requirements identified in Section 3,7,C,6,
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Development Phasing Plan. The Visitor Information Center shall consist
of a minimum of 800 sq. ft.
b) Six (6) public parking spaces in Planning Area 4 to serve open space
visitors shall be required over and above the parking required as part of
the V/RC uses in Planning Area 4. The six parking spaces shall serve
visitors intending to utilize the public open space in the project. The
parking shall be constructed in accordance with the phasing requirements
identified in Section 3.7.C.6 Development Phasing Plan.

107. (Priority Use/Lower Cost VRC)Table 3.4.3, Allowable Uses in V/RC district,
Planning Area 4: Clinical Services permitted (P) on second floor, above or below
street level, but prohibited at street level; Commercial Recreation Uses permitted
(P\ Commercial Recreation Uses, change from prohibited to permitted; Add hostel
as a permitted use; Membership Organizations, conditionally permitted on the
second floor or above, or below street level, prohibited on street level; Add Visitor
Information Center as permitted use.
108. (Views) Table 3.4.4: Adjust minimum lot size, width and depth to prevent impacts
to ESHA; add notation to 'maximum height' as follows: This is a maximum potential
structural height. This maximum shall be reduced on a case-by-case basis where
necessarv to assure that public views to and along the shoreline are not significantly
degraded.
109.
5.

(Access) Add Section 3.4.C.5 to Rec & Cons/OS Zoning District:
Inclined Elevator/Funicular in Planning Area 1

If any gates. guardhouses, barriers or other development designed to regulate or restrict
public vehicular access are approved for Planning Area 2. a funicular (inclined elevator)
sized to a minimum capacity of eight persons and available to the public shall be built
parallel to the North Strand Beach Access and convey passengers from Strand Vista
Park to a ramp to the beach. The funicular shall be made available to the public prior to
any regulation or restriction of public vehicular access into Planning Area 2. The
funicular shall provide sufficient capacity to ferrv a family and associated beach
recreational paraphernalia (e.g. chairs, coolers. surfboards. etc.) A reasonable fee for
the use of the funicular may be collected to recover maintenance and upkeep for the
funicular operation. however. any fee collected (round-trip) shall not exceed the regular
cash fare for a single ride on a local route upon a public bus operated by the Orange
County Transportation Authority. At minimum. the funicular shall be open to the public
during daylight hours on weekends. holidavs year-round and everv day beginning the
Memorial Day holiday weekend through the Labor Day holiday weekend. To the
maximum extent feasible. maintenance of the funicular shall occur during scheduled
periods of inoperation (e.g. evenings during the peak season/weekdays during the off
season). If the funicular becomes inoperable for more than 3 consecutive scheduled
operating days (e.g. 3 consecutive days during the peak season/a full weekend plus
one day the following weekend during the off season) or the funicular is closed or made
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inoperable indefinitely or for any sustained time period for any reason. including but not
limited to irreparable damage and/or an absence of funding for operation and
maintenance. any gate. guardhouse. barrier or other development that regulates or
restricts public access through Planning Area 2 shall be opened. removed or otherwise
made inoperable such that public access is no longer regulated or restricted for the
duration of the period the funicular is unavailable for public use. Signs shall be posted
declaring the availabilitv of the funicular to the public. the hours of operation. any fee.
and the terms leading to the availability of public yehjcular access through Planning
Area 2. Signs shall be posted at the boarding area for the funicular. at locations visible
to vehicles traveling on Selva Road. and elsewhere as reasonably necessary to assure
adequate public notification relative to the funicular.
110. (Biology/Access/Hazards) Modify Table 3.4.5, Revise all figures in table to reflect
incorporation of Planning Area 9 into Planning Area 5. Revise all figures to reflect
incorporation of all ESHA located in Planning Area 6 into Planning Area 5, excepting
3 acres of ESHA allowed to be impacted, and text in table as follows:
PLANNING AREA

LAND USE

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

Planning Area 1

REC/OS

West of the existing Orange County public parking lot
on Selva Road. Consists of 9.9 acres, uses include
1
Strand Vista Park, North Strand Beach Access
(Improved), Mid-Stmng VisSa eark Acc~ss (~~w).
Central Strand Beach Access (New), and South
Strand Beach Access (New), as set forth beiQIN1 a
ft.micular. and open space parking.

•

Strand Vista Park

REC/OS

Located adjacent to and seaward of the existing
Orange County public parking lot. The park connects
to Selva Road, and the North, Mid-Strand Vista Park
Central and South Beach Access paths, overlooking
the ocean ... [NO INTERVENING CHANGES]

•

Strand
Beach
North
Access (Improved)

REC/OS

Including and adjacent to the existing offsite Orange
County Strand Beach access. The existing, steep,
narrow path shall be improved by incorporating
additional land to widen and provide rest and landing
areas and coastal view overlooks. If ~n~ gates.
gua[dbouses. barriers Q[ otbe[ de~~logrnent designed
to regulat~ or restdd gublic ~~bicular access are
aQQ[OV~d fo[ etaDDiDQ ~a 2 1 a fUniCU(at (inclined
ele~ator) sball be built garallel to tbe ~ortb Strand
Beacb 8~e§§ agd ggg~e~ gass~nget§ from St~nd
Vista Eark to a rarng t~ the beach, The developer
shall also construct new restroom and shower
facilities near Strand Beach.

•

Mid-Strand Vista Eark
Access (~ew)

BE~lQS

l.ocated ~QQ~ximatel~ in tbe migdl~ gf tbe gark. Sbis
access l~ad§ from tb~ trailloc~d in Strand Vis~
eark and inter~gts Sbe ~entral Strand Beacb Access
at tbe inters~ction of tbe first residential cul-de-sac.
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PLANNING AREA

•

Central Strand
Access (New)

Beach

LAND USE

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

REC/OS

Located adjacent to the Strand Residential
Neighborhood Entry, the Central Strand Beach
Access provides public access from the Strand Vista
Park, through the Strand Residential Neighborhood
(Planning Area 2), to the Strand Beach Park (Planning
Area 3). Ibe ent~a~ aod gatb sball be designed tg
s:<Qnsgi!:a.!QUSI~ invite gublis:< use gf tbe gublis:<
a!:!!:!eSSWa~.

•

Strand
South
Access (New)

Beach

Planning Area 3

•

Strand Beach Park..and.
Lateral 8s:<s:<esswa~

REC/OS

Located adjacent to the Selva Road extension, this
pathway provides direct access to the southern
portion of Strand Beach. A meandering, switchback
trail will provide rest and landing areas, overlook§ and
coastal view areas, and public safety measures. The
contoured graded slope will blend into adjoining
slopes, and be laRelssapeelvegetated with appropriate
native species. Ex!:!egt fur Q.Z5 a!:!res of allowable
imga!:!t tg a!:!!:!ommodate grndiog to stabilize tbe
Straod, ell:istiog eoyiroomentall~ sensitive babitat area
(ES1:18) IQ!:!ated Qn tbe bluff fa!:!e shall be avQided and
sball be grote!:!ted io gla!:!e A public safety access
ramp will allow lifeguards and emergency direct
access to South Strand Beach. Ibe developer sball
also !:!oostruct oew restroom aod sbower fa!:!ilities
oear Strnod Bea!:!b.

REC/OS

Located in the northwestern portion of the HDCP,
Strand Beach is privately owned to the mean high tide
line and shall be dedicated to the County. lt~onsists
of 5.2 acres and stretches approximately 2,800 linear
feet, terminating at the "Dana Point."

REC/OS

Strand Beach Park is primaril~ located seaward of the
e*istiR~ FEl'"et~eRtsborelioe p[Qte!:!tive devi!:!e
p[Qte!:!tiog tbe Strnod resideotial developmeot. l1.a.l.so
inQiudes a lateral publiQ a!:!Qess algng the tQp andLQr
landward of the shoreline prgte!:!tive devi!:!e as well as
a small po!:!~et par~ at tbe seaward eod of tbe Ceotral
Straod Bea!:!b a!:!!:!esswa~. It shall be publicly owned
and offered for dedication to the County of Orange. If
the County does not accept the facility, it shall be
offered and dedicated to the City. Activities shall
include those passive recreational uses typically
associated with the ocean and beach, including
coastal access, swimming, surfing, sunbathing,
fishing, jogging, picnicking and hiking, as more fully
described in Section 4.4, Parks and Open Space
Plan. iitFaRel l!leaeRin QQnjun!:!tiQo witb an~ shgrelioe
prQte!:!tive devi!:!e, an 8 fQQt wide QQnQrete publi!:!
a!:!!:!ess patb sball be !:!oostru!:!ted seaward of tbe
Straod resideotial develogmeot aod laodward of ao~
sborelioe protective devi!:!e. Ibe patb sball follow tbe
eotire leogtb of tbe sborelioe 1;1rotective devi!:!e.
Beo!:!bes (mioimum 2) pi!:!oi!:! tables (mioimum 2)
trash
shall be available at reaular
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intentals along the Qatbwa~. Ibe location of tbe Qublic
Qatbwa~ ~long tb; tog o! tbe shoreline (;!rotectl~e
de~ice will all~ con~enient ~eaNound QubliQ aQQess
abo~e an~ adjaQ;ct to tbe beaQb wbiQb is Qurrentl~
interruQteg b~ sea~onal Qonditions and bigb tides.
Ibe lateral Qublig aQQess Qatb connects to the
Central, North and South Beach Access paths,
forming an integrated design that maximizes public
coastal access and passive recreational opportunities,
while minimizing potential overcrowding at any single
public recreation area.
PLANNING AREA

LAND USE

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

Planning Area 5

REC/OS

At 288 feet above sea level, the 12.3-acre site
contains the highest elevation within the HDCP.
Located near Pacific Coast Highway, the park
preserves a significant landform, protects babitat
~establishes recreation opportunities, dramatic
public view overlooks, and coastal access.

REC/OS

Public facilities and uses include iiFI epeFI aiF
eelt.~eatieFtiil visiteF eeRseFVatieR eeFtteF, trails,
overlooks, seating, open space parking (outside of
eo~iromnentall~ seositi~e habitat a~a), signage,
&wijeFS; laREiseepiRS; protection of natural resources
including QreseMtion and restQration of native
~egetation, fencing and other passive features, as
more fully described in Section 4.4, Parks and Open
Space Plan,.. As a focal point for the HDCP integrated
trail system, it can be accessed from Street of the
Green Lantern, Pacific Coast Highway, Selva Road,
Street "A," and the Headlands Conservation Park. Jn
QQgjungtiQn witb tbe ~isitQrlBeQremion QQmmercial
de~eloQment ic El!:!nning Area ~. aQQessible frQm
EaQific CQii~St !;;jigbwa~ ~i~ Q!i!r~ing spaQes for open
spaQe uses will be pro~id~d and a ~isitor Information
C~nter will be constru~ed in Elanning Area ~.

•

Hilltop Park and
Greenbelt Linkages

Areas of tbe l:lilltop Ear~ and Greenbelt Lin~ages that
sente as babitat for Blocbman's dudle~a will be
prQteQt~d pursuant to the reQuirements of tbe
Californi!i! C~UUI!:lment Q! Ei§h !:!nd Game.
·Eurtbermo~, all ESI:I~ shall be a~oided ang sball be
ptQtected agaios1 ao~ signi~Qaot disruption of habitat
~alues, acg ogl~ uses gependent on those resQurces
sball be allowed witbin tbose areas, pursuant to tbe
reguirements of tb~ General ElanlLocal Coastal
Erogram. Euel modification shall be probibited within
ESI:IA ang habitat mitigatign areas. l:labitat
restoratiQD m~ Q!;!Cur. Ihe ESI:IA area sball be
presented ic perpetyi~ and ;ndowed to Qo~er tbe Qost
of managerneg~ ang rnaintenanQe, Ibe area will
reguire a long-term management Qrogram to beiJ!1
fagilitate tbe §!.!!dei~al of tbe sensiti~e plants and animal
speQies.
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+l;le (;;FeeFI8el& biFII~8~98 8eFileFiFI~ ~18RRiFI~ AF98 7
~lol98iii8FIS8 f;;QRSQp.l8~i9FI ~8FI~~ t,t,cill 89 8 FFiiRiFFIWFFI ef
~ QQ fee~ ltl~iile 8FIS t,yill 99p.19 88 8FI 9~9FI 8~899 8wUeF.
~WF8W9FI~ ~9 ~i;le IO:wel Mesi~eatieR ~laFI iFI eestieFI 4.Q,
8wUeF 8F988 ,,.~iiii;Je F9'-'e~et8tes t,t~i;leFe F9€jWiFeil ~r.,citl;l
8!iW9~r:i8te Fl8~i"'e !ii8Fit 8~eeie8 8FIS I;Je 8~1iF9~Fi8~ely
FFI8FI8~es.

Planning Area 7

CONS/OS

beee~es 8eeweFil ef tl;le elli8tiR~ P.48F§WeFit8 Re88 1
iHhe park includes ~2L2 acres and the landform
commonly known as the "Headlands Promontory."
Conservation Open Space is the most restrictive land
use designation, ensuring the preservation of the
unique Headlands landform, the coastal bluffs and the
rocky beaches. Conservation of natural resources is
of utmost importance with limited disturbance along
the seaward perimeter for the bluff top trail and
overlooks. Buildings are prohibited. lo coojuoctioo
witb tbe exteosioo of Sel~a Boad to tbe oortberl:t
residential eoclaYe (located outside of but surrounded
b:t the t:lOGP area) Marguerita Boad and all utilities
thereio sball be remoyed, aod tbe area recontoured to
rnatcb adjaceot cootours aod reyegetated witb nati'lle
coastal sage 'llegetatioo.

PLANNING AREA

LAND USE

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

CONS/OS

The Headlands Conservation Park includes a limited
bluff top trail, spectacular views of the ocean, and
limited visitor access to the coastline and natural
environment. The Headlands Conservation Park, as
more fully described in Section 4.4, Parks and Open
Space Plan, will be preserved in pemetuity as
conservation open space through the establishment of
a non-profit trust and a perpetual endowment to own
and manage the property.

•

Headlands Conservation
Park

The area will require a long-term management
program to help facilitate the survival of the sensitive
plants and animal species. These uses and programs
onsite must be coordinated with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, which has issued an Endangered
Species, Section 10(a) permit and the California
Department of Fish and Game, in conjunction with the
landowners' participation in the Central/Coast Orange
County Natural Communities Conservation Program
and Habitat Conservation Plan, Implementation
Agreement.
Improvements in the Headlands Conservation Park
will be limited to a bluff top trail, overlooks, seating,
9fiEI-public safety fencing, and recontouring oecessarv
to restore the road cut for Mamuerita Boad.
Balancing the desire for limited public access and
views alonq the perimeter. this planninq area also is
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Planning Area 8

designed to protect a number of sensitive flora and
fauna, including the Pacific pocket mouse. As a
result, and to protect this natural resource area from
overuse, only limited portions of the area will
accommodate passive uses, such as the bluff top
trails, security fencing, overlooks, seating, and
signage. Ibe bluff tQ~ trnil sball be sited tQ a~Qid ~nd
setba~ls. at least 25 feet from coastal bluff s~[Yb in tbe
The receiving agency or
~i~ini~ Q( tbe bluff edge
non-profit entity will establish hours of operation for
the bluff top trail.
Portions of the Hilltop Park and
Greenbelt Linkages on the landward side of the
Headlands Conservation Park will serve as a buffer
between new development in Planning Area 6, the
Upper Headlands Residential, and the Headlands
Conservation Park.
Consists of 10.4 acres and includes a FeeFea&ieRal
~nse!YatiQn park witb limited re~reatiQnal S~nd
(IQ~ated
outside Qf ESl:iA)
su~~QI:t fa~ilities
overlooking Dana Point Harbor 'IJ~i&lo! se~o~eFal pFepesee
~o~isiter reeFe!MieR faeili&iee aRe epeR spaee parldRS, as
well as the adjoining coastal bluffs and rocky beach.

REC/OS
CONS/OS

a

All ESI:I8 IQ!;!ateg in Elanging Area sball be a~gided
and sball be ~[Qteded against an~ significent
disruQliQn Qf babitat ~alues, and Qnl~ uses de~endeot
Q!] tbQSe reSQ!J!:CeS sball be allowed witbin tbQSe
area§, !;!Ursuagt tQ tbe ~guirernents Qf tbe General
ElanlL.Qcal CQa~al ErQgrarn. Euel rnodifi~ation sball
be ~robibited witt! in ESl:iA and babitat rnitigatiQn
areas.
I rail§
l:iabitai resioratign rna~ o~ur
ioter~reti~eldirediQnal signage, and feo~ing for safe~
and babita~ rnaoegernent ~U!RQses rna~ be Qer:rnitted
1;1ro~ided tb~~ dQn't sigoifi~antl~ disruQt babitat ~alues.
Ibe ESI:IA area sball be Qrese!Yed in !;!er!;!etuit~ and
endowed tQ cover tbe cost of management and
rnajgtenan~.
Ibe area will reguire a lggg-mrrn
management grograrn to beiQ fa~ilitate tbe suDli~l of
tbe seositi~~ Qlents and animal sgecies.
PLANNING AREA

•

LAND USE

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION
Harbor Point Park overlooks Dana Point Harbor and
provides dramatic coastal access and public view
opportunities. Harbor Point Park is comprised of two
sub-planning areas.

Harbor Point Park

8A

REC/OS

Planning Area 8A is designated as Recreation Open
Space and includes the bluff-top 4.3-acre Harbor
Point CQoseryation and limited recreational area.

88

CONS/OS

Planning Area 88 is designated Conservation Open
Space and includes the 6.1 acre coastal bluff and
rocky beach area.
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Harbor Point Park accommodates several ~
recreational uses as more fully
described in Section 4.4, Parks and Open Space
Plan. The uses include set,leFal ¥isi,eF FeeFea,ieR aREI
eewea,ieRal faeili*ies, SWSA as a FRaFi,iFR9 i;!isteFie
seR,eF ~litjAlAewse~, a SW"WFal aRe seR,eFI aR€1 a
nature interpretive center. Other amenities include
limited bluff top trails, open space parking,
seFRFReFReFa,i¥e FReFReFial&, ~isRie aFeas, scenic
overlooks, CQDSe!Yed and [estored native babitat
a.rea.s.teFeWtJA* *eleFaR' laRessa~ee aFeas, benches,
signage, l~iesl~s, and fencing. lolaF8eF j;leiR* j;laFI' alee
FeeFeatieRal fasilities tl;!a' aFe
~Fe¥i€1es
~w81ie
eiS,FiBWte€1 'RFeWfijRewt tRe ~Fejeet, aRe tRW& atp~eies
e¥eF9FeweiRt) eF e¥eFWS9 BY tRe ~WBiis ef aRy SiRtjle
QFQao,o-The bluff top trail shall be sited to avoid coastal
bluff scrub in the vicinity of the bluff edge.
Eurtherrno[e
areas and the nature
Qar~iog
inter~retive Qenter sball be sited tQ avQid im~acts tQ
educationall!;!assi~e

ESt:IA.
+e ~Fe&eP.'e tl;!e ¥iswal laRiilfeFFR assesiatee wiU:t
lolaFBeF ~eiRt aRe te ~Fetes* ~'i81a'-'8, 'Re ~Fe~ese!il
e€1wea,ieR "'i&iteF fasility &Rail Ret e~~teRel 8eyeRe U:te
aQ1aseRt seFRFReF&ial 8wil8iRS &tFiRfijliRe 9R GFeeR
baR,eFR as illws*Fate€1 iR P"i!!JWFe 3.4.4, Qe¥ele~meR*
Sensitive natural resources associated
~*FiR§IiRe.
with the coastal bluff and rocky beach areas will be
preserved and protected by the Conservation Open
INTERVENING
Space
designation .... [NO

CHANGES]
111.

(Access/Biology) Modify Table 3.4.6, Allowable Uses Rec/OS and Cons/OS:
REC/OS

CONS/OS

Visitor Recreational Facility

p~

X

Cultural Uses

p~

X

C*~

X

~

X

Kiosks/Gazebos

p~

X

Outdoor Artwork

p~

X

Public Land Uses

p~

c~

Temporary Uses

T*~

X

p~

p~·~

Land Uses

Commercial Antennas
EuniQular

1

Trails, Biking and Hiking
LEGEND:
P =Permitted Use

P* = Permitted Use subject to special use standards (see
Chapter 9.07 of the Zoning Code).
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Land Uses
C =Conditional Use
T =Temporary Use
X = Prohibited Use
1

REC/OS

j

CONS/OS

C* = Conditional Use subject to special use standards (see
Chapter 9.07 of the Zoning Code}.
T* = Temporary Use subject to special use standards (see
Chapter 9.39 of the Zoning Code}.
A =Accessory Use

A funicular is an allowable use in Planning Area 1 only

4-~ Hiking Trails only
3

Use only allowed in
locations such that
ESHA is avoided and
protected against any
significant disruption of
habitat values. and only
uses dependent on
those resources shall
be allowed within those
areas. Uses adjacent
to ESHA shall be sited
and
designed
to
prevent
significant
adverse impacts to
ESHA and shall be
compatible with the
continuance
of the

.E.S..I::IA.

112. (Hazards) Modify Table 3.4.7, Recreation Open Space And Conservation Open
Space Development Standards: Eliminate references to lighthouse and veterans
memorial, including subpart (f) and footnotes 1, 2, and 4; modify footnote 3 as
follows: The minimum structural setback from the top of bluff shall be 50 feet or
greater as recommended by a geotechnical engineer witl::l s~eeial fewR6atieR 1
sw9jeet te City a~~re'Jal.
113. (Biology) Delete Figure 3.4.4, Development Stringline (for lighthouse at Harbor
Point) and all references thereto.
114. (Access) Modify Section 3.5.A, General Development Standards All Districts,
Access, Parking and Loading: Access, parking and loading regulations within this
HDCP shall be as provided in Chapter 9.35 of the Zoning Code except for the
following: IR PlaRRiR~ Area Q1 teReleFR ~arl,iR~ FRay &e wtiliaes te ast.:lieve tt.:le
reetwir=eet ~er=ldR~ fer eFR~Ieyees eRel fer ~wests witl::l valet ~aRdR~. In Planning Areas
2 and 6, parking in excess of zoning requirements may be provided in a tandem
configuration in an enclosed garage. Parallel on-street parking shall be provided on
only one side of all single-loaded vehicle restricted local streets. A minimum of 62
public parking spaces shall be provided wftRiRfor exclusive use by the general public
for access to the Recreation Open Space. In addition. six parking spaces in
Planning Area 4. accessible from Pacific Coast Highway. shall be provided to
exclusively serve open space visitors. The six parking spaces shall be in excess of
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those necessary to serve the V/RC uses in Planning Area 4 and shall be constructed
concurrent with the development of V/RC improvements in Planning Area 4.
115. {Access/Biology) Modify Section 3.5.B.1, Entry Signage: The HDCP shall
establish a unified image through the implementation of a series of Entry Signs.
Entry Signage will designate the parks, visitor recreation and educational facilities,
and V/RC facilities within the HDCP. Entry signage for the parks. visitor recreation
and educational facilities and related uses shall clearly identify those areas are
available for public use and coastal access. Where appropriate, use of the City seal
and other public agencies may occur. The signage program is detailed in Section
4.12, Design Guidelines. Signs may be externally illuminated and lighting shall be
directed and shielded so that light is directed toward the ground and away from
sensitive biological habitatRi88eR 8y ve~etatieR er iRstallee flll!SR witR tt;;Je ~rase.
Where feasible, c~ntry signage shall be wall mounted and shall not exceed 20
square feet.
116. (Biology) Modify Section 3.5.B.3, Visitor/Recreation Commercial Signage: Signs
in Planning Area 4 aRe PlaRRiR~ Area Q shall comply with the requirements for entry
signage. Commercial signage shall comply with the requirements of the Master
Signage Program described in Section 4.12 Design Guidelines.
In addition,
commercial signage shall be externally illuminated and lighting shall be hidden by
vegetation or installed flush with the grade. Lighting shall be shielded and directed
so that light is directed toward the ground and away from sensitive biological habitat.
Signage shall be designed to compliment the architecture of the building and should
emphasize natural materials.
117. (Biology) Add Section 3.5.C.3, Landscaping Standards and Requirements,
Landscaping for All Development: Except for landscaping on the private residential
lots, all landscaping (including temporary erosion control and final landscaping) for
all development shall be of plants native to coastal Orange County and appropriate
to the natural habitat type. Native plants used for landscaping shall be obtained. to
the maximum extent practicable. from seed and vegetative sources on the project
site. No plant species listed as problematic and/or invasive by the California Native
Plant Society, California Exotic Pest Plant Council. or as may be identified from time
to time by the State of California shall be utilized anvwhere within the proposed
development area. including the landscaping within the private residential lots. No
plant species listed as a 'noxious weed' by the State of California or the U.S. Federal
Government shall be utilized anywhere within any development area. including
within any private residential lots. All landscaping shall be drought tolerant. Use of
native plant species is encouraged within the private residential lots.
118. (Biology) Add Section 3.5.C.4, Lighting: All lighting shall be shielded and
directed so that light is directed toward the ground and away from sensitive
biological habitat.
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119.

(Biology) Add Section 3.5.0.7, Walls and Fencing for Habitat Protection
Purposes: Walls and/or fencing shall be placed between all residential and
commercial development and any adjacent environmentally sensitive habitat area for
habitat protection and fire hazard management purposes. Walls and/or fencing shall
be designed to be impervious to dogs.

120.

(Biology) Add Section 3.5.E. Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHA):
Excepting up to 0.75 acres in Planning Area 1 and 3 acres of impact within Planning
Area 6. new development shall be sited and designed to avoid impacts to ESHf\.
Impacts to up to 3. 75 acres of ESHA shall be fully mitigated. with oriority given to onsite mitigation. Off-site mitigation measures shall only be approved when it is not
feasible to fully mitigate impacts on-site. The coastal development permit shall
include conditions that require implementation of all feasible mitigation measures
that would significantly reduce adverse impacts of the development.
Any new development that includes impacts to ESHA as permitted under the LCP
shall include mitigation for unavoidable impacts. ESHA impact mitigation shall
include. at a minimum. creation or substantial re§toration of ESHA of the same type
as the affected ESHA or similar type. The acreage of ESHA impacted shall be
determined based on the approved project. Prior to issuance of the coastal
development permit authorizing the ESHA impact. the applicant shall identify an
area of disturbed or degraded ESHA of equivalent type and acreage sufficient to
provide mitigation of the ESHA impacts at a minimum 3:1 ratio (number of acres of
created or restored habitat required for each acre of ESHA impacted). At least 1:1 of
the 3:1 ratio shall consist of habitat creation (i.e. no net loss) preferably on-site within
the coastal zone. The remaining 2:1 of the 3:1 ratio shall be habitat creation and/or
restoration. Habitat creation/restoration shall be located on-site to the maximum
extent feasible. but may include an off-site component for the portion that is
infeasible to provide on-site. Mitigation measures on land outside the coastal zone
may be acceptable if it would clearly result in higher levels of habitat protection and
value and/or would provide significantly greater mitigation ratios. The 3:1 mitigation
ratio shall be the minimum standard. Prior to issuance of the coastal development
permit authorizing the ESHA impact. the applicant shall submit habitat creation.
restoration. management. maintenance and monitoring plans for the proposed
mitigation area prepared by a qualified biologist and/or resource specialist. The
plans shall. at a minimum. include ecological assessment of the mitigation site and
surrounding ecology: goals. objectives and performance standards: procedures and
technical specifications for habitat planting: methodology and specifications for
removal of exotic species: soil engineering and soil amendment criteria: identification
of plant species and density: maintenance measures and schedules: temporarv
irrigation measures: restoration success criteria: measures to be implemented if
success criteria are not met: and long-term adaptive management of the restored
areas in perpetuity. The area of habitat to be restored shall be restricted from future
development and permanently preserved through the recordation of a conservation
open space deed restriction that applies to the entire restored area. In addition to
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the deed restriction. the area may also be dedicated or offered to be dedicated to a
public agency or non-profit entitv.
121. (Hazards) Add Section 3.5.F., Bluff Edge Setback: Excepting development in
Planning Area 1 and Planning Area 2 where development is contemplated on the
bluff face and notwithstanding the minimum bluff edge setback identified in Zoning
Code Section 9.27.030(cl. all development shall be located a minimum of fifty (50)
feet from the bluff edge or a sufficient setback to ensure the proposed development
is safe from a threat of erosion and bluff retreat/failure for seventy-five (75) years.
whichever is most restrictive.
122. (Hazards/Access) Add Section 3.5.G., Shoreline Protective Device in the Strand:
Any shoreline protective device constructed in the Strand shall comply with the
following development standards:
The shoreline protective device shall be located at or landward of the existing
revetment toe (depicted as 'Daylight Toe of Slope Repair' on the 1983 Plans for
Emergency Slope Repair and On-Site Storm Drain Construction for Dana Strand Club.
9-29-83, prepared by Williamson and Schmid). such that the average position of the
shoreline protective device is moved at least 5 feet landward or easterly. Where the
shoreline protective device is connected to any existing flanking shoreline protective
devices. the method that creates the most landward feasible alignment over the entire
length of the shoreline protective device shall be used for this connection.
All components of the existing revetment located seaward of the above identified toe
shall be removed from the beach and recycled into the new shoreline protective device
or properly disposed at an approved disposal site.
If the type of shoreline protective device constructed is a revetment the top edge of the
revetment shall not exceed the top edge of the existing revetment located at +17 feet
NGVD.
123.

(Access) Add following definitions under Section 3.6, Definitions:

TEMPORARY EVENT - is (a) an activity or use that constitutes development as defined
in Section 30106 of the Coastal Act but which is an activity or function which is or will be
of limited duration and involves the placement of non-permanent structures such as
bleachers, vendor tents/canopies. portable toilets, stages. film sets. etc .. and/or involve
exclusive use of sandy beach. parkland. filled tidelands. water. streets, or parking areas
in temporary facilities. public or private buildings or open spaces, or outside of buildings
which are otherwise open and available for general public use: or (b) an activity as
defined in section (a) that involves any commercial component such as: admission fee.
renting of facility. charging for valet parking or shuttle service.
124. (Coastal Resources) Section 3.7.A, Development Review Process, Purpose and
Intent, add following statement to end of paragraph: This section does not provide
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an exhaustive list of applicable rules and procedures. and any non-conflicting rules
or procedures in other parts of the LCP that would apply in the absence of this POD
continue to do so.
125. (Coastal Resource) Section 3. 7 .B. 1: Section 3.0 and 4.0 of +the HDCP sePI'e& as
tl:le lesal eAtitleFf:leRt seewFf:leRt fer tl:le ew9jest area aRs must be adopted in
accordance with the Zoning Code (Chapter 9.34). A POD may be adopted in a
variety of ways, both by resolution or ordinance. Section 4.0, Development
Guidelines, must be adopted by resolution. Section 3.0, Planned Development
District, must be adopted by ordinance and serves as tl:le provides zoning
regulations for development within the HDCP area.
126. (Coastal Resources) Section 3.7.8.2, Development Review Process, Adoption
and Amendment, Amendment to Local Coastal Program: The HDCP requires an
amendment to the Dana Point Local Coastal Program ("LCP"). The LCP Land Use
Plan for the HDCP area consists of the Land Use Element. Urban Design Element.
and Conservation Open Space Element of the City's General Plan (as amended).
The LCP Implementation Program for the HDCP area consists of Section 3.0,
Planned Development District, Section 4.0, Development Guidelines and refereAses
sl:la~ters ef the City's Zoning Code.
127. (Coastal Resources) Modify Section 3.7.C, Discretionary Approvals and Permits:
All development shall require both: (i) a Site Development Permit as defined and
issued by the City under Chapter 9.71 of the Zoning Code, as modified in this
HDCP; and (ii) a Coastal Development Permit as defined and issued by the City
under Chapter Q,+49.69 of the Zoning Code, or (iii) a Combined Coastal and Site
Development Permit, as defined and issued in this HDCP.
128. (Coastal ResourcesNiews/Biology) Section 3.7.C.2, Coastal Development Permit
(Master and Individual): The Coastal Development Permit is the discretionary
process that addresses development within the City's Coastal Zone.
All
development within the Coastal Zone must be consistent with the Dana Point Local
Coastal Program. The HDCP is located within the Coastal Zone. The Coastal
Development Permit ensures that the policies, programs, and regulations contained
within theis I-IQCPLocal Coastal Program have been met, and that conditions have
been incorporated into the Coastal Development Permit Resolution. The applicant
may apply for individual or master coastal development permits as regulated in the
HDCP, and any reference herein shall apply for both types of permit.
[no intervening changes]
•

Application for a Coastal Development Permit. The applicant shall follow the
format located in Section 9.69.050 of the Zoning Code, except that with respect
to a Coastal Development Permit for Planning Area 2 and Planning Area 6
Section 9.61 .040(e)(2)(F) and 9.61 .040(e)(2)(G) of the Zoning Code shall not
apply regarding elevations and floor plans of residential structures and
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associated appurtenances on residential lots. provided that the application
contains sufficient information about the land division. grading plan and building
envelopes to analyze whether the development complies with all the
requirements of the Local Coastal Program. and provides sufficient information
for the permit to contain conditions that the development on each residential lot is
sited and designed to avoid the degradation of public views to and along the
shoreline from public viewpoints. trails. parks and open spaces. and the
development incorporates building setbacks that avoid any fuel modification
requirements within ESHA. Also, the applicant shall incorporate all of the
programs and include the required information as detailed in this HDCP.
A Master Coastal Development Permit, issued by the City under Chapters 9.27
and 9.69 of the Zoning Code, as modified by this HDCP, shall be allowed for
Planning Area 2 (The Strand Residential) and Planning Area 6 (Upper Headlands
Residential) and other Planning Areas at the discretion of the Director of
Community Development. The EIFi!FillieaRtDirector of Community Development
has the discretion to allow an applicant to apply for a Master Coastal
Development Permit in Planning Area 2 and Planning Area 6, rather than
individual Coastal Development Permits for construction on each individual lot.
In addition, the applicant may elect to apply for a Combined Coastal and Site
Development Permit, including a Combined Master Coastal and Site
Development Permit, in lieu of separate applications for a Coastal Development
Permit and Site Development Permit.
•

Notice and Public Hearing. li><€l8Filt as Rete8 iR tl::lis loo!QCP, tihe Citv and
applicant shall follow the procedure shown in Section 9.69.060 of the Zoning
Code. Regardless of whether the Master Coastal Development Permit or
Coastal Development Permit is combined with any other action. the notice
procedures for the coastal development permit shall fully comply with those
identified in Section 9.69.060 of the Zoning Code.

•

Basis of Action. The City may approve, conditionally approve, or deny a Coastal
Development Permit. Ceastal Qevele~meRt Permits may alse 8e isswe8 iR aRy
SEI€1WBRee. The basis of action shall be subject to the findings located in Section
9.69.070 of the Zoning Code, as modified by the HDCP.

•

D~i

Minimis and Administrative Permits. Projects that qualify as either D~i
Minimis or Administrative Permits may be approved by the City. Application
procedures for D~i Minimis or Administrative Permits will be subject to the
procedures shown in Sections 9.69.110 and 9.69.160 of the Zoning Code.

•

Expiration. Any Coastal Development Permit granted herein shall be effective for
a period of 24 months, wRiess etl::lerwise eeR8itieRe8 er a~ree8 swejeet te aR
8Fi!Fi!F8¥e8 QeveleFilmeRt A~reemeRt er etl::ler:wise a~Fee8 WFi!BR 8etvi'eeR tl::le
8Fi!J3IisaRt aR€1 tl::le City. Failure to exercise the permit within the effective period
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will cause the permit to automatically expire, unless the applicant has requested
an extension in conformance with Section 9.69.140 of the Zoning Code. Once
construction has been initiated pursuant to the Coastal Development Permit, the
Coastal Development Permit shall be deemed vested and shall not expire unless
work is not diligently pursued to completion.
[no intervening changes]
•

Temporarv Events. Temporarv events shall minimize impacts to public access.
recreation and coastal resources. A coastal development permit shall be required
for temporarv events that meet all of the following criteria: 1l held between
Memorial Day and Labor Day: 2l occupy any portion of a public sandy beach
area: and 3) involve a charge for general public admission where no fee is
currently charaed for use of the same area. A coastal development permit shall
also be required for temporarv events that do not meet all of these criteria if the
Director of Communitv Development has determined that the event has the
potential to result in significant adverse impacts to public access and/or coastal
resources.

129. (Views/Biology) Section 3.7.C.3, Tentative Tract Maps: Tentative Tract Map
review shall be processed pursuant to Chapter 7.01 of the Municipal Code. No
application for a Tentative Tract Map for Planning Areas 2 and 6 shall be submitted
to the City without either combining the application with a Site Development
Permit(s) or first obtaining approval for a Site Development Permit(s) for Planning
Areas 2 and 6. A Tentative Tract Map application that includes Planning Areas 4
QAQ..Q is not required to be combined with an application for a Site Development
Permit Jer tl::lese il.ve PlaRRiR~ Areas. As provided above,.Jm individual Site
Development Permits for Planning Areas 4 .i.s.aR~ Q are required prior to building
construction. After the initial approval of the Tentative Tact Map and Site
Development Permit for the subject site, the approved Site Development Permit may
be amended separately, either as a minor or major amendment. Land divisions.
including but not limited to subdivisions. lot splits. and lot line adjustments shall
require a coastal development permit. If a Master Coastal Development Permit and
Site Development Permit are approved for a land diVision/Tentative Tract Map and
grading plan for Planning Areas 2 and/or 6, there shall be no need to process
individual Coastal Development Permits and Site Development Permits for
construction of residential development and associated appurtenances on individual
residential lots within that Subdivision Map, provided the Master Coastal
Development Permit is conditioned to comply with all the requirements of the Local
Coastal Program. the permit identifies specific final pad elevations for each
residential lot and the permit conditions identitv specific building
envelopes/development standards for each residential lot including setbacks and
heights that avoid the degradation of public views to and along the shoreline from
public viewpoints. trails. parks and open spaces. and incorporate building setbacks
that avoid any fuel modification requirements within ESHA. and required residential
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building permit application demonstrates compliance with the HDCP and the design
guidelines in the combined Master Coastal and Site Development Permit.
130. (AccessNiews/Biology) Section 3.7.C.5, Administrative Modification of
Standards: Certain standards in this HDCP may be administratively modified by the
Director of Community Development to permit development on a property that is
constrained due to physical constraints. Administrative modifications may be
considered in the HDCP area, subject to Chapter 9.61, Section 9.61.090 of the
Zoning Code. For other modifications to certain development standards, a variance
shall be required in accordance with Section 9.67 of the Zoning Code.
Administrative modifications or variances from 1) the minimum number of parking
stalls (except for residential uses). 2) bluff edge setbacks. 3) requirements relative to
protecting Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area (ESHAl including required
setbacks, and 4) height restrictions necessarv to protect public views. shall not be
granted.
131.

(Access/Biology) Add Section 3.7.C.6, Development Phasing Plan:

Development shall comply with the following development phasing plan:
Development of the Headlands shall occur in a comprehensive manner involving the
entire approximately 121 acre site. The allowance for impacts to up to 3. 75 acres of
environmentally sensitive habitat areas and the allowances relative to the construction
of new development in the Strand that is reliant upon significant landform alteration and
a shoreline protective device shall only be allowed in the context of a project that: 1)
preserves. enhances, dedicates and perpetual manages of all but 3.75 acres of
environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHAsl known to be present at the Headlands:
2) dedicates of the private portion of Strand beach to the public: 3) constructs and
dedicates the public parks and public trail network described in this HDCP: 4)
implements extensive water quality management best management practices. including
but not limited to the construction and maintenance of structural best management
practices to treat off-site and on-site run-off: and 5) the preserves landforms including
the Harbor Point and Headlands bluffs and promontories and the Hilltop and ridgeline.
The public parks. open space and public trail network shall be offered for dedication
and/or conveyed by the landowner/developer to the appropriate public agency or nonprofit entity concurrent with the recordation of the first land division/Final Map(s). The
first land division shall encompass the entire 121.3 acre site and shall fully expunge all
development rights that may exist within the identified public parks, open space and
public trail network that may have existed under any prior land division.
All approved public park. open space and public trail network improvements and
amenities, including the Nature Interpretive Center and public parking, shall be
constructed by the landowner/developer and shall include all such public parks, open
spaces, public trails and associated improvements and amenities described in the
HDCP. All approved public park and open space improvements and amenities shall be
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bonded for final completion (@120% of estimated construction costl prior to recordation
of the first Final Map. and construction shall be completed and the facilities open to the
public for public use prior to the residential certificate of occupancy or final inspection for
the first to be completed residential property.
The Visitor Information Center in Planning Area 4 shall be constructed and open to the
public concurrent with the opening of any other commercial development within
Planning Area 4.
The six (6) public parking spaces in Planning Area 4 to serve open space visitors shall
be constructed and open to the public prior to or concurrent with the opening of any
other commercial development within Planning Area 4.
132. (Biology) Global Change, Section 4.0, Development Guidelines: Eliminate all
references to Planning Area 9 (VRC/Iuxury inn site), including but not limited to:4.2,
4.3, 4.6.C, 4.9, 4. 12.D
133. (HazardsNiews) Modify Section 4.1 .A, Existing Site Characteristics, Landforms:
The project site contains four distinct landforms: (1) the two geographical pointsDana Point and Harbor Point, (2) the coastal bluffs which range up to 215 feet in
height and stretch from the Harbor Point to the northern end of the StrandeRslave ef
eMistiR~ 1::\eFAes, (3) the Strand Beach, and (4) the hilltop near PCH.
A gently sloping mesa sits atop the Dana Point and the coastal bluffs to form a
landmark from which the entire site derives its common name-the Headlands. The
bluffs are a visible landform for thirty miles up and down the coast. Tl::le eeastal
~l~=tffs aFe elefiReel as a Flal~=tFel, eseaRfFeRt leFielfeFFA 1::\eviR~ a eeRtiRYews sle~e ef 48°
SF ~FeateF 8'o&8F a sistaFI89 sf 8jijiF8)(iFAately ae veFtisel feet 8FIB 1QQ R9Fii!!:8Fitel feet.
134. (Biology) Modify Section 4.1 .C, Biology: The project site contains diverse wildlife
and plant species. The wildlife consists of mammals, including the Pacific Pocket
Mouse, reptiles, and birds, including the California gnatcatcher and the coastal
cactus wren.
The site also contains many vegetation associations that are native to Southern
California. Southern coastal bluff scrub, mixed chaparral, and coastal sage are
found in the southern areas of the site. The northern portions of the site consist of
heavily disturbed vegetation, natiye/non-native grassland, disturbed coastal sage
and ornamental plantings associated with the vacant mobile home development.
In 1996, the U.S. Department of lnterior ... [no intervening changes]
The 1996 Orange County NCCP/HCP was preceded by five years of scientific
~nalysis and public agency review.
A joint Environmental Impact Report and
Environmental Impact Statement (EIR/EIS) were prepared pursuant to the California
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Environmental Quality Act, the California Endangered Species Act, and the federal
Endangered Species Act by the CDFG and the USFWS. In 1996, the EIRIEIS was
certified as a Final EIRIEIS, with appropriate findings and mitigation measures to
satisfy the requirements of the California Endangered Species Act (CESA) and the
federal Endangered Species Act (ESAl.
The landowners of the project site were identified in the NCCP/HCP as a
"participating landowner" for "contributing significant land and/or funding toward
implementation of the reserve system and adaptive management program." As a
result, the landowners were issued a Section 10(a) Endangered Species Act Permit
for the project site.
In addition to CESA and ESA requirements, the Coastal Act requires the
identification and protection of any areas in which plant or animal life or their habitats
are either rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or role in an
ecosystem and which could be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and
developments. These areas are known as 'environmentally sensitive areas' or
'environmentally sensitive habitat areas' (ESHA). In conjunction with the Local
Coastal Program (LCP) amendment that was processed to incorporate the HDCP
into the City's LCP. the Coastal Commission identified approximately 50 acres of
upland ESHA at the Headlands. The planning boundaries established in this LCP
are designed to conserve all but 3 acres ( which are located in the boundarv of
Planning Area 6) of the ESHA present at the time of the LCP amendment. The LCP
contains provisions requiring an assessment during the coastal development permit
process of whether additional ESHA is present on the site and the protection of the
approximately 47 acres originally conserved in Planning Areas 1, 5. 7, and 8A/8B
plus any additional habitat identified during the subsequent assessment. Pursuant
to the requirements of Coastal Act Section 30240 and equivalent policies in the LCP,
the ESHA must be protected and conserved in place and only certain limited
activities such as habitat restoration and limited public access are allowed within the
ESHA.
135. (Coastal Resources) Add notation to Section 4.2, Land Use Plan: Sections 3.0
and 4.0, including Section 4.2 thereof (i.e. 'Land Use Plan'). are components of the
implementing actions of the City's Local Coastal Program within the meaning of
Section 30513 of the Coastal Act.
136. (Biology/Access) Figure 4.2.1, Illustrative Plan: Modify This Figure To Eliminate
Hotel And Incorporate That Land Into Planning Area 5; Reconfigure Bowl Area
Residential To Avoid Esha (Except For Allowable Impact Area Identified In The
General Plan/Lue/Ude/Cose) And Incorporate Avoided Area Into Planning Area 5;
Restore Road In Hotel Area To Existing Alignment To Avoid Esha Impacts;
Eliminate/Relocate Visitor Buildings And Parking To Avoid Esha; Show Public
Accessway Seaward Of Strand Residential/Landward Of Shoreline Protective
Device
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137. (Access) Modify Section 4.3, Planning Areas, Planning Area 1: ... The developer
will construct restroom and shower facilities adjacent to the pathway above Strand
Beach.
If gates, guardhouses. barriers or other development designed to regulate or restrict
public vehicular access are approved for Planning Area 2. those regulations or
restrictions shall only be allowed in conjunction with the construction. operation and
maintenance of a public funicular in Planning Area 1. parallel to the North Strand
Beach Access. providing mechanized public access from the County beach parking
lot to the beach.
The Mid-Strand Vista Park Access (New) leads from the trail in approximately the
center of the park and connects to the Central Strand Beach Access at the
intersection of the first residential cul-de-sac street.
The Central Strand Beach Access (new) ...
(Access) Modify Section 4.3, Planning Areas, Planning Area 2: ... The community
gated to control vehicle access provided the mitigation measures outlined
below are implemented.

138.

~~be

If gates. guardhouses. barriers or other development designed to regulate or restrict
public vehicular access are approved for Planning Area 2. those regulations or
restrictions shall only be allowed in conjunction with the construction. operation and
maintenance of a public funicular in Planning Area 1. parallel to the North Strand
Beach Access. providing mechanized public access from the County beach parking
lot to the beach. Only public vehicular access may be restricted. Public pedestrian
and bicycle access shall not be restricted. If the funicular is out of service for more
than 3 consecutive scheduled operating days. public vehicular access through
Planning Area 2 for passenger drop-off shall be available during the period of
service outage and any gate. guardhouse. barrjer or other development that
regulates or restricts public vehicular access shall be opened. removed or otherwise
made inoperable during the period of service outage. During periods of funicular
service outage signs shall be posted at the boarding area of the funicular. along the
public roadway leading to the Strand residential area and at the entrance to the
Strand residential area indicating the availabilitv of public vehicular access through
the residential area for passenger drop-off at the beach.
139. (Biology/Access) Modify Figure 4.3.1: Modify This Figure To Eliminate Planning
Area 9 And Incorporate That Land Into Planning Area 5; Reconfigure Bowl Area
Residential To Avoid Esha (Except For Allowable Impact Area Identified In The
General Plan/Lue/Ude/Cose) And Incorporate Avoided Area Into Planning Area 5;
Restore Road In Hotel Area To Existing Alignment To Avoid Esha Impacts;
Eliminate/Relocate Visitor Buildings And Parking To Avoid Esha; Show Public
Accessway Seaward Of Strand Residential/Landward Of Shoreline Protective
Device
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140. (Access) Modify Section 4.3, Planning Areas, Planning Area 4: PCH and the
This
Street of the Green Lantern border the 1.6-acre Planning Area 4.
Visitor/Recreation Commercial area complements the adjacent City Town Center,
and will attract coastal visitors by providing a variety of commercial and office uses
including a Visitor Information Center and can comprise one or more buildings. A
maximum of 40,000 square feet will be developed, limited to two stories. The first
floor will be limited to retail commercial uses including the Visitor Information Center.
Additionally. +the second floor can support either retail commercial or professional
office uses.
141. (Biology/Access) Modify Section 4.3, Planning Areas, Planning Area 5: Modify
Acreage Figure To Eliminate Planning Area 9 And Incorporate That Land Into
Planning Area 5; Reconfigure Bowl Area Residential To Avoid Esha (Except For
Allowable Impact Area Identified In The General Plan/Lue/Ude/Cose) And
Incorporate Avoided Area Into Planning Area 5; Modify text as follows: The 12.3acre Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkage preserves a significant landform,
establishes a public park, provides integrated trails, and connects to adjacent parks
and open space. It serves as a major feature of the integrated trail system by
providing dramatic views of the surrounding City, Harbor, and Pacific Ocean.
Access and parking are provided from the Street of the Green Lantern, Scenic Drive,
Selva Road (Dana Strand Road), "A" Street, and Pacific Coast Highway. In addition.
six public parking spaces to exclusively serve open space uses will be constructed in
Planning Area 4. PCH V/RC. The Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkage is detailed in
Section 4.4, Park and Open Space Plan. Natural resource (Blechman's dudleya)
habitat will be preserved in the vicinity of the Hilltop Park and managed by the City of
Dana Point pursuant to the recommendation and aporoval of the California
Department of Fish and Game. Furthermore. all ESHA shall be protected against
any significant disruption of habitat values. and only uses dependent on those
resources shall be allowed within those areas. pursuant to the requirements of this
LCP. Fuel modification shall be prohibited within ESHA. Habitat restoration may
occur. The ESHA area shall be preserved in peroetuity and endowed to cover the
The area will require a long-term
cost of management and maintenance.
management program to help facilitate the survival of the sensitive plants and animal
species.
The Hilltop Park includes trails, rest areas, overlooks, seating, open space, signage,
native landscaping, fencing, and other passive features. The Greenbelt Linkage
includes trails, laFuilsBa~iRShabitat preservation and restoration, fencing, signage,
open space buffers to the Headlands Conservation Park, a ~Fe~eeee vieitm
reBreatieR faBility (tRe CeRservatieR CeRteF),and other passive features.
142. (Biology) Modify Section 4.3, Planning Areas, Planning Area 7: Modify acreage
figures to reflect suggested modifications herein; modify text as follows: In
conjunction with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services (USFWS) and the California
Department of Fish and Game (CDGF), the Headlands Conservation Park also
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provides for the long-term preservation and management of habitat for sensitive
species, including the Pacific pocket mouse, and other flora and fauna. The 22.0
acre temporary Pacific pocket mouse preserve established by the NCCP will be
expanded by ..,.5.9 acres, and a R=~iAiFRYFR 1QQ' wise greenbelt buffer has been
designated in adjoining Planning Area 5. A non-profit trust will be established to
manage the Park in conjunction with the USFWS and CDFG. The recording of
easements, deed restrictions, and additional measures ensure that the Headlands
Conservation Park remains permanently designated as conservation open space.
143. (Biology) Modify Section 4.4, Park and Open Space Plan: Modify Acreage Figure
To Reflect Elimination Of Planning Area 9 And Incorporation Of That Land Into
Planning Area 5; And Reconfiguration Of Bowl Area Residential To Avoid Esha
(Except For Allowable Impact Area Identified In The General Plan/Lue/Ude/Cose)
And Incorporation Of Avoided Area Into Planning Area 5; Restore Road In Hotel
Area To Existing Alignment To Avoid Esha Impacts; Eliminate/Relocate Visitor
Buildings And Parking To Avoid Esha; modify text as follows: ... The three primary
goals of the Park and Open Space Plan are as follows:
1.
Create high quality public parks, recreation, and open space areas that
maximize coastal access, establish and preserve public views, and conserve
natural resources including the preservation and enhancement of
environmentally sensitive habitat area ...
144. (Access/Biology) Modify Section 4.4.A, The Public Parks: A public trail/access
system, over three miles in length, links all of the parks and open space. The
system includes pedestrian and bicycle trails, coastal and beach access, scenic
overlooks, and ~four proposed public visitor recreation facilities to be constructed
by the Landowner/Developer. The trails maximize public coastal access and view
opportunities. These trails implement the policies and guidelines of the Dana Point
General Plan and provide a comprehensive system that reinforces the relationship
between the project site, the Harbor, and the Pacific Ocean.
The public parks and open space areas will be improved by the developer, offered
for dedication, transferred, and/or conveyed to the appropriate public agency or nonprofit entity in the first phase of the project, consistent with the Development Phasing
Plan identified in Section 3.l,C.6 of the Planned Development District.terms BFIO
eeR8itieAs JiF&'Ji9e8 ~er iR tt:le QevelefiR=~eRt AsreeR=~eRt
145. (Biology/Access) Modify Figure 4.4.1, Park and Open Space Plan: Modify This
Figure To Eliminate Planning Area 9 And Incorporate That Land Into Planning Area
5; Reconfigure Bowl Area Residential To Avoid Esha (Except For Allowable Impact
Area Identified In The General Plan/Lue/Ude/Cose) And Incorporate Avoided Area
Into Planning Area 5; Restore Road In Hotel Area To Existing Alignment To Avoid
Esha Impacts; Eliminate/Relocate Visitor Buildings And Parking To Avoid Esha;
Show Public Accessway Seaward Of Strand Residential/Landward Of Shoreline
Protective Device
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146. (Biology) Modify Section 4.4.B.1, Headlands Conservation Park, Setting/Site
Features: ... Marguerita Road borders the northerly edge of the site and will be
removed and the area restored concurrent with the extension of Selva Road ...
[no intervening changes]
Site Features
• TJ;;te El)(istiRS Marguerita Road eejeseRt te tf;;te JjeFIE, shall be removed, the
area shall be graded to natural contours and re-vegetated pursuant to Figure
4.4.6 and Section 4.13, Coastal Resources Management Program.
[no intervening changes]
•

A 10' wide pedestrian trail of decomposed granite/gravel shall provide
controlled access to the coastal bluff top. The bluff top trail alignment shall be
designed to minimize impacts to areas of natural resource value. including
coastal bluff scrub habitat. The trail shall be located a minimum of 25 feet
from the edge of Coastal Bluff Scrub habitat. See Figure 4.4.3, Headlands
Conservation Park Bluff Section.

[no intervening changes]
•

A proposed Nature Interpretive Center shall be constructed in the adjacent
greenbelt (Planning Area 8a) outside of environmentally sensitive habitat area
to serve as management and educational headquarters for the Headlands
Conservation Park.

147. (Biology) Modify Figure 4.4.2, Headlands Conservation Park Conceptual Plan:
Modify Park Boundary To Incorporate Area Of Marguerita Road, And Modify
Location Of Parking And Nature Interpretive Center To Avoid Impacts To Esha
148. (Biology) Modify Section 4.4.B.2, Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkages,
Setting/Design Concept/Site Features: ... The park preserves a prominent landform
and environmentally sensitive habitat area. Access is currently provided from PCH,
Street of the Green Lantern, and Scenic Drive ...
[no intervening changes]
... Provide a series of greenbelt linkages and public trails to adjacent parks and
open space. Conserve. enhance and restore environmentally sensitive habitat
area. limfjResize t~;;te wee ef RatwFel eF EiiFewsJ;;tt teleFeRt laR€lssefje meteFiels.
Provide appropriate public visitor facilities sited in locations that avoid the
degradation of environmentally sensitive habitat areas.
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[no intervening changes]
Level of Development:

Moderately Low. Multiple public trails, hilltop
overlook, rest areas, visitor recreation facility,
parking sited in locations that avoid the
degradation of environmentally sensitive
habitat areas.

Proposed Uses:

Walking, bicycling (outside of environmentally
sensitive habitat areas), hiking, jogging,
picnicking, educational, parking. Coastal
~
access
and
view
opportunities,
R=~eEiliffeatieR, protection of natural resources.

Program Elements:

PriR=~arily Solely native vegetation appropriate
to the habitat tvpelaREilsea~e materials, Eilrewsl::lt
teleraRt
laREilsea~e
R=~aterials.
Pedestrian/bicycle access pathways. Scenic
overlooks.
Visitor
recreation
facility,
interpretive/informational signage. Fencing as
appropriate for public safety, view preservation,
and protection of resources.

Site Features
• Trails shall be either bikeways or pedestrian trairs as designated on Figure
4.5.1, Public Trail/Access Plan. No bicycle trails shall be located within
environmentally sensitive habitat areas. Combined bikeway/pedestrian trails
shall be 12' wide and constructed of concrete. Pedestrian trails shall be 10'
wide, constructed of decomposed granite/gravel. A "switel::l8ael<" pedestrian
trail shall provide access to the hilltop overlook. Trails shall be designed to
minimize impacts to areas of natural resource value by utilizing existing trail
alignments where feasible. Existing disturbed areas. including unnecessary
trails. will be re-vegetated pursuant to Section 4.13. Coastal Resources
Management Program.
•

A hilltop overlook shall be provided at the park's highest elevation. The
overlook shall be constructed of concrete or other durable materials and be
designed to blend with the natural surroundings. See Figure 4.4.5, Hilltop
Park Section. A minimum of two benches and one covered trash receptacle
shall be provided. Fencing may be required as deemed necessary by the
Director of Community Development.

•

Margwerita Rea& sl::lall 8e reR=~eveEil 1 tl::le area graEieEil te Ratwral eeRtewrs aREI
re•1egetateEil ~wrswaRt te ~eetieR 4.1a, Ceastal Resewrees ~AaRageR=IeRt
Pres ram. ~ee j;igwre 4:4
GreeR8elt liwffer at laleaEillaR&Is CeRs&F¥atieR
~Areas of _natural resource value shall be protected through signage,~,

.s,
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barrier plantings. walls and fencing if necessary. A solid wall. impervious to
dogs. shall be placed along the entire border of the residential development in
Planning Area 6 and commercial development in Planning Area 4 and the
environmentally sensitive habitat area within Planning Area 5. Furthermore.
fencing and/or barrier plantings shall be placed around the entire perimeter of
the environmentally sensitive habitat area and along the perimeter of trails to
prevent human intrusion into sensitive habitat. direct people toward trails and
to confine users to the trails.
[no intervening changes]
•

Tl:le ~r€1~€1se€1 visit€1r reereati€1FI f.aeility, tl:le C€1Fiservati€1FI Visit€1r CeRter, sl:lall
ee I€1S61te€1 Rear tl:le terFFiiFit:~S ef Selva Rea€1. Tl:le CeFiservatieFI Visiter GeFiter
sl:lall ee a FRa>~iFFit:~FFI ef 2,QQQ s~t:~are feet aR€1, €it:~e te fwel FFI€1€iifisatieFI
re~wireR"JeRts, seRstrllleteel as aR e~eR air fasility lliBiR~ FISR semewstiele
materials.

•

Tl:le CeFIS9PJatieFI Visiter Cer~ter sl:lall iRelwele 61FI eelweatieRal ~re~ram e~eFI te
tl:le filWBiie Ri§Rii§l:ltiFI~ tl:le variews eeRsePv'ati€1FI fi!Fe~rams tl:lat !:lave seeR
estaelisl:le€1 aleFI~ tl:le CaliferRia Ceast.

[no intervening changes]

1 LANDSCAPE DESIGN
I

•

PrimarilySolely native shrubs, ground covers and grasses selected from the
Headlands Revegetation Palette. The greenbelt along the Selva Road
extension and along the border with the Niguel Terrace Condominiums may
utilize the Landscape Palette identified on Table 4. 16.1

•

Subject to other restrictions, native trees shall be selectively planted as
necessary to screen adjacent uses. Trees shall be located to minimize
conflicts with views from surrounding areas. Trees shall not be planted within
environmentally sensitive habitat areas. See Figure 4.4.7, Greenbelt Linkage.

•

Limited temporary irrigation for native plant establishment aR€1 limite€1
filermaReRt irrisati€1FI as ReeessaFy t€1 S€1FFI~Iy witl:l ~wei M€1€1ifieati€1FI Z€1Fie
re~wiremeRts €IF f€1F eesi§Fiate€1 €1Few~l:lt teleFaFit laR€iseaJiliFI§ areas.

2. OWNERSHIP, CONSTRUCTION MAINTENANCE
The Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkages shall be transferred to the City pursuant
to tl:le t€1rms ef Section 4.4(A.) abovetl:le DevelefilFFI&Fit AsreemeRt. The property
shall be conveyed subject to the completion of all improvements, which shall be
constructed by the Landowner/Developer. Maintenance and management costs
shall be borne by the Landowner/Developer, as detailed in Section 4. 14, Coastal
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Resources Management Program, for a one year period, and thereafter, by the
City. An endowment may be utilized to cover the costs of maintenance and
management of environmentally sensitive habitat areas and such areas shall be
managed and maintained consistent with the Headlands Conservation Park.

149. (Biology/Access) Figure 4.4.6 Greenbelt Buffer at Headlands Conservation Park:
Modify Park Boundary, Trails, Residential Structure, Etc. To Reflect Park Expansion
150. (Biology) Modify Section 4.4.8.3, Harbor Point Park, Design Concept/Site
Features:

3. CONCEPTUAL PLAN
See Figure 4.4.8, Harbor Point Park Conceptual Plan

4. SETTING
The Harbor Point Park, located on the southeastern edge of the project,
overlooks Dana Point Harbor. The site includes the Harbor "Point" which borders
the harbor, the adjacent coastal bluffs, and a plateau that provides dramatic
views. The Street of the Green Lantern, Cove Road and Scenic Drive provide
access to the area.

5. DESIGN CONCEPT
Create a public park that preserves a major landform and environmentally
sensitive habitat area, while establishing and encouraging public coastal access.
Incorporate coastal view opportunities. Integrate the public trail system and the
proposed visitor recreation facilities 6y pFevisiRg areas tl:lat eaR 6e aetively ~o~ses
9y tl=le pwslie. Provide trails and overlooksa eeRte~plative spaee within the park.
Align the trails, overlooks, and public facilities to visually link with the harbor and
the ocean. Fer PlaRRiRg AFea 98; restriet Confine public access through JFef:R
sensitive natural resources to public trails.

6. PROGRAM
Intensity of Use:

For Planning Area 8a, Recreation-Low.
Limited development of public visitor facilities
permitted (sited in locations that do not
degrade environmentally sensitive habitat
areas).
Limited
recreational
activities
permitted.F98F99tieR ~eseFately l:ligl::la M~o~ltiple
reereatieRal aeti¥itiee per~ittes. For Planning
Area 8b, conservation-very low, no active
development permitted.
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•

Level of Development:

For Planning Area 8a, moderately low• .
Multiple public trails, overlooks, rest areas.~.
parking. nature interpretive center sited in
locations that avoid the degradation of
environmentally sensitive habitat areas, visiter
p~elis faeilities, p~81ie art, vetereRs' memeriel.
Planning Area 8b, public access to the coastal
bluff face is prohibited. Limited access to the
rocky beaches in conjunction with the Ocean
Institute.

Proposed Uses:

For Planning Area 8a, walking, bicycling,
hiking,
jogging,
picnicing,
educational,
historical, artistic, parking. Coastal access and
view opportunities.
Public and private
ceremonial activities. All of the preceding shall
only occur in locations that avoid the
degradation of environmentally sensitive
habitat areas. For Planning Area 8b, scientific
and educational uses only.
Permanent
conservation through deed restrictions.

Program Elements:

For Planning Area 8a, drought tolerant and
native
landscaping
materials.
Pedestrian/bicycle access pathways. Scenic
overlooks. Nature interpretive center. Visiter
reereatieRal faeilities.
'uletereRs' memerial.
Public art. Interpretive/informational signage.
Safety fencing. All of the preceding shall only
occur in locations that avoid the degradation of
environmentally sensitive habitat areas. For
Planning Area 8b, conservation of natural
resources. Interpretive/ informational signage.

7. SITE FEATURES
Trails shall be either bikeways or pedestrian trails as designated on Figure
4.5.1, Public Trail/Access Plan. Qit(eway trails Sl:me~ReiR~ tRe prepesee
Maritime Histerieal Visiter GeRter sRall 8e 1Q' 'ivide, eeRstr~eted ef eeRerete.
OtRer pEedestrian trails shall be typically 10' wide, constructed of
decomposed granite/gravel or stabilized soil. Trail alignments shall be
designed to minimize impacts to areas of natural resource value. including
coastal bluff scrub habitat.
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•

A series of seveR overlooks shall be constructed of decomposed
granite/gravel, concrete, or enhanced pavement. A minimum of two benches
and one covered trash receptacle shall be provided at each overlook. To the
extent such facilities may be constructed such that ESHA is not degraded.
PRublic art, kiosk, markers or signage providing interpretive, historical or other
relevant information shall be provided as determined through the coastal
development permit process 8¥ t!;;le QiFsster ef CeR:~mwRity Qsvsh~fJFR&At

•

Safety view fence shall separate trails from adjacent coastal bluffs. Fencing
and/or barrier plantings shall be placed around the entire perimeter of the
environmentally sensitive habitat area and along the perimeter of trails to
prevent human intrusion into sensitive habitat. direct people toward trails and
to confine users to the trails.

•

A fJF&fJ&&e8 VetereR's Memeriel, wit!;;\ twe s&FRji&A&Ats a meRwmeRt'jiwslie
aFt elemeAt aR8 a Aagjaels, sRall ssta&lisl::l a eeAt&FRfJiative area Rear tl::le
fJFepese8 MaFitime l-listeFieal VisiteF CeRter.

•

TI-le jiF&JJese8 MaFitime l-listeFisel Visiter CeAter sl:lall 8e a FAa)Eim~s~m ef 2 1QQQ
SEtWaFe feet. TRs eesigA el:lall F&fJiieate aA early CalifeFAiaA ligl::ltl-lewee, aRe
iRelwee f:lister:ieal &J<i;tisits Felate8 te CalifeFAia's Fl'laritime aA8 lesal f:listsF)'. It
sl;tall be lesatee iRsiee tl=le '.tRlC &wileiAg stFiRgliRe estaslisl;teEI &y tl=le
aEijaseAt semmeFsial Ele'lelepmeAt eA "FeeA baAteFA: A f)a';ee, eRRaAsee
19atie aFea, swita&le feF ewteeer FeeeptieAs aRe fJi&Rie14:iAg st;tall be iAslw&eEI iR
U'le 8esigR fJFegFam.
Si&ewall<s immeeiately a&jaseAt te tAe Maritime
l-listerisal eeAteF SRall se EI9A8Fete &R!;\aRsee jaa>lefl'leRt. iee FigwFe 4. 4.Q,
HaF9eF PeiRt PaFI< iesti&A:

•

Tl::le fJF9fJ9Se9 CwltwFal AFts VisiteF CeRt9F sf:lall se a R:la)liFAWFA sf 2,QQQ
BE!blare feet It sl;tall be eeAstrwete8 ef afJfJF9j9Fiate mateFials eeRsisteRt witR
SeetieA 4 .12, QesigR <SbtiEieliRes, te semji~lemeRt tt;te SWFFewReiRg aFea. It
sRall 8e leeetee a8:jaeeRt te SeeRis Qr:i';e everleeldRg tl::le Paeifts OeeaR. TRe
fasility sl;tall iRslwEie mwlti jiWFjaese sjaase switasle feF eMI;tisitieRs, lestwFes, aREI
eoweatieAal wses. A pave& 19atie aFea sf:lall aEijeiR tf:le bwil8iRS•

•

The proposed Nature Interpretive Visitor Center shall be a maximum of 2,000
feet. It shall be constructed of appropriate materials consistent with Section
4.12, Design Guidelines, to complement the surrounding area. It is located
adjacent to the Headlands Conservation Park, at the terminus to Scenic
Drive. The facility shall include educational, management, and operational
space designed to serve the adjacent Headlands Conservation Park. The
facilitv shall be sited in a location that avoids the degradation of
environmentally sensitive habitat areas.

•

Vehicular drop-off/turnarounds shall be provided iA'IFReEiiately east ef tl:le
Maritime Histerieal VisiteF CeRter aRe at the terminus to Scenic Drive adjacent
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to the proposed Nature Interpretive Visitor Center. Vehicular drop-offs shall
be paved with enhanced pavement and shall have planted islands. A
minimum of two benches and one covered trash receptacle shall be provided
at each drop-off. The facility shall be sited in a location that avoids the
degradation of environmentally sensitive habitat areas.

•

8. LANDSCAPE DESIGN
Harbor Point Park shall be landscaped with native and drought tolerant
materials appropriate to the habitat tvpe as identified in Table 4.14.2...QAQ
Taele 4.18.1. AsseRt ~laRtiR~s iR=~R=~eeiately aeijaeeRt te tl::le visiter reereatieR
faeilities may lele JjlaRte9 s~9jeet te appreval lely tl::le Qireeter ef Cemm~Rit)'
QeveleJjmeRt.

•

AR epeR meaeew aJjJjFeJjriate te iRfeFmal ~ses sl::lall lele estalellisl::le€1 iR tl::le
area everleel(iR~ tl::le OaRa PeiRt Har8er. It sl::lall lele eempese€1 ef apprepriate
Rative ~rasses er ~re~R9eevers.

•

s~tsjeet te f~el me€lifieatieR aR€1 etl::ler restrietieRs, lew eaReJjy trees sl::lall tse
selestively plaRte9 '.¥itl:iiR 8Q feet ef tl:ie l\4aritiR=~e l-listerisal Visiter CeRter,
C~lt~ral Arts Visiter CeRter aRe ~Jatwre IRterJjretive Visiter CeRter. Trees may
alse lele seleetively plaRte€1 witRiR aR€1 imme€liately aeijaeeRt te Jjarl<iR§ areas.
Trees sl::lall lele leeate9 te miRimi2e eeRfliets wit!::! views frem s~rre~R€liR~
areas.

•

Irrigation shall be temporary in those areas adjacent to the coastal bluffs.
PerFRaReRt irri§atieR sl:iall 13e alle'Neel witFiiR eRRaReeel laR9ssaJ:Je eeRes
imme€liatel)' a€ljaeeRt te visiter faeilities aRe as re~~o~ire9, See Section 4.16 for
additional irrigation guidelines.

9. OWNERSHIP, CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE
The Harbor Point Park shall be transferred to the City pursuant to tRe
re~~iFCSmeRts efSection 4.4(A.) above tRe Qev9lepmeRt /\~reemeRt.
The
property shall be conveyed subject to the completion of all improvements, which
shall be constructed by the Landowner/Developer. The maintenance and
management costs shall be borne by the Landowner/Developer, as detailed in
Section 4.14, Coastal Resource Management Program, for a one year period,
and thereafter, by the City. An endowment may be utilized to cover the costs of
maintenance and management of environmentally sensitive habitat areas and
such areas shall be managed and maintained consistent with the Headlands
Conservation Park.
151. (Biology) Figure 4.4.8 Harbor Point Park Conceptual Plan: Modify This Figure To
Restore Road In Hotel Area To Existing Alignment To Avoid Esha Impacts;
Eliminate/Relocate Visitor Buildings And Parking To Avoid Esha
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152. (Biology) Figure 4.4.9 Harbor Point Park Section: Modify Figure To Eliminate
Maritime Historical Visitor Center And Patio, Replace Enhanced Plantings With
Native Vegetation Restoration.
153. (Access/Biology) Modify Section 4.4.B.4., Strand Vista Park/Public Beach
Access:
10. DESIGN CONCEPT
Create an active park that utilizes the unique site characteristic to provide
dramatic coastal access and view opportunities. Establish the integrated trail
system as a major feature within the park. Incorporate a series of view overlooks
to establish public view opportunities.
Create an improved public beach access, the North Strand Beach Access, by
widening the existing County facility, and designing two rest/landing areas with
view opportunities. Construct a new restroom and outdoor shower facility at the
base of the stairs immediately above Strand Beach. If gates. guardhouses.
barriers or other development designed to regulate or restrict public access are
approved for Planning Area 2. those regulations or restrictions shall only be
allowed in conjunction with the construction. operation and maintenance of a
public funicular (inclined elevator) in Planning Area 1. parallel to the North Strand
Beach Access. providing mechanized public access trom the County beach
parking lot to the beach.
Create the Mid-Strand Vista Park Access as a new public path leading from the
trail in approximately the middle of the oark. to the Central Strand Beach Access
at the intersection of the first residential cul-de-sac street.
Create the Central Strand Beach Access as a new public path to Strand Beach,
conveniently located within the Strand Vista Park, near the entry to the Strand
Residential neighborhood (Planning Area 2). The entry of the Central Strand
Beach Access shall be designed to encourage public use, i.e., architectural
elements shall be incorporated into the entry to distinguish it and appropriate
signage announcing the presence and encouraging use of the access by the
~ shall be posted. The Central Strand Beach Access shall provide direct
access to Strand Beach, opening a portion of the property currently fenced and
restricted from public use.
Construct the South Strand Beach Access to provide additional access to Strand
Beach. Create new coastal view opportunities by establishing a public overlook
area adjacent to the Selva Road entry, and by integrating rest/landing areas into
the "switchback" public access trail. The South Strand Beach Access will provide
direct access to the beach, opening a portion of the property currently fenced and
restricted from public use. Construction of this walkway implements the coastal
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access identified in the Certified Dana Point Local Coastal Program. Construct a
new restroom and outdoor shower facility above Strand Beach.
11.PROGRAM
Intensity of Use:

Recreation-Moderately high.
activities permitted.

Multiple recreation

Level of Development:

Moderately high. Multiple public trails, overlooks, rest
areas, visitor recreation facilit~y (public restroom.§
and showers), funicular. public art, coastal access
pathways. The facilities shall be sited in locations that
avoid the dearadation of environmentally sensitive
habitat areas located on the Strand bluff face in the
vicinity of the South Strand Beach Access.

Proposed Uses:

Walking, bicycling, hiking, jogging, picnicking,
restroom, and shower facilities. Coastal access and
view opportunities.

Program Elements:

Drought tolerant landscape materials with appropriate
transitions to native materials at the south end.
Vegetation on the bluff face south of the Strand
residential and seaward of the Selva Road extension
shall be solely native vegetation appropriate to the
habitat type. Pedestrian/bicycle access pathways.
Scenic overlooks. Visitor recreational facility.
Interpretive informational signage. Public art. Vertical
and lateral coastal access. Safety fencing, view
fencing.

Site Features
• A meandering 10' wide concrete pedestrian trail shall be constructed within
the linear park. As appropriate, the trail shall be grade separated, with
approximately a five-foot difference in elevation between the trail and parking
lot. See Figure 4.4.11, Strand Vista Park Prototypical Trail Section.
•

•

Pedestrian plazas/overlooks shall consist of enlarged paved areas,
appropriate metal view fencing, with a minimum of two benches, a picnic
table, and a trash receptacle. If necessary, retaining walls adjacent to the
trails or overlooks shall be constructed of appropriate, durable materials that
blend with the setting. See Figure 4.4.12, Strand Vista Park Conceptual
Overlooks.

The existing County public beach access shall be improved as the North Strand
Beach Access. T\,'1/0 overlooks providing coastal views, rest/landing areas shall
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be incorporated into the trail design. Benches shall be provided at each
overlook. The access shall be enhanced through new landscaping and related
amenities to integrate it with Strand Vista Park. See Figure 4.4.13, North Strand
If gates. guardhouses. barriers or other
Beach Access Cross-Section.
development designed to regulate or restrict public access are approved for
Planning Area 2. those regulations or restrictions shall only be allowed in
conjunction with the construction. operation and maintenance of a public
funicular (inclined elevator) in Planning Area 1. parallel to the North Strand Beach
Access. providing mechanized public access from the Countv beach parking lot
to the beach. Signs located at the boarding area of the funicular and visible from
vehicles traveling on Selva Road shall indicate the hours of operation. any fee.
and notice that if the funicular is out of service for more than 3 consecutive
scheduled operating days. public vehicular access through Planning Area 2 for
passenger drop-off shall be available during the period of service outage.
•

ATwo visitor recreation facilit~ consisting of new restroom,& and shower
facilities shall be constructed at the base of the North Strand Beach Accessr
and the South Strand Beach Access. above Strand Beach. As necessary,
¥few-fencing shall be provided.

•

The Mid-Strand Vista Park Access shall consist of an 8' wide concrete
walkway and shall be constructed in approximately the middle of the park.
from the park trail to a connection with the Central Strand Beach Access at
the intersection of the first residential cul-de-sac street.

•

The Central Strand Beach Access shall consist of a concrete walkway 8' wide
which will parallel the spine road for the Strand residential neighborhood, as
illustrated in Figures 4.4.15 and 4.4.16. Above the beach, at the same level
as the lowest row of lots, the access shall be incorporated into a 50' wide
landscaped extension of Strand Beach Park and the minimum 8 foot wide
public path that shall be located seaward of the Strand residential
development and landward of any shoreline protective device. Within the 50'
wide landscaped extension only, the trail shall be 10' wide.

•

South Strand Beach Access shall be constructed as a 6' wide "switchback"
trail from Selva Road to the southern portion of the beach. An overlook shall
be provided at the top of the walkway, adjacent to Selva Road. Additional rest
areas/overlooks shall be incorporated into the trail at key locations and safety
view fence shall be installed as necessary. The path and associated facilities
shall be sited in locations that ayoid the degradation of environmentally
sensitive habitat areas located on the Strand bluff face. Fencing and/or
barrier plantings shall be placed along the perimeter of trails passing through
or adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas to prevent human
intrusion into sensitjve habitat. direct people toward trails and to confine users
to the trails. As noted above. a restroom/shower facility will be constructed
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above Strand Beach near the beach terminus of the South Strand Beach
Access.

•

12. LANDSCAPE DESIGN
Landscape within Strand Vista Park and the North Strand Beach Access shall
be more "manicured" in character yet still tied to the overall landscape theme.
Materials will be selected from Table 4. 16. 1, Landscape Palette. Existing site
vegetation shall be selectively removed to create and enhance ocean views.
Palm, cypress and other vertical shaped trees will be planted at the
pedestrian plazas/over looks but spaced to ensure preservation of views.
Low trees and shrubs shall be planted on the slope of the western side of the
trail in order to preserve public views.
baResea~eVegetation

•

along the South Beach Access shall be native shrubs,
ground covers and drought tolerant materials appropriate to the habitat type.
The landscaping should transition into native materials from Selva Road into
the slope area. Vegetation on the bluff face south of the Strand residential
and seaward of the Selva Road extension shall be solely native vegetation
appropriate to the habitat type. Native trees shall be selectively planted as
necessary to screen adjacent uses except that trees shall not be planted
along the south access. Seleetee ~laRtiR~ ef tFees may 8e ~;~see aiE~R~ tl=le
se~;~tl:l assess te F!JFS'wliee sl:laee aRe viswal iRterest. Trees shall be located to
minimize conflicts with views from surrounding areas.

•

Within the guidelines identified in Section 4. 16, permanent irrigation may be
provided within Strand Vista Park, as well as those areas adjacent to the
North and South accessways. Slope areas with native materials will require
irrigation for plant establishment and possible fuel modification interface.

13.0WNERSHIP, CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE
Strand Vista Park shall be transferred to the City pursuant to Section 4.4(A,)
above tl=le Oevele~meRt A~FeemeRt. The property shall be conveyed subject to
the completion of all improvements, which shall be constructed by the
Landowner/Developer. The Landowner/Developer shall enter into a Construction
and Maintenance Agreement with the County for those portions of the County
Strand Beach parking lot that abut the Strand Vista Park. The maintenance and
management costs shall be borne by the Landowner/Developer, as detailed in
Section 4. 1~4, Coastal Resources Management Program, for a one year period,
and thereafter, by the City. The City reserves the right to trim or remove trees for
the preservation of public views. The Landowner/Developer shall enter into a
Construction and Maintenance Agreement with the appropriate public agency for
the funicular.
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154. (Access) Modify Figure 4.4.10 Strand Vista Park/Public Beach Access
Conceputual Plan: Add Location Of Mid-Strand Vista Park Accessway And
Funicular.
155. (Access) Figure 4.4.13
Funicular.
156.

North Strand Beach Access Cross-Section: Show

(Access/Hazards) Modify Section 4.4.B.5, Strand Beach Park:
14. DESIGN CONCEPT
Create multiple public beach access opportunities, which connect to the
integrated trail system. Provide numerous scenic overlooks and rest areas.
Dedicate the private beach to public ownership and uses. Construct a shoreline
protective device landward of ReeeRstrwet the existing rock revetment (which lies
within Planning Area 2) te eRswre ~w~lis safety aR& te sreate fJW~Iie eeastal
assess. Utilize project design features such as nuisance water diversion to
minimize water quality impacts and beach erosion.
15.PROGRAM

•

Intensity of Use:

Recreation-very high.
activities permitted.

Multiple recreational

Level of Development:

Low. Limited to new coastal access pathways.

Proposed Uses:

Surfing, swimming, volleyball, picnics, walking,
hiking, jogging, fishing, kayaking, and other
water related activities.

Program Elements:

Establish public coastal access, emergency
access, reeeRstrwetconstruct a shoreline
protective device landward of the existing rock
revetment te eRswre fJWialis safety aR& te
FAiRiffliae eeastal eresieR.

16.SITE FEATURES
As identified in Strand Vista Park above, the North Strand Beach Access pathway
shall consist of a 10' wide pedestrian sidewalk that connects to Dana Strand
ieae~Road directly adjacent to the north end of the County parking lot. In addition.
a funicular will be constructed parallel to the North Strand Beach Access to convey
members of the public trom Strand Vista Park to a ramp to the beach.
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•

Public restrooms and showers serving visitors to Strand Beach shall be constructed
within the North Strand Beach Access and the South Strand Beach Access directly
above the beach.

[no intervening changes]
•

The emergency access and the Central Strand Beach Access will be protected from
coastal erosion by incorporating the accessways into the design of the shoreline
protective device that replaces the existingFeeeRstF~;~etieR feF tRe revetment.

•

In conjunction with any shoreline protective device. an 8 foot wide concrete public
access path shall be constructed seaward of the Strand residential development and
landward of any shoreline protective device. The path shall follow the entire length
of the shoreline protective device from the North Strand Beach Access to the South
Strand Beach Access. that shall be a minimum of 8 feet wide. plus any additional
width necessarv to accommodate benches and picnic tables. between the seaward
lot line of the Strand residential lots and the top edge of the shoreline protective
device. Benches (minimum 2). picnic tables (minimum 2). and trash receptacles
shall be available at regular intervals along the pathway. The location of the public
pathway along the top of the shoreline protective device will allow convenient yearround public access and recreational area along the beach which is currently
interrupted by seasonal conditions and high tides.

[no intervening changes]
17.0WNERSHIP, CONSTRUCTION, MAINTENANCE
The Strand Beach Park and pathway shall be offered for dedication or donation
to the County pursuant to Section 4.4(A.) above t!;;Je OevelepmeRt AsFeemeRt. If
the County does not accept the Strand Beach Park, it shall be offered for
dedication or donation to the City. The property shall be conveyed subject to the
completion of all improvements, which shall be constructed by the
Landowner/Developer. Except for the beach, which will be the County's (or
City's) responsibility upon acceptance, the maintenance and management costs
shall be borne by the Landowner/Developer, as detailed in Section 4.13, Coastal
Resources Management Program, for a one year period, and thereafter, by the
County (or City).

157. (Access/Hazards) Modify Figure 4.4.14 Strand Beach Park Conceptual Plan:Add
A Minimum 8 Foot Wide Pathway Seaward Of The First Line Of Residences Within
The Strand, And Landward Of The Top Of The Shoreline Protective Device, Along
The Entire Length Of The Strand Residential Area Between The North Strand Beach
Access And The South Strand Beach Access With Connections To Each Access As
Well As The Central Strand Beach Access; Show Benches And Picnic Tables Along
The Length Of The Accessway; Add A Shower To The Public Restroom At The
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North Strand Beach Access; Add A Public Restroom And Shower Near The
Terminus Of The South Strand Beach Access; Modify 'Rock Revetment' To
'Shoreline Protective Device'
158. (Access/Hazards) Modify Figure 4.4.15 Central Strand Beach Concept Plan:
Add A Minimum 8 Foot Wide Pathway Plus Additional Width To Accommodate
Benches And Picnic Tables, Seaward Of The First Line Of Residences Within The
Strand, And Landward Of The Top Of The Shoreline Protective Device With
Connections To The Central Strand Beach Access; Show Benches And Picnic
Tables; Modify 'Revetment' To 'Shoreline Protective Device'
159. (Access) Modify Section 4.5.A, Public Trail/Access Plan, Public Trail/Access
Descriptions: ... All proposed visitor recreation facilities shall be located in close
proximity to the Public Trail Plan. The Public Trail/Access Plan includes the North,
Mid-Strand Vista Park. Central and South Strand Beach pathways. and the pathway
paralleling Strand Beach along the top of the shoreline protective device.
160. (Access/Biology) Figure 4.5.1 Public Trail/Access Plan: Modify This Figure
Consistent With Prior Modifications; Show Public Accessway Seaward Of Strand
Residential/Landward Of Shoreline Protective Device; modify trail alignments
through and adjacent to ESHA consistent with Exhibit 26b of the Staff
Recommendation dated December 30, 2003.
161. (Access) Figure 4.5.2 Coastal Access Plan: Modify This Figure Consistent With
Prior Modifications; Show Mid-Strand Vista Park Access; Show Public Accessway
Seaward Of Strand Residential/Landward Of Shoreline Protective Device
162. (Access) Figure 4.5.3 Coastal View Opportunities: Modify This Figure Consistent
With Prior Modifications; Show Mid-Strand Vista Park Access; Show Public
Accessway Seaward Of Strand Residential/Landward Of Shoreline Protective
Device
163. (Biology) Modify Table 4.5.1, items 1 and 3: 1. Public and coastal access shall be
established by a trail and a series of overlooks located near the coastal bluff edge
consistent with the NCCP/HCP, subject to the approval of the City, the USFWS and
the DFG. and California Coastal Commission. and located where the facilities will not
degrade environmentally sensitive habitat area.; 3. The view overlooks may provide
seating, interpretive signage, public art, and historical or other relevant information,.
to the extent such facilities can be located where they will not degrade
environmentally sensitive habitat area.
164. (Biology/Access) Modify Table 4.5.2, items 3-7: 3. The view overlooks may
provide seating, interpretive signage, public art, and historical or other relevant
information as determined by the City, to the extent such facilities can be located
where they will not degrade environmentally sensitive habitat area.; 4. Any areas
disturbed during the construction of the public access trails and overlooks. as well as
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current areas of disturbance. shall be re-vegetated with appropriate native species
from the Headlands Revegetation Palette sw8jest te fwel me€1iffeatieR re€fwiremeRts.
Fuel modification shall be prohibited within environmentally sensitive habitat areas
and habitat mitigation/restoration areas.; 5. The Hilltop Park shall contain passive
recreational uses that complement the multi-use trail and view overlook, such as
seating, fencing, habitat preservation areas, interpretive kiosks, and related
landscape features to the extent such facilities can be located where they will not
degrade environmentally sensitive habitat area.; 6. The Greenbelt Linkages shall
contain passive recreational uses that complement the multi-use trail, such as
seating, fencing, preservation areas, interpretive kiosks, a ~re~ese€1 visiter
resreatieRal faeility (CeRSSPv'atieR GeRter), and related facilities to the extent such
facilities can be located where they will not degrade environmentally sensitive habitat
.ar:ea.; 7. Parking shall be accommodated along the Street of the Green Lantern,
along Scenic Drive, in the Planning Area 8a parking lot next to the proposed nature
interpretive center, and in the County public parking lot adjacent to Selva Road. Six
public parking spaces dedicated to open space users will also be provided in
adjoining Planning Area 4.

165.

(Biology) Modify Table 4.5.3, items 3, 4, 5,: 3. The view overlooks shall provide
seating, interpretive signage, public art, kiosks, and historical or other relevant
information as determined by the City to the extent such facilities can be located
where they will not degrade environmentally sensitive habitat area.; 4. TJ;;Je Har&er
PeiRt Pari<: &Rail iRel~e~€1e ~e~ses tRat eeFRJ3IeFReRt tRe J3~et91ie tFail aR€1 everleel<s, eweR as
tJ;;Je ~re~ese€1 veteraRs' memeriel, eR€1 ereas a~~re13riete fer J3ieRies, we€1€1iR~S, er
etJ;;Jer ~w&lie fwRstieRs iR tJ;;Je immeeliate vieiRity ef tRe J3re~ese€1 ~welis visiter
faeilities.; 5. The Harbor Point Park includes tRree ~re~ese€1 J3WBiie visiter reeFeatieR
fasilities (a Maritime Histerieal Visiter CeRter (li~RtRewse), Cwltwral Arts Visiter
CeRter, aRe a Nature Interpretive Visitor Center to be constructed by the
Landowner/Developer. ~The facility shall be designed to encourage public
access by implementing educational or recreation programs that are open to the
public.; 6. The visitor recreation facilityie& shall have diversified, low cost public
programs to attract visitors aR€1 eRsewra~e tRe ~w&lis te visit mere tRaR eRe faeility.
The facilityie& shall be designed as a destination point& for the public trail system. 7.
The visitor recreation facilityie& shall be open to the public year-round. The recipient
public agency or non-profit entity will determine hours of operation.; 8. TJ;;Je ~re~ese€1
Cwltwrel Arts Visiter CeRter sRell be a mwlti J3WFJ3ese SJ3B€l9 ef BJ3~reximately 2QQQ S€f.
ft. tJ;;Jat aeeemme€1ates art e>(RieitieRs, leetwr=es 1 ~reseRtatieRs, aR€1 iRstr=wstieRal
~RetieRs.; 9. TRe J3rSJ3S&e9 MaritiFRe l-listerieal Visiter CeRter (li§RtRewse) slo:lall Be
elesi~Re€1 es a FeJ3Iisa ef eR ear=ly GaliferRia li~RtRewse aR€1 ~revise Risterieal e><Ribits
relate€1 te Califer=Ria maritime aetivities as well as tRe Ristery sf tJ;;Je leeal r=egieR.

166.

(Access) Modify Table 4.5.4, items 5-6: 5. The Strand Vista Park shall include

~five vertical public beach access pathways-South Strand Beach Access, Mid-

Strand Vista Park Access. Central Strand Beach Access, aRG=North Strand Beach
Access. and if gates, guardhouses, barriers or other development designed to
regulate or restrict public access are approved for Planning Area 2, a public funicular
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(inclined elevator). Lateral coastal access shall be provided along the top of the
shoreline protective device seaward of the Strand residential development.; 6. The
Strand Vista Park proposes atwo public visitor recreation facilit~ (a-restroom and
shower facilit~) to be constructed by the Landowner/Developer as part of the
North and South Strand Beach Access, just above Strand Beach.
167. (Access) Table 4.5.5, item 4 and add item 10: 4. Pw~lie aeee88 te all area8
ewt8iEie ef tlole ~F8~e8e8 itraAEIIieaelol Aeee88 ~atlolYJay8 slolall ~e re8trieteEI. A
~F&gr=am ef feAsiAS; eigAage, 9A8 etloler EleeigA featwree slolall ElissewFage 'lisiter8 fFem
lea'o«iAg tlole trails aA€iJ ewtleel,sc; 10. Lateral coastal access shall be provided along a
minimum 8 foot wide pathway plus additional width to accommodate benches and
pjcnic tables seaward of the first line of residences within the Strand. and landward
of the top of the shoreline protective device. along the entire length of the Strand
residential area between the North Strand Beach Access and the South Strand
Beach Access with connections to each access as well as the Central Strand Beach
Access.
168. (Biology) Figure 4.6.1 Circulation Plan and 4.6.2, Street Sections: Modify These
Figures Consistent With Prior Modifications; Restore Road In Hotel Area To Existing
Alignment To Avoid Esha Impacts.
169. (Biology/Access) Modify Section 4.6.C: GreeR LaRterA will ~e realigAe8 te a
tFI'iffie eirele witlol ieeAie Qr:i•Je: Metered head-in and/or parallel parking along ~
realigRe8 Street of the Green Lantern and Scenic Drive provides access to the
adjacent parks, open space and public trail system.
170. (Biology) Modify Section 4.6.D. Cove Road is an existing two-lane road, which
connects Green Lantern and Scenic Drive to Harbor Drive. Ce¥e ~eae ~re¥iEies
999ess te PlaAAiAg AFQa g, Seasiee IRA Visiter/ReereratieR Cemmer9ial. No changes
to Cove Road are proposed.
171. (Biology/Access) Modify Section 4.6.E: Scenic Drive exists on-site and provides
access for the existing residential enclaves. With the implementation of the project,
the multi-family residential enclave will take access via the extension of Selva Road
(Dana Strand Road). Marguerita Road is a private easement. It will be removed
and converted to open space. SseAie Qrive will ~e FealigAeEI at tlole GreeR baAterA
traffie eirele. Portions of Planning Area 7, Headlands Conservation Park, gru;1
Planning Area 8, Harbor Point Park, aAEI PI&AAiAS Area Q, ieasiee IRA
VisiterJResreatieA Cemmersial, take access from Scenic Drive.
[ no intervening changes]
... Restricted hourly parking (3-hour minimum> is proposed for the new parking lot
adjacent to the Scenic Drive cul-de-sac. Metered (3-hour minimum> head-in parking
along Scenic Drive provides additional access to the adjacent parks, open space
and public trail system.
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172. (Water Quality) Modify Section 4.7: The existing site hydrology drains to three
primary areas: Strand Beach, the coastal bluff edges, and to Dana Point Harbor.
The majority of the drainage flows to Strand Beach where five storm drain outlets
were constructed in the 1950s to service the mobile home park, as well as adjacent
off-site areas that drain to the Headlands. -+As-Approximately 13 acres of off-site
runoff drains through the project to Strand Beach includinges portions of the County
Salt Creek Parking Lot, Selva Road, and adjacent residential homes and
condominiums. On-site storm water runoff to Dana Point Harbor comes from
portions of the existing Cove Road, Scenic Drive, and the Street of the Green
Lantern, which utilize concrete "V" ditches in Cove Road and storm drains in Green
Lantern. Approximately 17 acres of offsite development. including ~R,ortions of Blue
Lantern and Santa Clara Avenue and the commercial and residential development
associated with those streets, portions of Harbor Prive and the adjoining County
parking lots also drain to the west end of Dana Point Harbor.
173. (Water Quality) Modify title to Figure 4. 7.1: Conceptual Drainage Plan and Best
Management Practices;=and modify drawing consistent with prior suggested
modifications.
174. (Water Quality) Modify Section 4.7.B.2, Structural Controls (WQ1 ): Capture and
filter the "first flush" (the initial 0.6~ inches of rain in a 24-hour period) to reduce
sediment, bacteria and other water quality pollution; Locate sand filters or BMPs with
equivalent or better treatment capability in locations which will allow the treatment of
onsite development areas as well as adjacent off-site, first flush storm flows. Add a
secondarv treatment system utilizing zeolite. clay or similar media filters to minimize
nutrients (nitrates/phosphates) from reaching Dana Point Harbor. In conjunction
with the City and County, determine the maintenance responsibilities for the filtering
devices and similar BMPs.; Incorporate BMP devices that may include separators,
sand filtering systems or other features into the storm water conveyance design to
reduce oil, grease sediment, debris and other pollutants. All storm drain inlets shall
include catch basin filters.
175. (Water Quality) Modify Table 4. 7.1, items 7 and 10: 7 .Implement water-efficient
and environmentally sensitive landscaping where practical. See Section 4.16.
Irrigation Guidelines. for specific details of the irrigation requirements. Landscaping
plant organization that combines species on the basis of climatic and habitat
adaptations, and the incorporation of drought-resistant plants, can reduce irrigation
and maintenance requirements. Native species will be adapted to the climate and
require little supplemental irrigation.; 10. In the visitor/recreation commercial areas,
ensure that all restaurants/food service facilities include grease traps and a washdown area plumbed to drain to the sanitary sewer system for treatment and disposal.
176. (Biology) Section 4.8, Conceptual Water Plan: The water system is illustrated in
Figure 4.8.1, Conceptual Water Plan. The water plan meets the applicable
requirements of the City and SCWD for fire flow and the proposed land uses.
Adequate water capacity and lines exist on-site and at the property boundary to
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serve the project. If available, reclaimed water will be utilized to provide irrigation for
common area landscaping. To the extent feasible. existing utilities. including water
lines. crossing through open space areas containing environmentally sensitive
habitat area shall be removed or abandoned in place. provided that any alternative
utilitv alignment wouldn't necessitate impacts upon environmentally sensitive habitat
area.; Modify FIGURE 4.8.1 Conceptual Water Plan Consistent With Prior
Suggested Modifications; Show Water Line Generally Following The Portion Of
Marguerita Road To Be Removed Within The Headlands Conservation Park As 'To
Be Removed Or Abandoned In Place, If Feasible'
177. (Biology} Modify Section 4.1 0: ... New utilities and existing above ground utilities
will be located underground as part of project development. Utilities shall be located
outside of environmentally sensitive habitat areas. If feasible, utility pedestals,
service substations, and utility vaults shall be located in appropriate locations with
low visibility, to minimize the need for retaining walls and the potential to block
existing or proposed signs or degrade public views.; Modify Figure 4.9.1 Conceptual
Sewer Plan Consistent With Suggested Modifications.
178. (Biology/HazardsNiews} Figure 4.11.1 Conceptual Grading Plan: Revise Grading
Plan To Reflect Elimination Of Hotel In Planning Area 9; Reconfiguration Of Bowl
Area Residential To Avoid Esha (Except For Allowable Impact Area Identified In The
General Plan/Lue/Ude/Cose}; Restore Road In Hotel Area To Existing Alignment To
Avoid Esha Impacts; And Revise Grading Plan In Strand Residential To Reflect
More Landward Alignment Of Shoreline Protective Device
179. (Biology/Hazards} Modify Table 4.11.1, items 4, 6, S, 10, 11, 13, 14:4. Grading
adjacent to greenbelt linkages shall, where feasible, blend to match existing natural
contours. Disturbed areas adjacent to greenbelt linkages shall be re-vegetated with
native er etl=ler e~~re~riate vegetation.; 6. e11dijeet te fwel ~eoi~&eti&R FeEJWire~eRtB;
aAII disturbed areas within Recreation Open Space shall be re-vegetated with
appropriate drought tolerant and native plant materials.; S. Grading or disturbance of
areas containing environmentally sensitive habitat area and/or designated
Conservation Open Space shall be minimized to accommodate only those uses
consistent with avoiding the degradation of environmentally sensitive habitat areas .
.and.._public safety, public access, and management of existing natural resources.; 10.
Grading and construction in Planning Areas 7 (Headlands Conservation Park}r and
Sa (Harbor Point Park), aRe Q ~eeesioe IFIR) shall follow the minimum 50 foot bluff
~setback criteria, or greater setback as established in a City reviewed, licensed
geotechnical report.; 11. Grading in Planning Area Sa (Harbor Point Park} shall be
limited to that necessary to provide public access, the proposed visitor recreation
facilities, and public amenities. Grading shall be prohibited in locations that degrade
environmentally sensitive habitat areas.; 13. Grading in Planning Area 1 (Strand
Vista Park) adjacent to the South Strand Beach Access shall, where feasible, blend
into the adjoining natural contours, and disturbed areas shall be re-vegetated with
native vegetation identified in Table 4.14.2. Grading shall be prohibited in locations
that degrade environmentally sensitive habitat areas.; 14. Grading in Planning Areas
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2 (Strand Residential Neighborhood) and 3 (Strand Beach Park) associated with the
FeeeAstn:HstieA ef tl:le BJEistiAS sea FevetFAeFJtshoreline protective device shall not
encroach seaward of the toe of the existing revetment at Ia eei Feei<, unless
improvements are specifically necessary to create or enhance public access and/or
public safety. The shoreline protective device shall be located at or landward of the
existing revetment toe !depicted as 'Daylight Toe of Slope Repair' on the 1983 Plans for
Emergency Slope Repair and On-Site Storm Drain Construction for Dana Strand Club.
9-29-83. prepared by Williamson and Schmid). such that the average position of the
shoreline protective device is moved at least 5 feet landward or easterly.
180. (Biology) Section 4.13, Coastal Resources Management Program and 4.14
Parks and Open Space Management Plan: Modify entire program as follows:
Prohibit fuel modification of any form whatsoever (including but not limited to,
thinning, pruning, native vegetation removal, irrigation, or plant palette controls)
within retained ESHA and mitigation/restoration areas; change the 3 year monitoring
program to a minimum 5 year monitoring program with provisions for extension of
the monitoring period to address failures to meet performance criteria; require a
perpetual maintenance program for all retained ESHA and mitigation/restoration
areas weed removal, pest control, and plant replacement, as well as to appropriately
manage human encroachment into habitat areas; mandate submittal of complete
habitaUopen space restoration, monitoring and perpetual maintenance plans in the
filing of coastal development permit applications;
181. (Biology) Figure 4.14.1 and 4.14.2, Fuel Modification Plan: Revise Development
Plan Such That No Fuel Modification Is Necessary Within Environmentally Sensitive
Habitat Areas.
182. (Biology) Table 4.14.2, Revegetation Plant Palette: Revise Plant Palette To
Include Only Species Which Have Historically Been Documented On Site, In Coastal
Sage Scrub, Coastal Bluff Scrub, Or Native Grassland, Or Could Reasonably Be
Expected In Those Habitats Based On Documentation Of Comparable Nearby
Habitat
183. (Biology/Water Quality/Hazards) Modify Section 4.16, Master Landscape and
Irrigation Guidelines: ... The landscape palette, as identified in Table 4.14.2,
Vegetation Plant Palette, include materials that enhance public views, conserve
water, reduce risks of fire hazard, and miAimii!eavoid invasive plant materials.
Natural landscaping and fuel modification requirements shall follow the guidelines
outlined in Section 4.14, Parks and Open Space Management Plan, which also
include details concerning landscaping in native, indigenous or fuel modification
areas.
Utilizing vertical landscape elements such as palms, cypress and similar trees to
frame views shall enhance significant public coastal view opportunities. Private
homeowners are encouraged to utilize plant species from the following list.
However, landscaping for residential lots shall be established at the Site
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Development Permit approval, and may vary from the list provided any plant utilized
is both non-invasive and drought tolerant. In addition to the City approved Site
Development Permit, in conjunction with the final maps, an architectural review
board and conditions, covenants, and restrictions (CC&Rs) shall be established for
the residential neighborhoods and address landscape guidelines. All landscape
guidelines shall restrict materials to ensure public views from public areas are
maintained permanently. Furthermore. all landscape guidelines shall mandate the
use of native plants appropriate to the habitat type throughout the Headlands.
excepting landscaping on private residential lots where use of native plants shall be
encouraged but where non-native. non-invasive. drought tolerant plants may be ·
utilized.
[no intervening changes]
... To support this effort, residential. commercial. common area and slope irrigation
systems will include sophisticated technological components and the following
guidelines shall be incorporated:
•

State-of-the-art A,gutomatic irrigation controllers that incorporate real time
weather data via a wireless communications svstem. These will be adjusted
seasonally according to historic weather patterns and water requirements for
each specific plant zone. Controllers will have the capacity for manual
override to enable landscape maintenance personnel the ability to make
informed adjustments to watering schedules based on fluctuations of on-site
microclimates and regional rainfall.

•

Moisture sensors within sensitive slope areas. These devices monitor soil
moisture content and interrupt regularly scheduled watering during cooler
climate periods that cause lower plant evapotranspiration and result in
reduced irrigation demand.

•

For common area landscaping. if not covered by the wireless communication
svstem. Rrain gauges shall be connected to irrigation controllers. These will
monitor rainfall volume and interrupt watering schedules in response to site
specific rainfall conditions. Rain gauges will be located adjacent to controllers
to facilitate monitoring by maintenance personnel.

•

Multiple valves in plant associations. Plant species with similar water
requirements shall be grouped together so that irrigation valves can be zoned
according to the optimum water frequency and duration. Additionally, planting
areas with similar exposures (i.e. north-facing vs. south-facing) shall be zoned
together since similar plants with different sun or wind exposures will have
different watering needs.

•

Use of drip irrigation. QAQ..efficient low-flow irrigation emitters and/or other
appropriate technoloay to minimize irrigation requirements and over-irrigation.
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184. (Biology/Water Quality/Hazards) Figure 4.16.1 Landscape Zone Master Plan,
Modify Figure To Revised Development Plan; Revise Locations Of 'Native And/Or
Indigenous' To Incorporate All Portions Of The Headlands, Excepting The Individual
Residential Lots; Revise The 'Drought Tolerant' Designation To Read 'Drought
Tolerant, Non-Invasive' And Apply That Designation To The Residential Lots
185. (Biology/Water Quality/Hazards) Table 4.16.1, Landscape Palette: Modify Plant
Palette To Eliminate Invasive Species And Non-Drought Tolerant Species; Modify
Types Of Species Allowable Within Respective Planning Areas To Conform With
Requirement That All Areas, Excepting The Individual Residential Lots, Shall Have
Native Plant Landscaping; add following clarification: Additional species may be
added with approval of the Director of Community Development provided that any
addition conforms with the requirement that native plants appropriate to the habitat
type are used throughout the Headlands. excepting landscaping on private
residential lots where use of native plants shall be encouraged but where non-native.
non-invasive. drought tolerant plants may be utilized ..
186. (Coastal Resources) Section 9.34.010, Intent and Purpose: A Planned
Development District shall comply with the regulations and provisions of the~
Ceastal Pr:e§Fam wReR s~s~sR aFeas aFe ·sitRiR tRe Ceastal 0¥eFiay OistFist aRe tRe
General Plan (including. for any Planned Development District or part thereof that is
within the Coastal Overlay District. the Coastal Land Use Plan) and shall provide
adequate standards to promote the public health, safety and general welfare. The
criteria upon which applications for Planned Development Districts shall be judged
and approved will include the following:
1. [no intervening changes]
6. For areas located in the Coastal Overlay District. developments that conform with
the Coastal Land Use Plan.
187. (Coastal Resources) Section 9.34.020: ... After initiation of the process to
consider an application for a Planned Development District, the procedures identified
in this Chapter 9.34 shall be followed. Amendments to Title 9 and to the Land Use
Element. Urban Design Element. and Conservation/Open Space Element of the
General Plan shall not be effective in the coastal zone for local coastal program
purooses unless and until effectively certified by the Coastal Commission as an
amendment to the Local Coastal Program. An amendment to the Local Coastal
Program shall be processed pursuant to the provisions of Section 9.61.080(e) of
Title 9.
188. (Coastal Resources) Section 9.34.030: Approval of the Application of the
Planned Development District shall include findings by the City Council that the
Planned Development District is consistent with, and provides for the orderly,
systematic, and specific implementation of the General Plan. Approval of a Planned
Development District in the Coastal Overlay District shall include findings by the Citv
Council that the Planned Development District is consistent with and adequate to
carrv out the provisions of the Land Use Plan of the City's Local Coastal Program.
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189. (Coastal Resources) Section 9.34.040: ... Adoption of the Planned Development
District shall include an amendment of the Zoning Map to identify the Planned
Development District area, its corresponding Planned Development District number,
and inclusion of the Planned Development District as an appendix to the Zoning
Code. For Planned Deyelopment Districts in the Coastal Overlay District the
procedures for Local Coastal Program amendments described in Chapter 9.61 of
this Code shall also apply.
190. (Coastal Resources) Section 9.34.070: ... If the City Council finds that such
application is in conformity with the General Plan (and. for areas within the Coastal
Overlay District the Land Use Plan of the Local Coastal Program). and the intent of
this article, and that the property is suitable for the proposed development, it may
approve such application. If such application is not in such conformity with any one
of those items, the application shall not be approved.
191. (Coastal Resources) Section 9.34.080: 7.
For
Planned
Develooment
Districts located in the Coastal Overlay District. the implementing actions described
in the Planned Development District conform with. or adequately carry out the
provisions of the certified land use plan.
192. (Coastal Resources) Section 9.75.120 "L" Definitions and Illustrations of the
Zoning Code/IP: Local Coastal Program (LCP) --a local government's (a) land use
plans, (b) zoning ordinances, (c) zoning district maps, and (d) within sensitive
coastal resources areas, other implementing actions, which, when taken together,
meet the requirements of, and implement the provisions and policies of the
California Coastal Act of 1976 (as amended) at the local level. The Local Coastal
Program for the City of Dana Point is comprised of the Dana Point Specific
Plan/Local Coastal Program (for all areas within the coastal zone excepting Monarch
Beach. the Headlands and Capistrano Beach) and for Monarch Beach. the
Headlands. and Capistrano Beach the coastal land use plan consists of the Land
Use Element, Urban Design Element, and Conservation/Open Space Element of the
General Plan, and the implementation plan for those areas consists of the Zoning
Code, tRs QeRa PsiRt S~ssifis PlaRtbssel Ceestal PfQSFeFfl; the Monarch Beach
Resort Specific Plan. and Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of the Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan tRs Ce~istraRs iseel:l S~ssifie PlaRtbssal Csastal PFs~FeFfl.
(Coastal Act/30108.6).
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VI.

Findings for Denial of the City Of Dana Point's Land Use
Plan Amendment, as submitted, and Approval with
Suggested Modifications

The Commission hereby finds and declares as follows. The following pages contain the
specific findings for denial of the City of Dana Point Land Use Plan Amendment, as
submitted, and approval of the amendment with suggested modifications.

A. ENVIRONMENTALLY SENSITIVE HABITAT
Section 30240 of the Coastal Act requires that environmentally sensitive habitat areas
be protected against any significant disruption of habitat values and only uses
dependent on those resources be allowed within those areas. Section 30240 also
requires that development adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas plus
parks and recreation areas will be sited and designed to prevent impacts that would
significantly degrade those areas and should be compatible with the continuance of
those habitat and recreation areas.
Environmentally sensitive habitat areas are defined in Section 30107.5 of the California
Coastal Act as follows:
"Environmentally sensitive area" means any area in which plant or anima/life or their
habitats are either rare or especially valuable because of their special nature or role
in an ecosystem and which could be easily disturbed or degraded by human
activities and developments.

1. LOCATION OF ESHA ON THE HEADLANDS SITE
As described more fully in Exhibits 15a and 15b, and incorporated here by reference,
the upland ESHA at the Headlands site is defined by the presence of rare vegetation,
the presence of special status plant species and the presence of special status wildlife
including the presence and habitat required of the Federally threatened California
gnatcatcher (Polioptila californica californica) and the Federally endangered Pacific
pocket mouse (Perognathus longimembris pacificus).
Fourteen special-status plant species have been identified on the Headlands site over
time, as follows: Blechman's dudleya, Coulter's saltbush, Nuttall's scrub oak, Cliff
spurge, Vernal barley, California box-thorn, Woolly seablight, Western dichondra, Small
flowered microseris, Cliff malocothrix, Palmer's grappling hook, Golden rayed
pentacheata, and California groundsel. Not all of these special status plants have been
observed during each plant survey. The occurrence of some of these species has been
influenced by drought and ongoing impacts from recreational uses. However, at one
time or another each of these species has been observed on the site. This serves to
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illustrate the point that native communities on-site function as habitat for a large suite of
special status species. Floristically, this site is more diverse than sage-scrub found in
most locales in the region (Beauchamp 1993). Coastal sites with this much diversity are
uncommon (Exhibit 13c). The unusually large number of special status plant species
observed on this site over time is an indication of the unique nature of this setting. More
rare plants are known from the Dana Point Headlands than from Crystal Cove State
Park, which is 20 times the size (Exhibit 13g).
Seven special status wildlife species have been observed on the Headlands property
over time, as follows: California gnatcatcher (Federally threatened), Pacific pocket
mouse (Federally endangered), Cactus wren (State Species of Concern), Orange
throated whiptail (State Species of Concern), San Diego woodrat (State Species of
Concern), Coronado skink (State Specie of Concern), White-tailed kite (Fully protected),
Quino checkerspot butterfly (Federally endangered). Of particular interest, is the
presence of the federally protected California gnatcatcher and Pacific pocket mouse.
Native plant communities on the Headlands site include, CSS, southern coastal bluff
scrub, southern mixed chaparral, and disturbed southern needlegrass grassland. In
addition there are disturbed areas and ornamental plantings. Four of these plant
communities are highly threatened; coastal bluff scrub, Diegan coastal sage scrub,
maritime succulent scrub and needlegrass grassland. These habitats are inherently
rare and/or perform important ecosystem functions at the Headlands site by providing
habitat for two federally listed wildlife species and up to thirteen special status plant
species. Furthermore, these habitat areas are easily disturbed and degraded by human
activity. As such, these areas constitute ESHA pursuant to the Coastal Act.
Factors determining the location of ESHA include the presence of special status
species, gnatcatcher territories, present and historical use of the site by gnatcatchers,
and contiguity of habitat. The large contiguous patch of coastal sage scrub on the LCP
site as well as the coastal bluff scrub, needlegrass grassland, and maritime succulent
scrub are ESHA. In addition, the small patch of CSS adjacent to the northern
residential enclave where a breeding pair of gnatcatchers was observed in 1991 and
again in 2000 is ESHA. The boundaries of the upland ESHA on the HDCP LCP site are
shown in Exhibit 15a.

2. LUP EFFECTS ON ESHA, AS SUBMITTED
The proposed LUP amendment eliminates the 1986 LUP and replaces that LUP with
the 1996 LUP. Furthermore, under the current proposal, policies would be added to
and modified within the 1996 LUP in such a way as would render the LUP inconsistent
with Section 30240 of the Coastal Act.
The policies proposed in the LUP that are most directly related to open space and the
protection of sensitive upland habitat on the Headlands site are found in the proposed
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Land Use Element (LUE) and Conservation Open Space Element (COSE) of the LUP,
as follows:
New Policies23
LUE Policy 5.3: Preserve natural open space within the Headlands, especially
along the coastal bluffs, and provide open space areas integrated throughout
the development. (Coastal Act/3021 0-212.5, 30250, 30253)
LUE Policy 5.12: Establish and preserve as public open space, the most unique
and significant landforms on the property, which have been incorporated into
the Headlands Conservation Park, the Harbor Point Park, the Hilltop Park,
and the Strand Beach Park, all as shown on Figure LU-6.
LUE Policy 5.17: Incorporate design elements into private development, such
as view lot premiums, which will lower the amount of gross acreage devoted
to development, and thus increase the acreage devoted to public recreation,
open space, parks and visitor facilities.
LUE Policy 5.25: Comply with the requirements of the Central Coastal Orange
County Natural Communities Conservation Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan
(NCCP/HCP) approved by the California Department of Fish and Game for
the Headlands and avoid duplicative regulatory controls, in particular with
respect to wildlife management programs such as the NCCP/HCP. (Coastal
Act/3040 1, 30411 )
City-modified 1996 LUP Policies24 (modifications proposed by the City shown in
underline)
COSE Policy 3.1: Environmentally sensitive habitat areas, including important
plant communities, wildlife habitats, marine refuge areas, riparian areas,
wildlife movement corridors, wetlands, and significant tree stands, such as
those generally depicted on Figure COS-1, shall be preserved. Development
in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be sited and
designed to prevent impacts which would significantly degrade those areas
through such methods as, the practice of creative site planning, revegetation,
and open space easement/dedications, and shall be compatible with the
continuance of those habitat areas. A definitive determination of the
existence of environmentally sensitive habitat areas on a specific site shall be
made through the coastal development permitting process. For the
23

As noted elsewhere, the proposed LUP amendment would replace the 1986 LUP with the 1996 LUP that the Commission certified
for the Capistrano Beach and Monarch Beach areas of the City. When the 1996 LUP was certified, certain policies, groups of
policies, and narrative that specifically related to portions of the City that were not being updated, were not certified by the
Commission at that time. One example are the policies and groups of policies that related to the Headlands. The City's LUP
submittal inaccurately presents these policies as existing certified policies in the 1996 LUP that are being changed, whereas, since
the Commission never certified these policies, they are actually entirely 'new' to the 1996 LUP.
24
Portions of these policies were previously certified by the Commission when the 1996 LUP was certified for the Capistrano Beach
and Monarch Beach areas. The propo_sed LUP would certify these policies as applicable to the Headlands and would add the
language shown in underline to the policy.
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Headlands, the determination of native habitats will be based on the findings
of the NCCP/HCP and compliance with CEQA. (Coastal Act/30230, 30240)
COSE Policy 3. 7: Environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHA) shall be
protected against any significant disruption of habitat values, and only uses
dependent on those resources shall be allowed within those areas. For the
Headlands, a combination of on-site preservation and compliance with the
requirements of the NCCP/HCP shall fulfill ESHA requirements. (Coastal
Act/30240)
The LUE also contains figures LU-4 and LU-6 that depict the boundaries of land use
planning areas, designating certains areas for use as Visitor/Recreation Commercial,
Residential, and Recreation/Open Space. In the proposed COSE of the LUP, there is
also narrative discussing the NCCP/HCP and the landowners participation in that
program. A table (COS-4) is also provided in the proposed COSE that describes
proposed open space areas and the uses, in general, contemplated in those areas.
Finally, COSE Figures COS-1, COS-4, COS-5, and COS-6 contain depictions of the
sensitive resource areas on the site.
Proposed COSE Policies 3.1 and 3. 7 include language that closely mirrors Section
30240 of the Coastal Act. However, the proposed policies also contain language that
would make no allowance for a site-specific determination of the presence of ESHA
based on the Coastal Act definition of ESHA. Rather, the findings of the NCCP/HCP
relative to the habitat on the project site -which are not based on Coastal Act
standards- would be used for a "determination of native habitats". It should be noted
that the meaning of the phrase "determination of native habitats" within the proposed
policies is ambiguous in at least two ways: (1) since the NCCP/HCP does not purport to
identify ESHA for purposes of compliance with the Coastal Act, it's unclear what it
means to simply refer to the findings of the NCCP/HCP as if it lists ESHA; and (2) in
both proposed COSE Policies 3.1 and 3.7 the first sentence discusses protecting ESHA
but then the policy goes on to discuss the identification of "native habitats", however,
neither of the policies states either the relevance of native habitat or how it will define
"ESHA". For purposes of this analysis, the Commission has interpreted this proposed
policy language to mean that the areas on the Headlands site identified as sensitive in
the NCCP/HCP is the ESHA and that this sensitive habitat and any other habitat on the
site may be impacted in the manner allowed in the NCCP/HCP.
The NCCP/HCP findings25 recognize the presence of native habitat and the variety of
sensitive plant and animal species found on the Headlands site and state that the site
was considered for inclusion within the NCCP/HCP reserve system due to the presence
of this habitat (Exhibits 11 a, 11 b). However, according to the NCCP/HCP and findings
supporting the adoption of the NCCP/HCP (Exhibit 11 a, 11 b), the site was not included
in the NCCP/HCP reserve system because 1) it was isolated from other elements of the
25

U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and California Department of Fish and Game, et.al. 1996. Findings and Facts in Support of Findings
Regarding the Central and Coastal Subregion Natural Community Conservation Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan Joint Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report No. 553 {SCH No. 93071061) and Draft Environmental Impact Statement 95-59. Exhibit A dated April
9,1996.
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Reserve System; 2) due to it's isolation from the other elements of the Reserve System
the site would not provide any biological connectivity function for the Reserve System;
3) the small size of the site in combination with existing disturbance "make it a poor
candidate for long-term management and maintenance of existing biological values"; 4)
the high cost of trying to include the site in the Reserve System; and 5) the site does not
meet the requirements established in the NCCP/HCP reserve design guidelines for
inclusion of a site within the reserve. The criteria used in the NCCP/HCP to determine
whether a site should be included in the NCCP/HCP Reserve System are not the same
criteria used to identify ESHA under the Coastal Act. Thus, even though the USFWS
and CDFG found that the site doesn't qualify to be included in the NCCP/HCP Reserve,
doesn't mean that habitat on the Headlands site doesn't qualify as ESHA. As described
above and in Exhibits 15a, and 15b, there is habitat on the Headlands site that qualifies
as ESHA under the Coastal Act. In order for the analysis required to be undertaken in
the LUP policies to comply with the Coastal Act, that analysis would need to consider all
the standards which apply when making a determination of ESHA. Proposed COSE
Policies 3.1 and 3. 7 fail to utilize the Coastal Act definition of ESHA. Thus the policies
are inconsistent with Sections 30240 and 30107.5 of the Coastal Act.
Using Coastal Act standards for determining ESHA, the project site contains
approximately 49 acres of ESHA (Exhibit 15a). As described above, the LUP would
designate 26.7 acres of land within the bowl area of the site for residential land use,
another 4.4 acres of land would be designated for visitor/recreation commercial, and
another 16.6 acres of land would be designated for recreation open space. The
boundaries of these land use areas overlap the boundaries of the ESHA identified by
the Commission (Exhibit 15c). The uses authorized by the LUP in these areas would
allow grading and clearing vegetation; the construction of residential and commercial
structures and appurtenances; roads, utilities and other infrastructure; and thinning and
clearing native vegetation for fuel modification purposes, among other development.
These uses would significantly disrupt habitat values and would not be uses dependent
on the resources. Thus, the uses allowed under the LUP would be inconsistent with
Section 30240 of the Coastal Act.
Furthermore, the figures purporting to identify the sensitive habitat known to the City to
be present on the site (e.g. Figure COS-1 ), do not disclose the presence of all the
ESHA that is known to exist at the Headlands. Thus, the figures provided in the LUP
are inconsistent with Sections 30240 and 30107.5 of the Coastal Act.
COSE Policies 3.1 and 3.7, and relevant figures, would allow impacts upon ESHA onsite, and then allow the impacts to the ESHA to be mitigated either on-site or off-site by
the landowners participation in the NCCP/HCP. Section 30240 of the Coastal Act does
not provide for such measures in lieu of protecting existing ESHA resources. A recent
Court of Appeal decision [Bolsa Chica Land Trust v. Superior Court, 71 Cal. App. 4th
493, 83 Cal Rptr. 2d 850 (1999}] speaks to the issue of mitigating the removal of ESHA
through development by "creating" new habitat areas elsewhere. This case was
regarding a Commission action approving an LCP for the Bolsa Chica area in Orange
County. The Commission determined that a eucalyptus grove that serves as roosting
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habitat for raptors qualified as ESHA within the meaning of Section 30107.5 of the
Coastal Act. The Commission found that residential development was permissible
within the ESHA under Section 30240 because the eucalyptus grove was found to be in
decline and because the LCP required an alternate raptor habitat be developed in a
different area.
In the decision, the Court held the following:
The Coastal Act does not permit destruction of an environmentally sensitive
habitat area [ESHA] simply because the destruction is mitigated offsite. At the
very least, there must be some showing that the destruction is needed to serve
some other environmental or economic interest recognized by the act. 83
Cai.Rptr.2d at 853.

The Court also said:
[T)he language of section 30240 does not permit a process by which the habitat
values of an ESHA can be isolated and then recreated in another location.
Rather, a literal reading of the statute protects the area of an ESHA from uses
which threaten the habitat values which exist in the ESHA. Importantly, while the
obvious goal of section 30240 is to protect habitat values, the express terms of
the statute do not provide that protection by treating those values as intangibles
which can be moved from place to place to suit the needs of development.
Rather, the terms of the statute protect habitat values by placing strict limits
carefully controlling the manner uses in the area around the ESHA are
developed. 83 Cai.Rptr. 2d at 858.

Thus, the requirements of Section 30240 of the Coastal Act cannot be met by
destroying, removing or significantly disrupting an ESHA and attempting to create,
restore or preserve commensurate habitat elsewhere. In order to protect ESHA, neither
grading, nor construction of houses, commercial structures, roads, public facilities or
fuel modification could occur within the habitat. However, the proposed LUP would
allow the ESHA on the Headlands site to be partially destroyed for just these purposes.
The proposed policies are therefore inconsistent with Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act and
cannot be approved, as submitted.
The court's statement that "[a]t the very least, there must be some showing that the
destruction is needed to serve some other environmental or economic interest
recognized by the act" is a reference to a balancing approach that is discussed
separately below (see Section V.G.). Suffice it to say that there is no overriding Chapter
3 resource protection policy advanced by the current proposal, as submitted, that would
authorize the construction of houses, commercial development, public facilities or roads
in the coastal zone or the establishment of fuel modification zones within sensitive
habitat. Furthermore, any benefits that are provided by this project could be achieved
without the proposed degree of disruption to the ESHA, including degradation of the onsite connectivity of the habitat, as there are alternative locations for the hotel and public
facilities that would minimize or avoid impacts to ESHA (as compared with the present
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proposal), as well as alternative development footprints for the residential development
that would minimize or avoid impacts to ESHA.
In sum, the proposed LUP cannot be approved as submitted because it authorizes the
destruction of significant, avoidable quantities of ESHA on the Headlands site, in
violation of Section 30240 of the Coastal Act as interpreted by the Court of Appeal in
Bolsa Chica.

3. LUP EFFECTS ON ESHA, AS MODIFIED BY SUGGESTED
MODIFICATIONS
As noted above, there are approximately 49 acres of ESHA located within the
Headlands known to be present at this time. In order for the LUP to be consistent with
the Coastal Act, the LUP must both recognize the presence of ESHA at the Headlands
and include provisions to identify the location of ESHA at the site at the time of an
application for a development permit that could potentially effect ESHA. Thus, the
Commission finds that the figures contained in the LUP must be revised to reflect the
presence of at least 49 acres of upland ESHA on the project site, as depicted in Exhibit
15a. Furthermore, the Commission can only approve the LUP with suggested
modifications to relevant LUP policies to incorporate a process to identify the location of
ESHA at the time of an application for development, based on the definition of ESHA
contained in Section 30107.5 of the Coastal Act and reflected in Section 9.75.050 of the
Zoning Code/IP.
As discussed under the balancing/estoppel section of these findings, the Commission
finds there are unique physical and legal circumstances that require it to allow some
impact to ESHA at the Headlands in order to protect a substantial component of ESHA
that is presently threatened by impacts from development. In this case, the
Commission finds that up to 3 acres of ESHA along the northeasterly slopes of the bowl
may be displaced to accommodate development within the bowl and up to 0.75 acres of
ESHA located upon the bluff face in the southerly area of the Strand may be displaced
by development. In order to implement these allowances, the Commission requires
suggested modifications that specifically provide for the impacts in the identified areas.
While the Commission has found that up to 3.75 acres of ESHA may be impacted at the
Headlands, the Commission cannot find the remainder of ESHA impacts contemplated
in the LUP consistent with Coastal Act. For instance, the 2.8 acres of visitor/recreation
commercial area anticipated to contain a luxury inn (herein 'luxury inn site') cannot be
authorized in the location contemplated, nor the re-located road to accommodate that
development. The Commission could find an alternative location for the
visitor/recreation uses consistent with the Coastal Act. For instance, some residential
development contemplated in the upper Headlands/bowl area and/or some residential
development in the Strand could be displaced in favor of visitor/recreation commercial
uses including a luxury inn. Although presented as an option to the City and landowner
by Commission staff, neither the City or landowner have expressed an interest in re-
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siting the visitor/recreation commercial in these areas. Nevertheless, those areas could
accommodate such uses with the same 3. 75 acres of ESHA impact the Commission is
allowing for primarily residential development in those areas.
It must be emphasized that the luxury inn site contemplated causes significant, adverse
impacts to ESHA at the Headlands. First, in order to carve out a 2.8 acre space for the
development, the existing road must be moved seaward, toward the bluff edge, from its
present location. The bluff-ward encroachment of development will bring a road,
parking areas and human disturbance closer to the bluff edge, with attendant visual
resource and hazards issues. The re-aligned road {with parking turnouts and traffic
round-abouts) will also encroach into relatively high quality native habitat containing a
variety of rare plant species. In addition, the luxury inn itself (or any other similar
intensity of development) would cause significant short and long term adverse impacts
upon ESHA. The development would displace all of the existing native vegetation within
the 2.8 acre development area. This includes maritime succulent scrub habitat, and
coastal sage scrub habitat hosting California gnatcatcher, and Blochman's dudleya (a
rare plant). The development would also necessitate fuel modification techniques
outside of the 2.8 acre development area, within the 'preserved' open space. This fuel
modification would include a controlled plant palette that limits the types of plants that
may be planted as well as requires the removal of existing individuals and volunteers
that are considered flammable from those areas. Finally, the luxury inn would severerly
degrade the habitat connectivity between Harbor Point and the habitat present within
the hilltop/greenbelt and Headlands promontory. The reduction in habitat connectivity
will limit the overall functionality of the habitat present at the Headlands, particularly any
habitat remaining within Harbor Point. The habitat would be significantly compromised
compared with the existing condition and the more severe habitat fragmentation would
necessitate more intensive management of the retained habitat over the long-term.
Similarly, the current LUP contemplates a variety of more intense public uses in the
Harbor Point area, including the re-located road identified above, parking areas, a
maritime historical visitor center/lighthouse, cultural arts visitor center, nature
interpretive center, manicured landscape, veterans memorial and decorative hardscape
and trails. All of these are examples of visitor-oriented uses that, if appropriately sited,
are encouraged under the Coastal Act. However, in this instance, all of these uses are
contemplated in locations that would displace or degrade ESHA. In its analysis, the
Commission has been able to identify appropriate locations for a nature interpretive
center, parking, and limited public trails that would be sited in locations that wouldn't
displace or otherwise degrade ESHA. Similar to the hotel, if locations can be identified
for the other uses that wouldn't displace or degrade ESHA, these uses could be
considered in those identified areas. Thus, in order for the LUP to be consistent with
the Coastal Act, the Commission requires suggested modifications that eliminate the
lighthouse, cultural arts visitor center, manicured landscape, and hardscape/memorial,
and re-sites the nature interpretive center, parking and trails in locations that do not
displace or degrade ESHA.
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Furthermore, the Commission finds that suggested modifications are necessary in order
to adjust the land use area boundaries within the Headlands in order to capture all of
the ESHA, excepting some of the 3.75 acres of ESHA noted above, within
recreation/open space land use areas. The types of uses allowed in areas designated
recreation/open space include active park facilties, such as ball fields, and other uses
such as golf courses and museums. These uses wouldn't be consistent with the
protection of ESHA. In lieu of creating a habitat-conservation oriented land use
designation, the Commission has suggested new policy language further defining the
types of uses that could be contemplated in ESHA such as habitat conservation, limited
public trails, overlooks, and interpretive signs.
Above, it was briefly noted that fuel modification requirements would necessitate
impacts to 'preserved' habitat in the vicinity of the hotel. These same types of fuel
modification impacts are currently contemplated adjacent to other residential and
commercial development within the Headlands. Typically, OCFA requires
implementation of a 170 foot wide fuel modification zone adjacent to development that
faces upon potentially flammable open space areas . These fuel modification zones
would normally require clearing, thinning and strict controls over the types of vegetation
located within the 170 foot wide zone. However, in this case, an alternative fuel
management plan that is tailored to existing and proposed site conditions is
contemplated (Exhibit 28). In place of this 170 foot wide zone, the site specific fuel
management plan relies on more narrow irrigated native plant zones adjacent to the
development, including within open space areas. The irrigated zones would be planted
with fire retardent native plants. These irrigated zones, combined with proposed roads,
trails, fire resistant development perimeter walls, a prohibition within residential lots on
the placement of combustible structures between primary residential structures and the
open space areas, and use of fire resistant building design features would minimize fire
hazards and the width of the zone within which clearing, thinning or plant palette
controls would be necessary. However, based on the latest plan (December 2003) it
does not eliminate the need for such controls within habitat identified as ESHA. Fuel
modification in these zones would consist of strict controls on the plant palette, clearing
of 'volunteer' high fuel volume plant species that un-intentionally colonize the zone,
confining certain types of plant species (i.e. California Sage Brush, Common
Buckwheat, and Black Sage) to irrigated 'habitat islands', clearing, trimming and hand
pruning to maintain the defined 'habitat islands' and required plant heights and removal
of dead plant material, and yearly mowing of any grasses (native and non-native). The
only open space area that wouldn't be subject to fuel modification is the habitat
contained in the boundaries of the 'Headlands Conservation Park' located on the
Headlands promontory. It should be noted that the fuel modification plan contemplated
in the July 2001 and August 2003 editions of the City's submittal differs from a recent
(December 2003) plan devised by the landowner. However, in all cases, fuel
modification of some type is contemplated in the 'preserved' habitat. These uses would
disturb or degrade the ESHA and would not be compatible with the preservation of
these areas as habitat. Thus, the suggested modifications require the development to
be sited such that no fuel modification of any form whatsoever, including, but not limited
to, controls to the plant palette for fuel modification purposes, occur within the ESHA.
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The development contemplated in the LUP would necessitate revegetation within the
proposed open spaces, landscaping of the common areas within the commercial and
residential subdivision, as well as landscaping along proposed roads. The use of nonnative and invasive plant species within new development can cause adverse on-site
and off-site impacts upon natural habitat areas. Non-native and invasive plant species
can directly colonize adjacent natural habitat areas. In addition, the seeds from nonnative and invasive plant species can be spread from the developed area into natural
habitat areas via natural dispersal mechanisms such as wind or water runoff and animal
consumption and dispersal. These non-native and invasive plants can displace native
plant species and the wildlife which depends upon the native plants. Non-native and
invasive plants often can also reduce the biodiversity of natural areas because -absent
the natural controls which may have existed in the plant's native habitat- non-native
plants can spread quickly and create a monoculture in place of a diverse collection of
plant species.
The LUP contains policies encouraging landscape plans that are substantially
comprised of native plant species, however, the policies would allow non-native plants
to be planted in some areas such as within the residential lots, interior landscaping in
the commercial center and along roads and within medians.
The placement of any non-native invasive plant species within the Headlands (which
could potentially spread to the natural habitat areas) is a threat to the biological
productivity of adjacent natural habitat and would not be compatible with the
continuance of those habitat areas. Therefore, the Commission must ensure LUP
policies place strict controls on the use of vegetation within the Headlands. The
controls must apply to all landscaping associated with the development.
One method of minimizing impacts is to require that any landscaping within common
area lots, open space lots, parks, and vegetated buffer areas consist of plants native to
coastal Orange County that are appropriate to the natural habitat type. Strict use of
regionally native plants within the common areas lots, open space lots, parks and
vegetated buffer areas is particularly important due to the proximity of these areas to
sensitive habitat areas and the potential for these plants to disperse into the sensitive
habitat areas. Therefore, the Commission requires a policy that mandates use of plants
that are native to coastal Orange County and the habitat type within all vegetated areas
located outside of the individual residential lots. Native plants used for landscaping
shall be obtained, to the maximum extent practicable, from seed and vegetative sources
on the project site.
Meanwhile, the suggested modification does allow the use of non-native plant species
within the residential lots so long as those non-native species are also non-invasive.
Avoiding the use of invasive species within the residential lots reduces the risk that
adjacent habitat areas would be overtaken by non-native plants.
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As discussed in the balancing analysis elsewhere in these findings, the Commission is
allowing the LUP to contain policies that allow certain types of specific development in
locations that, without consideration of other factors, would render those policies
inconsistent with Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act. However, the Commission is
only willing to allow these specific inconsistencies in the context of an overall
development plan that encompasses the entire 121 acre Headlands site, retires any
potential existing development rights, and secures the perpetual preservation and
management of retained habitat areas, the provision of public parks, beaches, and
public access amenities, and the provision of adequate water quality mitigation
measures. In order to assure these components of the plan are implemented, the
Commission has suggested modifications to the LUP that mandate the retirement of
pre-existing development rights, re-subdivision of the entire 121 acre site such that
ESHA is preserved as open space and public beaches, parks and trails are transferred
into public domain. The suggested modifications also mandate a development phasing
plan that requires the preservation of open space, transferral of public beaches, parks
and trails, and construction of public facilities by the landowner prior to the completion of
the private/commercial development at the Headlands.

4. ESHA BUFFERING
The development that is contemplated in the proposed LUP for the Headlands will bring
with it significant threats to the integrity and continued functioning of the ESHA that is
currently present. Section 30240 of the Coastal Act requires that development adjacent
to ESHA be sited and designed to prevent impacts that would significantly degrade
those areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of those habitat areas.
Buffers and development setbacks protect biological productivity by providing the
horizontal spatial separation necessary to preserve habitat values and transitional
terrestrial habitat area. Furthermore, buffers may sometimes allow limited human use
such as low-impact recreation, and minor development such as trails, fences and similar
recreational appurtenances when it will not significantly affect resource values. Buffer
areas are not in themselves a part of the environmentally sensitive habitat area to be
protected. Spatial separation minimizes the adverse effects of human use and urban
development on wildlife habitat value through physical partitioning. The greater the
spatial separation, the greater the protection afforded the biological values that are at
risk. Buffers may also provide ecological functions essential for species in the ESHA.
Typically, buffers are identified by a certain distance between the resource to be
protected and development activities that are prohibited (e.g. 50 foot wide buffer
between ESHA and the limits of grading for development). The proposed LUP has
policies that contain language corollary to Section 30240(b) of the Coastal Act.
However, the proposed LUP policies place limitations on the application of that policy to
the Headlands. In addition, the LUP makes reference to certain 'greenbelt buffers' that
are to be located between the habitat that is proposed to be conserved (i.e. the
Headlands Conservation Park) and other development areas. However, the LUP does
-not identify specific buffer standards or widths with which development must conform.
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Furthermore, the LUP identifies the types of uses authorized within the 'greenbelt
buffer', as public trails, open space parking, visitor recreational facilities, seating,
signage, fuel modification, landscape features, security fencing, public roads necessary
to access open space areas. Some of these uses, such as trails, signs, and seating, if
sited properly, such as at the outer edge of the buffer away from the ESHA, would be
allowable within a buffer. However, other uses, such as buildings, parking lots, roads,
and other more intense uses are generally inappropriate within habitat buffers. In order
for the Commission to find an LUP consistent with Section 30240(b) of the Coastal Act,
the LUP must contain policies that establish appropriate minimum buffers between
ESHA and development areas and identify the uses that would be allowed within those
buffers, excluding inappropriate uses.
As noted above, the Commission typically requires a physical setback (e.g. 50 feet)
between development and ESHA. The physical setback is designed to buffer the
habitat against construction-phase and post-construction impacts upon ESHA. Due to
unique legal and physical circumstances at the Headlands (described elsewhere in
these findings), the Commission has found that up to approximately 3.75 acres of the 49
acres of ESHA present at the site may be displaced. Thus, in the areas where impacts
to ESHA could be contemplated, a physical setback could not be used to protect ESHA,
because incursions into the ESHA will occur. Thus, in this case, it is more appropriate
to identify project design features that will provide a buffering effect between the
developed area and the ESHA. More specifically, in this case, the Commission finds
that the LUP needs to contain policies that implement physical buffering features
between all areas designated as ESHA and development. For instance, where there is
an interface between ESHA and intense urban uses, such as residential or commercial
development, the outer edge of the ESHA should be delineated with a wall or fence that
is impervious to dogs. Adjacent to new residential areas, the fence should be
constructed of block material with no openings and be at least 7 feet high to deter both
dogs and cats. Similarly, the boundaries of trails adjacent to and traversing ESHA must
be demarcated with fencing impervious to dogs. The boundary of sensitive habitat near
entry points to trails and areas likely to become uncontrolled entry points must have
fencing or other barriers (e.g. barrier plantings) that will deter entry. These buffering
fences, walls and barriers will inhibit incursions by people and pets, inhibit the spread of
ornamental vegetation, and reduce the intensity of noise, visual stimuli, and light
pollution.
Lighting within developed areas can adversely impact sensitive biological habitat. Thus,
the Commission also finds that policies are necessary to control lighting within the
Headlands area. Finally, all exotic vegetation should be removed and appropriate
native species reestablished adjacent to and within the ESHA.

5. MITIGATION
Despite the precautions described under 'ESHA Buffering', the increased human
presence will have negative effects on coastal resources. Furthermore, the impacts to
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3.75 acres of ESHA will need to be off-set. To mitigate those effects, the Commission
would require the creation of replacement habitat, restoration of existing degraded
ESHA, and the completion, implementation and funding of a habitat management plan
for all of the preserved, created and restored habitat in perpetuity. The habitat
management plan would provide a vehicle for public education, informative signs, weed
control, trail maintenance, and on-going needs for repair and restoration. The proposed
LUP does not contain policies to implement these requirements, thus the LUP cannot
be found consistent with Section 30240 or 30250 of the Coastal Act.
In order to bring the LUP into conformance with the Coastal Act, the Commission has
suggested modifications to modify, and where necessary, add policies to implement the
above requirements.

6. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN CURRENT PROPOSAL, THE EXISTING
LCP, AND THE EXISTING SUBDIVISION
The City and landowner have presented their view that the proposed LCP amendment
is, on balance, more protective of coastal resources than the existing LCP that pertains
to 95.1 acres of the 121.3 acre site. The City and landowner have argued that full buildout under the existing LCP would result in up to 310 single family residences, hotels,
commercial structures and other development within areas that under the proposed
LCP would be at least partially conserved in either recreation or conservation oriented
open space. Furthermore, the City and landowner have argued that the existing LCP
fails to identify any ESHA on the project site, and in fact, makes an affirmative
determination that the habitat is not ESHA. The City and landowner base this assertion,
in part, on non-policy narrative which discusses the general state of coastal sage scrub
habitat in the Dana Point area. Specifically, that non-policy narrative states "[t]he Dana
Point area contains a mix of native and introduced biotic communities including riparian,
coastal sage scrub, and ruderal communities which do not fit into the Coastal Act
definition of environmentally sensitive habitat areas. 26"(Exhibit 3b) The City and
landowner also refer to subsequent narrative which states that the regional significance
of several coastal strand species found in areas of exposed sand on in the Headlands
area is questionable. The City and landowner have argued that the existing LCP
affords little protection to existing on-site habitat, and endorses off-site mitigation for
impacts to sensitive habitat. The City and landowner have argued that language within
the LCP that refers to a mitigation plan suggests that the LCP contemplates impacts to
ESHA by development such as houses and commercial structures, and allows those
impacts to be mitigated, including off-site mitigation.
The Commission has reviewed and given consideration to the City and landowners
arguments regarding the existing versus propose.d LCP. Although the City and
landowner have raised valid concerns relative to the LCP, the Commission disagrees
with the characterization that the existing LCP makes an affirmative determination that
26

Orange County Environmental Management Agency. 1986. Local Coastal Program, South Coast Planning Unit, Dana Point,
Volume 3. Section II.B.2.a., pages 5-6·.
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the site contains no ESHA. The narrative to which the City and landowner refer is
background information discussing the general understanding at the time about the
overall habitat mix in the Dana Point area. This is not a specific discussion about the
habitat on the subject site or at any given area within the greater Dana Point area. In
fact, the LCP contains specific LUP policies, most notably Policy 18, which mandate a
site-specific analysis for the identification of any rare, endangered, threatened or
especially valuable species and their habitats on a given site at the time of a permit
application. The IP (see Policy G.2.L.) contains further details regarding this
requirement (Exhibit 3b). The Commission's findings adopting the existing LCP27
(Exhibit 3c) make clear there was information suggesting that habitat at the Headlands
site could qualify as ESHA, but that additional surveys and analysis was necessary to
make the determination28 • Furthermore, the Commission disagrees with the contention
that there are no provisions in the existing LCP that would prevent impacts on sensitive
habitat. The existing LCP contains policies that substantially conform with the
requirements of Section 30240 and in fact directly reference that Coastal Act policy (see
LUP Policies 1, 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, and 18, and IP Policy G.2.L.). Thus, there
are policies in the existing LCP that could be relied upon to both identify ESHA and
protect those areas from development that would disturb the ESHA.
Furthermore, the Commission disagrees with the City and landowners assertion that the
reference to 'mitigation' within the existing LCPs policies suggests that impacts for
residential, commercial or other development upon ESHA are authorized provided that
such impacts are mitigated. The intent of the language regarding 'mitigation' is stated
clearly in the Commission's findings relative to approval of the existing LCP (Exhibit 3c).
First, Part II of those findings states the intent of the policies is to implement the
mandatory protections identified in Section 30240(a) of the Coastal Act and limits the
uses within ESHA to those dependent upon the resource. The concept of mitigation is
limited to mitigation to offset impacts to ESHA that are produced by uses that are
dependent upon the resource and don't significantly disrupt habitat values, and which
are therefore allowed. For instance, the Commission has found that construction of
nature trails are uses dependent on the resource. Nonetheless, the construction of a
nature trail may cause impacts that would need to be mitigated. Whereas, development
such as houses, a hotel or commercial development are not resource dependent uses,
and thus would not be allowed within ESHA. Since such uses are prohibited, the impact
wouldn't be allowed and the need for mitigation would be moot. Second, Part IV of
those findings reaffirms that "[t]he objective of the Commission's suggested modification
for the Headlands sector is to protect environmentally sensitive habitat areas consistent
with Coastal Act Section 30240". The findings describe the concept of identifying the
location of ESHA and then expanding open space areas to capture and preserve these
sensitive habitat areas, at the time a coastal development permit is sought. The
27

California Coastal Commission. 1985. County of Orange, Resubmittal of Dana Point Local Coastal Program for Public Hearing
and Commission Action at the meeting of October 22, 1985, that fully incorporate by reference the findings dated December 23,
1983 regarding County of Orange, Resubmittal of Dana Point Local Coastal Program for possible Commission action at the meeting
of January 10-13, 1984, as described in the meeting notice.
28
In any event, the standard for the Commission's review of the proposed LCP amendment in this respect is whether it accurately
characterizes the ESHA that exists on the ground at the present time, not whether it is more or less protective than the existing
system. Thus, even if the existing LCP were to state unequivocally that this area contained no ESHA, that would not alter the task
before the Commission. The question'before the Commission is whether, as an empirical fact, the area is ESHA.
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findings specifically contemplate reconfiguring the land uses identified in the LCP so
that resources are protected from impacts, not impacted and then mitigated. The
concept of transplantation is also discussed in the findings, but this is in the context of
situations where transplantation is necessary in order to both save the habitat and
address an unavoidable hazard (such as a collapsing cliff), or as a means of creating or
enhancing habitat elsewhere provided that such transplantation does not significantly
disrupt the habitat at the donor site 29 .
The City and landowner have also pointed out the presence of an existing subdivision of
the property that carves the Headlands site into about 300 lots. The City has expressed
concern regarding the potential that the bulk of these lots -which are presently
commonly owned by a single entity- could be sold and developed in fragments 30 (Exhibit
18a). Furthermore, the City expresses concern about the potential for inverse
condemnation actions in association with these lots.
The Commission recognizes the landowners rights to some economic use of their
property. However, while no evidence has been submitted to the Commission that
would call into question the legality of the existing subdivision, there is also no evidence
that the landowner has perfected their right to develop each lot (see, e.g., District lntown
Properties v. District of Columbia, 198 F.3d 874 (D.C. Cir. 1999). It is also notable that
the existing LCP does not mention or recognize any existing subdivision on the
property. There is only limited recognizable correlation between the existing lot
configuration and the land use areas designated in the existing LCP. In fact, many of
the small parcels created by the existing subdivision are designated for use as
conservation or other open space under the existing LCP. Furthermore, the landowner
would need to reconfigure lots to create a functional residential development and
consolidate many of the small parcels into larger parcels in order to reasonably develop
that land for the hotel and commercial uses that are designated under the existing LCP.
Based on the historic level of community concern over the importance of the Headlands
as a resource in Dana Point, it can be reasonably anticipated that the process of
obtaining entitlements based on the existing subdivision at the local level (and the State
level if appealed) would, at a minimum, be arduous. Nevertheless, barring the surfacing
of information that would call the legality of the lots into question, the Commission would
recognize that the landowner does have at least some legally recognizable right to an
economic use of its property at the permitting stage. Thus, the existing subdivision
represents an interest -albeit of uncertain value- that the Commission should consider
and weigh in its decision regarding the present LCP proposal and any alternative
development plans for the site. Moreover, as the courts have held, the LCP is not the
point in the regulatory process when taking arise. Sierra Club v. California Coastal
Commission (1993), 12 Cal. App. 4th 602. While takings concerns need not be ignored,
they are more properly addressed at the permitting stage. See Cal. Pub. Res. Code
§ 30010.
29

Of course, as is indicated above, the relative degree of protection provided by the proposed LCP amendment versus the existing
LCP is not the standard for the Commission's review of this proposal in any event. The Commission's review of the current proposal
is based on the standards established by the policies in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
30
Rutan & Tucker. 2003. Dana Point Local Coastal Program Amendment. Letter dated August 19, 2003 from A. Patrick Munoz,
City Attorney, City of Dana Point, to Deborah Lee, Deputy Director, California Coastal Commission.
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7. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ESHAAND NCCP/HCP
The landowner has challenged Commission staff on its determination that the
Headlands site contains ESHA. The landowner's primary arguments were set forth
most formally in an August 11, 2003 letter from the landowner's counsel. 31 (Exhibit 18b).
That letter raises several issues to which the Commission hereby responds. Most of the
issues relate to the NCCP/HCP discussed above, in section III.C.1.d. As indicated
above, that plan allows development to impact up to 30 acres of coastal sage scrub
habitat on the land at issue in this action. It is against this background that the
landowner makes the following arguments.
Citing Sections 30401 and 30411 of the Coastal Act, the landowner asserts that the
Commission's identification of ESHA on the project site runs counter to state law in two
respects. Because Section 30411 (a) recognizes the Department of Fish and Game
(CDFG) and the Fish and Game Commission as " the principal state agencies
responsible for the establishment and control of wildlife and fishery management
programs," the landowner asserts that the Commission must defer to CDFG's
conclusion that the Headlands habitat is "of low biological significance." 32 However, this
is wrong for three reasons. First, there is no declaration in the findings 33 for the
NCCP/HCP that the Headlands habitat is of low biological significance as is suggested
by the landowner. Contrarily, the findings state the site was considered for inclusion in
the reserve system due to the variety of sensitive plant and animal species that are
found on the site. Rather, those findings state that the Headlands site is not a viable
candidate for inclusion in the NCCP/HCP Reserve System (Exhibit 11 a, 11 b) largely
because of its isolation from the other components of the Reserve System and the
difficulty and expense of adequately managing the area as a component of the Reserve
System. Furthermore, as is indicated in Exhibit 15a , the NCCP/HCP's failure to include
the subject area as part of the NCCP/HCP Reserve System does not mean that CDFG
found the area to be of low biological significance. The very essence of such plans is to
decide which of many ecologically valuable areas are the most important ones in
accomplishing the goals of the plan. Moreover, those goals are related to protecting
certain target species and communities from extinction. 34 Thus, the decision is
inherently focused on a narrower subject-matter than the Commission's ESHA analysis
(which looks at all rare and especially valuable species and habitats rather than just
target ones )35 and on a narrower goal than the Commission's charge under Section
31

Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton. 2003. Headlands Reserve LLC Project, LCP Amendment (1-03) to Dana Point LCP, City of
Dana Point, California. Letter dated August 11, 2003, from Joseph E. Petrillo, Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton to Ralph Faust,
California Coastal Commission.
32
Letter at 3.
33
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service and California Department of Fish and Game, et.al. 1996. Findings and Facts in Support of Findings
Regarding the Central and Coastal Subregion Natural Community Conservation Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan Joint Programmatic
Environmental Impact Report No. 553 (SCH No. 93071061) and Draft Environmental Impact Statement 95-59. Exhibit A dated April
9,1996.
34
See NCCP/HCP, Part I, §A.3.c.
.
35
One example of where these two approaches diverge is Coulter's saltbush, a rare plant listed on CNPS list 1B, which was used by
the Commission as one indication of E~HA, but which appears not to have been covered by the NCCP. See NCCP/HCP § 4.5.1,
Table4-8.
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30240 (to protect all ESHA against significant disruption of habitat values and prohibit
non-resource-dependent uses in any such area, rather than just the "most important"
ones). Second, even if the NCCP/HCP had implied a conclusion by CDFG that the area
was not ecologically valuable, that assessment would be pursuant to a different
standard from the Commission's standard for identifying ESHA. Indeed, the Coastal Act
definition of ESHA requires designation of "rare" as well as valuable species and
habitats. In any event, the Commission is statutorily obligated to make its own
determination under its own standard, as established by the Coastal Act, and while it
can take into account information and opinions expressed by CDFG, the Commission
must look at all of the relevant information and come to its own conclusion. 36
The other respect in which the landowner claims the Commission's ESHA identification
· runs contrary to state law flows from the necessary consequences of that ESHA
identification. Once ESHA has been identified, Section 30240 of the Coastal Act
requires that the ESHA be protected and that only uses dependent on the ESHA
resources be allowed within the area. Consequently, the landowner argues that the
very identification of ESHA imposes controls that constitute a 'wildlife management
strategy.' Section 30411 (a) of the Coastal Act prohibits the Commission from
establishing or imposing any "controls" with respect to "wildlife and fishery management
programs ... that duplicate or exceed regulatory controls established by [CDFG, among
others]." Neither the identification of ESHA nor the development restrictions that flow
from that identification, both of which are the responsibility of the Commission under the
Coastal Act, and no other agency, constitute the imposition of controls on, or the
implementation of, wildlife or fishery management programs within the meaning of
Section 30411 of the Coastal Act. Indeed, the Commission has consistently read and
applied Section 30411 not to apply to the Commission's basic role in carrying out the
land use policies in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
More generally, the landowner's argument is based on the false assumption that the
subject of CDFG's regulatory authority and the subject of the Commission's regulatory
authority are one and the same. Thus, they conclude, any regulation by the
Commission of an area already subject to CDFG's regulation via an NCCP must be
duplicative. In fact, the two agencies have complementary roles, with distinct regulatory
foci. CDFG enters into natural communities conservation plans ("NCCPs") pursuant to
the Natural Community Conservation Plannin~ Ace 7 ("NCCP Act") and its authority
under the California Endangered Species Act. 8 While CDFG's focus in entering into
NCCPs is on the management of endangered species, the Commission's separate and
unique regulatory focus is the use and development of land and the impacts thereof on
a whole host of coastal resources. This distinction is made clear by focusing on any
one of the many Chapter 3 policies other than section 30240. The Commission can and

36

The prior Commission actions that the landowner's counsel cites in footnote six of the letter are inapplicable. In the case of the
first one (permit number 6-98-127), the letter cites a February 28, 2002 staff report that did not even go to the Commission. That
report was modified, and it was only the revised version that was presented to the Commission. The revised approach, approved by
the Commission in May of 2002, relied on other factors in concluding that an area was not ESHA.
37
Cal. Fish & Game Code§§ 2800 et ~eq. (see, specifically, section 2810).
38
Cal. Fish & Game Code §§ 2050 et seq.
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must regulate development in this area on the basis of its impact on any of the coastal
resources the Commission is charged with protecting.
The landowner next argues that the NCCP/HCP is binding on the Commission because
the chief of the California Resources Agency, the Secretary of Resources, was a
signatory to the NCCP/HCP Implementing Agreement, and the Commission is part of
the Resources Agency. However, this argument fails for a whole host of reasons,
ranging from the statutory language and purpose of the NCCP Act to the very text of the
Implementing Agreement itself. To begin with, it is notable that three Resources
Agency departments (CDFG, the Department of Forestry, and the Department of Parks
& Recreation) are all parties to the agreement. If, as the landowner argues, every
department within the Resources Agency were automatically bound by the Resources
Agency's execution of the Implementing Agreement, there would have been no reason
for these three departments to be signatories to the agreement. Moreover, the statutory
scheme explicitly states that the planning agreement, at least, is only binding on
agencies that are a party to it39 • It is also notable that the phrase "assurances policy" is
defined as certainty for private landowners "in [Endangered Species Act] Habitat
Conservation Planning" - not all planning-related review of development in the subject
area generally. Furthermore, the findings of the agreement state that the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service ("USFWS") and CDFG find that the agreement "meets the requirements
for a habitat conservation plan for purposes of [the state and federal Endangered
Species Acts] and the NCCP Act," without any reference to other statutory or regulatory
schemes. Finally, Section 8 of the agreement (on mutual assurances) specifically lists
commitments made by "County and Cities" (section 8.1 ), Participating Landowners
(section 8.2), USFWS (section 8.3), CDFG (section 8.4 ), and CDF (section 8.5), and
then says, in section 8.6, that the parties "acknowledge that the Participating
Landowners may also be subject to permit requirements of agencies not parties to this
Agreement." All of the above factors demonstrate that 1) the Commission was not a
signatory to the NCCP/HCP; 2) the Commission is not bound by the NCCP/HCP
Implementation Agreement simply because the Resources Agency was a signatory to
the agreement; and 3) the NCCP/HCP is only designed to carry out the requirements of
the NCCP Act and Endangered Species Act requirements, and not the Coastal Act40 ,
and thus, that Section 30411 is not applicable here.
The landowner also points to Government Code Section 12805.1 's requirement that the
Secretary of Resources facilitate coordination between CDFG and the Commission.
The landowner cites this provision as evidence that her signature on the Implementing
Agreement must be assumed to reflect an incorporation of the Commission's role. This
argument turns Section 12805.1 on its head. Section 12805.1 was adopted to facilitate
39

Cal. Fish & Game Code§ 2810(b)(1)
The landowner also argues that the Commission is estopped from designating ESHA on the site based on a 1996 letter from the
Commission's South Coast District Director commenting on the proposed NCCP/HCP. Letter from Chuck Damm to Gary Medeiros,
Orange County Environmental Management Agency (Jan. 29, 1996). The Commission is not bound by these statements made in
this letter, which are, in any event, general statements, ~. ~. page 2 ("Generally speaking, therefore, the NCCP/HCP fulfills [the)
two criteria [of Section 30240])", and explicitly non-committal. ~. ~. page 3 ("However, in some cases the HCCP process may
be more liberal than the Coastal Act because it would allow development in some areas that qualify as ESHA"); page 5 ("Any plans
required by the NCCP/HCP to implement the provisions of the Adaptive Management Program may have to be submitted as
amendments to the certified LCPs"). •

40
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such coordination specifically in order to clarify the complementary roles of the two
agencies. It was adopted as an alternative to a separate proposal that would have
curtailed the Commission's authority under Section 30240 of the Coastal Act based on
CDFG's actions. The Legislature's rejection of that other bill, and the subsequent failure
of the formal attempts at mediating a coordinated approach pursuant to Section
12805.1,41 left the Commission's 30240 authority fully in tact and unimpaired by CDFG's
actions pursuant to the NCCP law.
The underlying principle in all of the above is that the NCCP/HCP process was never
intended to, and does not, supplant the Commission's regulatory authority over land use
and development. This is clear from numerous disclaimers and references in guidelines
and agreements applicable to NCCPs and HCPs. For example, the Habitat
Conservation Planning Handbook adopted in 1996 by the USFWS and the National
Marine Fisheries Service specifically states in its "Helpful Hints" section (pages 1-17)
that the "activities addressed under an HCP may be subject to federal laws other than
the ESA, such as the Coastal Zone Management Act. ... Service staff should check the
requirements of these statutes and ensure that Service responsibilities under these
laws, if any, are satisfied, and that the applicant is notified of these other requirements
from the beginning." Similarly, the California Resources Agency's 1993 NCCP Process
Guidelines state that "A variety of state and federal laws may apply to the area subject
to a subregional NCCP. Inasmuch as any other law affects land planning an
conservation issues, it is desirable that the NCCP anticipate these requirements so as
to minimize conflicting purposes ... ". Indeed, the very purpose of legislation such as
the federal Coastal Zone Management Act and the California Coastal Act is to provide
heightened protection for areas of special significance, beyond that which may be
provided by legislation of more general geographic scope.
None of this is to say that the Commission does not respect the NCCP/HCP process or
that it does not take into account the information and analyses presented by CDFG or
other resource agencies. The Commission has made concerted efforts to integrate its
role with these important programs and has repeatedly indicated that the most effective
and meaningful way to do so is for the Commission to be involved in the development of
NCCPs and HCPs so that NCCP-related provisions can be integrated into LCPs in a
coordinated planning process.
Finally, independent of the NCCP/HCP issues, the landowner asserts that the habitat on
the Headlands site simply does not meet the definition of ESHA under the Coastal Act.
The Commission disagrees with the landowners assertions and -as elsewhereincorporates herein by reference the response to this assertion provided in Exhibits 15a
and 15b. The Commission wishes to place particular emphasis on three points made in
that memorandum (Exhibit 15a). First, the Commission's determination of whether any
given areas constitutes ESHA under the Coastal Act is based on the totality of evidence
it receives, and is always based on site-specific analyses and recommendations made
41

It is also notable that this NCCP/HCP predated the entire mediation process. The Secretary obviously did not believe that her
signature on the Implementation Agreements bound the Commission at that time. If she did, she would not have needed to initiate
the mediation to work out a means of involving the Commission in future NCCPs.
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by its staff. Accordingly, in this instance, as in all instances, the Commission's decision
to delineating the area listed in Exhibits 13a and 13b as ESHA is not based solely on
the presence of coastal sage scrub in the area. Secondly, although the Commission
considers the functionality of habitat in determining whether an area constitutes ESHA,
it does not consider the concept of viability in the sense put forth by the applicant (i.e.,
likelihood of long-term survival) as a factor that is directly relevant to the Commission's
delineation. Accordingly, in this instance, the Commission's delineation is based on its
assessment of the ability of the species and habitat in the delineated areas to function
effectively and thereby to serve an especially valuable role in the ecosystem. Finally,
the Commission delineates ESHA based on the statutory definition in Section 30107.5
Nothing in that provision allows the Commission to exclude an area from classification
as ESHA simply because it has suffered significant disturbance and/or degradation. As
long as the area meets the other criteria in that definition and remains susceptible of
being easily disturbed or degraded beyond its current level of disturbance or
degradation, the area can and will be delineated as ESHA.

8. OTHER ESHA ISSUES
As noted above, the Headlands site is affected by an existing subdivision that created
lots that are located partly or wholly within ESHA. The City and landowner have argued
that the proposed LCP would eliminate adverse impacts to sensitive habitat by
designating significant areas of sensitive land within the Headlands area as open space.
However, the designation of open space may not be an adequate means of assuring
that the lots within those designated areas will be preserved in perpetuity as open
space. The owner of any lot within the area designated open space could assert a
takings claim if some type of development is not authorized on that lot. If development
were to occur, it would cause significant adverse impacts upon ESHA. Other impacts
from developing each lot would also occur, including significant visual impacts. In order
to minimize or avoid this situation, the LUP must contain provisions to eliminate the
underlying land division within the 121 acre Headlands area, in favor of a land division
that consolidates the open space/ESHA areas into single or groups of lots that are
designated as open spaces. The LUP contains no such program, thus, the LCP does
not adequately protect ESHA. Thus, the Commission finds the proposed LUP cannot
be found consistent with Section 30240 of the Coastal Act. In order to address this
issue and bring the LUP into conformance with the Coastal Act, the Commission has
suggested modifications that, among other measures, require the first application for
land division of the 121 acre Headlands area to encompass the entire site and that the
land division create lots that conserve the open space/ESHA, and convey these areas
along with parks and trails into the public domain/or non-profit entity in exchange for
allowing development in the Strand and a portion of the bowl.
As modified by the suggested modifications, the Commission finds the LUP conforms
with the Chapter 3 policies of the Coastal Act.

9. ANALYSIS OF REVISED INFORMAL SUBMITTAL
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The City staff has submitted some proposed changes to the LUP that respond, in part,
to the issues raised above42 • Most notably, the proposal reduces the 26.7 acre
residential area that overlaps ESHA to 20.2 acres, and it places the remainder acreage
into the areas designated recreation open space (Exhibit 6b). Nevertheless, the 20.2
acres of residential area would still overlap approximately 6.5 acres of ESHA within the
bowl area. Furthermore, the LUP contains fuel modification provisions that would
necessitate a fire-resistant plant palette, irrigation, trimming, thinning and mowing within
ESHA. These fuel modification activities would disturb the habitat and degrade the
ESHA, beyond the 6.5 identified acres. In addition, no changes are made to the siting
or configuration of the commercial areas. Thus, commercial retail and hotel uses would
still be allowed by the proposed LUP within ESHA. Finally, no changes were made to
the types of uses contemplated in the Harbor Point promontory area. Roads, parking
lots, community structures such as a lighthouse, among other development, could still
be constructed within ESHA under the proposed LUP. Construction and operation of
these uses within the ESHA would remove or degrade an additional approximately 5
acres of ESHA, not including fuel modification impacts which would result in additional
impacts. Therefore, additional changes to the LUP, beyond those identified by the City,
are necessary in order for the Commission to find the LUP consistent with Section
30240 of the Coastal Act.

B. HAZARDS
The principal Coastal Act policy relative to Hazards is Section 30253. Another
applicable policy is Section 30235 of the Coastal Act. These policies along with other
applicable policies will be used to evaluate the conformance of the LCPA with the
Coastal Act. Section 30253 of the Coastal Act mandates that development minimize
risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard. It also
requires that development assure stability and structural integrity and neither create nor
contribute significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or
surrounding areas, or in any way require the construction of protective devices that
would substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs or cliffs. Section 30235 requires
the Commission to permit the construction of protective devices to serve coastal
dependent uses, to protect existing structures, and to protect existing beaches in
danger of erosion, despite the conflict that such construction might present with other
Coastal Act policies; however, Section 30235 limits its mandate to the three instances
listed above and even then to situations in which the project is designed to eliminate or
mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply and where there are existing
structures in danger from erosion.
The proposed LUP would allow the development of approximately 50 lots for private
custom homes in a depression ("the Bowl") area, and now containing a greenhouse and
nursery; and approximately 75 lots for private custom homes on a sloping site
consisting of an ancient landslide complex above Strand Beach and previously occupied
42

Although these changes are not formally submitted, the Commission provides this guidance in response to the submittal in order
to clarify the Coastal Act's requirements for an approvable program
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by a trailer park. Approximately 2.2 million cubic yards of grading would be required to
implement the development contemplated. The majority of the grading would take the
form of the removal of about one million cubic yards of material from the upper portion
of the landslide complex above Strand Beach, the removal and re-compaction of 33,000
cubic yards of material in the lower portion of this landslide complex, and the addition of
approximately one million cubic yards of fill to the Bowl area. Together, this grading is
proposed in order to accomplish two main purposes: it would balance the landslide
forces to yield acceptable factors of safety against sliding for the Strand, allowing
development there, and it would elevate building pads in the Bowl to provide better
coastal views from the development that would be allowed to be constructed there. To
protect the development of the Strand area, and as part of the stabilization plan for the
ancient landslide complex, the LUP would allow the rebuilding and enlargement of an
existing approximately 2,240 foot long revetment that extends nearly the length of
Strand Beach, and is contiguous with several thousand feet of revetment protecting
development upcoast of the Headlands area.
In order to allow for this type of development, the proposed LUP amendment includes
the following policies:
COSE Policy 2.8: Minimize risks to life and property, and preserve the natural
environment, by siting and clustering new development away from areas
which have physical constraints associated with steep topography and
unstable slopes; and where such areas are designated as Recreation/Open
Space or include bluffs, beaches, or wetlands, exclude such areas from the
calculation of net acreage available for determining development intensity or
density potential. For the Headlands. minimization of risk to life and property
and preservation of the natural environment is met by a requirement that new
development be sited and clustered into areas determined by geological
feasibility studies to be suitable. such as by remediation of unstable slopes
impacted by such new development. (Coastal Act/30233, 30253)
COSE Policy 2.14: Shoreline or ocean protective devices such as revetments,
breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining walls, and other
such construction that alters shoreline processes shall be permitted when
required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing structures or
public beaches in danger from erosion, and when designed to eliminate or
mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply and minimize
adverse impacts on public use of sandy beach areas. For the Headlands. the
potential for coastal slope erosion shall be minimized and public safety and
coastal access protected by reconstruction of the existing revetment. Such
reconstruction must not encroach seaward of the toe of the existing revetment
at bedrock unless improvements are necessarv to create or enhance new
public access and/or public safety. (Coastal Act/30210-12, 30235)
The proposed LUP also contains narrative and un-numbered 'policies' in the UDE that
call for the re-construction of the revetment.
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The proposed narrative and policies would explicitly allow the reconstruction of a
shoreline protective device along the Strand without any analysis of the negative
impacts of the device or a showing that the device is necessary to serve the purposes
listed in Section 30235. Furthermore, COSE Policy 2.8 is designed to allow the
construction of homes along the Strand, relying on that rebuilt revetment, even though it
would be new development that required the construction of the revetment, in violation
of Section 30253. Thus, the proposed policies are inconsistent with Sections 30235
and 30253 of the Coastal Act.
The City and landowner have asserted that the reconstruction of the existing revetment
constitutes a 'repair and maintenance' activity, thus the revetment is not 'new' and is not
subject to any prohibitions the Coastal Act may contain relative to the construction of
new shoreline protective devices. Nevertheless, even if the shoreline protective device
were to be considered 'new', the City and landowner have argued that the shoreline
protective device is not prohibited in this case because the area where the shoreline
protective device would be located is neither a bluff or natural landform, thus the
prohibitions regarding protective devices incorporated into Section 30253 don't apply.
Furthermore, the City and landowner have argued that there are existing structures in
the Strand that necessitate protection by a shoreline protective device, thus the
allowances within Section 30235 do apply. The Commission disagrees with the City
and landowner regarding these assertions. The basis for this determination is
described below and further detailed in Exhibits 10a-10d (incorporated here by
reference).

1. RECONSTRUCTION OF THE SHORELINE PROTECTIVE DEVICE IS
NOT 'REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE'
During the original project development, the City and landowner characterized that the
existing revetment was under-engineered and would need to be reconstructed. In
several instances in the EIR for the proposal, the project is characterized variously as
an "upgrade" and "reconstruction"43 • Similarly, Technical Appendix J, Coastal
Processes Assessment and Related Documents, in the EIR described the proposed
coastal structures as "reconstruction of the existing riprap revetment" 44 • As recently as
July 29, 2003, the project engineer noted that "the reconstructed revetment does not
encroach seaward of the existing revetment" and that "the new design eliminates the
originally proposed 3-foot average increase (i.e. +20 feet, NGVD) to the existing
revetment height and reduces the quantity of riprap stones required for the revetment
reconstruction ... "
However, recently, the City and landowner have made various claims that the proposed
work would qualify as a form or repair or maintenance45 , 46 , 47 .. In their December 11,
43

See page 4.5-11 of the EIR.
See page 25 ofTechnical Appendix J
Headlands Reserve LLC 2003. Letter from W. Kevin Darnall to California Coastal Commission regarding Headlands Development
and Conservation Plan ("HDCP")-Sept~mber 19, 2003 Memorandum from Lesley Ewing to Karl Schwing, Subject: City of Dana Point
LCP and Dana Strand Beach. 11 December 2003.
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2003 letter, the landowner states that "[t]he proposed Strand revetment repair is not
dissimilar from the 1983-1984 Strand revetment repair or the 2003 Encinitas revetment
repair and can be authorized by the Coastal Commission, consistent with the
requirements of repair and maintenance projects, and all other relevant regulations."
Key aspects of the Encinitas project and the 1980's Strand project that are used to
claim that the work at the Strand can be considered repair and maintenance are (1)
justification for the repair and (2) whether the project covered repositioning of all the
riprap into an engineered position. For the Strand, the justification for that work, while
noting that all the rock will be repositioned, is to "repair slumped rip-rap stone into an
engineered structure of uniform height to minimize the potential for erosion from wave
damage." This same analysis states that the work at Encinitas would require that all the
rock be repositioned to repair slumped riprap. In truth, for the Encinitas revetment, only
a small part of the rock in the Encinitas revetment will be repositioned, and the work is
being undertaken to prevent erosion and to improve flood protection along Highway
101. The landowner's analysis correctly notes that as part of the permit for repair and
maintenance of the Encinitas revetment there was an after-the-fact approval of 800 tons
of revetment placed in 1998. The Encinitas project did not change the revetment
foundation, nor did it reposition all the rocks along the full 2,500-foot length. The
applicant for the Encinitas project estimated that approximately 180 tons of material
would be redistributed. For the most part, this would entail taking a few rocks from the
high points on the revetment, repositioning a few rocks at those high spots so that 3point contact can be achieved for that section, and then moving the extra rocks to a part
of the revetment where the elevation is too low to provide adequate flood protection.
Again, a few rocks may need to be repositioned at the low spots to allow the added
rocks to be placed again with a safe, 3-point contact. Riprap stone that has migrated
seaward of the toe of the structure will be taken from the beach and either removed, or
placed back into the revetment structure. Concrete blocks that were placed on the
revetment in 1998 without a permit will be removed and none are to be incorporated into
the revetment structure. The engineering consultant for the City of Encinitas provided
estimates that the entire effort would take 4 days: 1 day for set-up, 2 days for
construction, and 1 day for access way construction. Staff reviewed the scope of work
proposed and the time estimates and found that they were reasonable.
While the revetment at Encinitas compares in length to the revetment at The Strand,
there is little further similarity between the two projects. The revetment in Encinitas is
needed to protect Highway 101, an existing structure, from erosion and flooding. The
repair and maintenance work will take a short amount of time; will consist of spot
relocation of riprap rock, and incorporation of errant revetment stones back into the
main structure. The 800 tons of unpermitted riprap rock were permitted to stay on the
structure, but all the concrete blocks will be removed. Finally, the applicant agreed to
consider longer-term options that would relocate or modify Highway 101 so that it might
be possible to remove the revetment some time in the future. In contrast, the work at
46

AMEC 2003. Summary of Observations and Associated Photographs 1983-84 Repair and Reconstruction Rock Revetment and
Shorefront Slope Dana Strand Club Mobile Home Park Dana Point. California. 2 December 2003.
Sheppard Mullin 2003. Letter from Joseph E. Petrillo to California Coastal Commission regarding Dana Point Headlands LCP
Amendment No. 2-02 [sic], Headlands Development and Conservation Plan, Strand Revetment Coastal Act Consistency. 10
December 2003.
-
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the Strand will incrementally reposition a substantial amount of the rock that is in the
revetment, it will excavate and rebuild the foundation and it will excavate and rebuild
much of the back slope. The applicant has not provided details of the construction
process or schedule; however, this work will take far more than 4 workdays. As
currently contemplated, the Strand project probably will not excavate any of the rock
that has migrated from the main revetment structure and will neither remove that
material from the beach nor incorporate it into the reconstructed revetment48 . The rock
that has migrated from the revetment structure most likely will be left on the beach to
minimize disturbance to the beach, and to avoid the potential export of the rip rap that
would not be suitable for use in the new structure. There also will be importation of an
as yet unidentified volume of suitable riprap rock as part of the work at the Strand 49 .
This would be in addition to the 789 cubic yards (approximately 10% augmentation) of
riprap stone that occurred in 1983. And, unlike the situation in Encinitas, there are no
plans to consider future modifications to the landward uses that could one day allow the
revetment to be removed, but rather at the Strand, there are plans to construct 75
permanent residential structures that would require protection for many years to come.
However none of the approaches suggested to date for the Strand area would qualify
under the repair and maintenance exemption from Coastal Act permitting requirements,
and thus, none of them would be approvable without independent Chapter 3 review.
The proposed addition to LUP policy 2.14 in the COSE, which would essentially provide
carte blanche authority to reconstruct the revetment without any such review or any
guarantee of consistency with other LUP policies, is therefore un-approvable. Even the
Encinitas project, which the applicant has presented as a comparable repair and
maintenance effort, received independent Chapter 3 review and was approved by the
Commission, with conditions, after a public hearing. In fact, despite the Commission's
adoption, in its findings, of the applicant's description of the project as "repair and
maintenance," the applicability of the statutory exemption for true repair and
maintenance work (pursuant to Section 30610(d)) was never even considered. In the
present case, as noted above and in Exhibits 1Oa-1 Od, the amount of work necessary to
provide an effective shoreline protective device for the new houses that are proposed to
be built on the Strand constitutes a new structure, not a repaired structure. Section
13252(b) of the Commission's regulations clarifies that "replacement of 50 percent or
more of ... revetment. .. is not repair and maintenance .. , but instead constitutes a
replacement structure requiring a coastal development permit." At least 2,100 linear
feet (i.e. 95%) of the approximately 2,240 linear foot long revetment at the Strand would
be allowed to be 'reconstructed' under the LUP. In conjunction with grading (i.e. cut,
fill, andre-compaction) all along the Strand, the reconstruction would consist of removal
of the existing rock, removal and re-compaction of the supporting earthen slope
48

At the present time, the applicant seems to have some internal disagreement concerning the rock on the beach. In a letter from
Joseph Petrillo to Ralph Faust concerning the revetment, Mr. Petrillo states that "The current plan calls for the existing structure to
be fixed, and all of its materials reused .. .' (December 10, 20031etter, page 7). However, in a letter from Mr. Darnall to Ms. Ewing,
Mr. Darnall states, "It should be noted that not all of the existing rip-rap revetment is proposed for salvage and reuse. This includes
the most southerly 140 feet of the 2,240 foot long revetment and a portion of the slumped revetment toe that extends beyond a 2:1
Erofile. • (December 22, 2003 letter, page 1)
9
"During the revetment repair, augmentation with new stone to make up for stone that isn't salvageable or that is undersized will
still need to occur. However, the amount of the augmentation will be significantly less that that 50 percent replacement standard in
Section 13252 (b) that governs repair and maintenance projects." December 22, 2003 letter from Kevin Darnall, Headlands
Reserve, to Ms. Lesley Ewing
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(including cut, rework, fill), construction of a 20 foot thick surface of geosyntheticallyreinforced compacted fill seaward and down slope of the compacted earth fill (no
geosynthetically-reinforced compacted fill exists on the slope at present), excavation of
a new foundation to bedrock where necessary, placing geotextile material upon the
geosynthetically reinforced compacted fill and excavated foundation, and reconstruction
of the revetment with a layer of small rock, Class No. 2 backing, and finally replacement
of rock rip-rap. Much of the existing rock could be re-used (i.e. recycled) into the new
structure, however, all the existing rock will need to be completely removed as part of a
reconstruction effort. The work may be completed in increments so that the entire slope
might not be under construction at the same time. At this point in the project, the
applicant cannot identify the approximate size of the incremental workspace;
nevertheless, eventually the entire slope and 2,100 feet of the revetment will be
reconstructed. 50 The slot or increment work would help to minimize some impacts from
construction; however, the construction technique does not change the underlying result
that this will be a new structure, not repair to the existing structure.
Also, even if it were possible to characterize the reconstruction of the revetment as
repair and maintenance, and the above discussion indicates that such characterization
is not possible; the work would require a coastal development permit. 14 C.C.R.
§13252(a)(1 )(A) requires a permit for repair or maintenance involving substantial
alteration of the foundation of the protective works. In this case, an entirely new
foundation consisting of newly compacted soil and geotextile fabric will be constructed.
14 C.C.R. §13252(a)(1)(B) requires a permit when there is temporary or permanent
placement of rip-rap, berms of sand, or other materials on a beach, and 14 C.C.R.
§ 13252(a)( 1)(D) requires a permit when mechanized construction equipment is placed
on a beach. In this case, during construction the rock would be lifted from its present
location with mechanized equipment likely staged at least part of the time, on the beach,
and then possibly stored on the beach as a cofferdam to protect the slope and the
workers from possible flooding, stored on a sand area, or stored on another part of the
revetment. Similarly, it would certainly be the sort of "extraordinary method" of repair
and maintenance envisioned in 30610(d), both because it involves a seawall revetment
(see 14 C.C.R. § 13252(a)(1)) and because of the work on the beach (id. at§
13252(a)(3)), that would necessitate a coastal development permit and be subject to the
policies in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act.
Finally, the landowner argues that, even if the work related to the revetment would not
be exempt from permitting requirements under Coastal Act section 30610(d) as repair
and maintenance, the nature of the work is still that of repair and maintenance, and that
renders Coastal Act sections 30235 and 30253 inapplicable, as they apply only to "new"
development. For the reasons stated above, the Commission disagrees and finds that
the essential nature of this work is beyond that of repair and maintenance. However,
the application of Sections 30235 and 30253 to the specific work to be performed is not
at issue here in any event. Analogues to these sections already exist in the current LCP
50

During a meeting with staff on December 12,2003, Mr. Edwards stated that the increments could be 10 to 20 feet wide. During a
phone conference on December 16, 2003, Mr. Darnall stated that the construction increments would most likely be at least 100 to
200 feet wide but that detail had not been fully analyzed. Furthermore, there is no written information on the use of slot or
incremental construction along the Stand from which to draw any conclusions.
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(see, e.g., COSE policies 2.12 and 2.14). Their application to any specific project must
be assessed at the time an application for a permit is made. It would be inappropriate
to pre-judge that analysis at the LCP stage by adding language to LUP policies such as
that proposed for COSE policy 2.14, which would, again, provide an automatic, blanket
approval for any reconstruction of the existing revetment that would not encroach
seaward of the toe of that revetment.

2. FACTORS RELATIVE TO CONFORMANCE WITH COASTAL ACT
SECTION 30253

a) The Presence of Bluffs At the Strand
The Headlands owes its prominence in large part to the resistance nature of the rock
underlying the Headlands portion of the site. This rock, the San Onofre Breccia, is a
resistant conglomerate unit that also forms headlands along the coast to the north.
Although generally very resistant to erosion (bluff retreat rate is approximately 1. 7
inches/yr) and relatively stable, landslides do occur. In contact with the San Onofre
Breccia is the Monterey Shale, which forms the slopes in the Strand area, and underlies
portions of the Bowl and properties offsite to the south and east. Throughout California,
the Monterey Shale is susceptible to landsliding. Despite a relatively favorable bedding
orientation, the coastal bluff in the Strand area is characterized by a complex of ancient
landslides, none of which have shown any recorded historic movement.
The City and landowner have questioned whether the slope above the Strand should be
considered a coastal bluff. They argue that the slope, which has an overall gradient of
approximately 22%, is not steep enough to be considered a bluff. Further, they argue
that previous grading on this slope has resulted in its alteration to the extent that it can
no longer be considered a natural landform. Accordingly, they do not consider the
proposed development at the Strand area to lie on a bluff face, and have declined to
identify a bluff edge line in the Strand.
Although the slope below this upland is much less steep at the Strand than at the
Headlands, the geomorphic features-bluff top and bluff face-are continuous. The
difference in slope between the Headlands and the Strand is explained by the
underlying geology and geologic processes that have been operating on the coastal
bluff. The San Onofre Breccia is much stronger, and accordingly capable of standing at
steeper slopes, than is the Monterey Formation. Further, at the Strand, the bluff must
have been steeper at some point in the past, to provide a driving force for the creation
of the large landslide complex that exists there today. The scalloped plan view of the
bluff edge, the gentle slope of the bluff and to some extent the hummocky, irregular,
slope of the Strand area itself, are the results of these slope movements in the past.
Thus, while the slope of the landform is less steep than at other locations in the
Headlands, the landform is unquestionably a bluff. The Commission's geologist has
been to the site and in hi~ professional opinion, the area constitutes a bluff. This
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determination is consistent with the Commission's prior characterization of the area as a
bluff contained within the existing certified LCP. Thus, the controlling language in
Section 30253 relative to bluffs is applicable to the Strand, as it is equally applicable to
the undisputed bluffs located elsewhere at the Headlands. Accordingly, the LUP must
be revised to recognize that the landform in the Strand is a bluff. Therefore, the
Commission has suggested modifications to the LUP to implement this change.
The Coastal Act definition of bluff edge is contained in California Code of Regulations,
Title 14, § 13577 (h) (2). In keeping with this definition, the bluff edge would be defined
under the Coastal Act to lie at "the landward edge of the topmost riser." Thus, the bluff
edge line would be drawn at the demarcation between the relatively flat bluff top and the
much steeper bluff face. The LUP must define bluff edge and demarcate its location
consistent with the Coastal Act. Therefore, the Commission has suggested
modifications to the LUP to implement this requirement.

b) The Strand as a Natural Landform
The landowner also questions whether the slope above the Strand can be referred to as
a "natural landform" due to the fact that it has been previously graded. According to the
landowners, beginning in the mid 1920's roads, parking lots, a mobile home park, and
other appurtenances have been constructed and have modified the landform. Grading
has occurred over much of the northern portion of the Strand. However, the geologic
cross sections supplied show that cuts and fill slopes generally were on the order of less
than 5-10 feet. The southernmost part of the Strand was not graded extensively, as is
apparent from aerial photographs.
Although the grading of the Strand created a stepped surface topography that allowed
the construction of roads, mobile home pads, and parking areas, the overall form of the
slope was little altered. Despite the grading at the site, the area is still recognizable as
a bluff, a natural landform. In contrast, an artificial landform is a topographic feature
that did not exist prior to grading or construction activities, such as a quarry pit
excavation, a landfill, a freeway ramp, or a causeway. The Commission generally has
recognized that natural landforms may be altered by grading-both cut and fill-but that
they do not cease to be "natural landforms" because of such alteration. In this instance,
it is also notable that the Commission's geologist has been to the site and unequivocally
recognized the topography as being characteristic of a landslide complex (Exhibit 10c),
which is a natural landform. The Commission finds that the Strand represents a natural
landform that has been altered, but fundamentally remains a natural landform
nonetheless. Thus, the controlling language in Section 30253 relative to natural
landforms is applicable to the Strand, as it is equally applicable to the undisputed
natural landforms located elsewhere in the Headlands area.

c) Effects of a Revetment on those Landforms
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The Strand is a natural landform that consists of a bluff containing a landslide complex.
As is discussed below, in order to develop the Strand in the manner proposed in the
LUP, a significant quantity of geologic remediation will need to be implemented, and a
shoreline protective device will need to be constructed to protect the newly remediated
landmass. The shoreline protective device will halt the erosion of the toe of the
landslide, preventing the slide mass from slipping as buttressing forces at the base of
the complex are reduced by erosion of this material. Since the shoreline protective
device would prevent the landslide from its natural tendency to reactivate and slide over
time, the shoreline protective device would alter the natural landform.

d) Hazard Constraints at the Strand
The Strand is characterized by an ancient landslide complex. These landslides and
their stability were investigated extensively as part of the preparation of the proposed
LUP amendment. Although there is no evidence of historic movement on any of the
ancient slide planes, the overall global factor of safety against sliding (static) for this
complex ranges from 0.83 to 1.67. Notwithstanding the fact that a mobile home park
previously occupied this area, the site is not suitable for the construction of fixed,
permanent structures for human habitation without remedial work to stabilize these
landslides.
Development on this landslide complex with permanent structures for human habitation
requires that the stability of the site be improved, as required by City and County
grading codes, and Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. Stabilization of the site could
presumably be achieved through several means, but the approach proposed by the
landowner, and contemplated in the LUP, is mass grading to balance the landslide
forces and a revetment to protect the toe of the proposed manufactured slope from
marine erosion, ensuring that the forces balanced by the grading operation remain
balanced. The grading plan contemplated results in slopes that meet standards-ofpractice stability guidelines for all reasonable failure modes, and can be constructed
with slopes that are at or near that factor-of-safety of 1.2 that is standard-of-practice for
temporary construction slopes.
The analysis above demonstrates that the slopes contemplated in the LCP will stabilize
the Strand area and can be constructed safely. They do not demonstrate the stability of
the site given ongoing marine erosion at the toe of the manufactured slopes. Just as for
the ancient landslide complex, marine erosion of the proposed manufactured slope
would lead to decreased slope stability over time. Accordingly, the design requires that
marine erosion at the base of the manufactured slope be prevented. Given the
environment at the site and the fact that sea level is currently rising, preventing the
erosion of the toe of the manufactured slope requires that a shoreline protective device
protect the site from marine erosion. The proposed LUP would allow the existing
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revetment, which currently is in a state of disrepair, to be rebuilt to accomplish this
task51 •
Section 30253 of the Coastal Act requires that new development not "in any way require
the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural landforms
along bluffs and cliffs." The proposed LUP would authorize the construction of 75
homes that, in order to achieve accepted standards of geologic stability, would require
the construction of a shoreline protective device, a revetment, which, as shown above,
would substantially alter natural landforms along the bluffs. Thus, the LUP policies
would be inconsistent with Section 30253. The City and landowner were asked to
consider whether development could occur in the Strand area without reliance on a
revetment, or with reliance only on the existing revetment in its current condition. In
response, the landowner supplied an analysis of an alternative that contained a soft
"sacrificial" artificial slope fronting the development, and setting the development back
sufficiently to assure its stability for its assumed design life of 75 years. The analysis
predicts that the removal of the revetment would cause 29 to 87 feet of bluff retreat over
the next 75 years, that this would result in the destabilization of the site such that by the
end of the 75 year design life slope stability would be severely compromised, and that
public safety, water quality, and existing and proposed development would be impacted.
These impacts are similar to those expected of a naturally eroding shoreline. It could be
concluded from these reports that the "sacrificial" artificial slope would protect the
development for the required 75 years, but that at the end of that time the first line of
development would be compromised. However, the impacts identified by these
references are not consistent with good engineering practice, and could be construed
as construction with the intent of "benign neglect." In meetings with staff, the City has
indicated that they would not issue a building permit that assumed the continued
erosion of the new development.
It is clear from the City and landowners submittal that developing the site in the manner
proposed would necessitate both the geologic remediation of the site and the
construction of a shoreline protective device to protect that development. However, it
should be noted that there are no Chapter 3 Coastal Act policies which would compel
the Commission to approve a land use plan which would allow the construction of
residential development in a location that is subject to significant hazards which can
only be remediated through significant grading and the construction of a shoreline
protective device. Other less intense densities of the proposed use, or less intense
uses could be accommodated in this area without relying on the stabilization scheme
contemplated in the LUP.
Furthermore, as noted above, information submitted by the City and landowner suggest
the Strand is presently comprised of at least three (3), large, irregularly sized legal lots.
The proposed LUP would allow re-subdivision of this land to accommodate 75 single
family residences. While the landowner presently has a right to obtain an economic
benefit from its existing lots, there is no guarantee of maximum economic gain from
51
The existing revetment is not adequate to provide the kind of protection necessary to protect the new development contemplated
in the proposed LUP (see Exhibits 10a:.10d).
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those lots. In addition, the landowner has no guaranteed right to subdivide the land,
particularly in a manner that engenders the need for significant grading and the
construction of a shoreline protective device. The hazards present on the site were
described in public documents available to the landowner at the time of their acquisition
of that land, including the certified LCP. Alternative development which avoids
extensive grading or additional shoreline protection has not been considered by the
landowner. However, such development might include facilities for recreation, such as
a campground or hiking trails. Even residential development might be possible on
limited parts of the site, such as the area formerly occupied by tennis courts, landward
of the bluff edge, near the center of the site.
The proposed LUP would allow a type and intensity of land use that would necessitate
significant grading and the construction of a shoreline protective device along a natural
bluff. This development would be inconsistent with a prohibition against such
development contained in Section 30253. Thus, without consideration of other factors
outlined in the 'Balancing' section of these findings, the Commission has no ability to
authorize the proposed LUP, which would allow development to occur in a manner that
is inconsistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. Thus, the proposed LUP must be
denied, as submitted.
3. FACTORS RELATIVE TO CONFORMANCE WITH COASTAL ACT
SECTION 30235
Section 30235 of the Coastal Act requires the authorization of shoreline protective
devices that alter natural shoreline processes "when required to serve coastaldependent uses or to protect existing structures or public beaches in danger from
erosion, and when designed to eliminate or mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline
sand supply." The proposed LUP amendment would allow the existing revetment to be
reconstructed to minimize the·potential for coastal slope erosion in the Strand. The LCP
amendment also states that the revetment should be rebuilt to ensure public safety and
coastal access. Neither of the reasons identified in the proposed policies -as justifying
the re-construction of the revetment- is contained in Section 30235 of the Coastal Act.
Furthermore, there are no other Chapter 3 policies in the Coastal Act that supply a basis
for allowing the shoreline protective device.
In order for the Commission to find the proposed LUP policies consistent with Section
30235 of the Coastal Act, the Commission would need to determine either that the
reconstruction of the protective device is generally consistent with the Chapter 3 policies
of the Coastal Act or that, despite inconsistency with at least one of those policies, there
are coastal dependent uses, existing structures, or public beaches in danger from
erosion that override the other inconsistencies and necessitate approval of a shoreline
protective device. The primary reason for constructing a shoreline protective device is
to protect the proposed new residential development in the Strand from erosion
hazards. Residential development is not a coastal dependent use. In addition, the
residential development would be new, not existing. Finally, there are no identifiable
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public beaches in danger from erosion that the shoreline protective device would
protect. Thus, the proposed policies, which would allow the construction of a shoreline
protective device to protect new residential development, are inconsistent with the
requirements of Section 30235 of the Coastal Act.
The City and landowner have urged that the proposed LCP is consistent with Chapter 3
Coastal Act policies (Exhibits 18b-18d). In summary, these arguments include: 1) there
are existing structures in need of protection in the Strand associated with the former
mobile home park such as roads, foundation pads, septic sewer system, storm drains,
utilities, tennis courts, and five community structures (all highly dilapidated), and other
development including a public accessway, sewer pump station, emergency vehicle
beach access, lifeguard station and upcoast and downcoast residential development;
2) coastal processes will not measurably change/be affected by the shoreline protective
device; 3) the shoreline protective device is needed to protect offshore marine habitat
including kelp beds; 4) new water treatment and anti-erosion devices that will improve
water quality could be constructed if a new shoreline protective device is constructed; 5)
new coastal access will be accommodated by the new shoreline protective device. The
Commission's response to these claims follows. However, before assessing the City
and landowners' arguments, it should be briefly noted that shoreline protective devices
are inconsistent with several Coastal Act policies. For instance, as described above a
shoreline protective device at the subject site will alter natural landforms along the
Strand bluffs, thus it will be inconsistent with Section 30253. Furthermore, a shoreline
protective device will contribute to erosion of the beach in front of the device, another
factor rendering the device inconsistent with Section 30253. The shoreline protective
device contemplated in the LUP, a revetment, will occupy significant beach area. In
addition, over time, as sea level rises, the width of the beach will shrink because the
back beach has been fixed, making the beach less usable, or unusable by the public.
These factors render the shoreline protective device inconsistent with Section 30213 of
the Coastal Act. Finally, shoreline protective devices, including that contemplated at the
Strand, have adverse visual impacts to and along the shoreline, thus rendering the
development inconsistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act. These issues are
discussed elsewhere in these findings.

a) The Presence of Existing Structures
A majority of the existing development cited by the City and landowner as necessitating
protection by a shoreline protective device would be completely demolished with the
development of the Strand for residential purposes. The Commission has generally not
considered development 'existing', for purposes of Section 30235 of the Coastal Act,
and not allowed 30235 to be invoked to "protect [such] existing structures" if the
structures will be demolished as part of the ultimate development plan. Furthermore,
even if the development goals were to change toward rehabilitating and using the
existing development, engendering the need for protection from erosion, the existing
revetment could be repaired -without full reconstruction- to accomplish this goal. Note
that repair of the existing revetment wouldn't allow for the stabilization needed to use
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the Strand for the planned residential development. Also, it should be noted that the
Commission has traditionally taken the position that Section 30235's mandate to permit
shoreline devices to protect existing development is limited to the protection of existing
development that is substantial.
The City and landowner have not submitted substantial evidence that the other
development, such as the remains of a mobile home park including a road network,
retaining walls, abandoned buildings in severe disrepair and a storm drain system;
County public accessway; County parking lot inland of the Strand; sewer pump station;
emergency access; lifeguard station and residential development are in need of
shoreline protection. Nevertheless, for illustrative purposes to assess whether the City
and landowner have a meaningful argument relative to the need to protect the existing
structures, it is useful to place the existing structures into two categories, those that can
continue to be used without significant repair or upgrade, and those that are in such a
severe state of disrepair that their use would necessitate significant re-construction.
For instance, the existing storm drain system could continue to be used (however, some
minor repair and maintenance may be necessary). However, if protection of the storm
drain system is the only goal, then there would likely be some shoreline protection
options for this purpose that are far less extensive than the planned re-construction of a
2,100 foot revetment, including no present action at all.
The other structures in the Strand area, such as the abandoned buildings, and perhaps
the roads and retaining walls, would fall in the other category, those requiring significant
upgrade. The kind of upgrade likely needed would be so significant that their
reconstruction would be considered 'new development' under the Coastal Act. In the
case of these structures, as with any new development, the new development should be
designed in a manner that does not require a shoreline protective device.
With respect to off-site structures that may necessitate some type of shoreline
protection along the Strand, there are the County facilities inland and upcoast of the site
and the residential neighborhood upcoast of the site. For the inland County facilities,
due to their significant setback, there is likely little need for a shoreline protective device
at this time. As for the upcoast County facilities and residential area, there may be
some argument that some kind of shoreline protection is needed on the site to protect
this existing development, however, as with the storm drain system, there would likely
be options that are far less extensive than the planned re-construction of a 2,100 foot
revetment. For instance, portions of the existing revetment could be repaired or a much
smaller shoreline protective device (e.g. a few hundred linear feet rather than 2,100
linear feet) could be considered.

b) Effects of Shoreline Protective Device on Coastal
Processes
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The City and landowner argue that coastal processes will show no measurable change
compared with current conditions. The intent of this statement appears to be an
assertion that the shoreline protective device will not 'alter shoreline processes' within
the meaning of Section 30235. The Commission disagrees with the conclusion that the
existing revetment is not altering natural shoreline conditions. The City and landowner
have indicated that removal of the existing revetment could cause property damage and
may alter the marine areas, however, these changes would result from returning this
section of shoreline to a more natural, unaltered condition. Erosion, slides and slumps
are part of the unaltered condition for this shoreline and options to perpetuate current
conditions are options that perpetuate an "altered" shoreline. Thus, it is clear that the
existing revetment or a reconstructed revetment alter shoreline conditions. Quoting
from an analysis submitted by the landowner52 (Exhibit 8d):
In absence of structural shore protection, the shore fronts slopes in either the
pre- or post-project configuration are made up of unconsolidated sedimentary
material that is easily eroded by high energy wave events, and by moderate
wave events if they occur during spring tides. There is no natural form of shore
protection (eg. wide equilibrium sandy beaches, cobble berms, or consolidated
formations interior to slope) to prevent or arrest progressive erosion of pre-or
post-project shore front slopes if structural shore protection is removed from the
site.
In its natural condition, prior to construction of the riprap revetments and the harbor, this
shoreline may or may not have been in dynamic equilibrium. Progressive erosion and
resulting sedimentation and turbidity would be the natural conditions that would exist in
this location if there were no shore protection. The continued maintenance and
reconstruction of shoreline protection in this location will maintain the current, modified
conditions at this location 53 .
The above analysis assesses whether the revetment would "alter" shoreline processes
from their natural state. Another baseline the Commission could use for determining
whether the revetment "alters" shoreline processes is existing conditions. The existing
conditions are not the same as natural conditions. Furthermore, the existing conditions
involve ongoing, progressive deterioration of the existing revetment. The coastal
condition with the existing revetment and with a reconstructed revetment will be different
over time. The reports by Noble Consultants54 ,55 and Jenkins and Wasyl show that a
new riprap revetment can be constructed in essentially the same footprint as the
existing revetment and such construction should be possible to accomplish in the field.
Noble Consultants and Jenkins and Wasyl further conclude that since there will be no
significant seaward encroachment by a new revetment, there will be no significant
changes from the existing coastal condition if the revetment is reconstructed. This is a
52
Scott A. Jenkins, PhD & Joseph Wasyl. 2002. Constraints and Unique Characteristics Effecting Non-Structural Shore Protection
Alternatives for the Dana Point Headlands Development and Conservation Plan. 17 November 2002.
53
California Coastal Commission. 2003. Memo from Lesley Ewing to Karl Schwing dated July 21, 2003.
54
Noble Consultants, Inc. 2001. Coastal Processes Assessment for Headlands Development and Conservation Plan. In Appendix
J Final Environmental Impact Report prepared by LSA Associates September 2001.
55 Noble Consultants, Inc. 2002. Head)ands Development and Conservation Plan, Supplemental Assessment for Shorefront
Protection Alternatives, Dana Point, CA. May 2002.
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valid conclusion for the short-term. However, over the long-term, the existing condition
is that the revetment will continue to deteriorate. Eventually the natural slides, slumps
and erosion will occur as part of the existing condition. A reconstructed revetment
would prevent these conditions from developing over the long-term. Over time, the
coastal conditions that would exist with a new riprap revetment would differ more and
more from what would exist if the existing revetment were allowed to deteriorate. Just
because the new revetment would occupy the same footprint, does not mean that the
new revetment would have the same performance or result in the same future coastal
conditions 56 .
In the evaluation of projects, the Commission often needs to consider not only the
immediate impacts from a possible action, but the longer-term effects. For new
development on bluffs and for shoreline protective structures, that is often assumed to
be 50 to 75 years, however, as noted by The Headlands Reserve LLC in its November
21, 2002 memo, "While a typical home may only have a useful life for 50 to 75 years (or
longer) the development, i.e. legal lots, infrastructure, etc. have an indefinite life as long
as improvements are maintained." Examination of The Strand Beach with and without
the proposed revetment reconstruction should begin by considering the next 50 to 75
years, but this may, in actuality, greatly underestimate the time period over which this
section of coast would be altered by the reconstruction of the existing revetment.
Even if the volume of sand at The Strand Beach has remained relatively constant from
the 1920's to present, this is no guarantee that this condition will continue for the 75 or
more years that this beach could have an armored back shore. As stated by Robert
Wiegel in his review of the submitted material 57 , "Many uncertainties are involved in
trying to predict the future, such as decadal changes in wave climate, based on a
relatively short length of time of observations; trying to know these quantitatively." In
part, because of this uncertainty, Robert Wiegel concludes that a structure should be
used along the boundary between the beach and the upland to insure long-term
protection of the upland development. This conclusion was provided within the context
that the site will be used for permanent development and that these forms of shore
protection are the most effective engineering options of the 6 proposed alternatives. It
would be equally appropriate to conclude that since "(m)any uncertainties are involved
in trying to predict the future" that it is difficult to predict whether or not shore protection
will alter shore processes in the future. Such changes could reduce shoreline sand
supply and most likely reduce access and recreational opportunities.
Shoreline change is far more common both geographically and temporally than
shoreline stasis. Acceleration in the rise in sea level or higher high water would
inundate larger amounts of the narrow wave-cut platform. Without increased sediment
inputs, the width of dry beach would be reduced in the future. This will be worsened
slightly by the cumulative reduction in sediment (averaging 1,800 cubic yards annually)
due to the armoring throughout this mini-cell.
56

California Coastal Commission. 2003. Memo from Lesley Ewing to Kart Schwing dated July 21, 2003.
Robert L. Wiegel. 2003. Peer Review of Reports on Coastal Engineering Aspects of the Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan, Dana Point, Orange County, California" 20 March, 2003, as amended on March 21, 2003 letter from Kevin
·
Darnall.
57
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During the times that the revetment is exposed to wave attack (i.e. when it is really
needed to protect the backshore ), the revetment will interact with waves and alter wave
energy dissipation and reflection from what it would be if the revetme'nt were not in
place. When the revetment is exposed to wave attack there will be changes in the
mobilization of beach sand, a reduction in beach access and impairment of recreational
opportunities from what exists when the revetment is not exposed to wave attack.
Noble Consultants (May 2002) have estimated that the new revetment will be exposed
to wave attack, on average, 21.94 days per year if the sand level stays at +8.0 feet,
MLLW. If the sand level fronting the revetment drops by one foot, the potential annual
exposure would increase to 48 days. With a two-foot drop in sand level, the potential
annual exposure would increase to almost 60 days. The drop in sand level could occur
from a continued reduction in the amount of sand getting to the beach. An apparent
drop in sand would occur if there were a rise in sea level. Either condition would
increase the amount of time that the revetment is altering coastal processes.
Surfrider Foundation has submitted photographs of the beach taken on 9 November
2002 when there was 5.5-foot high tide. It is clear that during times that the revetment
is being impacted by waves, the beach is inundated and impassible. (Attachment to 26
December 2002 letter from Michael Lewis) These impacts will increase in frequency
and significance if the sand levels drop and the revetment is exposed more regularly to
wave attack. The impacts will also increase in frequency and significance if there is a
rise in sea level or high and higher high water.

a

The existing revetment does alter coastal processes, local sand supply, beach access
and opportunities for coastal recreation when there are wave structure interactions.
These will continue in the future with either the existing revetment or a proposed new
structure. These impacts will wors'en if there is a drop in sand level or an increase in
sea level. Thus, the contemplated shoreline protective device would alter coastal
processes and is subject to the requirements of Section 30235 of the Coastal Act.

c) Necessity of Shoreline Protective Device to Protect
Offshore Habitat
The City and landowner have asserted that the existing and contemplated shoreline
protective devices are necessary to protect existing marine habitat offshore of the
Strand. The study submitted 58 hypothesizes a catastrophic landslide as a possible
result of revetment removal, followed by high turbidity from the erosion of the Strand
area, and that this turbidity would have a negative impact on the kelp beds. Although
turbidity associated with the erosion of landslides such as these certainly is likely, the
event hypothesized is the largest, most severe event that could be contemplated; more
likely is the gradual failure of the Strand area though repeated, smaller landslide events.

58

Scott Jenkins Consulting. 2002. Evaluation of coastal processes effects associated with removal of the revetment from the
Headlands Development and Conservation Plan. 72 p. report dated 2 May 2002 and signed by S. A. Jenkins and J. Wasyl.
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Aerial photographs taken in 195259 , before the revetment was constructed at the site,
show thriving kelp beds immediately offshore. Apparently, the erosion of the landslide
complex that must have been occurring prior to the construction of the revetment did not
interfere with the growth of healthy kelp beds.
Furthermore, even if a landslide were to occur, the City and landowner have provided
no empirical evidence that the landslide would in fact cause adverse impacts to the kelp
beds located offshore of the Strand. Surfrider Foundation has submitted a letter (Exhibit
9d) indicating ~he City's and landowner's analyses of the kelp forest impact issue was
reviewed by several well renowned researchers who concluded the reports submitted
by the City and landowners do not substantiate the claim that a shoreline protective
device is necessary to protect the kelp beds. The Commission concurs that no
compelling evidence has been submitted that a new shoreline protective device is
necessary in order to protect the kelp beds. 60
It should be noted that CDFG has submitted comments regarding alternatives to the
reconstruction of the revetment and potential effects on the off-shore reefs 61 (Exhibit
14a). The letter identifies potential issues regarding beach nourishment, in-lieu of a
shoreline protective device, and removal of the revetment, including the potential for a
sacrificial dune in lieu of a hardened shoreline device. In these instances, CDFG
expresses some concern regarding potential adverse effects due to turbidity and
sedimentation upon the reef and associated marine life. Given the alternatives
identified in the letter, CDFG concludes that reconstruction of the existing revetment
would be the least environmentally damaging alternative and urges the Commission to
consider impacts to marine resources in its review of alternatives for shoreline
protection.
The Commission notes that the letter does not make any assertion that a new shoreline
protective device is necessary to protect the off-shore reefs. Rather, the letter simply
states that if some kind of shoreline protection is found to be necessary, that the
alternative chosen should be one that would not lead to significant increases in turbidity
and sedimentation that would adversely impact the off-shore reefs. Furthermore, the
letter does not attempt to analyze any alternatives other than the ones specifically
mentioned in the letter. The letter does not attempt to analyze alternatives such as
other hardened structures, such as vertical walls, nor does it analyze alternatives that
may include more landward alignments of shoreline protective devices.

d) Shoreline Protection, Water Quality & Erosion
The City and landowner have argued that new water treatment and anti-erosion devices
that will improve water quality could be constructed if a new shoreline protective device
59

Continental Aerial, date 12.12.1952, images 3K49 and 3K50
Furthermore, the Commission notes that Section 30235 of the Coastal Act requires the permitting of protective devices in a very
limited, enumerated set of circumstances, and the protection of offshore habitat is not within that list.
61
California Department of Fish and Game. 2003. Alternatives to Reconstruction of the Existing Rip-Rap Revetment for the Dana
Point Headlands Development and Conservation Plan. Memorandum from Eric J. Larson, CDFG, to Karl Schwing, CCC.
60
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is allowed at the Strand. The City and landowner indicate that storm water and low flow
nuisance water from inland areas presently travels through an existing storm drain
system that passes through the former mobile home park and discharges at the
revetment onto the sandy beach at the Strand. The City and landowner indicate that
these storm water flows are presently untreated. Further, the City and landowner
indicate that the existing discharge locations are dilapidated and are causing erosion on
the beach. The City and landowner state that under the proposed LCPA, the water
flowing from inland areas, and water discharged from the new development that would
occur under the LCPA in the Strand, would be treated and discharged in a non-erosive
manner at the beach. The City and landowner assert this is only possible with the
shoreline protective device.
The Commission finds there is no substantive link between the provision of water quality
treatment, the control of erosion from storm water discharges and the need for a
protective device at the Strand. Non-structural and structure best management ·
practices to treat storm water and nuisance flows from existing development could be
implemented at the source of these existing flows. No evidence has been submitted
which demonstrates that the proposed project is the only alternative to treating existing
storm flows. Furthermore, the existing outlets could be repaired and upgraded to
address the existing erosion problem. No evidence has been submitted which
demonstrates that a new shoreline protective device is necessary to address the
existing problem. Meanwhile, no evidence has been submitted which demonstrates that
development in the Strand can only be accommodated in the manner conte~lated in
the LUP, which relies on significant grading and a shoreline protective device 2 .

e) Shoreline Protection & Public Access
The City and landowner have argued that significant public access benefits will be
conveyed to the public in conjunction with the construction of the residential
development and a shoreline protective device in the Strand. These public access
benefits would include a re-constructed public access stairway along the upcoast
boundary of the Strand, a new pedestrian accessway through the residential
development including a new path directly to the beach, a new emergency vehicle
access at the southerly portion of the Strand, various beach support facilities including
restrooms, and dedication of Strand Beach to the public. The City's informal revised
submittal also includes a public walkway lateral to the beach along the top of the
shoreline protective device/revetment. While these features would improve public
access to the Strand, none are reliant upon the reconstruction of the revetment, as
contemplated in the LCPA. Alternative alignments, setbacks and other tools could be
used to provide these same proposed amenities, while any existing facilities could be
maintained without the type and size of shoreline protective device contemplated in the
LCPA.
62

Furthermore, the Commission notes that Section 30235 of the Coastal Act requires the permitting of protective devices in a very
limited, enumerated set of circumstan~es, and the protection of water quality is not within that list.
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4. OTHER ISSUE AREAS RELATED TO HAZARDS

a) Geologic stability and coastal erosion at the Headlands
The City and landowner have investigated long-term coastal erosion rates for the
Headlands. The investigation found that erosion in the Harbor Point Area was about 10
feet during the previous 70 years. Based on this, the expected bluff retreat in this area,
over the 75-year useful economic life of the development, is less than 11 feet.
Accounting for slope stability and ongoing bluff retreat over the expected economic life
of the development, the Commission finds that a 50-foot setback from the bluff edge
would be required for any structures in the Headlands area. Other than COSE Policy
2.1 0, which describes a minimum 25-foot setback from bluff edge or a setback that
accommodates 50 years of erosion, the proposed LUP does not implement the required
50 foot setback. In order to find the LUP consistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal
Act, the LUP would have to include policies that implement a minimum 50 year
structural setback from the bluff edge at the Harbor Point Area. Thus, the Commission
requires Suggested Modification 7.

b) Infiltration at the Headlands and the Strand
Although slope stability is of limited concern in the Headlands/Harbor Point promontory
area, at least as compared to the Strand area, the relatively low global factors of safety
for the Headlands/Harbor Point promontory bluffs, the presence of the two moderately
large, active, landslides at the northern and southern end of the site, and on-going
surficial slumping all indicate that caution is in order. Accordingly, development should
be set back at least 50 feet from the bluff edge as recommended above. In addition, it
would be prudent to limit the infiltration of ground water throughout the site, but
especially close to the bluff edge and in the vicinity of the mapped inactive faults. In
these areas, especially, the use of infiltration as a water quality BMP is not appropriate.
Further, irrigation should be kept to a minimum to limit the increase in ground water
levels that commonly accompany residential development in southern California. The
LUP must include policies that directly address these issues. Similarly, due to the
instability of the Strand area, it is especially important to limit the build up of ground
water in either the natural landslide deposits or in any fill slopes constructed at the site.
Fill slopes should have adequate drain systems, and the infiltration of ground water
should be kept to a minimum. In the Strand area, the use of infiltration as a water
quality BMP is not appropriate. Further, irrigation should be kept to a minimum to limit
the increase in ground water levels that commonly accompany residential development
in southern California. To be approvable, any proposed LUP amendment must include
policies that directly address these issues. Thus, the Commission requires Suggested
Modifications 7, 50, and 77.
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c) Other Revisions
Furthermore, to address hazards issues, the LUP would need to incorporate revisions,
including but not limited to, the following:
o
o

o

o

o
o
o
o

o
o

Prohibit new development in hazardous areas where adequate factors of safety
cannot be achieved;
Only the least environmentally damaging feasible alternative should be used for
hazard remediation and stabilization;
Land divisions should be prohibited that would create lots that are subject to
flooding, erosion and geologic hazards or that would have other significant
adverse, including cumulative, impacts upon coastal resources;
All applications for new development on a beach, bluff or bluff top should be
accompanied by a geologic and wave uprush hazards analysis;
Hazards analyses for shoreline development should incorporate anticipated
future changes in sea level;
New development on a beach or bluff should be sited outside the anticipated
hazard area;
Shoreline and bluff protection structures to protect new development should be
prohibited;
Shoreline and bluff protection to protect ancillary or accessory development
should be prohibited;
Where shoreline protection structures can be justified, the feasible alternative
that minimizes impacts upon sandy beaches must be used;
Property owners voluntarily developing in hazardous areas should be required to
record deed restrictions against their property that prohibit future shoreline
protection and require the landowner to assume the risks of developing in a
hazardous area.

Thus, the Commission requires Suggested Modifications 17, 57, 58, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65, 66 and 67.

5. HAZARDS,BALANCED
The discussion above has highlighted the inconsistencies the proposed LUP would
have with Coastal Act policies pertaining to hazards. In some instances, the
Commission has been able to resolve the issue through various suggested
modifications. However, an LUP that would allow the reconstruction of a shoreline
protective device to protect new development cannot be found consistent with Sections
30235 or 30253 of the Coastal Act. Nevertheless, as described in the balancing
analysis in these findings, the Commission has found that, given various factors, the
LUP would be most protective of coastal resources by allowing development within the
Strand with a development footprint that necessitates shoreline protection. A project
incorporating shoreline protection must contain features that mitigate the impacts
caused by the project. Fqr instance, any shoreline protective device must be aligned,
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on average, 5 feet landward of the existing revetment. In addition, the device must not
exceed the height (+17 feet NGVD) of the existing revetment. In order to implement the
allowance for shoreline protection and to require associated mitigation, the Commission
has required Suggested Modifications 54, 55, 58, and 59.

C. SHORELINE AND COASTAL RESOURCE ACCESS
Coastal Act Sections 30210 through 30214 are the predominant polices that will be
used to evaluate the conformance of the LUP with the access requirements within the
Coastal Act. Sections 30210 through 30214 of the Coastal Act establish, among other
things, that public coastal access opportunities must be maximized, that development
must not be allowed to interfere with certain rights of public access, that public facilities
must generally be distributed throughout the City's coastal zone, that lower cost visitor
serving opportunities must be protected and encouraged, and that public access can be
regulated in terms of time, place, and manner. Section 30252 of the Coastal Act
requires that new development should maintain and enhance public access to the
coast.
The proposed LUP contemplates providing public access to the coast in a variety of
ways including a trail network linking the major land use areas on the site, public
pedestrian access from the existing County parking lot in the Strand to Strand Beach,
the dedication of the presently privately owned area of Strand Beach to the public; and
the dedication of other open space. The public access components contemplated in the
LUP would significantly enhance public access to the coast. However, there are
components of the proposal that raise significant public access issues under Chapter 3
of the Coastal Act. First, the proposed LUP contemplates the construction of a
shoreline protective device to protect new development in the Strand that could cause
immediate and long term adverse impacts upon the public's ability to access the
shoreline. Second, the proposal contemplates the prohibition of public vehicular access
to the beach through the residential development in the Strand. Third, the proposed
LUP raises concerns relative to the absence of procedures and timing to control
implementation of the public access components of development in the Headlands
area.

1. SHORELINE PROTECTIVE DEVICES & PUBLIC ACCESS
Section 30211 of the Coastal Act states that development shall not interfere with the
public's right of access to the sea where such rights were acquired through legislative
authorization or use. Section 30210 of the Coastal Act requires that access be
maximized and recreational opportunities provided. Section 30213 of the Coastal Act
requires the protection and, and where feasible, provision of lower cost visitor and
recreation facilities. Shoreline protective devices can have adverse impacts upon public
access in several ways. First, the shoreline protective device can occupy sandy beach
area, prohibiting the use of that area by the public. Second, shoreline protective
devices permanently fix the back of the beach which leads to narrowing and eventual
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disappearance of the beach in front of the structure. Third, shoreline protective devices
contribute to the sustained erosion of the beach during the winter season and impair the
ability of the public beach to rebuild through accretion during the summer season.
Fourth, shoreline protective devices can exacerbate erosion of the resultant narrow
public beach area by accelerating erosion of the beach and by increasing the time that
the public beach is covered by ocean waters.
The proposed LUP would allow the construction of a shoreline protective device along
the Strand. There presently is an existing revetment along the Strand that was
constructed in the 1950s. The development contemplated in the proposed LUP
necessitates the complete removal of the existing revetment and the construction of a
new one. The City's informal submittal adds an allowance for the replacement of the
old revetment in a modified form that, regardless, is still a new shoreline protective
device because it would be completely removed and reconstructed. The LUP
specifically calls for the reconstruction of a revetment, with no allowance for the
consideration of other types of shoreline protective devices. The LUP would prohibit
seaward encroachment of the new shoreline protective device, compared with the
footprint of the existing device, except for public access and public safety.
It should be noted that the beach above the mean high tide line is presently privately
owned. The proposed LUP would designate the beach as public recreation open space,
thus, the City intends for the beach to be transferred into the public domain in
association with allowing the development contemplated in the proposed LUP.
However, as will be more fully explained below, the LUP contains no strong mechanism
to ensure that this transferal occurs. Furthermore, the proposed LUP which would allow
a revetment to be constructed to protect new development is inconsistent with Section
30253 of the Coastal Act.
The policies in the LUP that contemplate a revetment are also inconsistent with Section
30213 of the Coastal Act. By allowing a revetment to be constructed, the LUP policies
will extend the period of time over which the back beach will be fixed by a shoreline
protective device. According to The Coast of California Storm and Tidal Waves Study
for Orange County the beach retreat rate in this area is about 0.07 to 0.19 ft/yr. The
Strand beach is at about its maximum holding capacity for sand, meaning that the
beach cannot widen by moving seaward. The beach has been held at its current
location since the 1950's when the current revetment was installed. Assuming that the
shoreline had not been armored, and assuming that there would not have been a
massive slide during the past 50 years, the current back beach line would be
approximately 10 feet further landward than it is now (0.2 ft/yr x 50 years). Over the
next 75 years, which is the anticipated economic life of development, the shoreline
could be expected to retreat an additional 15 feet, with the same assumptions (Exhibit
10a). However, with the back beach fixed by a shoreline protective device, the beach
cannot grow landward.
Furthermore, changes in sea level can affect beach width. Estimates for future
inundation by a change in sea level depend upon the existing slope of the beach
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seaward of the revetment and the amount that sea level is expected to change. Based
on information provided by the 26 March 2002 survey by Hunsaker and Associates, the
applicant has updated the information on shoreline slope from 1:20 or 1:30 (as
presented in the FEIR, Appendix J) to only 1:10. A steeper beach will have less beach
lost to inundation that will a more gently sloping beach, for the same amount of sea
level rise. For example, a 1 foot rise in sea level would inundate a 30 foot wide strip of
beach if the beach slope were 1:30, but only 10 feet for a slope of 1:10. In the earlier
staff report, it was noted that a 0.66 feet rise in sea level would result in a loss of 20 feet
of active beach; however, using the Hunsaker survey results, this same rise in sea level
would inundate a strip of beach only 6.6 feet wide. As stated in the December 3, 2003
letter from Noble Consultants, "Assuming for sake of argument staffs estimate for
design sea level rise of 0.6 feet over the next 75 years, ... the potential additional
"inundated" beach width is merely 6 feet."
The amount of beach that will be inundated is sensitive to the beach slope, as just
noted, and also to the vertical change in sea level. There is a high amount of
uncertainty as to future sea level rise. The 0.6 or 0.66 foot rise over the next 75 years
was used for the design component of the revetment, to provide some assurance that
the revetment will be stable for foreseeable future conditions. However, the current
projections for future sea level rise, from the 2001 International Panel on Climate
Change, estimates that by 2080 there could be a global change in sea level between
63
0.24 and 2.05 feet (Footnote 1). For the 1:10 beach slope at Dana Point, a rise in sea
level would inundate a strip of beach, ranging in width from 2.4 feet to 20.5 feet,
depending on the extend of future sea level change. This range is based on model
results from 7 different models and 35 different emission scenarios. The average of the
models for all scenarios for 2080, ranges from 0.65 to 1.18 feet, resulting in the future
inundation of a beach strip between 6.5 and 11.8 feet wide. The possible change in sea
level rise by 2080 is dependant upon numerous factors (population growth and fuel
consumption are two key unknowns) and it is not possible to put a higher certainty on
one amount of sea level rise than another. Philip Williams and Associated used a
middle value within the range of the averages, estimating that by 2080, sea level would
be approximately 0.98 feet higher than today, resulting in inundation of an additional 9.8
feet of beach. The applicant has chosen to analyze inundation, based on the lowest
part of the range of possible changes in sea level. The most likely range of inundation
64
is from 6.5 feet to 11.8 feet and the probable range is from 2.4 feet to 20.5 feet ; the
possible range is even larger and is not considered by the IPCC in its analysis.
The beach will become narrower over time. Waves will inundate the dry beach and
interact with the shoreline protective device more regularly, thus the beach will be
available to the public for progressively smaller periods of time until at some point the
beach becomes so narrow and so regularly inundated that no dry sandy beach is
available to the public. Thus, the policies that allow the construction of the revetment
63

IPCC 2001, Figure 11.12 and Letter Report by Dr. Jenkins, 19 December 2003. These changes in sea level is based on the
range from all the models and scenarios, including uncertainties in land-ice changes, permafrost changes and sediment deposition,
but does not allow for uncertainly relating to ice-dynamical changes in the West Antarctic ice sheet.
64
This estimate is based only on the change in water elevation relative to the existing beach, and does not account for possible
shifts in sediment on the shoreface to otherwise modify the location of the shoreline.
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will allow development that progressively destroys a lower cost visitor and recreational
facility, the sandy beach, which is inconsistent with Section 30213 of the Coastal Act,
thus the proposed LUP, as submitted, must be denied.
Also, as noted above, the LUP specifically calls for the construction of a revetment .
along the Strand to protect the proposed development. It should be noted that if the
Commission were to find it possible to approve an LUP that would allow the
construction of a shoreline protective device along the Strand, for instance by using the
balancing provisions of the Act, the LUP would need to include provisions that would
allow for an analysis of alternative shoreline protective device designs with the goal of
minimizing the amount of sandy beach occupied by that device. The discussion above
notes that the existing revetment has fixed the back beach along the Strand since the
1950's, based on back beach retreat rates for the area, the current back beach line
would be approximately 10 feet further landward than it is now. Over the next 75 years,
the shoreline could be expected to retreat an additional 15 feet, with the same
assumptions. If a shoreline protective device were to be constructed along the Strand,
ideally designs should be considered that would establish a back beach line consistent
with where the back beach line would have been had the beach existed in its natural
condition. For instance, the analysis could consider more landward alignments of the
shoreline protective device to gain more beach area. The proposed LUP lacks such
policies.
Since submittal of the LCP amendment, the landowner has undertaken studies to
investigate the feasibility of placing a revetment in a more landward alignment than the
existing revetment. In one of their analytical iterations (see landowner studies circa
November 2002), the landowner investigated the feasibility of setting the development
back an adequate distance to avoid need for a shoreline protective device to protect the
development. These studies determined that it would be technically feasible to
establish an alignment that, in the post-construction condition, would result in a
bluff/slope toe from 80 to 160 feet landward than the existing toe. Thus, an additional
80 to 160 feet of beach width would be available to the public. However, those same
studies concluded that construction-phase stability issues would make this alternative
infeasible.
In their most recent analysis (see landowner studies circa December 2003), the
landowner has indicated that a revetment could be placed up to 10 feet landward of the
existing revetment. Due to tapering of the structure to provide connections to the
adjacent revetment, their latest design would result in an average gain of 5 feet of
beach width, rather than the full 10 feet achieved at the apex of the setback.
Commission staff have reviewed the landowner's analyses and concluded that the full
10-foot setback could be achieved over a greater length of the structure by using
different methods for tapering and/or making a connection with the existing revetment.
The balancing section of these findings indicate the reasons that an LUP can be
approved that would allow the construction of a shoreline protective device to protect
new development in the Strand. However, the policies supplied in the LUP, as
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submitted, are not adequate to constrain the terms of allowing the shoreline protective
device to those identified in these findings. Thus, the Commission requires suggested
modifications 3 and 58, among others, to implement these constraints. Furthermore, it
has been demonstrated that it is feasible to set the shoreline protective device landward
of the existing alignment in a manner that provides an adequate factor of safety for the
development and provides additional sandy beach area that would be available for use
by the public. However, the analyses have not been conclusive regarding the maximum
potential setback in order to maximize the availability of sandy beach (Exhibit 10e) in the
context of a project that consists of 1) the construction of 75 homes in the Strand; 2) the
provision of vertical and lateral public accessways in the Strand; and 3) achieves
required factors of safety over the life of the project. Also, the information submitted by
the landowner to date indicate that the landowner does not intend to remove the
portions of the existing revetment that would be located seaward of the reconstructed
shoreline protective device. If rocks and other debris from the existing revetment are
left in place, these materials could become exposed over time and become an
impediment or hazard to public access. Finally, due to the relatively narrow area of dry
sandy beach available to beach users at this location (present and future), it is important
to strictly control the types of structures that may be placed there which occupy sandy
beach. Thus, the Commission requires Suggested Modifications 20, 35, 58, 59, and 84,
among others.
Also, if LUP policies were to allow a shoreline protective device along the Strand, such
development must be accompanied by alternative lateral access along the beach, in a
location protected from tidal action, such as immediately on top of and inland of the
shoreline protective device. This lateral access would allow the public to enjoy the
shoreline at times that tidal action prevents or severely limits public access to and along
the sandy beach. The proposed LUP lacks policies to implement this lateral access
component which is necessary to assure public access to and along the shoreline.
The City and landowner have submitted an informal proposal that partially addresses
the lateral access issue identified above. This proposal would incorporate a narrow
pedestrian path along the top of the revetment. This proposal would address the lateral
access issue to a certain extent in that it provides the identified access, however, the
proposal doesn't address the need for gathering areas, such as picnic tables, necessary
to offset the loss of access to sandy beach. Therefore, the Commission has made
suggested modifications to address the issues identified above, which allows the
Commission to find the LUP, with the modifications, consistent with the public access
policies of the Coastal Act.

2. GATING OF THE RESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT
The residential area contemplated by the proposed LUP in the Strand would be located
between Selva Road (a public road) and the sea 65 . The proposed LUP does not contain
any explicit policy that prohibits public vehicular access through the proposed residential
65

Note that Selva Road is not identifie_d on the Commission's post-certification map as the 'first public road', presumably because
the road is not continuous. Rather, the more landward Pacific Coast Highway is identified as the first public road.
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area. This prohibition is more directly carried out in the IP (i.e. the Headlands POD),
however, the issue is discussed here in detail.
Presently, there is no public vehicular access near the sandy beach in the Headlands
area, nor in nearby surrounding areas. Rather, beach access is limited to pedestrian
access. Under the proposed LUP, similar types of pedestrian beach access would be
provided from the County parking lot above Strand beach. The lack of vehicular access
near to the beach limits the use of those beach areas to individuals capable of long,
steep descents and ascents to and from the beach. Where feasible and opportunities
arise to remedy a limitation on public access, such limitations should be addressed.
The proposed LUP contemplates the construction of a residential neighborhood,
including a road network, that could provide, at minimum, a drop-off area for the public
near the sandy beach that would be accessible by vehicle. Upon completion of drop-off,
the driver could return to the existing County parking lot.
The City and landowner have expressed concerns regarding public vehicular access to
a drop off in this area. First, the City and landowner have indicated that the roads
contemplated in the Strand residential area are narrow and are not designed to
accommodate traffic beyond that anticipated for the residents and guests of the
neighborhood. Also, the City and landowner have suggested that opening the road
network to public vehicles will suggest that there is public parking available along those
streets. Once drivers realize they cannot park, they will need to turn around, leading to
traffic congestion in the neighborhood and possible safety concerns for the pedestrians
traveling along the public pedestrian pathway that is proposed through the Strand.
The Commission generally does not sanction exclusivity in the coastal zone by allowing
gated development between public roads and the beach. Gated neighborhoods
adjacent to the beach give an impression that the beach is also private. However, the
circumstances at this site suggest that gating the residential area to public vehicles
would not result in an adverse impact upon the public's ability to access the beach. For
instance, the presence of the large County parking Jot that accommodates public
parking makes it clear there are public access opportunities present. Appropriate
signage and visual cues to pedestrians would further minimize adverse impacts.
Specific LUP policies to implement these mitigation measures are necessary.
Nevertheless, the absence of, at minimum, a drop off near beach level within a new
street network that could feasibly provide such access is an adverse impact, a clear
failure to maximize access (3021 0), and a failure to provide access in new development
(30212). Thus, the LUP, as submitted, must be denied.
The City and landowner have identified alternative types of access that will allow
individuals of all physical abilities to access the beach. Under the City and Landowner's
informal submittal, City staff added language to the Urban Design Element of the LUP
that would explicitly allow gating of the Strand residential community to vehicles
provided that mechanized access from the existing County parking lot to Strand Beach,
in the form of an inclined elevator/funicular, is included as part of the plan. Given the
circumstances unique to this site, the Commission finds this alternative acceptable,
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provided that additional policies are included in the LUP to assure adequate public
access. For instance, the LUP must provide clear mechanisms triggering the
requirement to construct the mechanized access and the period by which it must be
available to the public, as well as an appropriate management entity, operation and
maintenance plan, and cost controls to assure the system is available to the public
during reasonable time periods for a reasonable cost, and contingency measures if the
mechanized access is unavailable to the public. Furthermore, LUP policies that
mandate appropriate signage and visual cues to clearly demarcate the public pedestrian
path through the neighborhood to the beach, as well as strict controls limiting changes
to the management of the County parking lot that would discourage the public from
using that public parking lot must be incorporated. Therefore, the Commission requires
Suggested Modifications 10, 18, 21, 22, 23 and 26.

3. TRAFFIC/EFFECTS OF GRADING EXPORT ON PUBLIC ACCESS/
The landowner has indicated that the suggested modifications requiring avoidance of all
but 3.75 acres of ESHA and the re-alignment of the shoreline protective device
landward of the alignment of the existing revetment will necessitate export of
approximately 550,000 cubic yards of soil from the site, which, under the proposal
wouldn't have been exported. The landowner anticipates that this export will
necessitate approximately 44,000 truck trips one-way (88,000 round-trip) over a 10month period. The landowner has indicated these truck trips will have a significant
adverse impact upon public access in the form of traffic upon public roads that provide
public access to the coast during the construction phase of the project.
The Commission acknowledges that the required export would have temporary adverse
impacts upon public access to the coast in the vicinity of the project during project
construction. However, it must be emphasized that this impact is temporary, while the
alternative (no export/grading balanced on-site) would result in permanent adverse
impacts upon both ESHA and public access. Under the no export alternative, the
project would have an additional 3.5 acres of impact upon ESHA in the bowl/Upper
Headlands area of the project site. In addition, if the shoreline protective device is not
moved landward of its present position, there will permanently be a smaller area of
sandy beach available to the public for recreational use. The Commission finds that the
temporary (10-month) impact is preferable, given the alternative results in permanent,
irreversible impacts upon both ESHA and public access.
Furthermore, it should be noted that the City and landowner have failed to factor in the
net effect of the suggested modifications with respect to traffic impacts and the hotel.
Under the suggested modifications, approximately 110,000 square feet of
commercial/hotel use that is presently within the proposal would not be allowed. This
commercial/hotel use has a traffic demand of 540 daily trips (see Exhibit 6a) that over a
10-month period would generate approximately 160,000 trips. This is more than double
the traffic impact that the 10-month grading operation would have. In addition, the traffic
impact would be continuous, on the order of 197,000 trips per year, for as long as the
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commercial/hotel operates. These long-term permanent traffic impacts would not occur
under the suggested modifications. Thus, over the long-term, the suggested
modifications result in less traffic impacts than with the City/landowner proposal.

4. SCHEDULE FOR PROVISION OF PUBLIC ACCESS COMPONENTS
The proposed LUP purports to provide extensive public access amenities such as the
dedication of Strand Beach, a public trail network and accessways to the beach, as well
as various public open space areas. However, the LUP only contains relatively
unspecific narrative in the Conservation Open Space Element regarding the need to
prepare an open space program for the creation and management of the public access
program. The fact the Headlands area is presently owned by a single landowner
currently simplifies the implementation of an open space plan. However, the existing
subdivision makes it possible for individual or groups of parcels to be transferred to
· another landowner. If such a transfer were to occur, the procedures and timing
necessary to implement the public access components would become more complex.
In addition, the LUP Jacks a certain amount of specificity in the policies relative to the
location of public access amenities. In these cases, the Commission finds that the
proposed LUP lacks sufficient detail regarding the location, timing and mechanisms for
implementing the open space program and its public access amenities. The LUP must
contain policies that identify a trigger for dedication of public access and open space
areas and the phasing by which the various public access and open space amenities
must be open to the public. Some of these measures are contained in the proposed
POD, but without corresponding provisions in the LUP, it is not possible to assess
whether those provisions conform with the LUP. These and other policies must be
incorporated into the LUP to assure that the public access and open space amenities
are transferred into the public domain and made available for public use in a timely way.
Therefore, the Commission requires Suggested Modifications 9, 10, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30
and 31.

5. PARKING
Applicable Coastal Act policies include Sections 30212.5 and 30252. Section 30212.5
requires that visitor serving public facilities, such as parking be distributed to prevent
any one area from becoming overcrowded. Section 30252 requires that the location
and amount of new development should maintain and enhance public access to the
coast by providing adequate parking or other substitute means of serving the
development with public transportation.
The proposed LUP contains policies that address parking in a very general way, but
fails to focus on specific issues, such as a requirement that new development provide
adequate parking on-site. In order to address the lack of specificity, the Commission
requires Suggested Modification 14. In addition, the LUP doesn't contain adequate
policies to protect public ~arking and control rates and periods of use such that the
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public is encouraged to utilize the public parking. Therefore, the Commission requires
Suggested Modifications 14, 18 and 21.

6. OTHER ACCESS ISSUES
The LUP policies, as submitted, do not contain adequate specificity relative to the
required alignment of public trails. In order to address this issue, the Commission
requires Suggested Modifications 9 and 10.
The proposed LUP policies don't address temporary events and how they must be
controlled. If not properly controlled in terms of quantity, duration, location, among other
issues, temporary events can have adverse public access impacts, as well as adverse
visual and biological resource impacts. Therefore, the LUP must contain provisions that
require controls on temporary events. Thus, the Commission requires Suggested
Modification 19.
The proposed LUP identifies a variety of public access facilities distributed throughout
the development, such as trails, parking and restrooms. However, certain areas are
lacking adequate public access support facilities. For instance, there are no restrooms
located at the southerly area of Strand Beach. The City and landowner have agreed to
address these issues in the manner described in Suggested Modifications 35 and 84.

D. RECREATIONAL AND VISITOR SERVING FACILITIES
Coastal Act Sections 30212.5, 30213, 30221, 30222, and 30223 address the provision
of recreation and visitor serving facilities in the coastal zone. Section 30212.5 requires
that visitor serving public facilities, such as parking be distributed to prevent any one
area from becoming overcrowded. Section 30213 requires that lower cost visitor
serving facilities will be protected, encouraged, and were feasible provided. Section
30221 states that oceanfront land suitable for recreational use will be protected for
recreational use and development unless present and foreseeable future demand for
public or commercial recreational activities that could be accommodated on the property
is already adequately provided in the area. Section 30222 requires that private lands
suitable for visitor-serving commercial recreational uses designed to enhance public
opportunities for coastal recreation will have priority over private residential, general
industrial, or general commercial development, but not over agriculture or
coastal-dependent industry. Section 30223 requires that upland areas necessary to
support coastal recreational uses shall be preserved for such uses, where feasible.
The proposed LUP raises several concerns with the Coastal Act. The first is reserving
appropriate land in the Headlands area to provide visitor overnight accommodations
and appurtenant visitor serving uses consistent with Section 30223 of the Coastal Act.
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Another issue is the provision of lower cost visitor recreation facilities, in particular, the
provision of lower cost overnight accommodations.
The findings herein discuss the presence of ESHA in the Headlands area and the
proposal to designate 2.8 acres of land that contains ESHA for visitor/recreation
commercial land use near the intersection of Green Lantern and Cove Road. The LUP
targets this area for a 65-90 room inn and associated visitor serving commercial
amenities. Construction of the hotel would result in the destruction of ESHA, which
would be inconsistent with Section 30240 of the Coastal Act. Thus, the location
contemplated in the LUP for a hotel and the policies enabling construction of the hotel in
that location are inconsistent with the Chapter 3 policy protection of ESHA (30240).
The Headlands area is the last large, mostly vacant, privately owned area of land in the
coastal zone in the City of Dana Point, and among the largest vacant privately owned
lands in coastal Orange County66 . The Headlands is also one of the few significant
areas of land that has ocean frontage. There are significant portions of the site that
contain ESHA which must be protected from development that would disturb the ESHA.
However, there remain significant portions of land on the site that are developable with
more intense uses, such as within the bowl area of the site. There are also
opportunities for development within the Strand, provided such development can be
undertaken consistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act, or otherwise found
consistent with the Coastal Act using a balancing approach. In order to advance
Coastal Act goals relative to the provision of visitor serving commercial and recreation
oriented facilities, the City must carefully consider identifying a suitable location within
the Headlands area for visitor serving overnight accommodations that avoids impacts
upon ESHA. Furthermore, the City should strongly consider providing various types of
accommodations, including lower cost oriented accommodations.
At the Headlands, the protection of ESHA is of paramount importance, with respect to
the provision and siting of development, including visitor-serving development that is
encouraged under the Coastal Act. Thus, the Commission is denying the visitor
recreation commercial/luxury inn use at the location contemplated. While the
Commission encourages the City to seek alternative locations within the Headlands for
visitor serving, overnight and lower-cost overnight accommodations, such as in the
bowl/Upper Headlands or Strand (or along Pacific Coast Highway in the case of lowercost overnight accommodations), the Commission is not making a finding herein that
the absence of those facilities at the Headlands renders the plan un-approvable under
Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Rather, at the Headlands, the plan would be in closer
keeping with Coastal Act policy by providing these facilities, in addition to or in-lieu of
the lower priority residential uses that are contemplated in the bowl/Upper Headlands
and the Strand.

68
Bolsa Chica in Huntington Beach and Banning Ranch in the Newport Beach area are larger at approximately 308 and 412 acres,
respectively.
·
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Also, under Goal 2 of the LUE, Policy 2.11 67 is written in a manner which suggests that
the only areas of the Headlands suitable for visitor-serving commercial recreational
(VRC) development would be those areas along Pacific Coast Highway and Street of
the Green Lantern. As discussed above, there are other areas of the Headlands that
would be suitable for such uses, such as within the bowl/Upper Headlands and in the
Strand. In this case, the City and landowner have chosen the areas identified. In the
case of Street of the Green Lantern, this is a reference to the VRC/hotel site, which the
Commission has found to be an inappropriate site for any use that is incompatible with
the continuance of the ESHA located there. A VRC use would be incompatible with the
preservation of the ESHA, thus, the LUE policy must be modified. Furthermore, as
noted above, the sites identified in the policy are not the only ones suitable for such
uses. Thus, the Commission requires Suggested Modification 1.

E. VISUAL RESOURCES
Section 30251 of Coastal Act provides the principal policy for evaluating the visual
aspects of the proposed LUP for conformance with the Coastal Act. Section 30251
states that the scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and
protected as a resource of public importance. Development should be sited and
designed to protect public views to and along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to
minimize the alteration of natural landforms, to be visually compatible with the character
of surrounding areas, and to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded
areas, where feasible.
As noted elsewhere, the proposed LUP contemplates the construction of a revetment
along Strand Beach. The shoreline protective device contemplated would be visible
above the sand line in varying degrees during different periods of the year. During
summer, when there tends to be more sand on the beach, more of the revetment would
be covered, than during winter when less sand is available to cover the revetment. In
either case, the revetment would be visible by the public visiting the beach, as well as
from more distant view points. Rather than visually upgrading the views that are
presently degraded by the existing revetment, the proposed LUP would perpetuate the
presence of the revetment. Thus, views would not be upgraded, but would continue to
be degraded in a manner inconsistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act.
Section 30251 of the Coastal Act requires that landform alteration be minimized in new
development. One purpose of minimizing landform alteration is to maintain the
aesthetic qualities of the coastal zone. Minimization of landform alteration and grading
also addresses other Chapter 3 Coastal Act objectives such as protecting habitat which
is discussed elsewhere in these findings. Techniques to minimize landform alteration
include designing new subdivisions to avoid changing significant landforms and avoiding
geologically hazardous areas such as landslides and steep slopes where significant
grading would be required to develop those areas. The project contemplated in the
67

Policy 2.11 appears to be incorrectly numbered in the LCP amendment, and should be Policy 2.10 unless the suggested
modifications necessitate a different numerical identifier.
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LCPA would necessitate more than two million (2,000,000) cubic yards of grading
(Exhibit 7b). This grading would be necessary to prepare the Strand bluff face for
residential development, including geologic remediation. In addition, a majority of the
material cut from the Strand would be placed into the bowl area of the site, and graded
into pads that would provide ocean views from the residential lots to be located in that
area. The bluffs and the bowl constitute natural landforms that would be substantially
altered by this grading. Thus, by allowing significant landform alteration, the proposed
LUP is inconsistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal Act.
However, the Commission has found that, given various factors, the proposal is onbalance the most protective of coastal resources overall (see balancing findings).
Nevertheless, certain policies must be modified to control the circumstances under
which the visual resource impacts may occur. Therefore, the Commission requires
Suggested Modification 29.
Also, the proposed LUP identifies several important public view points from various
proposed public areas including views from the Hilltop Park and the Strand Vista Park.
The City and landowner have claimed that the proposed LCP would provide new public
viewing opportunities to and along the shoreline. However, the proposed LUP would
allow significant grading that would alter the existing topography within the Strand and
the bowl areas of the property. The City and landowner have asserted that, even
though the land seaward of the proposed viewing areas would be developed, the
proposed LCP would maintain public views. The IP contains building height limits
(based on finished grade) and a conceptual grading plan that together are intended to
implement the proposed view preservation. However, there are no policies in the LUP
which mandate a particular grading plan or development configuration. Thus, the
grading plan could change in a way that subsequently changes the heights of the
structures to be placed on that land, subsequently causing impacts upon views from the
proposed public viewing areas. Alternatively, in order to minimize landform alteration, it
may be necessary to implement different structural heights rather than changing those
heights by changing the landform. In order to avoid adverse impacts on public views,
the LUP must contain policies which mandate the preservation of public views from the
various designated areas and outline with some specificity the kind of view that must be
preserved (e.g. white water views of the ocean, views of the sandy beach, distant views
of the ocean, etc.). In absence of such specificity, the LUP is inconsistent with Section
30251 of the Coastal Act and must be denied. The following Suggested Modifications
address these issues: 4, 5, 6, 8, 27, 28, 29, 34, 36, and 37.
Therefore, for the reasons stated the LUP, as submitted, is not in conformance with nor
does it meet the requirements of the Coastal Act and must be denied. With suggested
modifications, the Commission finds the LUPin conformance with the Coastal Act.

F. WATER AND MARINE RESOURCES
Marine related policies contained in the Coastal Act are principally found in Sections
30230 through 30236. These policies along with other applicable policies will be used
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to evaluate the conformance of the LUP with the Coastal Act. In general the marine
related policies of the Coastal Act mandate that marine resources shall be maintained,
enhanced, and where feasible, restored. Furthermore, they require that the biological
productivity and quality of coastal waters be maintained, and, where feasible, restored,
for optimum populations of marine organisms and the protection of human health.
These policies also require that the marine environment be protected from hazardous
materials, limit the fill of coastal waters to eight enumerated uses, and require that the
least environmentally damaging feasible alternative be implemented and that feasible
mitigation be provided where such fill is to occur.
New development often results in an increase in impervious surface, which in turn
decreases the infiltrative function and capacity of existing permeable land on project
sites. The reduction in permeable surface therefore leads to an increase in the volume
and velocity of stormwater runoff that can be expected to leave the site. Runoff from
impervious surfaces results in increased erosion and sedimentation.
Further, pollutants commonly found in runoff associated with new development include:
petroleum hydrocarbons such as oil and grease from vehicles;
heavy metals;
synthetic organic chemicals including paint and household cleaners;
soap and dirt from washing vehicles;
dirt and vegetation from yard maintenance;
litter and organic matter;
fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides from household gardening or more
intensive agricultural land use;
nutrients from wastewater discharge, animal waste and crop residue; and
bacteria and pathogens from wastewater discharge and animal waste.
The discharge of these pollutants to coastal waters can cause cumulative impacts such
as:
eutrophication and anoxic conditions resulting in fish kills and diseases and the
alteration of aquatic habitat, including adverse changes to species composition and
size;
excess nutrients causing algae blooms and sedimentation increasing turbidity,
which both reduce the penetration of sunlight needed by aquatic vegetation that provide
food and cover for aquatic species;
disruptions to the reproductive cycle of aquatic species;
acute and sublethal toxicity in marine organisms leading to adverse changes in
reproduction and feeding behavior; and
human diseases such as hepatitis and dysentery.
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These impacts degrade marine resources by reducing the biological productivity and the
quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, estuaries, and lakes, and reducing
optimum populations of marine organisms and have adverse impacts on human health.
The Commission recognizes that it shares responsibility for protecting coastal water The
Commission recognizes that it shares responsibility for protecting coastal water quality
from the impacts of development at Dana Point Headlands with the San Diego Regional
Water Quality Control Board (Regional Board). The Regional Board regulates the
discharge of stormwater and urban runoff from the municipal separate storm sewers
operated by the municipalities of southern Orange County through its municipal
stormwater permit entitled Waste Discharge Requirements for discharges of urban
runoff from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s) Draining the Watersheds
of the County of Orange, the Incorporated Cities of Orange County, and the Orange
County Flood Control District within the San Diego Region approved in February 2002.
This order provides extensive guidance regarding the types of development that are
most likely to cause water quality impacts, selection of appropriate best management
practices (BMPs) and requirements for water quality management plans. Suggested
Modification 41 (WQ2) would make the requirements of the southern Orange County
municipal stormwater permit part of the standard of review for coastal development at
Dana Point Headlands
Tentative tract maps and/or master coastal development permits should be developed
by a plan to identify an overall program of BMPs to mitigate (infiltrate, filter or treat)
polluted runoff generated by the development. Suggested Modification 42 (WQ3)
provides specifically for the requirement of Best Management Practices (BMPs) related
to siting and design of the project and the post-construction phase BMPs to mitigate the
long-term effects of the project. It is based on the Commission's finding that all
development has the potential to impact water quality, and that site design and source
control measures can often mitigate such impacts, decreasing the need for structural
·treatment controls.
When development can be sited and designed with water quality in mind, new
impervious surfaces can be minimized. The benefits of reducing impervious surfaces
have been documented by studies throughout the country (e.g., The Practice of
Watershed Protection, Center for Watershed Protection, 2000). Impervious land
coverage is becoming an accepted environmental indicator for water pollution. Recent
findings show that when paving and other impervious surfaces exceed 10 percent of the
watershed, coastal ecosystems begin to deteriorate. Numerous water quality reference
documents (e.g., Start at the Source, BASMAA 2002) provide sound evidence as to the
importance and success of site planning as the first step towards protecting water
quality. Additionally, adequate site design and source control measures may eliminate
the need for structural treatment controls, decreasing the cost to the applicant, while still
protecting water quality.
Critical to the successful function of post-construction structural BMPs in removing
pollutants in stormwater, is the application of appropriate design standards for sizing
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BMPs. The majority of runoff is generated from small storms because most storms are
small. Additionally, storm water runoff typically conveys a disproportionate amount of
pollutants in the initial period that runoff is generated during a storm event. Designing
BMPs for the small, more frequent storms, rather than for the large infrequent storms,
results in improved BMP performance at lower cost.
Several California Regional Water Quality Control Boards have selected the 85th
percentile storm event as a design storm based on a point of diminishing returns,
beyond which the marginal benefit of capturing the next incrementally larger volume of
stormwater is no longer deemed practicable. The 851h percentile storm generates the
same or more precipitation than 85 percent of recorded storms. The actual
measurement of the 85th percentile storm event may be the amount of rainfall generated
over 24 hours (or less) for structural BMPs that work by capturing a certain volume of
water for a certain period of time (volume-based BMPs, e.g. detention basins). Or the
measurement may be the rainfall intensity (precipitation per hour) for structural BMPs
that treat the runoff as it flows through (flow-based BMPs, e.g., bioswales).
The design standard for sizing structural BMPs in Policy Suggested Modification 43
(WQ4) states that "Post-construction structural BMPs (or suites of BMPs) shall be
designed to treat, infiltrate, or filter the amount of storm water runoff produced by all
storms up to and including the 85th percentile, 24-hour storm event for volume-based
BMPs and/or the 85th percentile, 1-hour storm event (multiplied by an appropriate
safety factor, i.e. 2 or greater) for flow-based BMPs." This standard adheres to the
technology-based "Maximum Extent Practicable (MEP)" standard in the Clean Water
Act and has shown to be effective in numerous municipalities and coastal development
permits. Through adoption of this standard, the Local Coastal Program will ensure that
any necessary structural BMPs are designed appropriately to minimize adverse impacts
to coastal resources, in a manner consistent with the water and marine policies of the
Coastal Act.
Development that requires a grading/erosion control plan has the potential to generate
loose sediment that can move off site due to construction operation or due to runoff. In
either case this sediment can eventually be moved into stormdrains or surface waters
and have a detrimental effect on water quality. Suggested Modification 44 (WQ5)
requires that any project that requires a grading/erosion plan will include a schedule for
re-vegetation of the site. If grading occurs during the rainy season the plan will include
BMPs to minimize or avoid loss of sediment from the site.
An important strategy to keep nonpoint source pollutants out of coastal waters is to
remove the pollutants from roadways before rain or dry weather flow can carry them into
the stormdrain system. Pollutants make their way to the streets from automobiles,
landscape maintenance, aerial deposition, litter, animal wastes and other sources. It is
important to have a frequent cleaning of streets, preferably with a regenerative vacuum
sweeper. The sweeping should continue throughout the year on a frequent basis to
prevent discharge to the stormdrain both by dry weather flow and by rainfall. Suggested
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Modification 45 (WQ6) requires the City, property owners or homeowners associations,
as applicable, to vacuum sweep streets and parking lots frequently.
The long-term performance of structural BMP devices requires ongoing maintenance.
Without proper maintenance, most structural BMPs will lose effectiveness and in some
cases will cause additional water quality problems. Many BMPs need to be inspected
and repaired on a seasonal or yearly basis. To ensure ongoing maintenance, it is
important the owners of the BMPs are informed of their responsibility for following the
BMP-specific operation and maintenance plans. Suggested Modification 46 (WQ?)
makes it clear that the owners of BMPs are responsible for BMP maintenance.
Commercial development can be a significant source of nonpoint source pollution both
due to the generation of pollutants and common designs that connect impervious
surfaces directly to stormdrains. For larger developments, the need for parking can
generate increases in the volume and velocity of runoff, in addition to the pollutants
produced by automobiles. Suggested Modification 47 (WQ8) requires commercial
developments to implement BMPs to minimize or avoid the runoff of pollutants from
structures, landscaping, parking and loading areas.
Restaurants can be significant sources of nonpoint source pollution, through the
generation of large amounts of organics wastes that must be cleaned up and disposed.
The wastes include fats, oils, and greases from cooking and leftover food. It is
important to educate restaurant workers about the proper way to dispose of these
materials and cleanup practices that protect water quality. In addition, fats, oils, and
greases are among the most common triggers of sewage spills in California. Suggested
Modification 48 (WQ9) requires restaurants to incorporate BMPs to minimize impacts on
the stormdrain system.
Waste materials dumped into storm drain inlets can have severe impacts on receiving
.waters and ground waters. Posting notices regarding discharge prohibitions at storm
drain inlets can prevent waste dumping and educate the public about the difference
between stormdrains and the sanitary sewer. Storm drain signs and stencils are highly
visible source controls that are typically placed directly adjacent to storm drain inlets.
Suggested Modification 49 (WQ1.0) requires the provision of stormdrain stenciling and
signage.
Irrigation water provided to landscaped areas may result in irrigation water being
conveyed into stormwater drainage systems. This source of "dry weather runoff' can
carry sediments, fertilizers and pesticides to the stormdrain. And in arid areas such as
Dana Point, flow of irrigation water to coastal waters throughout the dry season can be
detrimental due to the effects of freshwater on marine organisms, in addition to the
effects of pollutants. New development and redevelopment should include efficient
irrigation methods that minimize excess runoff into the stormdrains. Suggested
Modification 50 (WQ11) requires use of efficient irrigation systems in Dana Point
Headland and Suggested Modification 51 (WQ12) ensures that the community will work
with the South Coast Water District to divert any remaining dry weather runoff to the
sanitary sewer system. ·
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Development often results in additional impervious surfaces leading to increases in the
volume and velocity of stormwater runoff. Changes in the stream flow result in
detrimental changes to stream morphology. Additionally, the increased runoff carries
increased levels of pollutants into waterways. Landscaped areas shed fertilizer and
pesticides, motor vehicles deposit trace minerals and petroleum hydrocarbons on roads,
which are washed by storm water in receiving waters. These impacts reduce the
biological productivity and the quality of coastal waters, streams, wetlands, estuaries,
and lakes, reduce optimum populations of marine organisms and have adverse impacts
on human health.
When development can be sited and designed with water quality in mind, new
impervious surfaces can be minimized. The benefits of reducing impervious surfaces
has been studied and documented. Impervious land coverage is becoming an accepted
environmental indicator for water pollution. Recent findings show that when paving and
other impervious surfaces exceed 10 percent of the watershed, coastal ecosystems
begin to deteriorate. Numerous water quality reference documents (e.g., Start at the
Source, BASMAA 2002) provide sound evidence as to the importance and success of
site planning as the first step towards protecting water quality. Additionally, adequate
site design and source control measures may eliminate the need for structural controls,
decreasing the cost to the applicant, while still protecting water quality.
More than any other single element, street design has a powerful impact on stormwater
quality. Street and other transportation related structures typically can comprise
between 60 and 70% of the total impervious coverage in urban areas and, unlike
rooftops, streets are almost always directly connected to an underground stormwater
system. Recognizing that street design can be the greatest factor in development's
impact on stormwater quality, it is important that designers, municipalities and
developers employ street standards that reduce-impervious land coverage. Suggested
Modification 52 (WQ13) will serve to reduce the impervious surfaces associated with
. Dana Point Headlands development.
Nonpoint pollution is generated by many actions of many people. One of the most
important steps in any nonpoint source pollution program is to educate the public about
how their collective activities can have harmful effects on water quality and how they
can help protect water quality with relatively simple actions. Suggested Modification 53
(WQ14) will promote education of Dana Point Headlands residents, property owners
and visitors regarding good water quality practices.
Although the requirements for site and source control, and structural BMPs should
significantly reduce the concentration of pollutants in stormwater and urban runoff, and
thereby reduce the mass loading of such pollutants into receiving waters, it cannot
necessarily be assumed that the reduction will be adequate to maintain (much less
enhance or restore) marine resources or to maintain and/or restore the biological
productivity and quality of coastal waters appropriate to maintain optimum populations
of marine organisms and for the protection of human health. Since the Coastal Act
requires that this end result be achieved in policies 30320 and 30231, the LCP must
similarly ensure that end result in order to meet the requirements of, and conform with,
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these Chapter 3 policies. Suggested Modification 2 (WQ15) changes the wording of
Policy 4.4 from the Preservation of Natural Resources section of the City of Dana Point
Land Use Plan to meet these requirements.
Continuing to allow untreated urban runoff to discharge into coastal water would be
inconsistent with Sections 30230 and 30231. As submitted, the LCP fails to fully
conform to the requirements of Sections 30230 though 30236 of the Coastal Act
regarding the protection of the marine environment. Therefore, for the reasons stated
the proposed LUP is not in conformance with nor does it meeting the requirements of
the Coastal Act policies regarding the protection of marine resource and must be
denied. However, the Commission finds that the LUP does conform with Sections
30230 and 30231 with the implementation of the suggested modifications identified
above.

VII.

Balancing/Estoppel
A. SUMMARY OF HOW THE PROPOSAL CONFLICTS WITH CH. 3 POLICIES

The proposed LUP amendment would allow the City to authorize the construction of
single family residences, commercial structures including a hotel, roads, parking areas,
and community structures in areas that qualify as ESHA. Furthermore, this
development would necessitate some form of fuel modification within ESHA in order to
address fire hazards. This development would significantly disrupt the habitat values of
the ESHA and would not constitute uses dependent on the resource. Thus, the
proposed LUP is inconsistent with Section 30240 of the Coastal Act. Furthermore, the
proposed LUP amendment would allow the City to authorize the construction of single
family residences in the Strand in an area that necessitates significant geologic
remediation and construetion of a shoreline protective device to protect and maintain
the stability of the slope upon which the new residences would be built. This
development would be inconsistent with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. The
proposed LUP is also inconsistent with several other sections of the Coastal Act
identified above. For instance, the construction of a shoreline protective device along
the Strand and the significant landform alteration associated with the stabilization of the
Strand and the filling of the bowl/Upper Headlands with soil would have significant
adverse visual impacts and would be inconsistent with Section 30251 of the Coastal
Act.
1. COASTAL ACT MANDATES/PLAN CONFORMANCE
The proposed LCP amendment would result in a project that does have certain
beneficial elements that are encouraged under the Coastal Act. For instance, the
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proposal does conserve the Headlands promontory for habitat protection and includes
an endowment to cover the cost of perpetual management and maintenance of the
property. These elements would further the directive in Section 30240 of the Coastal
Act. The proposal also transfers Strand beach to the public and creates a variety of
public parks and trails providing recreation and public access opportunities, in
furtherance of Section 30210 of the Coastal Act. The project would also have beneficial
water quality elements, such as the treatment of off-site flows that are not presently
treated, in furtherance of Section 30231 of the Coastal Act.

2. THE IDENTIFICATION OF A TRUE CONFLICT IS NORMALLY A
CONDITION PRECEDENT TO INVOKING A BALANCING APPROACH
As is indicated above, the standard of review for the Commission's decision whether to
certify a land use plan amendment is whether the plan, as amended, continues to meet
the requirements of, and be in conformity with, "the policies of Chapter 3" (meaning
PRC sections 30,200-265.5). PRC § 30512(c). In general, a proposal must be
consistent with all relevant policies in order to be approved. Put 'differently, consistency
with each individual policy is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition for approval of a
proposal. Thus, if a proposal is inconsistent with one or more policies, it must normally
be denied (or conditioned to make it consistent with all relevant policies).
However, the Legislature also recognized that conflicts can occur among those policies.
PRC § 30007.5. It therefore declared that, when the Commission identifies a conflict
among the policies in Chapter 3, such conflicts are to be resolved "in a manner which
on balance is the most protective of significant coastal resources." PRC §§ 30007.5
and 30200(b ). That approach is generally referred to as the "balancing approach to
conflict resolution." Balancing allows the Commission to approve proposals that conflict
with one or more Chapter 3 policies, based on a conflict among the Chapter 3 policies
as applied to the proposal before the Commission. Thus, the first step in invoking the
·balancing approach _is to identify a conflict among the Chapter 3 policies.

3. IDENTIFICATION OF A CONFLICT
For the Commission to use the balancing approach to conflict resolution, it must
establish that a project presents a substantial conflict between two statutory directives
contained in Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. The fact that a proposed project is consistent
with one policy of Chapter 3 and inconsistent with another policy does not necessarily
result in a conflict. Virtually every project will be consistent with some Chapter 3 policy.
This is clear from the fact that many of the Chapter 3 policies prohibit specific types of
development. For example, section 30211 states that development "shall not interfere
with the public's right of access to the sea where acquired through use or legislative
authorization ... ,"and subdivision (2) of section 30253 states that new development
"shall ... neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion ... or in any way require
the construction of protective devices .... " Almost no project would violate every such
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prohibition. A project does not present a conflict between two statutory directives simply
because it violates some prohibitions and not others.
In order to identify a conflict, the Commission must find that, although approval of a
project would be inconsistent with a Chapter 3 policy, the denial of the project based on
that inconsistency would result in coastal zone effects that are inconsistent with some
other Chapter 3 policy. In most cases, denial of a proposal will not lead to any coastal
zone effects at all. Instead, it will simply maintain the status quo. The reason that
denial of a project can result in coastal zone effects that are inconsistent with a Chapter
3 policy is that some of the Chapter 3 policies, rather than prohibiting a certain type of
development, affirmatively mandate the protection and enhancement of coastal
resources, such as sections 30210 ("maximum access ... and recreational
opportunities shall be provided ..."), 30220 ("Coastal areas suited for water-oriented
recreational activities that cannot readily be provided at inland water areas shall be
protected for such uses"), and 30230 ("Marine resources shall be maintained,
enhanced, and where feasible, restored"). If there is ongoing degradation of one of
these resources, and a proposed project would cause the cessation of that degradation,
then denial would result in coastal zone effects (in the form of the continuation of the
degradation) inconsistent with the applicable policy. Thus, the only way that denial of a
project can have impacts inconsistent with a Chapter 3 policy, and therefore the only
way that a true conflict can exist, is if: (1) the project will stop some ongoing resource
degradation and (2) there is a Chapter 3 policy requiring the Commission to protect
and/or enhance the resource being degraded. Only then is the denial option rendered
problematic because of its failure to fulfill the Commission's protective mandate.
With respect to the second of those two requirements, though, there are relatively few
policies within Chapter 3 that include such an affirmative mandate to enhance a coastal
resource. Moreover, because the Commission's role is generally a reactive one,
responding to proposed development, rather than affirmatively seeking out ways to
protect resources, even policies that are phrased as affirmative mandates to protect
resources more often function as prohibitions. For example, section 30240's
requirement that environmentally sensitive habitat areas "shall be protected against any
significant disruption· of habitat values" generally functions as a prohibition against
allowing such disruptive development, and its statement that "only uses dependent on
those resources shall be allowed within those areas" is a prohibition against allowing
non-resource-dependent uses within these areas." Similarly, section 30251's
requirement to protect "scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas" generally functions
as a prohibition against allowing development that would degrade those qualities .
. Section 30253 begins by stating that new development shall minimize risks to life and
property in certain areas, but that usually requires the Commission to condition projects
to ensure that they are not unsafe. Even section 30220, listed above as an affirmative
mandate, can be seen more as a prohibition against allowing non-water-oriented
recreational uses (or water-oriented recreational uses that could be provided at inland
water areas) in coastal areas suited for such activities. Denial of a project cannot result
in a coastal zone effect that is inconsistent with a prohibition on a certain type of
development. As a result, there are few policies that can serve as a basis for a conflict.
Similarly, denial of a project is not inconsistent with Chapter 3, and thus does not
present a conflict, simply because the project would be less inconsistent with a Chapter
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3 policy than some alternative project would be, even if approval of the proposed project
would be the only way in which the Commission could prevent the more inconsistent
alternative from occurring. For denial of a project to be inconsistent with a Chapter 3
policy, the project must produce tangible enhancements in resource values over
existing conditions, not over the conditions that would be created by a hypothetical
alternative. In addition, the project must be fully consistent with the Chapter 3 policy
requiring resource enhancement, not simply less inconsistent with that policy than the
hypothetical alternative project would be. If the Commission were to interpret the
conflict resolution provisions otherwise, then any proposal, no matter how inconsistent
with Chapter 3, that offered even the smallest, incremental improvement over a
hypothetical alternative project would necessarily result in a conflict that would justify a
balancing approach. The Commission concludes that the conflict resolution provisions
were not intended to apply based on an analysis of different potential levels of
compliance with individual policies or to balance a proposed project against a
hypothetical alternative.
Also, for a project to provide the sort of benefits that would render denial of the project
inconsistent with Chapter 3, those benefits cannot be ones that the project proponent is
already being required to provide pursuant to another agency's directive under another
body of law. In other words, if the benefits are about to be provided independently of
the Commission's action on the proposed project, the project proponent cannot seek
approval of an otherwise-unapprovable project on the basis that the project would
produce those benefits. In essence, the project proponent does not get credit for
resource enhancements that it is already being compelled to provide.
In addition, if a project is inconsistent with at least one Chapter 3 policy, and the
essence of that project does not result in the cessation of ongoing degradation of a
resource the Commission is charged with enhancing, the project proponent cannot
"create a conflict" by adding on an essentially independent component that does
remedy ongoing resource degradation or enhance some resource. The benefits of a
project must be inherent in the essential nature of the project. If the rule were to be
otherwise, project proponents could regularly "create conflicts" and then demand
balancing of harms and benefits simply by offering unrelated "carrots" in association
with otherwise-unapprovable projects. The balancing provisions of the Coastal Act
could not have been intended to foster such an artificial and manipulatable process.
The balancing provisions were not designed as an invitation to enter into a bartering
game in which project proponents offer amenities in exchange for approval of their
projects.
Finally, a project does not present a conflict among Chapter 3 policies if there is at least
one feasible alternative that would accomplish the essential purpose of the project
without violating any Chapter 3 policy. Thus, an alternatives analysis is a condition
precedent to invocation of the balancing approach. If there are alternatives available
that are consistent with all of the relevant Chapter 3 policies, then the proposed project
does not create a true conflict among Chapter 3 policies.
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In sum, in order to invoke the balancing approach to conflict resolution, the Commission
must conclude all of the following with respect to the proposed project before it: ( 1)
approval of the project would be inconsistent with at least one of the policies listed in
Chapter 3; (2) denial of the project would result in coastal zone effects that are
inconsistent with at least one other policy listed in Chapter 3, by allowing continuing
degradation of a resource the Commission is charged with protecting and/or enhancing;
(3) the project results in tangible resource enhancement over the current state, rather
than an improvement over some hypothetical alternative project; (4) the project is fully
consistent with the resource enhancement mandate that requires the sort of benefits
that the project provides; (5) the benefits of the project are not independently required
by some other body of law; (6) the benefits of the project are a function of the very
essence of the project, rather than an ancillary component appended to the project
description in order to "create a conflict; " and (7) there are no feasible alternatives that
would achieve the objectives of the project without violating any Chapter 3 policies.
An example of a project that presented such a conflict is a project approved by the
Commission in 1999 involving the placement of fill in a wetland in order to construct a
barn atop the fill, and the installation of water pollution control facilities, on a dairy farm
in Humboldt County (COP #1-98-103, O'Neil). In that case, one of the main objectives
of the project was to create a more protective refuge for cows during the rainy season.
However, another primary objective was to improve water quality by enabling the better
management of cow waste. The existing, ongoing use of the site was degrading water
quality, and the barn enabled consolidation and containment of manure, thus providing
the first of the four necessary components of an effective waste management system.
Although the project was inconsistent with Section 30233, which limits allowable fill of
wetlands to eight enumerated purposes, the project also enabled the cessation of
ongoing resource degradation. The project was fully consistent with Section 30231 's
mandate to maintain and restore coastal water quality and offered to tangibly enhance
water quality over existing conditions, not just some hypothetical alternative. Thus,
denial would have resulted in impacts that would have been inconsistent with Section
·30231 's mandate for improved water quality. Moreover, it was the very essence of the
project, not an ancillary amenity offered as a trade-off, that was both inconsistent with
certain Chapter 3 policies and yet also provided benefits. Finally, there were no
alternatives identified that were both feasible and less environmentally damaging.

4. THE CURRENT PROPOSAL DOES NOT PRESENT A CONFLICT
As is indicated above (see Section I.A), the current proposal is inconsistent with several
Chapter 3 policies, including those found in Sections 30240, 30251, and 30253. The
applicants have suggested that it could be approved through a balancing approach, and
the first step in analyzing the feasibility of such an approach is to assess whether the
project presents a substantial conflict between two statutory directives of Chapter 3. As
the following discussion indicates, the project does not present such a conflict.
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a) Denial Would not Cause Impacts Inconsistent with Any
Chapter 3 Policy
The proposed LCPA does not present a conflict. It fails the test articulated above
because there is no ongoing resource degradation here, and the essence of the project
(the development on the Strand and in the Bowl areas) does not involve any resource
enhancement. The project proponents argue that the project does involve resource
enhancement for several reasons. First, they argue that it involves water quality
enhancements, such as the low flow diversion and the improved storm drain lines in the
Strand area. Next, they argue that the project improves access by providing a hotel and
a youth hostel, creating trails, dedicating the beach to the public, and, in the revised
form proposed by the city, by providing a funicular to reach the newly public beach.
Finally, they argue that the project protects ESHA by providing an endowment for the
management of the ESHA. However, each of these benefits is a function of a
component of the project that is conceptually separate from the fundamental elements
of the project. These ancillary components cannot, therefore, serve as the basis for
identifying a conflict in an otherwise-unapprovable project.
When this project came before the Commission in October of 2003, Staff suggested that
the existing certified LCP and the purported property subdivision provided a basis for a
potential conflict. The approach was based on the idea that the current legal regime
(meaning both the governing LCP and the purported subdivisions) allowed some
unspecified degree of development that would be in excess of what would be allowable
under- and thus inconsistent with- Sections 30240 and 30250. The theoretical
underpinning of this argument was that, if the current regime would enable such
development, and the current proposal (or any version thereof) could reduce the degree
of inconsistency with Chapter 3 policies below the level to which the developer is
currently entitled, then denial of this proposal could cause the project proponent to
revert to what it could build under its existing entitlements, thus resulting in coastal zone
·effects more inconsistent with Chapter 3 policies than that which would result from
approval. Thus, denialwould result in coastal zone effects inconsistent with a Chapter
3 policy, which is the essence of a conflict. As is indicated above, this approach is not
consistent with the Commission's interpretation of the conflict-resolution provisions of
the Coastal Act for several reasons.
A primary problem with this reasoning is that it assumes that the developer has a right
to develop the area under the current LCP and the purported subdivision. As is
explained in the following section, these are unresolved issues. With respect to the
LCP, Commission staff interprets it to require a case-by-case assessment of ESHA and
to prevent development within any identified ESHA. Regarding the subdivision, the
maps were recorded prior to 1929, and the block of land that is alleged to consist of
hundreds of individual lots has been held in single ownership ever since. There is an
open question regarding whether such a subdivision is of any legal effect.
Another problem with this reasoning is that it identifies a conflict not based on the
competing demands of ~o different policies, but based on the different potential levels
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of compliance with individual policies. For example, it would recognize a conflict
because the current regime would allegedly allow development inconsistent with
Section 30240, and the proposal would allegedly allow development that is still
inconsistent with Section 30240 but less so. The Commission has never endorsed this
idea of essentially balancing one provision against itself. As is indicated above, the
benefits of the project must be due to the project being fully consistent with some
Chapter 3 policy, not being less inconsistent than some possible alternative.
Finally, even if it were true that the landowner had a right to develop this land under the
current legal regime, and that denial of this proposal would therefore forfeit an
opportunity to avoid a situation even more violative of Chapter 3 policies, this approach
also assumes that the appropriate comparison is between entitlements under the
current regime, or some hypothetical project that could be undertaken pursuant to those
entitlements, on the one hand, and the proposal, on the other. The Commission has
never taken the position that that is the appropriate basis for comparison. The baseline
for determining whether a denial will result in negative impacts is the current situation on
the ground, not what one could legally build based on the current situation "on the
books." Thus, if a proposal only protects coastal resources by producing a less severe
violation of Chapter 3 policies than would result from a hypothetical alternative to which
the project proponent arguably has some entitlement, the Commission does not
endorse an approach that treats such a proposal as creating a conflict by requiring
approval in order to prevent the project proponent from reverting to the more destructive
alternative.
In addition, the project proponents have not demonstrated that there are no alternatives
that would retain the fundamental aspects of the project without violating any Chapter 3
policies. The fundamental nature of the project can be described as residential
development in the Strand and the Bowl. Based upon that definition, Commission staff
asked the project proponents to generate alternative designs for the Strand
·development that would not necessitate and rely upon the reconstruction of a seawall.
The project proponents never presented convincing evidence that such a redesign is
not possible (see Exhibit 10e). Similarly, the project proponents have not shown why
they could not shift all of the Bowl-area development out of the ESHA.
The project proponents claim that these changes would reduce the scale of the
development to a level that would render it financially unviable. Thus, they claim, these
are not feasible alternatives. However, that claim goes beyond a claim that there are no
feasible alternatives. By claiming that the only viable alternatives are those that conflict
with Chapter 3, they claim, in essence, that they have an entitlement to a more
extensive project than is otherwise allowable, even if it necessarily violates Chapter 3
policies. As is discussed immediately below, no such entitlement has been established.

b) The Developer Has Not Demonstrated its Right to a Project
of a Minimum Size Despite Inconsistencies with Chapter 3
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All of the inconsistencies with Chapter 3 policies raised by the current proposal could be
avoided if the development were restricted to the bowl area and other areas that would
not disrupt or displace ESHA, require the construction of a protective device, or involve
massive landform alteration and degradation of scenic and visual qualities. The project
proponents claim that the developer has a right to more development (in terms of the
market value of the development) than could be accommodated with those constraints.
In fact, they claim that the developer has a right to develop each lot shown on the three
tract maps dated from the mid-1920's. They also argue that the developer has rights
based on the existing subdivision and the LCP. They claim that this gives the developer
rights to develop in the ESHA.
However, as is indicated above, there is a dispute over whether the LCP would allow
development within the ESHA. In addition, there are questions about the legality of this
subdivision. See, e.g., Gardner v. County of Sonoma (2003), 29 Cal. 4th 990, 998-999
and 1001, n. 7 (holding that antiquated maps do not constitute certificates of
compliance, and so, do not establish legal parcels under the Subdivision Map Act, and
withholding judgment on whether pre-1929 maps constitute "antiquated maps"); Hays v.
Vanek (1989), 217 Cal. App. 3d 271, 289. Finally, even if the subdivision were to be
valid, the purported legal lots have been held in common ownership since the original
map was recorded. Thus, for purposes of a takings analysis, that entire block of land
would likely be treated as a single parcel. See, e.g., District lntown Properties, supra.

c) Conclusion
In conclusion, despite the positive aspects of this project and the potential benefits over
the current regime, the project does not present a conflict in the strict sense in which
that term is used in Sections 30200(b) and 30007.5. First, the essence of the project
does not involve any resource benefits such that denial would cause effects inconsistent
·with any Chapter 3 policy. Next, benefits over hypothetical alternative projects that
would only be feasible if disputed entitlements were shown to exist do not establish a
conflict, especially not where the benefits would take the form of smaller inconsistencies
with Chapter 3 policies than would result from the alternative project, and the proposal
would nonetheless still be inconsistent with those policies. Finally, there has been no
showing that alternative designs, consistent with Chapter 3 policies, could not be
implemented.
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B. THE APPLICANT FORMED REASONABLE EXPECTATIONS, PART/ALLY
IN RESPONSE TO COMMISSION ACTIONS
Despite the conclusion, above, that the developer has not demonstrated that it is
entitled to some minimum level of development, the current situation does present
certain unique difficulties resulting, in part, from the long history of planning efforts at
this site, including the pre-1929 recordation of subdivision maps and the controversy
over the meaning of the existing LCP. It would not be unreasonable for an investor to
have placed some degree of reliance on these elements, and their legal import is not
entirely clear. As a result, although there are clearly limits on what the landowner could
do at this site and legal questions that have not been resolved, the landowner does
have an argument that it has a right to some substantial development at this site, and
possibly even something that is more acutely in conflict with Chapter 3 than the current
proposal. Thus, Commission staff was correct in its conclusion that, were the
Commission to approve something less acutely in conflict with Chapter 3 policies, that
approval would, in a sense, advance some resource protection policies. For example,
approval of a project that protects most of the ESHA on site, and that simultaneously
improves water quality, provides public access amenities, and concentrates
development, could advance resource protection over what may be buildable under the
current legal regime. Although these facts do not, strictly speaking, create a conflict,
they are of concern to the Commission.
Moreover, there are additional unique factors present in this situation. First, as
indicated above, an NCCP has been developed for this region. Although the
designation of geographic areas for various uses within the NCCP process uses
different standards and is designed to address different issues than the Commission's
ESHA delineation, the Commission must consider the result of the NCCP as part of any
comprehensive analysis of the site. Moreover, senior Commission staff actually
commented on the NCCP, and although those comments were ambiguous and could
not, in any event, bind the Commission, they, too, could have induced a level of
reasonable reliance on the part of an investor that the Commission must take into
account. The Commission.is not estopped from taking action inconsistent with its staff's
comment letters. Nevertheless, the Commission concludes that, given the confluence
of the host of unique factors present in this situation, the combination of all of the
aforementioned factors, including those that bring the project close to the point of
presenting a conflict, does allow the Commission to analyze the proposal in a manner
that incorporates elements of the balancing approach.
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1. WHAT DEVELOPMENT CONFIGURATION IS MOST PROTECTIVE
OF SIGNIFICANT COASTAL RESOURCES AT THIS SITE, WHILE
SIMULTANEOUSLY REMAINING EQUITABLE, GIVEN THE HISTORY
OF PLANNING EFFORTS AT THE SITE?
First, given the above analysis, the Commission concludes that the developer has a
right to develop the site in manner that involves some encroachment into the ESHA.
However, because of the importance of the resource, such encroachment should be
limited.
Second, the Commission notes that by shifting potential development from the ESHA to
the Strand, thereby minimizing encroachment into the bulk of the ESHA and
concentrating development near existing developed areas, the project would include
additional benefits consistent with Section 30250. The first clause of the first sentence
of Section 30250(a) requires that most types of new development be located near
"existing developed areas able to accommodate it." The Commission has consistently
interpreted that language to promote a general concentration of development, but only
as long as the new, concentrated development meets both of the following
requirements: (1) it is located as close as possible to existing developed areas that
have sufficient infrastructure to support it, and (2) it is otherwise consistent with the
requirements of Chapter 3, either because it is consistent with all other Chapter 3
policies, or because it is, on balance, most protective of significant coastal resources. A
version of the current proposal that shifts development away from the promontory,
which is both the farthest removed from developed areas and the largest concentration
of ESHA would satisfy this requirement.
On the other hand, such a shift necessitates the reconstruction of the revetment, as well
·as impacts to an additional small (less than one acre) patch of ESHA. It is difficult to
balance these competing interests. However, taking into consideration that the
revetment does already exist in some form, and accounting for the significant water
quality benefits made possible by the re-construction of that revetment, and the access
benefits that flow from the dedication of the Strand beach to the public (which, although
it is not a directly related benefit, is a substantial access benefit), the Commission finds
substantial benefits to balance against what is otherwise inconsistent with Section
30253. In addition, the proposal involves the restoration of the ESHA area. As a result,
the Commission concludes that the combined effect of these factors favors such a
trade-off.
Third, the Commission concludes that the development of the Strand on the level
proposed by the applicant raises an additional inconsistency with Section 30251
because of the degree of grading and landform alteration. As a result, the Commission
concludes that the development on the Strand, while allowable, should nevertheless be
limited as well.
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Fourth, although the Commission believes that the addition of a hotel does have visitorserving benefits, given that the only proposed locations for a hotel would have it be
centrally located within the ESHA, the Commission cannot approve the development of
a hotel in the manner proposed. In addition, the Commission notes that, although the
hotel would be visitor-serving, the proposed hotel would not be low cost, making it less
of a priority project. Finally, although water quality benefits are proposed in conjunction
with the hotel, the improvement of water quality at Baby Beach does not justify the
encroachment into the ESHA, especially considering that those water quality
improvements are independently required under other legal systems. For instance, the
Regional Water Quality Control Board is presently working toward issuance of a TMDL
for coliform that would apply to the Dana Point Harbor/Baby Beach.

2. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the Commission finds that, given the multiple unique factors present in
this situation, including the existing LCP, which is open to multiple reasonable
interpretations, the pre-1929 subdivision, the legality of which is an open legal question,
the development of a NCCP, and the Commission's statements about that NCCP, which
did engender some reasonable reliance on the part of the developer, it is necessary and
appropriate to balance these factors, along with the various benefits associated with the
proposal, against the impacts that result from the violation of other Chapter 3 policies.
In sum, the Commission finds that it is, on balance, most equitable and most protective
of coastal resources to allow a small degree of encroachment into the ESHA in this
case, as well as the re-construction of an existing revetment, in the context of the
numerous water quality and public access benefits associated with the project and the
protections offered for the remaining ESHA, and in light of the reasonable expectations
that had developed in this case.
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VIII. Findings for Denial of the City's Implementation
Program Amendment
The Commission hereby finds and declares as follows. Below are the specific findings
for denial of the City of Dana Point Implementation Program Amendment, as submitted.
The proposed Implementation Program consists of the City's zoning code as was
previously certified for the Monarch and Capistrano Beach portions of the City; a newly
added section to the Zoning Code (Section 9.35) to allow the creation of planned
development districts (PODs), and the proposed POD for the Headlands (Section 3.0
and 4.0 of the Headlands Development and Conservation Plan). The POD is the IP and
not the LUP. Thus, the standard of review for the IP including the POD is the LUP. As
noted above, the LUP is being denied, as submitted, due to inconsistencies with
Sections 30240,30253,30230,30231,30213, among others. However, with the
suggested modifications, the Commission has found the Land Use Plan consistent with
the Coastal Act. The IP, as submitted, would be inconsistent with the LUP as modified
by the suggested modifications, thus, it is not adequate to carry out the LUP. However,
as described below, with suggested modifications the Commission can find the IP
adequate to carry out the LUP.

A. BIOLOGYIESHA
The LUP findings describe in detail the deficiencies of the LCP amendment with respect
to Section 30240 of the Coastal Act. The Commission has modified the LUP such that,
on balance, it can find the LUP most protective of Coastal Resources. In order to
.implement the LUP, as modified, the Commission requires modifications to the IP. The
IP would allow development within and adjacent to ESHA that is incompatible with the
continuance of the ESHA including but not limited to commercial structures including a
hotel, visitor serving structures including a lighthouse, and fuel modification; The IP
contains requirements for re-vegetation of certain areas of land within the Headlands,
however, it does not contain any explicit requirement to treat these areas as mitigation.
The IP also does not contain standards relative to the quantity, or form, of mitigation
necessary to offset impacts. Thus, in order to assure the IP adequately carries out the
LUP, as modified, the Commission has suggested modifications to the IP to implement
these requirements. These modifications are Suggested Modifications 87, 91, 92, 95,
97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 110, 111, 113, 116,117, 118, 119, 120,128, 129, 130, 131, 132,
134, 136, 139, 141, 142, 143, 144, 145, 146, 147, 148, 149, 150, 151, 152, 153, 160,
163,164,165,168,169,170,171,176,177,178,179,180,181,182,183, 184,and
185.
I
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B. HAZARDS
The LUP, as modified by the suggested modifications, requires development at the
Headlands to address geologic and shoreline hazards in the Strand in order to
accommodate development there. In addition, the LUP requires applications for
development to include analyses of hazards and compliance with certain procedures
and setbacks. In order to assure implementation of the LUP as modified, the
Commission requires Suggested Modifications 95, 110, 112,121, 122, 133, 156, 157,
158, 178, 179, 183, 184, and 185.
As submitted, Section 4.0 of the HDCP contains a definition of a bluff that is inconsistent
with both the definition of coastal bluff contained within Section 9.75 of the Zoning
Code. In order to rectify this inconsistency, the Commission requires Sugg(3sted
· Modification 133.

C. SHORELINE AND COASTAL RESOURCE ACCESS
The Commission has implemented changes to the coastal land use plan to assure
consistency with Chapter 3 policies relative to coastal access. These changes include,
but are not limited to requiring landward placement of the shoreline protective device in
the Strand in order to maximize beach use area in the Strand, incorporation of a public
access along the top of the shoreline protective device, measures to mitigate gating of
the residential community in the Strand to vehicles, provision of additional public access
support facilities such as restrooms and picnic tables in the Strand, requirements to
assure the provision of the public access components of the HDCP, and provisions to
address parking issues. The IP, as submitted, does not adequately carry out the
.modified LUP. Thus, the Commission requires Suggested Modifications 91, 92, 95, 96,
97,98, 100,102,103,105,106,109,110,111,114,115,123,130,131,136,137,138,
139, 140, 141, 144, 145, 149, 153, 154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159, 160, 161, 162, 164,
166, 167, 169 and 171.

D. VISITOR RECREATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
The proposed IP would allow fractional ownership within the visitor recreation
commercial uses areas at the Headlands, including fractional ownership of any lodging
facilities.
Fractional ownership would be similar to tirneshares. The landowner supplied the
following description of the differences between fractional ownership and timeshares 68 :

68

Headlands Reserve LLC 2003. E-mail titled Grading in the Strand; the term "Dana Point", "Headlands Promontory", etc.; and
description of fractional use for the Seaside Inn, dated December 15, 2003 with attachment titled 'timeshare' dated December 14,
2003.
.
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As opposed to a timeshare, where an owner buys the right to a specific
room/suite for the same weekly or biweekly interval every year, with a fractional,
an owner has a preferential interest for an interval of use (typically 1-2 weeks)
that floats, i.e., no specific week.
Access to any given week is granted via a reservation system on a first come
basis. In addition, with a fractional, the assigned room/suite will typically vary as
well, depending on availability.
In addition, fractionals are usually associated with a full service hotel in order for
the fractional owners to avail themselves of the concierge service, on-site spas,
restaurants, and room service. Another distinction is that as opposed to a
timeshare where each room/suite is divided into approximately 50-52 one week
intervals, with a fractional, typically no more than 30 weekly intervals are sold.
This leaves the remainder of the year for the room/suite to serve overnight
guests or to serve as left over float time.
Though fractional ownership/time-shares are similar to hotels in many ways there are
significant differences that favor interpreting fractional ownership/time-shares as a form
of residential development. Fractional ownership/time-shares cannot be considered to
be a true visitor serving development, like a hotel, since it is membership based and it
would be possible for members to stay for significant periods of time. Furthermore, the
Commission recognizes that fractional ownership/time-share membership, though it is
available to general public, once purchased by the member would not promote
maximum public access opportunities on a first come first serve basis such as hotels
provide.
Fractional ownership/timeshares typically involve the "selling'' of units to more affluent
vacationers who typically stay in the units for longer periods of time than overnight use.
·Because they are occupied for longer periods of time by those who buy interests in
them, they are almost considered to be a residential use rather than a transient visitor
serving use. Under Land Use Element Policy 2.1 0, residential development is a low
priority use in the Coastal Zone. In order to address this issue, the Commission
requires Suggested Modifications.
In order to address the issue, the landowner has agreed to restrict any potential
fractional ownership during the peak season (Memorial Day weekend to Labor Day
weekend) such that the reservation of rooms/suites by fractional owners shall be limited
to no more than 50 percent of the total rooms/suites approved in any overnight
accommodations. The remaining 50 percent of the rooms/suites shall be reserved for
overnight guest use. In order to implement this agreement, the Commission requires
Suggested Modifica,tion 105.
107
The IP, as submitted, leaves out or contains restrictions upon uses within
visitor/recreation commercial districts that are inconsistent with coastal land use plan
policies encouraging the provision of visitor serving and lower cost visitor recreational
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facilities in the coastal zone. Thus, the IP, as submitted must be denied. In order to
rectify the problem, the Commission requires Suggested Modification 107.

E. VISUAL RESOURCES
The Commission has modified the coastal land use plan to address the circumstances
upon which landform alteration in the Strand and bowl may be undertaken, and the
provision and protection of public view points throughout the Headlands. The IP, as
submitted, does not adequately carry out the LUP as modified. In order to address this
issue, the Commission requires Suggested Modifications 91, 93, 94, 104, 108, 129,
130, 133 and 178.

F. WATER QUALITY
In the IP, the value indicated for first flush differs from the estimate of the 24-hour 85th
percentile storm event that is found in the California Regional Water Quality Control
Board San Diego Region's Waste Discharge Requirements for discharges of urban
runoff from Municipal Separate Storm Sewer Systems (MS4s) Draining the Watersheds
of the County of Orange, the Incorporated Cities of Orange County, and the Orange
County Flood Control District within the San Diego Region (Municipal Permit). The
Municipal Permit also provides for a site-specific estimation of the 85th percentile storm
based on local historical rainfall data. The closest location to Dana Point for which the
Commission has historical rainfall data is Laguna Beach, located approximately seven
miles northwest of Dana Point. These data indicate that the volume of runoff produced
from a 24-hour 851h percentile storm event is 0.69 inch. Therefore, Suggested
Modification 174 (WQ1) is that the numeric sizing criteria for structural treatment BMPs
at the Dana Point Headlands should be at least 0.69 inch unless site-specific data
.provided by the applicant indicates otherwise.
Furthermore, the Commission finds the IP would be inconsistent with coastal land use
plan policies pertaining to water quality, unless Suggested Modifications 172, 173,174,
175, 183, 184, and 185.

G. CULTURALRESOURCES
The LUP contains policies requiring the protection of cultural resources. The subject
site is known to contain cultural resources. However, the IP does not contain adequate
provisions to address the protection of cultural resources. To assure that archeological
resources are appropriately identified, new provisions have been added to specify the
process to be followed if cultural resources are encountered or Native American
remains are uncovered. The provisions require that archeological research be
conducted to evaluate potential significance of any archeological resources that may be
discovered. The provisions also require monitoring of grading operations as a final
measure to assure that archeological resources are not inadvertently destroyed. In
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order to assure the IP adequately carries out the LUP provisions relative to cultural
resources, the Commission requires Suggested Modification 95.

H. COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT PROCEDURES
Sections 3.0 and 4.0 of the HDCP, as submitted, contain a variety of exceptions to the
procedures for processing a coastal development permit identified in the Zoning Code.
In other instances, the procedures are inconsistent with those identified in the Zoning
Code. These exceptions and inconsistencies could potentially allow development that
results in adverse impacts upon coastal resources that are inconsistent with the coastal
land use plan. Furthermore, new Section 9.34 of the Zoning Code fails to contain
provisions to assure that any planned development district approved in the coastal zone
is consistent with and adequate to carry out the provisions of the certified coastal land
use plan. In order to rectify these issues, the Commission requires Suggested
Modifications 88, 126, 127, 128, 135, 186, 187, 188, 189, 190, 191, and 192.
Also, throughout Section 3.0 and 4.0 of the HDCP, there is some indication that if there
is a conflict between the HDCP and any other provision of the Local Coastal Program,
the HDCP takes precedence. This could lead to situations where the HDCP would be
inconsistent and would not carry out policy in the Local Coastal Program Land Use
Plan. Thus, these provisions of the HDCP are not adequate to assure the requirements
of the Land Use Plan are carried out, thus, these provisions in the HDCP must be
denied. In order to rectify this issue, the Commission requires Suggested Modification
90.

IX.

Consistency with the California Environmental Quality Act

·Section 21080.5 of the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) exempts local
governments from the requirement of preparing an environmental impact report (EIR) in
connection with a local coastal program (LCP). Instead, the CEQA responsibilities are
assigned to the Coastal Commission. Additionally, the Commission's Local Coastal
Program review and approval procedures have been found by the Resources Agency to
be functionally equivalent to the environmental review process. Thus, under Section
21080.5 of CEQA, the Commission is relieved of the responsibility to prepare an
environmental impact report for each local coastal program submitted for Commission
review and approval. Nevertheless, the Commission is required when approving a local
coastal program to find that the local coastal program does conform with the provisions
ofCEQA.
The proposed LCP amendment has been found not to be in conformance with several
Coastal Act Policies regarding public access, protection of the marine habitat, protecting
environmentally sensitive habitat areas, promoting visitor serving uses, protecting visual
resources, and minimizing the impact of development in hazardous locations. Thus, the
LCP amendment is not adequate to carry out and is not in conformity with the policies of
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Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. Furthermore, the proposed LCP amendment would result
in significant adverse environmental impacts within the meaning of the California
Environmental Quality Act. To resolve the concerns identified suggested modifications
have been made to the City's Land Use Plan. Without the incorporation of these
suggested modification; the LCPA, as submitted, is not adequate to carry out and is not
in conformity with the policies of Chapter 3 of the Coastal Act. The suggested
modifications minimize or mitigate any potentially significant environmental impacts of
the Land Use Plan Amendment. As modified, the Commission finds that approval of the
Land Use Plan amendment will not result in significant adverse environmental impacts
within the meaning of the California Environmental Quality Act.
Relative to the Implementation Program, the Commission finds that approval of the
Implementation Program, as submitted, will result in significant adverse environmental
impacts under the meaning of CEQA. To resolve the concerns identified suggested
modifications have been made to the City's Implementation Plan. Without the
incorporation of these suggested modification; the Implementation Plan amendment, as
submitted, is not adequate to carry out and is not in conformity with the policies of Land
Use Plan, as modified by the suggested modifications. The suggested modifications
minimize or mitigate any potentially significant environmental impacts of the
Implementation Plan Amendment. As modified, the Commission finds that approval of
the Implementation Plan amendment will not result in significant adverse environmental
impacts within the meaning of the California Environmental Quality Act.
Given the proposed suggested modifications, the Commission finds that the City of
Dana Point Local Coastal Program Amendment 1-03, as modified, will not result in
significant unmitigated adverse environmental impacts under the meaning of the CEQA.
Further, future individual projects will require coastal development permits issued by the
City of Dana Point. Throughout the coastal zone, specific impacts associated with
individual development projects are assessed through the coastal development permit
·review process; thu~. an individual project's compliance with CEQA would be assured.
Therefore, the Commission finds that there are no feasible alternatives within the
meaning of CEQA that would reduce the potential for significant adverse environmental
jmpacts.
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X.

APPENDIX A: MODIFICATIONS TO AUTHORIZE INN

[For Reference Purposes, Not A Part of Staff Recommendation]

LAND USE ELEMENT:
A. LUE, Goal 5, modify the new introductory narrative as follows: Development of the
Headlands shall occur in a comprehensive manner involving the entire approximately
121 acre site. This comprehensive approach to developing the Headlands will allow for
the following project elements (herein 'HDCP Elements'): 1) preservation,
enhancement, dedication and perpetual management of all but ~approximately 7
acres of environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHAs} known to be present at the
Headlands; 2) the dedication of the private portion of Strand beach to the public; 3) the
construction and dedication of public parks, a public trail network throughout the
Headlands, and vertical and lateral public access to and along Strand beach; 4)
implementation of extensive water quality management best management practices,
including but not limited to the construction and maintenance of structural best
management practices to treat off-site and on-site run-off; aRd 5} the preservation of
significant landforms including the Harbor Point and Headlands bluffs and promontories
and the Hilltop aAel rielgeliAe: 6) the provision of lower-cost overnight accommodations
{i.e. hostel) in conjunction with the construction of a luxurv inn .
B. Restore proposed Policy 5.10: Provide luxurv visitor-serving Inn facilities and
associated land uses scaled appropriately for the property.
C. Add New Policy to LUE. Goal 5:
New development of a luxurv overnight visitorserving inn within the Headlands shall only be developed in conjunction with a
component of lower cost overnight visitor accommodations {e.g. hostel) as either
part of the project or elsewhere within a visitor recreation commercial area within the
Headlands. The lower-cost overnight accommodations shall consist of no less than
40 beds and shall be available for use by the general public prior to or concurrent
with the opening of the inn.
D. Add New Policy to LUE. GoalS:
Overnight visitor serving accommodations
within the Headlands shall be open to the general public.
Overnight
accommodations shall not be converted to exclusively private uses or private
membership club. Fractional ownership of the luxurv inn may be authorized except
that during the peak season {Memorial Day weekend to Labor Day weekend) the
reservation of rooms/suites by fractional owners shall be limited to no more than 50
percent of the total rooms/suites approved for the luxurv inn.

E. Further modify Suggested Modification 27 as follows:

The height of structures
shall be limited to minimize impacts to visual resources. The maximum allowable
height for the residential development in the Strand shall be 28 feet above finished
grade, and at the upper Headlands shall be 18 feet above finished grade. Chimneys
and rooftop antennas may be permitted to extend above the permitted height of the
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structure provided they do not significantly degrade public views to and along the
shoreline. Finished grades shall be set such that any structure constructed to the
full height limit plus any chimneys and rooftop antennas shall not significantly
degrade pubilc views to and along the shoreline. The commercial development
along Pacific Coast Highway shall have a maximum allowable height of 35 feet
above existing grade. The commercial/luxurv inn development along Street of the
Green Lantern shall not exceed 42 feet above the existing street level at the
centerline of Street of the Green Lantern at its intersection with Cove Road.
Furthermore. to the maximum extent feasible. the roof!jne of the commercial/luxurv
inn development shall be lower than the existing ridgeline. however. in no case shall
the roofline exceed one-story above the ridgeline and in no case shall more than
25% of the buildable area wjthin the 2.8 acre site exceed the height of the ridgeline.
For commercial development, minor architectural projections may exceed the height
limit provided they do not significantly degrade public views to and along the
shoreline.
F. Add New LUE Policy. under GoalS: In conjunction with the development of a luxurv
inn at the Headlands. the developer shall jnstall water quality best management
practices. including structural best management practices. that shall treat runoff from
the development site as well as at least 17 acres of off-site developed area.

Section 3.0 of POD
G. Global change - retain existing references to "Planning Area 9"
H. Global change- restore all figures to show "Planning Area 9" as V/RC

.1. In Section 3.4.8.3, restore existing text relative to heights and modify, as follows:
In Planning Area 9 only~ three-story structures may be built provided that one of the
following is included: (i) the provisions of Zoning Code Section 9.05.200(a) and
9.05.200(b)(1) and 9.05.200(b)(2) are incorporated into the design; or (ii) any structure
that is proposed to have three stories is set back an additional 10 feet beyond the
minimum required set-back to the fronting street; or (iii) the building design provides a
minimum of 5% articulation in building mass between the first and second stories and
10% articulation in building mass between the second and third stories. In addition to
the preceding requirements. the roof!ine of any structures within Planning Area 9 shall
be lower than the existing ridgeline to the maximum extent feasible. however. in no case
shall the roof!ine exceed one-storv above the ridqeline and in no case shall more than
25% of the total buildable area of Planning Area 9 exceed the height of the ridgeline.
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J. Further add to Section 3.4.8.5, as follows:
5.

Development Requirements for Planning Area 4

Development of Planning Area 4 shall include the following uses regardless of other
development that will occur there:
a. A 40-bed hostel and Visitor Information Center, The hostel will serve as a lowercost overnight visitor accommodation and will include a Visitor Information Center
that will provide detailed maps and other information regarding trails, overlooks,
open space, parks, beaches and public access thereto, public parking facilities,
and other visitor serving recreational and commercial facilities present at the
Headlands and in the City of Dana Point and vicinity. Other information may also
be provided regarding the biological, historical and cultural aspects of the
Headlands, City of Dana Point and vicinity. The hostel and Visitor Information
Center shall be constructed and open to the public in accordance with the
phasing requirements identified in Section 3.7.C.6 Development Phasing Plan,!,
The Visitor Information Center may be incoroorated into the hostel. provided that
it is clearly available for use by the general public separate from use of the
hostel. or it may be constructed as a separate facility. If separate from the
hostel, the Visitor Information Center shall consist of a minimum of 800 sq. ft.
b. Six (6) public parking ...

K. Restore Table 3.4.3, Allowable Uses in V/RC district, to original with following
changes:
Clinical Services permitted (P 1) on second floor, above or below street level, but
. prohibited at street level; Commercial Recreation Uses permitted (P 1)

L. Restore "Planning Area 9" column to Table 3.4.4 to original with following change:
Adjust quantity of total allowable 'keys' from 65 to 90.
Within column for Planning Area 4, adjust square footage from 40,000 square feet to
35,000 square feet; reduce minimum lot size from 15,000 square feet to 5,000 square
feet; reduce minimum lot depth and width from 80 feet to 60 feet.
M. Add to Section 3.5.A, Access, Parking and Loading, as follows:
In Planning Area 9, the minimum quantity of parking stalls per use shall be supplied as
identified in Section 9.35 of the Zoning Code except that valet/tandem parking shall not
be utilized to achieve the required parking. Valet parking may be provided as a service
to guests/visitors provided that at least 50% of the parking remain available as Selfparking, Furthermore. free or affordable employee parking shall be provided on-site.
Incentives to employees to use alternative transportation shall be provided including,
but not limited to. incentives to caroool and free or subsidized transit passes.
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N. Further modify Section 3.7.C.6, Development Phasing Plan, as follows:
6.

Development Phasing Plan

Development shall comply with the following development phasing plan:
The public parks, open space and public trail network shall be offered ...
The public parks. open space and public trail network improvements and amenities.
including the Nature lnteroretive Center and public parking. shall be constructed and
open to the public prior to the opening of the luxurv inn in Planning Area 9.
The 40-bed hostel shall be constructed and open to the public prior to or concurrent with
the opening of the luxurv inn in Planning Area 9.

Section 4.0 of POD
0. Page 4-13, restore description of Planning Area 9 with following changes:
Planning Area 9: Resort Seaside Inn (Visitor/Recreation Commercial)
This 2.8-acre site provides a maximum i&OO-room (keys), luxury Seaside Inn, with a
public restaurant, amenities and accessory uses. The site fronts the Street of the Green
Lantern and Scenic Drive, and complements existing, off-site commercial facilities, such
as the Charthouse Restaurant. The site offers dramatic ocean and harbor views. The
location, adjacent to the Harbor Point Park, lends itself to public and private functions,
·encouraging coastal. access.
P. Restore references to Planning Area 9 in Section 4.6, Circulation Plan.
Q. Restore references to Planning Area 9 in Section 4.9, Conceptual Sewer Plan

R. Restore references to Planning Area 9 in Section 4.11, Conceptual Grading Plan
S. Restore text relative to the Seaside Inn and Planning Area 9 in Section 4.12, Design
Guidelines.
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XI.

List of Exhibits/Substantive File Documents

The following table lists exhibits which are also substantive file documents. All
documents cited throughout the report and in Commission staff memorandum should be
considered substantive file documents as well.
Exhibit
#

Category

1
2a
2b
2c
2d

Existing Conditions

3a
3b

Existing LCP

3c

4a

Proposed LCP
Amendment

4b
4c
4d
4e
4f

Sa
5b
5c

Proposed LCP
Amendment

Description

Manner Supplied
• =WebSite
# = Printed Edition
@ = Under Separate
Cover
% =Available Upon
Request (previously
supplied in October 2003
Staff Recommendation
and Incorporated by
Reference

Project Location

#

Major Land Features/Areas
Existing Structures
Existing Revetment
Existing Tract Maps

#
#

LCP Areas
Dana Point Specific Plan LCP ("1986
LCP"): Excerpts Relative to the
Headlands
CCC Findings Adopting 1986 LCP:
Excer~ts Relative to the Headlands
Resolution of Adoption and Submittal
of LUP Amendment
Resolution of Adoption of General
Plan Amendment
Resolution of Adoption of Zone Text
Amendment
Resolution of Adoption and Submittal
of IP Amendment
Resolution of Adoption and Submittal
of POD Guidelines
Map of City Upon Certification of LCP
Amendment

#

#

#
%

%

%
%
%
%
%
%

Land Use Plan Map

#

POD - Planning Areas
Comparison of 1986 LCP with
Proposed Amended LCP

#
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Exhibit

Category

Description

#

~

Manner Supplied
*•WebSite
# = Printed Edition
@ = Under Separate
Cover
% • Available Upon
Request (previously
supplied in October 2003
Staff Recommendation
and Incorporated by
Reference}

Letter from City

#

Existing Vegetation and Proposed
Modified Land Use Plan

#

Proposed Revetment (October 2003)

%

7b
7c

Pro~osed Grading
Revised (December 2003) Revetment
Alignment (TKC 2003. Revised
Strand Revetment Alignment. Two
page drawing dated December 10,
2003., plus 1 page dated 12/17)

#
#

7d

Revised Grading Concept
{December 2003}

#

Seymour, Richard J., Ph.D., P.E.

%

6a

Informal City
Modifications to LCP
Amendment

6b

?a

Ba

8b

Development
Contemplated Under
Proposed LCP
Amendment

Technical
Analyses/Evaluations
of Shoreline
Protective Device/
Revetment in the
Strand

2003. Assessment of Improvements
to the Existing Headlands
Development & Conservation Plan
(HDCP) Shoreline Protection. Dated
August 2003
Jenkins, Scott. A., Ph.D., and Wasyl,
Joseph. 2003. Comparative Analysis
of Beach Change Effects Due to a
Seawall Alternative for the Headlands
Development & Conservation Plan,
Dana Point, California. Dated
Se~tember

Be

%

10, 2003

Wiegel, Robert L. Undated. Peer
Review of Reports on Coastal
Engineering Aspects of the
Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan, Dana Point,
Orange County, California.
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Exhibit
#

8d

Be

8f

8g

8h

8i

Category

Description

Manner Supplied
*=WebSite
# = Printed Edition
@ = Under Separate
Cover
% = Available Upon
Request (previously
supplied in October 2003
Staff Recommendation
and Incorporated by
Reference

Jenkins, Scott. A. Ph.D., and Wasyl,
Joseph. 2002. Constraints and
Unique Characteristics Effecting NonStructural Shore Protection
Alternatives for the Dana Point
Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan. Dated November
17, 2002.
Noble Consultants. 2002. No
Revetment, Shorefront Slope Setback
Alternative. Dated November 20,
2002.
Carey, Paul. S., P.E. 2002.
Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan Shorefront Slope
Setback Alternative. Dated
November 20, 2002.
Jenkins, Scott A. 2003. Headlands
Development and Conservation Plan
(response to Surfrider Letters dated
March 19, 2003 and March 14, 2003).
Se~tember 19, 2003
AMEC 2003. Configuration and
estimated volume, existing rock
revetment, Dana Strand Area,
Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan (HDCP), Dana
Point, California. Dated December
23,2003
AMEC 2003. Addendum stability
evaluations, 10-foot revetment
setback alternative, Headlands
Development and Conservation Plan
(HDCP), Dana Point, California.
Dated December 19, 2003

%
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Description

Manner Supplied
*=WebSite
# = Printed Edition
@ = Under Separate
Cover
% =Available Upon
Request (previously
supplied in October 2003
Staff Recommendation
and Incorporated by
Reference}

Bj

AMEC 2003. Response to Surfrider
Foundation letter (10/22/03), Local
Coastal Program Amendment OPT
LCPA 2-02, Headlands Development
and Conservation Plan (HDCP), Dana
Point, California. Dated December
11,2003

#

8k

Jenkins, Dr. Scott A. 2003.
Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan. Letter dated
December 19, 2003.
Jenkins, Dr. Scott A. 2003. Dana
Point Local Coastal Program
Amendment 2-02 [sic]; Headlands.
Letter dated December 3, 2003
Noble Consultants, Inc. Rock
quantities of existing and to-bereconstructed revetment structure at
Strand Beach. Dated December 19,
2003
MBC 2003. Shorefront protection for
the Strand Area, Dana Point
Headlands. Dated December 11,
2003.
Noble Consultants, Inc.
Comments ... dated December 3, 2003

#

Exhibit

Category

#

8L

Bm

Bn

So

9a
9b

9c

Surfrider Foundation
Comments

Letter dated August 14, 2003
re~ardin~ Petition Transmittal
Marra, John J. 2003. Review of
Report Pertaining to Headlands
Development and Conservation Plan
by S.A. Jenkins and J. Wasyl
Maddux, Timothy B. Undated.
Review of "Evaluation of Coastal
Processes Effects Associated with
Removal of the Revetment from the
Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan"
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Exhibit

Category

Description

Manner Supplied
*=Web Site
# = Printed Edition
@ = Under Separate
Cover
% =Available Upon
Request (previously
supplied in October 2003
Staff Recommendation
and Incorporated by
Reference

Letter dated March 17, 2003 from
Chad Nelson, Surfrider Foundation to
Karl Schwing, California Coastal
Commission regarding shoreline
~rotection and the offshore kel~ beds
Letter dated December 26, 2002 from
Michael Lewis, Surfrider Foundation
to Ralph Faust, California Coastal
Commission regarding Response to
letter from Joseph Petrillo with
Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton
LLC dated November 11, 2002
Surfrider Foundation 2003. Letter
regarding Request for Meeting: LCP
Amendment, Dana Point Headlands.
Dated December 9, 2003.

%

Memo dated September 19, 2003 by
Lesley Ewing, Senior Coastal
Engineer

#

Memo dated July 21, 2003 by Lesley
Ewing, Senior Coastal Engineer
Memo dated July 8, 2003 by Mark
Johnsson, Staff Geologist
Memo dated September 16, 2002 by
Mark Johnsson, Staff Geologist
Memo dated December 24, 2003 by
Mark Johnsson, Staff Geologist

#

#

9d

9e

9f

10a

10b
10c
10d
10e

Coastal Commission
Technical Staff
Comments Relative
to Coastal Processes
and Geologic
Hazards
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Exhibit

Category

Description

#

11a

NCCP/HCP Central
and Coastal
Subregion

11b
11c

12a

Pacific Pocket Mouse

12b

13a

13b

13c

13d

Native Vegetation

~

Manner Supplied
• =WebSite
# = Printed Edition
@ = Under Separate
Cover
o/o =Available Upon
Request (previously
supplied In October 2003
Staff Recommendation
and Incorporated by
Reference)

Findings of Facts in Support of
Findings Regarding the Central and
Coastal Subregion Natural
Community Conservation
Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan Joint
Programmatic Environmental Impact
Report No. 553 (SCH No. 93071061)
and Draft Environmental Impact
Statement 95-59 dated Apri19, 1996:
Selected ExcerQts
NCCP/HCP dated April 14, 1997 and
AQril 11, 2000: Selected ExcerQts
Map depicting the NCCP/HCP
Reserve System and the Coastal
Zone Boundary

%

URS. 2002. Dana Point Headlands
Pacific Pocket Mouse Survey, August
18-Septmber 1, 2002, dated
SeQtember 19, 2002
URS. 2002. Update on the Current
Status and Viability Assessment of
Pacific Pocket Mouse Population on
Dana Point Headlands, dated
SeQtember 18, 2002

%

Letter from Pat Mock, URS, with
attachment to John Dixon, CCC
dated August 8, 2003
Letter from W. Kevin Darnall,
Headlands Reserve LLC to Caitlin
Bean CCC dated June 12,2003
Letter from Fred Roberts, CNPS, to
Karl Schwing, CCC dated June 9,
2003
Letter from Tony Bomkamp, GLA to
Mike Reilly, CCC dated Apri115,
2003, re: response to Fred Roberts
Letter dated January 28, 2003

%
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Exhibit

Category

Description

Manner Supplied
*=Web Site
# = Printed Edition
@ = Under Separate
Cover
% = Available Upon
Request (previously
supplied in October 2003
Staff Recommendation
and Incorporated by
Reference

Letter from Fred Roberts, CNPS to
Mike Reilly, CCC dated March 3,
2003 re: status of Blechman's
dudle a
Letter from Tony Bomkamp, GLA to
Meredith Osborne, CDFG dated
February 10, 2003, re: relocation of
Blechman's dudleya and response to
Fred Roberts letter dated June 27,
2002
Letter from Fred Roberts, CNPS to
Mike Reilly, CCC dated January 28,
2003
Letter from Fred Roberts, CNPS to
Meredith Osborne, CDFG dated June
27,2002
Letter from CNPS to City of Dana
Point dated February 9, 2002 with
letter attached dated November 16,
2001

%

#

13e

13f

13g

13h

13i

14a

Comments from
CDFG and USFWS

14b

14c

15a

15b

Coastal Commission
Technical Staff
Comments Relative
to Upland Biological
Resources

Memo from Eric Larsen, CDFG to
Karl Schwing, CCC dated August 7,
2003
Letter from William E Tippets, CDFG
and Karen A. Goebel, USFWS to
Mike Reilly, CCC dated March 28,
2003
Letter from William E. Tippets, CDFG
to John Dixon and John Allen, CCC
dated February 15, 2002
Memo by John Dixon dated
September 18, 2003

Memo by Caitlin Bean dated June 26,
2003
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Category

Description

#

Manner Supplied
*=WebSite
# Printed Edition
@ Under Separate
Cover
%=Available Upon
Request {previously
supplied In October 2003
Staff Recommendation
and Incorporated by
Reference}

=
=

15c

15d

15e

Map depicting location of ESHA (as
updated by Exhibit 15a) and Land
Use Areas (as submitted by City
Council Ma~ 2002}
Map depicting biological resources( as
shown on City's original submittal)
and location of ESHA
Map depicting biological resources
(as updated by new Landowner
surve~s} and location of ESHA

#

#
#

16

Headlands
Promontory Park
Endowment

Letter from Center for Natural Lands
Management dated August 26, 2003

%

17a

Coastal Commission
Staff Comments
Relative to Planning
Efforts Involving the
Headlands

Chronology

%

Draft EIR (Current Plan) Comments
dated November 21, 2001
Draft LCP Comments (Current Plan)
dated November 21, 2001
Draft EIR Comments (1998 Plan)
dated Seetember 5, 1998
NOP for Draft EIR Comments (1998
Plan} dated June 12, 1998
EIRIEIS Comments on NCCP/HCP
dated January 29, 1996
Draft EIR Comments (early 1990
elan} dated Jul~ 29, 1993

%

Letter from City Attorney (Rutan &
Tucker LLP} dated August 19, 2003
Letter from Sheppard Mullin Richter &
Hameton LLP dated August 11 , 2003
Letter from Sheppard Mullin Richter &
Hampton LLP dated January 13,
2003

%

17b
17c
17d
17e
17f
17g

18a
18b
18c

Legal Analyses
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Exhibit

Category

Description

Manner Supplied
*=WebSite
# = Printed Edition
@ = Under Separate
Cover
% = Available Upon
Request (previously
supplied in October 2003
Staff Recommendation
and Incorporated by
Reference

Letter from Sheppard Mullin Richer &
Hampton LLP dated November 11,
2002
Sheppard Mullin 2003. Letter from
Joseph E. Petrillo to California
Coastal Commission regarding
Headlands Project/Dana Point LCP
Amendment. 10 December 2003.

%

Sheppard Mullin 2003. Letter from
Joseph E. Petrillo to California
Coastal Commission regarding Dana
Point Headlands LCP Amendment
No. 2-02 [sic], Headlands
Development and Conservation Plan,
Strand Revetment Coastal Act
Consistency. 10 December 2003.

#

#

18d

18e

18f

19

19b

20
20b

21

21b

#

Letters in Support of
City-Proposed Plan
(October 2003
Hearing}
Letter in Support
Rec'd Since October
2003 Hearing

%

Letters of Critique of
Cit~·Proeosed Plan
Letter of Critique
Rec'd Since October
2003 Hearing

%

Letters in Opposition
to City-Proposed
Plan
Letters in Opposition
Rec'd Since October
2003 Hearing

%

#

#

#
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Category

Description

#

22

Proposed 1996 Land
Use Plan to be newly
applied to Headlands

Land Use Element

Urban Design Element

Conservation Open Space Element

Zoning Code

23

Proposed 1996 IP to
be newly applied to
Headlands

24

Chapter 1.0 -Changes to the 1996
Headlands
Land Use Element, Urban Design
Development &
Element, and Conservation Open
Conservation Plan
Space Element to allow Headlands
including changes
and additions to 1996 Plan to proceed
LUP and IP (Adopted
and Submi~ted by
Resolution of the City
Council}
Chapter 2.0- Adds Chapter 9.34 to
the City Zoning Code which allows
City to Create PODs
Chapter 3.0 - The Headlands POD

Chapter 4.0 - Development
Guidelines for Headlands POD

Chapter 5.0 - Coastal Act
Consistency Analysis
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# (Commissioner
Packets Only); all
others Available
UQon Reguest
# (Commissioner
Packets Only); all
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UQon Reguest
# (Commissioner
Packets Only); all
others Available
UQon Reguest
%

# (Commissioner
Packets Only); all
others Available
Upon Request

# (Commissioner
Packets Only); all
others Available
UQon Reguest
# (Commissioner
Packets Only); all
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Packets Only); all
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Exhibit
#

Category

25

Headlands
Development &
Conservation Plan
(Modifications
Suggested by City
Staff and Landowner)
Not Submitted Via
Resolution of the City
Council

26a

26b

27a

27b

27c

Landowners Analysis
of Reconstruction of
Revetment as 'Repair
and Maintenance'

Description

Manner Supplied
*=Web Site
# = Printed Edition
@ = Under Separate
Cover
% =Available Upon
Request (previously
supplied in October 2003
Staff Recommendation
and Incorporated by
Reference

Chapter 1.0

%

Chapter 2.0
Chapter 3.0

%
%

Landowner's January 2004 Proposal
with Depicting of Anticipated ESHA
lm acts
Staff Recommendation: Project As
Modified Per Suggested Modifications

#,*

AMEC 2003. Summary of
observations and associated
photographs, 1983-84 Repair and
Reconstruction, rock revetment and
shorefront slope, Dana Strand Club
Mobile Home Park, Dana Point,
California. Dated December 2, 2003.
Headlands Reserve LLC 2003.
Strand Revetment - Section 13252(b)
Analysis. Dated December 22, 2003
Headlands Reserve LLC 2003.
Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan ("HDCP")September 19, 2003 Memorandum
from Lesley Ewing to Karl Schwing,
Subject: City of Dana Point LCP and
Dana Strand Beach. Dated
December 11 , 2003

#
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Description

#

28

Fuel Management
Plan

Headlands Reserve LLC 2003. The
Headlands Fire Management
Program and landscape Plan.
Undated 3 page drawing submitted
December 12, 2003
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·CITY OF DANA POINT

OFFICE OF THE CITY MANAGER

Via Facsimile and U.S. !\fail
August 18. 2003

Ms. Deborah Lee
California Coastal Commission
200 Oceangate, Suite I 000
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302
RE:

-

(.

COASTAL COMMISSION

Dana Point Local Coastal Program Amendment, No. 2-02

EXHIBIT
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PAGE_,/~_oF-jf,____

Dear Deborah,

I am pleased that progress is being made regarding the outstanding issues associated with
the Dana Point Local Coastal Program Amendment, No. 2-02. The purpose of this letter
is twofold. First, pursuant to the analysis and input provided by you and your staff, the
City of Dana Point has decided to amend the LCP Amendment application. Accordingly,
the City does amend the LCP Amendment application. as detailed in Exhibit "A ... Our
intent, at a minimum. is to have the noted changes part of the official City submission.
and. as such. constitute the base plan that is reviewed for consideration by the Coastal
Commission.
The effecti\·e change concentrates de\ elopmcnt in the L'pper Headlands. and pro\ ides h.S
acres of additional parks and open space. without increasing the project density. As
noted abo\e. City staff fully supports this change. A number of changes that the stall
suggested ha\e also been incorporated. \\'e ha\'C focused on the major issues that stall
raised. and do not suggest that this revision represents all of the suggested changes.
Undoubtedly. we may ha\ e omitted some re\·isions that ha\e been discussed. These
further revisions may be handled through the nom1al suggested modification process.
\1 y second reason for \Hit ing rc lates to the unrcso h cd land usc issues associ a ted \\ 1th the

LCP :\mendment. Staffs recent request to rcmmc the 90-room hotel site (2.8 acres) and
the public \·isitor educational facilities in Harbor Point Park will create significant project
impacts. As you know, the hotel site and the Harbor Point Park improvements are the
only development activities that drain to the Dana Point Harbor. The rest of the
Without these
Headlands de\·elopment drains north to the Strand Beach area.
impro\·ements. the City will lose the ability to require Headlands Resen·e LLC to
mitigate water quality impacts to the Dana Point Harbor (since the project will not create
any impacts. thus no nexus exists). ."\s currently designed. the LCP Amendment

33282 Golden lclntern, Dana Point, CA 92629 • (949) 248-3500 • FAX (949) 248-9920
Internet: www.dAAapolnt.org

mitigates I 00" o of the project storm drain impacts and .:W-acres of off-site urban
de\·clopment. The Dana Point Harbor is currently impacted by 17-acres of the off-site
urban de\ elopmcnt, which, under the proposed project. wi II be treated by a state-of-theart facility for one of our most polluted areas-Baby Beach. The City has established
one of the most proacti\·e water quality control programs in the state; therefore the City
Council will be very hesitant to approve any suggested modifications that propose
eliminating these facilities.
I look forward to resolving the few remaining issues associated with the aforementioned
revisions. to the pending Local Coastal Program ( .. LCP"') Amendment. Upon Coastal
Commission approval, I will process those revisions before the City Council. We
understand that the Coastal Commission staff may have further comments and/or
suggested modifications. Regardless, these changes and any changes made by the
Coastal Commission as part of their consideration of this application will be subject to
the final approval of the Dana Point City Council and will be processed as noted above.
Thank you for your cooperation. Please give me a call if you have any questions related
to the revised application.
Sincerely,

0

s

City Manager
Enclosures
The Honorable l\layor and Dana Point City Council l\'1embers
c:
A. Patrick Munoz, Dana Point City Attorney
Sanford Edward, Headlands Reserve LLC
Peter Douglas, California Coastal Commission
Teresa Henry, California Coastal Commission
Alex Helperin, Esq.
Karl Schwing. California Coastal Commission
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Exhibit "A"
Re,·isions to the
Dana Point Local Coastal Program Amendment Application

Acreage ReYisions

I. Planning Area 6, Upper Headlands Residential: Shall be reduced from 26.7 acres to
20.2 acres. Maximum allo\vable units to remain. as is, 50.
") Planning Area 7, Headlands Conservation Park: Shall be increased from 24.2 acres to
27.9 acres.
3. Planning Area 5, Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkage: Shall be increased from 12.3
acres to 15 .I acres.
Land Use Revisions

I. Planning Area 4, PCH Visitor/Recreation Commercial: Shall include a VISitor
information center, and a 40-bed, low cost, overnight hostel. Maximum allowable
square footage for the entire site shall be reduced from 40,000 sq. ft. to 35,000 sq. ft.
2. Planning Area 9, Resort Seaside Inn: Shall remain, as is, at 2.8 acres and a maximum
of 110,750 sq. ft. Maximum overnight keys (rooms) shall increase from 65 to 90.
Amenity Improvement Revisions

I. Planning Area I, Strand Vista Park: Shall include the following additional public
beach access and visitor serving facilities:
• A public restroom; shower located above the southeast end of Strand Beach.
• A public beach access path located at. or near. the center of the County public
parking lot. that connects to the Central Strand Beach Access path.
• A City apprO\cd public funicular pro\·iding coastal access. equivalent to a
\·chick~ drop oil from the Sci\ a Road County pubic parking lot to the Strand
Beach coastal access ramp (assuming the residential \Chicle controls. as
proposed. arc appro\ cd ).
• An S-toot public beach access path. \\ ith 4 public seating areas. along the top
of the re\ ctment. The rcintorced re\ etment shall nor exceed the existing
approximate height. 17 feet.

The Acreage Re\ isions arc illustrated in the attached HDCP Land L'se Designation.
Figure I. .-'\ traffic analysis by RK Engineering IS also attached. and concludes that the
additional traffic generated by hotel room count increasing from (J5 to<)() is off-set by the
reduction in allo\\able commercial square footage. from 40.000 s.f. to 35.000 s.f. at the
PCH VRC. Under the re\·ised project. a\ erage daily trips (ADT) are reduced by
approximately 2° o.
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Mr. Kevin Darnall
HEADLANDS RESERVE, LLC
24849 Del Prado
Dana Pornt, CA 92629

Subject:

Headlands Updated Land Use and Trip Generation Analysis

Dear Mr. Kevin Darnall:
RK ENGINEERING GROUP, INC. (RK) has reviewed the revised configuration of the land uses
for the Headlands Project in the City of Dana Point. There have been some minor changes
in the land uses within Traffic Analysis Zones (TAZ) 257 and 258. Within TAZ 257, the
visitor recreation commercial site was reduced by approximately 5,000 square feet, and the
acreage of the park/recreation area was increased by approximately 2.8 acres. Two
specified uses now proposed in TAZ 257 include a 40-bed hostel and a visitor information
center. Trip generat1on for both uses would fall within (if not below) the total trip
generation calculated for TAZ 2 57 visitor recreation commercial uses and no separate trip
generation is necessary. The maximum number of single-family residential lots within TAZ
257 remain the same at 50 lots. Within TAZ 258, the park/recreation area was increased
by approximately 3 7 acres, and the Seaside Inn was increased by 25 keys (rooms).
A summary of the proJect land use and tr1p generat1on (revised) is shown in Table 1.

Trip Generation Comparison
The proposed revised proJect would generate 4, 513 trip-ends per day with 213 vehicles per
hour dur1ng the AM peak hour and 387 vehicles per hour during the PM peak hour.
The tnp generation for the prev1ously approved proJect is shown in Table 2. The proposed
proJect would generate 86 less daily tr1p-ends than the previously approved project.
Furthermore, the proJect would generate sl1ghtly fewer AM peak hour trips ( 1 vehrcle per
hour), and generates 10 veh1cles less per hour durrng the PM peak hour. The revised
project generates fewer trips than the previously approved project, espec1ally during the
critical PM peak hour.
The reconfigurat1on of land use will slightly change the trip generation within the three
traffic analysis zones util1zed rn the prevrous traff1c study. No significant differences in
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traff1c 1mpacts are anticipated as a result of the reconfiguration. The net change in daily
traff1c on Street of the Green Lantern would be 139 ADT (Average Daily Traffic). This
would not be a significant increase in traffic on that roadway. Additionally, traffic impacts
to the intersection of Street of the Blue Lantern at Pacific Coast Highway has also been
reviewed. Most recently, updates to existing traffic counts have been completed for the
proposed Green Lantern Inn project.
That project evaluated traffic impacts along Street of the Green Lantern and also at the
intersection of Street of the Blue Lantern at Pacific Coast Highway. The study did take into
account the previously approved Headlands Project. The proposed land use reconfiguration
of the proposed Headlands, Project would not significantly change the level of service
projected at the intersection Street of the Blue Lantern and Pacific Coast Highway or would
substantially change the projected traffic volumes on Street of the Green Lantern. The
revised ICU calculations and traffic volumes for Street of the Green Lantern are shown in
Table 3.
RK appreciates this opportunity to provide this additional information on the
reconfiguration of the Headlands Project. The revised uses will generate less daily trips and
fewer PM peak hour trips than the previously approved project. There is a slight decrease
in the AM peak hour trips; and would not significantly change any of the intersections
previously analyzed in the traffic impact study for the Headlands Project.
The reconfiguration would not have a significant change in traffic volumes on Street of the
Green Lantern or the intersection of Street of the Blue Lantern and Pacific Coast Highway.
If you have any questions regarding this review, please call me at (949) 474-0809.
Respectfully submitted,
RK ENGINEERING GROUP, I

(l ~ ~ \Ll.r'~~---1ltt?rtl'l~--t;:~
Robert Kahn, P.E.
Princ1pal
Attachment
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TABLE 1
Proposed Project Trip Generation (Revised)

Peak Hour

AM
Taz

1

Land Use

Quantity Units

Srnglc-Famlly Residential

250

--

Park/Recreation
Recreatron/Open Space

DU

75
9.9
5.2
--

Park/Recreation

257 Visitor R_ecreation

---

-----

(Comf11U_flrt~'2__fa_cilitt

Single-Family Residential

---

------

35
15.1
·-- -2
-I50
----·----

--

-

------

258

--

------

-

---
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TABLE 2
Trip Generation Comparison

Peak Hour
AM
In

Land Use

Approved Project
Proposed Reconfigured Project
Difference
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100-·-

PM
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In
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- -

--
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~·

Daily
---

4,599
-- -----
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113
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175

4,513
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TABLE 3
Opening Year with Project Intersection Capacity Utilization (ICU)

1

With Approved Heeldlands Plan
Intersection Approach Lanes
Traffic
Intersection

Control

2

Peak Hour ICU 4

3

Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound
T R l
T
R
L
T
R
l
R
L
T

Peak Hour LOS 5

Summer
AM

PM

AM

PM

Summer
AM PM AM PM

St. of the Blue
Lantern (NS) at
• Pacific Coast Hwy

1

TS

(EWl

1

1.5 0 5

1

1

1

1

2

1

1 0.423 0.519 0.464 0.556 A

2

A

A

A

With Reconfigured Headlands Plan
Intersection Approach Lanes
Traffic
Intersection

Control

2

J

Peak Hour ICU

Northbound Southbound Eastbound Westbound
T
T R
R l
T R l
T R l
l

AM

PM

4

Peak Hour lOS 5

Summer
AM
PM

Summer
AM PM AM PM

St. of the Blue
Lantern (NS) at:
• Pacific Coast Hwy.
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1

1

1.5 0.5

1

1

1

1

2

1

1 0.423 0.518 0.464 0.556
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A

A
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Average Daily Traffic (ADT) Volume on
Green Lantern South of Santa Clara Avenue
Average Dally Tratt1c
(ADT)

Condition
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-

-
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--
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--

--~---.
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· Attention:

~I

Mr. Kevin Darnall

'.:

o

' 1·
''\'

Re:

Configuration And Estimated Volume
Existing Rock Revetment
Dana Stnlnd Area
Headlands Development And Conservation Plan (HDCP)
Dana Point, California
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INTRODUCTION
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' '.l ' As requested, AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) has performed a review of the
·~

available lnfonnation, documentation and observations regarding the configuration and
extent of the existing rock revetment in the subject area. This Information, including two
subsurface profiles developed from ground penetrating radar (GPR) surveys, was used
to prepare typical cross-sections of the existing revetment. The typical cross-section
data was, in tum, used to estimate the total volume of the existing rock revetment. An
abbreviated summary of the available background information and an estimate of the
volume of the existing rock revetment were previously presented in an AMEC letter
report dated December 19. 2003. This report is considered an addendum to that
previous submittal and is intended to provide a more detailed summary of the available
information, including the typical profile data used to estimate the total revetment
·',,~ · · volume.
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AVAILABLE BACKGROUND DOCUMENTATION, OBSERVATIONS AND
INTERPRETATIONS

The most important items or elements of background information utilized in assessing
the overall extent and configuration of the existing rock revetment include:
'l'

·~

.~

'

1)

preVious profiles of the exposed revetment that were compiled after El Nino
storm damage in 1983 (Williamson & Schmid, 9/29/83),

.

2)

as..bullt observations and photographs during subsequent reconstruction/repair in
1983-84 (AMEC, 12/2103),

.'t

3)

land survey information regarding the height of the existing revetment (Hunsaker
& Associates, 6/24/03), and
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Information from each of these Items is briefly summarized below.

2.1
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surface profiles and ground penetrating radar (GPR) surveys/subsurface profiles
of the existing revetment conditions that were performed by AMEC in February

2000.

~

.

''

•'

''•

EXPOSED REVETMENT ROCK-1983

.Extreme Ef Nino storm conditions in January 1983 damaged the existing rock revetment
and large portions of the adjoining shorefront slope face.
stereographic aerial
photographs of the subject area were taken in February 1983 to document the poststorm site conditions. This documentation included preparation of a topographic base
map using the aerial photos and associated land survey data. A primary focus of this
work was the extent and configuration of the existing revetment rock, so that appropriate
repair/reconstruction plans could be developed. Storm wave action that damaged the
revetment also carried a substantial volume of beach sand offshore, where it was
temporarily stored until it was carried back onshore by less energetic wave action and
currents during the summer months. This relatively extreme winter beach profile
exposed much of the existing revetment rock that is almost always covered by beach
sediments during normal annual beach level cycles. The exposed •rock rip rap" was
plotted on the February 1983 topographic map and is shown on the "Plans for
Emergency Slope Repair and On-Site Storm Drain Construction For Dana Strand Club•
(8 sheets, scale 1• = 20') which were prepared by Williamson and Schmid, and are dated
September 29, 1983. The extent of the exposed revetment is shown not only in plan
view, but also in 20 profiles or cross~sections that are spaced at intervals of 100 feet
Repair and
along the length of the proposed 1983 repair/reconstruction area.
recomstruction of the rock revetment in 1983-84 was limited to the portion adjoining the
face of the shorefront slope, along the shoreline a distance of approXimately 21 00 feet.
Although a significant volume of beach sediments was present at the time of the 1983
topographic survey, the exposed "rock rip rap~ profiles provide important information
regarding the overall extent and surface gradient of the portion of the existing revetment
section that is normally buried beneath the beach sediments.

'''

. Profiles of the exposed revetment rock in 1983 (Williamson & Schmid, 9/29/83) indicate
.that the lower "toe" portion of the existing revetment rock has a surface gradient of 4:1 to
5:1 (horlzontal:vertical or an inclination of 14 to 11 degrees from horizontal). The profiles
also indicate that seaward extent of the revetment is well beyond that which would be
estimated by projecting the steeper surface exposures adjoining the face of the
shorefront slope.

2.2

AS-BUILT OBSERVATIONS OF REVETMENT REPAIR/RECONSTRUCTION
IN 1983·84

As-built observations and photographs during repair/reconstruction of the revetment in
1983-8.4 varied somewhat from the typical sections that were shown on the plans
prepared by Williamson and Schmid (sheets 1 and 7, 9/29/83}. The overall construction
proces8 is briefly summarized and described in AMEC's report dated December 2, 2003 .
The simplified schematic depletion of a uniform thickness of revetment rock (i.e., 2.5 feet
minimum thickness) covering a reconstructed soil slope was not implemented, with the
Job No. 9-212·306100
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possible exception of similar, but thicker configuration, in the immediate vicinity of the
,replacement storm drain construction {Williamson & Schmid, 9/29/83). Revetment
reconstruction was typically accomplished by excavating a keyway behind the existing
revetment rock, covering the bottom and back of the keyway with filter fabric and
protective sand backing material, and placement of rock in the keyway. The crest of the
revetment section was completed as a relatively level surface using smaller rock. In
those areas where reconstruction of the adjoining shorefront slope was required, filter
fabric was placed over the top or crest of the revetment rock to accommodate
construction of the compacted fill slope, which was partially founded on the top of the
revetment (see AMEC, 12/2/03).

1:

On the basis of the as-built construction observation and photographs, the thickness of
the portion of the revetment section adjoining the shorafront slope face tends to be
considerably greater than the 2.6-foot minimum thickness depicted on the typical
sections in the Williamson and Schmid repair/reconstruction plans {9/29/83}.

,,.,,
'

2.3

·f:·

LAND SURVEY OF REVETMENT CREST- 2003

As summarized in a letter report prepared by Hunsaker & Associates Survey

Department dated June 24. 2003, the average elevation of the existing revetment is
elevation 16.8 feet (National Geodetic Vertical Datum. NGVO). Survey measurements
made at 14 locations along the length of the revetment ranged from elevation 15.1 to
19.1 feet (NGVD). The average elevation of 16.8 feet or approximately 17 feet (NGVD)
has been incorporated in the current HDCP as the crest elevation for
repair/reconstruction of the existing revetment.
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SURFACE AND SUBSURFACE PROFILES- 2000

In February 2000, AMEC prepared surface profiles and performed ground penetrating
radar (GPR) surveys of the existing revetment section along two parallel sections in the
south-central portion of the Strand area (see attached Plate 1). The GPR surveys
provide interpreted subsurface profiles of the buried portion of the revetment and are,
therefore. probably the best source of information regarding the existing revetment
configuration {see Plates II and Ill). The configuration and extent depicted on these
proflles/cross·sections is consistent with that shown for surface exposures of the
revetment compiled in 1983 (Williamson and Schmid, 9/29/83). The thickness and
overall configuration is also generally consistent with the as-built observations and
photographs during 1983-84 repair/reconstruction of the revetment. Although the
revetment in the area of AMEC's surface profiles/GPR surveys extends to a higher
elevation, the average elevation of 16.8 feet (NGVD or mean sea level, MSL) was used
in the typical cross-section. This higher section of revetment probably corresponds to a
locally higher design elevation of 20 feet {NGVD/MSL), as shown on the profile for
Station 16+00 of the Williamson and Schmid repair/reconstruction plans (Sheet 6,
9/29/83).

L·
::.~
6n .the basis of the compiled information, the surface and subsurface profiles along
::{
"GPR Dana Strand 101 and 102" (see attached Plates} were utilized for calculation of a
· ·;~ · 'typical average cross-section area for the existing revetment.
··.~
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PREVIOUS VOLUME OR YARDAGE ESTIMATES

3.1

VOLUME/YARDAGE CALACULATION -1983

'

'>'

~:·

'

As briefly summarized in a california Coastal Commission (CCC) staff report regarding a
proposed plan for reconstruction and enlargement of the revetment in 1983 (Application
No. 5-83-51 0), the estimated volume of revetment rock that could be "salvaged for reuse" In the previously planned reconstruction/enlargement was estimated to be 200.000
cubic feet (CCC, 9/14/83). This volume estimate was likely prepared by Williamson and
Schmid, but the details of the calculation are not available. Similar to the currently
proposed repair/reconstruction, the salvageable portion of the existing rock would not
likely have included any rock that is beyond the proposed construction footprint. This
estimate would also presumably not Include the portion of the existing revetment that
was south of the active mobile home park area (see Williamson and Schmid, 9/29/83).
Ultimately, the previously proposed reconstruction/enlargement of the existing revetment
was not implemented, and a reduced scope and volume of emergency
repair/reconstruction work was conducted in 1983-84 (see AMEC, 1212103). As a part of
repair/reconstruction, an additional volume of rock was also added to the revetment
section in 1983-84.

'

In summary, the details of the previous calculation of salvageable rock from the existing
revetment are not available. The estimate would not likely have included the deepest,
most .seaward extent of the existing revetment, or the portlon at the southerly end of the
Strand, beyond the active mobile home park area. The estimate also did not include the
volume of rock that was added in 1983-84. On the basis of the more recently compiled
data, this previous volume calculation underestimates the actual total volume of the
existing revetment.

3,2

AMEC VOLUMENARDAGE CALCULATION- 2003

As a part of AMEC's May 2002 evaluation of a possible "no revetment" geotechnical
~valuation, generic cross-section areas of possible rock revetment removal were

'I

)
>,

'I
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'

;

calculated. The purpose of this calculation was to provide an order of magnitude
estimate on the number of truck trips that would be required to remove and dispose of
the rock within the footprint of the proposed HDCP revetment repair/reconstruction area.
As noted in the report, the calculated volumes of 7,700 to 9,500 cubic yards were not
Intended to be representative of "the actual thickness, height and inclination of existing
rock revetment slope". The 1.5:1 and 2:1 (horizontal: vertical) revetment configurations
used in the generic cross-sections were assumed to be 3 feet thick and 17 feet high. As
briefly discussed in the prec;eding text and presented on the attached plates, the actual
surface gradient of the revetment ranges from approximately 1.5:1 (34 degrees) to 5:1
(11 degrees). Although the overall height of the typical existing revetment crosssections is comparable at 17 feet, the actual thickness typically ranges from about 3 to 6
feet and extends a significant distance farther seaward than the assumed generirproflles {see attached Plates). The generic cross-sections specifically excluded the
portion of the existing revetment beyond the "design footprint to minimize disruption of
the beach area•. On the basis of the more recently compiled information regarding the
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configuration, the previously assumed generic cross-sections underestimate the
total volume of the existing revetment.
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ESTIMATED TOTAL VOLUME OF EXISTING REVETMENT

''
.\~

On the basis of this review, two typical revetment cross~sections were prepared using

·~

· primarily the surface and subsurface profile data that was collected by AMEC in
February 2002 (see Plates II and Ill). These profiles are also consistent with the
available 1983 topographic/survey data and as-built observations during 1983-84
repair/reconstruction walt. Typical profiles of the existing revetment section usa an
assumed crest elevation of 16.8 feet (NGVO/MSL), which is the average elevation that
was determined in the land survey measurements made by Hunsaker & Associates
(6/24103). The cross-section area of the eXisting revetment for each of the two typical
sections was calculated to be 176 ft2 and 192 ftZ, with an average of 184 tf. Using a
total revetment length of 2240 feet, the total volume of existing revetment using the
avarage cross-section area of the typical sections Is estimated to be approximately
16~300 cubic yards. This estimate includes not only the buried toe of the existing
revetment, beyond the footprint for proposed repair/reconstruction, but also the portion
of the revetment to the south, beyond the limits of proposed repair/reconstruction.
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GENERAL CONDITIONS

This report is based on the geotechnical data as described herein, including information
· a,btained from the referenced documents. AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. should be
notified of any pertinent change or discrepancy in the conditions discussed in this report,
as additional evaluation of the conclusions and recommendations may be required.
'

.

.~

This report has not been prepared for use for other projects, or by parties other than
Headlands Reserve LLC, the California Coastal Commission and their designated
representatives. This document may not contain sufficient information for other parties
or other purposes. The report has been prepared in accordance with generally accepted
geotechnical practices, and makes no other warranties, either express or implied as to
.the professional advice or data included.
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·Respectfully submitted,
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'i. .,

.Douglas Dahncke

1

1 . . Senior Engineer

· ·1

.,~

. · · GE· 2279 {Expires December 31, 2003)

Scott T. Kerwin
Principal Engineering Geologist
CEG 1267
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Enct: GPR Surveys/Profiles: Plates I through Ill
Mr. Kevin Darnall, Addressee {5)
Mr. .Chia-Chi lu, Noble Consultants (1)
Mr. Kart Schwing, Califomla Coastal Commission, Long Beach Office ( 1)
Ms. Lesley Ewing, California Coastal Commission, San Francisco Office {1)
Mr. Mark Johnsson, California Coastal Commission, San Francisco Office (1)
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Headlands Reserve LLC
2484 Del Prado Avenue
Dana Point, California 92629
Attention:
Re:

Mr. Kevin Darnall

Addendum Stability Evaluations
10-Foot Revetment Setback Alternative
Headlands Development And Conservation Plan (HDCP)
Dana Point, California

As requested, AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) has performed additional
stability evaluations of a possible revision to the previously proposed HDCP grading
concept in the Strand area. The revised grading concept is very similar to the previously
proposed grading concept that was evaluated in AMEC's report dated March 21, 2000,
and the current stability evaluations are considered an addendum to that report. The
difference in the revised alternative concept is that the proposed grades have been
shifted landward a distance of 10 feet along an axis through the central portion of the
Strand area. Relocation of the revised grades tapers uniformly to meet the previously
proposed grades at both ends of the Strand. This revision has been made to provide a
10-foot setback of the revetment and shorefront slope, and to, thereby, increase the
amount of beach area across the central portion of the site. An excerpt of the revised
grading concept plan (The Keith Companies, 12/18/03) is attached in the appendix.
The area of maximum setback approximately coincides with AMEC's Geologic Section
B-B' (see the attached plan excerpt and also AMEC, 3/21/00). Section B-B' also
represents the critical stability conditions (i.e., the lowest Factors of Safety) for previous
stability evaluations presented in AMEC's March 21, 2000 report. Stability analyses of
the 10-foot revetment setback alternative along Section B-B' indicated a general
decrease in the calculated Factors of Safety, but the results of these analyses are within
accepted standards (i.e., F.S. ~ 1.5 for static stability and F.S. ~ 1.1 for pseudostatic
stability). A graphic summary of the stability analyses for the critical stability conditions
along Section B-B' is also attached in the appendix.
The proposed setback revision produces relatively small changes in the grading
configuration along the other less critical stability sections presented in AMEC's March
21 , 2000 report. With the exception of the analyses and revisions discussed above for

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc.
1290 North Hancock Street, Suite 102
Anaheim, California
USA 92807-1924
Tel (714)779-2591
Fax (714)779-8377

DPT LCPA I-03

EXHIBIT 8i
www.amec.com

amec~

Headlands Reserve LLC
Addendum Stability Evaluations
10-Foot Revetment Setback Alternative
Headlands Development And Conservation Plan (HDCP)
Dana Point, California

Section B-B', the findings and recommendations presented in AMEC's March 21, 2000
report are, therefore, still considered applicable.

Respec~

~Da~ncke

Senior Engineer
GE 2279 (Expires December 31, 2003)
DD/STK!dc

Scott T. Kerwin
Principal Engineering Geologist
CEG 1267

Encl.: Plan Excerpt and Section Location
Graphic Summary of Critical Stability Analyses
c:

Mr. Kevin Darnall, Addressee (5)
Mr. Karl Schwing, California Coastal Commission, Long Beach Office (1)
Mr. Mark Johnsson, California Coastal Commission, San Francisco office {1)
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EXCERPTED REVISION OF PLATE I,
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PROPOSED GRADE I REMEDIAL GRADING
SECTION B-B'
Description: HEADLANDS RESERVE
Comments: SECTION B-B'
File Name: B-B'proposedl07.slp
Last Saved Date: 12116/2003
Last Saved Time: 5:25:32 PM
Analysis Method: Morgenstem-Price
Direction of Slip Movement: Right to Left
Slip Surface Option: Grid and Radius
P.W.P. Option: Piezometric Lines I Ru

10-FOOT REVETMENT
SETBACK ALTERNATIVE

Description: BEACH DEPOSITS (Qbd)
Unit Weight: 118
Cohesion: 0
Phi: 32
Description: RETAINING WALL
Unit Weight: 118
Cohesion: 15000
Phi: 40
Description: ARTIFICIAL FILL (aO
Unit Weight: 118
Cohesion: 300
Phi: 29
Description: CLASS 2 BASE
Unit Weight: 118
Cohesion: 0
Phi: 40
Description: DISPLACED Qt/Tm (Qls)
Unit Weight: 118
Cohesion: 300
Phi: 14
Description: TERRACE DEPOSITS (Qt)
Unit Weight: 118
Cohesion: 0
Phi: 32
Description: BEDROCK (Tm)
Unit Weight: 118
Cohesion: 500
Phi: 32
BEDROCK: ALONG BEDDING (Tm)
Range: -15 to -40
Unit Weight: 118
Cohesion: 300
Phi: 14
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Headlands Reserve LLC
2484 Del Prado Avenue
Dana Point, California 92629
Attention:

]
]

]
)

l
)

l
]

J
]

l
l

Mr. Kevin Darnall

Re:

Response To Surfrider Foundation Letter (10/22/03)
Local Coastal Plan Amendment OPT LCPA 2-02
Headlands Development And Conservation Plan (HDCP)
Dana Point, California

1

INTRODUCTION

J
)

_r-, . . i-- ·'·.: ..

- =,.;,~ T.AL

~ r:=:

\.\ ','

As requested, AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC) has reviewed a letter dated October
22, 2003, that was prepared by the Surfrider Foundation, San Clemente Chapter (Surfrider)
regarding the subject LCP Amendment. The primary purpose of the Surfrider letter appears to
be to reiterate concerns regarding the use of shoreline protection as part of the proposed
HDCP, and also to present what are referred to as "three conceptual grading and development
plans" for the Strand portion of the project site. The purpose of AMEC's review is to provide
appropriate response comments and/or clarifications regarding the content of the letter and
attached figures. A copy of the Surfrider letter and figures is attached as an appendix to
facilitate reference.

2

RESPONSE COMMENTS AND/OR CLARIFICATIONS

2.1

GENERAL COMMENTS REGARDING THE CONTENT OF THE SURFRIDER LETTER

Review of Figure 1 attached with the Surfrider letter shows three lines on the Geologic Map
from AMEC's 2002 report that generally follow selected topographic contours of the existing
ground conditions in the northerly and north-central portion of the Strand area.
An
approximately east-west trending line is also shown crossing the selected elevation contours,
extending several hundred feet beyond the property boundaries. These same lines have been
superimposed on the proposed HDCP Grading Concept for the Strand area (Plate I, AMEC
2002), as shown on Figure 2 of the Surfrider letter. The text of the letter indicates these lines
delineate "three conceptual grading and development plans", but no proposed grades or
planned development are shown on Figure 1. Although the proposed HDCP grading and
development concept is shown on Figure 2, the apparent boundaries delineated by Surfrider
bear no relationship to the proposed grades and development concept shown on the HDCP
plan. Surfrider's characterization of the four lines superimposed on the Geologic Map and
Proposed HDCP Grading Concept as "conceptual grading and development plans" or
"alternative grading and development concepts" is incorrect and is considered a
misrepresentation.
Review of the discussion and figures provided by Surfrider indicates that the "alternatives"
presented in their letter are not actually "grading and development plans", but rather identify
AMEC Earth & Environmental. Inc.
1290 North Hancock Street. SUite 102
Anahe1m. California
USA 92807-1924
Tel 17141779-2591

Fax

17141779-8377
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three overlapping segments of the Strand area that Surfrider apparently considers may be
appropriate for residential development. Actual preparation of conceptual plans for proposed
grading and development of the subject area would require professional expertise in the fields of
civil engineering, geotechnical engineering, engineering geology, and coastal engineering.
Development of conceptual design plans for the project site must consider multiple overlapping
engineering and geotechnical design constraints, including: adequate factors of safety with
regard to slope stability, on-site balance of the earthwork, limitations on street gradients and
alignments, positive drainage gradients and associated facilities, erosion protection provisions,
set-back requirements and similar issues. Accordingly, the proposed HDCP has been
developed, refined and evaluated by a team of qualified professionals over a period of several
years. In contrast, the lines drawn by Surfrider do not represent "alternative grading and
development concepts", and the discussion presented in their letter reflects limited site specific
knowledge of the pertinent engineering constraints and also apparent oversights relative to
appropriate building and regulatory standards. As such, the information/opinions presented by
Surfrider do not constitute actual alternative design concepts for consideration by the Coastal
Commission.

2.2

CLARIFICATIONS AND/OR COMMENTS RE:
SHOREFRONT SETBACK" DESIGN CONCEPT

ASSUMED

"NO

REVETMENT/

The Surfrider submittal assumes a proposed development concept that uses avoidance or
setbacks as a mitigation measure, rather than appropriate shoreline protection. The primary
geotechnical constraint associated with this assumption is the relatively high potential for slope
instability and the need for appropriate shoreline erosion protection to maintain the stability of
the project site and adjoining areas. Ancient landslides, consisting of relatively deep rotational
failures that extend below sea level, comprise about 70% of the Strand area. The "toe" and/or
base of the landslides extend beneath the beach area where the top of the landslide blocks
have been eroded away. Significant additional shorefront erosion of the fill and/or displaced
natural deposits that comprise the existing and/or proposed slopes in this ancient landslide area
will produce not only failure of the shorefront slope, but will potentially reactivate all or portions
of these relatively large landslide blocks, and also possibly adjoining areas. Under these
conditions, potential instability and inadequate slope stability Factors of Safety (i.e., < Factor of
Safety of 1.5) would affect essentially the entire Strand area, and avoidance/setbacks do not
provide adequate mitigation.
The discussions presented in the Surfrider letter, and also those presented in a report by Phillip
Williams & Associates that is referenced in the letter, both make the same basic mistaken
assumption that a setback development concept without the aid of shoreline protection is a
feasible alternative. This "no revetment/setback" development concept was evaluated in detail
for two possible design configurations that were requested by California Coastal Commission
staff, and these evaluations are summarized in AMEC's reports dated May 2002 and November
2002. On the basis of these design evaluations and associated stability analyses, the "no
revetment/setback" design concepts were found to be unsafe/unfeasible, inconsistent with
appropriate engineering standards, and would also produce a multitude of potential adverse
impacts (see AMEC, May 2002 and November 2002).
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Section 30253 of the California Coastal Act is entitled "Minimization of adverse impacts" and
states:

"New development shall:
(1)

Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire hazard.

(2)

Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute significantly
to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in
any way require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter
natura/landforms along bluffs and cliffs."

Development of the proposed project without shorefront protection would contribute significantly
to the potential for erosion, geologic instability and destruction of the site and nearby area. As
such, implementation of this design concept would fall below the standard of care for
engineering practice and would be in direct conflict with Section 30253 of the California Coastal
Act. The proposed HDCP design includes mitigation measures to address these potential
impacts by providing appropriate erosion protection and other project design features to
maintain the stability and structural integrity of the planned improvements.
In summary, a "no revetment/setback" design concept for proposed development of the Strand
area is considered unsafe/unfeasible, would not meet appropriate engineering standards, and
would also produce a multitude of potential adverse impacts. Such a design would fall below
the standard of care for engineering practice and would be inconsistent with the provisions of
Section 30253 of the Coastal Act.
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CLOSURE

Reference should be made to AMEC's reports dated May 2002 and November 2002, which
discuss and evaluate the "no revetment/setback" design concept and associated adverse
impacts in much greater detail. If you have any questions or comments, or require additional
assistance in this regard, please contact Scott Kerwin at AMEC's Anaheim office.
Respectf lly su

-~·

j

Dougl Dahncke
Senior Engineer
GE 2279 (Expires December 31, 2003)

Scott T. Kerwin
Principal Engineering Geologist
CEG 1267

Encl.: Appendix- Surfrider Letter Dated October 22, 2003
c:

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.

Kevin Darnall, Addressee (5)
Karl Schwing, California Coastal Commission, Long Beach Office (1)
Mark Johnsson, California Coastal Commission, San Francisco Office (1)
Doug Chotkevys, City of Dana Point (1)
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Dr. Scott A. Jenkins Consulting
14765 Kalapana Street
Poway, CA 92064

19 December 2003
Mr. Karl Schwing
California Coastal Commission
South Coast Office
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302
Subject: Headlands Development and Conservation Plan
Dear Mr. Schwing,
This is a response to the 7 October 2003 review of the Headlands Development
and Conservation Plan that was sent to you by Robert Battalio and Cope Willis of Philip
Williams (PW A). The PWA review was commissioned by the San Clemente Chapter of
the Surfrider Foundation. Conclusions 1 and 2 by PWA relate to PWA's interpretation of
legal or policy matters rather than an analysis involving scientific or technical criteria. 1
Therefore, I will confine my discussion to Conclusions 3 and 4 of the PWA review, for
only these contain review comments specific to the technical aspects of the coastal
processes issues of this project. My reports are sited as references "c" through "f" in the
list of PW A reviewed material and are listed at the end of this letter. Conspicuously
absent from the pertinent project studies reviewed by PWA are the all of the geotechnical
reports prepared by AMEC Earth and Environmental (see AMEC 2002 and 2003), as
well as the Final Environmental Impact Report (LSA 2002) certified by the City of Dana
Point for the Headlands project. These reports are listed in the References section at the
end of this letter. Because the local coastal processes are critically dependent on the local
geology, failure to consider the geotechnical information is a serious deficiency in the
PW A review that undermines their conclusions. PWA's conjecture of significant project
impacts is discredited by the extensive analysis and the findings of fact associated with
the Final EIR which found no significant impacts to coastal processes, marine biology,
water quality, hydrology or any other related topic. The Surfrider Foundation obtained
copies of the AMEC geotechnical reports and the Final EIR from the reviewing agencies
many months ago. The fact that they chose not to provide these materials to PW A as part
of PW A's analysis, suggests the Surfrider Foundation desired to not disclose the full facts
of the Headlands project to its consultant.

General Response to PW A Comments:

1

As to PWA 's conunents in Conclusion 1 regarding staffs interpretation of bluffs or natural landforms in
the Strand are, see the October 2, 2003 letter report by AMEC, listed in the References section below.
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The PWA review concurs \vith a number ofthe important findings of the
shoreline evolution modeling detailed in our reports (sec Jenkins and Wasyl, 2002a,
2002b, and 2003 ), including: I) Strand beach maintains dynamic equilibrium in the
presence of the existing revetment, acknowledging the fact that this equilibrium has been
maintained for the past 50 years or more; 2) Strand beach has a limited carrying capacity
for sand on the order of 60,000 cubic yards; 3) bluff failure will result from wave erosion
ifthe revetment is removed; and, 4) winnowing of fines from the talus covering the beach
after bluff failure would increase nearshore turbidity.
The PWA review makes no challenge to validity of modeling predictions. Instead,
the PW A review transposes many of the important model findings into a hypothetical
future sea level scenario to conclude (Conclusion 3) that the present equilibrium of the
revetted beach will not persist in the future, and that the revetment or like replacement
will cause "significant adverse, unrnitigatable impacts on long-term beach and bluff
morphology". The PWA conclusion is not based on a technical analysis or observation,
but rather on a "back-of-the envelope" type calculation using an incorrect assumption of
the local beach slope and an estimate of future sea level for which the measure of
uncertainty (i.e., standard deviation) is greater than the estimate itself. (These details are
discussed below). Regardless, this argument is used to claim a revetment at Strand beach
will cause 15ft ofbeach width loss to passive erosion during sea level rise over the 75
year lifespan of the project. This passive erosion estimate is used to advocate a norevetment alternative that PW A speculates would achieve slope stabilization without toe
protection and would allow "the beach and bluff to migrate landward with rising sea level
over the life of the project". This argument was made in spite ofthe fact that project
documentation (see Noble Consultants 2002b) presented photo evidence showing no
apparent difference in beach widths at the Strand between the 1920's and 2001, during
which time sea level has risen 0.43 ft (from historic sea level rise rates for Newport, CA
in EPA, 1995).
The no revetment and non-structural set-back alternatives were extensively
analyzed in Jenkins and Wasyl 2002b and Noble Consultants 2002a ,and 2002b,
(referenced as reports "d", "h" and "i" in the PW A review). Both alternatives were found
to cause significant adverse impacts to adjacent revetted property through flanking
erosion. This flanking erosion can only be mitigated with additional structures along the
project shore front, which defeats the purpose of removing the revetment in the first place.
The PW A review admits to this flanking erosion problem in the first paragraph of
Conclusion 2, but does not address a solution or mitigation. PW A's vision of letting "the
beach and bluff migrate landward with rising sea level over the life ofthe project" is truly
myopic. Because of flanking erosion, such a vision could not be implemented at the
project site without implementing it everywhere else in the littoral sub-cell between
Monarch Point and Dana Point. But more fundamental to this project is the fact that the
non-structural set-back alternative was found to be fatally flawed by geotechnical
constraints, as detailed in the reports that were not reviewed by PW A (see AMEC 2002,
2003a)
Importantly, PW A did not review the November 2002 AMEC report titled
Headlands Development and Conservation Plan, Geotechnical Evaluation ofConcer· ,f
Shorefront Setback Alternative (Planning Areas 1, 2 and 3) Dana Point, Califomia.
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AMEC's analysis demonstrated there were numerous constraints/fatal flaws
associated \vith the shorefront setback altemative including the following:
• Instability of the removal exca\'ation along the shoreline would locally
undermine and destroy the adjoining beach area and would produce a
significant risk for degradation of the nearby marine environment.
• Instability of the removal excavation along all sides ofthe property would be
a significant public safety hazard.
• Instability of the removal excavation on the north, south and east sides of the
property would undermine and damage both public and private property,
including existing residences, storm drain facilities, public access/parking, etc.
AMEC concludes:
Stability evaluation of the conceptual shorefront setback alternative using
the currently proposed remedial grading design indicates conditions that
would be marginally stable or unstable. Revision of the remedial grading
design to provide adequate stability conditions (i.e. Factor of Safety ~ 1.5)
would require removal and recompaction of the existing landslide material
to depts. Ranging from 20 to 40 feet below sea level along the entire
length of the Strand. Temporary construction slopes for such an
excavation would be unstable. There are also numerous other associated
impacts/constraints, and implementation of this revised remedial grading
concept is not considered safe and/or feasible from a geotechnical
standpoint.
In addition, the finished grading configuration for the shorefront setback
alternative would not provide adequate stability at the southerly end of the
Strand, no matter what the extent of remedial grading. The southerly and
northerly ends of the site would also be subject to future shorefront
erosion/retreat that would tend to destabilize portions of both the subject
site and adjoining offsite properties. This project alternative also does not
comply with the provisions of the California Coastal Act.
The omission of this important geologic information by PW A renders its opinions
and conclusions on the feasibility of the shorefront setback irrelevant.
Finally, the PW A review attempts to argue in Conclusion 4 that the existing
revetment can be removed without creating it's own "significant adverse, unmitigatable
impacts on long-term beach and bluff morphology". Here, the review draws a conclusion
from its own conjecture without refuting our hydrodynamic modeling and without
providing any alternative data or modeling. The nature of the conjecture is this: yes,
removal of the revetment will "increase local turbidity levels, but not above historical
natural conditions". The review gives no references of ocean turbidity measurements to
substantiate what "historical natural" turbidity levels in this region might be, despite the
enormous quantity of such data gathered by the MRC studies (see Mudoch, et al, 1989).
Instead, PW A relies on another "back-of-the envelope" calculation of the volume of
suspended fines discharged from the largest flood of Salt Creek in the period of record
(Febmary 1978 flood). That estimate amounts to about 113 the volume of fines calculated
for a single wave-cut induced slope collapse by means of rigorous geotechnical analysis
and numerical modeling of beach erosion (see AMEC 2002 and Jenkins and Wasyl
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2002a). While the slope collapse is instantaneous, the fines from Salt Creek were released
o\·cr a 3-week period (7-28 February 1978). The PWA conjecture on the relative
turbidity le\·els from Salt Creek floods vs on-site slope collapses fails to acknowledge
that the project site is not located at the mouth of Salt Creek. Figure 26 of Jenkins and
Wasyl 2002a shows that concentrations of suspended fines are diluted by three orders of
magnitude through ocean mixing across the 1.5 mile dispersion distance that separates
the sensitive marine environment offshore of the Strand from Salt Creek. Net-net, the
marine biology off Strand beach and in the near shore waters off Salt Creek have already
adapted to turbidity from fine sediments originating from Salt Creek floods. On the other
hand, there is no antecedent event in modem times to promote similar adaptations to new
turbidity from a slope collapse at Strand beach. In addition, the PWA review fails to
acknowledge bluff failure impacts caused by immediate burial of the hard bottom habitat
that lives very near shore at Strand beach just below mean sea level (see Figures 1 and 2
of Jenkins, 2003). This habitat includes surf grass and tide pools. Burial of these kinds of
sensitive habitat by slope collapse is sufficient reason to disqualify the notion of
removing the revetment and letting erosion run it's course.

Technical Details:
Comment: The PWA review claims that our analysis cited as report "c" (Jenkins
and Wasyl, 2002a) fails to estimate the site morphology at the end of project lifecycle, in
plan view or section, for any alternatives.
Response: There is no continuous wave data set for use in shoreline evolution
modeling that extends over time periods as long as the project lifecycle. Instead, only
20.4 years of continuous wave data is retrievable from regional CDIP wave monitoring
stations. To make estimates to end of project lifecycle, we looped the wave record to
resolve beach and shore front slope changes over a 75 year period. A sea level rise of
0.66 ft was assumed over this time period so that the continuous shoreline evolution
modeling was based on a set of assumptions consistent with those used in the revetment
design of the proposed project (Noble Consultants, 2001). The shoreline change results
tram the equilibrium profile (section) evolution are summarized in Figures 22 and 23 of
Jenkins and Wasyl, 2002a for the proposed project and no-revetment alternative. These
are explicit results for the base period of the available wave data. Explicit modeling of the
plan view changes for the no-revetment alternative are found in Figure 24 of that report.
Because only minor net changes were found in the shoreline position at the end of the
20.-+-year simulations, it was sensible to extrapolate those same results out to 75 years.
For the no-revetment alternative, slope recession results resolved over the 20.4-year
simulation were extrapolated to 75 years by assuming two additional slope failure events
of equivalent magnitude. Because ofthis assumption the estimate ofthe slope recession
for the no-revetment alternative over the project lifecycle was assigned a potential range
of between 1 and 3 times the value explicitly modeled for the 20.4 year wave record. The
set-back alternative was simulated in cross section and plan view by similar methods
detailed in Jenkins and Wasyl 2002b (report "d" of the list ofPWA reviewed material);
but was not mentioned in the PW A critique. Therefore it is simply untrue that the details
of the site morphology were not estimated over the project lifecycle for both the proposed
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project and all it's alternatives; and it is difficult to imagine how a more rigorous analysis
o\·er such time scales could have been done given the paucity of available wave data.
Comment: The PWA review claims the repaired revetment will have impacts on
the existing and future beach morphology due to placement losses.
Response: By the literal interpretation of the PWA comment, there are no
impacts on existing conditions from placement losses because the proposed repaired
revetment occupies the same footprint as the existing revetment. In fact, the project
proponent has recently proposed to set back the center of the revetment landward by ten
feet. The project civil engineer, The Keith Companies, has estimated that the
implementation of the repaired revetment with the setback alternative will in fact widen
the beach by 0.2 acre.

Comment: The PWA review claims the proposed repaired revetment will have
impacts on the existing and future beach morphology due to reductions in the beach
sediment supply associated with diminished bluff yield.
Response: The geotechnical studies that PWA did not review indicate that the
soils behind the revetment at the Strand are largely comprised of fine grained material or
material that weathers down to sediments that are too fine to be retained by the beach,
(AMEC 2002). The reduction in sand yield to the beach that is attributable to the project
amounts to a miniscule 2.1 cubic meters (2. 7 cubic yards) per year (Nobel 2001 and
Jenkins and Wasyl2002a), an amount so small that even after 20 years it's effect on
beach widths would not be detectable by the most sophisticated beach survey techniques.
The project effect on sand yield is largely a result of the storm water treatment system of
the project. Surely the clean water benefits of these BMP's out way an undetectable
effect on sand yield.
Comment: The PWA review claims the proposed revetment will have impacts on
the existing and future beach morphology due to passive erosion from sea level rise.
Response: Passive erosion would become a ubiquitous and serious problem
nearly everywhere along the California coast under many of the possible global
warming/sea level rise scenarios. It's impact at Strand beach has been over estimated in
the PW A review by an incorrect assumption of the beach slope in front of the revetment.
The PWA review assumes a beach slope of 1: 30. However, two independent and detailed
sets ofbeach profile surveys (one conducted by Hunsaker and Associates on 26 March
2002 and the other on 6 April 2002 as reported in Jenkins and Wasyl 2002a) show that
the average foreshore slope is closer to 1: 10 in front of the revetment. Only the wide
fillet beach directly adjacent the headland (where there is no revetment) lays as flat as l
:30. Consequently the estimated loss of beach width used to justify removal of the
revetment has been exaggerated by about a factor of3 .. Compounding this error, the
calculated beach loss to passive erosion is based on a sea level rise estimate from IPCC
(200 1) that has a very high degree of uncertainty. The PWA review used a mid-range sea
level rise prediction for 2080 of0.98 ft. However, a total of seven AOGCM models and
35 sea level rise/emissions scenarios were evaluated in the IPCC (2001) study, and thP
predictions varied between 0.24 ft and 2.05 ft. Thus, the uncertainty in PWA's passive
erosion estimate is greater than the magnitude of that estimate.
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Conclusions:
PWA has attempted to make an objective review of the coastal processes issues
related to this project. However, it appears that their review has been compromised by
omission of several key reports, including the certified Final EIR, and perhaps by an
insufficiently close examination of the large volume of technical material that did appear
on their list of reviewed material. Thank you for your consideration of these issues.

Regards,

scott AjeVvk'JVvs
Scott A. Jenkins, PhD
Oceanographer

CC: Mike Reilly, Chair, California Coastal Commission
Lesley Ewing, California Coastal Commission
Mark Johnsson, California Coastal Commission
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Dr. Scott A. Jenkins Consulting
14765 Kalapana Street
Poway, CA 92064

3 December 2003
Mr. Mike Reilly, Chair
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219

R~CttVtD

South Cn<1st Region

CALIFORNIA
Subject: Dana Point Local Coastal Program Amendment 2-02; HeadlaJl!()ASTAL COMMISSION
Dear Chairman Reilly,
We understand that the Commission, at the October 9, 2003 hearing, gave clear
direction that the existing shoreline protection device at Strand Beach should remain, i.e.,
the existing revetment shall form the basis for designing a project that is consistent with
the Coastal Act, and that nay up-grades to the existing condition should be construed as
repair and maintenance similar to other recently approved reconstruction projects such as
the 2,500 foot long Encinitas revetment (CDP 6-02-66) 1• As the oceanographer who
performed the coastal processes modeling analysis for the Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan, I am writing to clarify a number of assumptions that were inherent to
the technical analysis undertaken by the Commission staff for the 9 October 2003 hearing
related to the Strand Beach revetment. While I agree with the overall staff analysis that a
shorefront protection device is required along Strand Beach, I disagree with several of the
technical conclusions that were subsequently drawn by both staff and the Surfrider
Foundation.

Comments: The following arguments and comments were put forward by staff as
the basis for preferring a vertical seawall instead of the existing revetment:
1) A seawall will incrementally increase the beach width by replacing the
footprint of the revetment with sand.
2) A Dr. Gary Griggs study was noted as evidence that a vertical seawall does
not adversely impact beach widths.
3) The difference between the wave energy reflection coefficient for a vertical
seawall, 1.0, and a revetment, 0. 75, was represented as insignificant.
4) Several photographs were used to illustrate interpretive findings. For
example, staffused a high tide photo of wave run up to the revetment to
suggest that significant impacts to coastal processes were occurring. In a
1

Much like the Strand, the Encinitas revetment requires repair and retrofitting to provide more effective
protection. In some areas the Encinitas revetment will be raised above its existing height 3-6 feet.
Commission findings (approved September II, 2003) associated with the Encinitas revetment determined
that the extensive repairs and realignment were not a new revetment, " ... but rather the realignment,
augmentation and maintenance of an existing revetment that pre-dates the Coastal Act."
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following photo showing sandy material on the revetment face, it was
suggested that the revetment was preventing sand from reaching the beach.
The Surfrider presentation attempted to build on this allegation by quoting
from the staff report that the project was reducing the delivery of sand to the
beach by 50%.
5) Staff stated that the existing beach equilibrium is due to the headland
landform and not due to the revetment. The context of this remark suggested
that the beach equilibrium would be unaffected by the presence or absence of
a vertical seawall.
Response: The staff analysis ignores a number of empirical scientific facts that
have been established regarding the Strand Beach site in prior studies, which are detailed
as follows:
1) We prepared and submitted to staff a computer model analysis of the vertical
seawall dated May 2002 and entitled "Comparative Analysis of Beach Change Effects
Due to a Seawall Alternative for the Dana Point Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan" (Scott A. Jenkins and Joseph Wasyl). The analysis shows that the
"seawall" gain in beach width is less than the setback distance and is ephemeral over the
long term. On average, one half to two thirds of the revetment is buried under the
resident sand volume. Consequently the beach width gain is only one half to one third of
the setback distance, and only sustained during periods when the beach is fully accreted,
as during summer conditions. Additionally, staff over-estimated beach width gains from
the seawall setback by misrepresenting the beach slope. Staff assumed a 30:1 slope, i.e.,
a flat 30-foot horizontal to 1-foot vertical slope for the beach. However, beach surveys
show Strand Beach is significantly steeper with an approximately 10:1 slope, or 10-foot
horizontal to 1-foot vertical. This is an important because with a vertical seawall, the
steeper sloping beach would experience a greater degree of cross-shore sand transport
from reflected wave energy.
There are additional dynamics associated with beach erosion cycles that further negate
the potential for beach width gains from a setback vertical seawall. When the beach goes
through its typical erosion cycles during winter months and El Nino storms, computer
model analysis found that the vertical seawall resulted in less beach width and slower
beach recovery than for the present revetment system. This is attributed to the increased
reflection of wave energy caused by a vertical seawall, which is well known to coastal
engineering and has been well documented by a number ofbeach monitoring studies in
the lower Southern California Bight. A number of references to such findings regarding
reflection effects of seawalls were given in our report to staff. The Strand Beach model
results indicated that the initial, short-term gains in beach width achieved by the setback
of the seawall are negated by the cyclical long-term losses to beach sand, and ultimately
the beach width was reduced and subject to a retarded recovery process during beach
erosion cycles.

Chairman Reilly
3 December 2003
Page 3

The increased reflectance associated with vertical seawalls is a serious concern on
beaches that are narrow and sediment supply limited. This is particularly the case at the
Strand where a very small volume of sand is perched on a rocky wave-cut platform as
clearly shown in Figure I, attached. The sand depth over the landward edge of the wavecut platform is at most only a few meters thick (2-3m) and the entire sand volume of the
Strand along the project boundary is no more than 60,000 cubic meters. These are
important distinctions when making comparisons with studies at other sites that have
dissimilar morphology. Consequently, the setback seawall scenario does not result in a
functionally wider beach at the Strand, and in fact creates a significantly greater impact to
coastal processes than does the existing revetment.
2) While the studies that were alluded to by staff(Griggs, et al1997, Tait &
Griggs, 1991) found no conclusive evidence that seawalls exert measurable effects on
beach widths at specific locations that are dissimilar from Strand Beach, the beaches
studied by Griggs, et al., bear no morphologic similarity to Strand Beach. These contrary
studies are actually quite controversial among coastal scientists and were made on wide
beaches that were not sediment supply limited due to proximity to major sediment
producing rivers (e.g., the Pajaro and Salinas Rivers). Most field studies at beaches that
are morphologically more similar to the Strand (e.g., sediment supply limited with wavecut platforms and exposed hard bottom substrate) have demonstrated some reduction in
beach widths after seawalls were installed (Flick, et al, 1986, Flick, 1994). Moreover, the
Commission has made recent contrary findings regarding the impacts of vertical seawalls,
as was the case for the August 2002, City of Pacifica revetment construction project
(CDP-130-98). In analyzing and ultimately rejecting the vertical seawall alternative, the
Coastal Commission made the following findings:
"Also, the vertical seawall reflects almost all of the incoming wave energy. The reflected
energy may interact with incoming wave energy and may exacerbate erosion on
unprotected adjacent portions of shoreline. In comparison, the proposed revetment
dissipates about 40-50% of the incoming wave energy and causes fewer impacts to
adjacent bluffs and beach. A vertical seawall is accordingly not a feasible, less
environmentally damaging alternative to the proposed project. .. "

As stated in our later November 2002 report, "Constraints and Unique Characteristics
Effecting Non-Structural Shore Protection Alternatives for the Dana Point Headlands
Development and Conservation Plan," the storm wave energy along the shore of Pacifica,
California is comparable to that in Dana Point and specifically Strand Beach. Finally, the
finding associated with the vertical seawall alternative in the Pacifica case is quite similar
to the conclusion associated with the vertical seawall alternative analyzed in the
Headlands Development and Conservation Plan Final EIR (LSA Associates, 2002).
3) The difference between a reflection coefficient of 1.0 (seawall) vs. 0.75
(revetment) is very significant. Primarily, this variance creates a significant difference in
the amount of sand that is transported cross-shore by wave reflection. Cross-shore
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transport varies as the cube of the reflected wave height, thus the seawall's 33% larger
reflection coefficient equates to 13 7 % more seaward directed sand transport as a
consequence of wave reflection. Therefore, inasmuch as the vertical seawall alternative
will have greater deleterious impacts to coastal processes, particularly sand retention on
Strand Beach itself, it cannot be found to be the least environmentally damaging
alternative.
4) As empirically demonstrated in numerous studies supplied to Commission
staff, there is no quantitative difference in beach profile measurements, i.e., no
measurable reduction in sand supply, no increase or decrease in the littoral sand drift, and
no decrease in the beach width, pre- vs post-retrofit of the existing revetment. Similarly,
there is no apparent difference in beach widths as documented by photos of Strand Beach
taken in the 1920's vs 1999, 2000, 2001 or 2002. These findings have been detailed in
the project reports by Noble Consultants (2001) and by Jenkins and Wasyl (2002). The
photos of sandy material on the revetment shown by staff at the October 9, 2003 hearing
were taken at locations where foot-trails cross the revetment face; and the sandy material
on the exposed revetment top resulted from foot traffic pushing sand down from the
adjoining slope, rather than erosion. Typically, the soils landward of the revetment at the
Strand are largely (approximately 65%) comprised of fine grained material or material
that weathers down to sediments that are too fine to be retained by the beach. This
conclusion is detailed in the soils geology report for the project by AMEC Earth and
Environmental, 2002, and discussed at length in our May 2002 report, "Evaluation of
Coastal Processes Effects Associated with Removal of the Revetment from the Headlands
Development and Conservation Plan."
On page 4 of her September 19,2003, memo to Karl Schwing, Ms. Ewing
incorrectly comments that implementation of the project will reduce sediment yield from
the project by 50%, with no accompanying analysis or quantification. Ironically, staff
makes no attempt to address the comprehensive pre- and post-project sediment yeiled
analysis in the HDCP Final EIR, (LSA Associates, 2002). That analysis identifies the
total sediment yield reduction attributable to the project amounts to only a 17% change
from the existing condition (rather than the 50% cited by staff), and more importantly, is
a miniscule 2.1 cubic meters (2.8 cubic yards) per year, an amount so small that even
after 20 years it's effect on beach widths would not be detectable by the most
sophisticated beach survey techniques. 2 Further, the project effect on sediment yield is
largely a result of the project storm water treatment system. Surely the clean water
benefits of these BMP's out weigh an undetectable effect on sediment yield.
5) The Strand and the entire littoral sub-cell extending from Monarch Point to
Dana Point, is in dynamic equilibrium because the sediment budget for this system is in
balance between supply and loss. Although the southern end of the Strand has the widest
2

The analysis in the Final EIR determined that the 2.8 c.y reduction equates to less than 0.002 of the
estimated I ,800 c. y. total upland sediments generated annually between Monarch Point and Dana Point.
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beach due to local wave shadow effects of the headland landform, the headland is also
responsible for causing the system to lose sand by diverting the littoral drift seaward into
deep water. Coastal scientists are in general agreement that the littoral subcellloses
15,000-17,000 cubic yards of sand per year due to the offshore diversion of littoral drift
by the headland formation. Therefore, the headland is not the cause of the equilibrium
condition of this beach, nor is the revetment. In general, hard structures, whether natural
or man-made, do not cause beaches to maintain equilibrium; rather, only a balance
between sand supply and sand loss will provide the necessary conditions for beach
equilibrium. However, a structure can certainly disrupt a beach equilibrium state even if
the sediment budget is in balance. The point is that the Strand has maintained its
equilibrium in the presence of a revetment structure ever since the 1950's. Merely to
replace that structure with a vertical seawall would be a venture into the unknown, and
the model results certainly indicate that a seawall would have a disturbing influence on
the existing equilibrium by increasing shoreline reflectivity. Higher shoreline reflectivity
will alter the equilibrium beach profile, causing it to increase in steepness (see Bowen, A.
J., 1980; Dean, R. G. 1991; Inman, D. L., M. H. S. Elwany, and S. A. Jenkins. 1993).
Furthermore, staffhas failed to recognize the strong local disturbance that would be
caused by their proposed setback seawall alternative due to the discontinuity formed at
the seam with the neighboring Niguel Shores revetment. Here the beach width is at its
narrowest point (see Figure 1), and would be especially vulnerable to flanking erosion by
Mach-stem type wave reflection from the step-shaped seam between the two structures
(Berger, U. and S. Kohlhase, 1976).

Summary : With the existing shore protection revetment system, the beaches from
Monarch Point to Dana Point (inclusive of the Strand) have been in a state oflong term
equilibrium (Noble Consultants, 2001, Jenkins and W asyl, 2002, and Everts, 1991,1995
and 1996). This equilibrium is due to a long-term balance of the sediment budget of this
littoral system. The sediment budget is balanced between the supply of new sand
primarily from downcoast littoral transport and the existing watershed (Salt Creek), and
loss of sand to the offshore diversion of littoral drift at the Dana Pt. Headlands. This
littoral equilibrium has been maintained in the presence of a regional revetment shore
protection system that extends approximately 8,440 feet. To locally alter the shore
protection system by replacing the section along the Strand with a vertical seawall will
produce a discontinuity at the seam with the neighboring Niguel Shores revetment. The
higher reflectivity of the seawall will negate its setback advantages for beach width gain
over the long term, and cause some degree of flanking erosion along the neighboring
section ofbeach due to the structural discontinuity at the seam with the Niguel Shores
revetment. Therefore, any ephemeral gains in beach derived from the setback of the
vertical seawall alternative are not worth the risk of disturbing the long standing littoral
equilibrium that has existed at this beach for over fifty years. Additionally, for the past
fifty years the existing revetment has been in place and functioned in a manner that has
maintained the dynamic equilibrium in face of the most extreme circumstances, i.e., the
I 00-year storm event which occurred in the 1983 El Nino period. While twenty years
later many other Southern California beaches have not recovered their sand supply
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following the El Nino storms, Strand Beach is effectively as it was prior to the El Nino.
It is important to re-emphasize the critical finding in all ofthe coastal processes reports
related to Strand Beach, the proposed revetment repair no only results in no significant
impacts to the local coastal processes, it results in no measurable impacts to the beach.
Thus the proper method of shoreline protection for the Strand Beach area is exactly that
recommend by the Commission, the protection best provided by repairing and retrofitting
the existing structure as proposed in the Revised HDCP (maintaining the existing height
of 17 feet and the addition of the lateral coastal access along the top of the revetment).
Regards,

Scott A. Jenkins, PhD
Oceanographer
CC: Karl Schwing
Lesley Ewing
Mark Johnsson
Kevin Darnall
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Rock Quantities ofExisting and To-Be-Reconstructed Revetment Structure
At Strand Beach
Lesley Ewing
Chia~Chi

Pursu~l tu Ms. Lcsl"Y Ewing's r~quesl, Nuble CunsullanL!:i, Inc. has estimated the required rock
quantity for the proposed shore protective revetment structure with a top elevation at + 17 teet,
NGVD and a 1.5 to 1 front-face slope (i.e. one-foot vertical drop in a 1.5 feet horizontal run)
extending downward to the bedrock elevation estimated to be at +0 feet, NGVD, a.q shown in the
previously submitted revetment section (see Figure 1)- The total shoreline length of the
revetment repair/reconstruction is 2, J00 linear feet. The calculated sectional area of the
revetment structure, based upon the above-described cross section, is about 184 square teet. This
translates to the total volume of the required riprap stones to be 14,300 cubic yards (i.e. 184 tY x
2,100 ft /27 =14,311 cy). Using the conversion factor of 1.5, the esti.mnted total tonnage of
riprap titoncs is approximately 21,4 70 tons.

In addition, the rock quantity of the existing revetment structure is also calculated by Mr. Scott

Kerwin of AMEC 1, based upon previous profiles of the exposed revetment in 1983, as-built
observations and photographs in 1983-1984, land survey infonnation in 2003, and surfuce
profiles and ground penetrating radar (GPR) profiles within the revetment area in 2000. The
total volume of existing revetment structure is estimated to be approximately 15,300 cubic yards.
This translates to a total tonnage of 22,950 tons for the riprap stones of the existing revetment
structure. using the same conversion factor of 1.5. It should be noted 'that the estimation is tor
the total hmgth of 2,240 linear feet. The rock quantity also includes the buried portion seaward
of the proposed revetment tuc:: location.

End: F1gurc I

1

Kc:1 win, S. T. 2003 "Estimated Volume of Existing Rcvct.ment, lieadland~: nevelopment And Conservation J>Jan
( HDCJ>), l.Jana Strllnd Arc~J" ?rojC~.:I Leuc:r dated 11ecember 19,2003.
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Mr. Mike Reilly, Chair
California Coastal Commission
45 Freemont Street, Suite 2000San Francisco, CA 94105-2219

Subject: Shorefront Protection for the Strand Area, Dana Point Headlands
Dear Mr. Reilly:
I would like to take this opportunity to comment on a recent report provided to the
California Coastal Commission (CCC) entitled The Potential Effects of Coastal Erosion
Processes On Subtidal Kelp Resources in the Vicinity of the Headlands Development
Project (Dana Point) prepared by Ocean Imaging for the Surfrider Foundation and dated 7
October 2003. In this report, Ocean Imaging calls into question some of the conclusions of
an impact analysis provided to Headlands Reserve LLC by MBC Applied Environmental
Sciences (MBC 2002) titled: Analysis of Impacts to the Niguel and Dana Point Marine Life
Refuges Resulting from Alternatives to Strand Revetment Reconstruction, which includes
an assessment of potential deleterious effects to the offshore kelp bed as a result of the
removal of an existing revetment along Strand Beach. It is our contention that the removal
of the existing revetment could do long-term harm to the kelp beds offshore due to the
potential for slope collapse and subsequent turbidity impinging upon the offshore kelp
beds and other sensitive marine resources. Although Ocean Imaging's report appears to
be a thorough review of the literature on turbidity events in relation to kelp bed
persistence, their conclusions do not appear to be supported by the underlying
documentation or by their review.
In examining effects of sediment-related turbidity on nearshore ecosystems, the Ocean
Imaging report includes a review of the cumulative impact of "myriads of sources (creeks,
streams, and rivers) within the watersheds of southern California that contribute sediments
to the coastal zone during winter storms". The report further states that these periodic
sediment contributions dwarf the amount of sediment that would be introduced to the
nearshore zone by a potential bluff collapse from a large wave event at the Strand area. It
is agreed that the normal inputs of sediment into the coastal zone are large, but that these
are diffused over a large area and have only occasionally (as his report referenced the wet
year of 1969) caused appreciable harm to the kelp bed resources of southern California. In
the event of bluff collapse at the Strand area, sediments would be localized in the area of
existing kelp beds within the Niguel and Dana Point Marine Life Refuges managed by the
California Department of Fish and Game.
DPT LCPA 1-03
EXHIBIT 8n
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The report goes on to mention several point-source sediment discharges that have caused
appreciable harm to a particular kelp bed during the period of discharge, such as the
continuing earth movement and landslides at Portuguese Bend on Palos Verdes
Peninsula. MBC's 35-year database of southern California kelp bed persistence indicates
two additional similar incidents: the loss of the Dana Point/Salt Creek kelp beds due to
uncontrolled run-off from an inland construction project, and the loss of Barn Kelp Gust
south of San Onofre), also due to poor erosion controls during the construction of
Interstate 5 {pers. comm. Dr. Wheeler North). It follows that if the point-source discharge
period is short that the harm to the kelp will probably be short-lived and the kelp bed may
recover. If, on the other hand, the discharge period is long, as was the case during all of
these events, then the kelp bed will continue to do poorly and may disappear completely
for years.
The Ocean Imaging report also cites the turbidity model produced for Headlands Reserve
LLC (Jenkins 2002) titled: Evaluation of Coastal Processes Effects Associated with
Removal of the Revetment from the Headlands Development and Conservation Plan, but
erroneously assumes all of the fine grain sediment would enter the offshore water as a
single pulse. The Ocean Imaging report notes that Figure 23 in Jenkins 2002 indicates that
the talus slope {and thus turbidity) would persist at appreciable levels during episodic
events for up to 10 years, but dismisses the modeling since it does not agree with their
assumption that all sediments will be released in a single pulse.
Contrary to the Ocean Imaging report assumptions, because of the composition of multiple
overlapping slide sediments, it is predicted that the turbidity plume would persist in the
offshore environment for years. The resultant talus pile would be about 90% fines (much
finer than normal beach sand) and would take about 10 years to be completely winnowed
away by episodic wave events as Figure 23 (Jenkins 2002} depicts. The turbidity predicted
will continue during this period at the predicted magnitude during these episodic events
for approximately ten years (not just the single pulse as Ocean Imaging visualized) as the
talus pile (caused by slope failure) continues to be worked by the actions of the waves.
The predicted amount of sediment (40,000 cubic meters) that would have been deposited
onto the beach in the absence of a revetment during the El Nino of 1982-83 would
continue to be deposited in the marine environment offshore and would significantly
reduce (up to 86%) the availability of sunlight and seriously reduce ·photosynthesis,
reducing the .viability of the kelp and possibly resulting in the loss of the kelp beds.
This persistent source of turbidity would be at a much greater magnitude than the
California Coastal Commission staff found to have reduced kelp beds at San Onofre by as
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much as 100 to 250 acres in· their 1989 report by the Marine Resource Committee
(Murdoch et al1989.). As the Ocean Imaging report indicates, it is well documented that
periods of persistent turbidity can have devastating effects on the kelp beds offshore.
Based on the analysis by Dr. Scott Jenkins of the effects that the 1982-84 El Nirio storms
would have had on the slopes at Strand Beach in the absence of the existing revetment,
and the subsequent review of his work by Dr. Robert Wiegel, it is our opinion that the kelp
beds offshore of Dana Point/Salt Creek within the Niguel and Dana Point Marine Life
Refuges owe their continued existence to the protection afforded by the rock revetment
that existed at the base of the slope.
It should be further noted that the California Department of Fish and Game has reviewed
the available documentation and independently made the determination that the proposed
repair and retrofit of the revetment is the" ... least environmentally damaging alternative ... n
and that " ... alternatives that inadvertently add sand, fine sediments, and/or increase
turbidity would result in a take of plants and animals in the area, which is expressly
prohibited." (Eric Larson, 2003).
Finally, the Dana Point Salt Creek Bed is the only kelp bed in Orange County that survived
both the 1982-1984 El Nirio and the series of small El Nines in the early 1990s. This kelp
bed has supplied the seedlings to attempt to reestablish the remaining kelp beds along the
Orange County Coastline and is critical to this habitat. An error in judgement at this point
could result in the loss of one of largest and most persistent kelp beds off the coast of
Orange County for years to come.
Thank you for your attention to this letter.
Cordially,
MBC Applied Environmental Sciences

Michael D. Curtis
Senior Scientist
cc:

Karl Schwing
Kevin Darnall
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Review Conunents to the September 22, 2003 California Coastal Commission Staff
Report, for the City of Dana Point Local Coastal Program Amendment 2-02, Section
V.C.1: Shoreline Protective Devices & Public Access, and Responses to Ms. Lesley
Ewing's PowerPoint Presentation of October 9, 2003 at the Hearing for Dana Point
LCPA 2-02

Pursuant to your request, Noble Consultants, Inc. has reviewed the California Coastal
Commission (CCC) staff report, dated September 22, 2003, regarding the City of Dana Point
Local Coastal Program Amendment 2-02. Our review primarily focuses on Section V.C.1
"Shoreline Protective Devices & Public Access" of Chapter V, ..Findings for Denial of The City
of Dana Point's Land Use Plan Amendment". This memorandum addresses discrepancies we
found in staff's analysis and provides clarification for specific issues as presented in Section
V.C.l ofthe staffreport.
As represented in the staff report in the last paragraph on Page 59,
"According to the Coast of California Storm and Tidal Waves Study for Orange County
the beach retreat rate in this area is about 0.17 to 0.2 ft/yr ... Assuming that the shoreline
had not been armored ... the current back beach line would be approximately 10 feet
further landward than it is now (0.2 ftlyr x 50 years) ... Meanwhile, sea level is
conservatively anticipated to rise 0.66 feet over the next 75 years. With an average
shoreface slope of 0.033 rise to run in this area, sea level rise is anticipated to inundate 20
feet ofbeach more than is inundated today".
A similar statement is also presented in an internal memorandum prepared by Ms. Lesley
1
Ewing, dated September 19, 2003, on the itemized topic of Changes to the Back Beach and
Effects from a Change in Sea Level. The above-identified statements, as well as a staff proposed
alternative of a vertical seawall, were also addressed in Ms. Ewing's PowerPoint presentation
during the CCC public hearing on October 9, 2003. Our brief responses to these statements are
itemized in the following summary.

1

Cahfom1a Coastal Commission ProJect Memorandum for City of Dana Pomt LCP and Dana Strand Beach dated
September 19, 2003, prepared by Lesley Ewmg.
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Annual Shoreline Retreat Rate
Coastal staff has overstated the current average rate of"beach retreat" in a number ofways. The
Coast of California Storm and Tidal Wave Study (CCSTWS) for Orange County states that the
average backbeach line retreat rate for southern Orange County between Corona del Mar and
Dana Point ranges from 0.07 to O.I9 feet per year with several sub-areas adjoining headlands as
low as 0.04 (see attached Table I, "Estimated Long-Term Backbeach Line Retreat Rates").
Thus, the range of O.I7 to 0.2 feet as stated in the staff report, is incorrect. There is a much
broader range in average retreat rate for the Southern Orange County coastline than was
represented in the staff report, with some areas averaging less than one half inch of retreat per
year. More importantly, the CCSTWS estimated retreat rate represents a geologic long-term
estimate based upon sea level rise since the last glacial maximum, approximately 6,000 to 8,000
years ago and therefore is not directly comparable to retreat rates calculated for the past century,
especially given the extensive improvements that have occurred to the Strand area over the past
50 years. The CCSTWS report also states (see Table 1) that the estimate is only appropriate for
low-type, exposed shore platform beaches2 and is probably overestimated for a low-type, covered
shore platform beach (see Figure I, attached).
Thus staff utilized an incorrect average backbeach line retreat rate and in doing so over-estimated
the extent to which the existing revetment may have retarded the rate of the backbeach line
retreat. As discussed above, Strand Beach can be categorized as a "low-type, exposed shore
platform" with bedrock exposures at approximately +0 feet, MLLW. However, due to the
adjoining headland which tends to anchor the south end of Strand Beach, creating a sedimenttrapping effect, the southern shoreline segment of Strand Beach may also be categorized as a
"low-type, covered shore platform" that would have a lower retreat rate than the stated 0. I 9 feet
per year. Similar lower shoreline retreat rates can be observed in other headland shoreline
segments within the Laguna Beach Sub-Cells, as shown on Table l. The areas adjoining Crescent
Bay, Emerald Bay, and Irvine Cove headlands have significantly lower retreat rates, with two
estimated at 0.04 feet per year. Moreover, staff does not account for the fact that the Strand
Beach area was developed some 50 years ago with extensive grading and structural
improvements, such as retaining walls, asphalt streets and storm-drain systems that are designed
to minimize erosion by directing stormwater flows away from the top of slopes.
Potential for Additional "Inundated" Beach in the Future
The staff report states that additional beach narrowing resulting from staff's estimated sea level
rise of 0.66 feet, is approximately 20 feet over the 75-year designated project life. This estimate
was derived from staff's stated average nearshore slope of I-foot rise in a 30-foot run or 0.033
(0.66 feet/0.033 = 20 feet). However, based on the recent beach profile survey (see Figure 2,
attached) conducted by Hunsaker & Associates on March 26, 2002, the average foreshore slope
~ USACE-LAD. 1995. "Seacliff Erosion and Its Sediment Contributions, Dana Point to the San Gabne1 R1ver".

Prepared by U.S. Corps ofEngmeers. Los Angeles D1stnct, November 1995.
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above the -I. 7 feet, NG VD ( + 1 foot, MLL W) line within the Strand area, is approximately a onefoot rise to 10-foot run (i.e., a slope of0.1) 3 . Assuming for sake ofargument staffs estimate for
design sea level rise of 0.6 feet over the next 75 years, based on an annual sea level rise rate of
0.008 feet 4 (i.e. 0.008 ft x 75 =0.6 feet), does not translate to additional "inundated" beach width
of 20 feet, as estimated in the staff report. The CCC estimate was based on the average shoreface
slope of 0.033. It should rather be estimated from the slope of 0.1. Therefore, the potential
additional "inundated" beach width is merely 6 feet, not 20 feet, over the project life of 75 years.
The six (6) additional feet of inundated beach, assuming it occurs at al~ is more than made up by
the proposed dedication to the public of the currently privately owned, 5.2 acre Strand Beach.
The average width of the privately owned portion of Strand Beach that will be dedicated to the
public is 96 feet (5.2 ac. x 43,560 = 226,512 sq.ft./2,360 ft.= 96ft.). The dedication of a public
beach averaging 96 feet wide more than mitigates the potential inundation of 6 feet over 75 years
of what was a private beach. In addition, several new public vertical beach accessways and a
public lateral beach accessway will be dedicated and constructed by the project and exceeds the
requirements for public access as stipulated in the Coastal Act, including Section 30213, despite
staffs comments to the contrary.
Wave Reflection of Different Shore Protective Devices
Staff proposed a vertical seawall as an alternative shore protective device with an unspecified
setback distance from the existing revetment structure. The staff report stated that the wave
reflection associated with a seawall versus a revetment structure differs slightly as the reflection
coefficients are 1.0 for the seawall and 0. 75 for the revetment, respectively and neither structure
would result in any impacts to the beach fronting the structures. It should be pointed out that the
reflection coefficient of a revetment structure depends strongly on impinging wave height and
period. Based on the Coastal Engineering Manual (CEM) 5 and a technical studl prepared by the
Corps of Engineers, the reflection coefficient for an armored revetment typically ranges from 0.5
to 0.6 approximately. Thus, there is greater disparity of wave reflection between a revetment and
a vertical seawall than staff indicated.
There is an on-going debate among coastal engineers as to the long-term effects of vertical
seawalls compared to revetments. The most important variable is the site specific morphology of
the beach involved. Is the beach eroding or is it in dynamic equilibrium, for instance') However,
there is little argument as to the greater the short-term impacts associated with a vertical seawall,
' Noble Consultants, Inc. 2002. "Supplemental Assessment for Shorefront Protectwn Alternatives, Headlands
Development and Conservation Plan", May 2002.
" USACE-LAD 2003. "Coast of California Storm and Tidal Waves Study, South Coast Reg1on, Orange County",
Fmal Report prepared by U.S. Corps of Engineers, Los Angeles Distnct.
s USACE. 2003. "Coastal Engineering Manual", Prepared by Waterways Expenment Station, Coastal Engineenng
Research Center.
" Seehg W.N. ar!d Ahrens J. P .. 1981. "Estimate of Wave Reflection and Energy Dissipation Coefficients ~"r
Beaches, Revetments. and Breakwaters", Techmcal Paper No. 81-1, Coastal Engineering Research Center,
February 1981.
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particularly during the period immediately after the winter storms pass by. The volume of
sediment movement induced by storm waves is a function of the wave energy flux that is
approximately proportional to the power of two and a half of the impinging wave height. The
reflected wave energy flux for a seawall is about two (2) times ( l/0. 75 2 5 = 2.05) that for a
revetment structure even if the reflection coefficient of 0. 75, as stated by staff, is used for the
calculation. Thus, the short-term scouring potential toward the beach fronting a seawall would be
approximately twice as severe as that for a revetment. Low swales within the beach area fronting
a seawall are more likely to develop during the post-storm period, typically lasting for two to
three weeks after each separate storm event, until the beach recovers. During this recovery
period, lateral coastal access may be more limited as compared to the beach conditions in which
a revetment is selected as the shore protective device.

Continuity of Shore Protective Device from Monarch Point to Dana Point
The analyses of coastal processes and shoreline evolution associated with any proposed beach
management plans are best conducted on a regional basis. It is for this particular reason that
many regional agencies such as Beach Erosion Authority for Clean Oceans and Nourishment
(BEACON) in Santa Barbara and Ventura Counties, and San Diego Association of Governments
(SANDAG) in San Diego County were formed to tackle beach related problems and to propose
any regional measures for storm damage protection and sand management plans. Within the
Laguna Beach Sub-Cells, the shoreline segment from Monarch Point to Dana Point can be
regarded as one mini-regional coastal segment. Indeed, this coastal segment that is presently
armored with a continuous 8,440 foot long revetment structure extending from Monarch Point to
Stand Beach demonstrates this "regional" concept in providing a shore protective device for
storm damage protection. The seawall proposed by Ms. Ewing appears to contradict this
regional concept that is commonly adapted by various public agencies. The proposed seawall
will result in a discontinuous shore protective device within this mini-regional coastal segment.
It will potentially create an end effect between the adjacent revetment structure located
immediately north of Stand Beach and the seawall itself that results in additional localized
scouring. It also potentially poses more limitation of lateral coastal access during the post-storm
beach recovery period.

Attachments: Table 1. Estimated Long-Term Backbeach Line Retreat Rates
Figure 1, Three Types of Shore Platform Found in Southern Orange County
Figure 2, Strand Beach Winter Profiles

Table I. Estimated Long-Term Backbeach Line Retreat Rates
i

Location

Estimate based on platform in
the 0-30 ft. depth ranee (ceriod
of formation = 800 y p to
present), ft/yr
0.19**
0.14**
NA**
0.13
0.12**
0.14
(0.07)
(0.15)
(0.11)
0.10
(0.08)
(0.10)
(0.04)

Dana Point to Monarch Point
Monarch Point to Goff Island
Goff Island to Main Beach
Main Beach
Main Beach to Crescent Bay
Crescent Bay
south headland
embayment
north headland
Emerald Bay
south headland
embayment
north headland
Irvine Cove
(0.04)
south headland
(0.13)
embayment
north headland
(0.06)
Crystal Cove
0.12**
Corona del Mar
0.13**
* retreat rates m feet per year est1Il1ated for the present usmg past retreat data; values in
parentheses are based on data from National Ocean Services charts in column 2
* * retreat rate is appropriate to the limitations of Equation 10 for low-type, exposed shore
platforms; other estimates are probably too large
Source:

"USACE-LAD, 1995. "Seacliff Erosion and Its SedmlCnt Contributions, Dana Point to the San Gabncl
River", Coast of California Storm and Tidal Waves Study South Coast Region, Orange County, Report 951 November 1995.")
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Surfrider· Foundation .

cALIFORNIA

. COASTAL COMMISSION

San Clemente Chapter
De~ember

9. 2003

California Coastal Commission - South Coast Area
Attention: Mr. Karl Schwing, Orange County Supervisor
200 Oceangatc, Suite 1000
Long Beach, California 90802

Request For Meeting:
LCP Amendment, Dana Point Headlands
Surfrider F.oundation, San Clemente Chapter
Dear Mr. Schwing:
The San Clemente Chapter of the Surfrider Foundation (Surfrider) has reviewed recent
. tran~mittals from Headlands Reserve. LLC to the California Coastal Commission staff. Taking
the letters prepared by Dr. Scott A. Jenkins Consulting (12/03/03), Noble Consultants, Inc.
(12/03/03), and AMEC {12/02/03} into group consideration· it appears that the Dana Point
.Headlands · LCP Amendment applicant continues to include the revetment construction
alternative for shoreline protection within the LCP Amendment. There appears to be no
consideration by the applicant as to alternative residential development .configurations which are
not at the outset reliant upon total reconstruction and resurrection of the rock-pile revetment.
The letter prepared by AMEC is useful to understand·the methodology of repair' conducted on
the revetment in 1983 following damage sustained as a result of ''severe'· storms. While the
volume and mcthvdology of iepair are considerable it is importar-.t (0 understand that the
Commission-approved repair was granted· to protect the then operational and occupied mobile
home facility. The mobi'le home facility ceased operation circa 1988. Moreover. the mobile
home facility is not the subject of this LCP Amendment nor is it to be protected by any future
repair. reconstruction or construction of shoreline protective devices along Strand beach in Dana
Point.
Surfrider remains concerned about the use of shoreli.ne protection on Strand beach to facilitate
new residential development in the Strand area. Since there appears to be a significant
ideological difference bet\veen Surfrider participants and the applicant/developer and since both
parties appear to be· posturing for legal action following a Commission decision. we woul ~ ih~
to ask Staff to participate in a 3-way meeting to discuss these matters. A meeting of this nature
could greatly assist all parties in obtaining a better understanding of the project implications and
would work toward avoiding expensive post-decision litigation.
1

DPT LCPA 1-03
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Surfrider Foundation
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Clemente Chapter

Surfrider representatives. are amenable to any suggested meeting date within the week of
December 15 1h or thereafter. We thank you in advance for considering this proposal and for your
efforts to facilitate the meeting. Please contact the undersigned with suggested dates and times at
(949) 290-0892 or mike@environstrategy.com.
.
.
The San Clemente Surfrider Chapter again thanks Coastal Commission Staff for the revie\v and
attention dedicated to the Dana Headlands LCP amendment application. Thank you for
contirwing to include our Surfrider Chapter as a valuable resource to the review process.

Yours truly,

~~/?~
Michael R. Lewis, R.G.
Surfrider Foundation- San Clemente Chapter Volunteer
cc:

Mark Cousineau -·Surfrider Foundation San Clemente Chapter
Sanford Edward, Headlands Reserve, LLC
Doug. Chotkevys, City of Dana Point
Chairman Mike Reilly. California Coastal Commission
Peter Douglas. Director. California Coastal Commission
C:\Surfrider\headland talk\Dec 9 03 ltr ccc. wpd
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AGENCY

GRAY DAVIS, GOVERNOR

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FREMONT, SUITE 2000
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105-2219
VOICE AND TDD (415) 904-5200
FAX ( 415) 904-5400

September 19, 2003
TO:

Karl Schwing, Supervisor
Long Beach Office, CCC

FROM:

Lesley Ewing
Senior Coastal Engineer

SUBJECT:

City of Dana Point LCP and Dana Strand Beach

Since my 21 July 2003 Memorandum concerning the City of Dana Point LCP, we have
received several other letters that merit some written input. In reading these new
submittals, I do not think there is any need to change anything that was in my initial
memorandum. This current memorandum is a supplement to that earlier memorandum
and not a replacement. New material on this project is:
•

Comparative Analysis of Beach Change Effects Due to a Seawall Alternative for
the Headlands Development and Conservation Plan, Dana Point, California (1 0
September 2003) by Scott A. Jenkins, PhD & Joseph Wasyl, for Headlands
Reserve, LLC.

•

Assessment of Improvements to the Existing Headlands Develop and
Conservation Plan (SDCP) Shoreline Protection (August 2003) prepared by
Richard J. Seymour, Ph.D., P.E. for Headlands Reserve, LLC.

Shoreline Changes with a Revetment or with a Vertical Wall: The report by Jenkins and
Wasyl provides results from an effort to model future shoreline change at Dana Strand
Beach, with a vertical wall and with a rebuilt revetment. The report concurs that a
vertical wall would occupy less beach than a revetment and that more beach area could
be available with a vertical wall than with a revetment. It concludes however, that, "the
ephemeral gains in beach width derived from the set back of an alternative seawall
concept, which cannot be predicted to remain in place over the long-term, cannot be
worth the risk of potentially disturbing the long standing littoral equilibrium that has
existed at this beach since the 1950's_" Jenkins & Wasyl modeled shoreline change
using wave data from 1980 - 2000, and showed a massive loss of beach if conditions
similar to the 1982/83 El Nino storms are repeated_ The 1982/83 storms occurred early
in the 1980 to 2000 period that is used to model shoreline change, and the presentation
of the results suggests that whatever beach was there would vanish soon after it was
available. The casual observer would believe that the modeling is showing that the
gains in beach width from a vertical wall would be lost within 3 years of construction.
However, the Jenkins & Wasyl effort is not making any representation of futur..e_.w....,.av..._e_ _ _...,.
conditions, or the return period for a major El Nino event. It compares possib ~~IT# 1Oa
changes for wave conditions equivalent to the period from 1980 to 2000 for a ~ertiCi(~ 1 of 6
c'
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wall and for a revetment. It does not compare any model results to measured beach
conditions. If a massive erosional event were not to occur until a vertical wall had been
in place for 20, 40 or 50 years, the "ephemeral gains" shown by the model, would be
appreciated for several decades.
The Jenkins & Wasyl's modeling effort shows that the beach fronting a vertical wall
would not recover as quickly as the beach fronting a revetment, due to the difference in
reflexivity of the two wall types. Field studies reported by Griggs, et al. and Tait and
Griggs (both cited in Jenkins and Wasyl as "contrary studies") found that for sediment
rich areas like Monterey, there was little difference in the recovery rates between a
vertical wall and a revetment. The Dana Strand Beach is not in a sediment rich cell and
Jenkins & Wasyl note that the morphological differences between Dana Strand Beach
and the beaches in Monterey make studies of Monterey invalid for the Dana Point area.
Instead, Jenkins & Wasyl compare the Dana Strand Beach to narrow wave-cut platform
beaches in San Diego. While similar in planform, the San Diego beaches have an
estimated annual longshore transport rate that is between 200,000 and 300,000 cyy.
The alongshore sediment flux for rate for the Dana Strand Beach sub-cell is an order of
magnitude less, being closer to 15,000 cyy. So, while they are not sediment rich
beaches, they also do not require several hundred thousand cubic yards of sediment
each year to maintain longshore transport. The beach can rebuild with only a small
amount of sand. At best, it is possible to say that the rates at which Dana Strand Beach
will rebuild fronting a vertical wall and a revetment for this beach area are uncertain.
Following a major storm event, the beach fronting a revetment may possibly rebuild
more quickly that a beach fronting a vertical wall, but in either situation, the model
predicts that the beach would rebuild.
For purposes of the LCP, a vertical wall is a viable solution for a shoreline protective
device along Dana Strand Beach. As adjacent properties redevelop and need to rework
their shoreline protection, a seawall may again be a viable option for these areas. The
pros and cons of each alternative can and should be considered in examination of any
development option for The Strand. I do not believe the Jenkins & Wasyl report provide
evidence that the LCP should consider only a revetment for any future development that
might be proposed for The Strand.
Changes to the Revetment being Repair or Reconstruction/New Construction: The
amount of work necessary to provide an effective shoreline protective device for the
new houses that are proposed to be built on The Strand constitutes complete
reconstruction or new construction. Much of the rock can be used again -one virtue of
rock is that it can be taken from place to place and put into riprap structures again and
again. It can be used in a new revetment at this site, it can be hauled upcoast to be
used for maintenance there, it can hauled out of the county, it can be crushed and used
for road construction. The idea that the future revetment will be built using rip rap rock
that is now on site, does not, in itself mean that the future revetment will be a repair of
the current revetment.
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In conjunction with development of The Strand, there will be a huge amount of grading,
landform alteration, cut, fill, and recompaction all along The Strand. At the beach, the
entire existing revetment, except for a short segment at the southern end, will be
completely removed. There would be heavy equipment on the beach to lift and remove
the riprap rock from its current location and store it elsewhere while the back slope and
foundation area are being prepared. Very likely the riprap rock will be stored on the
beach, in a way that it can serve as a cofferdam and protect the work that is occurring to
the east. The project has not presented construction plans, so this is speculation as to
where and how the riprap rock would be stored. The project plans show that most of
the slope adjacent to the future revetment will constructed of compacted fill and other
site plans note that the fill would come from cuts further up on the slope. Seaward of
the compacted fill, there would be a 20-foot thick surface of Geosynthetically-Reinforced
Compacted Fill 1 . This Geosynthetically-Reinforced Compacted Fill would start at
elevation 0', NGVD and extend up the slope to +25' NGVD. There is not a
Geosynthetically-Reinforced Compacted Fill on the slope at present. This would all be
constructed as part of the proposed development, and would likely require that heavy
equipment operate on the beach during the construction phase.
The revetment would be installed or reinstalled, seaward of the constructed,
Geosynthetically-Reinforced Compacted Fill. The design developed by Noble
Consultants shows that there would be a layer of fabric filter placed adjacent to the
Geosynthetically-Reinforced Compacted Fill and along the 0' NGVD, at the bedrock
contact, to support the revetment. Seaward of the fabric filter will be a be a layer of
small rock, Class No. 2 backing, and then the rip rap rock will be placed back on the
slope. If the current revetment is resting on the bedrock layer, the fabric filter, small
rock and armor rock could be placed on the bedrock that had been covered by the
current riprap rock. If the current revetment is not founded on bedrock, then there
would be some additional excavation beyond removal of the rip rap rock to expose the
bedrock and allow construction of the future revetment in the manner specified in the
proposed plans.
There are various methods for doing this construction, and the proposed method may
differ from what is described here. However, I know of no way to do the proposed slope
recompaction, installation of a Geosynthetically-Reinforced Compacted Fill, installation
of a fabric filter layer and installation of Class #2 rock base, without temporarily
relocating the rip rap rock. The ultimate project will have some similarity to the existing
revetment in that the plans indicate that all new work can be undertaken so that the toe
of the existing and proposed revetment footprint will be at the same seaward limit.
Furthermore, there have been proposals to keep the proposed revetment at the +17'
elevation- supposedly the elevation of the current revetment, if it had been maintained.
The work will not be the placement of a few additional rocks here and there within the
structure, as suggested by the Jenkins & Wasyl Report through comparison of this work
with a revetment repair project in Encinitas. The amount and extent of work would
constitute complete reconstruction/new construction of a shore protection device.
1

Shown on Noble Consultants, Figure 2, Revetment Section, provided in the July 30, 2003
Headlands LOCAL Coastal Program Amendment Binder.
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Potential Changes to Sediment Yield with Development on The Strand: The Jenkins &
Wasyl report notes that there will be minimal changes to the storm water derived
sediment supply from this project. This connection to storm water runoff may exclude
the unquantified amount of talus that is washing off The Strand, over or through the
revetment, and into the littoral system. Work by Everts and referenced by Jenkins, has
noted that the bluffs along this portion of the littoral cell do provide sediment to the
littoral system something less than about 1,100 cubic yards per year (cyy). Most of the
sand coming into The Dana Strand Beach segment is from upcoast or from this sea cliff
erosion. There are no fluvial sources for sediment into The Dana Strand Beach. The
general estimate of sediment yield for undeveloped and developed foothill lands
(probably a good approximation for slope inland of the Strand Beach, is 200 and 100
cyy, per square mile of land. The conversion of this land from its essentially
undeveloped condition to the compacted, graded, developed slope, will reduce annual
sediment yields by 50%. The new shoreline protection device will contain the
backshore sediments better than the structure that is there now. The talus that is now
flowing over and through the revetment will be reduced or almost eliminated. This
beach relies on small volumes of sand to exist and these small reductions could
adversely impact the beach over the long term. Fortunately, it would take only small
amounts of sand to bring this area back into "equilibrium".
Changes to the Back Beach and Effects from a Change in Sea Level: The Coast of
California Storm and Tidal Waves Study for Orange County looked at sea cliff retreat for
the southern cells in Orange County. The study found that, "Mean beach widths have
not changed greatly since 1927. Shoreline positions are generally near where they
were 70-years ago and in this period back beach line retreat rates averaged only an
estimated 0.07 to 0.2 fUyr." The area near Dana Point was one of the areas with a
retreat rate close to 0.2 fUyr (at 0.17 fUyr). This beach is at about its maximum holding
capacity for sand, meaning that the beach cannot widen by moving seaward. The
beach has been held at its current location since the 1950's when the current revetment
was installed. Assuming that the shoreline had not been armored, and assuming that
there would not have been a massive slide during the past 50 years, the current back
beach line would be approximately 10 feet further landward than it is now (0.2 fUyr x 50
years). Over the next 75 years, the shoreline could be expected to retreat an additional
15 feet, with the same assumptions.
The Dana Strand Beach is within the Mussel Cove to Dana Point reach, and it has an
average shore face slope of 0.033 rise to run. In the design of the proposed shore
protection, Noble Consultants has assumed that there could be a rise in sea level above
the current level, of 0.66 feet in 75 years. On a beach with a 0.033 shore face slope,
this would "inundate" 20 feet of beach, on average, more than is inundated today. This
estimate is based only on the change in water elevation relative to the existing beach,
and does not account for possible shifts in sediment on the shore face that would
otherwise modify the location of the shoreline.
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The Coast of California Storm and Tidal Wave Study for Orange County, discusses
many of the changes that can occur to the shoreline over time and how a future rise in
sea level could alter the shoreline dynamics
"On a time scale of years or decades, the flux across the base of
the lens is usually small in comparison to transport across other
boundaries of the lens. Exceptions include some conservative,
headland-bounded pocket beaches where (1) the back beach line
is restrained to erosion and sea level is rising so thereby the flux is
negative." (Page 40)
"There is at present a negative sediment flux of about 2000 cyy at
the base of the lens. This is the quantity required to support the
lens as the sea surface rises. This negative component of the
budget will increase as the length of armored coast expands and
the rate of sea level rise accelerates in future, if that occurs ....
"To demonstrate the worst case scenario .... the complete armoring
of the southern Orange County coast would shift the present
positive sediment budget (an estimated 8200 cyy) to a negative
budget of about -8000 cyy. .... Many of the beaches of southern
Orange County would disappear in around 100 years." (Page 59)
Sea level change has been factored into the proposed design for shore protection. The
elevation of the revetment was based upon a 0.66 foot rise in mean sea level over the
next 75 years. And, as noted in the Seymour Report, "One of the principal advantages
of the revetment or rubble mound structure for the shoreline protection on a sloping
hillside is that it can readily be designed to accommodate substantial increases in height
without necessitating further encroachment on the beach." The proposed revetment will
go to +17' NGVD. The proposed design would meet current state-of-the-art standards
for shoreline protection; however, the LCP does not address the sea level component
for the design conditions for new shoreline protection, or any other design condition.
Few LCP's provide this information, so the lack of design standards is not an oversight
that is unique to this LCP.
The proposed plan does not indicate whether an added rise in sea level, beyond the
0.66' that was considered, could be accommodated within the current design. As noted
by the Seymour Report, these structures can be designed to accommodate increases in
height; the proposed revetment may or may not have been designed for this. However,
if the proposed revetment were increased in height, it could take up the area that would
be used for the public walkway that is being considered at the top of this structure. Any
design that would contemplate an increase in height of shore protection would need to
also contemplate an adjustment that would maintain the quality and extent of public
access.
~L

Option of Abandonment or No Action: The Seymour Report discusses many .4=
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The first is that it "would allow the development of high value taxable properties
between the public road and the beach, and will not impinge on the public viewsheds."
It is clear that this site should not be used for the proposed type and level of
development unless some form of shoreline protection is included with the project. New
shore protection would allow this property to be put to a high value taxable use.
However, this new development would impinge on the public viewshed. The beach and
nearshore surf zone are heavily used public areas and the view of the coast from these
areas would be dramatically changed if the proposed housing complex is constructed.
The Seymour report further notes that the proposed project would result in no adverse
impact to erosion, the beach width, or sand supply. This issue was covered in the 21
July 2003 memo and elsewhere in this memo. Fortunately, this shoreline has been
relatively stable over the past 50 years and there is still a healthy and useful beach.
Shore protection will change the beach and backshore from what would occur without
these structures. The benefits and impacts from these changes have been presented
elsewhere.
Many of the other benefits that would result from a new revetment at this site could be
achieved with out a new 2,1 00-foot long shoreline protection device. The LCP
amendments have been directed at the creation of new, stable home sites on the lands
immediately inland of The Dana Strand Beach. The provisions of new access, water
quality improvements, etc. have been presented within the context of this new
development, but there is no technical reason that they must be joined. Other options
for the use of this land would likely consider other beneficial "packages" that would be
possible for this property. The current proposal has not considered the appropriate
types of shoreline protection that would provide water quality improvements, ADA
access, dedication of public beach lands, three stable beach access paths, and
protection of the neighboring developments, separate from providing developable lots.
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GRAY DAVIS, GOVERNOR

STATE OF CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FREMONT, SUITE 2000
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105-2219
VOICE AND TDD (415) 904-5200
FAX ( 415) 904-5400

July 21, 2003

TO:

Karl Schwing, Coastal Program Manager, Orange County

FROM:

Lesley Ewing, Sr. Coastal Engineer

SUBJECT:

Coastal Engineering Review of Dana Point Headlands LCP Amendment

My review and comments concerning the coastal engineering aspects of this LCP Amendment
are based on my professional judgment, review of the following listed documents, a site visit
conducted on 20 February 2002, and numerous phone conversations and conference calls. The
formal document review has included:
•

Headlands Reserve LLC, "The Headlands Development and Conservation Plan, General
Plan Amendment", July 24, 2001

•

AGRA Earth & Environmental, Inc., "Geotechnical Evaluation Feasibility of Landslide
Remediation, Dana Strand Club Area, Dana Point Headlands Project," October 15, 1999.

•

AGRA Earth & Environmental, Inc., "Geotechnical Review Response Feasibility of
Landslide Remediation Dana Point Strand Club Area, Dana Point Headlands Project,
Dana Point, California," February 4, 2000.

•

AGRA Earth & Environmental, Inc. "Bluff Setback Evaluation Harbor Point Are of
Lower Headland Dana Point Headlands Project, Dana Point, California," February 21,
2000.

•

AGRA Earth & Environmental Inc. "Addendum Geotechnical Evaluation Feasibility of
Landslide Remediation Dana Strand Club Area, Dana Point Headlands Project," March
21, 2000.

•

LSA Associates, Inc. "Final Environmental Impact Report, Volumes I, II and III.
February 2002.

•

Noble Consultants, Inc. prepared for LSA Associates, "Final Environmental Impact
Report, Appendix J: Coastal Processes Assessment for Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan," September 2001.

•

Noble Consultants, Inc. "Headlands Development and Conservation Plan, Su pEKHlSIT# 10b
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•

Scott A. Jenkins, Ph. D. and Joseph Wasyl; Dr. Scott A. Jenkins Consulting, Evaluation
of Coastal Processes Effects Associated with Removal of the Revetment from the
Headlands Development and Conservation Plan:" 22 May 2002.

•

MBC Applied Environmental Sciences, "Analysis of Impacts to the Niguel and Dana
Point Marine Life Refuges Resulting from the Alternatives to the Strand Beach
Revetment Reconstruction" June 2002.

•

Scott A. Jenkins, PhD & Joseph Wasyl, Constraints and Unique Characteristics Effecting
Non-Structural Shore Protection Alternatives for the Dana Point Headlands Development
and Conservation Plan," 17 November 2002.

•

Robert L. Wiegel, Consulting Engineer, "Peer Review of Reports on Coastal Engineering
Aspects of the Headlands Development and Conservation Plan, Dana Point, Orange
County, California," 20 March, 2003, as amended on March 21,2003 letter from Kevin
Darnall.

•

City of Dana Point, "Local Coastal Program Amendment (LCPA 01-02), May 30,2002.

•

City of Dana Point, "General Plan" July 9, 1991.

•

City of Dana Point, "Zoning Code," through Zoning Ordinance 01-04, March 27,2001.

•

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. "Headlands Development and Conservation Plan,
Geotechnical Evaluation ofShorefront Design Alternatives (Planning Areas 1, 2, and 3)
Dana Point, California," May 2002.

•

AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. "Headlands Development and Conservation Plan,
Geotechnical Evaluation of Conceptual Shorefront Setback Alternative (Planning Areas
1, 2, and 3) Dana Point, California," November 2002.

•

AMEC Letter Report from Scott Kerwin to Kevin Darnall, "Response to Geotechnical
Review Memorandum Headlands Development and Conservation Plan (HDCP),"
November 20, 2002.

•

PaulS. Carey, P.E., The Keith Companies, Inc. "Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan: Shorefront Slope Setback Alternative," November 20, 2002.

•

Noble Consultants, Inc. "Headlands Development and Conservation Plan: No Revetment,
Shorefront Slope Setback Alternative, Dana Point, CA" November 20, 2002.

•

Memorandum from Headlands Reserve LLC to Lesley Ewing, "Responses to the August
12,2002 Memorandum from Leslie (sic.) Ewing," November 21, 2002.
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•

Letter from Michael Lewis, Surfrider Foundation, to Ralph Faust, "Response to:
Headlands LCP Amendment, Strand Area and Revetment Issues, Dana Point Headlands,"
December 26, 2002.

•

Timothy B. Maddux, PhD, "Review of 'Evaluation of Coastal Processes Effects
Associated with Removal of the Revetment from the Headlands Development
Conservation Plan'," N.D.

•

Letter Report from Chad Nelsen, Environmental Director, Surfrider, to Karl Schwing,
March 17, 2003.

•

Letter Report from John J. Marra, PhD to Mark Rauscher, Environmental Programs
Manager, Surfrider Foundation, "Review of Report Pertaining to Headlands
Development and Conservation Plan by S.A. Jenkins, Ph.D. and J. Wasyl," March 3,
2002 (sic.)

•

Wiegel, Robert L., Professor Emeritus, "Dana Point Harbor, California," Shore and
Beach, Vol. 61, No.3, July 1993, pages 37-55.

•

Griggs, Gary, James Tait, and Wendy Corona, "The Interaction of Seawalls and Beaches:
Seven Years of Monitoring, Monterey Bay, California" Shore and Beach, Vol. 62, No.3,
July 1994.

•

California Coastal Commission, Revised Findings, A-2-PAC-00-010, City ofPacifica,
November 27, 2002.

Introduction:
The project before staff is proposed amendments to the LCP for Dana Point that add policies for
the development of the Headlands property. The specific amendments that are covered by this
memo are: Proposed Policy 1.25: "For the Headlands, minimize the potential for coastal slope
erosion and ensure public safety and coastal access by reconstructing the existing revetment."
And Proposed Policy 2.14: "Shoreline or ocean protective devices such as revetments,
breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining walls, and other such constriction
that alters shoreline processes shall be permitted when required to serve coastal-dependent uses
or to protect existing structures or public beaches in danger from erosion, and when designed to
eliminate or mitigate adverse impacts on local sand supply and minimize adverse impacts on
public use of sandy beach areas. For the Headlands, the potential for coastal slope erosion

shall be minimized and pubic safety and coastal access protected by reconstruction of the
existing revetment. Such reconstruction must not encroach seaward of the toe of the
existing revetment at bedrock unless improvements are necessary to create or enhance new
public access and/or public safety. (Bold language is the proposed change to Policy 2.14.)
If these amendments are approved, the Dana Point Development Project would propo eEXHIBIT# 10b
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protection device, develop The Strand for residential use and various other projects on and
adjacent to Dana Point Headlands. The LCP amendments, while separate from the proposed
development, nevertheless, have a strong connection to the proposed development. To the
extend possible, I have tried to limit my comments to the LCP. To facilitate staffs review of the
LCP amendments, I am addressing the following questions:
1. Can the existing revetment be repaired in a way that it would be adequate to protect new
development, or must a new revetment be constructed?
2. Do either the existing revetment or the proposed new revetment alter shoreline processes?
3. Are there options other than the proposed new revetment?
4. Is it likely that the No Shore Protection option could generate a large sediment plume?
5. Has the submitted work been performed in a manner that is consistent with Industry
Practice?
The following discussion addresses these questions. This memo is a companion to a geologic
memo prepared by the Commission's staff geologist. The companion memo addresses the
geologic conditions of the inland site, the overall site stability and the options for developing the
site for residential use that do not rely on any type of shoreline protection. This memo will cover
only the above-mentioned concerns.
1. Existing Revetment and Need for New Shore Protection

There is an existing 2,240-foot rip rap revetment on the property that pre-dates the Coastal Act.
The southern end of this revetment terminates at the general junction between The Strand Beach
and the Dana Point headland. Approximately 140 feet of the revetment in this area is buried by
sand. Approximately 2,100 feet of the revetment is exposed, with the extent of exposure
changing with the levels ofbeach sand seaward of the revetment and amounts oftalus from the
inland slope. The northern end of the revetment connects with revetments that extend, in a
linear fashion, several thousand feet further to the north. Riprap revetment structures of varying
ages and levels of maintenance or disrepair now fix most of the backshore from Monarch Point
(to the north) to Dana Point (to the immediate south).
The revetment backing The Strand Beach has fallen into disrepair. The applicant notes that
portions of this revetment were repaired following the 1982/83 El Niiio. These repairs extended
the life of this structure allowing much ofthe backshore ofThe Strand Beach to be protected still
today, to some extent, by this revetment. For approximately the past 40 years, the shoreline at
The Strand, and much of the shoreline to the north, has been armored and has been influenced by
this armoring.
Noble Consultants has preformed a detailed investigation of the existing revetment at The Strand
Beach. Their investigation found, "that the under-engineered riprap structure was not designed
under current engineering standards that are based on the most updated nearshore wave climate
and a design cross section comprised of bed material and armor stone." (Noble Consultants,
September 2001, pages 19 - 25). "At Strand Beach, the existing under-designed rip rap
revetment may be damaged and stones could be dislodged onto the beach during a m ~~~~---.....
severe storm event." (Ibid, page 29) Based on my inspection of the riprap revetment
IT# 1Ob
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20 February 2002 site visit and the various reports on the revetment and reports on its damage
from past storm events, I concur with the Noble Consultant's assessment of the condition of the
existing revetment that it is in disrepair.
In a report by Jenkins and Wasyl, they note that the wave climate at Dana Point is very harsh and
through a quantitative analysis they have determined that the wave energy arriving along The
Strand is "more than 10 times greater than wave energy along the shores of Santa Barbara, Santa
Monica, Redondo Beach and Huntington Beach." (Jenkins and Wasyl, 17 November 2002, page
1) I have not verified that the wave energy is actually 10 times greater at The Strand Beach than
at all locations along the listed shorelines. This would mean that the wave heights at Dana Point
are routinely more than 3 times higher than the waves in Santa Barbara, Santa Monica, Redondo
Beach and Huntington Beach. However, since the listed locations have generally wide beaches
with a wide offshore shelf, and The Strand Beach is a narrow pocket beach on a bedrock
planform, the shoreline characteristics support the idea that the wave energy at The Strand is
somewhat larger than the other locations. In addition the "Killer Dana" tales of surfing at Dana
Point before the harbor was built also provide support for the claim that the wave climate in the
area of The Strand Beach (slightly northwest of the location of the renowned surfing waves) can
be quite large and there is high wave energy along The Strand Beach.
The LCP amendments propose that the existing revetment should be reconstructed to minimize
the potential for coastal slope erosion. The LCP amendment also notes that the revetment should
be rebuilt to ensure public safety and coastal access. It might be possible to achieve these policy
goals of public safety and access by repairing and maintaining the existing revetment, without
full reconstruction. There are no specific design standards for such conditions; however staff
could work with the city to set some criteria for repair and maintenance of the existing revetment
that would provide some reasonable level of public safety and access. In addition, the existing
access way, storm drains, etc. that are on the site, could continue to be protected for a number of
years by careful repair of the existing revetment.
If the purpose of shore protection is to minimize the potential for coastal erosion to a level
adequate to use the inland area for the proposed residential development, there are specific
guidelines and minimum safety standards for this type of development. If the property inland of
The Strand Beach is used for new residential development, it would not be adequate to just repair
the existing revetment. The revetment would have to be rebuilt or replaced with a new shore
protection structure. Section 30253 ofthe Coastal Act requires that new development shall,
among other issues, minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire
hazard. Habitable land and development often require a higher level of protection than does
open space. When considering revetments and seawalls to protect development in danger from
erosion, the Commission has routinely used a 100-year wave height and a high tide, or the
equivalent of the 1982/83 storms as the design storm wave event. And, revetments or seawalls
that are used to protect against erosion should be able to last as long as the development, with
routine maintenance, and provide protection from the design storm wave event throughout the
life of the development. The full analysis and design of shore protection must consider not only
current conditions, but also changes due to an accelerated rise of sea level, changes in sand
supply, long-term erosion ofthe beach and platform, scour, etc. For issues of slope s....~..,.~""""':H------.
there is also a requirement that the slopes accommodate erosion and provide a 1.5 fac phff IBIT# 1Ob
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safety against geologic failure over the life of the development. (This memo does not cover
geologic stability aspects of the site or the option of using setbacks instead of shoreline
armoring.)
Given that the revetment is "under-designed" and "under-engineered" in a location that has a
very harsh storm climate, the existing revetment is not adequate to protect new development for
its economic life, from a design storm wave event. In addition, since some of the design
inadequacies are with the base foundation of the existing revetment, the revetment would have to
be rebuilt from the base up, to make it adequate to meet current standards. Additional riprap
material would have to be added to the structure to meet current design standards, and there
would need to be mechanized equipment on the beach. This would not be a short-term effort to
repair a few locations, but would be a many-month long, major construction project. Based on
all these factors, it would seem that the work necessary to provide adequate shore protection that
would allow the inland site to be used for development would constitute new construction, rather
than repair of the existing shore protection.

2. Effects on Shoreline Processes
The applicant's representatives, Noble Consultants and Jenkins and Wasyl have provided a
variety of reports, analyses and discussions to support the claim that there will be no adverse
effects from a reconstructed revetment at The Strand Beach. Noble Consultants and Jenkins and
Wasyl note that this portion of the shoreline is in "dynamic equilibrium" and conclude that the
existing revetment is not altering it. They do acknowledge that the existing revetment has
trapped small amounts of beach quality sediment that otherwise would have been contributed to
the littoral system, however, the reports quantify these volumes as being a very small amount of
the overall sediment input to this section of shoreline. They provide well researched and
presented information on this site, concluding:
The historical data has (sic.) shown that over this period (the past 20 years) the
local beaches have remained stable in the presence of these shorefront protection
structures. Consequently there is no scientific justification for the removal of any
one of these structures in order to restore beach equilibrium, for such equilibrium
exists, maintained in part by the morphology of the wave-cut platform on which
these beaches are built. On the other hand the removal of any segment of the
existing shorefront structures or the introduction of structural discontinuities (such
as the Shoreline Setback Alternative) will set off a chain of littoral responses that
are well known to science and will cause damage to property and existing marine
habitat. (Jenkins and Wasyl, November 2002, pages 14- 17.)
The information provided on shoreline conditions is open to several different interpretations and
I cannot reach the conclusion that the existing revetment is not altering natural shoreline
conditions. The shoreline conditions described in the Environmental Impact Report and other
submittals as the No Action Alternative and the Shoreline Setback Alternative are similar to what
would exist without some form of shore protection. As noted in the above quotation, removal of
the existing revetment could cause property damage and may alter the marine areas, r
these changes would result from returning this section of shoreline to a more natural m~IT#10b
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condition. Erosion, slides and slumps are part of the unaltered condition for this shoreline and
options to perpetual current conditions are options that perpetuate an altered shoreline. Thus, it
is clear that the existing revetment or a reconstructed revetment alter shoreline conditions.
Again, quoting from Jenkins and Wasyl:
In absence of structural shore protection, the shore fronts slopes in either the preor post-project configuration are made up of unconsolidated sedimentary material
that is easily eroded by high energy wave events, and by moderate wave events if
they occur during spring tides. There is no natural form of shore protection (eg.
wide equilibrium sandy beaches, cobble berms, or consolidated formations
interior to slope) to prevent or arrest progressive erosion of pre-or post-project
shore front slopes if structural shore protection is removed from the site. (Jenkins
and Wasyl, November 2002, page 3.)
In its natural condition, prior to construction of the riprap revetments and the harbor, this
shoreline may or may not have been in dynamic equilibrium. If the existing shoreline armoring
is allowed to fall into further disrepair, this portion of the shoreline might be in a state of rapid
change for a number of years until it reestablished a new natural balance between the land
stability and the water forces. It would be expected that immediately after failure of a section of
the revetment, portions of the slope would retreat quite quickly- especially in locations that are
stable now only due to the presence of the revetment. Changes might slow as the effects of the
existing revetment lessen and natural conditions become more dominant. These changes to the
shoreline may not be desired or acceptable for permanent types of site development. And there
is a marine reserve close by that may be affected by the progressive erosion that could occur at
this location. However, the progressive erosion and resulting sedimentation and turbidity would
be the natural conditions that would exist in this location if there were no shore protection. The
continued maintenance and reconstruction of shore protection in this location will maintain the
current, modified conditions at this location.
The existing conditions are not the same as natural conditions. Furthermore, the existing
conditions involve ongoing, progressive deterioration of the existing revetment. The coastal
condition with the existing revetment and with a reconstructed revetment will be different over
time. The reports by Noble Consultants and Jenkins and Wasyl show that a new riprap
revetment can be constructed in essentially the same footprint as the existing revetment and such
construction should be possible to accomplish in the field. Noble Consultants and Jenkins and
Wasyl further conclude that since there will be no significant seaward encroachment by a new
revetment, there will be no significant changes from the existing coastal condition if the
revetment is reconstructed. This is a valid conclusion for the short-term. However, over the
long-term, the existing condition is that the revetment will continue to deteriorate. Eventually
the natural slides, slumps and erosion will occur as part of the existing condition. A
reconstructed revetment would prevent these conditions from developing over the long-term.
Over time, the coastal conditions that would exist with a new riprap revetment would differ more
and more from what would exist if the existing revetment were allowed to deteriorate. Just
because the new revetment would occupy the same footprint, does not mean that the new
revetment would have the same performance or result in the same future coastal cond
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In the evaluation of projects, Commission staff often needs to consider not only the immediate
impacts from a possible action, but the longer-term effects. For new development on bluffs and
for shoreline protective structures, that is often assumed to be 50 to 75 years, however, as noted
by The Headlands Reserve LLC in its November 21, 2002 memo, "While a typical home may
only have a useful life for 50 to 75 years (or longer) the development, i.e. legal lots,
infrastructure, etc. have an indefinite life as long as improvements are maintained." Examination
of The Strand Beach with and without the proposed revetment reconstruction should consider the
next 50 to 75 years, but this may, in actuality, greatly underestimate the time period over which
this section of coast would be altered by the reconstruction of the existing revetment.
The Strand Beach has a small retention capacity. This mini-cell has a small net annual rate of
longshore transport-- about 15,000 to 17,000 cubic yards. The Strand Beach contains only a
small amount of sand, no more than 60,000 cubic yards (Jenkins and Wasyl, November 2002,
page 3) with a thin veneer of sand over a shallow wave-cut platform. In addition, Dana Point has
a strong impact on the stability and the shoreward extent of this beach. Both Noble Consultants
and Jenkins and Wasyl identify this beach as being in dynamic equilibrium. Robert Wiegel,
consulting engineer, reiterates this finding and concurs with it. Some evidence of this "dynamic
equilibrium" condition are 1920's photographs of this section of the coast and the similarity
between these historic views and photos from March 2000. What these photographs cannot
show is the depth of the sand layer and whether the volume of sand in the mini-cell has changed
over time. Dana Point controls the seaward extent of the dry beach, so, the width of The Strand
Beach could remain relatively stable over time, with a reduction in beach slope and volume of
sand making up the beach. Such changes might have occurred, but would not be apparent from
photographs.
Even if the volume of sand at The Strand Beach has remained relatively constant from the 1920's
to present, this is no guarantee that this condition will continue for the 75 or more years that this
beach could have an armored back shore. As stated by Robert Wiegel in his review of the
submitted material, "Many uncertainties are involved in trying to predict the future, such as
decadal changes in wave climate, based on a relatively short length of time of observations;
trying to know these quantitatively." (Wiegel, March 2003, page 3) In part, because of this
uncertainty, Robert Wiegel concludes that a structure should be used along the boundary
between the beach and the upland to insure long-term protection of the upland development.
(This conclusion was provided within the context that the site will be used for permanent
development and that these forms of shore protection are the most effective engineering options
of the 6 proposed alternatives.) It would be equally appropriate to conclude that since "(m)any
uncertainties are involved in trying to predict the future" that it is difficult to predict whether or
not shore protection will alter shore processes in the future. Such changes could reduce shoreline
sand supply and most likely reduce access and recreational opportunities.
Shoreline change is far more common both geographically and temporally than shoreline stasis.
Acceleration in the rise in sea level or higher high water would inundate larger amounts of the
narrow wave-cut platform. Without increased sediment inputs, the width of dry beach would be
reduced in the future. This will be worsened slightly by the cumulative reduction in sediment
(averaging 1,800 cubic yards annually) due to the armoring throughout this mini-cell
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During the times that the revetment is exposed to wave attack (i.e. when it is really needed to
protect the backshore ), the revetment will interact with waves and alter wave energy dissipation
and reflection from what it would be if the revetment were not in place. When the revetment is
exposed to wave attack there will be changes in the mobilization of beach sand, a reduction in
beach access and impairment of recreational opportunities from what exists when the revetment
is not exposed to wave attack. Noble Consultants (May 2002) have estimated that the new
revetment will be exposed to wave attack, on average, 21.94 days per year if the sand level stays
at +8.0 feet, MLLW. Ifthe sand level fronting the revetment drops by one foot, the potential
annual exposure would increase to 48 days. With a two-foot drop in sand level, the potential
annual exposure would increase to almost 60 days. The drop in sand level could occur from a
continued reduction in the amount of sand getting to the beach. An apparent drop in sand would
occur if there were a rise in sea level. Either condition would increase the amount of time that
the revetment is altering coastal processes.
Surfrider Foundation has submitted photographs of the beach taken on 9 November 2002 when
there was a 5.5-foot high tide. It is clear that during times that the revetment is being impacted
by waves, the beach is inundated and impassible. (Attachment to 26 December 2002 letter from
Michael Lewis) These impacts will increase in frequency and significance if the sand levels
drop and the revetment is exposed more regularly to wave attack. The impacts will also increase
in frequency and significance if there is a rise in sea level or high and higher high water.
The existing revetment does alter coastal processes, local sand supply, beach access and
opportunities for coastal recreation when there are wave structure interactions. These will
continue in the future with either the existing revetment or a proposed new structure. These
impacts will worsen if there is a drop in sand level or an increase in water level.

3. Future Options for Shore Protection
Material for the LCP Amendment provides an analysis of various shore protection options. The
analysis concludes that a rebuilt revetment would only require 6 feet of encroachment seaward of
the earthen slope, it would have only a small impact on scour, and would minimize end effects at
the junctions with adjacent structures. The discussion quotes a staff report for a revetment in
Pacifica that the revetment would dissipate approximately 40 to 50% of the incoming wave
energy. This estimate for energy dissipation was provided in the City of Pacifica's submitted
material without independent examination. The estimate for energy dissipation was not
supported by any research or supporting data; and there is no basis for expecting this
quantification to be appropriate for the proposed revetment.
Robert Wiegel notes in his third party review, "I have concluded that either a rock revetment or a
reinforced concrete seawall would be an appropriate alternative..... One of the conclusions I
reached earlier, .... is that the often made statement that stone revetments have less effect on
beaches than seawalls may not be supported by evidence from field observations. It may, or
may not, be correct." (Wiegel, March 2003, page 17)
A seawall for this site would be approximately 30 feet high. This could position a se....~............
about the + 30' slope location. The revetment would be lower and would be located a
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+20' slope location. This could position a seawall further landward than the revetment,
recognizing that some accommodation will be needed for transitions zones at the intersections
with revetments to the north and south. Within a 2,100-foot long section of shoreline, these end
zone accommodations could be provided and also have a substantial section of the armoring
located further landward. Furthermore, the current recommendation by the applicant to maintain
the southern-most section of the existing revetment is based on the information that this section
of revetment is buried and that the proposed development locations would not need this section
of revetment for direct stability, but rather to provide an acceptable terminus or end point that
abuts the northern portion of Dana Point. In reality the shoreline protection for The Strand
Beach includes this 140-foot section of revetment. To the extent that it can be incorporated
without change, into an acceptable long-term plan for The Strand Beach, it should be considered
for incorporation. However this section of revetment should not be used to support or promote
any alternatives for shoreline protection for the rest of The Strand Beach. Specifically, this
section of revetment should not be used to reject a vertical wall option for the rest ofthe
property, or a more landward location for a reconstructed revetment. The revetment to the north
is a separate property and project, and will have to be considered as an existing design constraint
for future Strand projects.
The LCP Amendment should consider both structures as viable options if this site is found to be
able to accommodate some future permanent development project. The options of protection by
beach nourishment or a detached breakwater have been adequately considered in the submitted
material and shown to be infeasible or to have significant environmental impacts. If the site is
used for development that requires new shore protection, the viable options that should be
analyzed further would be a new revetment that uses as much of the existing riprap as possible,
or a new seawall, that uses some of the existing riprap for scour protection and transitions with
the adjacent revetment structures.
4. Potential Generation of Large Sediment Plumes with No Shore Protection
If there is no shore protection at The Strand Beach, the backshore will erode more quickly than it
is eroding currently. If there is a large storm with large enough waves to attack the backshore for
a long period of time, there could be a large amount of sediment and turbidity. The estimates
provided by Jenkins and Wasyl are for an extreme event. It is possible that an extreme event will
occur, but it is more likely that there will be many smaller events.
5. Consistency with Industry Practice
The provided studies have been professionally prepared. The reports are consistent with industry
practice. They have provided sufficient information on the project site and existing processes for
staff to examine the site conditions and to draw independent conclusions. Overall, the
conclusions provided in this memo are not inconsistent with the conclusions drawn in the
submitted reports. While the conclusions differ from those reached in the provided studies, they
are a difference in interpretation or perspective, and not a disagreement in the fundamental
research or supporting work that was provided for this project.
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There are several supporting points with which I cannot now agree (a) that the wave energy at
Dana Point is 10 times that at Santa Barbara, Santa Monica, Redondo Beach and Huntington
Beach; (b) that revetments will dissipate 40 to 50% of the incoming wave energy; and, (c) that
the beach is in dynamic equilibrium. My concerns with these supporting points are listed below.
It is unlikely that the applicant can undertake the detailed, long-term research that would be
necessary to remove the major uncertainty that surrounds these three issues. These uncertainties
are not unique to this site or this LCP Amendment; the Commission has made well-reasoned
decisions in the past with similar uncertainty. These uncertainties are discussed here so that they
are recognized and to prevent some future applicant from assuming that the Commission staff
has accepted these supporting points as being completely correct.
As discussed previously, the concern for wave energy is not in the general characterization that
there is a harsh wave climate at Dana Point. The concern for wave energy is in the overall
quantified comparison of wave energies without further qualification as to the types of waves,
time period, or other site conditions.
The quantification of energy dissipation by the Pacifica riprap revetment was not examined as
thoroughly as it might have been during project review. While some staff did disagree at the
time with this characterization of energy dissipation by a revetment, it was not critical to the
overall examination of the project. This quantification was not well documented in the
application by the City of Pacifica, and in hindsight, staff should either have requested the field
studies and laboratory research that was the basis for this quantification, or requested that the
City formally withdraw that information. Staff did neither, and actually repeated this
unsupported quantification in the findings. However, there is no justification for using this
estimate of energy dissipation for any other project or project location. And, assuming the wave
energy at Dana Point is actually more than 10 times higher than many other locations in southern
California, this quantification should be based on field research and laboratory conditions typical
of this high energy region.
There is field evidence from Monterey Bay that regardless of variations in dissipative capacity,
beaches fronting both riprap revetments and vertical seawalls, in a sand-rich littoral cell, will
respond very similarly. "Repeated surveys and comparisons at both an impermeable vertical
seawall and a sloping revetment indicate little consistent difference in profile responses due to
differences inpermeability (sic.). Either the apparent differences in permeability of the two
structure are not significant to wave reflection, or the importance of reflected wave energy to
beach scour needs reconsideration." Griggs, Tait and Corona, 1994, page27 and 28) Research to
quantify energy dissipation should examine various types of structures and also should provide
detailed information on the zone or width of beach that would benefit from the variation in
energy dissipation that would result from different structure configurations.
This beach has been found to be in dynamic equilibrium since it is similar to the beach shown in
several 1920's photographs. Historic photographs are extremely useful for qualifying shoreline
trends, but due to all the distortions that occur in unrectified photographs, they are not useful for
quantitative analysis. Especially lacking is any indication of absolute beach elevation. The mere
existence of a beach at this location since the 1920's is most certainly something to a ~
RIT#
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in this beach system from the 1920's to present that will become more apparent in the future. It
would not be prudent to assume that there will be no changes to The Strand Beach in the future if
the proposed revetment reconstruction occurs, or that the existing revetment is critical to
sustaining the beach, as it exists today. It is most likely that The Strand Beach will be affected
by wave impacts, erosion, sea level rise and other future conditions.

Conclusions
Overall, I believe the applicant has presented a well-researched and well-developed plan for
development of a very hazardous site. This plan relies heavily upon engineering to reduce the
risks at this site to a level that the professional community considers to be acceptable. The new
or reconstructed revetment is a critical element in the overall plan for stabilizing the area inland
of The Strand Beach. The use of any type of shore protection at this beach will change coastal
processes from what would exist if the beach and backshore were returned to natural conditions.
While other shore protection options could be used at this site, specifically a vertical wall, it is
my professional judgment that this site cannot be used for the proposed development without
some form of shore protection.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY

GRAY DAVIS, GOVERNOR

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FREMONT, SUITE 2000
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94105-2219
VOICE AND TDD (415) 904- 5200
FAX ( 415) 904-5400

8 July 2003
GEOTECHNICAL REVIEW MEMORANDUM
To:
Karl Schwing, Orange County Permit Supervisor
From: Mark Johnsson, Staff Geologist
Re:
DPT LCPA 2-02 (Dana Point Headlands LCP Amendment)
In regard to the above referenced LCP amendment, I have reviewed the following documents:
1) Converse Consultants 1998, "Review comments on More and Taber Report 'Stability Investigation Dana Strand Club, vesting tentative tract No. 13421, Dana Point, California,
vol. 1 and 2, dated March 4, 1988 (Job No. 387-584}; prepared for M.H. Sherman Company, Chandiss Securities Company, Sherman Foundation'", 3 p. review letter dated 12
February 1998 and signed by D. S. Magorien (CEG 1290).
2) AGRA Earth and Environmental, Inc., 1999, "Geotechnical evaluation, feasibility of landslide remediation, Dana Strand club area, Dana Point Headlands project, Dana Point,
California", 49 p. geotechnical report dated 15 October 1999 and signed by G. Lambeth,
S. T. Kerwin (CEG 1267) and B. D. Constant (GE 2278).
3) Zeiser Klein Consultants, Inc., 1999, "Third Party Review, AGRA Earth and Environmental,
Inc. "Geotechnical evaluation, feasibility of landslide remediation, Dana Strand club area,
Dana Point Headlands project, Dana Point, California" Their Job No. 9-212-306100,
dated October 15, 1999", 6 p. review letter dated 17 November 1999 and signed by F. L.
Zeiser(CEG 1131).
4) AGRA Earth and Environmental, Inc., 2000, "Geotechnical review response, feasibility of
landslide remediation, Dana Strand club area, Dana Point Headlands project, Dana
Point, California", 24 p. geotechnical report dated 4 February 2000 and signed by G.
Lambeth, S. T. Kerwin (CEG 1267) and B. D. Constant (GE 2278).
5) AGRA Earth and Environmental, Inc., 2000, "Bluff setback evaluation, Harbor Point Area of
Lower Headland, Dana Point Headlands project, Dana Point, California", 20 p. geotechnical report dated 21 February 2000 and signed by G. Lambeth, S. T. Kerwin (CEG 1267}
and B. D. Constant (GE 2278).
6) AGRA Earth and Environmental, Inc., 2000, "Addendum geotechnical evaluation, feasibility
of landslide remediation, Dana Strand Club Area, Dana Point Headlands project, Dana
Point, California", 14 p. geotechnical report dated 21 March 2000 and signed by G. Lambeth, S. T. Kerwin (CEG 1267) and B. D. Constant (GE 2278).
7) Headlands Reserve LLC, 2001, "The Headlands Development Conservation Plan", General Plan Amendment, Planned Development District, Local Coastal Plan and Policies,
and Local Coastal Implementing Actions Program dated 24 July 2001.
8) LSA Associates 2002, "Final Environmental Impact Report: Headlands Development and
Conservation Plan, Dana Point, California", 3 volume Environmental Impact Report dated
February 2002.
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9) AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. 2002, "Headlands Development and Conservation
Plan: Geotechnical Evaluation of Shorefront Design Alternatives (Planning Areas 1, 2
and 3), Dana Point, California", 34 p. geotechnical report dated May 2002 and signed by
D. Dahncke (GE 2279) and S. T. Kerwin (CEG 1267).
1O) Noble Consultants, Inc. 2002, "Headlands Development and Conservation Plan: Supplemental Assessment for Shorefront Protection Alternatives, Dana Point, California", 42 p.
report dated May 2002 and signed by I. Noble Consultants.
11) Dr. Scott Jenkins Consulting, 2002, "Evaluation of coastal processes effects associated
with removal of the revetment from the Headlands Development and Conservation Plan",
72 p. report dated 2 May 2002 and signed by S. A. Jenkins and J. Wasyl.
12) MBC Applied Environmental Sciences 2002, "Analysis of impacts to the Niguel and Dana
Point Marine Life Refuges Resulting from Alternatives to the Strand Beach Revetment
Reconstruction", 15 p. report dated June 2002 and signed by W. K. Darnell, M.D. Curtis,
M. D. Curtis, A. K. Morris, K. L. Mitchell, M. R. Pavlick and D. G. Vilas.
13) AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. 2002, "Headlands Development and Conservation
Plan: Geotechnical Evaluation of Conceptual Shorefront Setback Alternative (Planning
Areas 1, 2 and 3), Dana Point, California", 10 p. geotechnical report dated November
2002 and signed by D. Dahncke (GE 2279) and S. T. Kerwin (CEG 1267).
14) Dr. Scott Jenkins Consulting, 2002, "Constraints and Unique Characteristics Effecting
Non-Structural Shore Protection Alternatives for the Dana Point Headlands Development
and Conservation Plan", 17 p. report dated 17 November 2002 and signed by S. A. Jenkins and J. Wasyl.
15) AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. 2002, "Response to Geotechnical Review Memorandum,
Headlands Development and Conservation Plan (HDCP), Dana Point, California", 3 p. letter report
dated 20 November 2002 and signed by S. T. Kerwin (CEG 1267).
16) Noble Consultants, Inc. 2002, "Headlands Development and Conservation Plan: No revetment, shorefront slope setback alternative, Dana Point, California", 5 p. report dated
20 November 2002 and signed by I. Noble Consultants.
17) The Keith Companies, Inc. "Headlands Development and Conservation Plan: No revetment, Shorefront Slope Setback Alternative," 2 p. report dated November 20, 2002 and
signed by PaulS. Carey, P.E.,
18) AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. 2002, "Geologic/Geotechnical Constraints and Remedial Grading of the Strand Area, Headlands Development and Conservation Plan
(HDCP), Dana Point, California", 2 p. letter report dated 23 December 2002 and signed
by S. T. Kerwin (CEG 1267).
19) Robert L. Wiegel, Consulting Engineer, "Peer Review of Reports on Coastal Engineering
Aspects of the Headlands Development and Conservation Plan, Dana Point, Orange
County, California," 20 March, 2003.

In reviewing this LCP amendment, I have made use of the City of Dana Point General Plan dated
-'
9 July 1991, The City of Dana Point Zoning Code dated 27 March 2001, and have re
policies in the Local Coastal Program Amendment (LCPA 01-02) dated 30 May 200 .ElQilOOT# tOe
attended numerous meetings and conferences with representatives ofthe City, the de rel .P.oY!e 2 of 11
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and their technical consultants, most notably Scott Kerwin, Certified Engineering Geologist with
AMEC Earth and Environmental, Dr. Scott Jenkins of Scripps Institute of Oceanography, PaulS.
Carey, Registered Civil Engineer with The Keith Companies, and Ron Noble, Registered Civil
Engineer and principal of Noble Consultants. I also have reviewed numerous comment letters
touching on geotechnical matters submitted by the developers and by their legal counsel, Mr. Joseph Petrillo of Sheppard Mullin Richter and Hampton, LLP. I have had numerous discussions
and have reviewed comment letters by groups who have expressed concerns regarding the
amendment, including the Surfrider Foundation, the Sierra Club, the California Native Plant Society, and the Dana Point Headlands Action Group. In addition, I have visited the site on several
occasions in 2002.
I prepared one previous geotechnical review memorandum, dated 16 September 2002, which addressed whether a portion of the proposed development (the Strand) could be undertaken so as to
1) assure stability of the development, 2) not require the construction of shoreline protective devices, and 3) not create or contribute significantly to erosion, instability, or destruction of the site
and the surrounding area, as required by section 30253 of the Coastal Act. The Commission's
staff engineer prepared a memo, dated 12 August 2002, that addressed similar issues, and also
requested answers to a number of engineering questions. The developer responded to Ms. Ewing's memo in a letter dated 21 November 2002, and I understand that she is addressing the adequacy of this response in a separate memo. The developers, their legal council, and their technical consultants have provided several responses to the concern that the proposed development at
the Strand is not consistent with Section 30253. These are addressed in detail below, under the
heading "Geologic Stability and Coastal Erosion at the Strand."
This is a project-driven LCP amendment. The proposed changes to the LCP are to make possible
a particular proposed project, as outlined in reference (7). Accordingly, this review, like most of
the documents cited above, will be focused on the project itself, rather than on specific policies
ofthe LCP.
As you are aware, the Dana Point Headlands Development and Conservation Plan calls for an
open space preserve for much of the headlands itself; a resort hotel, parking lot and public park
on the headlands near the intersection of Cove Road and Street ofthe Green Lantern; approximately 50 lots for private custom homes in a depression ("the Bowl") area inland of the headlands, and now containing a greenhouse and nursery; and approximately 75 lots for private custom homes on a sloping site consisting of an ancient landslide complex above Strand Beach and
previously occupied by a trailer park. Various additional public park areas and access trails also
are part of the proposed project. Approximately 2.2 million cubic yards of grading is proposed.
The majority of the grading takes the form of the removal of about one million cubic yards of
material from the upper portion of the landslide complex above the Strand, the removal and recompaction of 33,000 cubic yards of material in the lower portion of this landslide complex, and
the addition of approximately one million cubic yards of fill to the Bowl area. Together, this
grading accomplishes two main purposes: it balances the landslide forces to yield acceptable factors of safety against sliding for the Strand, allowing development there, and it elevates building
pads in the Bowl to provide better coastal views. To protect the development of the._...,
~~niiiWIImct..,::~iiWiire"-::~---..
and as part of the stabilization plan for the ancient landslide complex, the applicant p <u:HIBPr# tOe
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Strand Beach, and is contiguous with several thousand feet of revetment protecting development
to the north of the subject site.
A number of geotechnical concerns are raised by the proposed LCP amendment. The project area
can be conveniently subdivided into the Headlands area and the Strand area. In the Headlands,
the stability and the appropriate setback from the bluff edge are of greatest concern. In the
Strand, the stability of the ancient landslide complex and the means by which the site can be
made suitable for development is of concern. In particular, the applicant has provided evidence
that any development of the site requires a shoreline protective device to prevent erosion of the
toe of the reconstructed slope at the base ofthe landslide complex. In this memo, I will address
the following geologic, geomorphic, and geotechnical issues: 1) Geomorphology of the site; 2)
Geologic stability and coastal erosion at the Headlands; 3) Geologic stability and coastal erosion
at the Strand; and 4) Other geotechnical constraints at the site.

Site Geology and Geomorphology
Dana Point Headlands owes its prominence in large part to the resistance nature of the rock underlying the Headlands portion of the site. This rock, the San Onofre Breccia, is a resistant conglomerate unit that also forms headlands along the coast to the north. Although generally very
resistant to erosion (reference 5 quotes a long-term average bluff retreat rate of less than 10 feet
in 70 years, or approximately 1. 7 inches/yr) and relatively stable, landslides do occur, such as the
recurring landslides in Three Arch Bay and a 1980 landslide on Cove Road, on the south end of
the Headlands (see discussion below). In contact with the San Onofre Breccia is the Monterey
Shale, which forms the slopes in the Strand area, and underlies portions of the Bowl and properties offsite to the south and east. Throughout California, the Monterey Shale is susceptible to
landsliding. Despite a relatively favorable bedding orientation, the coastal bluff in the Strand
area is characterized by a complex of ancient landslides, none of which have shown any recorded
historic movement. Both the San Onofre Breccia and the Monterey Shale are overlain in the subject area by a relatively thin marine terrace deposit.
The headland at Dana Point is one of the most striking geomorphic features of southern California, characterized by nearly vertical sea cliffs almost 200 feet high. These bluffs terminate rather
abruptly at a wave-cut marine terrace, and the delineation of the bluff edge around the Headlands
is relatively straight-forward. The existing LCP contains a figure (exhibit 6) where a "blufftop
line" is identified for a part of the Headlands. This line appears to be roughly consistent with the
Coastal Act definition of bluff edge, as contained in California Code of Regulations, Title 14, §
13577 (h) (2).
At the northern end of the figure, beyond the existing residential enclave, the "blufftop line" appears to be inconsistent with the Coastal Act definition, however. The line as shown on exhibit 6
crosses contours at a high angle, then follows the seaward edge of a step-like feature, and terminates against the northern boundary of the LCP area near the middle of the nose of a ridge descending to the sea. In keeping with the definition in the regulation cited above, the b,....,..,..Millli.oo_ _ _..,.
would be defined under the Coastal Act to lie at "the landward edge of the topmost r ~~tiN# lOc
north of the area shown in exhibit 6, in the uncertified area above the Strand, the blu edgq> · 4 of 11
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would be drawn at the demarcation between the relatively flat blufftop and the much steeper
bluff face.
The developers have questioned several aspects of this interpretation. First, they question
whether the slope above the Strand should be considered a coastal bluff. They argue that the
slope, which has an overall gradient of approximately 22%, is not steep enough to be considered
a bluff. Further, they argue that previous grading on this slope has resulted in its alteration to the
extent that it can no longer be considered a natural landform. Accordingly, they do not consider
the proposed development at the Strand area to lie on a bluff face, and have declined to draw a
bluff edge line.
Unfortunately, the term "bluff' is not defined under the Coastal Act. It is, however, defined in
the "Glossary of Geology," published by the American Geologic Institute (R.L. Bates and J.A.
Jackson, eds., 2nd ed., 1980) as
a) a high bank or bold headland with a broad, precipitous, sometimes rounded
cliff face overlooking a plain or a body of water; especially on the outside edge of
a stream meander; a river bluff. b) Any cliff with a steep broad face.
This definition, qualitative as it is, is oflimited usefulness in evaluating the bluff edge in this
case. In defining the bluff edge as described above, I am guided by the relative continuity of the
upland flat area above the undisputed bluff at the Headlands and that above the Strand. Although
it is certainly true that the slope below this upland is much less steep at the Strand than at the
Headlands, the geomorphic features-blufftop and bluff face-are continuous. The reason for
the significant difference in slope is explained by the underlying geology and geologic processes
that have been operating on the coastal bluff. The San Onofre Breccia is much stronger, and accordingly capable of standing at steeper slopes, than is the Monterey Formation. Further, at the
Strand, the bluff must have been steeper at some point in the past, to provide a driving force for
the creation of the large landslide complex that exists there today. The scalloped plan view ofthe
bluff edge, the gentle slope of the bluff and to some extent the hummocky, irregular, slope of the
Strand area itself, are the results of these slope movements in the past.
The developers also question whether the slope above the Strand can be referred to as a natural
landform due to the fact that it has been previously graded. According to the developers, in the
mid 1920's a road was graded down the slope and a parking lot was graded at the southern end
ofthe Strand. More extensive grading occurred in the mid 1950's, when a mobile home park was
constructed at the site, resulting in the construction of building pads, additional roads, and low
retaining walls. This was followed by the construction of a detention basin in 1962, and the expans ion of the mobile home site, including the creation of an additional road, tennis courts, and
additional parking, in 1968. Although the geologic cross sections provided in the referenced
documents show that cuts and fill slopes generally were on the order ofless than 5-10 feet, grading did, indeed, cover much of the northern portion of the Strand. The southernmost part of the
Strand was not graded extensively, as is apparent from aerial photographs. Although grading
created a stepped surface topography that allowed the construction of roads, mobile l nmP. n~fl<::
and parking areas, the overall form of the slope was little altered. Today, a geologist ~BPP#lOc
the Headlands and looking north will recognize a classic example of a landslide com lex. PD~ 5 of 11
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Commission generally has recognized that natural landforms may be altered by grading-both
cut and fill-but that they do not cease to be "natural landforms" because of such alteration. In
my opinion, the Strand represents a natural landform that has been altered, but fundamentally
remains a natural landform nonetheless. The slope above the Strand existed prior to the grading,
and it exists now in much the same place and shape as before the grading. It does not represent a
man-made landform such as a fill slope, a landfill, a freeway ramp, or a causeway.

Geologic stability and coastal erosion at the Headlands
Long-term coastal erosion rates for the Headlands have been estimated in reference (5). This reference also quotes from a 1993 USACE study indicating that bluff retreat rates for this portion of
the coast range from 0.11 to 0.19 feet per year. For the current project, bluff retreat rates are estimated by overlaying a topographic map constructed from 1929 aerial photographs with a topographic map in 1998 produced for this project. This careful work should yield an accurate estimation of the historic long-term erosion. The investigation found that erosion in the Harbor
Point Area over the period 1929-1998 (69 years) was very low, and "generally within the estimated prevision of the topographic contours and appears to have been less than about 10 feet
during the previous 70 years." Based on this, the expected bluff retreat in this area, over the 75
year useful economic life of the development, is less than 11 feet. Reference 5 also provides
slope stability analyses at several locations around the Headlands. These analyses, undertaken
with well-documented shear strength data appropriate to the San Onofre Breccia, demonstrate
minimum global factors of safety of 1.23 to 1.36 for various conditions and locations around the
Harbor Point Area. The bluff-edge setback necessary to meet a 1.5 factor of safety (static) for
these bluffs is 38-39 feet. Using the Commission's usual criteria that the minimum factor of
safety of 1.5 (static) should be maintained for the expected economic life ofthe development,
given ongoing gradual bluffretreat, the long-term average bluff retreat setback and the setback
necessary to meet a 1.5 factor of safety are additive. In this case, a 49-50 foot setback from the
bluff edge would result. This is nearly identical to the 50 foot building setback recommended in
reference (5). Note that the setback of25 feet in the existing LCP is not adequate to assure geologic stability assuming a 75 year design life. However, the structures proposed under the Headlands Development and Conservation Plan are set back greater distances than required in the existing LCP. I recommend that a minimum bluff-edge setback of 50 feet be required for any structures in the Headlands area, which is consistent with the recommendation in reference (5).
As acknowledged in references (5) and (8), landslides have occurred at the extreme southern and
northern ends of the Headlands area. Near the southern end of the northern residential enclave,
an inactive fault separating the San Onofre Breccia and the Monterey Formation appears to have
influenced the failure, which was active in the early 1980's. The failure was reactivated during
the 1997-1998 El Nifio. This landslide currently is restricted to the bluff face, and involves rocks
of the Monterey and San Onofre Breccia formations, as well as the marine terrace deposits. It
does not extend to the top of the bluff, and the current slide plane does not threaten the structures
at the bluff top. At the southern end of the Headlands, at Cove Road southeast ofthe LCP A area,
a landslide in 1980 threatened a restaurant, the road, and other development. Like the landslide to
the north, this feature was developed along an inactive fault separating the Monterey ~
and the San Onofre Breccia. It was remediated by grading and the installation of roc anc rs # lfOc
ae6o11
and appears to pose no further danger to the area of the LCP amendment.
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Although slope stability is of limited concern in the Headlands area, at least as compared to the
Strand area, the relatively low global factors of safety for the Headlands bluffs, the presence of
the two moderately large, active, landslides at the northern and southern end of the site, and ongoing surficial slumping all indicate that caution is in order. Accordingly, development should be
set back at least 50 feet from the bluff edge as recommended above. In addition, it would be prudent to limit the infiltration of ground water throughout the site, but especially close to the bluff
edge and in the vicinity of the mapped inactive faults separating the Monterey Fonnation and the
San Onofre Breccia. In these areas, especially, the use of infiltration as a water quality BMP is
not appropriate. Further, irrigation should be kept to a minimum to limit the increase in ground
water levels that commonly accompany residential development in southern California.
Geologic stability and coastal erosion at the Strand
As described above, the area known as "The Strand," most of which lies in a currently uncertified ("whiteholed") area of the existing LCP, is characterized by an ancient landslide complex
developed in the Monterey Fonnation and involving the overlying terrace deposits. This complex, which covers about 70% of the Strand, mostly at its northern end, consists of four major,
deep-seated landslides that are partly superimposed and overlapping. In addition, a number of
smaller slides and surficial slumps are superimposed on the larger slides. These landslides and
their stability were investigated extensively during the development of the Dana Point Conservation and Development Plan, as reported on in references (2), (3), (4), and (6). Although there is
no evidence of historic movement on any of the ancient slide planes, the overall global factor of
safety against sliding (static) for this complex ranges from 0.83 to 1.67 (reference 2). Notwithstanding the fact that a mobile home park previously occupied this area, the site is not suitable
for the construction of fixed, pennanent structures for human habitation without remedial work
to stabilize these landslides.
The landslides that characterize this site are a natural consequence of coastal erosion in these
rocks. Episodic failure and continued movement is a natural consequence of marine erosion at
the base of a weak coastal bluff, such as must have existed at the site prior to the initiation of
slope failures. Following the initiation oflandsliding, periods of movement would naturally occur as material at the toe of the slides is removed by wave action, removing the "buttressing effect" of this material. What would follow is a period of relative stability, which would last until
continued marine erosion destabilized the mass sufficiently to initiate movement once more. Presumably, this type of alternating episodic movement and relative stasis occurred from the time
the bluff initially failed (estimated by the applicant's consultants to be at least 10,000 years ago)
until the construction of the revetment in the late 1950's. The revetment slowed or eliminated
marine erosion of the toe of the landslide, and slope movements since that time have been limited to surficial slumps.
Development on this landslide complex with pennanent structures for human habitation requires
that the stability of the site be improved, as required by City and County grading codes, and section 30253 of the Coastal Act. Stabilization of the site could presumably be achieved .......,,~,;o:Q;;;
several means, but the approach proposed by the developers is mass grading to balan
slide forces and a revetment to protect the toe of the proposed manufactured slope frllr¥1-fl'l-Mtfifio:---.;;__---1
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erosion, ensuring that the forces balanced by the grading operation remain balanced. The geotechnical evaluation of the grading plan is provided in reference (2), which demonstrates that the
proposed manufactured slopes would have the required factor of safety of 1.5 (static) and 1.1
(pseudostatic). Further, the stability of the temporary construction slopes that would be created
during this grading operation were evaluated and found to meet industry standards-of-practice.
This grading plan was subject to third party peer review (reference 3). The third-party review
requested that additional analyses be performed testing for failure along non-circular failure surfaces, further justification of the rock strength parameters used in the analyses, and that further
analysis of the temporary construction slopes be undertaken. These comments were responded to
in references (4) and (6); and it is my opinion that the concerns of the third-party reviewers were
adequately addressed. The proposed grading plan results in slopes that meet standards-ofpractice stability guidelines for all reasonable failure modes, and can be constructed with slopes
that are at or near that factor-of-safety of 1.2 that is standard-of-practice for temporary construction slopes.
The analysis above demonstrates that the proposed slopes will stabilize the Strand area and can
be constructed safely. They do not demonstrate the stability of the site given ongoing marine erosion at the toe of the manufactured slopes. Just as for the ancient landslide complex, marine erosion of the proposed manufactured slope would lead to decreased slope stability over time. Accordingly, the design requires that marine erosion at the base of the manufactured slope be prevented. Given the environment at the site and the fact that sea level is currently rising, preventing
the erosion of the toe of the manufactured slope requires that a shoreline protective device protect the site from marine erosion. The developer proposes that the existing revetment, which currently is in a state of disrepair, be rebuilt and enlarged to accomplish this task.
Citing apparent inconsistencies between this plan and section 30253 of the Coastal Act, which
requires that new development not "in any way require the construction of protective devices that
would substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs and cliffs," staff asked the developer to
consider whether development could occur in the Strand area without reliance on a revetment, or
with reliance only on the existing revetment in its current condition. References 9 through14 present the developers' response to this question, assuming an alternative that contained a soft "sacrificial" artificial slope fronting the development, and setting the development back sufficiently
to assure its stability for its assumed design life of 75 years. My review of references 9, 10, and
11 is contained in my review memorandum dated 16 September 2002. To summarize, these
documents predict that the removal of the revetment would cause 29 to 87 feet ofbluffretreat
over the next 75 years, that this would result in the destabilization of the site such that by the end
of the 75 year design life slope stability would be severely compromised, and that public safety,
water quality, and existing and proposed development would be impacted. These impacts are
similar to those expected of a naturally eroding shoreline. It could be concluded from these reports that the "sacrificial" artificial slope would protect the development for the required 75
years, but that at the end of that time the first line of development would be compromised. However, the impacts identified by these references are not consistent with good engineering practice,
and could be construed as construction with the intent of "benign neglect." In meetings with
staff, the City has indicated that they would not issue a building permit that assumed the c.ontinued erosion ofthe new development.
EXHIBIT# lOc
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Reference 12 contains an evaluation of the impacts of the continued erosion ofthe Strand area on
water quality, with special reference to the Niguel and Dana Point Marine Life Refuges. Following the catastrophic landslide hypothesized in reference (11) as a possible "end-member" result
of revetment removal, this reference predicts that high turbidity would result from the erosion of
the Strand area, and that this turbidity would have a negative impact on the kelp beds in these
reserves. Although turbidity associated with the erosion of landslides such as these certainly is
likely, the event hypothesized in reference (11) is an end-member event; more likely is the gradual failure of the Strand area though repeated, smaller landslide events. Although the impact such
turbidity might have on marine life is beyond the scope of this geotechnical review, I note that
aerial photographs taken in 1952 (Continental Aerial, date 12.12.1952, images 3K49 and 3K50),
before the revetment was constructed at the site, shows thriving kelp beds immediately offshore.
Apparently, the erosion of the landslide complex that must have been occurring prior to the construction of the revetment did not interfere with the growth of healthy kelp beds.
In response to the conclusions put forth in references 9-12, staff noted that an underlying assumption behind the analyses in these references is that substantially the same grading plan as
initially proposed would be adopted, except that the most seaward portion would be considered
"sacrificial." In May of 2002, staff asked the developer if a new grading plan could place development in a site where it would not require a shoreline protective device, but would still assure
stability for the design life ofthe development. References 13 through 18 represent the developers' response. To summarize the geotechnical aspects, contained largely in references 13 and 18,
it appears that final manufactured slopes that meet minimum slope stability guidelines and result
in a setback consistent with 75 years of marine erosion could be envisioned and modeled. However, the construction of these slopes would not be possible given current technology and OSHA
requirements. The temporary construction slopes would be very steep and extend to well below
sea level, resulting in very low factors of safety. These temporary excavations could not be undertaken without extensive shoring and continual pumping, and have been deemed infeasible by
the developers and their consultants. I concur in this assessment, but note that to date only two
grading plans have been rigorously evaluated-the original proposal as outlined in references (7)
and (8), and that proposed in reference (13). Although I remain unconvinced that it is impossible
to produce a grading plan that both balances landslide forces and maintains an appropriate setback such that no revetment is necessary, the Commission's staff does not have the resources to
design such a grading plan. Accordingly, the documents submitted by the developer would seem
to indicate that the Strand area cannot be developed to the extent envisioned by the LCP A without the construction of a shoreline protective device. Such construction would appear to be inconsistent with section 30253 ofthe Coastal Act.
Alternative development that might be possible at the site without extensive grading or additional shoreline protection has not been considered by the developers. Such development might
include facilities for recreation, such as a campground or hiking trails. Even residential development might be possible on limited parts of the site, such as the area formerly occupied by tennis
courts, landward of the bluff edge, near the center of the site.
Due to the instability of the Strand area, it is especially important to limit the build ulplll...,....,...,....__ _--.
water in either the natural landslide deposits or in any fill slopes constructed at the si
slopes should have adequate drain systems, and the infiltration of ground water shou
~--~L-------~
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a minimum. In the Strand area, the use of infiltration as a water quality BMP is not appropriate.
Further, irrigation should be kept to a minimum to limit the increase in ground water levels that
commonly accompany residential development in southern California.

Other geotechnical constraints at the site.
The EIR (Reference 8) and the geotechnical reports on which it is based contain a number of
recommendations that pertain to other geotechnical constraints at the site. These include susceptibility to ground shaking during seismic events, corrosive soils, expansive soils, and differential
settlement. These issues do not represent unusual or especially difficult constraints on the development. Nevertheless, these constraints should be considered when designing development for
this area, and I concur with the recommendations contained in these reports. Any permit issued
after adoption of this LCP A should require adherence to these recommendations. Alternatively,
policies based on these recommendations could be incorporated into the current LCP A.
Finally, if a shoreline protective device is required to protect existing development or public
beaches within the area of the LCPA, consistency with Section 30235 of the Coastal Act requires
that impacts to the sand supply be mitigated. Although references 11 and 14 indicate that the material at the Strand contributes very little to the sand budget of the littoral cell, any contribution
that is lost through the reduction of coastal erosion envisioned as part of development of the
Strand must be mitigated by, for example, contribution to an ongoing beach nourishment program should one be developed within the littoral cell.
In closing: I tum to two questions that you asked in your 21 May memo to Lesley Ewing, Staff
Engineer, and myself:
Do you agree or disagree with the landowner's consultants' conclusion that the
development grading plan contemplated in the LCPA is the only feasible grading
plan that achieves a satisfactory factor of safety and would be feasible to construct?
Given the existing geologic and shoreline conditions, would a lesser intensity of
development (i.e. lesser residential units and/or different land use) still necessitate the scale of geologic remediation and shoreline protection contemplated in
the LCPA?

As outlined above, I remain unconvinced that the answer to the first question is "yes," but lack
the resources to develop a grading plan that does meet the requirements stipulated. I feel that it
may be possible to construct a much smaller buildable area that is set back sufficiently to assure
stability for the 75 year assumed design life of new development. I cannot, however, demonstrate
that this is the case. I do concur with the City and the developers' consultants, however, that such
construction, which assumes the continual degradation of constructed slopes, is contrary to normal engineering practice.
As to the second question, I think that it is clearly possible to undertake a lesser inte
velopment without the grading or shoreline protection proposed in the LCP A. Exam
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very limited bluff top residential development, habitat, hiking trails, campgrounds, and similar
recreational opportunities.
I hope that this review is helpful. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have additional
questions.

Sincerely,

~L
Mark Johnsson, Ph.D., CEG, CHG
Staff Geologist

EXHIBIT# 10c
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FREMONT, SUITE 2000
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 9~105- 2219
VOICE AND TDD (415) 904-5200
FAX ( 415) 904-5400

16 September 2002

GEOTECHNICAL REVIEW MEMORANDUM

To:
Karl Schwing, Coastal Program Analyst
From: Mark Johnsson, Staff Geologist
Re:
DPT LCP A 2-02 (Dana Point Headlands LCP Amendment)
In regard to the above referenced LCP amendment, I have reviewed the following documents:
1) AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. 2002, "Headlands Development and Conservation Plan:
Geotechnical Evaluation of Shorefront Design Alternatives (Planning Areas 1, 2 and 3), Dana
Point, California", 34 p. geotechnical report dated May 2002 and signed by D. Dahncke (GE
2279) and S. T. Kerwin (CEG 1267).
2) Noble Consultants, Inc. 2002, "Headlands Development and Conservation Plan: Supplemental
Assessment for shorefront protection alternatives, Dana Point, California", 42 p. report dated
May 2002, unsigned.
3) Dr. Scott Jenkins Consulting, 2002, "Evaluation of coastal processes effects associated with
removal of the revetment from the Headlands Development and Conservation Plan", 72 p.
report dated 2 May 2002 and signed by S. A. Jenkins and J. Wasyl.

In addition, I visited the site on 20 February 2002.
The documents cited above were compiled to help address the question, posed by staff during the
20 February 2002 visit of the site, of whether the site could be developed either with the existing
revetment in place, or with the removal of the existing revetment. The scope of this review is to
assess the degree to which these above referenced documents, together with the Dana Point
Headlands Conservation Plan, adequately answer those questions. This is a necessary part of the
analysis of the feasibility of developing "The Strand" area in such a way that the new
development will "assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute
significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area or in
any way require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural
landforms along bluffs and cliffs," as required by Section 30253 of the Coastal Act.
Two key questions relate to this analysis: 1) Can the site be developed without reliance on a
shoreline protective device (either new, or the existing revetment) such that it will be safe from
erosion for its useful economic life (assumed to be 75 years)?; and 2) If the answer to the above
is "yes," then will the proposed development contribute significantly to erosion, geologic
instability, or destruction of the site?
Taken together, the documents would seem to provide strong evidence that the answer to the first
question is "yes." This evidence, though, is all built upon a single model of develop ~tv# lOd
the grading plan proposed in the Dana Point Habitat Conservation plan is followed
iliat.p e 1 of 3
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proposed development is situated as currently proposed. The only modification would be a
buttress stabilization fill on the seaward edge ofthe proposed fill slope, and removal ofthe
existing revetment (as the first alternative), or the temporary removal ofthe existing revetment,
and its reconstruction with the same rock in the same location (as the second alternative). With
this as a starting point, wave propagation data were used to compute exposure of the buttressed
fill slope to wave energy, and an empirical relation between slope retreat and wave exposure was
used to arrive at a coastal erosion (bluff retreat rate), which translates to 29 to 87 feet ofbluff
retreat over the 75 year anticipated design life of the development. This erosion was
superimposed on the design fill slope at increments corresponding to 20, 40, 60, and 87 feet of
horizontal retreat. Slope stability was analyzed for each amount of horizontal retreat assuming a
variety of ground water conditions. Ground water was assumed to rise as a result of the crushing
and failure of the internal drain system of the engineered fill slope. This is conservative, and
assumes that no mitigation measures are adopted to deal with rising ground water. This analysis
results in progressively lower factors of safety as erosion proceeds, much as would be expected.
Most of the lowest factors of safety relate to failure at the slope :fronting the shoreline, and are
best described as a mechanism ofbluffretreat. The more problematic global failure of the
remaining landslide deposit/fill slope shows much higher factors of safety at all amounts of
horizontal retreat. Indeed, at 87 feet ofhorizontal retreat, expected at the end ofthe
development's life, the factor of safety remains at or above 1.15 under even the most pessimistic
assumptions regarding ground water level. While this is certainly well below the 1.5 factor of
safety accepted as good engineering practice for new development, it does show that the site will
be stable for its expected lifetime. At the design ground water levels, the factor of safety ends up,
at the end of the project's design life, at about 1.3.
This analysis is reasonable, and seems to indicate that the development would be reasonably safe
for its expected design life if sited 87 feet from the edge of the engineered fill slope, plus a
reasonable buffer to allow for uncertainty in the analysis, accelerated erosion due to sea level
rise, to assure that foundation elements are not actually undermined at the end of the 75-year
period, and to allow access for remedial measures, such as movement of the structures. However,
uncertainties as to the effects of slope retreat on the drain system may lead the developers to
consider an alternative design. Rather than simply superimpose 75 years of erosion on the project
as designed, it may be possible to design a buttress fill in such a way that the seaward fill slope
lies landward and at a higher elevation than that of the current design. As such, it would be less
subject to wave attack, particularly if fronted by a wide sandy "beach" constructed landward of
the existing revetment.
These documents predict that the removal of the revetment would have a number of impacts to
shoreline retreat, slope stability, water quality, public safety, and to existing and proposed
development. These impacts also are expected, although to a lesser degree, if the existing
revetment is maintained, rather than a new revetment constructed at the same location. It is
important to note, however, that all of the postulated impacts are those normally associated with
an eroding shoreline, particularly one made up of an ancient landslide complex, such as this one.
~he~e impacts only .can be. avoided by the .continued mainten~ce of th~ e~isting ~X
~r~:nd
similar structure. It IS possible that a redesigned buttress fill with an artificially dene eaPc fJ
0
may avoid many of these impacts. If so, it would appear that the answer to the se
a e. .
posed above is "no," and the development could be undertaken in a manner that ·
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with Section 30253 of the Coastal Act. But the applicants' consultants have so far painted a
compelling case that the development, as currently designed, cannot be undertaken so as to: 1)
assure stability ofthe development, 2) not require the construction of protective devices, and 3)
not create or contribute significantly to erosion, instability, or destruction of the site and the
surrounding area.
I hope that this review is helpful. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have additional
questions.

Sincerely,

~L
Mark Johnsson, Ph.D., CEG, CHG

EXHIBIT# lOd
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. STATE OF CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY

ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, GOVERNOR

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FREMONT, SUITE 2000
SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94105-2219
VOICE AND TDD (415) 904-5200
FAX (415) 904-5400

24 December 2003

GEOTECHNICAL REVIEW MEMORANDUM
To:
From:
Re:

Karl Schwing, Orange County Permit Supervisor
Mark Johnsson, Staff Geologist
Dana Point Local Coastal Plan Amendment DPT LCPA 2-02

In connection with the above referenced Local Coastal Plan Amendment, I have reviewed the
following documents:
1) The Keith Companies, Inc. 2003, "Dana Point Headlands--Addendum No. 2 Recommendation", 1 p. letter
dated 7 October 2003 and signed by P. S. Carey (PE).
2) Surfrider Foundation, San Clemente Chaper 2003, "Commission hearing follow-up, LCP Amendment,
Dana Point Headlands," 4 p. letter dated 22 October 2003 and signed by M. R. Lewis (RG 7027).
3) AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. 2003, "Response to Surfrider Foundation letter (10/22/03), Local
Coastal Plan Amendment OPT LCPA 2-02, Headlands Development Conservation Plan (HDCP), Dana
Point, California", 3 p. letter dated 11 December 2002 and signed by D. Dahncke (GE 2279) and S. T.
Kerwin (CEG 1267).

4) AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. 2003, "Addendum stability evaluations, 10-foot revetment setback
alternative, Headlands Development and Conservation Plan (HDCP), Dana Point, California", 2 p. letter
report dated 19 December 2003 and signed by D. Dahncke (GE 2279) and S. T. Kerwin (CEG 1267).

In addition, I have reviewed several conceptual grading plan exhibits prepared by The Keith
Companies, some undated, some dated 10 December 2003, and some dated 17 December 2003.
These documents represent various responses to issues raised by the Commission at their
October 2003 hearing at which this Amendment was considered. Finally, I have participated in
several meetings subsequent to the October 2003 hearing at which these reports were presented
to staff by the property owners and the City.
As you are aware, prior to the October 2003 Commission hearing, the Keith Company prepared a
revised conceptual grading plan that would avoid impacts to the Environmentally Sensitive
Habitat Area (ESHA) located in "The Bowl" area on the site. No changes to the grading plan
were made in "The Strand" area, where a large quantity of cut is necessary in order to remediate
the landslide complex located there. Accordingly, by reducing the grading footprint in The Bowl,
they indicated, there would be approximately 645,000 cubic yards of material that would have to
be exported from the site. Although it is unclear to me to what extent this amount of export could
be reduced if fill were to be built upward in The Bowl area, above the currently planned grades, I
th.T#
concur that a large amount of material would nevertheless need to be exported. This ~
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due to the fact that The Bowl could only be filled upwards to a limited extent withou creah¥ e 1
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difficulties in maintaining appropriate grades for roads and in preserving viewsheds. At 12.5
cubic yards per truck, this amount of export would require approximately 51,600 truck trips (one
way).
Reference ( 1) was prepared in response to what the developers believed was an error in
Addendum 2 to the October staff report. The addendum indicated that if the grading footprint
were to include up to 3 acres of the ESHA in The Bowl area, then a balanced grading plan may
be achieved. Reference (1) indicates that this is in error; that even with the addition of three acres
to the footprint proposed by staff, the grading remains out of balance, requiring export of
between 545,000 and 565,000 cubic yards of material, or 43,600 truck loads. Staff does not have
the resources to fully evaluate this calculation, but I concur that it is likely that a large amount of
export would still be required ifthe footprint of the grading in the Bowl area is substantially
smaller than that originally proposed in the Headlands Development Conservation Plan (HDCP),
assuming the same grading plan on The Strand. These export quantities could be reduced
somewhat, however, if the fill in The Bowl is built upwards, although that will likely only work
to a limited extent for the reasons given above.
Reference (2) is a formalization of a presentation given at the Commission hearing by the
Surfrider Foundation. This letter makes reference to a Philip Williams and Associates evaluation
presented at the Commission hearing, in which are identified several long-term impacts of the
revetment. It goes on to suggest that an alternative grading plan for The Strand might be possible
such that no revetment would be necessary, and suggests three possible "conceptual grading
plans." This letter was prepared by a California-licensed Registered Geologist, who states that in
his opinion there exist grading and geotechnical solutions that would both balance the landslide
forces and allow setback of the development to at least one of these seaward limits shown on a
figure attached to the letter. The letter does not, however, contain specific engineering solutions,
and it is unclear to me that landslide forces could be balanced sufficiently to raise the factor of
safety of the manufactured slopes to the industry standard levels of 1.5 (static) and 1.1
(pseudostatic) within the proposed footprints.
As you will recall, the difficulty with development on The Strand is that the descending slope of
the coastal bluff is comprised of a landslide complex that does not currently have an adequate
factor of safety to allow new development according to the industry standards described above.
To improve the stability of this slope, material that adds driving force (weight) to the landslides
must be removed, and/or material that adds resisting force must be added. Given the
configuration of these slopes, that means removing a large quantity of material, primarily from
the upper slopes of The Strand. Staff has long been working with the developers' engineers and
geotechnical consultants to try to determine whether there are alternative plans, such as those put
forth at a conceptual level in the Surfrider letter, that would achieve the needed stability but at
the same time be sufficiently set back as to not require a revetment to protect the manufactured
slopes from marine erosion. As outlined in my previous review memos, the answer seems to be
"no." As I summarized in my 8 July 2003 review memo:
... it appears that final manufactured slopes that meet minimum slope stability
_,
guidelines and result in a setback consistent with 75 years of marine erosion c
be envisioned and modeled. However, the construction of these slopes would n ~l\XHIBIT# lOd
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be possible given current technology and OSHA requirements. The temporary
construction slopes would be very steep and extend to well below sea level,
resulting in very low factors of safety. These temporary excavations could not be
undertaken without extensive shoring and continual pumping, and have been
deemed infeasible by the developers and their consultants. I concur in this
assessment, but note that to date only two grading plans have been rigorously
evaluated .... Although I remain unconvinced that it is impossible to produce a
grading plan that both balances landslide forces and maintains an appropriate
setback such that no revetment is necessary, the Commission's staff does not have
the resources to design such a grading plan. Accordingly, the documents
submitted by the developer would seem to indicate that the Strand area cannot be
developed to the extent envisioned by the LCP A without the construction of a
shoreline protective device.
Although it is possible that one of the alternative grading concepts as outlined in the Surfrider
letter could achieve the desired results, without developing these concepts into a full-fledged
grading plan, and without a geotechnical evaluation of the grading plan, I cannot attest to that
fact. Reference (3), reiterates the opinion, described more fully in my 8 July 2003 review memo,
that such a grading operation cannot, in fact, be carried out for the reasons described above.
In response to staff requests, the developers have analyzed to what extent the revetment could be
moved landward while still maintaining an adequate factor of safety for the development. The
Keith Company has prepared a conceptual plan allowing some landward setback for the
revetment. Starting from the amount of setback that arguably might be gained if the revetment
.were replaced by a vertical seawall, the plan would set back the new revetment ten feet from the
existing revetment at the center of the existing revetment. The proposed design would taper this
setback to zero over the approximately 1,050 feet upcoast and downcoast of this center point, in
order to tie into the existing revetments without the creation of acute angles. The proposed
design would result in less fill material at the base of The Strand, and would tend to reduce the
resisting forces. Reference (4) contains a slope stability analyses that demonstrates the reduced
factor of safety relative to the original design, but notes that because of the relatively small
change from the original grading plan, the calculated factor of safety still exceeds the accepted
standards described above. I find these calculations adequate, and concur that the proposed
realignment results in a design that is consistent with the geologic hazard provisions of the
Coastal Act.
It is significant to note that moving the revetment landward as proposed reduces the amount of
fill proposed for the toe of the manufactured slope. In addition to reducing the factor of safety, as
described above, this also will result in an increase in the amount of material the must be
exported from The Strand. Given the constraints on placing fill elsewhere on the property (i.e.,
The Bowl), this material may have to be exported from the property. I have seen no firm
estimates of the quantity of export that the proposed setback of the revetment would generate.

To summarize, the developers continue to maintain that substantially the same grading plan as
.I.
outlined in the HDCP, and analyzed in the reports reviewed in my previous memos, is
plan that both assures slope stability and allows sufficient development to maintain th, ~JdiBJa"# lOd
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viability of the project. Such a grading plan requires a shoreline protective device to ensure that
future erosion will not result in the reactivation of the landslide complex through removal of
buttressing forces at the toe of the manufactured slope. I concur that the landslide forces need to
be balanced and that this need places severe constraints on the type of grading plan that can be
accommodated. I do not have the resources to investigate what types of modifications to the
HDCP grading plan may be possible, but I concur that the large changes proposed by Surfrider
present geotechnical challenges.
The very small change that has been accommodated will result in a slight increase in available
beach space. In my opinion, it is not necessary to taper the ten foot setback to tie in with the
existing upcoast and downcoast revetments over the entire 1,050 feet described above. More
beach space could be created if the ten foot setback of the revetment were extended over a
greater length of the revetment, and the length over which the setback tapers to zero is reduced.
There is no geotechnical reason why such a design could not be accommodated.
I hope that this review is helpful. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have further
questions.

Sincerely,

Mark Johnsson
Staff Geologist

EXHIBIT# lOd
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY

ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, GOVERNOR

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FREMONT. SUITE 2000
SAN FRANCISCO, C A 94105- 2219
VOICE AND TDD (415) 904-5200
FAX ( 415) 904-5400

24 December 2003

GEOTECHNICAL REVIEW MEMORANDUM
To:
From:
Re:

Karl Schwing, Orange County Permit Supervisor
Mark Johnsson, Staff Geologist
Dana Point Local Coastal Plan Amendment DPT LCP A 2-02

In connection with the above referenced Local Coastal Plan Amendment, I have reviewed the
following documents:
1) The Keith Companies, Inc. 2003, "Dana Point Headlands--Addendum No. 2 Recommendation", 1 p. letter
dated 7 October 2003 and signed by P. S. Carey (PE).
2) Surfrider Foundation, San Clemente Chaper 2003, "Commission hearing follow-up, LCP Amendment,
Dana Point Headlands," 4 p. letter dated 22 October 2003 and signed by M. R. Lewis (RG 7027).
3) AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. 2003, "Response to Surfrider Foundation letter (10/22/03), Local
Coastal Plan Amendment OPT LCPA 2-02, Headlands Development Conservation Plan (HDCP), Dana
Point, California", 3 p. letter dated 11 December 2002 and signed by D. Dahncke (GE 2279) and S. T.
Kerwin (CEG 1267).
4) AMEC Earth and Environmental, Inc. 2003, "Addendum stability evaluations, 10-foot revetment setback
alternative, Headlands Development and Conservation Plan (HDCP), Dana Point, California", 2 p. letter
report dated 19 December 2003 and signed by D. Dahncke (GE 2279) and S. T. Kerwin (CEG 1267).

In addition, I have reviewed several conceptual grading plan exhibits prepared by The Keith
Companies, some undated, some dated 10 December 2003, and some dated 17 December 2003.
These documents represent various responses to issues raised by the Commission at their
October 2003 hearing at which this Amendment was considered. Finally, I have participated in
several meetings subsequent to the October 2003 hearing at which these reports were presented
to staff by the property owners and the City.
As you are aware, prior to the October 2003 Commission hearing, the Keith Company prepared a
revised conceptual grading plan that would avoid impacts to the Environmentally Sensitive
Habitat Area (ESHA) located in "The Bowl" area on the site. No changes to the grading plan
were made in "The Strand" area, where a large quantity of cut is necessary in order to remediate
the landslide complex located there. Accordingly, by reducing the grading footprint in The Bowl,
they indicated, there would be approximately 645,000 cubic yards of material that would have to
be exported from the site. Although it is unclear to me to what extent this amount of export could
be reduced if fill were to be built upward in The Bowl area, above the currently planned ades, I
concur that a large amount of material would nevertheless need to be exported. This
due to the fact that The Bowl could only be filled upwards to a limited extent withou
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difficulties in maintaining appropriate grades for roads and in preserving viewsheds. At 12.5
cubic yards per truck, this amount of export would require approximately 51,600 truck trips (one
way).
Reference ( 1) was prepared in response to what the developers believed was an error in
Addendum 2 to the October staff report. The addendum indicated that if the grading footprint
were to include up to 3 acres of the ESHA in The Bowl area, then a balanced grading plan may
be achieved. Reference (1) indicates that this is in error; that even with the addition ofthree acres
to the footprint proposed by staff, the grading remains out ofbalance, requiring export of
between 545,000 and 565,000 cubic yards of material, or 43,600 truck loads. Staff does not have
the resources to fully evaluate this calculation, but I concur that it is likely that a large amount of
export would still be required if the footprint of the grading in the Bowl area is substantially
smaller than that originally proposed in the Headlands Development Conservation Plan (HDCP),
assuming the same grading plan on The Strand. These export quantities could be reduced
somewhat, however, if the fill in The Bowl is built upwards, although that will likely only work
to a limited extent for the reasons given above.
Reference (2) is a formalization of a presentation given at the Commission hearing by the
Surfrider Foundation. This letter makes reference to a Philip Williams and Associates evaluation
presented at the Commission hearing, in which are identified several long-term impacts of the
revetment. It goes on to suggest that an alternative grading plan for The Strand might be possible
such that no revetment would be necessary, and suggests three possible "conceptual grading
plans." This letter was prepared by a California-licensed Registered Geologist, who states that in
his opinion there exist grading and geotechnical solutions that would both balance the landslide
forces and allow setback of the development to at least one of these seaward limits shown on a
figure attached to the letter. The letter does not, however, contain specific engineering solutions,
and it is unclear to me that landslide forces could be balanced sufficiently to raise the factor of
safety of the manufactured slopes to the industry standard levels of 1.5 (static) and 1.1
(pseudostatic) within the proposed footprints.
As you will recall, the difficulty with development on The Strand is that the descending slope of
the coastal bluff is comprised of a landslide complex that does not currently have an adequate
factor of safety to allow new development according to the industry standards described above.
To improve the stability of this slope, material that adds driving force (weight) to the landslides
must be removed, and/or material that adds resisting force must be added. Given the
configuration of these slopes, that means removing a large quantity of material, primarily from
the upper slopes of The Strand. Staff has long been working with the developers' engineers and
geotechnical consultants to try to determine whether there are alternative plans, such as those put
forth at a conceptual level in the Surfrider letter, that would achieve the needed stability but at
the same time be sufficiently set back as to not require a revetment to protect the manufactured
slopes from marine erosion. As outlined in my previous review memos, the answer seems to be
"no." As I summarized in my 8 July 2003 review memo:
... it appears that final manufactured slopes that meet minimum slope stability
guidelines and result in a setback consistent with 75 years of marine erosion cQtt~•------...
be envisioned and modeled. However, the construction of these slopes would
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be possible given current technology and OSHA requirements. The temporary
construction slopes would be very steep and extend to well below sea level,
resulting in very low factors of safety. These temporary excavations could not be
undertaken without extensive shoring and continual pumping, and have been
deemed infeasible by the developers and their consultants. I concur in this
assessment, but note that to date only two grading plans have been rigorously
evaluated .... Although I remain unconvinced that it is impossible to produce a
grading plan that both balances landslide forces and maintains an appropriate
setback such that no revetment is necessary, the Commission's staff does not have
the resources to design such a grading plan. Accordingly, the documents
submitted by the developer would seem to indicate that the Strand area cannot be
developed to the extent envisioned by the LCP A without the construction of a
shoreline protective device.
Although it is possible that one ofthe alternative grading concepts as outlined in the Surfrider
letter could achieve the desired results, without developing these concepts into a full-fledged
grading plan, and without a geotechnical evaluation of the grading plan, I cannot attest to that
fact. Reference (3), reiterates the opinion, described more fully in my 8 July 2003 review memo,
that such a grading operation cannot, in fact, be carried out for the reasons described above.
In response to staff requests, the developers have analyzed to what extent the revetment could be
moved landward while still maintaining an adequate factor of safety for the development. The
Keith Company has prepared a conceptual plan allowing some landward setback for the
revetment. Starting from the amount of setback that arguably might be gained if the revetment
were replaced by a vertical seawall, the plan would set back the new revetment ten feet from the
existing revetment at the center of the existing revetment. The proposed design would taper this
setback to zero over the approximately 1,050 feet upcoast and downcoast of this center point, in
order to tie into the existing revetments without the creation of acute angles. The proposed
design would result in less fill material at the base of The Strand, and would tend to reduce the
resisting forces. Reference (4) contains a slope stability analyses that demonstrates the reduced
factor of safety relative to the original design, but notes that because ofthe relatively small
change from the original grading plan, the calculated factor of safety still exceeds the accepted
standards described above. I find these calculations adequate, and concur that the proposed
realignment results in a design that is consistent with the geologic hazard provisions of the
Coastal Act.
It is significant to note that moving the revetment landward as proposed reduces the amount of
fill proposed for the toe of the manufactured slope. In addition to reducing the factor of safety, as

described above, this also will result in an increase in the amount of material the must be
exported from The Strand. Given the constraints on placing fill elsewhere on the property (i.e.,
The Bowl), this material may have to be exported from the property. I have seen no firm
estimates of the quantity of export that the proposed setback of the revetment would generate.
To summarize, the developers continue to maintain that substantially the same grading plan a~
outlined in the HDCP, and analyzed in the reports reviewed in my previous memos, is~.,..M~;-----.
plan that both assures slope stability and allows sufficient development to maintain th
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viability of the project. Such a grading plan requires a shoreline protective device to ensure that
future erosion will not result in the reactivation of the landslide complex through removal of
buttressing forces at the toe of the manufactured slope. I concur that the landslide forces need to
be balanced and that this need places severe constraints on the type of grading plan that can be
accommodated. I do not have the resources to investigate what types of modifications to the
HDCP grading plan may be possible, but I concur that the large changes proposed by Surfrider
present geotechnical challenges.
The very small change that has been accommodated will result in a slight increase in available
beach space. In my opinion, it is not necessary to taper the ten foot setback to tie in with the
existing upcoast and downcoast revetments over the entire 1,050 feet described above. More
beach space could be created if the ten foot setback ofthe revetment were extended over a
greater length of the revetment, and the length over which the setback tapers to zero is reduced.
There is no geotechnical reason why such a design could not be accommodated.
I hope that this review is helpful. Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have further
questions.

Sincerely,

Mark Johnsson
Staff Geologist
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MEMORANDUM
FROM:

John Dixon, Ph.D.
Ecologist I Wetland Coordinator

TO:

Karl Schwing

SUBJECT:

Dana Headlands ESHA Designation

DATE:

September 18, 2003

Documents reviewed:
June 9, 2003. Memorandum from P. Mock (URS) to K. Darnall (Headlands Reserve
LLC) re "CNDDB Habitat List and Rarity Classification."
June 12, 2003. Letter from K. Darnall (Headlands Reserve LLC) to C. Bean (CCC) re
"Headlands LCPA: ESHA Designation."
June 26, 2003. Memorandum from C. Bean (CCC Ecologist) to K. Schwing (CCC) re
"Upland ESHA on the Dana Point Headlands Site."
June 26, 2003. Memorandum from P. Mock (URS) to K. Darnall (Headlands Reserve
LLC) re "Dana Point Headlands - Clarification of Boundary of Disturbed Native
Grassland."
July 21, 2003. Memorandum from P. Mock (URS) to K. Darnall (Headlands Reserve
LLC) re "Dana Point Headlands - Clarification of Boundary of Disturbed Native
Grassland and Coastal Sage Scrub adjacent to the Bowl Area."
July 22, 2003. Three figures sent by URS via email for use at a July 22, 2003 meeting
of Headlands Reserve LLC and CCC staff (1. Figure 2: CSS Vegetation
Delineation, 1998 Aerial, Dana Point; 2. Figure 5. CSS Vegetation Delineation,
2003 Aerial, Dana Point-Headlands; 3. Figure x. Proposed [by URS] CCC
Boundary, 2003 Aerial, Dana Point-Headlands).
August 8, 2003. Letter from P. Mock (URS) to J. Dixon (CCC) re "Dana Point
Headlands LCP Amendment" with enclosure (Section 4.5 of URS biological
resources report, February 2002).
August 8, 2003. Memorandum from P. Mock (URS) to K. Darnall (Headlands Reserve
LLC) re "Dana Point Headlands - Refinement of vegetation mapping in Hotel and
Harbor Point Park areas of the Dana Point Headlands project site."
August 11, 2003. Letter from J. Petrillo (Sheppard Mullin Richter & Hampton LLP) toR.
Faust (CCC) re "Headlands Reserve LLC Project, LCP Amendment (2-02) to
Dana Point LCP, City of Dana Point, California."
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September 10, 2003. Memorandum from P. Mock (URS) to K. Darnall (Headlands
Reserve LLC) re "Dana Point Headlands- Refinement of vegetation mapping of
the Dana Point Headlands project site."
In her June 26, 2003 memorandum, Caitlin Bean presented the strong empirical basis
for delineating Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHA) at the Dana Point
Headlands site pursuant to Section 30107.5 of the California Coastal Act. The site
contains stands of coastal bluff scrub, maritime succulent scrub, and native perennial
grassland, each of which is absolutely rare in California, and coastal sage scrub, over
80% of which has been destroyed by development and which has become absolutely
rare in much of the coastal zone. These habitats support numerous resident plant and
animal species, many of which are themselves rare. The coastal sage scrub is
particularly significant in this regard because it supports as many as eight pairs of
nesting California gnatcatchers. In addition, because of their location on a coastal
promontory, the Dana Point Headlands habitats provide an important seasonal staging
area for migrant birds. Although portions of the site have suffered significant
degradation as a result of human activities, the areas delineated by Ms. Bean clearly
meet the definition of ESHA in the Coastal Act because of the resident species' and
habitats' rarity and/or valuable role in the ecosystem, as well as their susceptibility to
further disturbance and degradation. There has been no new information provided in
the various documents listed above that alters the facts upon which Ms. Bean based her
overall ESHA analysis, although some of the vegetation has been mapped more
accurately, resulting in modest changes to the ESHA boundaries. Therefore, I
recommend that there be no changes in the species or types of habitat that Ms. Bean
recommended for ESHA protection at Dana Headlands.
Some small boundary changes in the northern portion of the site are appropriate as a
result of the more accurate vegetation mapping that has recently taken place.
Quantitative sampling has demonstrated that some areas along the outer edge of the
designated ESHA that were previously designated as perennial grassland are either
annual grassland or ruderal vegetation. The ESHA boundary shown in the attached
Figure 1 follows the revised boundaries of perennial grasslands.
In his August 8, 2003 memorandum to Kevin Darnall, Pat Mock documented with
photographs that the proposed hotel site and the proposed Harbor Point Park site have
been degraded by human disturbance and contain trails, clearings, and weeds. In a
follow-up memorandum dated September 10, 2003, Dr. Mock recommended significant
changes to the vegetation map. However, unlike the earlier studies of the perennial
grassland area, no quantitative data were presented to justify the changes. Based on
the revised vegetation map, Dr. Mock then recommended changes to the ESHA
boundary that would remove the sites proposed for the hotel and the Harbor Point Park
from the ESHA designation. The areas proposed to be removed from the ESHA
designation include vegetation characterized on the revised vegetation map as
"disturbed/ruderal," "southern mixed chaparral," or "disturbed coastal sage scrub."
.....rfi,"'..__ _ _ _.,.
Regardless of whether quantitative sampling would justify the "disturbed/rud~
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designation within the delineated patches of vegetation 1, I think the proposed changes
are inappropriate because these areas are small relative to the area of native habitat
and are imbedded within or are bounded on 2 or more sides by that larger habitat.
Based on the latter consideration and on the fact that these patches apparently were
previously dominated by native coastal scrub species, I think it ecologically appropriate
now to consider all these areas as disturbed coastal sage scrub.
The disturbed nature of portions of the site does not appear to be a new condition or a
condition that was previously misinterpreted. The areas proposed for removal from
ESHA designation are generally trails or clearings and adjacent areas. They are
relatively small and contiguous with, or bounded by, less disturbed habitat, adjacent to
gnatcatcher sightings, and qualitatively similar to other areas of disturbed ESHA on the
site for which no boundary changes have been suggested. It is my opinion that the
acceptance of the proposed boundary changes would constitute an inappropriate
ecological gerrymander. Therefore, the boundary revisions in the southern portion of
the site proposed by Dr. Mock have not been included in Figure 1.
There are also four issues that have been raised by Joseph Petrillo that require
comment. First, in his August 11, 2003 letter, at pages 1 and 8, Mr. Petrillo suggests
that it is Commission staff's position that coastal sage scrub always constitutes ESHA.
This is not the case. Staff always conduct a site-specific analysis, as was done for
Dana Headlands. In fact, Ms. Bean excluded some small patches of relatively pristine
coastal sage scrub from the ESHA boundary because they were isolated, surrounded
by non-native vegetation, and not occupied by gnatcatchers.
Second, Mr. Petrillo states that the wildlife agencies "documented" that the Headlands
does not contain rare or especially valuable habitat . However, he provides no citation
and the only evidence of documentation is the assertion that the NCCP/HCP is based
upon principles of conservation biology developed by the resource agencies in
coordination with a panel of conservation biology luminaries. Although it is true that the
NCCP/HCP is broadly based on general principles of conservation biology, the
application of those principles is constrained by the realities of property ownership and
development needs and, in any event, has no bearing on a site-specific ESHA
determination. In fact, this site has supported up to eight nesting pairs of gnatcatchers
for at least 10 years. That in itself is ample evidence of the presence of especially
valuable habitat. Mr. Petrillo points out that, "[t]he 1996 NCCP/HCP represents CDFG's
final strategy for resource management, preservation, and mitigation to address
development impacts along the central Orange County coast, including the Headlands
site." In the context of an NCCP, it may well be a good "strategy" to write off the
Headlands habitats in favor of others. However, the fact that the Headlands was not
included within a preserve is not evidence that the habitats that are present are
1

There is always a subjective component to vegetation characterizations that are not based on
quantitative sampling. For example, on our May 30, 2003 site visit, Ms. Bean and I noticed that the
northern area designated "southern mixed chaparral" contained a significant admixture of ty~~lii'·'"'ii.''1 .atiiil&&iiW..--~
sage scrub species. Whether to call such an area "transitional," "degraded coastal sage scr b£miBIT# 15a
degraded "southern mixed chaparral" is a matter of judgment.
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common or without special ecosystem values. The NCCP process is based on
compromise and is intended to protect large contiguous blocks of habitat and important
dispersal corridors, while facilitating development. These plans always sacrifice some
valuable habitat in order to accomplish the overall goal of significant regional resource
protection. Inclusion or exclusion in such a plan is simply not germane in the context of
an ESHA designation. Similarly, the fact that some ESHA is not included within a
preserve is not a negative reflection on an NCCP.
Third, Mr. Petrillo argues that an ESHA determination under Section 30107.5 of the
Coastal Act, " ... must be made via a 3-part test:
1. Is the area one in which plant or animal life or their habitats are either rare or
especially valuable because of their special nature or role in an ecosystem; (Pub.
Res. Code§ 30107.5)
2. Could the area be easily disturbed or degraded by human activities or
development; (Pub. Res. Code§ 30107.5)
3. Does the area's viability, or any other characteristics, place it outside of
consideration for protection as ESHA. (Bolsa Chica Land Trust v. Superior Court
(1999) 71 Cal. App. 4th 493, 508)."
In their actions, the Commission always applies the first two of those tests, but not the
third. Indeed, the third item is not a "test" with a threshold that must be reached before
an area can be considered ESHA. On the other hand, the Commission always bases
its ESHA decisions on a site-specific analysis that takes into account the actual
condition, or "viability," and other characteristics of the resource on the ground at the
time. For example, in the case of the Catellus application, the Commission decided that
the coastal sage scrub along the bluff above the Ballona wetlands was not ESHA
because it was so degraded that it no longer played an ecological role in the ecosystem
that rose to the level of "especially valuable." At Marblehead, the Commission similarly
decided that the coastal sage scrub was so degraded that coastal sage scrub habitats,
per se, did not meet the definition of ESHA. However, despite the poor viability of the
native vegetation itself, some of those areas continued to support successful nesting by
California gnatcatchers, and such areas were designated ESHA because they were
especially valuable due to their role in the ecosystem.
In the Bolsa Chica decision that Mr. Petrillo cites, the court wrote: "We do not doubt
that in deciding whether a particular area is an ESHA within the meanin~ of section
30107.5, Commission may consider, among other matters, its viability." and "There is
simply no reference in section 30240 which can be interpreted as diminishing the level
of protection an ESHA receives based on its viability. Rather, under the statutory
scheme, ESHA's, whether they are pristine and growing or fouled and threatened,
receive uniform treatment and protection. "3 I believe that the Commission's recent

2
3

1

Balsa Chica Land Trust v. Superior Court (1999), 71 Cal. App. 4 h 493, 508.
Id.
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actions (e.g., Catellus and Marblehead), and staff's recommendations at Dana
Headlands are in complete harmony with this guidance.
I also would like to point out that the notion of "viability" does not contain a long-term
temporal component. "Viability" is defined as "capable of working, functioning, or
developing adequately" and as "capable of existence and development as an
independent unit." However, there is a tendency among some to confound the current
viability of a habitat with its potential future state, and to declare that if the perceived
prognosis for long-term existence is poor, that the habitat has low "viability." The
Commission and staff include the current condition and viability of habitat in their ESHA
analysis, but not the potential for long-term viability. The former is based on empirical
evidence whereas the latter is always speculative, even when based on a (assumptionridden) demographic model. For example, the long-term viability of gnatcatcher
populations at both Marblehead and Dana Headlands has been questioned; however, at
both locations, nesting for ten years or more (and fledging at Marblehead) has been
documented, which is sufficient evidence that those areas have been and are currently
"especially valuable." The consideration of estimated long-term viability is perhaps
appropriate in the context of an NCCP, but not in the context of an ESHA determination.
Fourth, Mr. Petrillo suggests on page 7 of his letter that only relatively pristine sites can
qualify as ESHA because the ESHA test of being "easily disturbed or degraded by
human activities" cannot be met if a site has already suffered significant disturbance
and degradation. This interpretation would remove from ESHA consideration nearly all
rare and especially valuable habitats in the coastal zone because nearly all habitats
have been significantly impacted by past and on-going human activities. The
Commission has often designated significantly disturbed and degraded habitats as
ESHA. Gnatcatcher occupied CSS at Marblehead and eucalyptus trees used by raptors
at the Balsa Chica mesa are two relatively recent examples. The Commission's
approach appears to be consonant with the previously cited opinion of the Balsa Chica
court that "fouled" ESHA is worthy of protection. With regard to Mr. Petrillo's argument
that the Dana Point Headlands site "is not vulnerable to disturbance and degradation
because it already is significantly disturbed and degraded," consider the rapidity and
ease with which a single person on a bulldozer could remove the remaining acres of
gnatcatcher-occupied, but degraded coastal sage scrub, converting it to bare ground
with essentially no habitat value.
Finally, I would like to address the issues of ESHA buffers and habitat management.
The residential development that is proposed for the Dana Point Headlands, even
without the portions that would fall within ESHA boundaries, will bring with it significant
threats to the integrity and continued functioning of the ESHA that is currently present.
Section 30240(b) of the Coastal Act requires that development be sited and designed to
prevent impacts that would significantly degrade adjacent ESHA. In order to prevent
such impacts, I recommend that buffers that are at least 50 feet wide be established
aro:..md all areas designated as ESHA and that the outer edge of the buffer be
..rllli!elii!a!ils.___ _...,.
delineated with a fence that is impervious to dogs. Adjacent to new residenti..,a~la
the fence should be constructed of block material with no openings and be a l~i-fiBIT# lSa
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feet high. Within the buffers, all exotic vegetation should be removed and appropriate
native species reestablished. Such fenced buffers will inhibit incursions by people and
pets, inhibit the spread of ornamental vegetation, and reduce the intensity of noise,
visual stimuli, and light pollution. Despite such precautions, the increased human
presence will have negative effects on coastal resources. To mitigate those effects, I
recommend that existing degraded ESHA be restored and that a habitat management
plan be completed and funded in perpetuity. This would provide a vehicle for public
education, informative signs, weed control, trail maintenance, and on-going needs for
repair and restoration. I think that some development could take place within the ESHA
buffers without significantly adversely affecting the ESHA. Trails constructed of waterpermeable materials, informative signs, and benches could be placed in the 20 feet of
the buffer most distant from the ESHA and as near to the outer edge of the buffer as
feasible. A few small picnic tables might also be acceptable if a funded management
plan was in place that would insure that closed garbage cans were available and
frequently emptied. Fences impervious to dogs should bound any trails and other use
areas. The buffer could also be part of a fuel modification zone that required no more
disruptive activities than thinning and removal of dead plant material. For buffer areas
that currently are dominated by exotic vegetation, limited grading could be allowed if no
permanent structures (including walls for hillside support) were constructed and if the
area were then immediately restored to coastal sage scrub and made part of a funded
management plan.
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ME M 0 RAND UM
TO: Karl Schwing
FROM: Caitlin Bean
SUBJECT: Upland ESHA on the Dana Point Headlands Site
DATE: June 26, 2003
Documents Reviewed:
Atwood, J. L., S. H. Tsai, C. H. Reynolds, J. C. Luttrell and M. R. Fugagli. 1998.
Distribution and population size of California gnatcatchers on the Palos Verdes
Peninsula, 1993-1997. Western Birds. 29:340-350
Beauchamp, M. April 1993. Report of a Biological Assessment of the Dana Point
Headlands. Unpublished report prepared for Phillips/Brandt/Reddick.
Bomkamp, T. (Glenn Lukos and Associates). April15, 2003. Letter to Mike Reilly (Chair
of the California Coastal Commission) re: Dana Point Local Coastal Program
Amendment No 2-02, response to Mr. Fred Roberts' letter of January 28, 2003
Bomkamp, T. (Glenn Lukos and Associates). February 10, 2003. Letter to Meredith
Osborn (CDFG) re: Relocation of Blochman's dudleya associated with the headlands
Development and Conservation Plan, City of Dana Point, Orange County.
Bomkamp, T (Glenn Lukos and Associates). December 2, 2002. Focused Plant
Surveys during Survey Year 2002, Dana Point Headlands, Dana Point, Orange County,
CA. Unpublished report.
BonTerra Consulting. February 1998. Dana Point Headlands- Biological Resource
Survey and Analysis. Unpublished report prepared for the City of Dana Point.
Brylski, P. 1998. Pacific Pocket Mouse (Perognathus longimembris pacificus) Recovery
Plan. Published by the USFWS Region 1, Portland Oregon.
Brylski, P. August 1993. A focused Survey for Pacific Pocket Mouse on the Dana Point
Headlands, Orange County, CA. Unpublished report prepared for EDAW.
California Natural Diversity Data Base (CNDDB). 2002. List of California Terrestrial
Natural Communities Recognized by the California Natural Diversity Data
Wildlife and Habitat Data Analysis Branch. California Department of Fish ~ttl1Hif:l.#15b
·~~~.
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California Department of Fish and Game. December 1995. Draft Natural Community
Conservation Plan and Habitat Conservation Plan. County of Orange Central and
Coastal Subregion. Appendices Vol. 1 or VI (Part 1-6). Prepared for Orange County.
Darnell, K. June 12, 2003. Memo to Caitlin Bean (CCC) re: Headlands LCPA: ESHA
Designation.
Dodd, S. and S. Montgomery. July 5, 2001. Vegetation Thinning Experiment on the
Dana Point Headlands, Orange County, CA. Unpublished report prepared by for
USFWS and CDFG.
Dodd, S., D. Laabs, and J. Greene Final Report dated March 19, 1999. 1998 Pacific
Pocket Mouse Surveys on the Dana Point Headlands, Orange County, CA. Unpublished
report prepared for USFWS, CDFG, and the Nature Reserve of Orange County.
Dodd, S., P. Brylski, and D. Laabs. Final Report dated May 18, 1998. 1997 Pacific
Pocket Mouse Surveys on the Dana Point Headlands, Orange County, CA.
Unpublished report prepared for USFWS, CDFG and the Nature Reserve of Orange
County.
Erickson, R. A., 1993. Pacific Pocket Mouse (Perognathus longimembris pacificus).
Draft manuscript prepared for inclusion in Endangered Rodents of the World, to be
published by the Species Survival Commission of the International Union of the
Conservation of Nature and Natural resources {IUCN).
Erickson, R. (LSA) arid Friesen, R (URS) Letter to D. Marquez (USFWS) dated
September 19, 2002. Dana Point Headlands Pacific Pocket Mouse Survey, August 18 September 1, 2002.
Federal register. March 30 1993. Determination of Threatened Status for the Coastal
California Gnatcatcher. Final Rule. Vol. 58 No. 59
Findings and facts in support of findings regarding the Central and Coastal Subregion
Natural Community Conservation Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan joint programmatic
Environmental Impact Report No 553 (SCH No. 93071061) and Draft Environmental
Impact Statement 95-59. April 1996. Appendix A
Friesen, R. and P. Mock {URS Corporation). September 3, 2001. Current Status and
Viability Assessment of Pacific Pocket Mouse Population on Dana Point Headlands.
Prepared). Appendix D of EIR.
Hayes, G. 2002. DRAFT Conservation Strategy for Coastal Prairie Conservation.
Unpublished report submitted to CCC
Holland, R.F. 1986. Preliminary descriptions of the terrestrial natural commun_..it~ie s_o_f_ _ _ __
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California. Non-game Heritage Program. California Department of Fish and G
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Implementation Agreement (lA). 1996. lA regarding the Natural Community
Conservation Plan for Central/Coastal Orange County Subregion of the Coastal Sage
Scrub Natural Community Conservation Program.
James, R. (USFWS). 1996. Memo to whom it may concern. Fieldwork on the Dana
Point Headlands, August 27 - September 6, 1996 conducted by USFWS and CDFG
personnel.
Jennings, M. and M.P. Hayes. 1994. Amphibian and reptile species of special concern
in California. Final report submitted to California Department of Fish and game.
Contract No. 8023
LSA Associates, Inc. February 2002. Final Environmental Impact Report Headlands
Development and Conservation Plan.
Meade, R.J. 1995. DRAFT Central and Coastal Subregion Natural Community
Conservation Plan/habitat Conservation Plan. Parts I and II: NCCP/HCP. Prepared for
County of Orange, USFWS and CDFG.
Miller, W. (USFWS) Memo dated June 12 2002. Summary of 2001 Dana Point
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The purpose of this memorandum is to summarize the biological conditions in the
upland portions of the Headlands Development and Conservation Plan (HDCP) project
site and to make recommendations regarding the designation of Environmentally
Sensitive Habitat Areas (ESHA) present on the site. The recommendations are based
on the information in the documents reviewed and on several visits to the site.
Environmentally sensitive habitat areas are defined in Section 30107.5 of the California
Coastal Act as follows:
Environmentally sensitive area" means any area in which plant or animal life or
their habitats are either rare or especially valuable because of their special nature
or role in an ecosystem and which could be easily disturbed or degraded by
human activities and developments.
There are three tests to consider:
( 1) Is a habitat or species rare?
(2) Is a habitat or species especially valuable because of its special nature or role in the
ecosystem?
(3) Is the habitat or species easily disturbed or degraded by human activities and
developments?
Setting: The HDCP site, also known as the Dana Point Headlands, is one of the last
undeveloped coastal promontories in Southern California. The 121.3-acre project site is
located in the City of Dana Point in Orange County. Topography on the site is varied.
The highest elevation on the site is a conical hill that is approximately 288 feet high.
The northern portion of the site is the location of a former trailer park. Some of the
ancillary improvements including roads, a clubhouse, and tennis courts, still exist. The
trailer park, and the steep eroded hillside to the south of it, is referred to as "the strand."
The hillside has been disturbed in the past by the creation of water control structures
and has been invaded by the invasive exotic, ice plant (Carpobrotus edulis). Slope
gradients along the hillside range from 1.5:1 to 2:1 (URS 2001 ). A former nursery
facility is located east of the strand and south of Coast Highway and consists of
greenhouses, ornamental plantings and disturbed areas. South and east of the nursery
facility lies a large patch of coastal sage scrub (CSS) with patches of southern coastal
bluff scrub occurring along the top of the coastal bluffs. Maritime succulent scrub
occurs in the hilltop area and southern needlegrass grassland occurs near the Pacific
Coast Highway, in the southern portion of the site. Southern mixed chaparral occurs
along the southern parcel boundaries closest to the harbor.

The western and southwestern portions of the HDCP site are underlain with sandy soils
and the hilltop area is underlain with clay soils. The upper headland is located on a
terrace that extends seaward to coastal bluffs that are from 155 to 220 feet in height
(URS 2001 ).
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Dana Point Marine Life Refuge and the Niguel Marine Life Refuge lie immediately
offshore of the Dana Point headlands site. Doheny Marine Life Refuge lies to the south.
These refuges have been so designated due to the high quality of the marine resources
that occur there (Beauchamp 1993).
The upland ESHA at the HDCP site is defined by the presence of rare vegetation, the
presence of special status plant species and the presence of special status wildlife
including the presence and habitat required of the Federally threatened California
gnatcatcher (Poliopti/a californica californica) and the Federally endangered Pacific
pocket mouse (Perognathus longimembris pacificus).
Special-status Species Plants: Fourteen special-status plant species have been
identified on the HDCP project site over time. Not all special status plants listed in
Table 1 have been observed during each plant survey. The occurrence of some of
these species has been influenced by drought and ongoing impacts from recreational
uses. However, at one time or another each of these species has been observed on
the site. This serves to illustrate the point that native communities on-site function as
habitat for a large suite of special status species. Floristically, this site is more diverse
than sage-scrub found in most locales in the region (Beauchamp 1993). Coastal sites
with this much diversity are uncommon (Roberts June 2003). The unusually large
number of special status plant species observed on this site over time is an indication of
the unique nature of this setting. More rare plants are known from the Dana Point
Headlands than from Crystal Cove State Park, which is 20 times the size (Roberts
January 2003).
Table 1. Special status plant species documented on the Headlands

Blochman's dudleya
Coulter's saltbush
Nuttall's scrub oak
Cliff spurge
Vernal barley
California box-thorn
Woolly seablight
Western dichondra
Small flowered microseris
Cliff malocothrix
Palmer's grappling hook
Golden rayed pentacheata
California groundsel
prostrate spineflower

CNP S List 1B
CNP S List IB
CNP S List IB
CNP S List 2
CNP S List 3
CNP S List 4
CNP S List 4
CNP S List 4
CNP S List 4
CNP S List 4
CNP S List 4
CNP S List 4
CNP S List 2
de-listed but rare

Focused rare plant surveys were conducted on the project site in 1991, 1998, 2000,
2001 and 2002. Additionally, members of the California Native Plant Society (CNPS)
have monitored the site informally since 1983. The species identified in Table •,""'~~MPiiB----
1 1f 5b
been given rarity designations by a multi-agency panel of experts that are coor it ralt;~ IT#
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by CNPS. CNPS List 1B species are those species that are rare, threatened or
endangered in California and elsewhere. These species are eligible for state listing and
it is mandatory that they be fully considered during the preparation of environmental
documents relating to CEQA. CNPS List 2 species are those species that are rare,
threatened or endangered in California but more common elsewhere. These species
are also eligible for state listing and it is mandatory that they be fully considered during
the preparation of environmental documents. CNPS List 3 species are plants that lack
the necessary information to assign them to one of the other lists or to reject them. This
is a review list of sorts. CNPS List 4 species are plants of a limited distribution. This list
is considered a "watch list." While these species cannot be considered "rare" from a
statewide perspective, they are uncommon enough that their status should be
monitored Many of them are significant locally and CNPS strongly recommends that
they be evaluated during the preparation of CEQA documents (Tibor 2001 ).
Rarity describes at least three different biological possibilities. A rare taxon can be 1)
broadly distributed but never abundant, 2) narrowly distributed and abundant where it
occurs, or 3) narrowly distributed and not abundant where it occurs. CNPS List 3 and 4
species may be "rare" depending on the species and the scale at which the question is
being asked. Some of the CNPS List 4 species in Orange County are only known from
one or two locations (Roberts June 2003). These plants are considered rare in Orange
County even if they are more common or broadly distributed elsewhere (Roberts June
2003).
Blechman's dudleya (Dud/eya blochmaniae ssp blochmaniae) is a diminutive,
herbaceous, corm-sprouting perennial that occurs in stony dry places below 1,500 feet
in elevation. It is a CNPS 1B species and one of the more restricted rare plants in
California (Roberts Nov. 2001 ). This species is known from fewer than 20 locations
range wide. In Orange County it is known from 3 locations (Roberts Nov. 2001 ). South
of the Santa Monica Mountains, Blechman's dudleya has experienced a 70% decline in
suitable habitat (Roberts June 2002).
The HDCP site supports the largest continuous block of suitable habitat for Blechman's
dudleya outside of military lands in Orange and San Diego County (Roberts June 2002).
The population on site is generally located in the hilltop area on clay soils. It has
experienced fluctuations in size due to variation in rainfall and from recreational use
impacts. Heavy foot traffic and vehicle traffic have degraded and continue to degrade
the relatively open terrain where this plant occurs.
Coulter's saltbush (Atriplex coulten) is a small perennial herb that occurs within the
coastal bluff scrub near Harbor Point and the CSS in the upper headland area. It is rare
and declining in it's range and is listed on CNPS list 1B. There are 12 known
occurrences of this species on the mainland, 6 of which are in Orange County (URS
2001 ). There are approximately 20 occurrences known from the Channel Islands
(Bomkamp 2003 ).
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Nutall's scrub oak (Quercus dumosa), represented by a single individual, was
documented in CSS near the former nursery. This species occurs in loose sandy soils
and has been identified on CNPS list 1B. Nutall's scrub oak is typically restricted to CSS
and chaparral habitats within ten miles of the coast (URS 2001 ). Since the early 1980's,
this is the only individual that has been identified on the site (Bomkamp 2002).
Cliff spurge (Eupohorbia misera) is a 2 to 3ft high shrub that occurs in the coastal bluff
scrub on-site and is listed by CNPS on List 2. Habitat occupied by this shrub
corresponds to the area mapped as coastal bluff scrub (Beauchamp 1993). This locale
is significant since it is well north of the most of the documented occurrences of the
species (Beauchamp 1993).
Vernal barley (Hordeum intercedens) is a small annual grass associated with clay soils.
It occurs near the hilltop and in the Harbor Point vicinity. It is included on CNPS list 3.
It is uncommon in Orange County {Roberts Nov. 2001 ). Small stands of this species
were observed adjacent to areas disturbed by recreational uses (Bomkamp 2002).
California box-thorn (Lycium califomicum) is a shrub species associated with coastal
bluff scrub and coastal sage scrub. At the HDCP site, it primarily occurs along the cliffs.
It was added to CNPS list 4 in 2000 (Roberts Nov. 2001 ). It was estimated that 20 to 30
clumps or isolated shrubs occur in eleven locations on-site (Bomkamp 2002). One
large individual was found in CSS on site co-occurring with Blechman's dudleya in the
hilltop area (URS 2001 ).
Woolly seablight (Suaeda taxifolia) is an evergreen shrub that occurs along the coastal
bluffs. It is typically associated with clay or poorly drained soil along the outerslopes of
the bluffs near the beach (Bomkamp 2002). It was added to CNPS list 4 in 2000. There
are two occurrences of this species in the strand area and one south of the northern
residential enclave.
Western dichondra (Dichondra occidentalis) was observed on the north and east
facing slopes that overlook the "bowl" near the center of the site (Bomkamp 2002). In
1993 a 3-acre fire burned a portion of the upper headlands and dichondra was
abundant throughout the burn area (Roberts Nov 2001 ). Few visible plants are there
today but it may be dormant waiting for another fire or similar disturbance (Roberts, email: Dec 2002). Scattered patches were observed in an area covering about 1.5 acres
in 2002 (Bomkamp 2002). This is a CNPS list 4 species. This occurrence is
considered to have significance due to the limited extent of this species in Orange
County (Beauchamp 1993).
Small flowering microseris (Microseris douglasii var. platycarpa) occurs on clay rich
soils near the northern edge of the hilltop (Bomkamp 2002). A very small population of
ten plants was observed in 2002. However, this was a drought year suggesting that
there are probably more than ten individuals in a good year (Roberts, e-mail: Dec 2QO,,.
This is a CNPS list 4 species.
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Cliff malocothrix (Malocothrix saxatilis var. saxitilis) is CNPS list 4 species that has
never before been documented in Orange County (Roberts, e-mail: Dec 2002). It was
previously known from Ventura County northward. This may have been a
misidentification of the more widespread Malocothrix saxatilis var. tenuifolia, which is
the common form in Orange County (Roberts, e-mail: Dec 2002). However, if it were
cliff malocothrix, this location of would be a range extension for the species. Four
individual plants were identified in two patches in the strand area (Bomkamp 2002).
Palmer's grappling hook (Harpagonella palmeri) is an inconspicuous annual identified
on CNPS List 4. It is known to occur on clay soils and recently burned areas below
3,280 ft in elevation. This species has been observed on the site sporadically since
1983 (Roberts, e-mail Dec 2002). It was documented in the margin of a small barren on
a grassy hillside with elements of CSS.
Golden-rayed pentachaeta (Pentachaeta aurea) is a CNPS List 4 species that was
first documented on the project site in 1983, and has been observed virtually every year
since (Roberts, e-mail Dec 2002). It occurs in grassy openings and barrens amongst
CSS north of Scenic Drive (URS 2001 ).
California groundsel (Senecio aphinactis) is on CNPS list 2. It has been rarely
detected on the site since 1983 (Roberts, e-mail Dec. 2002). It is a small and obscure
plant that is only known from 3 recent collections in Orange County (Roberts Nov.
2001 ). It was documented on-site in a small cobble covered barren on a grassy hillside
adjacent to CSS (Roberts, e-mail Dec. 2002).
Prostrate spineflower (Chorizanthe prostrata) was once considered a CNPS List 4
species but has since been de-listed. It is still considered locally rare by the Orange
County Chapter of CNPS. Prior to 1998, this plant species was identified on the
westernmost bluffs near the steep cliffs and near the existing off-site apartments and
the paved road west of the nursery (Beauchamp 1993 ), in the sandiest areas (URS
2001 ).
Wildlife: Seven special status wildlife species have been observed on the HDCP
property over time (Table 2). Of particular interest, is the presence of the federally
protected California gnatcatcher and Pacific pocket mouse.
Table 2. Special Status Wildlife Observed on the Headlands Property Since 1991

California gnatcatcher
Pacific pocket mouse
Cactus wren
Orange throated whiptail
San Diego woodrat
Coronado skink
White-tailed kite
Quina checkerspot butterfly

Federally threatened
Federally endangered
State Species of Concern
State Species of Concern
State Species of Concern
State Specie of Concern
Fully protected
Federally endangered
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During surveys conducted in 1991 at least 9 and possibly 11 gnatcatchers were
documented on site. These individuals were thought to represent 8 pairs. According to
Beauchamp (1993), "Gnatcatcher populations of such a high density are rarely
observed in Orange County."
The Pacific pocket mouse was thought to be extinct before it was rediscovered on the
Headlands property. There had been no confirmed record for over 20 years (Erickson
1993 ). Over 80% of all the known records of this species were made between 1931 and
1932, and almost 95% of those were made from just four locations (Erickson 1993).
This suggests that this species has long had a restricted range, which calls into
question the likelihood of successfully establishing new populations.
Bird diversity on the site is very high (Beauchamp1993). During a three-day spring
census in 1993 a total of 73 species of birds were observed (Beauchamp 1993).
Beauchamp (1993) writes, "This is a rather large number of species in light of the limited
size of the site; however, headland areas have desirable features not found in other less
prominent coastal sites."
The 1993 surveys also documented many species of migrating birds. An unusual
concentration of 9 species of warblers was observed. "The relatively high
concentration of warbler activity underscores that this is a seasonal staging area for
migrant birds" (Beauchamp 1993). Beauchamp (1993) states that, "The position of the
headlands jutting into the ocean, and the concentration of exotic trees there can act as
a temporary migrant "trap" for birds wishing to alight for a short period of insect foraging
or good protective cover before continuing their migration."
California gnatcatchers were documented on the Headlands site during surveys
conducted in 1991 and 2000. An estimated eight pairs of gnatcatchers nested on site in
1991 and at least 7 pairs nested there in 2000. The number of gnatcatcher territories
on-site have changed little over an almost 10 year period of time. Gnatcatcher
territories are well distributed throughout the CSS on-site. Historically, 6 individuals
were documented in the hilltop area, 2 in the headland area, 1 in the vicinity of Harbor
Point and 1 near the strand. In 2000, 2 gnatcatcher territories were documented in the
hilltop area, 2 in the headland area, and 1 near the strand.
Beauchamp (1993) writes, "The substantial on-site population of California gnatcatchers
and their observed distribution throughout the sage scrub on-site, underscores the
suitability of this localized phase of Diegan CSS for this species, regardless of subtle
distinctions between vegetation cover found on the different slope aspects on-site."
California gnatcatchers were listed as federally threatened in 1993 (Federal Register
1993 ). This small insectivorous bird occurs almost exclusively in CSS and is threatened
by habitat loss and fragmentation occurring in conjunction with urban and agricultural
development (Federal Register 1993). This species is non-migratory and defends
breeding territories that range in size on the coast from >1 acre to >10 acres (Mock, e-
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mail June 2003). The Dana Point population of gnatcatchers is truly one of the last
coastal populations in Orange County (Atwood, e-mail Dec 2002).
California Gnatcatchers have somehow persisted in isolated fragments throughout
southern California for 50-75 years (since serious fragmentation began). For example,
a population at Palos Verdes in Los Angeles County, while at risk of extinction, has
persisted for many decades in the face of serious fragmentation and apparent isolation
(Atwood et. al 1998). The precautionary principle requires that fragments of CSS
habitat should not be eliminated as meaningless to gnatcatchers without evidence to
support such a finding. The habitat patch at Dana Point appears to function as an
important breeding site, given the persistence and the density of breeding pairs
observed on the site.
Areas with significant gnatcatcher use perform an important ecosystem function, are
increasingly rare, and are easily disturbed and therefore meet the definition of ESHA
under the Coastal Act.
Pacific pocket mouse is the smallest member of the heteromyidae family and is only
known from three populations (Brylski 1998). Numerous recent surveys within the
historic range of the subspecies have failed to detect additional extant populations
(Brylski 1998). The pocket mouse is restricted to sandy substrates within CSS, within 2
miles from the coast (Federal Register 1994 ). The Recovery Plan for the pocket
mouse (Brylski 1998) states:
"The immediate recovery goal is to avert the extinction of the Pacific pocket
mouse by focusing on short-term strategies to improve the subspecies' prospects
for survival. Foremost among these are immediate protection and restoration of
the existing populations and habitats of the subspecies .... Unless, or until
sufficient, additional viable populations are discovered and/or established and
protected, it is imperative that existing populations be protected and expanded
through active management. Loss or degradation of any of the populations at
the three known extant locales could irretrievably diminish the likelihood of
species survival. All known extant populations are essential, including the Dana
Point Headlands population."
Surveys for Pacific pocket mouse occurred on the HDCP site in 1993, and from 1996 to
2002. Trapping efforts were not consistent. Dates, number of traps, and the locations
trapped, varied each year. Therefore, it is not appropriate to compare the results from
year-to-year. Although each year fewer individual pocket mice were captured than the
year before, it is not possible to determine whether this is a real temporal trend or an
artifact of sampling. In 1993, there were a total of between 25 to 36 individuals
captured and in 2002 a total of two individuals were captured, one male and one
female. These animals have a diet of seeds and insects (Brylski 1998) therefore, in
drought conditions their populations are affected by food shortages, which may explain
some of the apparent temporal variability.
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There has been some debate regarding the amount of potential habitat for this species
on the Dana Point Headlands site. The original trapping effort for this species
documented its presence within an area of approximately 3. 75 acres. However, the
survey report states that the "project site contains 41.43 acres of potential habitat
(Brylski 1993)." CSS on both the Harbor Point and hilltop areas were identified as
potential habitat in the survey report (Figure 2 in the 1993 report).
Due to the fact that there have been a number of severe drought years that have
effected this population it is not appropriate to delineate potential habitat based solely
on the results of presence/absence surveys. Population densities can fluctuate widely
in response to rainfall. In a study conducted on Perognathus flavus in Arizona, animals
were apparently absent for years and yet later were the most abundant species (Brylski
1998 ). All appropriate pocket mouse habitat on the HDCP site performs an important
ecosystem function and qualifies as ESHA. This habitat is important in order to avert
extinction, address recovery goals, and to allow the population of pocket mouse to have
an opportunity to expand given the right conditions.

San Diego cactus wren (Campylororhynchus brunneicapillus sandiegensis) build their
pouch-shaped nests in patches of CSS with cholla cactus and prickly pear. This
California species of special concern is declining due to habitat loss from urban
development (Beauchamp 1993). Beauchamp (1993) considered this subspecies one
of the most endangered birds in California. Two wrens were observed on the HDCP
property during 1991 surveys; one was in a small stand of cactus northwest of the
hilltop and a second was observed in a larger cactus stand northwest of the dogleg in
Green Lantern Road (Beauchamp 1993). Cactus wrens were not observed during
surveys conducted in 2000 (URS 2001) and surveys conducted on the site by Audubon
volunteers have not documented the species during the last three years (Roberts, email June 2003).
Orange-throated whiptail (Cnemidophorus hyperythrus belding!), another California
species of special concern, was thought to be relatively uncommon on-site in 1991
(Beauchamp 1993). Only a single individual was observed. However, the survey took
place at a different locale than where it had been previously reported (Beauchamp
1993). In a 1994 analysis of the threats to this species, it was estimated that 75% of its
historic range was no longer occupied (Jennings and Hayes 1994). Jennings and
Hayes ( 1994) recommend that this species be listed as State threatened based on loss
of suitable habitat, fragmentation, and drought. This species was not detected during
the biological surveys conducted in 2000 (URS 2001 ). However, only a visual survey,
an ineffective technique, was conducted for purposes of the EIR. A more effective way
to document presence or absence of lizards is to install pitfall trap arrays.
San Diego woodrat (Neotoma /epida intermedia) is a state species of special concern
associated with CSS and chaparral habitat (Beauchamp 1993). During 1993 surveys
woodrat nests were seen at several locales in the CSS.
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Coronado skink (Eumeces skiltonianus interpatietalis) is also a state species of special
concern. One skink was observed on the property under wooden detritus, near the
greenhouses, during surveys conducted in 1991 (Beauchamp 1993). At that time it was
believed that only a small population was present on the site (Beauchamp 1993). This
species was not detected during surveys conducted for the EIR (URS 2001 ). As noted
above a specific survey for lizards was not conducted.
White tailed kite (Eianus caen)lus) is a fully protected species and has been observed
foraging over the grasslands on-site (Beauchamp 1993). However, this species has not
been documented nesting on the property (Beauchamp 1993, URS 2001). In addition,
other raptors such as northern harrier, sharp-shinned hawk, and Cooper's hawk may
forage on the property (URS 2001 ). It is unclear whether or not surveys for the EIR
included nesting surveys.
Quino checkerspot butterfly (Euphydryas editha quina) was listed as Federally
endangered in 1997. Collections of this species were made on the HDCP site between
1932 and 1936 (Roberts Nov. 2001 ). Surveys in the 1980's failed to detect this
subspecies on the site (Roberts Nov. 2001 ).
Vegetation Types: Native plant communities on the HDCP project site include, CSS,
southern coastal bluff scrub, southern mixed chaparral, and disturbed southern
needlegrass grassland. In addition there are disturbed areas and ornamental plantings
(Table 3).
Table 3. Dana Point Vegetation Types and Acreages (Based on Figure 4.3.1 HDCP EIR)
Vegetation Type

Acreage

Southern coastal bluff scrub

3.34
48.07
2.33
.61
2.69
1.65
1.28
46.79
3.21
5.22
6.11

css

Disturbed CSS
Maritime succulent scrub
Southern mixed chaparral
Disturbed needlegrass
Non-native grassland
Developed/ornamental
Disturbedlruderal
Sandy beach
Rocky intertidal/ bluff face

Southern coastal bluff scrub is composed of prostrate woody and /or succulent plants
that are found on the cliffs, ridgelines, and bluffs adjacent to the ocean on the western
and southern edges of the project site. Common species observed in this plant
community include lemonadeberry (Rhus integrifolia), coastal cholla (Opuntia prolifera),
dudleya (Dudleya sp.), bladderpod (lsomeris arborea), California encelia (Encelia
califomica), California sagebrush (Artemesia califomica), bluff buckwheat (Eriogonum
parvifolium}, and coyote bush (Baccharis pilularis). Special status plant specie~p~-----
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observed in this community included cliff spurge (CNPS List 2), California box-thorn
(CNPS List 4), and Coulter's saltbush (CNPS List 1B).
Development along the Southern California coastline has reduced this geographically
restricted plant community throughout its range (URS 2001 ). Southern coastal bluff
scrub is generally recognized as a rare plant community (e.g., Holland 1986, CNDDB
2002). Dana Point is specifically mentioned in the Holland (1986) vegetation
classification system as an example of a site where this rare plant community occurs.
Coastal bluff scrub is rare and performs the important function as habitat for special
status species. In addition, this vegetation community is easily disturbed. Therefore,
coastal bluff scrub meets the definition of ESHA pursuant to the Coastal Act.
Diegan coastal sage scrub is composed of low soft woody subshrubs that are about 1
meter in height. Many of the shrubs in this community are drought-deciduous. Diegan
CSS is the predominant native vegetation type in the undeveloped coastal portions of
Orange County (Beauchamp 1993). This plant community is typically found on dry
sites, such as steep, south facing slopes. Common plant species observed in this
community include California sagebrush, flat-topped buckwheat (Eriogonum
fasciculatum), monkeyflower (Mimulus aurantiacus), California encelia, goldenbush
(lsocoma menziesil), coastal prickly pear (Opuntia littoralis), lemonadeberry, and coyote
bush.
Special status species documented in this community on-site include California
gnatcatcher (Federally threatened), cactus wren (species of special concern), pacific
pocket mouse (Federally endangered), orange-throated whiptail (species of special
concern), Blochman's dudleya (CNPS list 1B), golden rayed pentachaeta (CNPS List 4),
Palmer's grappling hook (CNPS List 4), California groundsel (CNPS List 2), Coulter's
saltbush, western dichondra (CNPS List 4), Nutall's scrub oak (CNPS List 1B),
California box thorn (CNPS List 4), and prostrate spineflower (species of local concern).
The FEIR for the HDCP states, "CSS is considered sensitive by CNPS, CDFG and
USFWS ... Impacts on CSS are considered significant since this habitat is ranked as
'very threatened' on the CNDDB. CSS is of particular importance in Southern California
because it provides habitat for federally threatened coastal California gnatcatcher ....
Additional evidence of the decline of this once common habitat is the growing number of
declining plant and animal species dependent upon it." Holland (1986) identifies this
plant community as "high inventory priority."
It is probably universally accepted among specialists that CSS is easily degraded and in
fact, has been destroyed by development over large areas of the state (Westman 1981 ).
About 2.5% of California's land area was once occupied by CSS. In 1981, it was
estimated that 85% to 90% of the habitat type had been destroyed statewide and, in
1991, it was estimated that San Diego, Orange, and Riverside counties had lost 66% of
their CSS (Westman 1981). Current losses are higher and losses in the coastal zone
have undoubtedly been much higher. Compared to its natural distribution and
abundance, CSS is in decline and it is in decline because it has been destroyec·.,...~~¥<·H-IB-IT_#___b__
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human activities. Unfortunately, this habitat type occupies shallow slopes on lower
elevations of coastal mountain ranges and these areas are understandably prized for
development.
The CSS habitat on-site that supports rare species and species of limited distribution, is
rare and especially valuable for its important role in the ecosystem, and is very easily
disturbed by urban development. It therefore qualifies as ESHA under the Coastal Act.
For purposes of our review "disturbed CSS", a vegetation community identified on maps
prepared for the FEIR, was addressed in our analysis of CSS (i.e., while there are some
areas of disturbed CSS, the value of these patches was not necessarily considered less
than that of other areas of CSS). We recognize that there is disturbance within the CSS
patch that covers the upper headland due to trespass of hikers and bikers. However, at
this site these areas cannot be separated from the functioning system. For instance,
the entire patch functions as an intact unit of gnatcatcher habitat.
There is a large contiguous patch of CSS in the southern portion of the Headlands
parcel. For purposes of our ESHA map we have identified the patch as three separate
polygons that are bisected by the road (Figure 1). There is one polygon each in the
headlands area, the hilltop area, and harbor point. The hilltop patch, which is underlain
with clay soils, hosts the highest concentration of rare plants. The headlands area,
which is underlain with sandy soil, supports the pacific pocket mouse. The entire patch
supports all but one of the resident gnatcatcher pairs.
In addition to the large contiguous stand of CSS, there are several small patches in the
strand area. CSS has persisted in the strand area where there are steep slopes and
very thin or rocky soils. CCC staff surveyed each of these patches to determine if they
meet ESHA criteria. Three CNPS List 4 plant species have been documented in the
strand area CSS patches: California box-thorn, cliff malocothrix, and woolly seablight
(Bomkamp 2002). Both the box-thorn and the seablight occur elsewhere on the
property.
The patches of CSS in the strand are fragmented and have a high edge to area ratio
limiting their habitat value. Ice plant dominates the landscape surrounding the patches.
However. the CSS patch near the northern residential enclave has been occupied by
gnatcatchers since 1991. In view of the continued gnatcatcher use, this patch meets
the definition of ESHA. Due to their small size and limited habitat value the other
patches of CSS within the strand area do not meet the definition of ESHA.
Based on CCC site visits and our review of air photos of the site, it appears that there is
a portion of previously intact CSS habitat that was adjacent to the nursery that is no
longer present. By overlaying the vegetation map that was created for the EIR (based
on an air photo from 1999) onto an air photo taken in 2000, we observed that a portion
of the patch of chaparral in the hilltop appears to have been removed during the
intervening period. However, it has been suggested by the property owners that this
change may be an artifact arising from a map registration error. This issue still needs to
,...EX-H-IB-I-T#_1_5_b__
be resolved.
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Maritime succulent scrub occurs in one small patch on the northeastern portion of the
project site. This low, open scrub community is dominated by many of the same
drought deciduous species found in the CSS community adjacent to it. However, there
is a higher proportion of cactus including coastal cholla (Opuntia prolifera) and prickly
pear (Opuntia littoralis). This plant community is considered rare by CNNDB, is easily
degraded and meets the definition of ESHA pursuant to the Coastal Act.
Southern mixed chaparral occurs in several small patches on the eastern boundary of
the project site. The dominant plant species in this community include toyon
(Heteromeles arbutifolia), laurel sumac (Ma/osma laurina) and lemonadeberry. There is
a large patch of the non-native ornamental species Hypericum canariense in the
chaparral patch in the northwest corner of the site. This is a fairly widespread plant
community and is not considered rare or especially valuable.
Disturbed needlegrass grassland occurs along the northeastern boundary of the site
near the Pacific Coast Highway. This community is characterized by a low to dense
cover of the perennial, tussock- forming, purple needlegrass (Nasella pulchra) and
foothill needlegrass (Nasella lepida). In addition, a minor component to the grassland is
vernal barley (CNPS List 3). Native and introduced annuals occur between the
perennials, often exceeding the bunchgrass in cover. Other plant species observed in
this community include native wildflowers such as, blue dicks (Dichelostemma
capitatum), golden-rayed pentachaeta (CNPS List 4 ), and common goldenstar
(Bioomeria crocea) and non-native annual grasses such as Vulpia myuros and brome
grasses (Bromus sp.). Blochman's dudleya was observed on the edge of this plant
community.

In California, native grasslands are now exceedingly rare (Noss et al 1995).
Needlegrass grassland is considered a community needing priority monitoring and
restoration by the CNDDB (Holland 1986). In Southern California, native grasslands are
not only extremely rare, they may also support a number of rare plant species (Roberts
Nov. 2002).
Grasslands in coastal California vary depending on slope, aspect, and hydrology. As
with many plant community types in California, there is a great deal of community
composition variation at local and landscape scales. It has been common practice to
assess the conservation value of a given native grassland site by recording a visual
estimate of the percent cover of perennial native grasses. Data collected from
numerous locations throughout the geographic extent of remaining coastal prairie areas
suggest that few areas contain more than 15% relative cover of all native perennial
grasses (Hayes 2002). Most of the cover in coastal prairie, as with all California
grasslands, is provided by exotic species. There are no data on the cover or extent of
native grasses prior to the advent of these species, so it is difficult to assess potential
cover for native perennial grasses at any site. The conservation value of a given
grassland site is indicated by the presence, even in low numbers and in diffuse...,.a..,tc.,.h..,e,..s..,,- - - of perennial bunchgrasses.
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In June 2003, URS Corporation biologists conducted an assessment of the perennial
grassland cover and species composition at the HDCP project site. Their data showed
that a portion of the area previously mapped as needlegrass grassland (URS
Corporation 2001) is more accurately classified as non-native grassland. Specifically,
Transect 8 had 0% native species cover and only 1 native species was observed. We
concur with the finding that this vegetation type should be reclassified from needlegrass
grassland to non-native grassland. However, URS Corps (2003) suggests that the data
from several other transects (Transects 6 and 7) show that that these areas should also
be reclassified. We do not concur with this assessment. The URS report states, "The
native perennial bunchgrass Nasella pulchra (purple needlegrass) was present in every
belt transect except for T8." While purple needlegrass may have been more abundant
in the area sampled by Transects 2 through 5 than in Transects 6 and 7, the fact that
the needlegrass is persisting in the areas of Transect 6 and 7 indicates that this area is
a part of the grassland patch even though it is more degraded than the immediately
adjacent core of the patch.
URS Corp (2003) also asserts that a portion of the polygon previously mapped as
needlegrass grassland in the FEIR is ruderal, a portion is non-native grassland, and a
portion is CSS. In the report it is stated that "No transects were conducted in the area
west of the fenceline because a visual assessment of this area confirmed that native
taxa were too sparse to classify the area as anyt~ing other than non-native grassland or
disturbed/ruderal vegetation." A quantitative assessment (visual or otherwise) would
provide adequate data for analysis. However, URS Corp. did not provide any estimates
of cover or a description of the species composition in these areas. Therefore, we are
unable to accept these changes to the vegetation map.
The presence of several species of bunchgrasses in association with native forbs
suggests that the needlegrass grassland patch on site may be remnant of original
coastal prairie. Perennial grasslands are one of the most heavily impacted native
habitats in California. Due to the rarity of this vegetation type, it's susceptibility to
disturbance, the diversity of the grassland patch on Dana Point Headlands, and the
presence of special status species, the patch of needlegrass grasslands on site meets
the definition of ESHA under the Coastal Act.
Other Habitats. There are several other upland land covers on the site that are not
sensitive. These areas are identified on the vegetation map as non-native grassland,
developed/ornamental, and disturbed/ruderal. These areas cover approximately 52
acres of the site. These land coverages primarily occur in the areas that have been
used for nursery operations, the trailer park and the hillside slope in between. These
areas do not qualify as ESHA. However, some areas adjacent to ESHA may need to be
protected in order to prevent impacts to the ESHA on site (Section 30240 (b) of the
Coastal Act). We have not attempted to identify the buffer areas necessary to prevent
impacts to ESHA on site in this memo or on the attached map. A subsequent analysis
will be necessary to address this issue.
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Summary: The project site hosts four highly threatened plant communities; coastal
bluff scrub, Diegan coastal sage scrub, maritime succulent scrub and needlegrass
grassland. These habitats are inherently rare and/or perform important ecosystem
functions at the Dana Headlands site by providing habitat for two federally listed wildlife
species and up to 13 special status plant species. As such, the site contains ESHA
pursuant to the Coastal Act.
Factors determining the location of ESHA include the presence of special status
species, gnatcatcher territories, present and historical use of the site by gnatcatchers,
and contiguity of habitat. The large contiguous patch of coastal sage scrub on the
project site as well as the coastal bluff scrub, needlegrass grassland, and maritime
succulent scrub are ESHA. In addition, the small patch of CSS adjacent to the northern
residential enclave where a breeding pair of gnatcatchers was observed in 1991 and
again in 2000 is ESHA. The boundaries of the upland ESHA on the HDCP project site
are shown in Figure 1.
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December 10, 2003
Our File Number: 03W6.084434

VIA HAND DELIVERY
Ralph Faust, Esq.
Chief Counsel
California Coastal Commission
45 Freemont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219

Re:

Dana Point LCP Amendment No. 2-02,
Headlands Development and Conservation Plan.
Strand Revetment Coastal Act Consistency

Dear Ralph:
This letter clarifies recent discussions among our client, Headlands Reserve LLC,
the City of Dana Point and the Coastal Commission staff regarding the Headlands Development
and Conservation Plan (the "HDCP"), which will amend the certified Dana Point Local Coastal
Program ("LCP"). Specifically, this letter addresses the proposed retrofit and repair of the
revetment structure located in the Strand area of the HDCP project.
Staff has indicated that, in their view, a new seawall is the only protective device
that could be placed at the Strand area consistent with the Coastal Act. We disagree with that
conclusion. Substantial evidence supports a finding that a retrofitted and repaired revetment is
not only consistent with the Coastal Act, but in fact is superior to a seawall from a coastal
resource protection perspective. We are preparing proposed Consistency Findings that
demonstrate that the retrofitted and repaired revetment would be wholly consistent with Coastal
Act policies. We respectfully request that, upon submission, these findings be included in the
package of materials presented to the Coastal Commission for their review before the January
hearing on the HDCP.
In addition, this letter addresses the following four specific issues raised by
Commissioners: (1) whether the retrofitted revetment constitutes "repair and maintenance" as
those terms are used in the Coastal Act; (2) an evaluation of Coastal Act section 30253, and its
prohibition against new development that requires coastal protective devices; (3) the precedential
effect, if any, of a finding that the proposed retrofit and repair of the Strand Revetment is "repair
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and maintenance;" and (4) a review ofthe treatment of revetments in the existing, certified Dana
Point LCP.

I.

Repair and Maintenance of the Strand Revetment

The repair and maintenance issue is particularly relevant to an analysis of a
development's consistency with the Coastal Act's policies for development within the Coastal
Zone. For example, Section 30212 requires new development to provide public coastal access
the coast, but exempts replacement of shoreline protection structures place landward of the
existing structure. Also, Section 30253 prohibits new development that in any way requires the
construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs
and cliffs. 1 Finally, Section 30235 regulates the construction of revetments and other structures
that alter natural shoreline processes. Thus, for the purposes of determining consistency with
Coastal Act policies, it is important to review the facts of the revetment retrofit and properly
characterize work to be performed as contemplated under the HDCP.
The proposed work on the existing revetment clearly falls within the category of
"repair and maintenance," as that term is used in the Coastal Act. As contemplated under the
HDCP, the existing Strand revetment will undergo the following: the rip-rap which currently
forms the revetment will be retained and restacked in an engineered configuration and where
necessary additional rip-rap will be placed to fill and bolster currently deteriorated areas. The
average height of the revetment as repaired will not exceed the revetment's current height. Only
two changes will occur: portions of the footprint of the revetment will be shifted slightly
landward (up to a maximum often feet) to create additional beach; and a lateral coastal public
accessway will be added to the top of the repaired revetment. Both ofthese elements were
incorporated into the repair design at the suggestion of the Commission staff to implement other
Coastal Act policies, including public access and recreation .. All of this work is consistent with
repair and maintenance, as opposed to construction or new development.
"Repair" and "maintenance" are common English words with clear meanings.
The latter describes actions designed to prevent a structure from becoming dilapidated, while the
former describes actions designed to restore a structure once it has deteriorated.
"Repair" can be either a verb or a noun, but either way it means the same thing:
"v.t. To restore to sound or good condition after damage, injury,
decay, etc.; mend ....

Additional analysis of the proscriptions of Section 30253, including the concept of repair and
maintenance, is provided in Parts II and III of this letter.
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n. Restoration, as after decay, waste, injury, etc." (Funk &
Wagnalls, New International Dictionary 1067 [1984].)

The same source (at p. 768) says that to "maintain" something is
simply "to keep unimpaired or in proper condition."
Black's Law Dictionary agrees, defining "repair" as:
"To mend, remedy, restore, renovate, to restore to a sound or good
state after decay, injury, dilapidation, or partial destruction." (P.
1462.)
Black's says of "maintain" that "it is variously defined as acts of
repairs and other acts to prevent a decline, lapse or cessation from
existing state or condition .... " (P. 1105.)
Based on these commonly accepted definitions, it is clear that the work to be preformed on the
Strand revetment is best characterized as repair and maintenance. A brief history of the
revetment clarifies this characterization. The Strand revetment has been in place for half a
century. It is not a "stand alone" facility, but comprises 2,240 feet of an 8,440 foot revetment
structure extending a substantial distance up the coast from the Strand Beach and protecting
Monarch Beach and Salt Creek Beach as well. Thus, the entire revetment defends the a number
of public parks, as well as the Ritz Carton Hotel, and private housing at Monarch Bay, Ritz
Cove, Niguel Shores, and existing homes on the Dana Point Headland. The Strand revetment
was repaired in 1984 because of damage caused during severe storms, with the Commission
agreeing that Section 30610 exempted that repair from any permit requirement. In ensuing
decades, parts of the revetment have slumped, and other parts no longer meet modem
engineering standards. In order to function properly, it needs additional repair. The dilapidated
structure will be retrofitted to "mend" and "remedy" structural deterioration that it has
experienced over 20 years since its most recent repair.
This conclusion is not altered by the fact that the recent HDCP proposal may
move a portion of the existing revetment landward by up to ten feet to create additional beach for
public use. This is clear when analyzed in conjunction with definitions of new development
contained in the Coastal Act. Pub. Res. Code Section 30212 expressly provides that the repair of
existing structures-including coastal protective structures-is not "new development" unless
the repair moves the structure seaward:
"(b) For purposes of this section, "new development" does not
include:

*

*

*
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"(3) Improvements to any structure which do not change the
intensity of its use, which do not increase either the floor area,
height, or bulk of the structure by more than 10 percent, which do
not block or impede public access, and which do not result in a
seaward encroachment by the structure. 2
"(4) The reconstruction or repair ofany seawall; provided,
however, that the reconstructed or repaired seawall is not seaward of
the location oftheformerstructure." (Pub. Res. Code§ 30212;
emphasis added.)
The definition of new development set out in Section 30212(b)(4) is expressly limited for the·
purposes of Section 30212 only, but it is at least infonnative, by analogy, on the interpretation of
the meaning of"new development" as used elsewhere in the Coastal Act, including Section
30253.
Subsections (b)(3) and (4) focus on repairs that do not move the structure
seaward. Thus, repairs to an existing structure that do not shift it in a seaward direction do not
constitute new development. Moreover, Subsection (4) specifically refers to "reconstruction or
repair of any seawall." It is logical to conclude that the term "seawall" was used in this context
to refer generally to coastal protective devices. In any event, Subsection (3) refers to "any
structure," such as a revetment. Read together, these provisions support the idea that a landward
movement of the revetment could be made and the project would still qualify as a repair, rather
than as new development. 3
Recently, the Commission agreed with the thrust of this analysis. In granting a
pennit for extensive repairs to a revetment along Highway 101 in Encinitas,4 the Commission
noted that the project "includes the realignment of the rock revetment in closer to Highway
2

The only arguable increase in the intensity of the use is the public access walkway to be
added to the top of the revetment. Since this is a public amenity intended to increase
public access under Section 30001.5(c), rather than a project element, it should not
disqualify the_project from the benefit of this section. The proposed repairs do not
increase the floor area, height or bulk of the structure by more than 10%. Since the
reconstruction actually improves public access, it compiles with the penultimate test in
this subsection.
It is also noteworthy that Subsection (3) talks about "improvements," not merely repairs.
Thus, the addition of the public walkway, after the repair to the revetment is completed,
is acceptable under this statute.

4

Pennit Application No. 6-02-66; dated September 11,2003, pp. 8 -11.
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101 ... ,"but concluded that this repair "does not involve the construction of a new
revetment .... " Thus, moving an existing revetment inland was held consistent with repair,
rather than being characterized as new development.
In addition, two cases address this issue. The court in Barrie v. California
Coastal Commission, 196 Cal. App. 3d 8 (1987) included language that emphasizes the validity
of this position:

"Implicit in the section 30212, subdivision (b)(4) exclusion is that
the repair or renovation is to an existing seawall which an individual
is entitled to maintain either because the individual has already
obtained a Commission permit to have a permanent seawall at that
location or because the seawall existed before the Coastal Act
became effective." (Barrie, 196 Cal. App. 3d at 20-21; emphasis
added.)
Headlands Reserve LLC has a vested right to continue the use of the revetment, because it was
actually built, completed, and used before adoption of the Coastal Act. (See Whaler's Village
Club v. California Coastal Commn., 173 Cal. App. 3d 240, 254 (1985).) Under the Coastal Act,
those whose rights vested before 1972 are treated the same as those who obtained Coastal Act
permits for their projects. (Pardee Construction Co. v. California Coastal Commn., 95
Cal.App.3d 471,478 [1979]; Pub. Res. Code§ 30608.) That is why the mere repair or
maintenance of something that is already validly permitted does not generally require a permit at
all. (Pub. Res. Code§ 30610[d].) The revetment is a validly existing coastal protective device
that Headlands Reserve LLC is entitled to repair and maintain.
One other case bears note: Union Oil Co. v. South Coast Reg. Commn., 92
Cal.App.3d 327 (1979). Union Oil deals with the statute that is now Section 30610(d) [then
Section 30610(c)], exempting from permit requirements any repairs that do not result in
"addition to, or enlargement or expansion of, the object of those repair or maintenance
activities." The facility involved there was an oil terminal berth that had been substantially
destroyed by an explosion. The explosion required a "repair" that actually replaced some three
quarters of the berth. Nonetheless, the courts held that it fit within the exemption and no permit
was required. The Court of Appeal concluded:
"The trial court found the subject activities 'will not result in an
addition to or enlargement or expansion of the Berth or related
facilities and will only result in restoring the dock to its former
capabilities.'" (92 Cal.App.3d at 331.)
The request here is the same: to restore the revetment to its former capabilities. In fact, work
performed on the revetment will be nowhere near as extensive as the 75 percent replacement
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repair discussed in Union Oil. Additionally, the Union Oil court adopted language from a
declaration filed by a State Lands Division engineer that, notwithstanding the substantial
replacement of the destroyed wharf by new construction, "the new facility ... will be
functionally the same as the original." (92 Cal. App. 3d at 331; emphasis added.) The repair
work proposed in the HDCP for the revetment satisfies this standard.
Thus, taken together and interpreted in light of existing case law and statutory
construction, the facts established in the record regarding the work to be performed at the Strand
revetment show that it is best characterized as repair and maintenance work. The relevance of
this conclusion is discussed below in the context of Section 30253.
II.

Section 30253: Minimization of Adverse Impacts

As discussed in part I of this letter, the HDCP retrofitted revetment can only be
defined as a repair and maintenance activity. Some confusion exists as to whether or not repair
and maintenance work could be simultaneously considered new development pursuant to Section
30253 of the Act. Parts II and ill of this letter analyze that issue.
Section 30253 provides:
Section 30253. New development shall:
(1) Minimize risks to life and property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire

hazard.
(2) Assure stability and structural integrity, and neither create nor contribute
significantly to erosion, geologic instability, or destruction of the site or surrounding area
or in any way require the construction of protective devices that would substantially alter
natural landforms along bluffs and cliffs.
(3) Be consistent with requirements imposed by an air pollution control district or
the State Air Resources Control Board as to each particular development.
(4) Minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles traveled.
(5) Where appropriate, protect special communities and neighborhoods which,
because of their unique characteristics, are popular visitor destination points for
recreational uses.

Section 30253 sets out Coastal Act policy for new development in the coastal zone, particularly
as that development may negatively impact the coast, for example by requiring shoreline
protective devices that are destructive to coastal resourc;es. In pertinent part, the Section requires
that "new development" shall not in any way require the "construction of protective devices that
would substantially alter natura/landforms along bluffs and cliffs." (Emphasis added.) Again,
the work contemplated for the revetment is most properly characterized as repair and
maintenance for purposes of a Section 30253 analysis.
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A.

New Development.

The Commission's staff has taken the preliminary position that any change in the
existing revetment would be "new development," rather than "repair or maintenance," thus
requiring full compliance with all standards for such development. This position is contradicted
by the plain meaning of the provisions of Section 30253. First, the revetment already exists; it
will not be "new." Second, the existing revetment is plainly in disrepair. The current plan calls
for the existing structure to be fixed, and all of its materials reused, to restore it to sound
condition. By no stretch oflanguage can that be considered anything but "repair and
maintenance." Section 30253 must be read in conjunction with Section 30212.
The Barrie court, as noted above, observed that "implicit in the Section 30212,
subdivision (b)(4) exclusion is that the repair or renovation is to an existing seawall which an
individual is entitled to maintain either because the individual has already obtained a
Commission permit to have a permanent seawall at that location or because the seawall existed
before the Coastal Act became effective." (196 Cal.App.3d at 20·21.) In this case, the revetment
has been in place since the mid· fifties, predating the Coastal Act by 20 years. The Strand
revetment was also the subject ofthe aforementioned repair, as reviewed and analyzed by the
Commission staff, in 1983. Accordingly, the proposed reconstruction is much more akin to that
described by the Barrie court as "repair and maintenance" under Section 30212 (b)(4), rather
than new development for the purposes of Section 30253.
Staffs position also is contrary to other provisions of the Coastal Act, which
describe repair and maintenance as being different from new development and subject to
different rules. Thus, generally, repairs and maintenance are set aside as taking place without the
need for a coastal development permit:
"Notwithstanding any other provision of this division, no coastal
development permit shall be required pursuant to this chapter for
the following types of development and in the following areas:

*

*

*

"(d) Repair or maintenance activities that do not result in an
addition to, or enlargement or expansion of, the object of those
repair or maintenance activities .... " (Pub. Res. Code § 3061 0[ d].)
The proposed work on the revetment comports with this approach: it does not add to, enlarge, or
expand the existing revetment. The repaired structure will be the same length and average height
after the work as before. Its footprint is subject to minimal change. A public walkway will be
constructed on top of the repaired revetment, which was incorporated into the design at the
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request of the Commission's staff. The addition of the public accessway benefits the general
public by expanding access along the shore in accord with Section 3000 1.5(c).
Recently, the Commission undertook the exact same type of analysis when
considering another revetment permit. In September 2003, the Commission unanimously
approved a CDP to repair and retrofit an existing revetment in Encinitas. 5 The scale of the two
repaired revetments is similar (the Strand revetment reconstruction is 2,100 feet, the Encinitas
reconstruction was 2,500 feet), with the Encinitas revetment being 400 feet longer and an
average of 1 foot higher. However, a number of different conditions surround the two projects.
While the Strand revetment was legally built before the Coastal Act, and legally
repaired thereafter, the Encinitas revetment, although legally built before the Coastal Act, had'
800 tons of rip-rap added illegally in 1998. While the Strand revetment was subject to 14
technical studies and a full CEQA analysis (Certified Final EIR) and found to have no adverse
impact on coastal processes, the Encinitas revetment underwent no study, so the impact of the
repair project on coastal processes is unknown. In addition, while the Strand Beach area has
been empirically demonstrated to be in a state of dynamic equilibrium (i.e., the repaired Strand
revetment will have no measurable impact on existing beach width cycles, shoreline processes,
nor will it effect sand supply), the Encinitas area is not. The beach there is eroding. In light of
all the facts, the Commission issued a repair permit for the Encinitas revetment. Compared to
the Encinitas revetment, the attendant circumstances of the Strand revetment are much more
compelling that it is most properly categorized and permitted as a repair.
When interpreted in light of existing case law and statutory construction, the facts
established in the record regarding the work to be performed at the Strand revetment show that it
is best characterized as repair and maintenance work.

III.

Shoreline Protective Devices that Substantially Alter Natural Landforms Around
Bluffs and Cliffs

Even assuming, for the sake of argument, that the Strand revetment retrofit was
considered new development, the entirety of section 30253 must be considered. Section
30253(2) of the Coastal Act prohibits new development from being designed such that it would
require "construction of shoreline protective devices that would substantially alter natural
landforms along bluffs and cliffs." (Emphasis added.) The repaired revetment should not be
considered to be prohibited under this provision since the revetment will not, substantially or
otherwise, alter natural landforms along bluffs and cliffs, as discussed below.
The Strand revetment and adjacent area lack both of the substantive requirements
plainly described in Section 30253(2): there are no natural landforms left at the Strand, and there
5

See Footnote 4, above.
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are neither bluffs or cliffs present there. The heavy excavation and grading that was done
decades ago to prepare pads for the old mobile home park, which consisted of approximately
435,000 cubic yards of cut and fill, left virtually nothing in its natural state. The area now
contains nearly two miles of neglected roads, dilapidated foundation pads for 90 mobile homes,
five community buildings, retaining walls, storm drains, water pipes, and other utilities. The
Strand is not a "natural landform" by any definition. Moreover, a gentle 5:1 slope from the
upper portion of the Strand to the ocean cannot be said to meet any definition of "bluff' or
"cliff," both of which partake of a steepness that is missing at the Strand area. The repaired
Strand revetment will replace the existing revetment structure, which has been present since the
1950s. Any substantial landform alteration that could have theoretically taken place occurred
approximately 50 years ago, and the HDCP repaired revetment will not cause any further
alteration. Thus, the lack of natural landforms, including the lack of bluff or cliff features in the
Strand area, coupled with the salient fact that the revetment currently exists, make it impossible
for the repaired revetment to create the type of impacts prohibited by Section 30253(2). While
both of the substantive conditions must be present to be subject to this Section, i.e., the natural
landform and the bluff/cliffs, the proposed revetment must further result in a significant
alteration. Even assuming it were classified as new development, an existing revetment. that is
replaced by an identically dimensioned facility cannot logically be construed as creating a
"significant alteration" to the adjacent area. It is simply replacing what already exists.
Accordingly, the repaired revetment can be found to be consistent with this provision of the
Coastal Act, even if it is misclassified as new construction. Furthermore, such a finding will not
create a precedent, as discussed below.

IV.

Precedential Effect of Permitting the Retrofitted and Repaired Revetment

As previously noted in our letter to you dated November 11, 2002, there would be
virtually no precedential effect of approving a retrofitted and repaired revetment given the
unique circumstances of the revetment and the Strand area. The unique nature of the Strand area
and revetment includes the following: (1) the Strand revetment is an existing and important part
of an integrated 8,440 foot revetment system serving the south Orange County coast, which
protects existing on-site and neighboring development; (2) the beaches protected by the
integrated revetment system have been technically studied and found to be in a state of dynamic
equilibrium; Monarch Beach, Salt Creek Beach and Strand Beach have also been determined to
be among the highest wave energy beaches in southern California, thus requiring vigilantly
maintained protective devices; (3) the landforms adjacent to the existing revetment cannot be
classified as natural due to the extensive development that occurred over the past 50 years, nor
can they be defined as bluffs or cliffs; (4) the retrofitted revetment has been determined by the
California Department ofFish and Game ("CDFG") as the "least environmentally damaging
alternative," 6 and necessary to protect adjacent marine resources; (5) the privately owned 5.2
6

Larson, 2003.
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acre Strand Beach, with an average width of96 feet, will be dedicated for public recreation,
more than offsetting any potential ''passive erosion"; 7 (6) the Certified LCP for the Headlands
property designates high density residential development (6.5-18 dulac) on approximately 1/3 of
the Strand, immediately behind and protected by the revetment, and a number of Coastal Act
policies will only be implemented if the Strand revetment is retrofitted. These unique
circumstance are detailed as follows.
First, the existing Strand Revetment constitutes the only non-retrofitted portion of
a much larger integrated revetment system protecting significant existing development. The
adjacent Niguel Shores revetment was reconstructed in 19848, including an expansion seaward of
approximately 8-feet onto Niguel Shores Beach. As mitigation for the 8-foot loss ofbeach, the
·
Coastal Commission required that an 8-foot wide walkway be added along the top ofthe
revetment. In 1985-1986,9 a new revetment for the nearby Ritz Cove area was constructed as
part of the development of the Ritz Cove site, which had previously undergone extensive grading
in the mid-1970's. The Ritz Cove revetment was constructed to protect the shorefront slope
below new residential home sites. Since the prior grading had previously altered the area's
natural landform, the construction of the new revetment was approved by the Commission and
deemed to be consistent with §30253. 10
To maintain the integrity of the regional system, the Strand revetment must be
repaired. The continued deterioration of the existing Strand Revetment may lead to flanking
erosion on adjoining properties and unstable shorefront slope conditions on-site, placing existing
development and uses in jeopardy. Several existing structures-including the County of Orange
emergency vehicle and pedestrian beach access ramp, an adjacent County public beach access
stairway, a permanent lifeguard tower, and a regional 30" County storm drain-lie immediately
north of the Strand Beach area, directly bordering the HDCP site. Numerous private residential
structures and a sewer pump station that serves approximately 526 existing homes are also
located directly adjacent to these public improvements. This existing development depends on
the integrated revetment system, including the Strand portion, for protection from erosionary
instability. Thus, the presence ofthe Strand revetment, and its necessity to protect existing
development, limits the precedential effect of approving the retrofitted and repaired revetment.

7

In a recent meeting, staff agreed with Noble Consultants' estimate that the loss of beach
due to passive erosion over the economic life of the project (75 years) would amount to
no more than six feet.

8

COP No. 5-86-109.

9

CPO No. 5-85-94 (Type I Permit).

10

There is no strict prohibition against new shorefront protection for new development in
§30253, as long as natural landforms along bluffs and cliffs are not significantly altered.
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Second, a retrofitted and repaired revetment is necessary to protect Strand Beach
11
and has been determined to be the least environmentally damaging alternative by CDFG.
Strand Beach, Monarch Beach, Salt Creek Beach and Niguel Shores Beach, are all backed by
existing revetments within a mini-littoral cell that has reached a state of dynamic equilibrium,
i.e., the proposed retrofit and repair will produce no measurable change in existing beach width
cycles, shoreline processes or sand supply. Thus, inflows and outflows of beach sediment within
the mini-littoral cell are currently balanced. However, high wave energies persistent in this
portion of the coast and will continue to deteriorate the Strand revetment, eventually contributing
to its failure. Failure will cause increased levels of erosion from the Strand area that would
likely upset the current equilibrium of the mini-littoral cell. In turn, the addition of new
sediments (most of which are fines, not beach sand) into the mini-littoral cell have been analyzed
and determined to create detrimental impacts to offshore marine resources and contribute to
shoaling in Dana Point Harbor. Also, dislodged rip-rap stone on Strand Beach would potentially
impact coastal access and public safety. The retrofitted and repaired revetment is will prevent
such impacts.
Third, approving the revetment repair will not hinder the Commission's ability to
protect natural coastal landforms in other locations from potential impacts of shoreline protective
devices. Any natural bluff features or other landforms that may have existed before the Strand
area was developed in the 1950's have been eliminated through the extensive development and
use of the site as a 90-unit mobile home park for 50 years. In fact, the only remaining natural
coastal landform in the Strand area is Strand beach. This is unlike other areas of the coast where
pristine or slightly altered natural landforms along bluffs and cliffs remain, or have been altered
and can be restored or protected. Thus, the unique, narrow circumstances associated with Strand
revetment limit its precedential effect, and would not constrain the Commission's efforts to
protect natural landforms elsewhere on the coast.
Fourth, the retrofitted and repaired revetment is necessary to protect water quality
and the adjacent marine resources. As indicated earlier, the existing revetment is increasingly
vulnerable to failure due to its deteriorating condition and the extraordinarily high levels of wave
energy persistent in this section ofthe coast. Further deterioration and eventual failure of the
revetment will lead to increased erosion of fine sediments in the Strand area. This erosion has
the potential to negatively impact the sensitive coastal ecosystems of the Niguel and Dana Point
Marine Life Refuges, which lie just offshore of the Strand. Studies by Jenkins and MBC
Applied Environmental Sciences conclude that a sediment plume resulting from erosion of the
Strand shorefront slopes would negatively impact the offshore kelp beds and the sea life
dependent on them. In his August 7, 2003 memo to the California Coastal Commission, Eric
Larson, Bays and Estuaries Ecosystem Coordinator for the California Department ofFish and
II

CDFG analyzed a number of alternative shoreline protection measures, including a "norevetment" alternative.
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Game, stated that the retrofitted revetment would be the least environmentally damaging
alternative and any alternative that inadvertently adds sand, fine sediments, and or/increases
turbidity would result in a take of plants and animals in the area, which is expressly prohibited.
The retrofitted and repaired revetment will continue to maintain existing shoreline processes and
minimize the potential for erosion, thereby continuing to maintain the integrity of these Refuges.
Fifth, the dedication of the 5.2-acre private Strand Beach to the County of Orange
as a permanent public park offsets any potential "passive erosion" that may hypothetically occur
over the 75-year economic life ofthe facility. In previous examples of revetment repair
approvals, the Commission staffhave established a 10-foot easement over a private beach as a
sufficient exaction when recommending approval of a revetment repair. The HDCP proposes to
dedicate the entire private Strand Beach, which averages 96 feet in width to the mean high tide,
in conjunction with the proposed revetment repair. Thus, rather than creating a precedent, the
HDCP revetment retrofit exceeds the setback and dedication standards and requirements as
previously established by the Commission.
Finally, under the proposed LCP amendment, the HDCP replaces the underlying
Dana Point LCP with a plan that creates significantly more public open space, parks, trails,
coastal access, and recreation than would otherwise be required. These public benefits are
directly dependent upon the Strand revetment functioning, and will only be realized if the retrofit
is approved. Also, the certified LCP currently designates development in the Strand area that is
dependent upon the Strand revetment. As explicitly provided for in the Dana Point LCP Land
Use Plan, 113 of the Strand area is designated for High-Density Residential development (6.518.0 units/ac.). Such development, as illustrated in the certified LUP, is clearly dependent on the
continued use and protection of the Strand revetment. Finally, the HDCP will remove
dilapidated and unsightly pre-Coastal Act development from the coastline and redevelop this
area of the site while simultaneously improving existing water quality conditions, public vertical
and lateral coastal access, geologic stability, visual aesthetics, public recreation, and public
safety standards. If the owner's act of removing pre-existing unsightly development results in the
Commission viewing the site as open and undeveloped, then other property owners considering
similar removals will be discouraged from proceeding. This would likely lead to the retention of
blighted pre-Coastal Act development, which obviates the water quality, access, recreation, and
safety goals of coastal preservation.
Thus, the extent and significance of the impacts to existing development, the low
restoration value ofthe site, and its high protection value for coastal access and adjacent marine
resources, make the Strand area development and revetment of little precedential value. The
unique circumstances associated with this site, as well as the actual repair activities that are being
proposed, ensure that the Commission's long-tenn goals and objectives for protection of the
coast will not be adversely affected.
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V.

Discussion of the Revetment in the Certified Dana Point LCP

The City of Dana Point in the certified Dana Point LCP, as codified in the City of
Dana Point Zoning Ordinance, covering the Strand area, discusses placement and repair of
revetments. The LCP addresses revetments generally in a context similar to the discussion set
out in Coastal Act Section 30212 and Commission Regulation Sections 13252-53 [actions that
will or will not require coastal development permits]. Section 9.69.040 of the Zoning Ordinance
states:
The types of development listed below are exempt from the
requirement to obtain a Coastal Development Permit.

*

*

*

(d) Repair or maintenance activities that do not result in an
addition to, or enlargement or expansion of, the object of such
repair or maintenance activities, except the following types of
development which are not exempt:
( 1) Repair or maintenance of a seawall, revetment ... or similar
shoreline work which involves one or more of the following;
(2) The placement, whether temporary or permanent, of rip-rap, or
artificial berms of sand, or any other form of solid material on a
beach ....
(3) The replacement of twenty percent or more of the materials of
an existing structure with materials of a different kind.
(4) The presence, whether temporary or permanent, of mechanized
construction equipment or construction materials on any sand area
or bluff within twenty feet of coastal waters or streams.
This section, like Section 30212 of the Act, governs whether particular repair and
maintenance work requires a pennit. Additionally, in the certified Dana Point LCP Land Use
Plan, approximately one-third of the HDCP Strand area is designated for High Density
Residential land use (allowing 6.5 to 18 units per acre). This designated residential area is
further depicted as directly adjacent to and subsequently reliant upon the existing Strand
revetment. In fact, the footprint of the certified Residential land use in the Strand area is
identical to the footprint of the old mobile home park, for which the revetment was constructed
approximately 50 years ago. Thus, the Commission has previously contemplated and authorized
development conditions whereby the revetment would be required to be repaired and maintained.
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As such, the analysis previously detailed in this letter on pp. 3-5 is also applicable herein. While
the repaired revetment may or may not require a pennit, given the circumstances set out in the
record, granting of a pennit for repair work is not inconsistent with previous Commission
detenninations, such as in the Encinitas case, and, in fact, would be consistent with past actions
and approvals of the Commission related to the specific site. In sum, such actions would not set
a precedent.

VI.

Conclusion

In summary, the work contemplated for the Strand revetment under the HDCP is
best defined as repair and maintenance. This repair is not analogous to new development as that
term is used in Section 30253, and the repair work does not violate the prohibitions against
alteration of coastal naturallandfonns set out in Section 30253. Finally, the unique facts
attendant to the Strand revetment ensures that the contemplated retrofit will not create a
precedential action. Please do not hesitate to call if you have any additional questions or ifl may
be of further assistance.

for SHEPPARD, MULLIN, RICHTER & HAMPTON LLP
W02-SF:SAF\61394892.8

cc:

Sanford Edward, Headlands Reserve LLC
Doug Chotkevys, City Manager, City of Dana Point
Alex Helperin, California Coastal Commission
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LAW

December 11, 2003
Our File Number: 03W6-084434

VIA FACSIMILE AND FIRST CLASS MAIL
Alex Helperin, Esq.
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105
Re:

Headlands Project/ Dana Point LCP Amendment

Dear Mr. Helperin:
We represent Headlands Reserve LLC ("Headlands") in connection with the
proposed Headlands development project. Although we believe that the Headlands LCP
amendment is consistent with the Coastal Act without resorting to balancing, Executive Director
Peter Douglas has requested that we communicate to you our review of the staffs balancing
analysis, contained on pages 69-72 of the September 22, 2003 staff report for the Dana Point
Local Coastal Program Amendment 2-02 in the event that the staff decides that the project is
acceptable but wishes to use the balancing provisions of the Act to deal with any remaining
concerns they may have.
In the report and recommendation, staff articulates two possible approaches for
evaluating whether balancing is appropriate in this case, which I paraphrase as follows:
(1)

Balancing pursuant to sections 30200(b) and 30007.5 of the Coastal Act can be invoked
when there is a direct conflict among Chapter 3 policies.

(2)

Balancing can occur when a proposal, although inconsistent with some Chapter 3
policies, would advance resource protection as required by other policies to such an
extent that it would be inconsistent to deny it, thus presenting a conflict that could be
approved through the use of balancing.

We agree that staff insightfully articulated the overall legal and analytical construct for
evaluating these issues. Headlands appreciates the time, effort and work that staff has obviously
devoted to these issues.
We note that case law has confirmed the Coastal Commission's ability to employ
a balancing analysis under§ 30007.5. In Bolsa Chica Land Trust v. California Coastal
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Commission [(1999) 71 Cal. App. 4th 493, 509], the court observed that "under§ 30007.5, the
Commission could resolve ... conflicting policy interests by favoring [one Coastal Act policy
over another]." See also Sierra Club v. California Coastal Commission ("Batiquitos Lagoon")
(1993) 19 Cal. App. 4th 547, 550. Thus, under the balancing provisions of§ 30007.5, the
Coastal Commission has the authority to take into account conflicting Coastal Act policies when
approving a permit or coastal program amendment.
Working within this analytical framework, Headlands believes that the proposed
modified project can be approved through either balancing approach articulated by staff. A
direct conflicts exist either with the original proposal or a modified proposal. To assist the
Commission and staff in that process, this letter discusses some ofthe conflicts that exist and
ways in which those conflicts are balanced by approving the project.
1.

Direct Conflicts Resulting From the Original Project Proposal

We agree that the Commission can balance direct conflicts between Coastal Act
policies as discussed in Bolsa Chica and Batiquitos Lagoon. While there is no need in this letter
to review every potential direct conflict in Coastal Act policies, the following are examples of
how that analysis may be used on this project.
a.

Strand Area Revetment Repair

Although we maintain that the revetment work should be considered repair and
maintenance and is consistent with the Coastal Act, 1 the repaired revetment in the Strand area
has been described by the staff as inconsistent with Coastal Act policies on protection of coastal
natural landforms and scenic and visual qualities ofthe coast. Assuming that the repaired
revetment conflicts with these policies of the Coastal Act, a direct conflict is present due to the
Coastal Act policies that will be furthered by the repaired revetment. First, the repaired
revetment would replace an existing revetment that is undersized and in a state of continued
deterioration. Were this revetment to fail- which is unavoidable without a repair- the Strand
area protected by the revetment would suffer massive erosion. Allowing this erosion, and its
concomitant impacts to Strand Beach and the adjacent Marine Wildlife Refuges, is inconsistent
with the resource protection policies of the Coastal Act. The revetment fulfills resource
protection policies of the Act, though it may be inconsistent with landform alteration and visual
enhancement policies of the Act. This direct conflict may be resolved through balancing, and
determining which is more protective of coastal resources.
Additionally, loss of the existing revetment would create unsafe conditions at
Strand Beach thereby inhibiting public access and public recreation in the area. This is
See Letter to Ralph Faust from Sheppard, Mullin, Richter and Hampton, December 10,
2003.
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inconsistent with maximum coastal public access and recreation policies of the Act. The
repaired revetment would not only maintain safe conditions along Strand Beach, but it would
also support four additional public accessways to the coast. Thus, the repaired revetment fulfills
the maximum public access and recreation policies of the Act, though it may be inconsistent with
landform alteration and visual enhancement policies ofthe Act. This direct conflict maybe
resolved through balancing.
Finally, loss of the existing revetment would create geologic instability affecting
existing on- and off-site development. This is inconsistent with the stability policies of the
Coastal Act. The deteriorated revetment is part of a larger revetment system protecting existing
development along a 8,840 foot portion of the central Orange County coast. Were the revetment
to fail, flanking erosion would destabilize underlying geology supporting existing development
on-site, and immediately north of the Strand area. The repaired revetment would maintain
stability in these areas and continue to provide protection for existing development as part of the
8,840 foot revetment system. Thus, the repaired revetment fulfills the stability policies of the
Coastal Act, though it may be inconsistent with landform alteration and visual enhancement
policies of the Act. This conflict between Coastal Act policies can be resolved through
balancing.

b.

Seaside Inn and Sensitive Habitats

Another example of direct conflict may be the location of the Seaside Inn, which
has been described by staff as inconsistent with the sensitive habitat protection policies of the
Coastal Act. Assuming the location of the Inn conflicts with these policies, a direct conflict
exists due to the Coastal Act policies that will be furthered by the location of the Inn. The Inn in
its current location is a key part of the water quality improvement infrastructure to be established
at the Headlands. In particular, the Inn is key to water quality protection measures designed to
protect Baby Beach and Dana Point Harbor from non-point source polluted stormwater runoff
that currently flows untreated into these areas. This is inconsistent with the coastal water quality
and marine resources protection policies of the Act. The Inn and associated water quality
infrastructure protects and enhances coastal water quality and protects adjacent marine resources,
in furtherance of these Coastal Act policies, though it may be inconsistent with the sensitive
habitat protection policies of the Act. This direct conflict may be resolved through balancing,
and determining which is more protective of coastal resources.
Additionally, the lack of public recreation opportunities currently present on the
Headlands site is in conflict with the maximum public coastal recreation policies of the Coastal
Act. The Seaside Inn would create coastal visitor recreation opportunities where few currently
exist, in furtherance of the recreation policies of the Act. Thus, though it may conflict with the
sensitive habitat protection goals ofthe Act, the Inn would further the recreation policies,
creating a conflict between the two. This conflict may be resolved though balancing.
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These are just two examples of how direct conflicts between Coastal Act policies
may occur in the proposed LCP amendment. Additional examples were cited in the City of Dana
Point's Consistency Findings, submitted to the Commission on October 1, 2003. According to
Bolsa Chica, the Commission is empowered by the Coastal Act to resolve these conflicts
according to the balancing provisions of the Act.
2.

Conflicts Caused By Resource Protections That Would Be Lost If The Modified Project
Is Not Approved

a.
The second type of conflict is raised by the existence of an approved Local
Coastal Program over most of the Headlands site that is significantly denser and lacking in many
of the ainenities and coastal resource enhancements provided by the current proposed project. It
is unnecessary in this letter to review the many policies ofthe Coastal Act that support
development pursuant to an approved LCP. Failure to approve the current proposal could allow
development to proceed that is less protective of coastal resources than the proposed LCP
amendment. For example, the Proposed HDCP amendment has significantly reduced the scale,
density, intensity, and footprint of allowable development previously certified in the Dana Point
LCP, will protect and preserve existing significant landforms on the site and will allow public
access and views of and from these landforms, including enhancements to Strand Beach. Many
other improvements to the existing approved LCP exist.
b.
In addition this type of conflict is raised by the multiple policies in the Act
encourage that and often require enhancement of specific coastal resources. For example, to just
list some of the coastal resource enhancements that would be lost were the proposal to be denied
are:
(1)

Public Access. The Revised HDCP maximizes public coastal access in an
area where none exists, appropriately distributes public facilities and
parking, encourages lower cost visitor and recreational facilities, creates
circulation routes that promote alternative access to the coast, and requires
the creation of additional, publicly accessible beach area via the repaired
revetment.

(2)

Recreation. The Revised HDCP provides diverse public coastal
recreational opportunities, including water-oriented activities, broadened
public beach area, educational venues, such as historic and nature
interpretation, hiking, biking, jogging, etc., and other activities associated
with the unique features of the Headlands site.

(3)

Marine Environment. The Revised HDCP will establish a comprehensive,
state-of-the-art water quality and stormwater treatment program that treats
all of the on-site development runoff, as well as 30 acres of existing off-
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site, commercial and residential development. Currently, all such impacts
in this area enter the Pacific Ocean and Dana Point Harbor untreated.
Additionally, the Revised HDCP requires that the repaired Strand
revetment be shaped so as to increase beach width, thereby enhancing a
marine resource. The Revised HDCP will maintain, enhance and where
feasible restore impacted marine resources and water quality.
Thus, failure to approve the Proposed HDCP amendment, thereby maintaining the
existing LCP, or forgoing the enhancements to coastal resources would be unconscionable in
light of the multiple Coastal Act policies advanced by the Revised HDCP. As discussed above,
the Proposed HDCP amendment advances coastal development, habitat protection, marine
resource protection, public access and recreation policies of Chapter 3, where these policies are
insufficiently addressed by the existing LCP. Denial ofthe Revised HDCP would forfeit an
opportunity to fulfill the Commission's duty to advance these multiple provisions of Chapter 3,
even though there may be perceived inconsistencies with Chapter 3 policies presented by the
Revised HDCP. These conflicts could be resolved under the balancing provisions of the Act.
As indicated in Tom Roth's voicemail to you, we will call this morning,
December 11, 2003 to discuss these issues. We will confirm the time and provide you with a
dial-in number and access code for the telephone conference.

We look forward to speaking with you.

for SHEPPARD, MULLIN, RICHTER & HAMPTON LLP
W02-SF:FKn61395357.1

cc:

Sanford Edward, Headlands Reserve, LLC
Doug Chotkevys, City Manager, City of Dana Point
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Exhibit 21 b
Letters in Opposition to
City-Proposed Plan
(Rec'd Since October
2003 Hearing)

Dan Bianca
34407 Green Lantern
Dana Point, Ca 92629
December 1, 2003

RECEIVE I;)

South Coast Regton

DEC

3 2003

Mike Reilly, Chairman
c/o Karl Schwing, Coastal Program Analyst
200 Oceangate, 1Oth Floor
Long Beach, CA 90802-4416
Dear Sirs:
Please read the enclosed copy of a letter that I sent to the OC Register regarding the
proposed Lighthouse on Green Lantern Street in Dana Point, CA. This proposed
lighthouse is a part of the Headlands Project that you are currenUy reviewing.
To place a lighthouse at the juncture of Green Lantern and Cove Road which is in the
middle of an ESHA and opposite a proposed 92 room hotel and restaurant would be
a major detrimental factor to our sensitive environment and would jeopardize a safe and
functional traffic circulation system on the headlands.
Please see the enclosed photos depicting the current problems at Green Lantern and
Cove Road.
Sincerely,

~&~
Dan Bianca

IT'S TIME FOR A REALITY CHECK
This letter is in response to a letter written by the president-elect of the Dana Point
Lighthouse Society. First, he and his society should realize we are living in the 21st
Century where satellite navigation and communications are commonplace. Any boater
can easily afford a GPS (satellite navigation system) for about $150 which is not
dependent on land based signals and can navigate to positions within a few feet.
The reason a lighthouse was never built on the headlands was because it wasn't" ... of
such strategic importance... " in earlier years, and never will be. Historically speaking, it
was just the pipe-dream of a failed developer.
As to practicality, LIGHTHOUSES and LORAN navigation systems began their useful
decline approximately 40 years ago and the agencies that supported them have long
ago enjoined modem day electronics for their navigation and communication needs.
As to a functional" ... private aid to navigation.", who will certify, commission, maintain
finance, and assume legal responsibilities for this lighthouse?
The reality is, the proposed lighthouse will never be sanctioned or subsidized by any
governmental agency and will at best be a "C" ticket tourist attraction. How a
lighthouse can " ... strengthen Homeland Security throughout Southern California" is
beyond me.
It appears the selected site for this lighthouse is illogical for its stated use, but to even
consider construction of a lighthouse at Green Lantern and Cove Road which is in the
middle of a Certified ESHA (Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Area) is irresponsible
and ridiculous. At this same intersection the developer plans a 92-room hotel and a
restaurant. Combine this with the three existing restaurants and the narrow two:..lane
street and it will certainly overwhelm any semblance of a safe and functional traffic
system on Green Lantern.

Dan Bianca

34407 Green Lantern
Dana Point, CA
949-496-0215
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F. L Persides
34431 Green Lantern
Dana Point, CA 92629
September 19, 2003
Mr. Mike Reilly, Chairman
California Coastal Commission
c/o Karl Schwing, Coastal Program Analyst
200 Oceangate 1Oth Floor
Long Beach, CA 90802-4416
Dear Mr. Reilly:
With your permission I would like to make a few comments regarding the
planned development of the Dana Point Headlands.
To begin with I firmly believe this undeveloped Headland is the most
ecologically sensitive land on the Southern California Coast.
The developer has made some attempt to address the importance of open
space, however there are areas that the developer has chosen to
overlook. I speak primarily of the importance of the fauna and flora habitat
located in the areas where he plans to build a hotel and lighthouse,
specifically designated areas 8 and 9 of his plan. I firmly believe it would
be an ecological disaster to allow development in this area.
I beg you to give serious consideration in preserving this area of the
Headlands for all the future generations.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Yours truly,

F.L. Persides

34431 Green Lantern
Dana Point, CA 92629
November 19, 2001
Dana Point Planning Commission
Gty Hall
Dana Point, CA 92629
Dear Commissioners:
I have several concerns regarding the proposed development of the
Headlands by LLC Reserve.
My prime concern is the amount of traffic that will be generated by
the commercial development at the end of Green Lantern and Cove Road.
Green Lantern Street was never meant to be a prime thoroughfare. The
street is only sixty feet wide. Parking, forget it. Presently traffic flows via
Cove Road to Green Lantern. The Marine Institute is enlarging which will
generate more traffic. There are two major properties designated T I R/ C
on Green Lantern that have not, as yet, been developed.
I would suggest strongly to the Commission an alternative entrance
and exit to this commercial development other than Green Lantern Street,
perhaps through an extension of Selva Road. We, the people residing at
the west end of Green Lantern, know only too well the amount of noise
and confusion generated by commercial delivery trucks.
I believe the amount of commercial development is far too extensive
as outlined by the LLC plan. The bed and breakfast hotel should stand
alone without the gift shop and restaurants.
The buffer space between residential and commercial should be a
minimum of 100 feet on Green Lantern.
I thank the Commissioners for addressing my concerns.
Yours very truly,

Frank Persides
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INTRODUCTION TO
THE LAND USE ELEMENT

The Land Use Element is a guide to the allocation of land use in the City and has major
impacts on key issues and subject areas examined in the other Elements of the Plan. For
example, all future land use within the City described in this Element will affect the
transportation system discussed in the Circulation Element, residential development
affects housing policies and programs contained in the Housing Element, and identified
recreational or open space lands represent the application of Conservation/Open Space
Element policy planning. Land use policy will also affect numerous issues in the
remaining Plan Elements, including those concerned with Economic Development, Urban
Design, Public Facilities and Growth Management, Public Safety, and Noise.
The Land Use Policy Diagram which describes future planned land uses within the City is
a primary feature of the Element. The Land Use Policy Diagram is included in this
Element and a larger version .is included in the pocket of the General Plan document
binder. The land use designations depicted on the Diagram are described in the narrative
portion of the Land Use Element.
PURPOSE OF THE LAND USE ELEMENT

The City of Dana Point represents the unification of three distinct
pre-incorporation communities - Dana Point, Monarch Beach and
Capistrano Beach. These coastal communities developed together, before
incorporation, through the efforts of local community planning groups with
guidance provided by the County of Orange. That history of strong local
involvement in the planning process, and the existence of common goals
and aspirations led to the incorporation of the City of Dana Point in 1989.
To maintain and improve the quality of Dana Point, the City will strive to
achieve Land Use desires through the implementation of the policies
contained in this Element. The goals include:
o

Establishment of a balanced, functional mixture of different types of Land
Use that are consistent with the City's long-range goals and values;

o

Quality new development or revitalization of existing development within
the City and removal of constraints that prevent these desirable changes;

o

Preservation of developed and undeveloped portions of the City which
have cultural, social and natural resource value to the City and its
citizens;

1
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o

Financially sound investment of public and private funds that effectively
supports both desirable change and preservation within the City; and

o

Reduction of loss of life, injury and property damage that might occur as
a result of natural hazards, such as flooding, seismic activity, soils
erosion and storm waves, and man-made hazards, such as unsound
construction, poor traffic patterns and roadway conditions, and
incompatibility among different land uses.

The Land Use Element promotes the achievement of these goals by
establishing clear, logical patterns and standards for future land use. The
Element does so through the use of narrative text, tables, diagrams and
mapping, and its single most important feature is the Land Use Policy
Diagram. This diagram, a copy of which is contained in the Element and in
the pocket of the General Plan document binder, indicates the location,
density and intensity of future development for all land uses city-wide.
Finally, the goals and policies contained in this Element establish a
constitutional framework for future land use planning and decision making
in the City.

SCOPE AND CONTENT OF THE ELEMENT
This Element presents the City's goals and policies regarding land use for
the long-term growth, development and revitalization of the City. The Land
Use Element contains text describing land use goals and policies, land use
descriptions, a Policy Diagram and a statistical summary of the land use
distribution illustrated on the Policy Diagram.
The Land Use/Local Coastal Element Technical Report, prepared prior to
preparation of the Land Use Element, is a supporting background
document which contains quantitative information about the distribution of
land use in Dana Point. This technical report may be updated periodically
as a means of maintaining a database of current land use conditions in the
City.

LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM
As discussed in the Introduction, the General Plan, Zoning Ordinance,
Zoning Map, and other implementing actions constitute the Local Coastal
Program (LCP) for that portion of the coastal zone within the City's
jurisdiction. The LCP includes several required components and issue
areas which relate to the subjects of several different General Plan
Elements; therefore, specific components of the LCP are distributed among
various elements of the General Plan and are individually discussed within
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their applicable Plan Element. To fully identify all components of the LCP, a
matrix is provided which cross-references LCP components/issue areas
with the supporting information included in the elements of the General Plan
and Zoning Ordinance. The portion of the Local Coastal Program
Reference Matrix that applies to the Land Use Element is provided in Table
LU-1, located at the end of the section of this Element entitled "Land Use
Element - Local Coastal Program Reference Matrix".
The Land Use Element is a major component of the LCP and consists of
"relevant portions of a local govemmenfs General Plan ... which are
sufficiently detailed to indicate the kinds, location, and intensity of land
uses, the applicable resource protection and development policies and,
where necessary, a listing of implementing actions" (Section 30108.5,
Coastal Act). The City's LCP requires certification by the Coastal
Commission.
After certification the City assumes responsibility for
administering coastal development permits in those areas of its coastal
zone that are not on submerged lands, tide lands, public trust lands, or state
universities or colleges. Development within the City's coastal zone would
then be approved only if found to be in conformity with the certified LCP.
Approximately 2,158 of the City's total 4,148 acres lie within the coastal
zone. The City's coastal zone is identified in Figure LU-1.
Identification of those portions of the Land Use Element, and other General
Plan elements which constitute components of the City's Local Coastal
Program, is provided by the inclusion of parenthetical references to the
applicable sections of the California Coastal Act. For example, a policy
statement relating to coastal visual resources will be followed by the
parenthetical reference (Coastal Act/30251) to indicate that the policy
relates to or addresses scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas as
required by that section of the California Coastal Act.

RELATED PLANS AND PROGRAMS
The scope and content of the Land Use Element is primarily governed by
the General Plan Law and Guidelines and the Planning, Zoning and
Development Laws for the state (California Government Code Sections
65000-66009). In addition, there are a number of other plans and programs
that are considered in the formulation, adoption and implementation of land
use policy. Relevant plans and programs are described in this section.
County Of Orange Zoning Ordinance and City of Dana Point Zoning
Ordinance

Following incorporation and prior to adoption of a City Zoning Ordinance,
the City elected to use the County of Orange Zoning Ordinance as an
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interim means of regulating land use. The County Zoning Ordinance was
supplemented directly by City-adopted ordinances which tailored its
application to the City of Dana Point. The City adopted its own Zoning
Code in 1993 as the primary implementation tool for the Land Use Element,
and its goals and policies. The City Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map will
be consistent with the City's General Plan and Land Use Policy Diagram.
Together, the Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map will identify specific types
of land use, intensity of use, and development and performance standards
applicable to specific areas and parcels of land within the City.

4
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Regional/Local Plans

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) is responsible
for the regional planning in Southern California. SCAG has been preparing
long-range growth and development plans for the Southern California
region since the early 1970s as part of the ongoing Development Guide
Program. This program provides a framework for coordinating local and
regional decisions regarding future growth and development. An important
component of this process is the preparation of growth forecast policies at
intervals ranging from three to five years.
The adopted growth forecast policies become the basis for SCAG's
functional plans (transportation, housing, air and water) for the region. The
population totals and growth distribution are used in planning the future
capacity of highways and transit systems, quantity and lpcation of housing,
water supply systems, and siting and sizing of sewage treatment systems.
Orange County governmental agencies have developed regional and local
facilities and service plans which affect land use policy in the City. For
example, land use policy and circulation decisions of the City are affected
by the planning and anticipated development of the San Joaquin Corridor, a
major freeway serving the southwest coastal Orange County area. In
addition to County agencies, local water and sewer service districts provide
key development supporting services; school districts offer educational
services and facilities that are essential to City families; and the local park
district provides recreational opportunities for visitors and residents alike.
Descriptions of relevant State, County and Local Agency planning are found
in the applicable General Plan Element.

vSpecific Plans/Planned Communities
Much of the City's development has been shaped by the three
pre-incorporation Specific Plans for Dana Point, Capistrano Beach, and
South Laguna, and the Planned Communities of Laguna Niguel, Dana Point
Harbor and Bear Brand. The Specific Plan and Planned Community
documents provided policy guidance and regulatory control of development
before incorporation and during the preparation of the City's General Plan
and Zoning Ordinance. The three Specific Plan documents included Local
Coastal Programs required by the California Coastal Act.
Specific Plans may also be used as a method for implementing the City's
General Plan in the future. Specific Plans are authorized by Section 65451
of the Government Code and are ·used by many cities and counties to
implement general plan policy for identified geographic subareas or
properties within their jurisdictions. Specific Plans implement general plan
policy by establishing regulations, conditions, and programs concerning the
following:
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o

Development standards and precise location for land use and facilities;

o

Standards and locations for streets, roadways, and other transportation
facilities;

o

Standards indicating population density and building intensity, and
provisions for supporting services and infrastructure;

o

Specific standards designed to address the use, development and
conservation of natural resources; and

o

Other provisions for the implementation of the General Plan.
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LAND USE ELEMENT GOALS AND POLICIES

The goals and policies contained in this element provide guidance for development of
vacant land, revitalization of existing development, and preservation of the many stable
and desirable areas within the City. The goals and policies of this element are aimed at:
o

Achieving a balanced mixture of residential, commercial, industrial, and other land
uses;

o

Achieving compatibility and enhancement among the various land use types;

o

Directing growth to maintain and improve the quality of life;

o

Preserving natural environmental resources;

o

Providing for suitable development of the Headlands;

o

Achieving enhanced development of the Town Center as a primary business district;

o

Achieving revitalization of the Doheny Village as a primary business district;

o

Providing for suitable development of Monarch Beach;

o

Protecting resident-serving land uses; and

o

Implementing state coastal resources planning and management policies.

As described earlier in this element, identification of those coastal resources planning and
management policies within the Land Use Element, which are part of the City's Local
Coastal Program, is provided by parenthetical references to the applicable sections of the
California Coastal Act.
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BALANCED DEVELOPMENT IN DANA POINT
Balancing development within the City requires the inclusion of a mixture of
different types of land use - residential, commercial, industrial, community
facilities, recreation and open space, and others.
A well-balanced
community offers a broad range of land uses organized in a desirable
pattern and intensity which enhances the overall living environment. By
providing for a balanced mixture of land uses, the City can achieve a
suitable inventory of housing to meet the needs of all income groups, a
stable commercial and employment base, recreational opportunities for
inhabitants and visitors, and acceptable public facilities and services. An
appropriate pattern and balance of land use is the key to the fiscal and
social health of the City.
The existing mix of development within the City has been shaped by
pre-incorporation planning efforts.
These previous planning efforts
generally provided an adequate balance of land uses within the City.
However, greater and more appropriate balance is achieved by increasing
the overall proportion of non-residential development, particularly in the
Town Center and Doheny Village areas. Future employment opportunities
within the City are expanded by increasing the percentage of lands
designated for industrial, office, and business use and the long-term fiscal
condition of the City is strengthened. Community facilities consist primarily
of land owned by school, water, sewer, and park and recreation districts.
Expansion of the land area designated for community facilities is necessary
to accommodate additional City facilities.

GOAL 1: Achieve a desirable mixture of land uses to meet the
residential, commercial, industrial, recreational, open space, cultural
and public service needs of the City residents.
Policy 1.1: Develop standards for building intensity, including standards for
ground coverage, setbacks, open space/landscaping, maximum dwellings
per acre, floor area ratios, size and height restrictions.
Policy 1.2: Establish maximum intensities of development for each of the
various land use categories.
Policy 1.3: Assure that land use intensities are consistent with capacities
of existing and planned public service facilities. Where existing or planned
public works facilities can accommodate only a limited amount of new
development, services to coastal dependent land use, essential public
services and basic industries vital to the economic health of the region,
state, or nation, public recreation, commercial recreation, and visitor-serving
land uses shall not be precluded by other development. (Coastal Act/30250,
30254)
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Policy 1.4: Assure that adequate recreational areas and open space are
provided as a part of new residential development to assure that the
recreational needs of new residents will not overload nearby coastal
recreation areas. (Coastal Act/30252)
Policy 1.5: Work dosely with Orange County to plan for the future
development within the Harbor Area and to assure that additional
development is compatible with existing uses and enhances the scenic,
recreational and visitor opportunities for the area. (Coastal Act/30220-224,
30233,30234,30250,30252,30255)
Policy 1.6: The development of unified or clustered commercial centers
and neighborhood commercial centers rather than continued development
of strip commercial shall be encouraged to minimize significant adverse
individual or cumulative impacts on public access. (Coastal AcV30250,
30252)
Policy 1.7: Require comprehensive analysis and mitigation for any
proposed General Plan Amendment to ensure that the amendment will
result in a desirable mixture of land uses meeting the social and fiscal
needs of the City and its residents.
Policy 1.8: The location and amount of new development should maintain
and enhance public access to the coast by facilitating the provision or
extension of transit service, providing non-automobile circulation within the
development, providing adequate parking facilities or providing substitute
means of serving the development with public transportation, and assuring
the potential for public transit for high intensity uses. (Coastal Act/30252)
Policy 1.9: New or expanded public works facilities shall be designed and
limited to accommodate needs generated by development or uses
permitted consistent with the certified local coastal program. Special
districts which include the coastal zone shall not be formed or expanded
except where assessment for, and provision of, the service would not
induce new development inconsistent with the City of Dana Point certified
local coastal program. (Coastal Act/30254)
COMPATIBILITY AND ENHANCEMENT AMONG LAND USES

As the City develops, new land uses replace existing ones and the
characteristics of individual land uses which distinguish them from one
another can also be described as differences which cause them to be
incompatible when they occur close together. For example, the traffic, night
lighting, noise, and odors associated with an otherwise successful
commercial area may be perceived as nuisances for nearby residents. An
understanding of impads which occur when different types of land use
develop close to one another leads to proper planning and positive impacts
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on surrounding land uses. The use of horizontal separation, vertical
separation of buildings and uses, landscaping, walls, and proper orientation
of buildings, lighting, and street access can avoid or minimize land conflicts
and impacts, and enhance the overall living environment.

GOAL 2: Achieve compatibility and enhance relationships among land
uses in the community.
Consider the impacts on surrounding land uses and
Policy 2.1:
infrastructure when reviewing proposals for new development. (Coastal
Act/30250)

Policy 2.2: Visitor serving commercial areas shall not intrude into existing
residential communities. (Coastal Act/30250)
Policy 2.3: Develop regulatory mechanisms to mitigate land use conflicts.
The portions of the General Plan effectively certified by the Coastal
Commission as the Land Use Plan shall take precedence over all other
General Plan elements in the area of the City within the Coastal Zone.
Policy 2.4: Encol,lrage the use of shared parking facilities, such as through
parking districts or other mechanisms, in a manner that maintains and,
where feasible, improves public access to the coast.
(Coastal
Act/30212.5/30252)
Policy 2.5: Facilities serving the commercial fishing and recreational
boating industries shall be protected and, where feasible, upgraded.
Proposed recreational boating facilities shall, where feasible, be designed
and located in such a fashion as not to interfere with the needs of the
commercial fishing industry. (Coastal Act/30234)
Policy 2.6: Increased recreational boating use of coastal waters shall be
encouraged, consistent with other provisions of the certified local coastal
program. (Coastal Act/30224)
Policy 2.7: Coastal-dependent developments, as defined in Chapter 9.75
of the Zoning Code, shall have priority over other developments on or near
the shoreline. Except as provided for in Conservation and Open Space
Element Policy 3.6, coastal-dependent developments shall not be sited in a
wetland. Coastal-related developments should be accommodated within
the closest feasible proximity to the coastal-dependent uses they support.
(Coastal Act/30255)
Policy 2.8: Coastal water areas suited for water-oriented recreation
activities shall be protected for such uses. (Coastal Act/30220)

·.. __

Policy 2.9: Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be protected
for recreational use and development unless present and foreseeable
future demand for public or commercial recreational activities that could be
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accommodated on the property is already adequately provided for in the
area. (Coastal Act/30221}
Policy 2.10:
The use of private lands suitable for visitor-serving
commercial recreational facilities designed to enhance public opportunities
for coastal recreation shall have priority over private residential, general
industrial, or general commercial development, but not over agriculture or
coastal-dependent industry. (Coastal Act/30222}
Policy 2.11: The location and amount of new development should
maintain and enhance public access to the coast by assuring that the
recreational needs of new residents will not overload nearby coastal
recreation areas through the correlation of the amount of development with
local park acquisition and development plans with the provision of onsite
recreational facilities to serve the new development. (Coastal Act/30252(6}}
Policy 2.12: Oceanfront land that is suitable for coastal dependent
aquaculture shall be protected for that use, and proposals for aquaculture
facilities located on those sites shall be given priority, except over other
coastal dependent developments or uses. (Coastal Act/30222.5)

DIRECTING GROWTH TO MAINTAIN AND IMPROVE QUALITY OF LIFE
As the City matures, additional demands will be placed on public services
and infrastructure (e.g., police, fire and recreation, and streets, water lines,
sewer lines, power lines, and others). The infrastructure system serving
Dana Point includes major components or "back bone systems" which can
provide the capacity to accommodate projected growth. The secondary
components, connecting development with the major components of the
infrastructure system, must be extended to support new development and
replacement of aging portions of the system needs to occur in the future to
maintain the present quality of services provided. Continued demand for
these public services and facilities requires adequate planning for the
financing of future improvements to ensure that the quality of City life is
maintained or improved in the future.

GOAL 3: Direct growth of the community so as to maintain and
improve the quality of life.
Policy 3.1: Require new development to contribute its share of the cost of
providing necessary public services and facilities through equitable
development fees and exactions. (Coastal Act/30250)
Policy 3.2: Coordinate Dana Poinfs land use and growth policies with the
County and other communities in the region to strengthen and promote
inte~urisdictional communication and cooperation.
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Policy 3.3: Priority should be given to those projects that provide for
coastal recreational opportunities for the public. Lower cost visitor and
recreational facilities shall be protected, encouraged, and, where feasible,
provided. Upland areas necessary to support coastal recreational uses
shall be reserved for such uses, where feasible. (Coastal Act/30213,
30222,30223)
Policy 3.4: Examine the short term and long term fiscal effects of
development and revitalization decisions.
Policy 3.5: Public facilities including parking areas or facilities shall,
wherever appropriate and feasible, be distributed throughout the coastal
zone area to mitigate against the impacts, social and otherwise, of
overcrowding and overuse by the public of any single area. (Coastal
Act/30212)
Policy 3.6: Encourage patterns of development necessary to minimize air
pollution and vehicle miles traveled. (Coastal Act/30250)

Policy 3.7: Encourage safe and convenient bicycle and pedestrian access
throughout the community. (Coastal Act/30210-212.5, 30250, 30252)
Policy 3.8: Allow increases in intensity up to the maximum floor area ratio
identified in the Land Use Element only where development projects
demonstrate exceptional design quality, important public amenities or public
benefits, or other factors that promote important goals and policies of the
General Plan.

Policy 3.9: Designate the right-of-way for Alipaz Street for Open Space
use if Alipaz Street is removed from the Master Plan of Arterial Highways in
the future.
Policy 3.10:

Consider designating vacated street rights-of-way for
Recreation/Open Space use. Any public rights-of-way which lead to
navigable waters shall not be vacated, and may be used for public
recreationaVopen space or public pedestrian purposes if not needed for
vehicular traffic. (Coastal Act/3021 0-212, 30213)

Policy 3.11: Development shall not interfere with the public's right of
access to the sea where acquired through use or legislative authorization,
including, but not limited to, the use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches
to the first line of terrestrial vegetation. (Coastal Act/30211)
Policy 3.12:

Public access from the nearest public roadway to the
shoreline and along the coast shall be provided in new development
projects except where it is inconsistent with public safety, military security
needs, or the protection of fragile coastal resources, or where adequate
access exists nearby, including access as identified on Figures UD-2 and
COS-4. (Coastal Act/30212)
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PRESERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES

Portions of the City consist of fragile coastal beaches and bluffs, hillsides,
and canyons which are sensitive to changes associated with land
development. These fragile areas provide an important sense of place and
openness. Preservation of such areas provides a physical buffer protecting
persons and improvements from natural and man-made safety hazards.
These areas also present opportunities for passive recreation, such as trails
for bicycling and hiking, which result in only minimal disruption to sensitive
lands.
In the General Plan, bluff demarcation is drawn based on a mean
estimation projected across all parcels impacted by coastal bluff areas. The
specific location of the bluff line, as it is applied to an individual parcel, will
be established consistent with existing policies and criteria in effect when
building plans are submitted.
GOAL 4: Encourage the preservation of the natural environmental
resources of the City of Dana Point.
Policy 4.1: Exclude areas designated as Open Space and areas
containing wetlands, beaches, and bluffs from the calculation of net
acreage available for determining development intensity or density
potential.
Policy 4.2: Consider the constraints of natural and man-made hazards in
determining the location, type and intensities of new development. (Coastal
Act/30240, 30253)
Policy 4.3: Public access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and public
recreational opportunities, shall be provided to the maximum extent feasible
for all the people to the coastal zone area and shoreline consistent with
public safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private
property owners, and natural resource areas from overuse. (Coastal
Act/30210)
Policy 4.4: Preserve, maintain and, where feasible, enhance and restore
marine resource areas and coastal waters. Special protection shall be
given to areas and species of special biological or economic significance.
(Coastal Act/30230)
Policy 4.5: Consider the environmental impacts of development decisions.
(CoastaiAct/30240,30241,30242,30243,30244)
Policy 4.6: Ensure land uses within designated and proposed scenic
corridors are compatible with scenic enhancement and preservation.
(Coastal Act/30251)
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Policy 4.7: Coordinate with appropriate Park, Recreation and Harbor
Agencies to enhance Open Space trails and bike paths.
(Coastal
Act/3021 0-212.5)
Policy 4.8: Encourage the reasonable regulation of signs to preserve the
character of the community. (Coastal Act/30251)
Policy 4.9: Encourage the preservation of significant natural areas as
cohesive open space.
Policy 4.10: Regulate the construction of non-recreational uses on coastal
stretches with high predicted storm wave run-up to minimize risk of life and
property damage. (Coastal Act/30253)

DEVELOPMENT OF THE HEADLANDS
The Headlands is one of the most significant land forms and undeveloped
properties in the City. The Headlands offers important opportunities for
future development and, at the same time, includes sensitive coastal bluffs
which represent substantial constraints to development. The property
provides spectacular views of the Dana Point Harbor and the coastline to its
north and south. Thus the Headlands offers a distinct opportunity to
provide a continuous open space corridor along the coast with views and
public access to the ocean, coastline and harbor. The property is large
enough to accommodate a mixture of land uses that include visitor-serving
commercial, residential, recreation, open space, and community facilities.

GOAL 5: Provide for the development of the Headlands area in a
manner that enhances the character of the City and encourages the
protection of the natural resources of the site.
Policy 5.1: Preserve the opportunity of public views from the Headlands
site to the coastal areas and the harbor areas. (Coastal Act/30251)
Policy 5.2: Require geotechnical studies to ensure geological stability in
the areas where development is to be permitted and require adequate
setbacks from the blufftop areas in accordance with those engineering
studies and adopted City regulations. (Coastal Act/30250, 30253)
Policy 5.3: Preserve natural open space in the Headlands area, especially
along the coastal bluffs, and provide open areas integrated throughout the
development. (Coastal Act/30210-212.5, 30250, 30253)
Policy 5.4: Assure that the height and scale of the development in the
Headlands are compatible with the development in the community and that
the visual impact of the development from coastal areas below the project
be minimized. (Coastal Act/30251)
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Policy 5.5: Promote the development of a mixture of land uses which may
include residential, visitor-serving commercial, recreational, open space,
and community facilities. (Coastal Act/30213, 30250)
Policy 5.6: Require that a scenic walkway be extended throughout the
Headlands and connect to other existing or proposed walkways. (Coastal
Act/30210-212)
Policy 5.7: Provide vehicular access that does not adversely impact
adjoining neighborhoods or create congestion on Pacific Coast Highway.
Policy 5.8: Provide patterns of land use and circulation in the Headlands
that enhance public and private pedestrian access and circulation within the
area. (Coastal Act/30250)
Policy 5.9: Provide extensive public trails within the Headlands area. The
system shall include access to the existing sandy beach areas and to the
visitor-serving and public places within the Headlands.
Policy 5.10: Encourage visitor-serving resort facilities and land uses of a
world-class stature.
Policy 5.11: Assure the Specific Plan for the Headlands provides buffers to
achieve a compatible and enhanced relationship to existing surrounding
land uses.
DEVELOPMENT OF THE TOWN CENTER

The Town Center area is one of the primary business districts in the City,
and is the focus of activity for visitors traveling along Pacific Coast Highway
(PCH). Although the area is segmented by the PCH couplet street system
and impacted by its vehicular traffic, the mixture of commercial retail and
service, office, and residential uses coupled with a pedestrian character and
scale can be enhanced through proper planning and the use of physical
design techniques.
The Town Center also has a strong, physical
connection with the blufftop viewpoints overlooking the Harbor at the south
ends of Amber Lantern, Violet Lantern, and Golden Lantern. Although the
Town Center is very accessible to visitors and travelers on PCH, it has a
strong connection with surrounding residential areas. In fact, the La Plaza
area is a center of neighborhood shops and services oriented toward local
needs.
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GOAL 6: Achieve development in the Town Center area that enhances
the area as a primary business district In the City.
Policy 6.1: Provide a diversity of retail office and residential land uses that
establish the Town Center as a major center of social and economic activity
in the community.
Policy 6.2: Encourage retail businesses and mixtures of land uses that
help to generate positive pedestrian activity in the area.
Policy 6.3: Establish patterns of land use and circulation that promote the
desired pedestrian character of the area.
Policy 6.4: Through effective design guidelines encourage building
designs, intensity and setbacks to be compatible with the desired scale and
character of the area. (Coastal Act/30251)
·
Policy 6.5: Develop land use and parking regulations to assure that
adequate and reasonable standards are provided.
Policy 6.6: Provide opportunities for shared parking facilities in the Town
Center, such as through the establishment of an off-street parking district.

DEVELOPMENT OF DOHENY VILLAGE
The Doheny Village represents an important gateway to the City from the
Interstate 5 Freeway. The Village needs improvements to infrastructure
and general upgrading of development within the area. Planned land uses
are expected to include a mix of new commercial, office, multi-family
residential, community facilities, and industriaVbusiness development.
Revitalization efforts could indude pedestrian-oriented streetscape and
landscaping improvements designed to unify and connect the Village's
various areas. These improvements may also provide a means of
establishing greater connection between the Village the beach and San
Juan Creek.

GOAL 7: Achieve the revitalization of the Doheny Village area as a
primary business district in the City.
Policy 7.1: Promote the Doheny Village area as a major shopping and
business center in the community.
Policy 7.2: Improve the appearance of the area through revitalization
activities such as landscape design and pedestrian amenities.
Policy 7.3: Develop design guidelines that assure that development will be
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consistent in terms of scale and character. (Coastal Act/30251)
/

Policy 7.4: Promote the development of land uses in the Doheny Village
area that provide employment opportunities for the community including
offices, marine-oriented industrial uses, and other commercial or light
industrial business activities or community facilities.
Policy 7.5:
Encourage the development of a diversity of housing
opportunities including medium density housing in the areas adjacent to the
retail areas and also as a part of mixed residential and retail or office uses.
Policy 7.6: Provide for adequate and convenient parking areas. Encourage
the provision of shared parking facilities, such as through the establishment
of a parking district.
·
Policy 7.7: Prepare a Specific Plan for revitalization of the Doheny Village
Area. The Specific Plan should involve extensive public input.
DEVELOPMENT OF MONARCH BEACH

The Monarch Beach area is indicative of development based on master
planning efforts and high quality development standards. The Ritz Carlton
Resort Hotel and an additional resort hotel site north of Pacific Coast
Highway provide focal uses in a community, which includes extensive
outdoor activities such as golf (The Links at Monarch Beach) and coastal
recreation (Salt Creek Beach Park and Dana Strand Beach). Monarch
Beach has dramatic public view corridors within the coastal Salt Creek
Basin.

GOAL 8: Provide for the development of the Monarch Beach area in a
manner that enhances the character of the City and encourages the
protection of the natural resources of that area.
Policy 8.1: Preserve the opportunity of public view corridors from Monarch
Beach area to the coast. (Coastal Act/30251)
Policy 8.2: Assure that adequate public recreational areas and public open
space are provided and maintained by the developer as part of a new
development. (Coastal Act/30210, 30213, 30240, 30251)
Policy 8.3: Assure that the height and scale of new development is
compatible with the existing areas.
Policy 8.4: Promote the development of a mixture of residential, visitorserving, and open space land uses; with an ultimate residential density cap
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of 238 dwellings, which shall not be exceeded.

Policy 8.5: Require that the pedestrian and bike trail systems be extended
throughout Monarch Beach and connected with the existing and proposed
Citywide trail system.
Policy 8.6: Maximize the provision of public trail and transit loop systems
within the Monarch Beach area. The systems shall include access to and
along the shoreline and to the visitor-serving and public places within
Monarch Beach. (Coastal Act/30210)
Policy 8.7: Encourage public access, visitor-serving and residential land
uses with a strong public component which allows the public to enjoy such
visitor-serving commercial facilities.
Policy 8.8: Salt' Creek Beach Park shall be a public park primarily oriented
to passive recreational use, with limited active recreational and educational
uses which are temporary and non-commercial in nature.
(Coastal
Act/30210, 30214).
Policy 8.9: Avoid expansion of the golf course or any other land use that
occurs at the expense of environmentally sensitive habitat, public park or
public areas. (Coastal Act/30210, 30213, 30240)
Policy 8.10:

Encourage the immediate development of visitor serving
resort facilities and land uses of a world class stature to be achieved within
fiVe years from the date of adoption of the General Plan. The resort facility
shall include a 400 or so key fiVe star resort hotel. If public open space· and
Visitor/Recreation Commercial land uses are not physically developed and
established within five years, it is the policy of the City of Dana Point to
revisit other land uses within this area and to assure the provision of open
space and Visitor/Recreation Commercial activities.

Policy 8.11: Provide for the temporary landscaping of existing graded pads
with perennial wild flowers and other vegetation to assure aesthetic
enhancement of the area, reduce soil erosion, and reinforce the ultimate
open space and landscaped resort character of the area.

Policy 8.12: Within the Monarch Beach Resort Specific Plan, establish a
development phasing plan to achieve first, the primary objective of the
development of the public open space, public parks, public trails, and public
roads; secondly, the visitor serving resort complex; and lastly, the residential
dwellings. Concurrent development may be permitted only if the primary
objective is being satisfied. (Coastal Act/30213, 30222)
Policy 8.13: The existing public trails and public recreational facilities within
the Monarch Beach Resort Specific Plan area shall be preserved and
maintained. Signs shall be posted at conspicuous locations within the
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Specific Plan area, and a manned information center established in the
Monarch Beach Resort hotel, to inform the general public of the public
access and public recreation opportunities available within the Specific Plan
area. (Coastal Act/30210-30213, 30220-222, 30223)
Policy 8.14: Visitor-serving facilities within the Monarch Beach Resort
Specific Plan area, including but not limited to the recreational time slots of
the golf course and the parking Jots of the hotel and golf course, shall be
open to the public. (Coastal Act/30210, 30212.5, 30213)
Policy 8.15: Preserve, maintain, and where feasible enhance and restore,
the riparian habitat, coastal sage scrub habitat, and other environmentally
sensitive habitat areas along Salt Creek.
PROTECTION OF RESIDENT.SERVING LAND USES

Dana Point citizens have a strong sense of community even though Dana
Point is an attraction to many visitors. This sense of community or sharing
of common goals and interests includes the desire to protect and maintain
those land uses which serve the residents of the area. This involves the
encouragement of resident-serving commercial activity which meets local
demands for goods and services, as well as locations for offices and
business uses which employ City residents.
GOAL 9: Protect the resident-serving land uses throughout the City.

Policy 9.1: Develop regulations to protect and encourage local serving
retail and office use adjacent to residential designated areas. Promote the
over1ap between visitor and resident serving retail uses by encouraging
retail goods and services which serve both market segments in transition
areas, such as those designated "Community Commercial", located
between primary visitor serving areas and areas designated for residential
use as shown on the Land Use Diagram. (Coastal Act/30222)
Policy 9.2:
Encourage a full range of resident-serving land uses
throughout the City to meet the resident demand for goods and services.
Policy 9.3: Encourage resident-serving uses within walking distance of
areas designated on the Land Use Diagram for residential use, where
possible, to minimize the encroachment of resident serving uses into visitorserving areas, to minimize the use of primary coastal access roads for nonrecreational trips. and to minimize energy consumption and vehicle miles
(Coastal
traveled by encouraging the use of public transportation.
Act/30222, 30252. 30253).
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RELATED GOALS AND POLICIES
Goals and policies and the Land Use Policy Diagram identified in this
element serve as the framework for other General Plan elements. A
number of policies included in the Land Use Element constitute coastal
resources planning and management policies that are part of the City's
Local Coastal Program (LCP).
Table LU-1 identifies the required
components or issue areas of the LCP induded in the Land Use Element.
TABLE LU-1
LAND USE ELEMENT
LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM REFERENCE MATRIX

Required Component/Issue Area (Coastal Act Se~tiQnl
Shoreline Access (30210-212.5)

*

Agriculture (30241-242)

Visitor Serving and Recreational Facilities
(30213)

*

Soil Resources (30243)

*

Water-oriented Recreation (30220-224)

*

ArchaeologicaUPaleontological Resources
(30244)

*

.water and Marine Resources (30230-232)

*

Locating and Planning New Development
(30250, 252, 255)

*

Diking, Filling and Dredging (30233)

*

Coastal Visual Resources (30251)

*

Commercial Fishing and Recreational
Boating (30234)

*

Hazard Areas (30253)

*

Shoreline Structures/Flood Control (30235236)

*

Public Works (30254)

*

Environmentally Sensitive Habitat (30240)

*

Industrial Development and Energy Facilities
(30260-264)

*
*

* Indicates that the Coastal Act issue areas described in this table are included in the Land Use Bement.

A number of goals and policies included in these other elements support the goals and
policies of the Land Use Element, either directly or indirectly. The supporting goals and
policies are identified in the Table LU-2.
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TABLE LU-2
LAND USE RELATED
GOALS AND POLICIES BY ELEMENT

Land Use Issue
Area

Housing

Circulatio
n

Noise

Public
Safety

Balance of Land
Uses
Compatibility/

3.3

Conservation/
Open Space

Public
Facilities
And Growth
Managemen

Economic
Developmen
t

5.2, 5.3, 6.5,

1.4, 2.7, 3.3,

6.6, 6. 7, 7.4

4.1,5.3,6.2,

3.1, 3.4, 5.2,

2.6, 9.1

5.3, 6.1, 6.6,

All

All

All

All

All

1.7, 1.8,

6.8

2.7

2.4, 2.6-2.9, 6.2,

5.1

All

All

l.l3,

Development of

1.10

3.4, 7.5, 8.3
2.6,2.7
l.l5,
1.21-

Monarch Beach

1.24,

1.1

3.4, 6.1-6.4,

1.1, 2.9, 3.4,

5.2

4.2, 5.4, 5.5-5.7,
6.1, 6.3, 8.4

5.3, 7.5

1.4, 4.1, 4.3,
7.3
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THE LAND USE PLAN
The Land Use Plan and Policy Map describe the approach to be used in implementing
the Land Use Element goals and policies. The locations of future land use are presented
on the Land Use Policy Diagram which is a part of this Element and is included in the
pocket of the General Plan document binder. In guiding future land use, the Element
focuses on three basic land use characteristics of the City:
1) Undeveloped parcels of land which will be the subject of most proposals for new
development;
2) Existing consistent land use and development which, over time, will increasingly
require maintenance and preservation; and
3) Revitalization of some land use and development where rehabilitation is necessary or
conversion to other uses is desired to achieve economic or social goals of the General
Plan.
LAND USE POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

A wide range of natural and man-made environmental factors are
considered in the formulation of land use policy. Areas of special
environmental significance, potential safety hazards, limitations of existing
infrastructure, and the nature and character of existing development all
have influence on land use policy.
Land Use Constraints and Resources
The Public Safety Element identifies areas of Dana Point subject to such
environmental constraints as flooding, landsliding, and seismic conditions.
In tum, the Conservation/Open Space Element identifies areas containing
important ecological or natural resources. The Circulation and Noise
Elements describe roadway/transportation system capacities and areas of
the City impacted by noise levels. These constraints, consisting of both
natural and man-made factors, influence long-range land use planning and
are discussed in detail in the Master Environmental Assessment for the
General Plan.
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LAND USE DESIGNATIONS
Land use designations indicate the type and nature of development that is
allowed in a given location. While terms like "residential," "commercial" and
"industrial" are generally understood, State General Plan law requires a
clear and concise description of the land use categories shown on the Land
Use Policy Diagram.
The Land Use Element provides for land use categories or designations
listed in Table LU-3. Five of these designations are established for
residential development, ranging from low-density single family to highdensity multiple family development. Three commercial designations, one
office, one industrial and a community facility category are included. One
category of mixed use is established to offer some flexibility in providing
complimentary commercial, office, and residential uses. Parkland and open
space areas are combined under the recreation/open space designation.
Major transportation facilities are included in a single transportation corridor
category.
Land Use Intensity/Density
State General Plan law requires that the Land Use Element indicate the
maximum intensities/densities permitted within the City. The land use
designations contained in this element and shown on the Land Use Policy
Diagram are described in this way. Table LU-3 lists each of the land use
designations for the City and provides a corresponding indication of
maximum intensity/density of development on that parcel. Maximum
allowable development on individual parcels of land is to be governed by
these measures of intensity or density. The table also includes the
standard or expected overall levels of development within ·each land use
category on a Citywide basis. These standard levels of development
represent an anticipated intensity/density and are, therefore, less than the
maximum allowed. For various reasons, not every parcel in the City has in
the past nor will it in the future develop to the maximum allowed.
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TABLE LU-3
DEVELOPMENT INTENSITY/DENSITY STANDARDS
LAND USE
DESIGNATION

MAXIMUM
DEVELOPMENT
INTENSITY/DENSITY (a)

STANDARD
INTENSITY/DENSITY
(b)

RESIDENTIAL

DWELLING UNITS/ACRE

DWELLING
UNITS/ACRE

3.5 du/net ac
7 du/net ac
14 du/net ac
22 du/net ac
30 du/net ac

3 du/net ac
6 du/net ac
10 du/net ac
18 du/net ac
26 du/net ac

FLOOR AREA RATIO

FLOOR AREA RATIO

1.75:1
1.75:1
1.75:1

.35:1
.4:1
.5:1

1.5:1 and 10 du/net ac

.5:1 and 10 du/net ac

1.0:1

.7:1

.75:1

.5:1

FLOOR AREA RATIO

FLOOR AREA RATIO

1.0:1
.2:1
.2:1
.4:1
2,500 Boat Slips

.4:1
.1:1
.1:1
.2:1
2,500 Boat Slips

Residential 0-3.5
Residential3.5-7
Residential 7-14
Residential 14-22
Residentia122-30
COMMERCIAL
Neighborhood Commercial
Community Commercial
Visitor/Recreation
Commercial
MIXED-USE
Commercial/Residential (c)
OFFICE
Professional/Administrative
INDUSTRIAL
Industrial/Business Park
COMMUNITY AND OTHER
Community Facility
Open Space
Transportation Corridor
Harbor Marine Land
Harbor Marine Water

(a) Maximum allowable level of development for individual parcels of land.
(b) Assumed overall level of development Citywide. Since the development which has occurred to date
has not reached the maximum allowed level of density or intensity, future development is expected
to be less than the maximum on a City-wide basis. Therefore, a "standard" level of density/intensity
is used in projecting total future development (see text).
(c) See description of allowable mixes of residential and non-residential development under the Mixed
Use Designation section of this element.
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Figure LU-2
Floor Area Ratio Defined

Possible Building Configurations ~r 0.50:1 FAR

1 Story

In a zone distrid with a maximum
FAR of .50:1, the maxima.m allowable
ftoor area d a builcflnQ on a
one-acre lot would be 21.780
square feet (21, 780 sq. ft. divided
by 43,560 sq. ft. equals .50).

Floor Area Ratio (FAR)

=

Gross Building Area (All Floors)
Lot Area
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Future development is expected to occur at the standard level of
intensity/density stated in Table LU-3. Development at an intensity or
density between the standard and maximum levels can occur only where
projects offer exceptional design quality or important public amenities or
benefits above the standards required by the City's discussed in detail in
the Master Environmental Assessment for the General Plan. Urban Design
Guidelines and other regulatory documents. For the residential land use
designations, projects are expected to build to a density at least as high as
the lowest density allowed by their respective designations.
A number of terms are used to define the land use designations or
categories described in this element. The term "intensity" refers to the
degree of development based on building characteristics such as height,
bulk, floor area ratio and/or percent of lot coverage.
Intensity is most often used to describe non-residential development levels,
but, in a broader sense, is used to express overall levels of all development
types. The overall intensity of development within the City of Dana Point is
lower than the more urbanized areas of Orange County, such as Anaheim,
Santa Ana, Irvine and Newport Beach.
For most non-residential development categories (commercial, industrial,
office, community facility, and recreation facilities), the measure of intensity
known as ''floor area ratio" (FAR) provides the most convenient method of
describing development levels. Simply stated, the floor area ratio is the
relationship of total gross floor area of all buildings on a lot to the total land
area of that lot expressed as a ratio. For example, a 21,780 square foot
building on a 43,560 square foot lot (one acre) yields an FAR of .50:1 as
illustrated in Figure LU-2. The FAR describes use intensity on a lot but not
the actual building height, bulk or coverage. As Figure LU-2 shows, the
.50:1 FAR can yield a building of one story in height covering one half of the
lot area, or a taller building which covers less of the lot and provides more
open space.
For purposes of this explanation, both residential density and nonresidential intensity are based on the concept of net acreage. Net acreage
is assumed to be 80 percent of gross acreage on a Citywide basis and a
net acre of land is assumed to equal 35,000 square feet for purposes of
calculating density or intensity of land use.
The term "density'', in a land use context, is a measure of the population or
residential development capacity of the land. Density is described in terms
of dwelling units per net acre (du/net ac); thus, the density of a residential
development of 100 dwelling units occupying 20 net acres of land is 5.0
du/net ac. A dwelling unit is a building or a portion of a building used for
human habitation and may vary considerably in size (square footage) from
small apartments at 400-500 square feet to large single-family homes
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exceeding 5,000 square feet. Along with this difference in size is a
corresponding difference in the number of persons occupying a given unit
(i.e., larger units usually house more persons that smaller units). For
purposes of calculating population, an average number of persons per
dwelling unit for all dwelling unit types and sizes is assumed as described in
the notes beneath Table LU-4. Within land use designations density is
often described as a range (i.e., 3.5-7 du/net ac).
Descriptions of each of the land use designations shown on the Land Use
Policy Diagram are provided to delineate the general types of uses allowed
and their correspOnding intensities or densities. These use descriptions,
types and limitations are further defined as specific uses within the Zoning
Ordinance. The specific uses and development standards contained within
the Zoning Ordinance and shown on the accompanying Zoning Map are
consistent with the land use designations and standards contained in this
Element or shown on the Land Use Policy Diagram.
Residential Designations
Residential 0-3.5: The Residential 0-3.5 and use category provides for the
development of low density detached and attached single-family dwellings.
This designation allows for the construction of a maximum of 3.5 single
family detached units per net acre of land. Community facilities which are
determined to be compatible with, and oriented toward serving the needs of
low density detached and attached single family neighborhoods may also
be allowed.
Residential 3.5-7: The Residential3.5-71and use designation provides for
the development of low to medium density detached and attached single
family dwellings which may include duplexes, condominiums, and town
homes. This designation allows the construction of a maximum of 7
dwelling units per net acre of land. Community facilities which are
determined to be compatible with and oriented toward serving the needs of
low to medium density detached and attached single-family neighborhoods
may also be allowed.
Residential 7-14: The Residential 7-14 land use designation provides for
the development of medium and higher density detached and attached
single family dwellings, as well as multi-family dwellings or apartments. This
designation allows the construction of a maximum of 14 dwelling units per
net acre of land. Community facilities which are determined to be
compatible with and oriented toward serving the needs of medium and
higher density detached and attached single family and multi-family
neighborhoods may also be allowed.
Residential 14-22: The Residential 14-22 land use designation provides
for the development of medium and higher density attached single-family
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dwellings as well as multi-family dwellings or apartments. This designation
allows the construction of a maximum of 22 dwelling units per net acre of
land. Community facilities which are determined to be compatible with and
oriented toward serving the needs of medium and higher density attached
single family and multi-family neighborhoods may also be allowed.
Residential 22-30: The Residential 22-30 land use designation provides
for the development of higher density attached single-family dwellings,
multi-family dwellings and apartments. This designation allows the
construction of a maximum of 30 dwelling units per net acre of land.
Community facilities which are determined to be compatible with and
oriented toward serving the needs of higher density attached single family
and multi-family neighborhoods may also be allowed.
Commercial Designations
Neighborhood Commercial: The Neighborhood Commercial designation
includes smaller-scale business activities which generally provide a retailing
or service-oriented function to the surrounding neighborhood.
Neighborhood commercial uses serve the needs of local residents who live
near the activities. Typical business uses include small food and drug
stores, clothing stores, professional and business offices, restaurants and
hardware stores, child care, specialty retail, and community facilities.
Neighborhood commercial projects typically occur on less than 10 acres of
land and include 25,000 to 75,000 square feet or less of building floor area.
The standard intensity of development is a floor area ratio of .35:1 and the
maximum intensity of development is a floor area ratio of .5:1.
Community Commercial:
The Community Commercial designation
includes retail, professional office, and service-oriented business activities
which serve a community-wide area and population.
Community
Commercial uses include some neighborhood commercial uses, such as
professional and business offices, retail and commercial services, appliance
stores, sporting goods, child care, restaurants, and community facilities,
along with larger scale indoor uses such as department stores, furniture and
appliance outlets, theaters and entertainment uses.
Community
Commercial development usually occurs on 10 to 30 acres of land and
includes 100,000 to 300,000 square feet of building area. The standard
intensity of development is a floor area ratio of .4:1 and the maximum
intensity of development is a floor area ratio of .75:1.
Visitor/Recreation Commercial:
The Visitor/Recreation Commercial
designation includes primarily visitor-serving uses, such as restaurants,
resort hotels and motels uses, commercial, recreation specialty and
convenience retail goods and services, auto service businesses, open
space/recreational uses, and community facilitieS. Other supporting uses
include conference facilities and cultural uses, such as museums and
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theaters. The average intensity of development for hotels is a floor area
ratio of .75:1 and the maximum intensity of development for hotels is a floor
area ratio of 1.5:1. The standard intensity of development for other uses is
a floor area ratio of .5:1 and the maximum intensity of development for
other uses is a floor area ratio of 1.0:1.
Mixed Use Designation
Commercial/Residential:
The Commercial/Residential designation
includes mixtures of commercial, office and residential uses in the same
building, on the same parcel, or within the same area. The primary uses
within this designation are commercial; residential is only allowable when
Allowable
developed in conjunction with commercial development.
activities include those identified in the Community and Neighborhood
Commercial designations, the Professional/Administrative designation and,
when developed in conjunction with commercial uses, the Residentia17-14,
Residential 14-22, and Residential 22-30 designation. When mixtures of
uses occur in the same building, retail uses or offices are usually located on
the ground floor with residential or office uses above. The mixed uses are
usually located in areas where multiple activities and pedestrian orientation
are considered to be desirable objectives. All existing residential uses are
allowable activities within this designation; however, the residential density
cannot be increased, and any changes of use shall include commercial use
as the primary use. The standard intensity of non-residential development
is a floor area ratio of .5:1 and the maximum intensity of development is a
floor area ratio of 1.5:1. The standard of 10 dwelling units per net acre of
land (equivalent to an FAR of .25:1) is allowed when residential
development is combined in the same building or on the same parcel as
commercial retail or office uses.
Office and Industrial Designations
Professional/Administrative: The Professional/Administrative designation
includes primarily single tenant or multi-tenant offices and other supporting
uses. These uses include legal and medical services, financial institutions,
corporate and government offices, cultural and community facilities and
similar uses which together constitute concentrations of office employment
or community activity. Also included are small convenience or service
commercial activities intended to meet the needs of the on-site employee
population. The standard intensity of development is a floor area ratio of
.7:1 and the maximum intensity of development is a floor area ratio of 1.0:1.
Industrial/Business Park:
The Industrial/Business Park designation
includes parcels of land with mixtures of industrial and commercial uses that
may include marine/auto supplies and service, home furnishings and
appliances, wholesale businesses, light manufacturing, distribution and
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sales, storage, research and development laboratories and service
commercial business and community facilities. Single room occupancy
(SRO) uses as well as other affordable housing may be permitted with a
conditional use permit. The standard intensity of development is a floor
area ratio of .5:1 and the maximum intensity of development is a floor area
ratio of .75:1.
Community and Other Designations
Community Facilities: The Community Facilities designation includes a
wide range of public and private uses, distributed throughout the community
such as schools, churches, child care centers, transportation facilities,
government offices and facilities, public utilities, libraries, museums, art
galleries, community theaters, hospitals and cultural and recreational
activities. The standard intensity of development is a floor area ratio of .4:1
and the maximum intensity of development is a floor area ratio of 1.0:1.
Recreation/Open Space:
The Recreation/Open Space designation
includes both public and private recreational uses necessary to meet the
active and passive recreational needs of area residents and visitors as well
as open space uses necessary to preserve public views, scenic natural land
forms such as bluffs, and environmentally sensitive habitat areas.
Recreational activities include golf course driving ranges, community
recreational facilities, public parklands and indoor and outdoor
sports/athletic facilities. Recreation uses include museums, galleries,
outdoor theater, and other similar uses. Open Space uses include public
view preservation, habitat restoration projects and other similar uses. The
standard intensity of development is only an assumed average City-wide
and does not apply to each parcel of land.
Transportation Corridor: The Transportation Corridor designation applies
to the land within the corridors for the Interstate 5 Freeway, the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe railway, and Circulation Element roadways. Lands
within these corridors are reserved for transportation purposes as the
primary use.
Secondary uses, such as open space linkages and
landscaped areas, public and private parking areas, and other
transportation-related activities and facilities are allowed. The standard
intensity of development is a floor area ratio of .1:1 and the maximum
intensity of development floor area ratio is .2: 1.
Harbor Marine Land: The Harbor Marine Land designation includes landbased harbor uses such as marinas, marine-oriented commercial and
industrial services, marine-oriented governmental facilities and services,
visitor-serving commercial uses, recreation/open space uses and
community facilities. The standard intensity of development is .2:1 and the
maximum intensity of development is .4:1.
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Harbor Marine Water: The Harbor Marine water designation includes
harbor-based water uses such as the boat slips and causeways. The
standard and maximum intensities of development are 2,500 boat slips.
LAND USE POLICY DIAGRAM

The Land Use Policy Diagram for the City of Dana Point is described in
Figures LU-3, LU-4 and LU-5. The Land Use designations depicted on the
diagrams are those described in the previous section and are represented
by patterns which identify future planned land uses for the City.
DISTRIBUTION OF LAND USES

The statistical distribution of planned land uses citywide is described in
Table LU-4. Table LU-5 graphically describes the percentage distribution of
planned land uses Citywide.
This table identifies each land use
designation, its associated land acreage, and the total land acreage for all
planned land uses in the City. The table also provides estimated ranges of
the total number of residential dwelling units planned and the resulting
population. For non-residential land uses, such as commercial, office,
industrial, and community facility, estimates of building square footage are
depicted.
Net acreage represents the average remaining after street rights-of-way
and other public lands are excluded. To establish the net acreage
associated with densities for residential designations and intensities for nonresidential designations, 20 percent of the gross acreage is assumed to be
used for streets or other public lands. Therefore, the net acreage equals 80
percent of gross acreage, and represents acreage capable of
accommodating residential dwelling units and non-residential building
square footage. For each gross acre of land(43,560 square feet), a net
acre of 35,000 square feet is assumed to accommodate development.
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Table LU-4
Future Land Use and Population Estimates in the City
Land Use Designation

Residential
Residential 0-3.5
Residential 3.5 - 7
Residential 7 - 14
Residential 14 - 22
Residential 22 - 30

Gross
Acres
(a)

Dwelling
Units
(b)

65
1,694
513
203
13

156
8,129
3,956
2,920
271

Population
(c)

Square
Footage
(OOO)(d)

Commercial
Neighborhood Com'l
Community Com'l
Visitor/Rae. Com'l
Com'I/Residential

7
109
142
63

85
1,519
2,474
1,098

487

Office Prof./Administrative
Industrial
lnd./Business Park
Community and Other
Comm. Facility
Open Space
Harbor Marine Land
Transport. Corridor
Total

6

146

18

314

163
770
38
345

2,272
2,683
265

4,149

15,68416,495

32,62339,258

10,856

(a) For purposes of establishing density/intensity by land use category, the gross acreage for residential and nonresidential land uses is converted to net acreage by 20% to account for the land area devoted to roadways.
(b) Estimated dwelling units are expressed as a range. Dwelling units for residential categories are based on the
standard density described in Table LU-3, (dwelling unit per net acre) for each category of residential use and
the cumulative total for this column is 15,919. The bottom end of the range is based on estimated development
of 252 (or 5 dulac) dwelling units in the Residential/Commercial category. The top end of the range is based on
minor upward adjustments to the standard densities for Residential3.5-7 and Residentia17-14.
(c) Population is based on Orange County Analysis Center OCP-88 2010 projections of 2.08 persons per dwelling
unit for the bottom of the range and 2.38 persons per dwelling unit for the top of the range.
(d) Square footage for non-residential categories is based on the standard intensity (FAR) for uses represented.
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Table LU-5
Planned Land Use Distribution by Percentage

% Of Total Land Araa In The City
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SPECIFIC PLAN AREAS

The estimated numbers of residential dwelling units and population are
expressed as ranges to coincide with the structure of the residential land
use designations which are also Residential 7-14, and so forth. The
population range expressed in Table LU-4 is based on the recognition that
population per dwelling unit varies depending on unit type and size, as
well as the social or cultural mixture within the City.
Five areas within the City are identified as Specific Plan areas for future
development, or revitalization. These areas include the Headlands, the
Town Center, Doheny Village, Monarch Beach and the Dana Point
Harbor. The characteristics of planned land use for each focal area are
described in the following sections.
Headlands
The Dana Point Headlands represents a significant land resource that has
the capacity to accommodate a mixture of compatible land uses, including
visitor/recreation commercial, residential, recreation/open space, and
community facilities. The Headlands area is identified as a Specific Plan
area on the Land Use Policy Map. The Specific Plan for the Headlands
will be prepared before development occurs and that plan will implement
General Plan policy by establishing development standards, precise
locations for land uses and facilities, locations for streets, standards for
residential density and non-residential intensity, and standards for the use
and conservation of natural resources.
Identification of the percentage mixture of planned land use is designed to
provide both the City and property owner with the flexibility needed to
allow consideration of alternative development designs. Any alternative
designs must generally meet the basic land use percentage descriptions
contained in this element and noted on the Land Use Policy Map. Any
development design for the Headlands must include open space linkages
connecting on- and off-site open space areas, and any land area
designated specifically as Community Facility will result in a
corresponding reduction of land area designated as either
Visitor/Recreation Commercial or Residential 3.5-14, or both. The Land
Use Element can be amended when a Specific Plan is prepared for the
property.
The Headlands also includes two small areas of existing residential
development. The westerly area consists of multi-family units in buildings
on adjacent, but separate lots.
Although the actual density of
development for this westerly area varies from lot to lot, the overall
designation is Residential 22-30. The southerly residential area consists
of single family detached houses on separate lots with a designation of
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Residential 7-14. The level of development for each of these areas is
based on their respective Land Use Element designations, but where the
existing level of development exceeds the designation, the existing level
of development can be maintained or reconstructed in the event of loss
due to natural hazards or accident.
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Figure LU-6
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Table LU-6 describes the general percentages of the land use types for the
Headlands property as 45.3 for percent Open Space, 26.8 percent for
Residential 3.5-7, 17.3 percent for Residential 7-14, and 10.6 percent for
Visitor/Recreation Commercial.
Table LU-6
Headlands - Land Use Composition

LAND USE
DESIGNATION

GROSS
ACRES
(a),(b)

Residential
Residential 3.5-7
Residential 7-14

32.5
21.0

Commercial
Visitor/Recreation

12.8

Community and
Other
Open Space

55.0

TOTAL

121.3

(a) For purposes of establishing intensity by land use category, the gross acreage for non-residential land
uses is converted to net acreage through a reduction of the gross acreage by 20% to account for land
area devoted to roadways.
(b) The Dana Point Headlands Specific Plan Area is calculated at net acreage, which may change given
the true amount of net acreage. The Residential 3.5-7 and Residential 7-14 areas may be adjusted
upward, but will still fall within the top end of the range indicated.
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Town Center
The Dana Point Town Center is a primary business district within the City
which serves both visitors and residents. Revitalization and economic
development of the Town Center are intended to create a compact
pedestrian-oriented, "small town" atmosphere within Dana Point's central
business district. The Urban Design Element of the General Plan
describes design concepts useful in creating this desired atmosphere.
The Land Use Policy Diagram for the Town Center is depicted in Figure
LU-7 below and includes Community Commercial, Visitor/Recreation
Commercial, Commercial/Residential, and Neighborhood Commercial
designations.

Figure LU-7
Town Center

1'
This Figure has been effectively certified by the Coastal
ComniSSion as part of the Certified Land Use Plan. For
purposes of development within the coastal zone, use of
certified figures shall be in a manner which, on balance, is the
most protective of significant coastal resources. This Figure is
only a general representation of the coastal resources depicted
herein. Site specific studies shall be conducted as part of
individual coastal development pennit applications to confirm
the extent to which, if at all, the coastal resources depicted in
this Figure exist on a particular site.
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The Town Center is heavily impacted by vehicular traffic traveling along the
Pacific Coast Highway/Del Prado couplet roadway system. The Circulation
Element includes discussion of the dual goals of desired pedestrian
orientation for the Town Center and acceptable levels of service for
vehicular traffic on Pacific Coast Highway.
Table LU-7 below lists the acreages and percentages of land planned for
each of the commercial land use designations mentioned above. The
percentage distribution of those land uses is described below in Table LU-7.
Table LU-7
Town Center - Land Use Composition
LAND USE
DESIGNATION
Commercial
Neighborhood
Commercial
Community Commercial
Visitor/Recreation/Comm'l
Commercial/Residential

GROSS
ACRES (a)
5.3
33.3
1.8
8.7

Community and Other
Open Space
Transport. Corridor

1.4
18.5

TOTAL

69.0

(a) For purposes of establishing density/intensity by land use category, the gross acreage for residential
and non-residential land uses is converted to net acreage through a reduction of the gross acreage by
20% to account for land area devoted to roadways.
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Doheny Village
The Doheny Village is a significant entrance or "gateway" to the City
which requires physical and economic revitalization to realize its potential
as one of the City's two primary business districts. The good visibility and
access of Doheny Village to the Interstate 5 Freeway are assets which
support the investment of public and private funds to install infrastructure
improvements and generally upgrade development in the area.
Planned land use for Doheny Village includes Community Commercial,
Visitor/Recreation
Commercial,
Commercial/
Residential,
Industrial/Business Park, Residential 22-30, Community Facility, and
Open Space. Figure LU-8 identifies the locations of these land uses,
while the Urban Design Element provides an urban design plan which will
unify the diverse land uses of the Village.
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Figure LU-8
Doheny Village
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Of the five Specific Plan areas, Doheny Village offers the greatest variety of
land uses. This variety suggests a self-contained or independent nature for
the Village. That self-contained character is strengthened by the balance of
residential, non-residential and community land uses. This variety and
balance offers potential for creative private and public revitalization efforts,
including the creation of open space linkages to and along the east banks
of San Juan Creek. The mixture of land uses is listed in Table LU-8 below.
Table LU-8
Doheny Village - Land Use Composition
LAND USE
DESIGNATION
Residential
Residential 22-30
Commercial
Community
Commercial
Visitor/Recreation/
Commercial
Commerciai/Residen
tial
Industrial
Industrial/Business
Park

GROSS
ACRES
(a)
1.9
29.1
2.1
29.7

.....,22·30

Oarmuily

CGrm&l:illl

(20.9%)
V8iiiiiiRecNIIiDn

earm.a.l
. (1.5%)

~

19.7

QlanSI.(17.3%)

8.3
24.1
34.6

(14.1%) lnclul1riiV IUiral Park

Community and
Other
Community Facility
Open Space
Transport. Corridor
TOTAL

149.5

(a} For purposes of establishing density/intensity by land use category, the gross acreage for residential
and non-residential land uses is converted to net acreage through a reduction of the gross acreage by
20% to account for land area devoted to roadways.
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Monarch Beach
The Monarch Beach Specific Plan area is defined geographically by the
Salt Creek Basin, a major drainage course lying between Crown Valley
Parkway and Niguel Road. Relatively recent master planning and recent
high quality construction established Monarch Beach as a planned
recreation-oriented resort and residential area. Monarch Beach includes
land planned for a mixture of Visitor/Recreation Commercial, Community
Commercial, Open Space and Residential development. The locations of
these uses within the focus area are depicted in Figure LU-9.
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Figure LU-9
Monarch Beach
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This Figure has been effectively certified by the Coastal
Commission as part of the Certified land Use Plan.
For
purposes of development within the coastal zone. use ot certified
figures shall be in a manner which. on balance. is lhe mosl
protective of significanl coaslal resources. This Fogure is only a
general representation d lhe coastal resources depicted herein.
Site specific studies shall be conducted as part d individual
coastal development perrrit applications to confirm lhe extent to
which. if at all. the coaslal resources depicted in this Figure exist
on a particular site.
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The Monarch Beach Specific Plan area includes opportunities that are
similar to the Headlands property in terms of the potential to support a
major world-class resort development. The existence of the golf course
(The Links at Monarch Beach) and suitable sites for resort development on
its east and west sides, with views and access to the coastline represent
important additions to resort activity presently provided by the Ritz Carlton
Resort. Within the Monarch Beach focus area, these sites for resort
development are designated as a Specific Plan area on the Land Use
Policy Diagram. The mix of land uses within this subarea is listed below in
Table LU-9.
Table LU-9
Monarch Beach - Land Use Composition
LAND USE DESIGNATION

GROSS
ACRES
(a)

Residential
Residential 0-3.5
Residential3.5-7
Residential 7-14
Residential 14-22

17.9
112.9
53.8
76.5

Commercial
Community Commercial
Visitor/Recreation/Comm'l

21.9
38.9

T~ion Caridar

(3.7%)

14·22

Office
Professional/Administration

1.3

Community and Other
Community Facility
Open Space
Transport. Corridor

18.2
203.5
21.0

TOTAL

565.9

(a) For purposes of establishing density/intensity by land use category, the gross acreage for residential
and non-residential land uses is converted to net acreage through a reduction of the gross acreage by
20% to account for land area devoted to roadways.
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The Harbor
The City wishes to actively participate in the planning for the future of the
Dana Point Harbor. Even though the County of Orange leases the Harbor
from the State of California, the County controls Harbor design and
development. The Harbor provides a unique blend of the natural and
man-made waterfront setting which includes Visitor/Recreation
Commercial, Community Facility, Open Space, and Harbor Marine Land
and Water uses. These are depicted in Figure LU-10 below.

Figure LU-1 0
The Harbor
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VISITOR/RECREATION COMMERCIAL
This Figure has been effectively certified by the Coastal
Commission as part of the Cer1ified Land Use Plan.
For
purposes of development within lhe coaslal zone. use of certified
figures shall be in a manner which, on balance, is the most
protective of significant coaslal resources. This Figure is only a
general represenlation of lhe coastal resources depicted herein.
Site specific studies shall be conducted as part of individual
coastal development permit applications to confirm the extent to
which, if at all, the coastal resources depicted in this Rgure exist
on a particular site.
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The positive integration of Dana Point Harbor with adjacent areas is
described in the Urban Design Element. These integration efforts should
be conducted in concert with County of Orange harbor development efforts.
The general acreages and percentages of planned land uses for the
Harbor area are listed in Table LU-10 below.
Table LU-10
Harbor- Land Use Composition
LAND USE
DESIGNATION
Commercial
Visitor/Recreation
Community and
Other
Community Facility
Open Space
Transportation
Corridor
Harbor Marine Land
Harbor Marine
Water
TOTAL

GROSS
ACRES
(a)
26.3
7.1
16.6
17.6
38.1
174.9

(62.0"k)

280.6

(a) For purposes of establishing intensity by land use category, the gross acreage for non-residential land
uses is converted to net acreage through a reduction of the gross acreage by 20% to account for land
area devoted to roadways.
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The Harbor shares a symbiotic economic and social relationship with the
Town Center and the Headlands, which suggests that the physical
linkages between these areas should be strengthened. These physical
linkages include pedestrian and vehicular access between the areas,
visual connections from overlooks of the Harbor, and strong entry points
which distinguish the edges of the three related areas.

TOWN
CENTER
..

-

HEADLANDS
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INTRODUCTION TO THE URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
Urban Design is a process that builds on the foundation of the land use element. Urban
Design focuses more precisely on the form and character of the natural and built
environment; what we experience and how we feel about it. At its best, the process of
Urban Design should persuade the City, private enterprise and the public to work together
to create a community whose quality and living potential take full advantage of Dana
Point's spectacular coastal setting, landscape, climate and cultural assets.
PURPOSE OF THE URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
The Urban Design Element provides proposals and policies to improve the
image, character and quality of life of the City. Although this element is not
mandatory, urban design is important to the City because it relates directly
to the physical form and character of development resulting from
implementations of the Land Use, Circulation and Conservation/Open
Space Elements.
SCOPE AND CONTENT OF THE ELEMENT
The Urban Design Element provides policies and design concepts for the
preservation of the natural setting, public improvements, form and character
of new private development, and focused plans for areas of the City in need
of special design attention.
ELEMENT ORGANIZATION
The Element first presents Dana Point's important Urban Design issues,
followed by broad Goals and definitive City Policies related to each issue.
These are cross-referenced with relevant goals and policies of other
General Plan Elements in Table UD-2.
The Urban Design Plan provides concepts to illustrate how the goals and
policies may be implemented. The Plan is divided into two sections, the
first containing citywide Urban Design concepts. This is followed by design
concepts for three specific areas of the City. Appendix A of the Urban
Design Element provides standards for landscape corridors in Dana Point.
Appendix B provides the selected tree species for the landscape corridors.
Both Urban Design Element appendices are included in the General Plan
Appendix.
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DESIGN GUIDELINES

In addition to the Urban Design Element, Design Guidelines for the City
contain specific design standards for public and private projects subject to
discretionary design review. The Design Guidelines are adopted as a
separate document from the General Plan. The Design Guidelines are to
be used by property owners, developers, architects, landscape architects
and designers in the planning of new projects and major renovations in the
City.
The Guidelines communicate the qualities and characteristics
expected of development in the City. They are intended to promote higher
quality design that is sensitive to Dana Poinfs natural setting, surrounding
environment and community design g.oals. The Guidelines are used by City
Council, Commissions, and City Staff as adopted criteria for the review of
development proposals subject to discretionary design review.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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URBAN DESIGN GOALS AND POLICIES
The goals and supporting policies relating to Urban Design establish the overall
framework for the concepts discussed in the Urban Design Plan. These goals and
policies address specific issues and opportunities that will enable the community to
develop in accordance with highest design quality possible.
CITYWIDE VISUAL LINKAGES
Dana Point's public beaches, parks, coastal lookouts and scenic attractions
form one of the most spectacular collections of public open space in
Southern California. Most of the City's residential neighborhoods are of
similar quality and character.
Dana Point's overall image needs to be brought up to the quality of its best
parts. Clearer positive visual and circulation linkages between the City's
resources are needed, especially along primary streets. This can be
accomplished by focused landscape, graphic, lighting and public art
improvements in high-visibility places.
GOAL 1 : Create Citywide visual linkages and symbols to strengthen
Dana Point's identity as a city.
Policy 1.1 : Develop citywide linkages through landscaping and lighting
along major street corridors. (Coastal Act/30251)
Policy 1.2: Improve the visual character of major street corridors.
Policy 1.3: Make focused improvements at major City entrance points
such as landscaped open space and signage.
Policy 1.4: Preserve public views from streets and public places. (Coastal
Act/30251)
Policy 1.5: Develop the Blufftop Trail from Monarch Beach to Doheny
State Park. Final designation of the trail alignment through the Headlands
shall be determined through the Specific Plan for the Headlands. (Coastal
Act/30210,30212)
Policy 1.6: Develop a citywide public signage system with identity and
directional graphics to mark public places, recreational opportunities and
principal attractions.
Policy 1.7: Initiate a program for public art.
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THE COMMUNITIES OF THE CITY

The City's residential neighborhoods are, with few exceptions, stable and
well-maintained. They offer a variety of dwelling types from modest, older
single family dwellings and apartments to newer luxury custom homes and
condominiums. Since the City developed as an incremental series of land
subdivisions built over the years without an overall comprehensive plan,
most residential neighborhoods are self-contained, with access to a major
arterial street but without linkages to adjacent neighborhoods. This pattern
reduces through traffic and provides quiet residential streets, but also
lessens the sense of community felt Citywide.
In older neighborhoods of Capistrano Beach and "The Lanterns" residential
area, the proper size, bulk and height of new infill development is an issue.
Escalating land values have encouraged oversized houses and additions.
The demolition of older, modest houses, and their replacement with large
scale homes has, in some areas, created a discontinuous urban design.
This is an issue in most older southern California residential areas,
especially along the coastline.
GOAL 2: Preserve the individual positive character and identity of the
City's communities.
Policy 2.1: Consider the distinct architectural and landscape character of
each community.
To the maximum extent feasible, protect special
communities and neighborhoods which, because of their unique
characteristics, are popular visitor destination points for recreational uses.
(Coastal Act/30251)
Policy 2.2: Adopt development standards and design guidelines for
commercial areas that reflect the individual character of each community.
Policy 2.3: Improve public places and recreational facilities as focus points
for each community. (Coastal Act/30213)
Policy 2.4: Establish a program to preserve buildings and sites of historical
and architectural significance.
Policy 2.5: Encourage neighborhood street landscaping programs to
improve the quality of public spaces in residential areas.
THE DANA POINT TOWN CENTER

At the present time, the Town Center does not have an environment or
image that draws residents or visitors, nor does the Town Center work well
as a "shopping district" where businesses benefit each other from an
overall collective strength. Instead, the Town Center functions and feels
4
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like a roadside or "strip commercial" environment with many small separate
commercial buildings and shopping centers that are poorly linked. The
Pacific Coast Highway - Del Prado couplet, accompanied by high traffic
speeds, has contributed to this problem. The small parcel sizes, lack of
consistent site design patterns, diversity of building types and setbacks, and
barren quality of the streetscapes are intensifying the problems. There are
some examples, however, that provide potential ideas for the future. The
Plaza works well as a focus and pleasant pedestrian space -more
environments like this can be created in the Town Center. San Juan
Avenue presents a significant opportunity to create this additional
pedestrian focus.
The future of the traffic system will be fundamental to developing site
planning and building design guidelines that integrate the area. A major
investment in public amenities (street trees, wider sidewalks, parking and
side street improvements) will be necessary to transform the area's image
and create stronger linkages between the blocks.
GOAL 3: Improve the Town Center as one of the City's primary
shopping
with
a
small
town
"village"
districts
atmosphere.

Policy 3.1:
Increase the Town Center's economic vitality and its
contribution to the City's economic development goals.
Policy 3.2:
Reduce the disruptive and negative impact of traffic
movements and high traffic speeds in the Town Center.
Policy 3.3: Improve pedestrian opportunities and create an attractive
pedestrian environment within the Town Center. (Coastal Act/30250)
Policy 3.4: Encourage mixed-use development in selected areas of the
Town Center.
Policy 3.5: Develop a parking concept that emphasizes shared parking
facilities.
Policy 3.6: Create safety buffers of street trees, planters and street
furniture between pedestrian walks and the street along both Pacific Coast
Highway and Del Prado. Provide widened sidewalks with a special Town
Center streetscape design.
Policy 3.7: Develop pedestrian courtyards and other outdoor spaces with
planting and street furniture.
Policy 3.8: Encourage pedestrian-oriented building frontages with shops
opening to the public sidewalk, and encourage a minimum amount of retail
uses on the first floor.
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PUBLIC SPACES
A wide variety of recreational and scenic opportunities are available to the
public along the City's 6-1/2-mile coastline. Except for a few key locations,
public access to the water's edge is excellent. Public places on the coast
include Doheny State Beach, Capistrano Beach Park, Dana Point Harbor,
Dana Strand Beach and Salt Creek Beach Park.
A unique sequence of parks and lookouts on the coastal terrace above the
water offer spectacular views of the ocean and Dana Point Headlands.
Pines Park, Gazebo Park, Leyton Park, Lantern Bay Park, Heritage Park,
Blue Lantern Overlook and Salt Creek Beach Park are an extraordinary
collection of public viewing and recreational settings. The "Biufftop Trail"
from the Headlands to Doheny State Beach is an excellent concept which
appears to be successfully taking shape. Future development of remaining
coastal sites, especially the Headlands, raises many issues of public access
and presents opportunities for additional public open space.
GOAL 4:
resources.

Maintain and enhance the City's public spaces and

Policy 4.1: Create a new Civic Center as a focus point of the City.
Policy 4.2: Realize the opportunity for public open space throughout the
City.
Policy 4.3: Develop stronger pedestrian, bicycle and visual linkages
between public spaces and to and along the shoreline and bluffs. (Coastal
Act/30210,30212)
Policy 4.4: Encourage development of community cultural and recreational
facilities. (Coastal Act/30213)
Policy 4.5: Protect and enhance existing public views to the ocean through
open space designations and innovative design techniques. (Coastal
Act/30251)
Policy 4.6: Preserve and maintain existing public accessways, and existing
areas open to the public, located within visitor-serving developments in the
coastal zone. (Coastal Act/30210, 30212)
Policy 4. 7: Prohibit the conversion to exclusively private use of existing
visitor-serving developments open to the public within the coastal zone.
(Coastal Act/30210, 30213)
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DESIGN QUALITY

Dana Point's commercial districts need stronger design coordination,
improved circulation linkages, enhanced outdoor pedestrian spaces and
higher-quality architecture that creates more attractive settings for shopping,
entertainment and public gathering.
GOAL 5: Achieve design excellence in site planning, architecture,
landscape architecture and signage in new development and
modifications to existing development.
Policy 5.1 : Adopt comprehensive Design Guidelines for the review of all
new non-residential and multi-family development in the City.
Policy 5.2: Encourage site and building design that takes advantage of the
City's excellent climate to maximize indoor-outdoor spatial relationships.
(Coastal Act/30250)
Policy 5.3: Encourage buildings and exterior spaces that are carefullyscaled to human size and pedestrian activity.
Policy 5.4: Encourage outdoor pedestrian spaces, sidewalks and usable
open space in all new development.
Policy 5.5: Promote extensive landscaping in all new projects while
emphasizing the use of drought-tolerant plant materials.
Policy 5.6:
Encourage aesthetic roof treatment as an important
architectural design feature.
Policy 5.7: Consolidate adjacent parking lots, without reducing the number
of parking stalls, in order to decrease the number of ingress and egress
points onto arterials. (Coastal Act/30210, 30252)
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DOHENY VILLAGE
Doheny Village has an excellent strategic location at the Interstate 5
entrance to Dana Point. Opportunities for commercial, office and light
industrial businesses can help the City work toward its economic
development goals. The self-contained mixed-use nature of the village,
combining multi-family housing with small businesses, is also a unique
quality that can attract future investment and improvements.
GOAL 6:
Develop Doheny Village as a unified and improved
neighborhood of retail shopping, light industrial, offices and multi·
family components.
Policy 6.1: Improve Pacific Coast Highway and Doheny Park Road as
aesthetic entrance boulevards to the City.
Policy 6.2: Unify new commercial development through design concepts
for consistent building setbacks, landscaping architecture and signage.
Policy 6.3: Increase Doheny Village's economic vitality and its contribution
to the City's economic development goals.
Reduce the disruptive and negative impact of traffic
Policy 6.4:
movements and high traffic speeds in the Doheny Village area.
Policy 6.5: Improve pedestrian opportunities and create an attractive
pedestrian environment within Doheny Village. Reserve as an open space
corridor for public recreational improvements the top of the east bank of the
San Juan Creek Channel. (Coastal Act/3021 0, 30213)
Policy 6.6: Encourage mixed-use development in selected areas of
Doheny Village.
Policy 6.7: Develop a parking concept that emphasizes shared parking
facilities.
MARINE RESOURCES
GOAL 7: Enhance the City's relationship to marine resources.
Policy 7.1: Develop design concepts to address marine and light industrial
activities. (Coastal Act/30260)
Policy 7.2:

Develop urban design guidelines for open space areas to
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ensure the protection and display of natural resources.

Policy 7.3: Encourage design concepts to incorporate the City's coastal
influence into site and building design.
RELATED GOALS AND POLICIES
A number of policies included
coastal resources planning and
City's Local Coastal Program
components or issue areas of
Element.

in the Urban Design Element represent
management policies that are part of the
(LCP). Table UD-1 identifies required
the LCP included in the Urban Design

TABLE UD-1
URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT

*
*

Visitor Serving and Recreational Facilities
(30213)

Soil Resources (30243)

Water-Oriented Recreation (30220-224)

Archaeological/Paleontological Resources
(30244)

Water and Marine Resources (30230-232)

Locating and Planning New Development
(30250, 252, 255)

Diking, Filling and Dredging (30233)

Coastal Visual Resources (30251)

Commercial Fishing and Recreational
Boating (30234)

Hazard Areas (30253)

Shoreline Structures/Flood Control (30235236)

Public Works (30254)

Environmentally Sensitive Habitat (30240)

*

Industrial Development and Energy Facilities
(30260-264)

* Indicates that the Coastal Act issue areas described in this table are included in the Urban
Design Element.

A number of goals and policies included in the elements support the goals and policies of
the Urban Design Element. The supporting goals and policies are identified in
Table UD-2.
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TABLE UD-2
URBAN DESIGN RELATED
GOALS AND POLICIES BY ELEMENT

/

Urban Design
Issue Area

Citywide
Visual Linkage
Conununities

Town Center

Land Use

Housing

Circulation

Noise

4.6,5.4,

Public
Safety

1.6, 1.7,
1.9, 1.10

Conservation/
Open Space

8.3

Public
Facilities
and Growth

5.10

7.3, 7.4

5.4-5.7, 5.9-

2.1, 4.1
l.12-l.l6,
4.7, 5.1-5.3,

2.1, 2.2,

5.9, 5.11

2.4, 2.5

Economic
Development

7.1-7.4

7.1, 7.4

5.4-5.7, 5.95.12, 7.1,

Public Spaces
Design
1.5, 1.6,
\

Doheny
Village

1.11-1.16,
4.7, 5.1-5.3,

2.1,2.2,
2.4, 2.5

6.1, 62

1.16,

Marine

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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THE URBAN DESIGN PLAN
The Urban Design Plan consists of two major sections. The first section addresses
Citywide Urban Design concepts. This includes the primary elements that contribute to
the design character of the City as a whole. The second section focuses on community
design concepts for the Capistrano Beach, Dana Point, and Monarch Beach portions of
the City. The Urban Design Plan concepts illustrate how the goals and policies can be
applied to specific areas of the City. The figures and illustrations are indicative of
concepts only, and are not intended (or interpreted) to establish a specific standard or
requirement.
CITYWIDE URBAN DESIGN CONCEPTS

The Natural Setting

Dana Point's spectacular natural setting forms one of the most memorable
arrangements of sea and landform in Southern California. Its geographical
location is marked by the "Headlands" and coastal bluffs. The Headlands
is one of the most prominent features of the Southern California coastline
between Point Lorna and the Palos Verdes Peninsula. The City's favorable
southwestern aspect orients toward Capistrano Bight, a subtle bend in the
coastline which defines a shallow bay between Dana Point and San Mateo
Point to the south. Santa Catalina Island is prominent as a scenic landmark
visible on the open ocean to the west.
Dana Point and its southern neighbor of San Clemente both derive their
community identities from their coastal locations, although each City's
development history has interpreted the coastal setting in different ways.
Dana Point, from its early history as the harbor for Mission San Juan
Capistrano and visit by Richard Henry Dana, has emphasized its maritime
identity as a place to engage the sea.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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Dana Point Natural Setting
Elements of the Natural Setting:
The Dana Point Headlands and Bluffs
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The landforms of the Headlands and coastal bluffs are the most prominent
natural features of the City. They are visible from the region's coastline and
coastal hillsides from a distance of up to 30 miles.
Public views and
pedestrian access to the bluffs are significant urban design and public
resources of the City.
Urban Design policies and concepts guiding development of the Headlands
are:
o

Minimize alteration of existing topography of the Headlands to measures
necessary for public safety and to accommodate a development
program consistent with the General Plan and Headlands Specific Plan.

o

Require setbacks of buildings and site improvements from the bluff faces
which will assure public and structural safety, consistent with detailed
geotechnical report recommendations.

o

Encourage building forms that maintain a low profile and are visually
integrated with the landforms.

o

The significance of and treatment of existing ridges, knolls, canyons and
vegetation on the Headlands and bluffs should be determined in the
Headlands Specific Plan, EIR, and Resource Management Plan
documents.

o

Require all private development and public improvement proposals
which have potential to impact public views of the Headlands and bluffs
to submit detailed studies of view impacts. All development along the
City's coastline, as well as several locations in the Dana Point Town
Center and Monarch Beach areas, have potential to affect public views
of the Headlands and bluffs.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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The Beaches

Dana Point's coastline is unique in the diversity of its beaches. Capistrano
Beach, Doheny State Beach, Dana Strand Beach and Salt Creek Beach
each have a distinct character formed by surf conditions, orientation, views,
landform background and access pattern. Capistrano Beach, Doheny State
Beach and Salt Creek Beach are all publicly owned facilities operated by
State or County agencies. Dana Strand Beach is a privately owned
property. Most of the beaches enjoy wide strands that provide excellent
public access along the water's edge. Urban design policies and concepts
guiding development along the beachfront are:
o

Require future built improvements adjacent to the beaches to consider
the natural topography of the coastal terraces, embankments and bluffs
as an integral part of the beachfront natural and visual setting.
Development should protect existing natural features and be carefully
integrated with landforms, emphasizing low profile building forms,
retaining walls and other improvements that do not detract from the
natural setting of the beach.

o

Some older insensitive beachfront development has marred the natural
setting and blocked public views to the ocean. Future improvements or
modification of previously-developed sites should strive to restore the
appearance of the natural setting and open additional public views to the
water. Opportunities to restore the appearance include:
Sensitive development of the old Mobile Home Park above Dana
Strand Beach according to a Specific Plan for the Dana Point
Headlands.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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Encourage opening selective views to the ocean from the Pacific
Coast Highway.
San Juan Creek and Salt Creek Basins

San Juan Creek and Salt Creek divide Dana Point's land mass into three
components which nearly concur with the communities of Capistrano
Beach, Dana Point and Monarch Beach. The creek basins and intervening
ridgelines give physical definition to the communities. The creek basins
form visual corridors to and from the inland landscape of hillsides and
ridges.
San Juan Creek's history is closely linked to Mission San Juan Capistrano.
Historically, the creek provided irrigation for the farmland around the
Mission and a trail to the small harbor. Although the flood control channel
destroyed the natural appearance of the creekbed, the hiking/biking path to
San Juan Capistrano is an important recreational resource. Urban design
policies and concepts guiding development near the creek basins are:
o

Future development of the land between the San Juan Creek channel
and Santa Fe tracks shall provide an open space corridor for hiking and
biking along the east channel edge. The corridor should be landscaped
primarily with native riparian vegetation.

o

Salt Creek and its surrounding basin has retained its open space
character by location of The Links at Monarch Beach and adjacent Salt
Creek regional open space, hiking and biking trail. Site planning,
architecture and landscaping for the proposed Monarch Beach Resort
development should contribute to the open, spacious feel of the valley.

The Capistrano Beach Palisades

Most of Capistrano Beach lies on a coastal terrace rising to approximately
200 feet above sea level at the Interstate 5 Freeway. The bold line of cliffs
(Palisades) along Pacific Coast Highway define the character of the
beachfront and create exceptional views of the water from the residential
neighborhoods on the terrace. Major issues in the area are erosion and
stability of the bluffs, preservation of views of the bluffs from Pacific Coast
Highway through the new developments on the inland side of the highway,
and public views from the bluff top to the coast. Urban design policies and
concepts guiding development along the Capistrano Beach Palisades are:
o

New developments on the inland side of Pacific Coast Highway should
preserve occasional open spaces to view the bluffs, avoiding a solid
building line against the bluffs.

o

There is potential for selective revegetation with native species on some
of the bluffs and in the finger canyons along the Palisades. However, no
URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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further development or alteration of landforms should occur in the
canyons.

/

Visual Linkages and Identity
Strengthen Dana Point's identity as a City by creating strong visual
linkages with unifying design elements on major street corridors.

Potential visual linkage. Planting on The Pacific
Coast Highway, Monarch Beach
Dana Point's image, character and identity are highly dependent upon the
design quality of its streets. The City's streets are the most visible part of
the public environment, experienced daily by all residents and visitors who
move about the City. The street system provides public spaces for walking
and biking, scenic opportunities, and visual-symbolic linkages between
open spaces, public facilities, neighborhoods and shopping districts.
Many of Dana Point's streets offer spectacular panoramic views toward the
ocean. These view opportunities form an important part of the City's
coastal identity, and are important scenic resources to be preserved.
Improvement of the City's street character requires the implementation of
several design related elements including:
o

Street trees and
thoroughfares.

landscape

o

Improved pedestrian and bicycle opportunities connecting public parks,
recreational facilities,
scenic attractions,
schools,
residential
neighborhoods and commercial districts.

o

City identity graphics with directional signage marking public places.

16
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o

City entrance markers.

o

Pedestrian-oriented lighting in special locations and districts.

o

Preservation of public view corridors.

o

Design guidelines for private property development to promote a
coherent design character while allowing flexibility to encourage creative
efforts.

Landscape Corridors
of street tree planting.

Crown Valley Parkway
The importance of a comprehensive street landscape program to Dana
Point's image increases with the City's build-out and resulting loss of natural
open spaces to development. Street trees can play an important role in
defining three-dimensional space in the City. The value of boulevard
plantings, and groves of trees in parks and open spaces, is both psychological and physical. A high-quality landscape is usually associated with higher
value communities and is seen as an indication of the quality of life and the
value of real estate.
An ambitious street tree program, phased over a ten-year period, can
provide visual structure and design continuity along the City's most visible
public thoroughfares. Fortunately, Dana Point has examples of recentlyplanted streets that provide a model for the future. Recent improvements to
the Street of the Golden Lantern, Crown Valley Parkway and Pacific Coast
Highway northwest of the Street of the Blue Lantern, illustrate what can be
accomplished citywide.

17
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•
Appendix "A," "Dana Point Landscape Corridors," gives an Inventory of the
City's major street corridors with Recommended Improvements. The
Recommended Improvements are categorized according to the different
arrangements of street, sidewalk and landscape edges in the City.
Appendix "8", developed in conjunction with the Design Guidelines,
provides selected tree species for the City's designated Landscape
Corridors, and general recommendations for other streets in the City. Both
appendices to this Element are contained in the General Plan Appendix.
Implementation of the street tree program will require site specific surveys
of existing right-of-way conditions, utility locations and preparation of
detailed planting plans for each street segment to be completed.
Recommended improvements on Pacific Coast Highway will require
cooperation and approval of CALTRANS.

18
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CITY ENTRANCE FEATURE
OR LANDSCAPE FOCUS AREA

DANAPOINT
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This Figure has been effecUvely certified by the Coastal
Commission as part of the Certified Land Use Plan. For
purposes of development within the coastal zone, use of
certified figures shall be in a manner which, on balance, Is the
most protective of significant coastal resources. This Figure is
only a general representation of the coastal resources depicted
herein. Site specific studies shall be conducted as part of
Individual coastal development permit applications to confirm
the extent to which, If at all, the coastal resources depicted In
this Figure exist on a particular site.

Figure UD-1
Landscape Corridor
July 9, 1991
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Landscape Focus Areas

East Couplet Entrance Landscape Focus
Additional planting in small, highly-visible focus areas throughout the City
can strengthen the landscape character of the City and street system.
Clustered planting in these areas present an opportunity for flowering
shrubs and trees. Opportunities for such plantings include:
o

o
o
o

o

Business district gateway landscaping at the east and west entrances to
the couplet at the Dana Point Town Center and the north and south
entrances to Doheny Village along Doheny Park Road (at Camino
Capistrano and the Route 1 Freeway interchange).
The northwest comer of Doheny Park Road and Pacific Coast Highway.
Viewpoints and gateways or other locations on the Headlands site along
Pacific Coast Highway.
Harbor Gateway landscaping at all four comers of the intersection of
Pacific Coast Highway/Del Obispo-Harbor Drive, as properties are
renovated.
Selected locations on the scarred hillside edges along the north side of
Pacific Coast Highway, between the Street of the Crystal Lantern and
the Street of the Copper Lantern.

Neighborhood Street Tree Planting

Local neighborhood street tree planting organized by property owners and
homeowners' associations is encouraged throughout the City as a means of
improving the quality of residential neighborhoods. The City will work with
organized groups to assist with technical advice and the issuance of permits
for right-of-way planting. The funding of improvements and maintenance is
the responsibility of homeowners or the homeowners' groups.

20
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Las Palmas Neighborhood
Walking and Biking Linkages
Improve walking and biking opportunities between public parks,
community facilities and scenic attractions throughout the City.
.-c'---

Heritage Park. Pedestrian and Biking Linkage to Doheny State Beach

21
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Dana Point's parks, open spaces, beaches and scenic lookouts are among
the finest in Southern California. They need to be more clearly linked,
physically and perceptually, to encourage pedestrian and biking circulation,
and less use of the automobile.
The Blufftop Trail, which will eventually connect the Dana Point Headlands
to Doheny State Beach, is an excellent example of the desired concept.
In addition to completion of the City's bikeway system, more pedestrian
walks and trails need to be developed, and the pedestrian environment
improved in key locations. Opportunities for pedestrian improvements
include:
o

Complete the trail from the Dana Point Headlands to Doheny State
Beach, and extend the trail northward along Dana Strand Beach to Salt
Creek Beach Park and the regional trail system along the Salt Creek
Basin.

o

Develop an open space corridor with landscape and recreational
improvements along the east edge of the San Juan Creek Channel.

o

Develop a special graphic signage system to locate and increase
awareness of pedestrian and biking paths, including "scenic walks" and
"scenic bike rides" throughout the City.

o

Improve pedestrian opportunities throughout the City, by completing the
"Landscape Corridors" program and adding special streetscape
improvements to the Dana Point Town Center and Doheny Village
districts.

Street trees, wide sidewalks, street furniture, pedestrian lighting, buildings
and signage oriented to the sidewalk, and opportunities to stop at a park or
other public place, are all essential to improve the City's pedestrian
environment. Landscaping should be provided between the sidewalk and
the roadway to protect pedestrians and buildings from traffic.

22
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Figure UD-2
Existing and Proposed Open Space
Walkway/Bike/Trail Opportunities
July 9, 1991
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coastal development pem'llt applications to ccnflrm the elden! to
Milch, If at all, the coaslal r~ deplcleclln this Figure exist
on•pafUcularslte.
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City Identity Graphics
Develop a citywide identity graphics system to announce and mark the
location of public buildings, parks, recreational opportunities,
schools, scenic attractions, coastal access points, walking and biking
paths, commercial districts, cultural facilities, artistic and historic
enhancements, and public parking areas.
Entry Monuments

Identity Graphics

City HaJI •

Beaches

t

Business •
District

Entry Monuments
Place entry monuments at principal entrances to the City. Emphasize
the City's coastal identity, bluffs and visual prominence of the bluffs in
the design.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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Pedestrian Lighting
Develop pedestrian-oriented lighting
pedestrian activity is to be focused.
o

/

'--

in

special

areas

where

Use the historic Lanterns unit as the designated lighting fixture
throughout the Town Center.

'

Historic Lantern Fixture
Dana Point Town Center

o

Develop pedestrian-oriented lighting on Doheny Park Road, between the
Route 1 overpass and Camino Capistrano.

o

Emphasize pedestrian-oriented site lighting in private development as a
means to highlight pedestrian spaces and circulation patterns. Reduce
high-masted site and parking lot lighting that contribute to excessive
ambient light in the City's nighttime sky.

o

Develop pedestrian-oriented lighting adjacent to schools, community
facilities and other public places with regular or occasional evening use.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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Public View Preservation
Preserve public views from streets and public spaces throughout the
City, and open new views where opportunities exist.

Street of the Golden Lantern
View Corridor
The policy of the City is to protect public views when reviewing new
development proposals and public improvement plans. However, the City
does not accept responsibility for preserving private views that may be
affected by private development or landscaping.

Salt Creek Beach Park

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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Design Guidelines for Private Development

j.,

Adopt Design Guidelines for private development that emphasize
creating a high-quality street character, pedestrian orientation and
continuity of design among adjacent developments.
Future development in Dana Point should place primary emphasis on the
contribution it makes to the public environment of the City's streets and
pedestrian environment. While internally-oriented site and building groups
may be developed, this should not be at the expense of public street
character.
Key design principles to improve the contribution of developments to public
street character are:
o

Orientation of principal building elevations toward public streets.
Avoidance of blank walls, large parking lots and other elements void of
pedestrian and visual interest along the street edge.

o

Careful design of building forms as viewed from the street, with particular
emphasis on creating building components scaled to human size.

o

Design of coordinated visual and circulation linkages between adjacent
developments to create design continuity along public streets.
Relationships can be drawn from similar building forms, heights,
materials, landscape patterns and signage; connected walkways and
driveways; and similar site plan arrangements.

o

Emphasis on pedestrian orientation and pedestrian opportunities,
through widened sidewalks and street-facing plazas, courtyards visible
from the street, and richly-planted landscape focus points oriented to the
street.

o

Provide appropriate landscape buffer between street and pedestrians
and building site.

o

Provision of landscape buffers between streets and new developments.

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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Dana Point enjoys an architectural diversity which reflects the stylistic
preferences and predominant building types which have evolved over its
75-year built history. The City's earliest buildings were simple vernacular
fishing shacks and shelters built along the coastline.
The earliest
permanent buildings were residences designed in a variety of styles,
including the Spanish Colonial Revival, which became popular in California
during the 1920's.
The City's communities each share common design elements that provide a
subtle continuity to their architecture and landscape:
Capistrano Beach has no single architectural style, but the dense plantings
and residential scale of the neighborhood present an informal character that
emphasizes buildings carefully set in the landscape. The area's most
successfully designed commercial buildings, such as the Edgewater Inn on
the Pacific Coast Highway, continue this residential, informal feel.
The Dana Point Town Center's recent effort to establish an architectural
theme has brought some continuity to the area, but architectural style in
itself is not enough to accomplish the desired pedestrian orientation and
"village" character. Design principles for the orientation of buildings to
public sidewalks, provision of landscaped courtyards and other outdoor
pedestrian spaces, removal of private parking lots from public view, and the
scaling of. building elements to human size are needed to build a more
unified Town Center that attracts residents and visitors.
Monarch Beach has a more Mediterranean character of architecture and
landscape. The area's spacious character and lack of mature vegetation
make single building forms more prominent in the landscape. As the area's
planting matures, the image will be increasingly dominated by vegetation.
Architecture in Dana Point should emphasize the following basic principles,
URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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regardless of location or building function:
o

The integration of buildings and outdoor spaces for pedestrian activity is
encouraged.
The use of courtyards, patios, terraces, balconies,
verandas, covered walkways and other defined outdoor spaces for
human activity can help provide a rich architectural character that takes
advantage of the region's climate, is energy efficient, and is designed for
maximum human use.

o

Architecture, landscape design and site planning should contribute to the
quality and character of the City's streets and public spaces. Each
development should be carefully designed to benefit the character of the
surrounding neighborhood and form a complementary relationship to
neighboring buildings.

o

Buildings, planting and site design should promote pedestrian activity
and pedestrian emphasis whenever an opportunity exists. Building
frontages at the public sidewalk should be designed to maximize
pedestrian emphasis and de-emphasize automobile orientation.

o

Larger buildings should be designed to reduce their perceived height and
bulk by dividing their mass into smaller parts carefully scaled to human
size.

o

Building forms and elevations should create interesting roof silhouettes,
strong patterns of shade and shadow, and integral architectural detail.

o

Building signage should be carefully integrated with the site design,
architecture, and plantings.

29
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Historic Preservation

Historic Residence in Santa Clara Neighborhood
Development of specific policies and programs to preserve historically and
architecturally-significant sites is needed. The City's Historic Preservation
program should contain the following procedural steps and elements:
o

Adopt a City Historic Preservation Ordinance which establishes City
programs for designation, preservation, review of proposed alterations or
demolition on designated historic sites, and potential preservation
incentives. The City may consider offering zoning and parking variances
to make preservation feasible when other alternatives for the
revitalization or improvement of a property do not exist.

o

Prepare a citywide Survey of Historic Resources to identify potentiallysignificant historic sites and districts. The Survey should prepare a
listing of locally-significant historic resources for official designation by
the City. Sites and districts with potential for State or National Register
of Historic Places designation should also be identified, and nominations
prepared where applicable.
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Capistrano Beach Residence
The neighborhoods of Capistrano Beach are among Dana Poinfs oldest
and most distinguished residential areas. Several houses with potential for
historic designation, such as the Dolph Mansion in Dana Point and Doheny
House, are located here. The mature vegetation and distinct street
landscape throughout the area create a strong identity. Pines Park, as well
as the smaller lookouts at Camino Estrella, Gazebo Park and Louise Layton
Park, provide exceptional ocean views and limited recreational
opportunities. Palisades Drive, the neighborhood's only street connecting
directly to Pacific Coast Highway, is one of the City's most dramatic visual
sequences as it winds down the bluff edge to the beach below.

Urban Design Concepts:
o

Preserve the scale
neighborhoods.

and

o

Maintain existing residential development standards for yard setbacks,
minimum lot size and building height. Institute Discretionary Design
Review for all multi-family residential development.

o

Provide public street tree improvements along Camino Capistrano and
Camino Estrella, and encourage neighborhood-organized landscape
improvements on other streets.

o

Encourage a new scenic lookout along Camino Capistrano, between
Camino Estrella and the southern City limit at Del Gado Road.

o

Provide additional landscape improvements on Palisade Drive between
Gazebo Park and Pacific Coast Highway.

o

Promote applicable portions of Calle Hermosa as a pedestrian-oriented
mixed use district of small shops, professional services and upper level
31
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dwellings.
o

Encourage property owners to consider funding pedestrian street light
and street landscape improvements.

o

Buildings in the district should emphasize pedestrian scale and sidewalk
orientation in their street frontages.

Pacific Coast Highway in Capistrano Beach
The design character of Pacific Coast Highway is dominated by the
continuous wide beachfront and line of coastal bluffs. Existing residences
line the beachfront between Camino Capistrano and Palisade Drive. Most
commercial development, primarily visitor-serving lodging, restaurants and
small shops, is clustered between Palisade Drive and Doheny Park Road.
Important Urban Design issues are the scale and character of new
commercial development in the area, and completion of pedestrian and
bike paths along and across Pacific Coast Highway. Urban design policies
for improvements along Pacific Coast Highway are:
o

Complete pedestrian and bikeway improvements between Camino
Capistrano and Doheny Park Road.
Provide walking paths on both sides of the highway and a bikeway on
the west side.

o

Provide landscape improvements on both sides of the highway.
East side: Street trees
West side: Color shrubs in groupings, between the walking path and
Santa Fe tracks.

)~
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Pacific Coast Highway at C~fistrano Beach
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o

For all commercial and multi-family development on Pacific Coast
Highway, adopt strong design guidelines that reflect Capistrano Beach's
architectural traditions and community character.
Fully-landscaped building setbacks of 20 feet from the front property line.
Larger building masses divided into smaller-scale components. Gabled
and pitched roof forms with varying heights and ridgelines.
Signage integrated with architecture, with wall signs preferred over
freestanding signs.

----·:~
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Edgewater Inn-Capistrano Beach

o

Maintain and improve open views of the ocean from Pacific Coast
Highway through Doheny State Beach and Capistrano Beach Park.
Parking lots, landscaping and other improvements should be designed
and maintained to maximize coastal view opportunities.
Future improvements on the public beach sites should not block ocean
views from Pacific Coast Highway.

Doheny Village
Doheny Village lies at the edge of the gateway to the City from the
Interstate 5 Freeway. The district's assets are its close physical proximity to
the beach, good freeway access and high visibility.
The mixed-use nature of Doheny Village is unique in the City. However,
Doheny Village needs to develop a more unified character through
33
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streetscape improvements and more consistent architectural and landscape
design. Opportunities exist to develop stronger pedestrian connections to
the beach and the planned hiking/biking path along the edges of the San
Juan Creek Channel. Urban design policies for development in Doheny
Village are:
Complete sidewalks and street trees on both sides of all streets
throughout the Village.

o
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Development Character Doheny Park Road
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DOHENY VILlAGE URBAN DESIGN ff~AUEWORK
Doheny Paric Road L..anc:lacaped Entrance
At 1 Freeway lmprowd Edge and lmerchllnge Planting.
Community Paric and Building on School District Site.
San Juan Creek Hicking/Biking Trail and Partcway.
Doheny VIllage Community Commercial Alee.
Pedestrian ocientation of buildings, atreetscape
improYements, architeclunll and landscape continuity.
Mixed-use Commercial and Residential.
Business Paric development sites.
Camino Capistrano ln1prcMtd pedea1rian and landscape

9.

linkages to Palisade neighborhood.
Community Facllily development site.
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This Figure has been effectively certified by the Coastal
CommSSton as part of the Certified Land Use Plan. For
purposes of development within the coastal zone. use of
certified figures shall be in a manner which, on balance. is the
most protective of significant coastal resources. This Figure is
only a general representation of the coastal resources depicted
herem. Site specific studies shall be conducted as part of
IndiVIdual coastal development penni applications to confirm
the extent to which, if at all, the coastal resources depicted in
this Figure exist on a particular site .
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Figure UD-3
Doheny Village Urban Design Framework
July 9, 1991
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Doheny Park Road Commercial Area
o

Improve Doheny Park Road as a major entrance "parkway'' to the City
and the visual focus of the Doheny Village commercial district.
Planned public improvements include street reconstruction, a planted
median, sidewalks and street trees, street furniture, and pedestrianoriented lighting.

~~1

Doheny l'ark Road
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Regular tree planting is recommended with a single dominant tree species
to help unify the district's character along public streets and in parking
areas. This can be complemented with a variety of ornamental and canopy
trees in yards and courtyards. Consider trees common in riparian areas to
reflect the creekside setting of Doheny Village.
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The San Juan Creek Industrial-Business Area
o

Develop the properties between San Juan Creek and the Atchison,
Topeka and Santa Fe tracks as a landscaped business park for marine
oriented commercial services, light industry, and research and
development uses.
New development should provide landscaped open space with dense
canopy trees for visual screening of building roofs, parking and service
areas.
The parkway adjacent to San Juan Creek shall incorporate the
hiking/biking path, native riparian vegetation and trees.

Potential

New Street
Olannel

Parkway
lliking/Biking Path

Planted
Building setback

San Juan Creek Channel Hiking/Biking Path at Doheny Village
Emphasize Victoria Boulevard as the primary pedestrian linkage between
Doheny Village and San Juan Creek. Study alternatives for pedestrian
crossing at the Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe tracks (surface, subgrade
and elevated).
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East of Sepulveda
o

Improve Doheny Village, east of Sepulveda, as a mixed-use
neighborhood of multi-family housing, small professional offices, small
commercial businesses and studios.
Consider the School District-owned site for public use as a neighborhood
park and community building.
Develop additional dense tree plantings along the Route 1 Freeway to
improve the buffer between the Freeway and Doheny Village and create
a more dramatic entrance sequence to the City. Add more plantings to
all Freeway edges and interchange areas.
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Dana Point
Pacific Coast Highway Corridor

Pacific Coast Highway
Pacific Coast Highway Corridor forms the eastern gateway to the Dana
Point Town Center. The long uphill grade of Pacific Coast Highway is a
dramatic entry to the Town Center, but the absence of a consistent street
landscape and lack of design continuity among private developments
communicate the image of a highway-oriented commercial strip. The
objective for the area is to unify the public streetscape and private
developments.
Urban Design Concepts for Pacific Coast Highway:
o

Provide widened sidewalks and consistent street tree planting along the
highway edges to unify the area's image and develop an improved
environment for pedestrians.
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o

The Del Obispo Road-Pacific Coast Highway intersection is a visual
focus of the area and entry to Dana Point Harbor. Future revitalization of
the four comer properties should dedicate public easements at each
comer for public landscape features that distinguish the intersection.

o

Site planning of private properties should minimize driveway entrances
on the highway. Adjacent developments are encouraged to use shared
driveway entrances and develop internal circulation linkages when
feasible. Surface parking areas should be located to the rear or sides of
buildings.

o

General architectural, landscape and signage design principles defined
for the City will help create stronger design continuity among new private
developments.
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The Dana Point Town Center

Pacific Coast Highway looking Northwest
Revitalization of the Dana Point Town Center is a high priority design and
economic development goal of the City. The Town Center's future is
closely linked to the need to manage traffic on Pacific Coast Highway and
Del Prado, a program that will require the cooperation of CALTRANS. The
primary goal of the area is to create a compact pedestrian-oriented village
with a "small town" atmosphere and a mix of uses serving both residents
and visitors. The Town Center should become one of Dana Point's central
business districts and a public gathering place for entertainment,
restaurants and shopping.
Urban Design Concepts for the Dana Point Town Center:
Public Spaces and Streetscape:
o

Improve pedestrian opportunities throughout the Town Center with
widened sidewalks, regular street tree planting, street furniture,
pedestrian-oriented lighting, and building frontages oriented to the
sidewalk.

o

Develop.landscape entrance features at each end of the Town Center.
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West Town Center Entrance

o

Develop stronger pedestrian and visual linkages from the Town Center
to the Blufftop Trail public lookouts and Heritage Park. Emphasize
regular tree planting on all connecting streets and directional graphics to
guide pedestrians to the trail and public open spaces.
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Improve pedestrian
quality of Town Center
with widened sidewalks,
regular street tree
plantings. street furniture
pedestrian lighting and
buildings oriented to the
sidewalk.

t

2. Develop landscaped entrance
features at each end of the
couplet.
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PROPOSED LANDSCAPE IMPROVEMENTS
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3. Develop stronger linkages
to Biufflop trail.
Emphasize tree planting
on all connecting streets.

· PLAN

4. Create a new pedestrian
This Figure has been effectively certified by the Coastal
Commission as part of the Certified Land Use Plan. For
purposes of development within the coastal zone, use of
certified figures shall be In a manner which, on balance, Is the
most protective of significant coastal resources. This Figure Is
only a general representation of the coastal resources depicted
herein. Site specific studies shall be conducted as part of
Individual coastal development permit applications to confirm
the extent to which, If al all, the coastal resources depleted In
this Figure exist on a particular site.

shopping focus on San Juan
Street. New lnntl build·
ings, widened sidewalks,
lighting, street furniture
and public art.

Figure UD-4
Dana Point Town Center
July 9, 1991
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This Figure has been effectively certified by the Coastal
Commission as part of the Certified Land Use Plan. For
purposes of development within the coastal zone, use of
certified figures shall be In a manner which, on balance, Is the
most protective of significant coastal resources. This Figure is
only a general representation of the coastal resources depicted
herein. Site speclfic studies shall be conducted as part of
Individual coastal development permit applications to confirm
the extent to which, If at all, the coastal resources depicted In
this Figure exist on a particular site.
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Figure UD-5
View of Dana Point Town Center ·and
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o

Create a new pedestrian-oriented shopping focus on San Juan Avenue.
Promote new infill buildings on existing parking lots. Develop widened
sidewalks, pedestrian-oriented lighting, street furniture and public art,
with small shops, restaurants and commercial services oriented to the
sidewalk.
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SAN JUAN AVENUE PEDESTRIAN FOCL JS

1. Pedestrian passage from Pacific Coast Highway to San Juan Avenue.
2. Pedestrian improvements to San Juan Avenue:
Widened sidewalks
Regular street tree planting
Street furniture
Pedestrian scaled lighting
New buildings oriented to sidewalk and pedestrian spaces.
3. New development opportunities on properties flanking entrance to La Plaza.
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The most important principles for future architecture in the own Center is
to emphasize creating a strong pedestrian orientation and carefully scaling
building elements into small parts that relate to human size.
o

Provide pedestrian-oriented building frontages with ground-level shops
and other active uses at the sidewalk. Outdoor pedestrian spaces such
as courtyards, patios, covered walkways, porches and balconies are
encouraged in all new private developments.

o

Divide large building masses into smaller elements that reflect a village
feel and scale. Informal proportions and composition are encouraged.

o

Permit building heights up to 3 stories, provided the third story is stepped
back along the primary street frontage.

o

Pitched and gabled roof forms are encouraged.

o

Wood siding painted in earth tone colors is encouraged as a primary wall
material but other materials and colors may be acceptable if the building
is carefully-scaled to the pedestrian, is compatible with neighboring
buildings, and is sensitive to the informal village character desired for
architecture in the Town Center.

Design policy in the Town Center has encouraged an architectural
character derived from seacoast villages.
While this vocabulary is
encouraged in new development, other design approaches may be
acceptable if they achieve sensitively-scaled buildings that contribute to an
improved pedestrian environment and village atmosphere.
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La Plaza

o

Strengthen the Plaza area as a center of neighborhood shops and
services. Potential redevelopment of the west side of La Plaza present
an opportunity to define the public space with a two story building of
ground level shops and upper level offices or dwellings.

o

Promote revitalization of the northwest (Chevron) and northeast (old
Post Office) corners of La Plaza and Pacific Coast Highway.

Parking in the Town Center
Create a parking district for public parking and study potential locations for
additional public parking including structures and Jots. Consider reduced
on-site parking requirements and institute an in-lieu fee program to finance
public parking facilities when minimum standard on-site parking
requirements are not met.
o

Strengthen the Plaza area as a center of neighborhood shops and

URBAN DESIGN ELEMENT
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The Santa Clara Avenue Neighborhood and Blufftop Trail

Amber Lantern Lookout

The Santa Clara Avenue neighborhood is a small unique residential
enclave between the-Harbor and Town Center. The neighborhood is noted
for its well maintained and historic houses, public lookouts and spectacular
views to the ocean. Several newer multi-family projects have been
developed in the neighborhood to diversify and compliment the area's older
single family character. The recent development of a portion of the Blufftop
Trail has successfully pioneered one of southern California's most unique
and significant open space resources.
o

Where possible, complete the missing links of the Blufftop Trail between
the Headlands and Doheny State Beach. Since existing single family
homes prohibit a continuous bluff edge easement between The Streets
of the Blue and Amber Lanterns and between Streets of the Violet and
Old Golden Lantern, develop pedestrian improvements (street trees,
benches, bike lanes, and graphic markers) along Santa Clara Avenue to
continue the trail.
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The Dana Point Harbor

The City of Dana Point is the local agency responsible for general planning
and zoning of the Dana Point Harbor. The County of Orange has
management responsibility for the Harbor. However, as a part of the City of
Dana Point, the City and the General Plan have an active role in shaping
the Harbor's future improvement and development.
Dana Point Harbor Drive, with its plantings, recreational spaces and views
of the bluffs, provides a dramatic open space corridor along the Harbor
edge. The following pedestrian connections in the Harbor area need to be
strengthened:
o

Improve the pedestrian linkage between the Harbor and Dana Point
Headlands along Cove Road.

o

Create a stronger pedestrian linkage and design orientation between the
Harbor and Doheny State Beach. Improve the pedestrian and bike
paths.

The design of buildings and parking areas in the Harbor district needs to
give greater attention to the unique waterfront setting.
o

Future buildings and building additions should form compact clusters
located along the water's edge, in the same manner as historic dockside
and marine development. Freestanding buildings surrounded by parking
lots should be avoided.

o

The visual impact of parking lots and trailer storage areas needs to be
reduced. Visitors to the Harbor should view landscape and buildings,
with parking and boat storage areas screened by vegetation, low walls
and buildings.
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The Dana Point Headlands

The Dana Point Headlands form the City's most precious land resource.
Urban Design objectives for development on the Headlands are:
o

Preserve a continuous open space corridor along the coastline, providing
full public access to the bluff edge and coastal views.

o

Connect the Blufftop Trail to the Headlands, and extend the trail to Dana
Strand Beach and Salt Creek Beach Park.

o

Preserve the relative height and visual prominence of the ridge top near
Pacific Coast Highway as permanent open space, and consider the ridge
top for location of a public park.

o

Develop a landscaped open space corridor along Pacific Coast Highway,
preserving the perception of the Headlands as being predominantly open
land.

o

Future buildings on the Headlands should be carefully integrated with
existing landforms, maintaining a visual profile that causes minimum
disruption of public ridgeline views.

The Lantern Residential District
The Lantern District is a relatively high-density neighborhood of single
family, duplex and multi-family dwellings north and inland of the Dana Point
Town Center. The area's close walking distance to the Town Center, view
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corridors to the ocean along streets, and strong neighborhood identity are
assets. Needed urban design improvements are:
o

Upgrading of infrastructure. Many streets and alleys need reconstruction, and several missing sidewalk segments need to be completed.

o

The entire area would benefit from a neighborhood-organized street
landscape effort, provided that view corridors to the ocean are not
obstructed. Public street tree improvements on La Cresta Drive and
Selva Road are especially needed.

o

Stronger code enforcement to correct dilapidated and poorly-maintained
properties which degrade positive neighborhood identity.
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Monarch Beach

The Ritz Carlton at Monarch Beach
Monarch Beach has a dramatic setting focused on the Pacific Ocean and
Salt Creek Basin. The area has benefited by master planning and more
current development standards. Salt Creek Beach Park, Dana Strand
Beach and The Links at Monarch Beach give the community an outdoor
recreation emphasis. The most prominent landmark is the Ritz Carlton
Resort Hotel, soon to be accompanied by the Monarch Beach Resort.
Monarch Beach has few Urban Design issues due to its newness and
quality of recent planning efforts. Planned Urban Design improvements
are:
o

Completion of the Salt Creek regional trail from Laguna Niguel to Salt
Creek Beach. Construction of a public beach building at Salt Creek
Beach.

o

Stronger development standards that provide carefully-sited and
designed projects that frt the existing topography, minimizing massgrading and large engineered flat pads.

o

Completion of roadside landscaping, walkways and bike paths along
Pacific Coast Highway.

o

Provide public improvements to Sea Terrace Park.
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APPENDIX A. DANA POINT LANDSCAPE CORRIDORS

Appendix A lists the City's major street corridors where public landscape improvements
are to be focused.
Existing sidewalk and street tree planting and conditions are noted. Designed sidewalk
and street tree standards are categorized according to the various configurations that
exist or are proposed. Drawings of the standards (A through I) are given on the
following pages.

APPENDIX A
DANA POINT LANDSCAPE CORRIDORS

I

None existina or
planned.

No sidewalks or street trees.

Coast side: Condition H.
Inland side: Condition B.

- New sldewalks/walklna
paths both sides.
- Street trees, both sides.

Pacific Coast Highway.
Palisade Drive to Doheny
Park Road.
(CALTRANS)

None existing or
planned.

Coast side: Condition E.
Inland side: No sidewalks or
street trees.

Coast side: Condition B.
Inland side: Condition B.

- Complete sidewalks and
street trees, botla sides.

Pacific Coast Highway.
Doheny Park Road to Del
Obispo Street.

None existing.
- Potential for planted
media a.

Condition E. Missing
sidewalk links. No street
trees.

Conditions A, B.

- Complete sidewalks.
- Selective opportunities for
street tree plantlna Ia
sidewalk

Pacific Coast Highway. Del
Obispo Street to Street Qf
the Copper Lantern.

None existing.
- Potential for planted
median.

Condition E.

Conditions A, B.

- Selective opportualtles for
street tree plantlna Ia
sidewalk space.

Pacific Coast Highway.
Street of the Copper
Lantern to Street of the Blue

None existing or
planned.

Condition E.

Condition C.

• Opportunity for street tree
plaatlna In sidewalk space
as Interim measure.
• Couplet area lmprovemeats,
Condition C.

Pacific Coast Highway.
Street of the Blue Lantern to
Selva Road.
(CAL TRANS)

Existing striped
median.
- Potential for planted
median

Condition G.

Condition G.

- No improvements needed,
except to assure conformity
of landscape.

Pacific Coast Highway.
San Clemente City Limit to
Palisade Drive.

A-1
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(Continued)

Pacific Coast Highway.
Selva Road to Nigel Road.
(CALTRANS)

I

Existing striped
median.
- Potential for planted
median.

I

No existing sidewalks or
street trees. Planted
embankments both sides.

Condition B.

I-

I

Develop sidewalks both
sides. (Condition B).

Pacific Coast Highway.
Nigel Road to Crown Valley
Parkway.
TRANS)

Existing striped
median.
- Potential for planted
median.

West side: Condition E.
East side: Conditions F, G.
Improvements incomplete.

West side: Condition B.
East side: Condition G.

I

Pacific Coast Highway.
Crown Valley Parkway to
Laguna Beach City Limit.

Existing striped
median.
• Potential for planted
median.

No existing sidewalks or
street trees.

Condition B.

~- Deftlop aew aldewalb

Street of the Golden
Lantern. Dana Point Harbor
Drive to Del Prado.

Existing planted
median.

East side:
Existing Condition F.
West side:
Existin Condition H.

East side: Condition F.
West side: Condition B.

East side: Conditions F, E.
West side: Condition E.

Condition C (both sides).

Street of the Golden
Lantern. Del Prado to
Pacific Coast

I

Existing median.

I

Eut aide: Dnelop aew
sidewalks and street trees.
(Condition G).

sides or highway.
(Condition B).

No improvements needed.

Street of the Golden
Lantern. Pacific Coast
to La Paz.

Existing planted median
(Intermittent).

Conditions E, F.

Conditions A, B.

I-

Street of the Golden
Lantern. La Paz to
Stonehill.

Existing planted median
(Intermittent).

Conditions E, F, H.
(Varies with location).

Conditions F, H.
(Varies with location).

I"

A-l

••th

Selective opportunities for
street tree planting In

Selecthe opportaaltlea ror
street tree plantln1, both
sides.
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APPENDIX A
DANA POINT LANDSCAPE CORRIDORS
(Continued)

• Opportualtles for addltloaal
street plaatlaa.
Del Obispo Street. Pacific
Coast Highway to Stonehill
Drive.
Del Obispo Street. Stonehill
Drive to Camino del Avion.
Selva Road. Pacific Coast
to La Cresta Drive.

I•

Poteatlal for plaated
•edlaa Ia teleetlve

- Poteatlal for plaated
•edlaa Ia selective
loeatloas.

I None existing or

I

Partial sidewalks, primarily
on east side. Condition E.

I Coaditions A, B.

• Co•plete sidewalks aad
street trees.

Partial sidewalks, primarily
on east side. Condition E.

Conditions A, B, H.
Varies with location.

- Complete sidewalks aad
street trees.

Condition H.

Condition H.

No improvements needed.

I Condition H.

I Condition H.

Selva Road. La Cresta
Drive to Street of the Blue
Lantern.

None existing or
planned.

Selva Road. Street of the
Blue Lantern to Street of the
Goldea Lantera.

None existing or
planned.

North side: Condition E
(partial sidewalks).
South side: Coadition E.

Conditions A, B.

• Complete sidewalks oa
aorth side.
- Opportualtles for addltloaal
street

Selva Road. Street of the
Golden Lantern to Stonehill
Drive.

None existiag or
planned.

Conditions E, H.

Conditions A, B. H.
Varies with location.

Complete mlsslaa sidewalk
se1meats.
- Opportualtles for addltloaal
street tree plaatlag.

A-3

• Plaatla1 opportualtles.
Soatla side: Street trees.
North side: Street trees
at ~ew locatloas.
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APPENDIX A
DANA POINT lANDSCAPE CORRIDORS
(Continued)

Street of the Golden
Lantern. Stonehill to
Acaoulco.

No existing median.
- Potential lor planted
median.

Street of the Golden
Lantern. Acapulco to
Camino del Avion.

Improve existing
planted median.

Del Prado. Street of the
Copper Lantern to Old
Golden Lantern.
TRANS)

I

I

East side: Condition I.
West side: Condition B.

~-

Opportunity lor street tree
planting, east side.

East side: Conditions F, G.
West side: Condition H.

East side: Conditions F, G
(Varies with location).
West side: Condition H.

1-

Improve planted median.

None.

Condition B.

Condition C.

Del Prado. Old Golden
Lantern to Street of the Blue
Lantern.
(CAL TRANS)

None.

Condition E.

Doheny Park Road. Pacific
Coast Highway to Camino
Capistrano.

Partial planted median
exists.
- Potential lor planted
median exists.

Camino Capistrano. Doheny
Road to Via Canon.

None.

Partial sidewalks. No street
trees.

Condition F.

- Develop new sidewalks and
street

Camino Capistrano. Via
Canon to Palisade Drive.

None.

Partial sidewalks. No street
trees.

Condition F.

- Complete sidewalks where
conditions permit.
- Opportunities lor street tree

East side: Condition I.
West side: Condition E.

I

~-

I

~- Doheny Park Road

Condition C.

I

Partial sidewalks. No street
trees.

A-4

- Couplet area streetscape
Improvements. (Condition
C)

Condition D.

Couplet area streetscape
Improvements.

streetscape Improvements.
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(Continued)

La Cresta Drive. Chula
Vista to Street of the Amber
Lantern.
La Cresta Drive. Street of
the Amber Lantcra to Street
of the Copper Lantern.
Niguel Road. Pacific Coast
Highway to Camiao del
Avion.

I

Noae existiug or
planned.

I

Coaditioa E. Missiag
sidewalk links.

I

Coaditioas A, B.

~- Co•plete •Inial oldewalk

links.
- Opportualtles for addltloaal
street tree

I

Conditioa F. Missing
sidewalks at cast cad.

Condition F.

I

- Complete mlsslaa sidewalk
llaks.
- Opportaaltles for addltloaal
street tree

Conditions G, H.

Conditions G, H.

- Uatry plaatlag deslga.

Noae existiug or
planned.

Existing planted
mcdiaa.

I Condition H.

Crown Valley Parkway.
Pacific Coast Highway to
Camino del Avion.

Existiag planted
median.

Camino del Avion. Crown
Valley Parkway to Nigel

Partial planted median.

Condition H.

Camino del Avion. Nigel
Road to Shipside.

Partial planted median.
- Complete mlsslag
seameats.

Condition H.

Camiao del Avion. Shipside
to Del Obispo Street.

- Poteatlal for planted
medlaa.

No sidewalks or street trees.

1

Condition H.

I-

Ually plaatlng design.

Condition H.

I-

Ually plaatlag deslga.

Condition H.

I-

Ually plaatlng design.

~-

Complete sidewalks aad
parkway trees.

'
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(Continued)

Stonehill Drive. Del Obispo
Street to Street of the
Golden Lantern.

None.

Conditions E, H. Missing
sidewalk links.

Conditions A, B, H.
Varies with location.

- Complete missing sidewalk
links.
- Opportunities for street tree
plantl

Stonehill Drive. Street of
the Golden Lantern to
Monarch Beach Drive.

- Opportunity to plant
median.

Conditions E, H.

Conditions A, B, H.
Varies with location.

- Opportunities for plantlna
In eslstlna median and
sidewalk

Stonehill Drive. Monarch
Beach Drive to Ni2el Road.

Existing planted
median.

Condition H.

Condition H.

No improvements needed.
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CONSERVATION AND
OPEN SPACE ELEMENT

The Conservation and Open Space Element addresses the preservation and use of the
City's important natural resources and open space areas. The goals and policies in this
Element build upon those in the other elements of the General Plan, especially the Land
Use Element and Urban Design Element. The City's Master Environmental Assessment
and the Conservation and Open Space Technical Report provide necessary background
information and are supporting documents for this Element.
The Conservation and Open Space Element also addresses the City's park system.
However, detailed planning and operation of parks and recreation facilities is the
responsibility of the Capistrano Bay Park and Recreation District. The City has both
public and private parks and facilities at the community and neighborhood level.
Opportunities exist to expand and enhance the recreational components of the City. As a
regional center for tourist activities, the City also has a strong interest in providing open
space, cultural, and recreational opportunities for visitors to the area. By providing
expanded open space, cultural, and recreational opportunities, the City will balance the
long-term economic viability of the visitor-serving segment of its economy with the
livability of the City for its residents.
PURPOSE OF THE CONSERVATION AND OPEN SPACE ELEMENT

This Element meets State requirements concerning the Conservation and
Open Space Elements as defined in Sections 65302d and 65302e of the
Government Code. According to these requirements, the Conservation
Element must contain goals and policies that further the protection and
maintenance of the State's natural resources such as water, soils, wildlife,
minerals, and other natural resources, and prevents their wasteful exploitation, degradation, and destruction.
The Open Space Element must contain goals and policies concerned with
managing all open space areas, including undeveloped lands and outdoor
recreation areas. Specifically, the Open Space Element includes open
space that is used for the preservation of natural resources, for the
managed production of resources, for outdoor recreation, and that which is
left undeveloped for public health and safety reasons.

CONSERVATION/OPEN SPACE ELEMENT
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RELATED PLANS AND PROGRAMS
There are a number of existing plans and programs which are directly
applicable to the aims and objectives of this Element. These plans and
programs were enacted through Federal, State, and local legislation and
are administered by agencies or special districts that have been delegated
with powers to enforce Federal, State and local laws. Federal laws that are
concerned with the protection of significant cultural and natural resources
include the Endangered Species Act of 1973 (as amended in 1978), the
Antiquities Act and the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and the
National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA).
California Environmental Quality Act Law and Guidelines
The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA) was adopted by the State
legislature in response to a public mandate that called for a thorough
environmental analysis of those projects that might adversely affect the
environment. The provisions of the Jaw, review procedure, and any
subsequent analysis are described in the CEQA Law and Guidelines as
amended in 1986. CEQA will continue to be instrumental in ensuring that
the impacts of all potentially significant projects are assessed by City
officials (both appointed and elected) and the general public.
California Fish and Game Regulations
The California Fish and Game Code was adopted by the State legislature to
protect the fish and wildlife resources of the State. Special permits are
required for any lake or stream alterations, dredging or other activities that
may affect fish and game habitat.
California Coastal Act
The 1976 California Coastal Act is intended to protect the natural and
scenic qualities of the California coast. The City's General Plan, Zoning
Ordinance and other implementing action will comprise the City's Local
Coastal Program. The goals and policies of the Conservation/Open Space
Plan implement many of the objectives and requirements of the California
Coastal Act.
City of Dana Point Land Use Element
The City's Land Use Element contains two land use designations that
encompass open space land uses:
Recreation/Open Space and
Community Facility. The Recreation/Open Space land use designation
encompasses most of the open space that exists in the City including active
and passive parkland and natural open space. Distinctions between the
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active recreation/open spaces and the passive recreation/open areas
including natural open space areas will be made in the Zoning Ordinance
and the Zoning Map in implementing the General Plan. The Community
Facility land use designation contains more intensive recreational and/or
cultural facilities such as community or cultural facilities, museums, and art
galleries.
Plans and programs that have contributed to the planning in Dana Point
related to conservation and open space include the following documents:
The Master Plan of Parks and Recreation

This Plan was completed in 1990 by the Capistrano Bay Park and
Recreation District and is the official Master Plan of the District. The parks
and recreation facilities in Dana Point are operated and maintained by the
District. An update to the Master Plan will be completed in 1991. This Plan,
when completed, will describe the master plan of public parkland for the
City including specific locations, standards, and design guidelines. The
Plan should be consistent with the goals and policies contained in this
Conservation and Open Space Element relating to the provision of
parkland.
County of Orange Master Plan of Local Parks

The County's Master Parks Plan provides goals, objectives and policies and
provides implementation programs for a comprehensive countywide park
plan. In conjunction with the County's Local Park Code, specific criteria are
intended to provide an adequate supply of usable county parkland. This
Plan provides a regional park planning context for the Dana Point
Conservation/Open Space Element.
County of Orange Master Plan of Regional Riding and Hiking Trails

The County's trails plan provides policies and programs to implement the
future development and operation of the County-wide trails system. The
Plan includes an inventory of existing and proposed trails and standards
and criteria for new trails. The City has incorporated the County's trails
criteria into the Conservation and Open Space Element.
County of Orange Recreation Element

The Recreation Element of the County of Orange General Plan provides an
inventory of existing and proposed parks and open space and includes the
Master Plan of Local Parks and Trails component.
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County of Orange Resources Element
The County's Resources Element includes an inventory of the County-wide
resources such as agricultural, mineral, and wildlife resources, energy,
water, air, open space, and cultural-historic resources·. The element also
includes goals, policies and programs for the development, management,
preservation, and conservation of the county's resources. This Element
provides sources of regional information affecting the Dana Point area.
County of Orange Master Plan of Regional Recreation Facilities
The Orange County Harbors, Beaches and Parks Department (HBPD)
develops and manages six coastal recreational facilities in the City. The
Master Plan of Regional Recreation Facilities component of the Orange
County Recreation Element establishes policies for developing and
maintaining these facilities.
State Park Recreation Plan
The State of California Parks and Recreation Department oversees the plan
for Doheny Beach State Park which extends from Del Obispo Street
southeast to Capistrano Beach County Park.
The plan includes
recreational facilities and allowances for overnight camping with tents and
trailers.
SCOPE AND CONTENT OF THE ELEMENT
In addition to the Introduction, the Conservation and Open Space Element
includes two sections: Conservation Goals and Policies and Conservation
and Open Space Plan. Conservation and Open Space Goals and Policies
identify goals and supporting policies addressing open space resources in
the City. The Conservation and Open Space Plan is concerned with
protecting and enhancing natural and open space resources. The Plan is
divided into two sections:
Conservation and Open Space.
The
Conservation Section contains policies for the preservation and utilization of
Dana Point's natural resources. The Open Space section focuses on the
City's existing and future parkland and the policies for the enhancement and
maintenance of its parkland and recreational facilities.
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CONSERVATION AND OPEN SPACE
GOALS AND POLICIES

A substantial portion of the City's natural open space and biological habitat has been
replaced with urban development.
However, there are significant portions of the
community that remain in a natural state. These areas include the Headlands, portions of
Monarch Beach, and the Salt Creek and San Juan Creek Basins. Although portions of
these areas are planned to be developed in the future, the conservation of open space
and the natural landforms can help to preserve the character of the area. The future
development of the areas should respect these natural features of the community.
The goals and supporting policies included in this Element address specific issues and
opportunities to conserve the City's remaining sensitive lands and to enhance the open
space within the City.

CONSERVATION AND PROTECTION OF WATER RESOURCES
Although the City of Dana Point has a high percentage of land that has
been developed, areas for future revitalization may have a significant effect
on the water resources of the community. Therefore, it is essential to
protect the existing drainage courses in as natural condition as possible.
The depletion or pollution of groundwater resources is a concern. Water
conservation measures should be adopted by the City to effectively reclaim
water and encourage water conservation throughout the development
process.

GOAL 1: Conserve and protect surface water, groundwater and
imported water resources.
Policy 1.1: Retain, protect, and enhance local drainage courses, channels,
and creeks in their natural condition, where feasible and desirable, in order
to maximize their natural hydrologic functioning so as to minimize adverse
impacts from polluted storm water run-off. (Coastal Act/30231)
Policy 1.2: Protect groundwater resources from depletion and sources of
pollution.
Policy 1.3: Conserve imported water by providing water conservation
techniques, and using reclaimed water, water conserving appliances, and
drought-resistant landscaping when feasible.
Policy 1.4: Protect water quality by seeking strict quality standards and
enforcement with regard to water imported into the County, and the
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preservation of the quality of water in the groundwater basin, streams,
estuaries, and the ocean. (Coastal Act/30231)

Policy 1.5: Retain, maintain, protect, and enhance existing riparian habitat
adjacent to drainage courses, channels, and creeks through methods such
as, but not limited to, the establishment of buffer areas adjacent to such
habitats. (Coastal Act/30231)
Policy 1.6: Channelizations, dams, or other substantial alterations of rivers
and streams shall incorporate the best mitigation measures feasible to
mitigate the loss of any riparian habitat and any downstream impacts, and
shall be limited to (1) necessary water supply projects, (2) flood control
projects where no other method for protecting existing structures in the
floodplain is feasible and where such protection is necessary for public
safety or to protect existing development, or (3) developments where the
primary function is the improvement of fish and wildlife habitat. (Coastal
Act/30236)
Policy 1.7: Maintain and, where feasible, restore the biological productivity
and the quality of coastal waters, creeks, and groundwater, appropriate to
maintain optimum populations of marine organisms and to protect human
health. Measures including, but not limited to, minimizing the adverse
effects of waste water discharges, controlling runoff, preventing the
depletion of groundwater supplies, preventing substantial interference with
surface water flow, maintaining vegetation buffer areas protecting riparian
habitats, minimizing alteration of natural streams, and street sweeping, shall
be encouraged. (Coastal Act/30231)
Policy 1.8: Coordinate with the appropriate Regional Water Quality Control
Board, the County of Orange and other agencies and organizations in the
implementation of the National Pollution Discharge Elimination System
Permits (NPDES) regulations to minimize adverse impacts on the quality of
coastal waters. (Coastal Act/30231)
CONSERVATION OF SIGNIFICANT NATURAL FEATURES
The natural features in the Dana Point area have helped to create the
desirable character of the area. Topographical features such as the
Headlands, Salt Creek and the San Juan Creek watershed, the bluffs, the
inland hills, and the beachfront should be protected from insensitive
development. Public views should be conserved and the natural vegetation
retained as much as possible. The beach areas and bluff area have
potential for excessive erosion if not protected.

GOAL 2: Conserve significant topographical features, important
watershed areas, resources, soils and beaches.
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Policy 2.1: Place restrictions on the development of floodplain areas,
beaches, sea cliffs, ecologically sensitive areas and potentially hazardous
areas. (Coastal Act/30235, 30236, 30240, 30253)
Policy 2.2: Site and architectural design shall respond to the natural
landform whenever possible to minimize grading and visual impact.
(Coastal Act/30250)
Policy 2.3: Control erosion during and following construction through
proper grading techniques, vegetation replanting, and the installation of
proper drainage, and erosion control improvements. (Coastal Act/30243)
Policy 2.4: Require the practice of proper soil management techniques to
reduce erosion, sedimentation, and other soil-related problems. (Coastal
Act/30243)
Policy 2.5: Lessen beach erosion by minimizing any natural changes or
man-caused activities which would reduce the replenishment of sand to the
beaches. (Coastal Act/30235)
Policy 2.6: Encourage public acquisition of significant land resources for
open space when funds or opportunities are available. (Coastal Act/30240)
Policy 2.7: Require geotechnical studies for developments that are
proposed for steep slopes (4:1 or steeper) on or adjacent to coastal or
inland blufftops, and where geological instability may be suspected.
(Coastal Act/30253)
Policy 2.8: Minimize risks to life and property, and preserve the natural
environment, by siting and clustering new development away from areas
which have physical constraints associated with steep topography and
unstable slopes; and where such areas are designated as Recreation/Open
Space or include bluffs, beaches, or wetlands, exclude such areas from the
calculation of net acreage available for determining development intensity
or density potential. (Coastal Act/30233, 30253)
Policy 2.9:
Preserve significant natural features as part of new
development. Permitted development shall be sited and designed to
minimize the alteration of natural landforms. Improvements adjacent to
beaches shall protect existing natural features and be carefully integrated
with landforms. (Coastal Act/30240, 30250, 30251, 30253)
Policy 2.10: Adopt setback standards which include, at a minimum, a 25
foot setback from the bluff edge or which take into consideration fifty years
of bluff erosion, whichever is most restrictive for a particular blufftop site .
. When necessary, require additional setbacks of buildings and site
improvements from bluff faces which will maximize public and structural
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safety, consistent with detailed site-specific
recommendations. (Coastal Act/30253)

geotechnical

report

Policy 2.11: Preserve Dana Point's bluffs as a natural and scenic resource
and avoid risk to life and property through responsible and sensitive bluff
top development including, but not limited to, the provision of drainage
which directs runoff away from the bluff edge and towards the street, where
feasible, and restricting irrigation and use of water-intensive landscaping
within the setback area to prevent bluff erosion. (Coastal Act/30251,
30253)
Policy 2.12: New bluff top development shall minimize risks to life and
property in geologically sensitive areas and be designed and located so as
to ensure geological stability and structural integrity. Such development
shall have no detrimental affect, either on-site or off-site, on erosion or
geologic stability, and shall be designed so as not to· require the
construction of protective devices that would substantially alter natural land
forms along bluffs and cliffs. (Coastal Act/30253)
Policy 2.13: Bluff repair and erosion control measures such as retaining
walls and other similar devices shall be limited to those necessary to protect
existing structures in danger from erosion to minimize risks to life and
property and shall avoid causing significant alteration to the natural
character of the bluffs. (Coastal Act/30251, 30253)
Policy 2.14: Shoreline or ocean protective devices such as revetments,
breakwaters, groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining walls, and
other such construction that alters shoreline processes shall be permitted
when required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to protect existing
structures or public beaches in danger from erosion, and when designed to
eliminate or mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply and
minimize adverse impacts on public use of sandy beach areas. (Coastal
Act/30210-12, 30235)
Policy 2.15: Assure that public safety is provided for in all new seaward
construction or seaward additions to existing beachfront single-family
structures in a manner that does not interfere, to the maximum extent
feasible, with public access along the beach. (Coastal Act/3021 0-212,
30214, 30253)
Policy 2.16: Identify flood hazard areas and provide appropriate land use
regulations, such as but not limited to the requirement that new
development shall have the lowest floor, including basement, elevated to or
above the base flood elevation, for areas subject to flooding in order to
minimize risks to life and property. (Coastal Act/30235, 30253)
Policy 2.17: Establish building code, setback, site design and landscaping
requirements that assure adequate fire protection to minimize risks to life
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and property. (Coastal Act/30253)
Policy 2.18: Dredging and spoils disposal shall be planned and carried out
to avoid significant disruption to marine and wildlife habitats and water
circulation. Dredge spoils suitable for beach replenishment should be
transported for such purposes to appropriate beaches or into suitable long
shore current systems. (Coastal Act/30233)
Policy 2.19: Whenever feasible, the material removed from erosion control

and flood control facilities may be placed at appropriate points on the
shoreline in accordance with other applicable provisions of the Local
Coastal Program, and where feasible mitigation measures have been
provided to minimize adverse environmental effects. Aspects that shall be
considered before issuing a coastal development permit for such purposes
are the method· of placement, time of year of placement, and sensitivity of
the placement area. (Coastal Act/30233)
CONSERVATION OF BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES

The existing development and urbanization of Dana Point has nearly
eliminated sizable expanses of undisturbed native vegetation.
The
remaining vegetation includes small isolated pockets of chaparral and
coastal sage scrub. The shoreline areas from north of Dana Point Harbor
and extending along Doheny State Beach provide a habitat for a wide
variety of marine animals and plants. These areas have been designated
by the State of California as Marine Life Refuges. Although there are
limited quantities of undisturbed vegetation several sensitive species have
been observed with the City including the California Black Tailed
Gnatcatcher, the Monarch Butterfly, and the Turkish Ruggish (plant).
GOAL 3: Conserve significant natural plant and animal communities.

Environmentally sensitive habitat areas, including important
plant communities, wildlife habitats, marine refuge areas, riparian areas,
wildlife movement corridors, wetlands, and significant tree stands, such as
those generally depicted on Figure COS-1 shall be preserved.
Development in areas adjacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas
shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would significantly
degrade those areas through such methods as, the practice of creative site
planning, revegetation, and open space easement/dedications, and shall be
compatible with the continuance of those habitat areas. A definitive
determination of the existence of environmentally sensitive habitat areas on
a specific site shall be made through the coastal development permitting
process. (Coastal Act/30230, 30240)
Policy 3.1 :
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Policy 3.2: Require development proposals in areas expected or known to
contain important plant and animal communities and environmentally
sensitive habitat areas, such as but not limited to marine refuge areas,
riparian areas, wildlife movement corridors, wetlands, and significant tree
stands, to include biological assessments and identify affected habitats.
(CoastaiAcU30230,30240)
Policy 3.3:
Encourage retention of natural vegetation and require
revegetation of graded areas.
Policy 3.4: Ensure urban use of open space lands that have conservation
or open space easements is limited to only those uses expressly allowed by
the easements. Document those easements to increase knowledge of their
existence. (Coastal AcU30240)
Policy 3.5: Ensure that public access to the shore of the marine life refuge
is not detrimental to the resources of the refuge. (Coastal AcU30230)
Policy 3.6: The diking, filling, or dredging of open coastal waters, wetlands,
estuaries, and lakes shall only be permitted in accordance with Section
30233 of the Coastal Act. (Coastal AcU30233)
Policy 3.7: Environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHA) shall be
protected against any significant disruption of habitat values, and only uses
dependent on those resources shall be allowed within those areas.
(Coastal AcU30240)
Policy 3.8: Development in areas adjacent to parks and recreation areas
shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would significantly
degrade those areas through, among other methods, creative site planning
and minimizing visual impacts, and shall be compatible with the
continuance of those parks and recreation areas. (Coastal AcU30240)
Policy 3.9: Uses of the marine environment shall be carried out in a
manner that will sustain the biological productivity of coastal waters and that
will maintain healthy populations of all species of marine organisms
adequate for long-term commercial, recreational, scientific, and educational
purposes. (Coastal AcU30230)
Policy 3.10:
Existing marine structures causing water stagnation
contributing to pollution problems and fish kills should be phased out or
upgraded where feasible.
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CONSERVATION OF ENERGY RESOURCES
As with many other communities, Dana Point is facing increased energy
costs, both economically and environmentally. These increased costs
require expansion into renewable energy sources to meet a portion of the
City's needs. These renewable sources include solar, wind, and thermal
resources. The City should consider requirements to include solar energy
systems in new developments and retrofit systems to offset increasing
energy demands. Development standards can also provide for efficient
solar use by the siting and the design of buildings.
Conserve energy resources through use of available
GOAL 4:
technology and conservation practices.
Policy 4.1: Encourage innovative site and building designs, and orientation
techniques which minimize energy use by taking advantage of sun/shade
patterns, prevailing winds, landscaping, and building materials.
Policy 4.2: Maintain local legislation to establish, update and implement
energy performance building code requirements established under State
Title 24 Energy Regulations. (Coastal Act/30250)
REDUCTION OF AIR POLLUTION
Air Pollution is a major problem in the rapidly growing areas of Orange
County. Regional efforts to control air pollution should be supported by the
City. Through effective land use and circulation planning, air pollution can
be reduced. The City can also reduce vehicular travel by encouraging
alternative modes of circulation by providing pedestrian, bicycle and transit
routes serving the entire City.
GOAL 5: Reduce air pollution through land use, transportation and
energy use planning.
Policy 5.1: Design safe and efficient vehicular access to streets to ensure
efficient vehicular ingress and egress. (Coastal Act/30252)
Policy 5.2: Locate multiple family developments close to commercial areas
to encourage pedestrian rather than vehicular travel.
Policy 5.3: Encourage neighborhood parks close to concentrations of
residents to encourage pedestrian travel to public recreation facilities.
Policy 5.4: Provide commercial areas that are conducive to pedestrian and
bicycle circulation.
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Policy 5.5: Actively participate in regional discussions regarding new
regional airport facilities and analyze and evaluate potential impacts on the
City.
Policy 5.6: Encourage bicycle/trail systems to reduce air pollution.
Policy 5.7: Consider the development of shuttle systems, train or transit
facilities, to help reduce vehicular trips and air pollution.
PRESERVATION OF NATURAL RESOURCES AS OPEN SPACE AREAS

The City of Dana Point recognizes the importance of conserving natural
resources by preserving open space throughout the community. The City
will encourage sensitive planning of its remaining open space lands to
provide an appropriate transition between urban uses and open space. By
designating open space in key locations significant views and public access
to the ocean and harbor can be provided.

GOAL 6: Encourage open space areas to preserve natural resources.
Policy 6.1: Mitigate the impacts of development on sensitive lands such
as, but not limited to, steep slopes, wetlands, cultural resources, and
environmentally sensitive habitat areas through the development review
process. (Coastal Act/30233, 30240,30244, 30253)
Policy 6.2: Protect and preserve the public views of the Dana Point
Harbor. (Coastal Visual Resources/30251)
Policy 6.3: Maintain an inventory of existing natural resources in the City
through periodic updates of the City's Master Environmental Assessment.
Policy 6.4: Preserve and protect the scenic and visual quality of the
coastal areas as a resource of public importance as depicted in Figure
COS-5, "Scenic Overlooks from Public Lands", of this Element. Permitted
development shall be sited and designed to protect public views from
identified scenic overlooks on public lands to and along the ocean and
scenic coastal areas, to minimize .the alteration of natural land forms, to be
visually compatible with the character of surrounding areas, and, where
feasible, to restore and enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas.
(Coastal Act/30251)
Policy 6.5: Preserve and protect open space, steep slopes, cultural
resources, and environmentally sensitive habitat areas through open space
deed restrictions, dedication, or other similar means as a part of the
development and subdivision review process. (Coastal Act/30250)
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Policy 6.6: Concentrate higher intensity uses in areas containing less
sensitive landforms and preserve the most sensitive landforms and natural
resources as open space.
Policy 6.7: Evaluate non-developable or constrained areas for possible
use as open space or recreational use. (Coastal Act/30240)
Policy 6.8: Preserve public access to the coastal areas through easement
dedications thereby providing marine-oriented recreational uses so that
transportation corridors may augment the City's open space system.
(Coastal Act/30210, 30211, 30212)
COORDINATION WITH THE PARK AND RECREATION DISTRICT
Local parks and recreation services are provided to the City of Dana Point
through the Capistrano Bay Park and Recreation District. Detail planning of
specific parks and recreation areas is the responsibility of the District.
However, the plans of the Park District must be consistent with the General
Plan. In order to assure this consistency the City should work closely with
the District to review and provide input into the District's master planning
efforts.
GOAL 7: Encourage the development and maintenance of a balanced
system of public and private park and recreation facilities in
cooperation with the Capistrano Bay Park and Recreation District.
Policy 7.1: Encourage the provision of a range of recreational facilities and
programs to meet the needs of City residents and visitors.
Policy 7.2: Utilize utility easements as open space linkages where feasible.
Policy 7.3: Preserve public and private open space lands for active and
passive recreational opportunities. (Coastal Act/30213)
Policy 7.4: Encourage priority acquisition and development of parkland in
neighborhoods deficient in park facilities.
Policy 7.5: Coordinate park and open space planning with the appropriate
State and County agencies.
Policy 7.6: Encourage the development of parks and acquisition of open
space areas to serve the needs of visitors as well as local residents.
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PRESERVATION OF HISTORIC AND CULTURAL RESOURCES
Although the City of Dana Point is relatively new as an incorporated City,
the area has an established heritage that should be preserved and
protected. The historical and cultural assets of the community should be
inventoried and preserved as much as possible.

GOAL 8: Encourage the preservation of significant historical or
culturally significant buildings, sites or features within the community.
Policy 8.1: Require reasonable mitigation measures where development
may affect historical, archaeological or paleontological resources. (Coastal
Act/30244, 30250)
Policy 8.2:
Retain and protect resources of significant historical,
archaeological, or paleontological value for education, visitor-serving, and
scientific purposes. (Coastal Act/30213, 30244, 30250, 30253)
Policy 8.3: Development adjacent to a place, structure or object found to
be of historic significance should be designed so that the uses permitted
and the architectural design will protect the visual setting of the historical
site. (Coastal Act/30250)
Policy 8.4: Develop and maintain a cultural resource inventory.
RELATED GOALS AND POLICIES
Certain goals and policies included in the Conservation/Open Space
Element constitute coastal resources planning and management policies
that are part of the City's Local Coastal Program (LCP). Table COS-1
identifies the regional components or issue areas of the LCP included in the
Conservation/Open Space Element.
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TABLE COS-1
CONSERVATION/OPEN SPACE ELEMENT
LOCAL COASTAL PROGRAM REFERENCE MATRIX
Required Component/Issue Area (Coastal Act Section)

*

Shoreline Access (30210-212.5)

3:

Agriculture (30241-242)

*

*

Soil Resources (30243)

*

Visitor Serving and Recreational Facilities
(30213)
Water-Oriented Recreation (30220-224)

*

*

Water and Marine Resources (30230-232)

*

*
*

Dikino. Fillino and Dredaina (30233)
Commercial Fishing and Recreational
Boatina (30234)
Shoreline Structures/Flood Control (30235236)
Environmentally Sensitive Habitat (30240)

*
*

Archaeological/Paleontological Resources
{30244)
Locating and Planning New Development
{30250 252 255)
Coastal Visual Resources (30251)
Hazard Areas (30253)

*
*

;,; l'~ . Public Works (30254)
.....

·:,e

Industrial Development and Energy Facilities
{30260-264)
* Indicates that the Coastal Act issue areas described in this table are included in the
Conservation/Ooen Soace Element.

A number of goals and policies included in the other elements of the City's
General Plan will also support, either directly or indirectly, the goals and
policies that correspond with the major issue areas considered in the ConTable COS-2 illustrates the
servation and Open Space Element.
consistency between these General Plan Elements by describing related
policies.
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TABLE COS-2
CONSERVATION AND OPEN SPACE RELATED GOALS AND
POLICIES BY ELEMENT

Conservation/
Open Space
Issue Area
Conservation

And Protection
Of Water

Land
Use

Urban
Design

1.1, 2.1, 4.4,
4.9

5.5, 7.2

Housing

Reduction of Air
Pollution

r

Preservation of
Natural
Resources as
Open Space
Areas
Coordination with
the Park and
Recreation
District

Preservation of
Historic and
CUltural

1.4, 3.1, 3.3,
3.5, 3.9,
3.10, 4.2,
4.3, 4.7, 4.9,
5.3, 5.5, 5.9,
5.10, 8.2,

Public
Safety

Public
Facilities
and Growth

Economic
Development

1.14, 1.15,
7.3

1.1, 1.31.19

2.7

1.14

2.7

1.4,2.1,
4.5

5.4,5.6,
5.7

2.7, 7.5

1.4, 2.1,
4.5

5.4,5.6,
5.7

2.7, 7.5

5.4,5.6,
5.9, 5.12

2.7

5.2

1.4, 1.6, 3.6,
3.7, 5.5-5.9,
6.2, 6.2, 7 .2,
7.5, 8.5, 8.6,

Noise

3.3, 3.5-3.9,
3.11, 3.12

4.5, 7.2

Conservation of
Energy

Circulation

4.4

2.3,2.5,
4.2,4.4,
5.4,5.5

4.3,4.6

2.4

2.5
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THE CONSERVATION PLAN

The Conservation Plan describes the approach to be used in implementing the
Conservation/Open Space Element goals and policies. The Conservation Plan identifies
those undeveloped lands that contain open space for the preservation of natural
resources, open space for the managed production of resources, and open space for
public health and safety. The undeveloped portions of Dana Point include primarily the
Headlands area, parcels in the Monarch Beach area and areas near the San Juan Creek
Channel. Several exiting canyon areas have been developed and/or designated as
private recreation areas. The Conservation Element's goals and policies were formulated
in order to effectively preserve portions of these remaining areas as open space
opportunities for the City.
·

CONSERVATION/OPEN
RESOURCES

SPACE

FOR

THE

PRESERVATION

OF

NATURAL

The most significant natural resources in Dana Point include the Pacific
Ocean, land with open space potential, lands with significant biological
resources, water resources, significant landforms, and those sites or
structures which have historical, archaeological or paleontological
significance. The Headlands is the largest remaining undeveloped area
within the City. This area contains a coastal sage scrub vegetation which
supports a variety of animal species. The Pacific Ocean and shoreline
provides important marine habitats for many species. Certain sections of
the City's coast have been designated by the California Department of Fish
and Game as three separate but contiguous marine life refuges. The other
area of natural resource open space includes San Juan Creek and Salt
Creek and the beaches and bluff areas along the coast.
These important natural resource areas are shown on Figure COS-1. Other
areas of natural resource open space include San Juan Creek and Salt
Creek and the beaches and bluff areas along the coast.
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Figure COS-1
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CONSERVATION/OPEN SPACE USED FOR THE MANAGED PRODUCTION OF
RESOURCES
Open Space areas for the managed production of resources with regard to
this section include agricultural lands, areas of economic importance for the
production of food or fiber, and areas containing major mineral deposits.
The City of Dana Point is a predominantly residential community and
contains limited undeveloped land. None of this undeveloped land is
currently used for commercial agriculture, and it is unlikely that any will be
used in the future.
No mineral resources have been identified within the City of Dana Point.
However, sand and gravel resources are located in San Juan Creek north
of the City. The extraction of these resources may affect the preservation
of the City's and region's beaches. Offshore oil drilling could have a significant effect on the water resources and beaches in the City.
The conservation of open space areas for the managed production of
resources does not directly affect lands within the City of Dana Point.
However, activities relating to mineral extractions and offshore drilling in
areas outside the City limits could have a substantial effect on the open
space resources within the City.
CONSERVATION AND OPEN SPACE FOR PUBLIC HEALTH AND SAFETY
Dana Point must protect the public health and safety of the community.
This involves the identification of areas that pose a potential threat to health
and safety; along with the implementation of proper planning techniques to
minimize potential threats to health and safety. Figure COS-2 depicts the
areas in the community which require special planning considerations to
avoid potential hazards. These areas include the floodplain zones along
the San Juan Creek and Salt Creek as well as along the coastal areas. In
addition, areas along the coast that may have potential for coastal erosion
are also identified. Specific public safety recommendations and emergency
preparedness procedures are addressed in the Public Safety Element of
the General Plan.
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Health and Safety
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CONSERVATION MEASURES

To protect and conserve sensitive lands that occur within the City, the
following measures will be utilized:
o

Excavation or grading shall not be permitted unless site specific
geologic/soils study indicates no safety problems will result from such
grading.

o

Archaeological and biological surveys shall be required for any
development projects on lands identified in this Element as potentially
paleontologically, historically or biologically sensitive.
Mitigation
measures shall be developed and implemented to mitigate any
significant impacts.

The following techniques may be used to acquire or dedicate land for open
space purposes:
Open Space Easements - pursuant to the Open Space Easement Act of

1974 (Government Code Section 51070 et seq.).
ConseNation Easements - pursuant to the Conservation Easement Act

(Civil Code Sections 815-816).
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THE OPEN SPACE PLAN

The Open Space Plan describes the approach to be used in implementing the
Conservation/Open Space Element goals and policies. The open space in Dana Point
plays an important part in the Jives of Dana Point residents. Dana Point has been
developed with several open space amenities including local, County and State parks,
public and private recreational facilities, pedestrian and bicycle trails, equestrian trails and
other public open spaces. Opportunities exist to provide strong linkages between these
open space resources to form a contiguous system of open space.

RELATION TO LAND USE ELEMENT
The City's Land Use Plan places open space, parkland and recreational
facilities into the two designations of Recreation/Open Space and
Community Facility. The following is a description of each of these land use
designations.
Recreation/Open Space
t"'" -"·

The Recreation/Open Space designation includes both public and private
recreational uses necessary to meet the active and passive recreational
needs of area residents and visitors. Recreational activities include golf
courses/driving ranges, community recreational facilities, public parklands
and indoor and outdoor sports/athletic facilities. Recreation uses include
museums, galleries, outdoor theater, designated open space and similar
uses.
Community Facility
The Community Facility designation includes a wide range of public and
private uses distributed throughout the community such as schools,
churches, child care centers, transportation facilities, government offices
and facilities, public utilities, libraries, museums, art galleries, community
theaters, hospitals and cultural and recreational activities. In addition, open
space and recreation uses ·can be accommodated in the other land use
designation including the Harbor Marine and Transportation Corridor
Designations.
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PARK CLASSIFICATIONS AND STANDARDS
The Open Space Plan establishes a classification system that applies to all
existing and future park and recreation facilities in the City. The existing
parks and recreational facilities are listed on Table COS-3. Specific
standards, based upon existing parkland, have been developed for each
category of park or recreation area. Proposed park and recreation facilities
are listed on Table COS-4.
The following is a breakdown of the parkland classification system in Dana
Point.
Parkland is categorized into mini-parks, neighborhood parks,
community parks, open space linkages, County and State parks and school
playgrounds.
Mini-Parks

Mini-parks are small, passive local parks, generally less than one acre in
size. Many of the small parks overlooking Dana Point Harbor can be
classified as mini-parks. Most mini-parks are established in higher density
areas as a substitute for backyards. Size and location are usually
determined by the availability of vacant land. These parks may serve any
age group, depending on the characteristics of the neighborhood. They
usually feature play apparatus, a paved area for wheeled toys, benches,
and landscape treatment. They may also feature children's play areas,
quiet game areas, and some sports activities such as multi-purpose courts,
if space allows.
Some mini-parks are natural areas with minimal
improvements
(e.g.,
benches)
which
safeguard
identified
archaeological/paleontological sites or other natural resources, or serve as
viewpoints. As the City approaches build-out, it becomes more important to
take advantage of opportunities available to the City for the establishment
of park space. Mini-parks could be established in areas that lack
conveniently accessible parkland.
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TABLE COS-3
EXISTING PARKS AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES IN DANA POINT

District Parks·

1. Del Obispo
Community Park

Del Obispo north of
Pacific Coast Highway
(PCH)

9.0

Community center w/gym, all-purpose rooms,
kitchen, District office; fields (3), two w/lights &
bleachers; courts- tennis (2), handball (2),
basketball; bike trail; restrooms; parking; tot lot

2. Heritage Park

Del Obispo/Old Golden
Lantern

7.0

Open play area; benches

3. Sea Canyon Park

Santiago/Trinidad

7.0

Amphitheater; tot & elementary play areas; picnic
shelters w/tables; BBQs; restrooms

4. Thunderbird Park

Ocean Hiii/Stonehill

4.5

Multipurpose field; elementary play area;
basketball court; picnic tables; parking

5. Pines park

Camino
Capistrano/Doheny

4.0

Open & tot play areas; picnic areas; benches

6. Dana Woods Park

Dana Woods Dr.

3.5

Picnic area

7. Dana Crest
Development Park Site

Josiah/Leah

3.1

Multipurpose field; elementary play area; tot lot;
basketball court; picnic areas; BBQs

8. Sunset Park

Calle Portola/Calle
Juanita

3.0

Tot & elementary play areas; open play area;
picnic area; restrooms

9. Harry Otsubo
Community Gardens

Golden
Lantem/Stonehill

2.0

Public garden plots; demonstration area; parking

10. Louise Leyden
Park

V.a Verde/Dana Bluffs

1.2

Arbor; tables; benches

11. Plaza Park

PCH west of Golden
Lantern

1.0

Gazebo; stage; picnic tables; benches

12. Palisades Gazebo
Park

Palisades

1.0

Gazebo overlook; rose garden; slope planting;
benches

13. Shipwreck Park

La Cresta/Golden
Lantern

0.25

Tot & elementary play areas; benches; picnic area;
game tables

14. Crystal Cove Park

Via Elevado

1.5

Ocean view; greenbelt with path; benches

15. Park at The Village

Calle La
Primavera/Manzanita

0.5

GreenbeH with path; tot play area

16. Camino de Estrella
Overlook

Camino de Estrella

0.02

Ocean view

TOTAL EXISTING
DISTRICT PARKS

48.57
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COIINTy PARKS·

Concession stand; restrooms; parking

34.0

17. Salt Creek Beach
Park

Pacific Ocean/Salt
Creek/Headlands

18. Dana Point Harbor

Dana Point Harbor

19. Lantern Bay Park

Del Obispo south of
PCH

16.0

Par course; amphitheater; tot & elementary play
areas; basketball courts; picnic tables

20. Bluff Top Park

Ritz Carlton Drive

9.0

Basketball court; picnic shelters w/tables; BBQs

21. Capistrano Beach
County Park

PCH south of Doheny
Beach State Park

7.9

Basketball court; fire rings; restrooms; parking

22. Street of the Blue
Lantern Overlook

Blue Lantern (south
end)

0.15

Gazebo; telescope; benches

23. Dana Point Youth

Dana Point Harbor

Picnic shelters; tables; BBQs; restrooms

Sailing; boating; recreational programs;
multipurpose room

& Group Facility
67.05

TOTAL EXISnNG
COUNTY PARKS
(EXCLUDING
HARBOR)
SIATI= BECBEAIIOI'll
/

AREAS·
24. Doheny Beach
State Park

PCH/Del Obispo

62.02

Day & overnight camping (tent & trailer);
concession stand; volleyball; picnic tables; fire
rings; restrooms

62.02

TOTAL EXISTING
STATE RECREATION
AREAS
SCHOOl
PI AYGBOIIJ'liDS·
25. Dana Hills High
School

Golden
Lantern/Acapulco

16.4

Football stadium; track; softball fields (3);
multipurpose fields (2); gym; community pool;
courts - basketball/volleyball (9/8), tennis (6),
handball (6); stage

26. Palisades
Elementary School

Camino CapistranoNia
Sacramento

6.8

Multipurpose field; tot & elementary play areas;
basketball courts (4)

27. Richard Henry
Dana School

Chula Vista/La Cresta

3.9

Multipurpose field; tot & elementary play areas;
basketball courts

TOTAL EXISnNG
SCHOOL
PLAYGROUNDS

27.1
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28. The Links at
Monarch Beach

NigueVPCH/Camino
DeiAvion

157.3

29. Dana Hills Tennis

Calle de Tanis

Tennis courts (8)

Dana Point Harbor

Sailing

Semi-public golf course, 18 holes

Center
30. Marine Studies
Institute
TOTAL EXISTING
PRIVATE FACILITIES
AVAILABLE TO
GENERAl. PUBLIC
(EXCLUDING
HARBOR)

157.3

SUMMARY·

District Parks

48.57

County Parks

67.05

State Recreation Areas

62.02

Private Facilities
Available to General
Public

157.3

School Playgrounds

27.1

TOTAL EXISTING
PARKS,
PLAYGROUNDS, &
RECREATIONAL
AREAS (EXCLUDING
HARBOR)

362.04

Source: Capistrano Bay Park and Reaeation District; California State Polytechnic University General Plan Project; The Unks at
Monarch Beach; Dana Point Youth & Group Facility; Dana Hills Tennis Center, Orange County Reaeation Element; Capistrano Unified
School District, September 1990.
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TABLE COS-4
PARKS AND RECREATIONAL FACILITIES

Existing
Del Obispo Community
Park

Upgrade of existing
park; no net new
acreage

Del Obispo Street north
of Pacific Coast
Highway

Group picnic area; elementary play area;
community center bleachers; field
bleachers; basketball hoops

Heritage Park

Upgrade of existing
park; no net new
acreage

Del Obispo street

Picnic tables; telescope

Sea Canyon park

Upgrade of existing
park; no net new
acreage

Santiago Drive and
Trinidad Drive

Offsite hiking; multi-purpose utility field

Thunderbird Park

Upgrade of existing
park; no net new
acreage

Ocean Hill Drive and
Stonehill Drive

VolleybaiUmulti-use courts; picnic area;
tot play area; nature preserve area

Pines Park

Upgrade of existing
park; no net new
acreage

Camino Capistrano and
Doheny Place

New playground equipment; coastal
access

Sunset Park

Upgrade of existing
park; no net new
acreage

Calle Portola and Calle
Juanita

Multi-purpose utility field; par course;
BBQs

Proposed
Proposed Park at Serra
School

To be determined

Victoria Blvd. And
Sepulveda

Senior center; shuffleboard; horseshoes;
lawn bowling; to lot; tennis

Proposed Park Site in the
LantemArea

To be determined

North of PCH and west
of Street of the Copper
Lantern (to be
detennined)

Basketball court; tot lot

Proposed Park at Salt
Creek

To be determined

Salt Creek and Camino
del Avion

To be determined

Open Space parcel A

12.0

South of Camino del
Avion and west of
Rachel Circle

To be determined
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Open Space Parcel B

17.0

West of Dana Hills H.S.
and south of Sea
Canyon Park

To be determined

Open Space Parcel C

15.0

Canyon west of Sea
Bright Drive

To be determined

Sea Terrace park

26.0

PCH at Niguel Road
and Salt Creek

Picnic area; tot lots (2); par course;
maintenance facility; gazebo; benches;
bike and pedestrian trails

Canyon Trail

To be determined

Canyons west of Sea
Bright Drive

Day camping; hiking

Bike and Pedestrian

To be determined

San Juan Creek
Channel

To be determined

Between Cove Drive
and Coral Reach Street

Picnic tables; play equipment

Dedicated Park

TOTAL PROPOSED
DISTRICT PARKS

(est. 2 acres)

72.0

OTHER RECREATION
SPACES·

Camino del Estrella
Overlook

Upgrade of existing
facility; no net new
acreage

Camino de Estrella

Telescope; benches

Dana Hills Tennis Center

Upgrade of existing
facility; no net new
acreage

Calle de Tenis

Tennis Courts

Dana Strand Road

To be determined

522

Monarch Beach Resort

To be determined

Palisades Elementary
School

To be determined

Camino Capistrano and
Via Sacramento

Refurbish basketball courts; tennis court

Richard Henry Dana
School

To be determined

Vista Avenue and La
Cresta Drive

Refurbish basketball courts

TOTAL SCHOOL
ACREAGE

To be determined

Headlands park
Open Space Areas A-E

To be determined

SCHOOl ACREAGE·

1

The Park and Recreation areas and features are based upon preliminary surveys and studies. Final determinations will be
made by the City and/or the Capistrano Bay park and Recreation District.
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Neighborhood Parks

A neighborhood park is any general use local park developed to serve the
active recreation needs of a particular neighborhood within the City. The
size of a neighborhood park depends on the population within its service
area and the extent of desired amenities. Typically, neighborhood parks
have a maximum service radius of one-half mile to be within walking or
cycling distance of park patrons. The neighborhood parks in Dana Point
feature such amenities as landscaping, children's play areas, active ball
fields, multi-purpose play fields, game courts, open turf areas and lighting
for night use. In some cases, the neighborhood parks provide off-street
parking and rest rooms. Most of the parks in Dana Point are categorized as
neighborhood parks serving individual neighborhoods.
Preferably, a
neighborhood park should be located adjoining an elementary school and
near the center of a defined neighborhood so that it can best serve the local
pedestrian user:
Community Parks

The community park is typically designed to meet the active recreational
needs of several neighborhoods. These parks are intended to serve
pedestrian and motorists within a radius of up to three miles. They contain
facilities which require more space than neighborhood parks and which may
include: extensive landscaping; nature areas; multi-purpose playfields for
softball, baseball, soccer and football; court sport facilities for basketball,
racquetball/handball and tennis; swimming pools; and community centers
with adequate off-street parking. Community parks provide the greatest
economy of scale in terms of active and passive recreation benefit versus
cost of maintenance and operation.
Open Space Linkages

Open space linkages are usually linear strips of open space along lands
such as easements, floodplains, and canyons. These linkages form trails
and open space systems that connect parkland or neighborhoods.
Pedestrian, bicycle, and equestrian trails are usually located along the open
space linkages. Natural open space along hilltops, within canyons, or along
riparian corridors form excellent linkages to other open space. Continuation
of the blufftop trail represents an Open Space Linkage that can provide
access to scenic vistas and provide pedestrian connections between
lookouts and park areas.
County Parks and Facilities

The County of Orange owns and maintains several regional recreational
facilities in the City of Dana Point. Policy for the development, maintenance
and improvement of these parks is provided by the Orange County
Recreation Element, which includes a Master Plan for regional recreational
facilities in the County.
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County parks and recreational areas in the City include two beach areas,
Salt Creek Beach Park and Capistrano Beach County Park. Dana Point
Harbor, created in the late 1960s and early 1970s, is also managed by the
County, as are the nine-acre Bluff Top Park, near the Ritz-Carlton Resort,
and the 16-acre Lantern Bay Park overlooking Dana Point Harbor.
State Recreation Areas
Doheny Beach State Park (62 acres) extends along the beach from Del
Obispo Street southeast to Capistrano Beach County park. Doheny Beach
is the only park in Dana Point that permits overnight camping with tents and
trailers.
School Playgrounds
Three school playgrounds under the jurisdiction of the Capistrano Unified
School District are within the City of Dana Point and open to the public after
school hours. Organized sports leagues such as those for baseball, soccer
and football utilize ball fields through a permit process with the School
District. The playgrounds are: Dana Hills High School (16.4 acres),
Palisades Elementary School (6.8 acres) and Richard Henry Dana School
(3.9 acres). The high school offers the most facilities including handball
courts, a community pool, volleyball courts and three softball fields.
Other Parks and Facilities
The City of Dana Point includes a variety of other recreational facilities open
to the general public. These include: the Marine Studies Institute, which
offers sailing from Dana Point Harbor; the Dana Hills Tennis Center with six
courts; and the Links at Monarch Beach 18-hole golf course. Several
residential developments also include their own tennis courts and swimming
pools, which are available only to residents and guests.
Biking/Hiking Trails
The Capistrano Bay Park and Recreation District operates a coordinated
system of trails, including bikeways, equestrian trails and hiking trails. The
District's trails system is described in the District Master Plan which is
updated annually and constitutes the most current source of trail
information. Figure COS-3 shows the location of these trails. The one
existing hiking trail in Dana Point extends approximately one mile through
Salt Creek Beach Park.
Bikeways comprise the most extensive part of the District's trail network.
There are three categories of bikeways:
o

Class I: a paved path that is separate from any motor vehicle travel
lane;
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Class II: a restricted lane within the right of way of a paved roadway for
the exclusive or semi-exclusive use of bicycles; and

o

Class Ill: a bikeway that shares the street with motor vehicles or the

sidewalk with pedestrians.
The biking network in Dana Point connects with other trails and paths in
adjacent communities and throughout Orange County. Several new bike
trails and paths have been proposed.
Other Recreational Facilities

In addition to its beaches, parks, and trails, Dana Point includes many
private recreational facilities, such as those identified in Figure COS-3 and
Table COS-3. While some private facilities (e.g., private parks, tennis
courts, swimming pools) are available only to the residents of the general
particular complex in which they are located, others are available to the
public for a fee (e.g., The Links at Monarch Beach).
In addition, the City offers resort accommodations for tourists. Therefore,
the City's open space and recreational opportunities must be planned not
only for Dana Point residents, but also for regional and even international
visitors and tourists.
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Figure COS-3
Existing Public Parks
and Recreational Facilities
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FUTURE PARK SITE SELECTION STANDARDS

The State of California Planning and Zoning Law and the Subdivision Map
Act Code Section 66477 (The Quimby Act) indicate that the legislative body
of a City or County, may, by Ordinance, require the dedication of land, the
payment of fees in lieu thereof, or a combination of both, for park and recreational purposes as a condition to the approval for a final tract map or
parcel map. In cases where such dedication/fees have not been obtained
for particular Jots through a map, they may be imposed at the time that
building permits are issued. Among other requirements, the following
conditions must be met:
o

The Ordinance must include definite standards for determining the
proportion of a subdivision to be dedicated and the amount of any fee to
be paid in lieu thereof; and

o

The legislative body has adopted a General Plan containing a Recreation
Element, and any proposed park and recreational facilities are in
accordance with definite principles and standards contained therein.

In conformance with this statute, the City of Dana Point Conservation and
Open Space Element includes standards determining land requirements for
future park sites. The standards identified in Table COS-5 and in the
following text should be utilized in selecting sites for parks and should serve
as guidelines governing the acceptance of land dedicated to the City.
Future acquisition should focus on acquiring land for neighborhood and
community parks as well as obtaining easements and property for trails.
Figure COS-4 illustrates the open space opportunities that exist within Dana
Point. These opportunities, combined with the City's existing recreational
setting, define the City's overall Open Space Plan. The opportunities for
additional open space and recreation in the City relate to the linkage of
existing parkland to establish an open space system. The Dana Point
Open Space Diagram is shown in Figure COS-6. The completion of the
City's Open Space Plan may involve the acquisition and development of
new parkland based on the objectives discussed below.
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TABLE COS-5
EXISTING AND FUTURE PARK ACREAGE NEEDS
Available Acreage
from Existing and
Proposed Parkland

Acreage Required
City
Population

31,100

Surplus/
Shortfall

2.5 acres/1 000
District
Parks

1.5 acres/1000
School
Playground

District
Parks

School
Playground

District
Parks

77.7

46.65

47.05

27.1

-36.6

-19.6

81.3-97.87

48.8-58.72

113.55

27.1

(+15.68}(+32.25}

(-21.7)(-31.62}

School
Playground

(1990)
32,53339,148
(2010)
Source: Standards: Master Plan of Parks and Recreation, Capistrano Bay Park and Recreation District,
March, 1990.
Population Data: Cotton/Beland/Associates and Orange County Forecast Analysis Center (OCP-88}
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Figure COS-4
Existing and Proposed Open Space
Walkway /Bike/Trail Opportunities
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Neighborhood Parks

Many of the facilities located within neighborhood parks are associated with
active recreation. All neighborhood parks should contain some area for
active recreation depending on the size of the park.
Neighborhood park size criteria should conform to the District's Master
Parks Plan. The park site should contain consolidated parcels with
appropriate area devoted to active recreation such as ball fields, court
sports, tot lots, picnic facilities, swimming pools, community buildings, and
on-site parking.
Neighborhood parks should be located near the center of a neighborhood
unit and, if possible, adjoining an elementary school. Easy access should
be provided to pedestrians, bicyclists, and maintenance and public safety
vehicles. The neighborhood park should serve an area approximately
within a 1/2 mile radius. A neighborhood park should not be separated from
its user population by major highways, railroads, or untraversable obstacles.
A neighborhood park should be situated adjacent to or near greenbelts,
open space linkages, or other community open space/recreation facilities to
facilitate an open space system throughout the City.
Community Parks

Community parks are intended to serve an approximate radius of one (1) to
three (3) miles. Individual community parks should meet the size criteria
outlined in the District's Master Parks Plan. No specific shape is required
for community parks as they are intended to incorporate both active recreational facilities and passive open space in the form of unique physical
features such as a ridgeline.
Community parks should encompass
pedestrian and bicycle paths and natural open space and may be partially
linear in shape.
Community parks should contribute to the City's open space system by
connecting to neighborhood parks through open space linkages or
connecting to other recreational facilities. They should be located at or near
the intersection of an arterial near the center of their service area.
Community parks should contain space for active recreational facilities such
as ball fields, court sports, and play areas as well as on-site parking,
restrooms, and picnic areas. Proposed parks and recreation facilities are
shown in the Open Space Diagram, Figure COS-6.
Open Space Linkages

The City recognizes the following as future open space linkages on its Open
Space and Walkways/Bike/Trail Opportunities Map as shown on Figure
COS-4.
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Future Joint School/Recreation Agreements
Opportunities exist to establish future school/recreation joint use
agreements with the school districts serving the City. The City should
consider agreements with these schools whenever feasible to enter into a
joint school/recreation use and maintenance program.
Trail System
A number of policies included in this Element are concerned with the
expansion of the City-wide system of hiking and biking trails. Precise
development standards for the various types of trails are difficult to establish
since trail width and gradient will depend on topography, surface features,
and availability of an easement. The City's trail system includes pedestrian
and bike trails within open space corridors and along regional trails which
link to local and regional parkland. The bikeways located along the City's
street system are addressed in the City's Circulation Element.
The Coastal Bluff Trail
The Coastal Bluff Trail is intended to provide a linkage from the Monarch
Beach Area through the Headlands and the Lantern Bay area to the
Doheny State Park Area. This walkway and trail system will link the various
lookout points and parks. While in certain areas the existing residential and
commercial development precludes a continuous bluff edge easement, the
trail system could continue on local streets around those existing developments. In the future as areas are redeveloped, reservations should be
considered for the Blufftop Trail.
Where possible, the missing links of the Coastal Bluff Trail between the
Headlands and Doheny State Beach should be completed. Since existing
single-family homes prohibit a continuous bluff edge easement between
The Streets of the Blue and Amber Lanterns and between Streets of the
Violet and Golden Lantern, pedestrian improvements (street trees,
benches, bike lanes, and graphic markers) should be developed along
Santa Clara Avenue.
Scenic Resources
The scenic resources in Dana Point are a major asset of the community. In
the western portion of the City, including Monarch Beach, high points
provide sweeping views of the southern California coast and Catalina Island
while the lower elevations provide whitewater views of the shoreline. In the
central portion of the City, including the "Headlands", there are views and
panoramas of the Pacific Ocean, the Dana Point harbor, distant views as
far as the Palos Verdes Peninsula to the north, La Jolla to the south and
Catalina Island to the west, and inland views to the foothills and valleys. In
the Capistrano Beach area of the City the blufftops offer panoramic views of
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the coastline.
A unique sequence of parks and lookouts on the coastal terrace offer
outstanding views of the ocean. These include the Pine Bluffs Park,
Gazebo Park, Layton Park, Lantern Bay Park, Heritage Park, Blue Lantern
Lookout Point, and Salt Creek Beach Park.
As new development is considered public views should be preserved as
much as possible. Consideration should be given to protecting public views
along the ridgelines, views toward the inland mountains and along scenic
transportation corridors. Figure COS-5 conceptually identifies significant
public scenic view resources in Dana Point. Because of the unique character and the environmental setting of the City consideration of scenic
resource opportunities should be a key factor in development and
revitalization decisions.
GENERAL PLAN POLICIES AND FUTURE RECREATION FACILITIES

The Land Use Element describes a land use designation that is applicable
for identifying areas of the City where existing and future parks, trails, and
other recreational facilities are or may be located. Other sites adjacent to
these designated areas may be purchased or acquired as development
exactions for more intensive recreational uses when land is made available.
Figure COS-6 includes those areas designated on the Land Use Plan Map
for recreation and open space purposes which are to be preserved.
By comparing projected build-out for the City with the standards and criteria
of this Element, it is possible to identify those areas which will be
adequately served by existing park facilities and those for which new parks
will be needed. As part of its implementation program for this Element, the
Capistrano Bay Park and Recreation District will develop a Master Parks
Plan showing the approximate number and location of additional park
facilities, by category, according to the specific criteria outlined in the Master
Parks Plan and this Element. This information will be used as a reference
tool, along with the above criteria, for planning the acquisition and siting of
park facilities.
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Figure COS-5
Scenic Overlooks from Public Lands
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Figure COS-6
Open Space Diagram
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INTRODUCTION I EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Headlands Development and Conservation Plan (HDCP) synthesizes over twentyfive years of planning, design, technical analysis, agency review, and public participation
associated with the project site. The property consists of 121.3 acres, located in the City
of Dana Point in south Orange County. The site derives its name-the Headlands-from
the thirty-five acre portion of the property that rises dramatically above the Pacific
Ocean. The visible coastal bluffs and undeveloped mesa stand in stark contrast to the
surrounding urban development located adjacent to the property. The entire site includes
two miles of coastal frontage, a private sandy beach known as Strand Beach, an
abandoned mobile home park, and areas that directly front Pacific Coast Highway 1.

A.

Past Planning and Agency Approvals

The project site has been subject to numerous planning efforts and agency approvals. In
1924/25, approximately sixty percent of the property was subdivided and Final Maps No.
697 and 771 were recorded in the County of Orange, creating 293 lots. Over twenty of
these lots were sold to separate parties prior to the current ownership, and subsequently
developed as residential units. Development permits and activities associated with these
lots remain ongoing, the most recent construction occurred in 1988. These units are
referred to in the HDCP as the "residential enclaves."
In 1974, the Orange County Board of Supervisors approved an amendment to the Orange
County General Plan that designated land use and zoning on the site for over 800
residential units, two 400-room hotels, and 27 acres of commercial development.
In 1981, the County of Orange approved the Dana Point Specific Plan/Local Coastal Plan
for the majority of the Headlands property. A portion of the property-part of the Strand
area-was included in the County's Laguna Niguel Local Coastal Program. In
conjunction with these approvals, the County certified a Final Environmental Impact
Report (EIR). These land use approvals totaled 295 to 811 residential units, and two 400room hotels, with 27 acres of commercial development, and 45.3 acres of open space
(including roads).

In 1985, the California Coastal Commission certified the Dana Point Local Coastal
Program consistent with the 1981 County approved Dana Point Specific Plan and
certified EIR. The portion of the property within the Laguna Niguel Local Coastal
Program, which designated 117 to 324 residential units, did not receive certification.
In 1989, the City of Dana Point incorporated and adopted the certified Dana Point Local
Coastal Program for the Headlands. In 1991, in conjunction with the adoption of the
General Plan, the City approved a Land Use designation of261 to 522 residential units,
one 400-room hotel, with approximately 13 acres of commercial development and 55
acres of open space (including roads).
In 1994, the City approved a Specific Plan, Development Agreement, and certified a
Final EIR for a 370 residential unit, one 400-room hotel, and 12.7 acre commercial
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project, with 55 acres of open space (including roads). The Specific Plan and
Development Agreement were subsequently overturned by referendum.
In 1996, a Final EIR!Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) was certified as part ofthe
Orange County Central and Coastal Subregion Natural Community Conservation Plan/
Habitat Conservation Plan (NCCP/HCP). The 1996 EIRIEIS analyzed and mitigated
development impacts for 370 residential units, one 400-room hotel, and 12.7 acres of
commercial development, with 55 acres of public open space (including roads). The
NCCP/HCP with its accompanying certified EIRIEIS was approved and implemented by
the U.S. Department of the Interior, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the California
Resources Agency, the California Department ofFish and Game, the California
Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, the California Department of Parks and
Recreation, the County of Orange, and other appropriate agencies.

B.

The 2001 Headlands Development and Conservation Plan

The 2001 HDCP strives to balance the social, economic, and physical components of the
property by establishing complementary policies that incorporate a multitude of uses and
activities. The HDCP significantly reduces the amount of acreage previously designated
for private development in the City General Plan and the certified Local Coastal Program.
The density and intensity of development was also lowered. In tum, major portions of
the 121.3 acre site will accommodate public parks, coastal trails, and open space.
The HDCP designates 62 acres of public parks, conservation, and open space (64.5 acres
with roads) which include over three miles of public trails and five public visitor
recreation facilities. Numerous opportunities for public coastal access and public view
overlooks are created. A total of 125 residential homes, a 65-room (key) seaside inn,
with 4.4 acres of visitor recreation commercial uses are also provided for in the HDCP.
In response to the unique setting, a variety of public educational and recreational facilities
are integrated into the parks and open space program. The HDCP replaces land uses that
were formally designated for commercial resort visitor facilities and residential homes
with a qualitative park experience that appeals to a wide spectrum of regional coastal
visitors. Visitors will be able to move from park to park via the integrated trails, while
enjoying a number of different recreational and educational facilities. The conversion to
parks and open space was accomplished, in part, by designing the HDCP areas
designated for development to include ocean views, which raises economic value while
decreasing the necessary density and total developable acreage. Likewise, the public
parks, trails, open space, and overlooks are designed to maximize coastal access and
public views. The HDCP creates quality experiences for both public and private land use
aetivities.
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C.

Purpose and Content

The HDCP purpose is three-fold: 1) to amend and implement the City General Plan land
use designations, locations and intensities specifically identified for the property, as well
as other General Plan goals and policies through detailed programs that provide direction
for development; 2) to establish zoning standards and regulations for development of the
project site; and 3) to amend and establish the Local Coastal Plan and Policies and the
Local Coastal Implementing Actions Program for the property.

Towards this end, the HDCP contains the following Sections:
Section 1.0, City of Dana Point, General Plan Amendment- Amends the City General
Plan only for those goals, policies, objectives, and land uses that are related to and
specifically detailed for the Headlands property.
Section 2.0, Planned Development District - Establishes and amends the requisite City
ordinance to provide zoning for the property.
Section 3.0, Headlands Planned Development District- Establishes the permitted land
use zoning regulations and development standards for the project site.
Section 4.0, Development Guidelines- Implements the goals, policies, and objectives of
the General Plan through a number of detailed plans and programs.
Section 5.0, Coastal Act Consistency- Outlines and evaluates the various components of
the HDCP for consistency with the California Coastal Act.
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GENERAL PLAN AMENDMENT
GPA:

Local Coastal Program Amendment
LCPA:

June 29, 2001
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INTRODUCTION
Whenever amendments are made to the existing General Plan, a reference will be
made to the page number of the General Plan in which the amendment is adding or
deleting text, figures or tables. New text additions to the General Plan are
underlined while deleted sections are shown in strike out form.

Page 2

Land Use Element- Pages 6/7
Specific Plans/Planned Communities
Much of the City's development has been shaped by the three pre-:incorporation Specific
Plans for Dana Point, Capistrano Beach, and South Laguna, and the Planned
Communities of Laguna Niguel, Dana Point Harbor and Bear Brand. The Specific Plan
and Planned Community (PC) documents provided policy guidance and regulatory
control of development before incorporation and during the preparation of the City's
General Plan and Zoning Ordinance.
The three Specific Plan documents included
Local Coastal Programs required by the California Coastal Act.
Specific Plans may also be used as a method for implementing the City's General Plan in
the future. Specific Plans are authorized by Section 65451 65450 of the Government
Code and are used by many cities and counties to implement general plan policy for
identified geographic saaareassub areas or properties within their jurisdictions.
Specific Plans and Planned Development Districts (PDD) both implement general plan
policy by establishing regulations, conditions, and programs concerning the following:
0

Development standards and precise location for land use and facilities;

0

Standards and locations for streets, roadways, and other transportation facilities;

0

Standards indicating population density and building intensity, and provisions for
supporting services and infrastructure;

0

Specific standards designed to address the use, development and conservation of
natural resources; and

0

Other provisions for the implementation of the General Plan.

As an alternative to a Specific Plan, the use of a PDD may be used for the
Headlands. A PDD establishes regulations, conditions and programs concerning the
following:
1. Developments that provide a mix of land uses.

2. Creative approaches in the development of land.
3. More accessible and desirable use of open space area.
4. Variety in the physical development pattern of the city.
5. Utilization of advances in technologies and programs that are innovative to
land development.

Page 3

Specific Plan/Planned Development District Cost Recovery
In adopting regulations for the preparation of a Specific Plan or PDD, the State of
California recognized that these documents could be complex and costly to prepare.
The State permits local agencies that prepare a Specific Plan or PDD to recover the
costs associated with that effort. This includes offsetting the costs of evaluating a
Specific Plan and/or a PDD. including costs for consultants, staff time, consultant
preparation of .planning documents, and legal fees associated with document
preparation. At the time a Specific Plan and/or PDD is prepared the method and
procedures for cost recovery shall be specified.

Page4
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Land Use Element- Page 13
The use of private lands suitable for visitor-serving commercial
Policy 2.11:2.10:
recreational facilities designed to enhance public opportunities for coastal recreation shall
have priority over private residential, general industrial, or general commercial
development, but not over agriculture or coastal-dependent industry. In the Headlands,
the private lands suitable for visitor-serving commercial recreational facilities are
the portions of the site that adjoin Pacific Coast Highway and Street of the Green
Lantern in the vicinity of existing visitor-serving commercial recreational uses.
(Coastal Act/30222)
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Land Use Element- Pa&e 17
DEVELOPMENT OF THE HEADLANDS
The Headlands is one of the most significant l&B:e leFHlslandforms and undeveloped
properties in the City. The Headlands derives its name from that portion of the site
that includes approximately 35 acres and rises some 215 feet above the Pacific
Ocean. The Headlands is approximately 121 acres and offers important opportunities
for future development and; at the same time, includes sensitive coastal bluffs~ which
represent substantial constraints to development. The property provides spectacular
views of the Dana Point Harbor and the coastline to its north and south.
Thus~ the Headlands offers important opportunities for future development and a
distinct opportunity to provide a eeBtiaaeas open space eerrieercorridors along the coast
with views and public access to the ocean; and coastline aae hareer. The property is
large enough to accommodate a mixture(')'[land uses that include visitor-serving
commercial, residential, recreation, open space, and visitor-servin& recreational and
community facilities.

GOAL 5: Provide for the development of the Headlands--ttH& in a manner that
enhances the character of the City and encourages the protection of the natural
resources of the site.
Policy 5.1:
Establish and JlP.reserve tile. e~~eH1mity ef public views from the
Headlands ~to the coastal areas and the harbor areas. (Coastal Act/30251)
Policy 5.2: Require geotechnical studies to ensure geological stability in the areas
where development is to be permitted and require adequate setbacks from the
elaffte~bluff top areas in accordance with those engineering studies and adopted City
regulations. (Coastal Act/30250, 30253)
Policy 5.3: Preserve natural open space iBwithin the Headlands-area, especially along
the coastal bluffs, and provide open space areas integrated throughout the development.
(Coastal Act/3021 0-212.5, 30250, 30253)
Policy 5.4: Assure that the height and scale of the development iBwithin the Headlands
are compatible with-tlle development in the community and that the visual impact of the
development from coastal areas below the project &eis minimized. (Coastal Act/30251)
Policy 5.5: Promote the development of a mixture of land uses whieftthat may include
residential, visitor-serving commercial, recreational, open space, andVisitor-servin&
recreational and community facilities. (Coastal Act/30213, 30250)
Policy 5.6: Require that a scenic walkway or trail system be eJEteaeeeinte&rated
thfeagheatinto the Headlands and eenB:eetthat it provide connection points to etheroffsite, existing or proposed walkways. (Coastal Act/JQ~lQ ~1230210, 30212)
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•
Policy 5.8: Provide patterns of land use and circulation ffiwithin the Headlands that
enhance public and private pedestrian access and circulation within the area. (Coastal
Act/~30250, 30252)
Policy 5.9: Provide exteasive public trails within the Headlands-afea. The system shall
include access to the existing sandy beach areas and to the visitor-serving recreational
and public places developed within the Headlands.
Policy 5.10: Provide Eeoarage luxury visitor-serving Inn resort facilities and land uses
of a worle elass statarescaled appropriately for the property.
Policy 5.11: Assure tkethat either a Specific Plan or a PDD for the Headlands
provides buffers to adjoining development to achieve a compatible and enhanced
relationship to existing surrounding land uses.
Policy 5.12: Establish and preserve as public open space, the most unique and
significant landforms on the property, which have been incorporated into the
Headlands Conservation Park, the Harbor Point Park, the Hilltop Park, and the
Strand Beach Park, all as shown on Figure LU-6.
Policy 5.13: Create new public view and coastal access opportunities by establishing
additional public shoreline access, an integrated, on-site public trail system, and
coastal recreational facilities. (Coastal Act/30212, 30222, 30251)
Policy 5.14: Develop pedestrian, bicycle and visual linkages between public spaces,
the shoreline and the bluffs. (Coastal/30210,30212)
Policy 5.15:
Provide non-vehicle circulation throughout the Headlands by
establishing an interconnected network of trails, walkways and bikeways. (Coastal
Act/30252)
Policy 5.16: Use open space designations and innovative design techniques to
provide public views to the ocean.
Policy 5.17: Incorporate design elements into private development, such as view lot
premiums, which will lower the amount of gross acreage devoted to development,
and thus increase the acreage devoted to public recreation, open space, parks and
visitor facilities.
Policy 5.18: Provide public recreational opportunities and distribute visitor-serving
recreation facilities in appropriate areas compatible with adjacent uses and to
minimize the potential for overuse of any single area by the public. (Coastal Act/
30212.5, 30252)
Policy 5.19: Provide passive visitor/recreational facilities on the Headlands.
(Coastal Act/ 30001.5, 30213)
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•
Policy 5.20: Re&ulate the time, manner and location of public access to parks and
open space to maintain and protect sensitive resources and to protect the privacy
ri&hts of property owners while balancin& the public's constitutional ri&ht of access
to navi&able waters. (Coastal Act/30001, 30001.5, 30214)
Policy 5.21: Provide an additional public access from Selva Road, the nearest public
roadway, to the shoreline, consistent with public safety and the protection of fra&ile
coastal resources. (Coastal/30212).
Policy 5.22: Complete the Blufftop Trail ali&nment throu&h the Headlands,
emphasize coastal view opportunities as determined in the Headlands Specific Plan
or PDD (Coastal/30210, 30212).
Policy 5.23: Provide parkin& facilities adequate to meet the needs of the
development, as measured by the standards set forth in the City re&ulations, and use
existin& adjacent public parkin& facilities, where feasible, to serve the needs of the
public recreation and public open space portions of the property. (Coastal
Act/30212.5, 30252)
· Policy 5.24: Enhance the visual quality of the Headlands by providin& hi&h quality
development with appropriate landscapin&. (Coastal Act/30251)
Policy 5.25: Comply with the requirements of the Central Coastal Oran&e County
Natural Communities Conservation Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan (NCCP/HCP)
approved by the California Department of Fish and Game for the Headlands and
avoid duplicative re&ulatory controls, in particular with respect to wildlife
mana&ement pro&rams such as the NCCP/HCP. (Coastal Act/30401, 30411)
Policy 5.26: Protect the quality of coastal waters and human health by minimizing
the potential for harmful impacts from storm water runoff. (Coastal Act/30230,
30231)
Policy 5.27: Minimize draina&e impacts to the Dana Point Marine Life Refu&e and
La&una Ni&uel Marine Life Refu&e. (Coastal Act/30230, 30231)
Land Use Element- Pa&e 35
Visitor/Recreation Commercial:
The Visitor/Recreation Commercial designation
includes primarily visitor-serving uses, such as restaurants, resort uses. such as hotels
and motels \:lses, commercial, recreation specialty and convenience retail goods and
services, auto service businesses, open space/recreational useS; and community public
facilities. Other supporting uses include conference facilities and cultural uses, such as
museums and theaters. The average intensity of development for hotels is a floor area
ratio of .75: 1 and the maximum intensity of development fel:of hotels is a floor area ratio
of 1.5:1. The standard intensity of development for other uses is a floor area ratio of~
0.5:1.
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TABLE LU-2
LAND USE RELATED
GOALS AND POLICIES BY ELEMENT
(Revised
, 2001)

Land Use
Issue Area

·u-

Design

Related Goals and Policies by Element

Housing

Circulation

Noise

Public
Safety

Conservation/
Open Space

LL, . :\

';' >''.·

Balance of
Land Uses

3.4,
4.1,
4.4,
6.3,
6.6

Compatibility/
Enhancement
Among Land
Uses

1. I'
2.1,
2.2
6.2

Maintaining
and
Improving
Quality of Life

All

All

All

Economic
Development

5.2, 5.3
6.5, 6.6, 6.7
7.4

1.4, 2.7,
3.3,
4.1, 5.3,
6.2,
7.2, 7.3

3.3

3.1, 3.4
5.2, 5.3
6.1, 6.6
8.1, 8.3

2.6
9.1

All

All

1.7,
1.8,
1.13,
1.18

6.8

1.10,

2.4, 2.6-2.9, 2.14,
2.20, 11., 3.7, 6.2,
6.4, 6.6-6.8

All

All

.....· .

b: •.,.

}i····

1.4,
4.5
7.2

Preservation
of Natural
Resources
Development
of Headlands

All

Public
Facilities and
Growth
Management

1.5, 4.5
1:

5.13, 5.14

+,.+;!.,

~··.

1.25

2.7

9.1-9.5

5.1

3.4, 7.5,
8.3

Development
of Town
Center

3.8

Development
of Doheny
Village

6.7

2.6, 2.7

1.1

3.4, 6.1-6.4,
8.3

1.5,
2.5,
4.5,

1.15,
1.211.24
2.8

1.1, 2.9, 3.4,
4.2, 5.4, 5.55.7,
6.1, 6.3, 8.4

5.2

5.3, 7.5

1.4, 4.1,
4.3,
7.3

Development
of Monarch
Beach
Protection of
ResidentServing Land
Uses

r, J~~·
<
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Land Use Element- Page 38

LAND USE POLICY DIAGRAM
The Land Use Policy Diagram for the City of Dana Point is described in Land Use
Policy Figures LU-3, LU-4,-aBEl-LU-5, and LU-6. The Land Use designations depicted
on the diagrams are those- described in the previous section and are represented by
patterns which identify future planned land uses for the City.
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Figure LU-4
Land Use Policy Diagram
LAGUNA
BEACH

c::::JRESIDENTIAL 0.0 · 3.5 DUlAC
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G
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i'North
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~
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Land Use Element- Page 39
DISTRIBUTION OF LAND USES
The statistical distribution of planned land uses eity 'NiaeCity wide is aescribeashown
ffion Table LU-4. Table LU-5 graphically describes the percentage distribution of
planned land uses City 'Niae. This tableCity wide, identifies each land use designation,
its associated land acreage, and the total land acreage for all planned land uses in the
City. The table. This Table also provides estimated ranges of the total number of
residential dwelling units planned and the resulting population. For non-residential land
uses, such as commercial, office, industrial, and community facility, estimates ofbuilding
square footage are depicted.
Net acreage represents the a-ve£ageacreage remaining after street rights-of-way and other
public lands are excluded. To establish the net acreage associated with densities for
residential designations and intensities for non-residential designations, except where
otherwise specifically provided, 20 percent of the gross acreage is assumed to be used
for streets or other public lands. Therefore, the net acreage equals 80 percent of gross
acreage, and represents acreage capable of accommodating residential dwelling units and
non-residential building square footage, except where otherwise specifically provided.
For each gross acre of land (43,560 square feet), a net acre of 35,000 square feet is
assumed to accommodate development.
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Table LU-4
Future Land Use and Population Estimates in the City
(Revised
, 2001)
Land Use Designation

Residential
&es:i:eemial Q 3.5
Residential 0.0 - 3.5
&esieemial 3.5 7
Residential 3.5 - 7.0
&esieemial + 14
Residential 7.0 - 14.0
&esieemiall4 22
Residential14.0- 22.0
&es:i:eemial 22 3Q
Residential 22.0- 30.0
Commercial
Neighborhood Com'l.
Community Com '1
VisiteFIRee. Cem'l
Visitor/Rec. Com'l
Com 'VResidential
Office
Prof./Administrative
Industrial
Ind./Business Park
Community and Other
Comrn. Facility
O}:lea ~aee
OeenSeace
Harbor Marine Land
Transport. Corridor
Total

Gross
Acres
(a)

Dwelling
Units
(b)

~

ill

m

~

~

~

~

m
+J.
13

(c)

Square
Footage
(OOO)(d)

~

-1-;994
1,661

m

Population

7,969
3,793
~

2,920
~

271

7
109

85
1,519

~

¥74

.w63

2,375

487

1,098

6

146

18

314

163

2,272

~

~

212

2,714

265

38
345

4,149

15,~84

32,~23

~

~

151471-

321180-

1~495

3~258

~

101758

(a)

account for the land area devoted to roadways.
Estimated dwelling units are expressed as a range. Dwelling units for residential categories are based on the
standard density described in Table LU-3, (dwelling unit per net acre) for each category of residential use
and the cumulative total for this column is ~15,723. The bottorri end of the range is based on
estimated development of 252 (or 5 dulac) dwelling untts m the Residential/Commercial category. The top
end of the range is based on minor upward adjustments to the standard densities for Residential 3.5-7 and
Residential 7-14.
(c) Population is based on Orange County Analysis Center OCP-88 2010 projections of 2.08 persons per
dwelling unit for the bottom of the range and 2.38 persons per dwelling unit for the top of the range.
(d) Square footage for non-residential categories is based on the standard intensity (FAR) for uses represented.

(b)
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Land Use Element- Page 45, Second Paragraph Through Page 46
SPECIFIC PLAN AREAS AND PLANNED DEVELOPMENT DISTRICTS
Five areas within the City are identified as Specific Plan areas~ for future development, or
revitalization. +heseThe Specific Plan areas include the Headlands, the Town Center,
Doheny Village, Monarch Beach and the Dana Point Harbor. The Headlands may also
be developed as a PDD rather than a Specific Plan, providing a PDD zoning
ordinance is adopted, consistent with this General Plan. The characteristics of
planned land use for each Specific Plan or PDD focal area are described in the following
sections.
Headlands
The DaHa PoiHt Headlands represents a significant land resource that has the capacity to
accommodate a mixture of compatible land uses, including visitor/recreation commercial,
residential, recreation/open space, and ooimB:HHityvisitor-serving and commercial
facilities. The Headlands-&Fea is identified as a Specific Plan area or as a PDD on the
Land Use Policy Map. +he
A Specific Plan or PDD zoning ordinance for the Headlands will be prepared before
development occurs and that ~ocument will implement General Plan policy by
establishing development standards, precise locations for land uses and facilities,
locations for streets, standards for residential density and non-residential intensity, and
standards for the use and conservation of natural resources.
Identification of the acreage and percentage mixture of planned land use is designed to
provide both the City and property owner with the flexibility needed to allow
consideration of alternative development designs. Any alternative eesigBsdesign must
generally meet the basic land use acreage and percentage descriptions contained in this
element and noted on the Land Use Policy Map. Any development design for the
Headlands must include, to the extent feasible after taking into consideration
topographic features, publicly accessil)le open space linkages ooiHleotiHgthat connect
to on- and off-site open space areas, ase asy laDe area eesigBatee speoifioally as
CoH'l:FHHHity ¥aoility vi'ill resHlt iH a oorrespoHeiHg reeHotioH of laDe area eesigBatee as
either Visitor!ReoreatioH CoH'l:H'leroial or ResieeHtial 3.5 14, or both. Tliis Lane Use
EleH'l:eHt oasexcept that the Headlands shall provide an easement to the City but
shall not be ameHeee wlieHreguired to construct a Speoifio Plan is prOJlaree fer the
property.connection to Dana Point Harbor.
The Headlands also iHolHeessurrounds two small areas of existing residential
development (the "Enclaves") that are not included in the Specific Plan or PDD
boundaries. The westerly areaEnclave consists of multi-family units in buildings on
adjacent, but separate lots. Although the actual density of development for this westerly
areaEnclave varies from lot to lot, the overall designation is Residential 22-30. The
southerly residential areaEnclave consists of single family detached houses on separate
lots with a designation of Residential 7-14. The level of development for each of these
Page 14

afeaSEnclaves is based on their respective Land Use Element designations, but where the
existing level of development exceeds the designation, the existing level of development
can be maintained or reconstructed in the event of loss due to natural hazards or accident.
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Land Use Element- Pages 47-48**
Figure LU-6 and Table LU-6 describe the total acres and relative percentage of each
land use type for the Headlands. Recreation/Open Space constitutes 64.3 gross
acres of the Headlands, or 53%. Residential constitutes 52.6 acres of the Headlands,
or 43.4%. Visitor/Recreation Commercial will be 4.4 acres or 3.7% of the property.
Public roads make up approximately 2.3 acres of the site and are accounted for in
the Recreation/Open Space category.
As shown on Figure LU-6 Headlands, three Land Use designations have been
established for the Headlands: Recreation/Open Space, Visitor/Recreation
Commercial, and Residential. Table LU-6, Headlands Land Use Composition,
describes a percentage distribution for the three designations.
The Headlands Land Use element promotes and implements the goals of the
California Coastal Act by maximizing public access and public recreational
opportunities, consistent with sound resource conservation principles.
Development of the Headlands will create significant conservation areas, public
open space and parks, with multiple public coastal view opportunities and an
interconnected network of public trails and coastal access. Five parks will be
strategically dispersed throughout the property, located in areas that maximize
public access and coastal views. The Headlands Conservation Park will create new
coastal access opportunities and conserve open space in perpetuity, including
indigenous habitat. Hilltop Park will include the highest elevation on the Headlands
and afford the opportunity for establishing public views, an overlook, and a
network of trails. Overlooking Dana Point Harbor and the Pacific Ocean, Harbor
Point Park will provide the opportunity for establishing dramatic views, public
recreation, visitor amenities, and conservation of coastal bluffs. Strand Vista Park,
which overlooks Strand Beach, will create and link several coastal access ways and
provide visitor amenity and public recreation opportunities. Strand Beach Park
will be dedicated to a public agency and will provide coastal recreational
opportunities.
A maximum of five visitor-serving, recreational facilities will be integrated into the
parks and open space to attract and serve local and statewide visitors to the
Headlands coastline. The visitor-serving recreational facilities shall be built by the
developer, open to the public, and no less than four shall include educational
programs relating to maritime, historical, cultural, natural resource conservation
and related topics of regional and local interest. They will be connected by the
integrated public trail system to offer visitors a comprehensive experience.
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Table LU-5
Planned Land Use Distribution By Percentage
(Revised
, 2001)
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Table LU-6 describes the general percentages of the land use types for the Headlands
property as 45.3 for 53.2 percent for Recreation/Open Space, ~3.2 percent for
Residential HO.O 7, 17.3 pereeat for Residential 7 14,3.5, and -l-().;.6~ percent for
Visitor/Recreation Commercial.
Table LU-6
H eadlan d s- L an d Use C om positiOn_*
LAND USE DESIGNATION

GROSS
ACRES
W;fbj

Residential
Resiaeatial ;u +
Resiaeatial + 14

~

R~sid~otial

.52.A

~

0.0 - 3.5

Commercial
:V:isiteffR:eeFeatiea

H.,.&

~isitor!R~t::ri:atioo

Community and Other
R~eFeatieal()fleB Sf!aee
D.
t/Ooen Snace
TOTAL

~
~

64.5..**
121.3

*In the subsequent Specific Plan or POD for the Headlands. gross acreage shall be utilized to calculate development yield and
~
**Calculation includes approximately 2 5 acres for public roads

(a) fer JIIIFpeses ef esmlllislliag iateasit}· by I8REI11se sategefY, the grass aereage fer ReA resiEieatial lanE! uses is
seR¥eFteEI te Ret aereage threugh a reEiustien ef the grass asreage by 1Q% te aese1111t fer lanE! area Ele~·eteEI te
reaEI·...,~·s.

(b) The D&Ra Peiat HeaEII&REis Spesiiis PI&R Area is salsulateEI at Ret asreage, whish m~· shange given the ln!e ameunt ef
aet aereage. The RoesiEiential J 5 7 anEI RoesiEiential 7 14 areas m~· be aEijusteEiupwarEI, but will still fall within the tep
enEI ef the T8Rge inEiisateEI.

Residential 0.0-3.5
(43.2%)
Recreation/
Open Space
(53.2%)**
Visitor/Recreation
Commercial
(3.6%)
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Land Use Element- Page 48 (new table)
TableLU-6A
Maximum Land Uses Within Headlands
LAND USES
Residential SF
Visitor/Recreation
Commercial

MAXIMUM
125 dwelling units
40,000 sg. ft.
110~750

Visitor Recreation
Facilities

8~500
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sg. ft. with 65 keys

sg. ft.

Urban Design Element- Page 3
Policy 1.5: Develop the Blufftop Trail from Monarch Beach to Doheny State Park. Piaal
eesigaatiea ef the B=ail The conceptual alignment of the trail through the Headlands
shall be determined through the Specific Plan or PDD prepared for the Headlands.
(Coastal Act/30210, 30212)
Urban Design Element- Page 13
The Natural Setting
Dana Point's spectacular natural setting forms one of the most memorable arrangements
of sea and landform in Southern California. . ~The Dana "Point" promontory, a
sienificant land feature of the Headlands, as well as the coastal bluffs. mark the
geographical location is markee a~· of the ''Qeaelanes" aB:8City. The Dana "Point"
promontory with its steep coastal bluffs. Tae WeaQ.lanes is one of the most prominent
features of the Southern California coastline between Point Lorna and the Palos Verdes
Peninsula. The City's favorable southwestern aspect orients toward Capistrano Bight, a
subtle bend in the coastline which defines a shallow bay between Dana Point and San
Mateo Point to the south. Santa Catalina Island is prominent as a scenic landmark visible
on the open ocean to the west.
Urban Design Element- Page 15-16
The landforms of the WeaelaB:esDana "Point" promontory and coastal bluffs are the
most prominent natural features of the City. They are visible from the region's coastline
and coastal hillsides from a distance of up to 30 miles. Public views from and public
pedestrian access to the bluffs &feshall be established as they will become significant
l:H"aaB: eesiga aBe public resources ef-and enhance the ~natural setting of Dana
Point.
The following Urban Design policies and concepts guieiagwill guide the development
of the Headlands-a:Fe:
~finimizeLimit

•

alteration of existing topography of the Headlands to measl:H"es
aeeessary~Qalie safety aBe te accommodate a development program consistent
with the General Plan and Headlands Specific Plan or PDD.

•

Require setbacks of buildings and site improvements from the bluff faces , as set
forth in the Specific Plan or PDD, which will assl:H"eensure public and structural
safety, consistent with detailed and site specific geotechnical report
recommendations.

•

Encourage building forms that maintain a low profile and that are visually integrated
-with the landforms.
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•

The significance of and treatment of existing ridges, knolls, canyons.! and vegetation
on the Headlands and bluffs shm:1leshall be determined in the Headlands Specific
Plan, EIR, aHa Resol:lfee MaHageFReBt~ eoeHFRe:ets or PDD.

•

Require all private development and public improvement proposals which have
potential to impact public views of the Headlands and bluffs to submit detailed
studies of view impacts. All development along the City's coastline, as well as
several locations in the Dana Point Town Center and Monarch Beach areas, have the
potential to affect public views of the Headlands and bluffs.

•

Create historical and/or cultural monuments.! plaques, and landmarks and
integrate them into the public parks and open space program.

•

Incorporate design elements into private development, such as view lots, which
will lower the amount of gross acreage devoted to development, and thus
increase the acreage devoted to public recreation, open space, parks and visitor
facilities.

•

Encourage public access to coastal resources by developing Visitor/Recreation
Commercial facilities and Recreation/Open Space areas (including visitorserving recreational facilities) that provide direct linkages to public parks, open
space, the coastline, and Strand Beach.
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Urban Design Element- Paees 16-17
The Beaches
Dana Point's coastline is unique in the diversity of its beaches.
Capistrano Beach,
Doheny State Beach, DaBa Strand Beach and Salt Creek Beach each have a distinct
character formed by surf conditions, orientation, views, landform background and access
pattern. Capistrano Beach, Doheny State Beach and Salt Creek Beach are all publicly
owned facilities operated by State or County agencies. DaBa-Strand Beach i!Hl privately
owned property. Most of the beaches enjoy wide strands that provide excellent public
access along the water's edge. Urban design policies and concepts guiding development
along the beachfront except for Strand Beach, are:
0

Require future built improvements adjacent to the beaches to consider the natural
topography of the coastal terraces, embankments and bluffs as an integral part of the
beachfront natural and visual setting. Development should protect existing natural
features and be carefully integrated with landforms, emphasizing low profile building
forms, retaining walls and other improvements that do not detract from the natural
setting of the beach.

0

Some older insensitive beachfront development has marred the natural setting and
blocked public views to the ocean. Future improvements or modification of
previously-developed sites should strive to restore the appearance of the natural
setting and ~reate additional public views to the water. Opportunities to restore
the appearance include:

Where feasible, encourage opening selective views to the ocean from the Pacific
Coast Highway.
0

On the Headlands. the following urban design policies will guide development of
the area adjacent to Strand Beach:
Development of the former mobile home park site at Strand Beach must be
subject to thoroueh eeoloeic analysis.
To enhance visual quality. the abandoned mobile home park and
surroundin& area above Strand Beach shall be remediated and reconfieured.
Such reconfieuration may include movin& earth from the Strand area to the
Upper Headlands area, creatine a series of landscaped terraces, a public
park. a primary coastal access path, and residential lots,· all overlookin& the
Pacific Ocean.
The existin& revetment on Strand Beach, will be subject to the analysis of a
re~:istered eeotechnical en~:ineer and a reeistered marine/coastal eneineer to
incorporate desim measures that further stabilize the site to ensure public
safety. Such reconstruction must not encroach seaward of the toe of the
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existing revetment at bedrock, unless improvements are necessary to create
or enhance new public access and/or public safety.
To compliment the surrounding urban residential character, the Strand area
shall limit development to residential land uses.
8easitive develefJmeatDevelopment of the old Mobile Home Park above Qaaa
Strand Beach according to a Specific Plan or PDD for the Dana PoiR:t Headlands
shall accommodate two Strand Beach vertical public beach access paths, a
linear park adjacent to the County Strand Beach parking lot, terraced
landscaped slopes, and residential lots.
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Urban Design Element- Pages 26-27
The Blufftop Trail, or other system of trails and open space linkages, which will
eventually eoiH'leetprovide a connection from the Dana Poim Headlands to Doheny
State Beach, is an excellent example ofthe desired concept.
In addition to completion of the City's bikeway system, more pedestrian walks and trails
need to be developed, and the pedestrian environment improved in key locations.
Opportunities for pedestrian improvements include:
0

Complete the trail ffem.between the DaB:a PoiBt Headlands and t&-Doheny State
Beach, and extend the trail northward aloag DaB:afrom Strand Beach to Salt Creek
Beach Park and the regional trail system along the Salt Creek Basin.

0

Develop a pedestrian trail system on the Headlands that connects the parks.
open space, and conservation areas planned for the property as detailed in the
Headlands Specific Plan or PDD. Such trails shall provide opportunities to
coastal views and access. The trail system shall constitute the Blufftop Trail
component for the Headlands.
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Figure UD-2
Existing and Proposed Open Space
Walkway/Bike/Trail Opportunities
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Urban Design Element- Page 58
The Daaa Pei&t Headlands
The Dana :_Point HeaalaHas ffifB'l" portion of the Gity!&Headlands is one of the most
preeiol:ls lafia resol:lreesignificant landforms in the City. The primary Urban Design
goal shall be to preserve the Dana "Point" area, including its coastal bluffs, and
develop a coastal trail system on the plateau that rises approximately 180-215 feet
above the Pacific to create extraordinary public view opportunities. As stated in the
Land Use element, it is this area of the property-the Dana "Point," the coastal
bluffs, and the coastal plateau-that is commonly referred to as the "Headlands."
Urban Design objectives for development on the Headlands are:
0

°

Preserve a continuous open space corridor along the coastline, providing full public
access to the bluff edge and coastal views.
Create safe coastal view opportunities such as the Strand Vista Park adjacent to
the County Strand Beach parking lot.

0

CoooestCreate public open space amenities, walkways, and a trail system within
the Headlands that can ultimately be connected to the Blufftop Trail to the
Heaalaaassouth, and exteaa the trail to DaHa gtraaa "Beaeh aHathe Salt Creek Beach
Park to theiiOrth.
-

0

Preserve the relative height and visual prominence of the ridge top and designate the
hilltop area near Pacific Coast Highway asfor public park, public trail, and
permanent open space, aaa eoasiaer the riage top for loeatioa of a p~lie park uses.

0

Develop a landscaped open space corridor consistent with existing corridors along
Pacific Coast Highway, preserviag the pereetJtioa of the Heaalanas as eeiag
preaomiaaHtly opea lana.

0

Future buildings on the Headlands should be carefully integrated with ex1stlag
laaafoFB'I:s, maiataiaiagsurrounding development and maintain a visual profile that
eal:lses miaiml:lllllimits disruption of public ridgeline views from Dana Point
Harbor and pubiiC(iarks.

°

Create a comprehensive set of development guidelines. unifying the oublic and
private components of the Headlands.

0

Emphasize a creative use of appropriate materials when designing public
facilities, such as visitor-serving recreational facilities, trails, and walkways.

0

Drought tolerant and native or naturalized species shoui<J be utilized within
public open spaces and the edges of private development adjoining natural open
space areas.
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0

Provide a strong connection with the ocean through the inclusion of coastal
access and ocean view preservation.

0

Design a series of monuments. landmarks and landscape features that designate
the primary points of entry into the Headlands.
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Urban Design Element-Appendix A, Page A-3
Dana Point Landscape Corridors
(A new row shall be added to the bottom of Appendix A, Dana Point Landscape
Corridors, on page A-3, as follows, and the Appendix, as amended, shall supersede
the Appendix, page A-3 dated July 9, 1991.)
Street Name

Median

Existing Sidewalk
or Planting

Selva Road 3
Pacific Coast
Highway to the
south end of the
Counn: Strand
Beach Rarking lot

Potential for
Rlanted median in
selective locations

Condition I or G
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Sidewalk and
Planting
Standard
Condition I or G

Recommended
ImRrovements
0RROrtuni!l: for
median
imRrovements
and Rlantings

+

Figure c~2
Master Plan Circulation System
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Circulation Element- Page 10

Policy 5.13: Ensure adequate vehicle access and circulation, while minimizing
traffic impacts to adiacent residential areas.
Policy 5.14: Provide trailhead parking areas along Selva Road and Scenic Drive.
The final configuration of parking areas will be determined at the time detailed
roadway improvement plans are prepared.
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Figure C-4_
Bikeway Plan
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Public Safety Element- Pages 12-13
Coastal Erosion
Policy 1.12: Specifically review and limit development on lands withpresenting
seismic, slide, liquefaction, fire or topographic eoHstraiHtsconcerns.
Policy 1.25: For the Headlands, minimize the potential for coastal slope erosion and
ensure public safety and coastal access by reconstructing the existing revetment.
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Public Safety Element- Page 30
MITIGATION OF COASTAL BEACH AND BLUFF EROSION HAZARDS
The Goals and Policies section of this Public Safety Element outlined the major coastal
geologic problems identified by the Coastal Erosion Technical Report of Dana Point's
coastal zone. This study includes a series of maps identifying protective devices and/or
mitigation measures~ which might be appropriate to individual beach and bluff sections of
the Dana Point shoreline. These generalized recommendations are shown in Figure PS-6.
It should be emphasized, however, that the recommendations as shown are preliminary.
Because coastal conditions vary greatly, even from one parcel to another, erosion
mitigation measures for any development must be designed on a parcel-specific basis by
a State-licensed engineering geologist.

The Headlands
The coastal area of the Headlands falls within two geologic sub-units. The Coastal
Erosion Technical Report of Dana Point's coastal zone identifies these as: (1) the
Dana Point Headlands Sub-unit, which contains the property's promontory land
feature, the "Headlands," including the Dana "Point" and surrounding coastal
bluffs; and (2) the Strand portion of the Niguel Shores Sub-unit, which encompasses
the property's Strand beach area.
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Figure PS-6
Generalized Coastal Geologic
·Hazard Abatement Measures
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Conservation and Open Space Element- Page 2
California Fish and Game Regulations
The California Fish and Game Code was adopted by the State legislature to protect the
fish and wildlife resources of the State. Special permits are required for any lake or
stream alterations, dredging or other activities that may affect fish and game habitat.

As identified in Section 30401 and 30411 of the Public Resources Code, the
California Department of Fish and Game is the principal state agency responsible
for the establishment and control of wildlife management programs.
The Headlands
In conjunction with the Central Coastal Orange County Natural Communities
Conservation Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan <NCCP/HCP) adopted in 1996, the
Headlands propertv owners have executed a binding Implementation Agreement
with the California Department of Fish and Game and U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. The property owners have also been issued an Endangered Species Act,
Section 10(a) permit for the Headlands that deals specifically with anticipated
impacts to federally listed endangered species and required conditions.
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Conservation and Open Space Element- Page 6
A substantial_portion of the City's natural open space and biological habitat has been
replaced with urban development.
However, there are significant portions of the
community that remain in a natural state. These areas include a portion of the
Headlands, portions of Monarch Beach, and the Salt Creek and San Juan Creek Basins.
Althoagi:J. portiOH:S of ti:J.ese areas are plar.nee to ee ee·,zelopee iH the fi:ltare, ti:J.e
eoaservatioa of opeH spaee aae ti:J.e aataral laaElfoRBs ean kelp to preserve ti:J.e ei:J.araeter
of the area. TI:J.e fi:ltare ElevelopmeH:t of the areas si:J.oale reSf!eet ti:J.ese aataral featares of
ti:J.e eolBHiaHity.
Conservation and Open Space Element - Page 8
CONSERVATION OF SIGNIFICANT NATURAL FEATURES
The natural features in the Dana Point area have helped to create the desirable character
of the area. TopegraphiealThe significant natural features or natural land forms on
the Headlands are Strand Beach. the Hilltop. Harbor Point, Dana "Point," and the
Headlands Promontory. Other Dana Point area topographic features such as ti:J.e
· Meaelaaes, Salt Creek and the San Juan Creek watershed, the bluffs, the inland hills, and
the beachfront should be protected from insensitive development. Public views should be
conserved and the natural vegetation retained as much as· possible. The beach areas and
bluff area have potential for excessive erosion if not protected.
Conservation/Open Space Element- Pages 9-11
Policy 2.8: Minimize risks to life and property, and preserve the natural environment, by
siting and clustering new development away from areas which have physical constraints
associated with steep topography and unstable slopes; and where such areas are
designated as Recreation/Open Space or include bluffs, beaches, or wetlands, exclude
such areas from the calculation of net acreage available for determining development
intensity or density potential. For the Headlands. minimization of risk to life and
property and preservation of the natural environment is met by a requirement that
new development be sited and clustered into areas determined by geological
feasibility studies to be suitable, such as by remediation of unstable slopes impacted
by such new development. (Coastal Act/30233, 30253)
Policy 2.14:
Shoreline or ocean protective devices such as revetments, breakwaters,
groins, harbor channels, seawalls, cliff retaining walls, and other such construction that
alters shoreline processes shall be permitted when required to serve coastal-dependent
uses or to protect· existing structures or public beaches in danger from erosion, and when
designed to eliminate or mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline sand supply and
minimize adverse impacts on public use of sandy beach areas. For the Headlands, the
potential for coastal slope erosion shall be minimized and public safety and coastal
access protected by reconstruction of the existing revetment. Such reconstruction
must not encroach seaward of the toe of the existing revetment at bedrock unless
improvements are necessary to create or enhance new public access and/or public
safety. (Coastal Act/30210-12, 30235)
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Policy 2.20: The biological productivity and quality of coastal waters, streams,
wetlands, estuaries, and lakes and the restoration of optimum populations of marine
organisms shall be ensured by minimizing adverse effects of waste water discharges.
Any specific plans and/or planned development district policies and specific
development proposals, site plans and subdivision maps shall control runoff,
prevent depletion of ground water supplies and substantial interference with surface
water flow, encourage waste water reclamation, maintain natural vegetation buffer
areas that protect riparian habitats, and minimize alteration of natural streams.
(Coastal Act/ 30231).
Policy 3.1:
Environmentally sensitive habitat areas, including important plant
communities, wildlife habitats, marine refuge areas, riparian areas, wildlife movement
corridors, wetlands, and significant tree stands, such as those generally depicted on
Figure COS-1, shall be preserved. Development in areas adjacent to environmentally
sensitive habitat areas shall be sited and designed to prevent impacts which would
significantly degrade those areas through such methods as, the practice of creative site
planning, revegetation, and open space easement/dedications, and shall be compatible
with the continuance of those habitat areas. A definitive determination of the existence
of environmentally sensitive habitat areas on a specific site shall be made through the
coastal development permitting process. For the Headlands, the determination of
native habitats will be based on the findings of the NCCP/HCP and compliance with
CEQA. (Coastal Act/30230, 30240)
Conservation/Open Space Element- Page 12:
Policy 3.7: Environmentally sensitive habitat areas (ESHA) shall be protected against
any significant disruption of habitat values, and only uses dependent on those resources
shall be allowed within those areas. For the Headlands, a combination of on-site
preservation and compliance with the requirements of the NCCP/HCP shall fulfill
ESHA requirements. (Coastal Act/30240)
Conservation/Open Space Element- Page 15:
Policy 6.4: Preserve and protect the scenic and visual quality of the coastal areas as a
resource of public importance as depicted in ~Figure COS~~ "Scenic Overlooks
from Public Lands",~ of this Element. Permitted development shall be sited and
designed to protect public views from identified scenic overlooks on public lands to and
along the ocean and scenic coastal areas, to minimize the alteration of natural
laadfoFFH:s,land forms and significant natural features to be visually compatible with
the character of surrounding areas, and, where feasible, to restore and enhance visual
quality in visually degraded areas. (Coastal Act/30251)

Conservation/Open Space Element - Page 21
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CONSERVATION,£ AND OPEN SPACE FOR THE PRESERVATION OF
NATURAL RESOURCES
The most significant natural resources in Dana Point include the Pacific Ocean, land with
open space potential, lands with significant biological resources, water resources,
significant landforms, and those sites or structures wftieftthat have historical,
archaeological or paleontological significance. The Heaalaads i~ largest remaiaiag
\:ladevelaf)ed area witftia tae City. Tais area eaataias eaastal sage sefl:ol-8 Yegetatiaa v;aiea
S\if)f)9rtS a •,·ariety af ammal Sf'8Sies. Tae Pacific Ocean and shoreline provides important
marine habitats for many species. Certain sections of the City's coast have been
designated by the California Department of Fish and Game as three separate but
contiguous marine life refuges. The other ~ of natural resource open space
iaellidesinclude, San Juan Creek and Salt Creek arurthe beaches and bluff areas along
the coast.
These important natural resource areas are shown on Figure COS-1. Other areas of
natural resource open space include San Juan Creek and Salt Creek and the beaches and
bluff areas along the coast.
The Headlands
The Headlands is the lar2est remainin2 privately owned, undeveloped area within
the City. The Headlands contains a number of natural resources, includin2 coastal
sa2e scrub ve2etation, which support a variety of plant and animal species.
In 1996, the U.S. Department of Interior, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
{USFWS), the California Resources Agency, the California Department of Fish and
Game {CDFG), the California Department of Forestry and Fire, the California
Department of Parks and Recreation. and the Orange Countv Environmental
Management Agency, in conjunction with participating property owners. adopted
the Central/Coastal Orange County Natural Communities Conservation
Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan <NCCPIBCP). The NCCP/HCP provides for the
conservation of sub-regionally significant natural resources and multi-species
habitat preserve areas.
The NCCP/HCP was preceded by five years of scientific analysis and public agency
review.
A joint Environmental Impact Report and Environmental Impact
Statement {EIRIEIS) were prepared pursuant to the California Environmental
Quality Act, the California Endangered Species Act, and the federal Endangered
Species Act by the CDFG and the USFWS. In 1996, the EIRIEIS was certified as a
Final EIRIEIS.
The NCCP/HCP program resulted in the creation of the Orange County Habitat
Reserve System. This 38,738 acre nature reserve has been permanently designated
for open space and conservation purposes, and was designed to function as a
multiple habitat system. Portions of the Reserve lie within the Coastal Zone and
include over 18,800 acres of coastal sage scrub. as well as about 7,300 acres of
chaparral, 6,100 acres of grasslands, 1,800 acres of riparian, 950 acres of woodland,
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200 acres of forest habitat and significant portions of six other habitat types now
existing within the subregion.
The Headlands' owners were identified in the NCCP/HCP as a "participating
landowner" for "contributing significant land and/or funding toward
implementation of the reserve system and adaptive management program." As a
result, the landowners were issued a Section lO(a) Endangered Species Act Permit
for the project site.
For these landowners, development activities and uses addressed by the NCCP/HCP
would be considered fully mitigated under the NCCP Act and the State and federal
Endangered Species Acts for impacts to habitat occupied by listed and other species
"identified" by the NCCP/HCP and Implementation Agreement.
Through the NCCP/HCP conservation program, as well as the designation of over
30 acres of the Headlands Conservation Park and other natural open space onsite,
the Headlands propertv has provided for the preservation of important natural
habitats.
The Headlands Conservation Park
The Headlands shall provide for a Headlands Conservation Park on a site of
approximately 24 acres. The Headlands Conservation Park shall be a conservation
area and generally include the land seaward of existing Marguerita Road lying
between the two existing residential enclaves. This area includes the most important
biotic resources, the adjacent coastal bluffs, the rocky beach, and the entire Pacific
pocket mouse reserve identified in the NCCP/HCP. The Headlands Conservation
Park shall provide limited public access to the bluff top via a perimeter bluff top
trail. A greenbelt buffer will be provided between the Headlands Conservation
Park and the proposed residential development on the Upper Headlands. The
greenbelt buffer will accommodate recreational opportunities outside of the
conservation area. Public parking and any other facilities also must be located
outside of the Headlands Conservation Park conservation area.
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Table COS 4 - Page 32
OTHER RECREATION
SPACES:
Camino del Estrella
Overlook

Upgrade of existing
facility; no net new
acreage

Camino de Estrella

Telescope; benches

Dana Hills Tennis Center

Upgrade of existing
facility; no net new
acreage

Calle de Tenis

Tennis Courts

HeaalaRas J3aFI<

+a ee

ae~ei'Hiiaea

Open Space Areas A-E

b)aRa

~a=aaa ~eaa

+a ee

ae~ei'Hiiaea

5.22

Monarch Beach Resort

To be determined

Headlands
Conservation ParkConservation OJ!en
SJ!ace

24.2 acres

The Dana "Point"
J!romontory area.
AJ!J!roximately
seaward of existing
Marguerita Road.

Preservation and conservation of
native SJ!eciesl coastal bluffs and
rocky beaches. Public safe!:£ fencing
and securitv for biotic resources.
Limited J!Ublic accessl signagel bluff
to)! trails and lookouts.

Strand Vista ParkRecreational OJ!en
SJ!ace

9.9 acres

Seaward of the
County Strand Beach
J!arking lot.

Linear J!ark with scenic overlooksl
J!Ublic trailsl seatingl landscaJ!e and
hardscaJ!e features. Includes the
North and South Strand Beach
Access.

•

•

South Strand
Beach Access

Strand Beach Park
Recreational OJ!en
SJ!ace

•

Existing stairway
from the Coon!:£
Strand Beach
J!arking lot to the
beach at the north
boundary.

North Strand
Beach Access

Reconstruct access to J!rovide
overlooksl resting J!Ointsl landscaJ!e
features.

Meandering trail to beachl overlooksl
J!Ublic safety fencingl emergency
access to beach.

Between Coun!:£
Strand Beach
J!arking lot and the
existing residential
enclave to the south.
5.2 acres

From the Strand
residential
develoJ!ment seaward
to the mean high tide.

Widel sandy beach; J!edestrian access
to the County Strand Beach J!arking
lot.
Public J!edestrian access through the
Strand residential develoJ!ment to
the Central Strand Beach access
J!Oint.

Central Strand
Beach Access

Continued next )!age

Table COS-4 continued
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Site
Harbor Point ParkRecreational O~en

Acreage
4.3 acres

S~ace

Location
Seaward of Cove Road
and realigned Scenic
Drive2 not including
adjacent coastal bluffs.

I

Harbor Point ParkConservation O~en

6.1 acres

S~ace

Hillto~

ParkRecreational O~en
S~ace

•

Greenbelt Buffers

12.3 acres

Pro~osed

Features

Visitor Recreational
Facilities 2 historic and
cultural elements2
monuments2 overlooks2
~ublic trails2 signage2
biotic gardens 2 seating2
landsca~e and
hardsca~e features.

From the to~ of bluff to
the mean high tide2
includi!!g the coastal
bluffs and rocky
beaches.

Preservation of coastal
bluffs and rocky
beaches; no

Highest J!!!int of the
~roJ!!lrtv 2 westerly of
PCH and Green
Lantern.

Public trails 2 overlooks2
signage2 seating.

Buffers to residential
and commercial uses 2
adjoins Headlands
Conservation Park on
the south 2 connections to
Hillto~ Park. South
Strand Beach access2
Harbor Point Par~ and
Strand Vista Park.

Public trails2 o~en s~ace
~arking 2 visitor
recreational facilities 2
seating2 signage2 fuel
modification 2 landsca~e
features 2 securi!):
fencing 2 J!Ublic roads
necessar.y to access Ol!£n
SJ!ace areas.
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im~rovements exce~t

those reguired for
~ublic safe!): 2 signage or
erosion control.

Conservation and Open Space Element- Page 35
Biking/Hiking Trails
The Capistrano 'Bay Parle and Recreation DistrictCity of Dana Point operates a
coordinated system of trails, including bikeways, equestrian trails and hiking trails. The
District's trails system is shown in Figure COS-4 and described in the District Master
Plan which is apdatedof Parks, Recreation and Open Space prepared by the
Capistrano Bay Parks and Recreation and annually and constitl:Hes the most el:HTent
SOHFGe of trail infoFifl:ation updated. FigHFe cog 3 sho·.vs the location of these trails.
The one existing hiking trail in Dana Point extends approximately one mile through Salt
Creek Beach Park.
The Headlands
The General Plan designates 64.5 gross acres (including 2.5 acres of public roads
and parking) of Recreation/Open Space on the Headlands. The Headlands Specific
Plan or PDD shall specify an implementation program, identifying the location and
range of activity for public open space.
The public open space program shall provide for the conservation of natural
resources and protection of sensitive species in accordance with local, state, and
federal laws and permits. It shall also provide for the creation of public parks and
trails, new public access to Strand Beach, the conversion of Strand Beach from
private to public ownership, and the creation of public visitor-serving recreational
facilities.
Headlands Public Open Space
Public open space may comprise those lands that accommodate conservation uses,
public recreational opportunities, and public visitor recreational facilities, including
sandy and rocky beaches, coastal bluffs, parks, linear trails, greenbelts, vegetated
slopes, public access and parking, and public or visitor-serving amenities.
The following policies shall guide the design and implementation of the public open
space on the Headlands:
0

The public open soace shall be held in fee title by an appropriate public agency
and/or non-profit group for the benefit of the public. To ensure that such lands
cannot be developed in the future, a permanent open space easement will be
recorded to the benefit of the public prior to or concurrent with the conveyance
of the public open space lands.

0

Harbor Point Park, Strand Beach Park. Hilltop Park. Strand Vista Park. and
the Headlands Conservation Park are the areas of highest scenic resource or
biotic resource value and shall be designated for public open space.
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0

The public open space shall incorporate an integrated park and trail system that
enables the public to access the different public open space areas of the property.

0

The public open space shall provide access to coastal views and trails.

0

The public open space shall include appropriate public amenities. such as
visitor-serving facilities, lookouts, parking, kiosks. signage, trails. fencing, and
related recreational amenities.
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Figure COS-4
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Conservation and Open Space Element- Page 41-42
The Coastal Bluff Trail
The Coastal Bluff Trail or other connected open space is intended to provide a linkage
from the Monarch Beach Afeaarea through the Strand and Headlands area, and.....the
Lantern Bay area to the Doheny State Park Afeaarea. This walkway and trail system
will link the various lookout points and parks~While in certain areas the existing
residential and commercial development preelaaesmay preclude a continuous bluff edge
easement, the trail system could continue on local streets around those existing
developments. In the future as areas are redeveloped, reserYatioasreservation should be
considered for the "Blafftop Trailbluff top trail.
Where possible, the missing links of the Coastal Bluff Trail between the Headlands and
Doheny State Beach should be completed. Since existing single family homes prohibit a
continuous bluff edge easement between The Streets of theThe Blue and Amber
LantemsLantern, and between Streets of the Violet and Golden Lantern, pedestrian
improvements (street trees, benches, bike lanes, and graphic markers) should be
developed along Santa Clara Avenue.
Scenic Resources
The scenic resources in Dana Point are a major asset of the community. In the western
portion of the City, including Monarch Beach, high points provide sweeping views of the
southern California coast and Catalina Island while the lower elevations provide
whitewater views of the shoreliae. In the central portion of the City, including the
"Headlands", there are views and panoramas of the Pacific Ocean, the Dana Point
hareorHarbor, aistaBt vie'lvs as far as the Palos Verdes Peninsula to the north, La Jolla to
the south and Catalina Island to the west, and inland views to the foothills and valleys. In
the Capistrano Beach area of the City the blufftops offer panoramic views of the
coastline.
A unique sequence of parks and lookouts on the coastal terrace offer outstanding views of
the ocean. These include the Pine Bluffs Park, Gazebo Park, Leyton Park, Lantern Bay
Park, Heritage Park, Blue Lantern Lookout Point, and Salt Creek Beach Park.
As new development is considered, existing public views should be preserved as much as
possible. Consideration should be given to protecting public views along the ridge lines,
views toward the inland mountains and along scenic transportation corridors. Figare
GO~ 5 eoaoepR:Ially iaeatifies sigeifieB:Rt paelie seeaie vie'\v resolif6es iH Dana PoiHt.
Because of the unique character and the environmental setting of the City, consideration
of scenic resource opportunities should be a key factor in development and revitalization
decisions.
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Figure COS-5
Scenic Overlooks from Public Lands
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Figure COS-6
Open Space Diagram
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Public Facilities/Growth Management Element- Page 21 (after policy 8. 7)
The Headlands Storm Drain and Water Quality Program
Existing Conditions: On the Headlands, the majority of the property drains to
Strand Beach; the remainder of the property drains over the bluff edges from
Harbor Point around to the northerly residential enclave and to Dana Point Harbor.
A number of storm drain outlets to Strand Beach were constructed to serve the
mobile home park and the on-site and off-site drainage runoff. The mobile home
improvements remain in place, although in total disrepair. Offsite public storm
drain improvements and structures exist in the public access path running from the
County Strand Beach parking lot (adjacent to Selva Road) to Strand Beach, located
north of the Headlands. This storm drain services areas outside of the Headlands,
and no portion of the property utilizes this storm drain. Future storm drainage
design for the Headlands will not utilize this facility.
Design Considerations: The Headlands storm drain design shall be prepared by a
registered civil engineer pursuant to a hydrology study. The study shall evaluate
the existing conditions, including the offsite areas that drain across the property.
The study must address the protection of marine resources and water guality, both
to the Strand Beach area and Dana Point Harbor. Development of the Headlands
shall mitigate impacts to water quality.
The following Goals and Policies will minimize the Headlands development impacts
to water quality.
GOAL 9: Implement a storm water conveyance, filtering, and discharge system
that utilizes Best Management Practices ("BMP") to minimize the potential for onsite erosion, water quality impacts to marine resources, and water quality impacts to
Dana Point Harbor.
Policy 9.1: Design structures and procedures to minimize the potential for water
guality impacts to the ocean. Special emphasis shall be placed on reducing
pollutants in the "first flush" of a storm event.
Policy 9.2: Minimize impacts to coastal resources through the disbursement and
dilution of stormwater run-off through multiple stormwater discharge points.
Policy 9.3: Cooperate with the South Coast Water District to develop a program to
divert low-flow "nuisance" run-off to the sanitary sewer system for treatment,
thereby avoiding dry weather flows to the beach or Harbor.
Policy 9.4: Based on recommendation derived from the hydrological analysis,
incorporate BMP devices that may include separators, filtering systems, or other
features into the stormwater conveyance design to reduce oil, grease, sediment,
debris, and other pollutants.
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Public Facilities/Growth Management Element- Page 28
Comprehensive Development Plans for Large Projects: The City will require that any
new large developments (such as any development proposed for the DaBa Peist
Headlands) prepare a comprehensive development plan1 and environmental
impaeUmpacts analysis. A Speeitie PlaBPDD is an example of a Comprehensive
Development Plan for .i!...large p£ejeetsproject. This will allow the ~ity to anticipate
the impacts of large projects prior to development of any portion of the projects, and
permit more time to plan for public services and facilities needed to support the projects.
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Public Facilities/Growth Management Element - Page 32
Wastewater Collection, Treatment, and Reclamation: As deseribed ia tHe MEA aBd
Teelmieal RepertPrior to 2000, four sanitary districts serveQ the City of Dana Point. The
boundaries of the districts and location of their existing and planned facilities are shown
in Figure PF -4. With tHe eKeSf)tiea ef 'Nastewater eelleetiea liaes ia the Capistrane
"Beaeh 8aaitary Distriet, the sewer eelleetiea liaes ia tHe City are ia geed eeaditiea. The
CapistraHe "Beaeh 8aaitary Distriet is el:HTeatly ia tHe preeess ef e';alHatiag tHe eeaditiea
ef their liaes and develepiag a plan fer repairs ami replaeemeRt. Two of the former
Sanitary Districts, Dana Point Sanitary District and Capistrano Beach Sanitary District,
were consolidated into the South Coast Water District.
Two former joint powers agencies, the Aliso Water Management Agency (AWMA) and
the South East Regional Reclamation Authority (SERRA) were consolidated to form the
South Orange County Wastwater Authority (SOCWA). SOCWA; provide§ sewage
treatment to the wastewater districts that serve Dana Point.
As shown in Figure PF-4 and described in the MEA, there are "pockets" of the City that
currently are not part of a sanitary district. Most of these are public parks, but one area is
the DaBa PeiRt Headlands. The South Coast Water District will provide wastewater
collection and treatment for the Headlands. The Headlands is reguired to annex
into the South Coast Water District, improvement District No. 1 pursuant to an
agreement with that agency. Currently , the existing residential enclaves in this area
isare served by septic tanks. Fer tHe fH.tlire, tHe City mHst determiae tHe ageae;'
re&iWasible fer previdiag ·uastewater serYiee te tHe Ileadlands.
'Nllile tvw ef tihe City's felir sanitary districts, South Coast and Moulton Niguel, are
served by reclauned water systems.!, the ether t\ve, Daaa PeiRt and Capistrane "Beaeh, are
aet. Wewever, 8ER.."Q,,A is eHrreatfy stHdyiag the feasibility ef de•,relepiag a waste'Nater
reelamatiea system that will sen'e these distriets.
The policies of this Element focus upon encouraging coordination between the various
sanitary districts, evaluating varying levels of service between the districts, and
supporting the expansion of reclaimed water facilities. As part of the Growth
Management Plan, the City will also explore the feasibility of involving wastewater
districts in a mitigation fee program.
Solid Waste: The City of Dana Point contracts with Solag Disposal to remove solid
waste. The Prima Deschecha landfill, where the City's waste is shipped, is estimated to
have a remaining life of over twenty years.
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Figure PF-4:
Wastewater Districts and Facilities
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Chapter 9.34

Planned Development District

Sections:
9.34.010
9.34.020
9.34.030
9.34.040
9.34.050
9.34.060
9.34.070
9.34.080

9.34.010

Intent and Purpose.
Initiation of Planned Development District.
Approval of Planned Development District.
Planned Development District Establishment Procedure.
Cost of Preparation and Processing.
Designation as a Planned Development District Area.
Planned Development District Application Requirements.
Planned Development District Adoption Requirements.

Intent and Purpose.

The purpose of the Planned Development District is to allow diversification in the
relationship of various buildings, structures and open spaces in order to be relieved from the rigid
standards of conventional zoning. To achieve this, a Planned Development District establishes
zoning requirements that are in addition to, in combination with, or in place of the zoning
requirements found in other Chapters of this Code. The Planned Development District requires
exceptional design features and sensitive and enhanced site planning to produce an integrated
and stable planned development that is compatible with existing and planned surrounding land
uses. A Planned Development District shall comply with the regulations and provisions of the
General Plan and shall provide adequate standards to promote the public health, safety and
general welfare. The criteria upon which applications for Planned Development Districts shall
be judged and approved will include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Developments that provide a mix of land uses.
Creative approaches in the development ofland.
More accessible and desirable use of open space area.
Variety in the physical development pattern of the city.
Utilization of advances in technologies and programs that are innovative to land
development.

Planned Development District
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9.34.020

Initiation of Planned Development District.

The City Council shall identify those portions of the City where application of the
Planned Development District is appropriate. Planned Development Districts may be initiated in
accordance with the process for initiating General Plan amendments described in Chapter
9.61.080(b) ofthis Code. After initiation ofthe process to consider an application for a Planned
Development District, the procedures identified in this Chapter 9.34 shall be followed.
9.34.030

Approval of Planned Development District.

An application for a Planned Development District shall be approved by the City Council
in accordance with the provisions described in this Chapter 9.34. Approval of the application for
a Planned Development District shall be by Ordinance, however, the non-regulatory portions of
the Planned Development District may be adopted by Resolution. Approval of the Application
of the Planned Development District shall include findings by the City Council that the Planned
Development District is consistent with, and provides for the orderly, systematic, and specific
implementation of the General Plan.

9.34.040

Planned Development District Establishment Procedure.

The procedure for establishing the Planned Development District for any site shall be in
accordance with the procedure for zoning amendments described in Chapter 9.61 of this Code.
Adoption of the Planned Development District shall include an amendment of the Zoning Map to
identify the Planned Development District area, its corresponding Planned Development District
number, and inclusion of the Planned Development District as an appendix to the Zoning Code.
9.34.050

Cost of Preparation and Processing.

If initiated by the City, the cost for preparation of the Planned Development District shall
be borne by the City. If initiation is requested by a property owner(s), the cost for preparation of
the Planned Development District shall be borne by the property owner(s). The method for
determining costs of preparation and making payment shall be as specified in a resolution
adopted at the time of initiation of the Planned Development District and the amounts shall be
fixed upon adoption of the Planned Development District.
9.34.060

Designation as a Planned Development District Area.

Designation of an area as Planned Development District before the adoption of the
Planned Development District prohibits the issuance of grading permits, building permits, or
land use permits, unless such permits or entitlements are for the restoration or remedial
maintenance and do not in any way predispose land use or development, prior to the adoption of
the Planned Development District.
9.34.070

Planned Development District Application Requirements.

The application for a Planned Development District shall contain the following data and
information, as deemed appropriate by the Director of Community Development. The Planning

Planned Development District
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Commission or City Council may require additional information as is deemed reasonably
necessary to properly interpret and evaluate such application:
LAND USE
1. A detailed list of permitted uses within each land use category.
2. A matrix of development standards for each land use category.
3. Land uses proposed for the zone.
4. An enumeration of anticipated differences between zoning ordinance standards and the
proposed plan.
5. A detailed calculation of density.
6. Types and/or areas for commercial uses, off-street parking, multiple-family dwellings and
other uses to be established within the Planned Development District.
7. Proposed tentative subdivision map or parcel map if property is proposed to be divided at
the time of the approval ofthe Planned Development District.
CIRCULATION
8. Proposed street layout and lot design, off-stree~ parking and loading zones. This should
include proposed circulation of vehicles, pedestrians and bicycles.
9. Any special engineering features and traffic regulation devices needed for public safety
shall be shown.
PUBLIC FACILITIES
10. Areas proposed to be dedicated or reserved for parks, natural open space, parkways,
playgrounds, school sites, public or quasi-public buildings and other such uses.
11. Description of all open areas and a statement disclosing the means whereby such open
space shall be provided for public use and preserved.
DESIGN
12. Topography of the land and contour intervals and all existing natural features of the land.
13. Description of architectural design standards for residential and commercial land uses.
14. Statement setting forth a program for installation and maintenance of parking areas,
lighting, landscaping, private grounds, streets, signage, utilities and open areas.
INFRASTRUCTURE

Planned Development District
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;

15. A preliminary study of facilities required such as drainage, sewage and public utilities.
16. Access, traffic, bicycle and pedestrian ways and easements, including location grades,
widths of all streets, location and size of utilities, drainage structures, and other
improvements.
17. Preliminary grading plan.
PHASING

18. Description of all phases of development and estimated timing for completion of phases
and total project.
19. Other information as deemed necessary by the Community Development Director.
If the City Council finds that such application is in conformity with the General Plan, and the
intent of this article, and that the property is suitable for the proposed development, it may
approve such application. If such application is not in such conformity, the application shall not
be approved.
Section 9.34.080

Planned Development District Adoption Requirements.

In order to ·approve a Planned Development District application, the Planning
Commission or City Council shall make the following findings:

1. Areas proposed for residential development under a Planned Development shall be
generally compatible with the character and density of the surrounding neighborhood,
while promoting a high standard of architectural quality Provisions within the Planned
Development have been included that sites for public facilities have been included and
are adequate to serve the anticipated population.
2. Areas devoted to industrial and research uses under a Planned Development shall be
appropriate in area, location and overall planning for the purpose intended, and the design
and development standards shall create an environment that will promote professionalism
and create a desirable work environment, including ample open space and high quality
architecture and construction materials.
3. Areas devoted to institutional, recreational and other similar nonresidential uses under a
Planned Development shall be appropriate in area, location and overall planning for the
purpose proposed and the surrounding area shall be protected from any adverse effects
from such development.
4. The auto, bicycle and pedestrian traffic system shall be adequately designed to meet
anticipated traffic and shall be so designed to provide the minimum amount of
interference with each other.
5. Commercial development shall be justified economically at the location proposed and
that adequate commercial facilities of the types proposed will be provided.

Planned Development District
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;

6. The natural environment of the study area has been evaluated in a specific study based on
established standards, and natural open space areas have been preserved and/or dedicated
based on an evaluation ofthese areas.

Planned Development District
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THE HEADLANDS DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION PLAN
Section 3.0 Headlands Planned Development District

3.1

INTRODUCTION

The Headlands Development and Conservation Plan (HDCP) provides for an orderly and
balanced development of the site, as well as the conservation of open space and natural
resources. The HDCP implements the goals, policies, plans and programs of the General Plan
that are applicable to the property. The HDCP regulates the location, type and density of
development, while ensuring the provision of adequate public lands, services and facilities.
Section 3.0 establishes the project zoning and development standards, and incorporates by
reference the general provisions, the land use plan, and definitions.
The City's Zoning Code primarily implements the General Plan. In accordance with State law, it
provides permitted land uses, development standards, and implementation programs for the City.
The property is zoned Planned Development District (PDD-1 ). The PDD zoning provides for the
orderly systematic implementation of the General Plan. The HDCP complies with and augments
the City's Zoning Code. The development standards in the HDCP are the required zoning
standards for the property. The HDCP is a regulatory document and, as it relates to the property,
constitutes the City's General Plan, Zoning Code, and the Implementing Actions Program for the
Local Coastal Program.
A.

Purpose

The HDCP implements the General Objectives, Conservation Objectives, and Development
Objectives described in Table 3.1.1. As detailed on the following page, the Objectives balance
the project needs through complementary policies that incorporate a multitude of uses and
activities.
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THE HEADLANDS DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION PLAN
Section 3.0 Headlands Planned Development District

TABLE 3.1.1
HEADLANDSDEVELOPMENTAND
CONSERVATION PLAN OBJECTIVES
General Objectives
•
•
•

To be consistent with the goals, policies, and objectives of the City's General Plan.
To implement the plans, policies, and programs of Section 4.0, Development Guidelines.
To be consistent with the goals, policies, and objectives of the California Coastal Act through the
implementation of the Dana Point Local Coastal Program, as amended to include the HDCP.

Conservation Objectives
•
•
•
•
•
•

To establish significant public open space, parks, and trails.
To establish, preserve, and protect coastal access and recreation.
To conserve significant natural resources consistent with the Natural Community Conservation
Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan.
To mitigate drainage impacts to marine environments adjoining the project site, including Dana
Point Harbor.
To regulate landform alteration to reduce adverse aesthetic impacts.
To create and preserve public coastal access and view opportunities.

Development Objectives
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

B.

To increase public coastal access through an integrated design of parks, open space, trails, and
visitor facilities.
To construct public visitor educational facilities that encourage public access, and recreational
improvements that enhance the open space and coastal experience. The facilities shall create a
series of cultural, historical, conservation, and natural interpretive programs.
To provide public trails and greenbelts to link and buffer different land uses.
To ensure adequate vehicle access and circulation, while minimizing traffic impacts to adjacent
residential areas.
To provide high quality visitor/recreation commercial and residential land uses.
To increase the acreage devoted to public open space, parks, and sensitive natural resources by
designing development areas that incorporate ocean views.
To provide for the early delivery and construction of public facilities as provided for in this HDCP
and the Development Agreement.
To create a positive fiscal impact to City revenues.

Application

The regulations contained herein constitute the applicable Zoning Code Standards for the project.
The interpretation and application of this section shall be accomplished in accordance with the
following provisions:
1.

Conflicts .

If there is a conflict between this PDD and the Municipal Code or Zoning Code, the
provisions of the PDD shall prevail.
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Section 3.0 Headlands Planned Development District

2.

Omissions

If a provision, standard or procedure is not contained within these regulations or policies,
the provisions, standards, or procedures contained within the Municipal Code or Zoning
Code shall be utilized.
3.

Ambiguity

If ambiguity arises regarding the appropriate classification of a particular use, or with
respect to matters of height, yard, or area requirements, or other development standards,
the Director of Community Development shall resolve the issues, conditions, or situation.
Decisions of the Director of Community Development may be appealed to the Planning
Commission. Decisions of the Planning Commission are appealable to the City Council.
4.

Invalid/Unconstitutional

If any section, subdivision, sentence, clause, phrase, or portion of this document, or the
application thereof to any person or place, is for any reason held to be invalid or
unconstitutional by the decision of any court of competent jurisdiction, such decision
shall not affect the validity of the remaining portions of this document or its application
to other persons or places.
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THE HEADLANDS DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION PLAN
Section 3.0 Headlands Planned Development District

3.2

GENERAL PROVISIONS

A.

Development Permits

All development within the HDCP shall comply with the provisions of the Municipal Code
unless otherwise specified herein. All development permits shall be issued after the Director of
Community Development or designee has determined that said permit is consistent with the
following:

B.

•

HDCP (Implementing Actions Program)

•

Coastal Development Permit or Master Coastal Development Permit

•

The PDD and, wher~ applicable, the Municipal Code

•

The Final EIR (State Clearinghouse No. 2001071015)

Enforcement

These regulations shall incorporate by reference any conditions, requirements, or standards
indicated graphically or in writing, and, as such, shall have the same authority, force and effect.
Any development not in substantial conformance with such conditions, requirements, or
standards shall be in violation of the HDCP (hnplementing Actions Program). Violation of the
HDCP will be a misdemeanor as defined in the City's Municipal Code, and procedures to
enforce the Code may include appropriate civil, administrative or criminal proceedings.
Penalties and/or fines shall be in accordance with the City Municipal Code, and, where
appropriate, shall represent the cost to the City to implement the measure, correct any
deficiencies in implementation, or otherwise ensure compliance with the measure in question.
If compliance is not demonstrated within a reasonable period of time, the City may use
immediate penalties to ensure public safety. These penalties, where appropriate, may include the
possible issuance of stop-work orders or the suspension of construction permits.
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c.

Amendments

Any amendment to Section 3.0, Planned Development District, shall also amend the relevant
parts of Section 4.0, Development Guidelines, as necessary. An amendment shall follow the
procedures described in this section.

D.

Variances

Applications for a variance to the development standards of these regulations shall be processed
in accordance with the City Zoning Code.

E.

Planning Area Boundaries

The boundary alignments shown on the Planning Area Plan in Section 4.0 and referenced in this
Section 3.0 are based on topography, known landmarks, acreage figures, and existing structures
and roadways. The precise boundaries of each Planning Area shall be determined at tentative
tract map submittal. The tentative tract map shall not deviate from the boundaries shown in the
Land Use Plan by more than 5% from the amounts shown in Table 3.2, Land Use Plan Statistical
Summary. The Director of Community Development may approve adjustments up to 5% of the
gross acreage of any Planning Area provided the maximum acreage established for the total
public open space is not diminished.

F.

Submittal Materials

Except as provided below, the Developer shall follow standardized City submittal requirements
for all applicable discretionary permit applications unless such materials were previously
submitted and approved by the City in a prior application. Except for site specific coastal
development and site development permits for Planning Areas 4 and 9 (Visitor/Recreation
Commercial), submittals for future discretionary actions (i.e., Coastal Development Permit, Site
Development Permit, Tentative Map, etc.) shall not be required to conform to Section
9.61.040(e)(2)(F) and 9.61.040(e)(2)(G), regarding elevations and floor plans. In addition, the
following submittal requirements shall be required:
1. A detailed Trail Plan for each Planning.Area. The trail plan shall address both private
and public trails within the Planning Area, if applicable. The plan shall incorporate
the trail policies and standards in Section 4.0, Development Guidelines.
2. A view analysis exhibit which illustrates that coastal views from public viewing areas
and public walkways shall be established, maintained and protected in accordance
with the policies and standards in Section 4.0, Development Guidelines.
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G.

Noise Attenuation

Plans for noise attenuation of units located in impacted areas, as described in the City's General
Plan, shall ensure that interior and exterior noise levels and construction related noise levels do
not exceed the standards of the Municipal Code Noise Ordinance. Plans shall be submitted at
tentative tract map application consideration and/or coastal development permit/site development
permit for residential and non-residential development and approved prior to issuance of building
permits.
H.

Enclosed Mechanical Equipment

Views of private commercial mechanical equipment, such as elevator enclosures, cooling towers,
mechanical ventilators, utility vaults, transformers, meter boxes, air conditioning, heating units
or other similar mechanical equipment, shall be screened from the public and adjacent property.
All such equipment and appurtenances shall be contained within an enclosed structure, or within
a portion of a building having walls or visual screening, and integrated with the building
architectural design.

I.

Water Quality

Prior to the approval of any Final Tract Map or building permit, the landowner or developer shall
submit a Water Quality Management Plan (WQMP) to the Director of Public Works. The
WQMP shall identify specific control measures (i.e., Best Management Practices) to reduce the
discharge of pollutants to storm water facilities during all phases of development, and establish
permanent maintenance responsibilities.

J.

On-Site/Off-Site Soil Removals

If applicable, prior to the approval of any Grading Permit, the applicant shall submit an
import/export plan detailing the haul route and staging areas for the import, removal or collection
of soil in compliance with the grading code. The plan shall address the control of fugitive dust,
maintenance of streets and sidewalks, including specific measures that conform to policies and
standards adopted by the SCAQMD.
K.

Public Art

The project shall comply with the existing "Art in Public Places" Program, No. 9.05.240 (Dana
Point Zoning Code 3-97), and shall provide public art according to the terms and provisions
established therein.

L.

Construction Monitoring Plan

Prior to the approval of a rough grading permit, a construction-monitoring plan shall be
submitted to the Director of Community Development or the Director of Public Works. The
Construction Monitoring Plan shall be prepared in accordance with Section 4.13, Coastal
Resources Management Program.
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M.

Post Construction Monitoring Plan

Prior to the approval of Final Map, a Post Construction Monitoring Plan shall be submitted to the
Director of Community Development or the Director of Public Works. The Post Construction
Monitoring Plan shall be provided in accordance with Section 4.13, Coastal Resources
Management Program.

N.

Employee Quarters

Employee quarters shall be permitted and if provided, qualify for low-income housing credits on
a per lot basis. Living quarters may be provided within the primary structure, or a detached
accessory structure for the persons employed on the premises. The following conditions shall
apply: (1) No Conditional Use Permit shall be required ifthe quarters are limited to one bedroom
and one bath; (2) Rooms beyond one bedroom and bath (per employee) shall require a
Conditional Use Permit from the City; (3) The quarters may contain separate kitchen or cooking
facilities; (4) The quarters shall not be rented to non-employees; and (5) The quarters shall be
treated as a bedroom for all requisite parking calculations.
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3.3

LAND USE PLAN

A.

Purpose

The Land Use Plan includes a land use map, a statistical summary table, as well as additional
regulations. Land use designations regulate the type and intensity of development for each
planning area within the HDCP. The development regulations and standards contained herein
are intended to satisfy the requirements of the PDD regulations pursuant to the City Zoning
Code. Section 4.0 of the HDCP supplements the Land Use Plan by providing additional text
related to the individual planning areas. This Section 3.0 represents the regulatory document for
implementation of the PDD.

B.

Land Use Plan

The HDCP Land Use Plan is shown in Figure, 3.3.1. The plan contains four basic land use
categories. Recreation open space, conservation open space, visitor/recreation commercial, and
residential. The Land Use Plan indicates the type, intensity and location for each use. The Land
Use Plan Statistical Summary immediately follows in Table 3.3.1. Additional, descriptive text is
provided for each Planning Area in Section 4.3, Planning Areas, and Figure 4.3.1, Land Use
Planning Areas, depicts the location of the planning areas.
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TABLE 3.3.1
LAND USE
STATISTICAL SUMMARY
Land Use

Acres

Planning Area

Maximum

RECREATION OPEN SPACE
(REC/OS)

9.9

1

5.2

3

12.3

5

4.3
SUBTOTAL REC/OS

8A

31.7

CONSERVATION OPEN SPACE
(CONS/OS)

24.2
6.1

SUBTOTAL CONS/OS

7
8B

30.3

VISITORIRECREATION
COMMERCIAL
(V/RC)

1.6

4

40,000 sq. ft.

2.8

9

110,750 sq. ft.

4.4

(65 Keys)
150,750 sq. ft.

SUBTOTAL V/RC

(65 keys)
RESIDENTIAL
(RES)

SUBTOTAL RES
PUBLIC R.O.W.
TOTAL ACREAGE

25.7

2

751ots

26.7

6

50 lots

52.4
2.5

1251ots
1, 6, 8A

121.3
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C.

Density/Area Transfers

A maximum five percent (5%) of the total project residential units may be transferred between
Planning Areas 2 and 6. A maximum five percent (5%) of an individual planning area acreage
may be transferred between Planning Areas 2, 4, 6, and 9. Such transfers shall not require an
amendment to the General Plan, Local Coastal Program and Policy, PDD, or Local Coastal
Program Implementing Actions Plan and shall be subject to the following:

D.

1.

Any proposed increase, decrease or transfer of residential density between
Planning Areas 2 and 6, or any adjustment to Planning Area acreage boundaries
between Planning Areas 2, 4, 6, or 9, shall be submitted as part of a Tentative
Tract Map application.

2.

The maximum number of residential lots in any given Planning Area shall not
exceed the maximum permissible density per gross acre, or an overall maximum
of 125 lots.

3.

The character of the recipient Planning Area shall not be significantly altered, i.e.,
a transfer of a two-story residential unit from Planning Area 2 must result in a
one-story unit in Planning Area 6.

4.

The amount of total public open space within the HDCP shall not be diminished
through a transfer of planning area density or acreage.

5.

The transfer of acreage from Planning Areas 2 and 6 (Residential) to Planning
Areas 4 and 9 (V/RC) shall revise the density as follows. Reductions due to
acreage transfers that eliminate one Residential lot shall allow two additional
rooms (keys) in Planning Area 9, the Seaside Inn, or, an additional250 sq. ft. in
Planning Area 4, PCHNRC.

Public Facilities

The five proposed visitor recreational facilities are outlined in Table 3.3.2, Visitor Recreational
Facility Statistical Summary. All proposed facilities shall be built at maximum square footage,
unless the Director of Community Development, the Planning Commission, or the City Council
determines it infeasible to do so.
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TABLE 3.3.2
VISITOR RECREATIONAL FACILITY
STATISTICAL SUMMARY
Public Facility

Planning Area

Maximum

Lighthouse

8A

2,000 sq. ft.

Cultural Arts Center

8A

2,000 sq. ft.

Nature Interpretive Center

8A

2,000 sq. ft.

Conservation Center

5

2,000 sq. ft.

Public Restroom

1

500 sq. ft.

All proposed public visitor facilities shall include public restrooms and public drinking
fountains, open to the public at hours to be determined by the appropriate public agency.
However, the Conservation Center, due to fuel modification requirements shall only include a
public drinking fountain.
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3.4

DEVELOPMENT REGULATIONS

A.

Residential Zoning District
1.

Planning Areas

Maximum density for Planning Area 2 shall be 3.5 dwelling units per gross acre.
Maximum density for Planning Area 6 shall be 2.5 dwelling units per gross acre.

2.

Permitted Uses, Accessory Uses, Temporary Uses and Conditional Uses

Uses within Planning Areas 2 and 6 shall be as provided in Chapter 9.09 of the Zoning
Code subject to and superceded by the standards set forth in Table 3.4.1, Allowable Uses
for Planning Areas 2 and 6.

3.

Development Standards

Development standards for Planning Areas 2 and 6 shall be as set forth in Table 3.4.2.
The maximum allowable density identified for Planning Areas 2 and 6 shall be based on
the gross acreage of the Planning Area, and the density factor identified for each area.
The following standards shall supersede the applicable standards outlined in Chapter 9.05
of the Zoning Code:
•

Balconies: For side elevation projections, the maximum horizontal length of
all projections shall be amended to a maximum of 60%.

•

Chimneys: A maximum of three chimneys per dwelling unit may project into
the height limit.

•

Roof Decks: Shall be limited to 50% of the roof area, exterior stairways if
incorporated architecturally into the structure, shall be permitted, and no
limitation shall exist relative to total square footage.

•

Detached Accessory Structures: Detached accessory structures including
Guest Houses shall be limited in Planning Area 2 to 16' in height, and in
Planning Area 6 to 18' in height.

•

Decks: Decks may be placed on slopes greater than 15% and project up to 10'
for Planning Area 6, provided such decks must be supported by a decorative
retaining wall that incorporates aesthetic building materials, such as stone,
brick, river rock, textured concrete, and loffel block. Transitional landscaping
shall be provided to integrate the deck into the surrounding slope. No exposed
structural building elements shall be permitted, such as post and beam or deck
joists.
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The following standards shall supercede the applicable standards outlined in Chapter
9.35 of the Zoning Code:
•

Driveways: As long as the setback standards and offstreet parking
requirements are met, there is no minimum driveway length. Driveways for
garages below grade may have a maximum slope of 20% beginning 10 feet
from the property line. Driveways must enter from fronting streets. No
sideyard access driveways shall be permitted.

•

Tandem Parking: Parking in excess of zoning requirements may be provided
in a tandem configuration within an enclosed garage.

The following definitions and standards shall supercede and replace the applicable
definitions in Chapter 9.75 ofthe Zoning code:

4.

•

Basements: In Planning Areas 2 and 6, a basement or sub-grade livable space
shall not be considered a story; basements may daylight to the finish grade
elevation on three sides without restriction. Retaining walls necessary to
create freestanding elevations may be constructed, including walls necessary
to allow below-grade access for vehicles. This PDD basement standard shall
be limited to 15 homes in Planning Area 6 and 30 homes in Planning Area 2.
In Planning Area 2, the finished floor of such basements shall be included in
the height measurement, which shall not exceed 35 feet in height, measured
from the basement finished floor. In addition, the first and second floors must
be articulated to eliminate a curtain wall effect from the rear, ocean front
elevation. Minimum setbacks of 5 feet, or an equivalent percentage, shall be
established at the Site Development Permit and incorporated into the ocean
front elevation standards.

•

Accessory Living Quarters: Shall be permitted in Planning Areas 2 and 6. An
accessory living quarter may not be rented, leased or sold to third party, but
shall serve as temporary guest quarters only. Notwithstanding the above, a
detached Employee Quarters shall not be considered an Accessory Living
Quarter.

•

Detached Accessory Structures: In Planning Area 2 and 6, detached accessory
structures may include but are not limited to employee quarters, garages,
workshops, offices, gym or exercise equipment rooms, meeting and
entertainment facility, cabanas, library, garden and other complementary
facilities;

Maximum Extension of Architecture Projection and/or Architectural Theme
Element Above Height Limit

Notwithstanding the provisions of Sections 9.05 of the Zoning Code, the maximum
extension of an architectural projection or architectural theme element above the height
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limit for Planning Areas 2 and 6 shall be 3 feet. Architectural Projections are defined as
chimneys, theme towers, parapets, and other nonstructural elements of the principal
building. The total square footage of the architectural projections shall occupy no more
than 10% of the horizontal roof surface area.
5.

Measurement of Building Height

The measurement of building height for residential structures shall be as provided in
Section 9.05.110 ofthe Zoning Code except as provided below.
•

Building Height: All residential building heights shall be measured from
finished grade and shall not be measured from existing grade or natural grade.

•

Single Pad Lots: A single pad lot shall mean a lot that consists of a single
finished building pad.
For a single pad lot, building height is defined as the vertical distance by
which the uppermost portion of the roof of a structure extends above the either
of the following: (1) the finished pad elevation, or (2) the ceiling of a
maximum twelve feet high basement. In Planning Area 2, the structure may
not exceed 28' above the finish pad. In Planning Area 6, the structure may
not exceed 18' above the finish pad. Figure 3.4.1, Residential Building
Height Measurement, Single Pad Lots, depicts these measurement criteria.

•

Dual-Pad or Sloping Lots (Planning Area 2 only): A dual-pad lot shall be a lot
with two finished pads that are separated by at least 8 vertical feet. The split
between pads may occur along a slope or a retaining wall. This condition
shall occur for a maximum 12lots within Planning Area 2.
A sloping lot shall be a lot that has been graded such that the finished grade

has a slope of at least 8% along that portion of the lot that is perpendicular to
the street.
For a dual-pad lot, building height shall be separately calculated for each pad.
Each finished pad shall conform to a building height defined as the vertical
distance, by which the uppermost portion of the roof of a structure extends
above either of the following: (1) the finished pad elevation, or (2) the ceiling
of a maximum of twelve feet high basement. Building height may not exceed
28'. Figure 3.4.2, Residential Building Height Measurement, Dual-Pad Lots,
depicts these measurement criteria.
For a sloping lot, building height is defined as the vertical distance, from
which the uppermost portion of the roof of a structure extends above the
adjoining finished floor on the interior of the structure directly below.
Building height may not exceed 28'. Figure 3.4.2, Residential Building
Height Measurement, Sloping Lots, depicts these measurement criteria.
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RESIDENTIAL BUILDING HEIGHT MEASUREMENT
SINGLE PAD LOTS
FIGURE 3.4.1

PLANNING AREA 2
SINGLE PAD LOTS

FINISHED PAD GRADE

THE MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT MAY NOT
EXCEED 28 FEET MEASURED FROM FINISHED
PAD GRADE AT THE FRONT YARD SETBACK
LlNE TO THE UPPERMOST PORTION OF THE
ROOF.

PLANNING AREA 6
SINGLE PAD LOTS

5o

FINISHED GRADE

lHE MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT MAY NOT
EXCEED 18 FEET MEASURED FROM FINISHED
PAD GRADE AT lHE FRONT YARD SETBACK
LINE TO THE UPPERMOST PORTION OF lHE
ROOF.

THE HEADLANDS
DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION PLAN

BUILDING HEIGHT MEASUREMENT
SLOPING LOTS AND DUAL PAD LOTS
FIGURE 3.4.2
PLANNING AREA 2
SLOPING LOTS

THE MAXIMUM BUILDlNG HEIGHT OF THE
STRUCTURE MAY NOT EXCEED 28 FEET
MEASURED FROM THE FINISHED FLOOR ON
THE INTERIOR OF THE STRUCTURE (EXCLUSIVE
OF ANY BASEMENT), TO THE UPPERMOST
PORTION OF THE ROOF.

THE MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT OF THE
PORTION OF THE STRUCTURE FACING THE
FRONTING STREET MAY NOT EXCEED 28 FEET
MEASURED FROM THE FINISH GRADE AT THE
FRONT YARD SETBACK LINE, TO THE UPPERMOST
PORTION OF THE ROOF.

PLANNING AREA 2
DUAL PAD LOTS

THE MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT OF THE
STRUCTURE MAY NOT EXCEED 28 FEET
MEASURED FROM THE LOWER FINISHED
PAD GRADE IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT TO
THE STRUCTURE. TO THE UPPERMOST
PORTION OF THE ROOF.

THE MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT OF THE
PORTION OF THE STRUCTURE FACING THE
FRONTING SGREET MAY NOT EXCEED 28 FEET
AT THE FRONT YARD SETBACK LINE, TO THE
UPPERMOST PORTION OF THE ROOF.

THE HEADLANDS
DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION PLAN
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TABLE 3.4.1
ALLOW ABLE USES FOR PLANNING AREAS 2 AND 6

Land Uses

Planning Area 6

Planning Area 2

Accessory Living Quarters

A

A

Dwelling, Single Family

p

p

Employees' Quarters

A*

A*

Game Courts

A

A

Granny Flat

C*

C*

Home Occupation

P*

P*

Model Home Complex

T*

T*

Open Space

p

p

Park, Public

p

p

Recreational Facilities, Private

A

A

Small Family Home

p

p

Temporary Uses

T*

T*

Trails, Biking and Hiking

p

p

Security Structure

p

p

Utility Substation

p

p

LEGEND:
P =Permitted Use

P* = Permitted Use subject to special use standards (see
Chapter 9.07 of the Zoning Code).

C = Conditional Use
T =Temporary Use
X = Prohibited Use

C* = Conditional Use subject to special use standards
(see Chapter 9.07 of the Zoning Code).
T* = Temporary Use subject to special use standards (see
Chapter 9.39 of the Zoning Code).
A= Accessory Use
A* = Employees' quarters allowed if notice is given to the
City and the quarters comply with Section 3.2.N,
Employees' Quarters
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TABLE 3.4.2
DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS: PLANNING AREAS 2 AND 6
Planning Area 6

Planning Area 2

10,000-square feet

6,000 square feet

Standard Lot

90-feet

60-feet

Cul-De-Sac Lot (at front set-back
line)

40-feet

20-feet

Non-Standard Comer Lot

I 00-feet

65-feet

100-feet

100-feet

100-feet (one side only)

100-feet (one side only)

60%

60%

18-feet
1 story

28-feet
2-stories

NA

2-stories

87.5% of maximum allowed

90% I 51 story
85% 2nd story
of maximum allowed

20-feet, residence
20-feet, garage facing street
I 0-feet, side entry garage
I 0-feet

20-feet, residence
20-feet, garage facing street
10-feet, side entry garage
10-feet

10-feet one side,
5-feet opposite

5-feet

10-feet on exterior side,
5-feet opposite

5-feet to Lot Line, 10' to Street

15-feet'

15-feet

(j) Minimum Open Space, (Private)

30%

30%

(k) Minimum Landscape Coverage

25W

25%'

(I) Minimum Building Separation

10-feet'

I 0-feet'

2.5 per gross ac.

3.5 per gross ac.

50

75

DEVELOPMENT STANDARD
(a) Minimum Lot Size
(b) Minimum Lot Width

•
•

•

(c) Minimum Lot Depth

•

Standard

•

Non-Standard Comer Lot

(d) Maximum Lot Coverage
(e) Maximum Building Height

•

Flat Lot

•

Dual-Pad/Sloping Lot

(f) Maximum Building Envelope

(g) Minimum Front Yard Building Set Back

•

From Street Right-of-Way

•

Flag Lot

(h) Minimum Side Yard Setback

•

Interior Lot

•

Exterior Side

(i) Minimum Rear Yard Setback

•

All Lots

(m) Density
(n) Maximum Number of Residential Lots

As measured from the top of slope for the buddmg pad.
Includes patios, pools, fountains, and decorative landscaping.
3

Between primary and secondary buildings, if applicable.
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B.

Visitor/Recreation Commercial Zoning District

The zoning district for Planning Area 4 and Planning Area 9 shall be Visitor/Recreation
Commercial (V/RC).
1.

Permitted Uses, Accessory Uses, Temporary Uses and Conditional Uses

Uses for the V/RC zoning district shall be as provided in Chapter 9.11 of the Zoning
Code subject to and superceded by the standards set forth in Table 3.4.3, Allowable Uses
in the V/RC District. Fractional Ownership use, in Table 3.4.3, is defined as a recorded
property interest coupled with a right of occupancy in a segment of real property for a
stated period of time.
2.

Maximum Extension of Architecture Projection and/or Architectural Theme
Element Above Height Limit

Notwithstanding the provisions of Section 9.05.080 of the Zoning Code, the maximum
extension of an architectural projection or architectural theme element above the height
limit for the V /RC zoning district, occupying no more than a total of 10% of the
horizontal roof area of the entire structure, shall be 5 feet. Architectural projections are
defined as chimneys, cupolas, parapets, decorative architectural elements, and screened
mechanical or electrical elements, other than the principal building.
3.

Measurement of Building Height and Maximum Stories

The measurement and height criteria for V/RC buildings shall be as provided in Chapter
9.05.110 except as follows. Building height is defined as the vertical distance, measured
from the interior of the building, by which the uppermost portion of the roof extends
above either of the following: (i) finished floor, (ii) the finished pad elevation
immediately adjoining the structure, or (iii) the ceiling of uppermost level of the
basement or subterranean parking structure, whichever is lower.
The site on which the structure is located may have a single or multiple finish pad
elevation. Building height shall not be measured from existing grade or natural grade.
Figure 3.4.3, Measurement ofV/RC Building Height, depicts these measurement criteria.
In Planning Area 9 only, three-story structures may be built provided that one of the
following is included: (i) the provisions of Zoning Code Section 9.05.200(a) and
9.05.200(b)(1) and 9.05.200(b)(2) are incorporated into the design; or (ii) any structure
that is proposed to have three stories is set back an additional 10 feet beyond the
minimum required set-back to the fronting street; or (iii) the building design provides a
minimum of 5% articulation in building mass between the first and second stories and
10% articulation in building mass between the second and third stories.
4.

Maximum Intensity of Development

The City General Plan and Section 9.05.210 of the City zoning code permit a maximum
Floor Area Ratio (FAR) of 1.75 for commercial projects, which represents an increase
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above the standard FAR. Projects receive the higher level FAR by demonstrating
exceptional design and quality, and by providing public amenities. The HDCP
establishes the visitor serving commercial in Planning Area 4 at .57 FAR; Planning Area
9 has a .91 FAR. Both FARs are slightly above the standard levels but significantly
below the 1.75 FAR maximum. Provisions contained within this Section 3.0 and Section
4.0, Development Guidelines, qualify for the increased FAR by providing project-wide
design standards, architectural guidelines, numerous public recreation facilities, public
art, and land use controls designed to create an exceptional project. Each V/RC Planning
Area incorporates courtyards, fountains, landscaping, seating areas, public viewing areas,
or other amenities that promote a pedestrian environment. The project also includes
amenities such as bicycle racks or lockers that reduce dependence on the automobile and
encourage alternate forms of transportation.
TABLE 3.4.3
ALLOWABLE USES IN VIRC DISTRICTS
Planning
Area4

Planning
Area9

Bed and Breakfast Inn

p

p

Caretaker's Residence

X

pi

Clinical Services

p

pi

Commercial Antennas

C*

C*

Commercial Entertainment Uses

X

cl

Commercial Recreation Uses

X

ci

Cultural Uses

p

pi

Day Care Centers

c

ci

Drinking Establishments

X

Educational Uses

p

PIC*
ci

Food Service Uses, Specialty

p

A

Fractional Ownership

p2

p2

Furniture Store

X

Hotel

c
p

Live Entertainment Uses

X

C*I

Marine Uses

p

X

Massage Establishments

C*

C*I

Membership Organizations

X

Open Space

c
p

Personal Service Uses

p

A

Photographic, Reproduction and Graphic Service Uses

p

X

LAND USES

p

p

Contmued
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•

TABLE 3.4.3
ALLOWABLE USES IN VIRC DISTRICTS
(Continued)
Planning
Area4

LAND USES

Planning
Area 9

Professional Office Use

•

On the second floor or above, or below street level

p

A

•

Street Level

X

A

Recreational Uses

A

A

Restaurant

p

pi

Restaurant, Take-Out

A

X

Restaurant, Walkup

A

c•

Retail Sales Uses

p

A

Temporary Uses

T*

T*

Video Arcades or Game Rooms

X

c•

LEGEND:

1
2

P = Permitted Use

P* =Permitted Use subject to special use standards (see Chapter 9.07 of
the Zoning Code).

C = Conditional Use

C* =Conditional Use subject to special use standards (see Chapter 9.07
of the Zoning Code).

T =Temporary Use

T* =Temporary Use subject to special use standards (see Chapter 9.39
of the Zoning Code).

X= Prohibited Use

A =Accessory Use

Allowable uses only if constructed in conjunction with the Seaside Inn
Prior to the sale of the first Fractional Ownership interest, the property owner shall execute an agreement
with the City to provide on-going compensation from the Fractional Ownership uses equivalent to the
Transient Occupancy Tax effective for hotel uses. In Planing Area 4, this requirement shall only apply to
Fractional Ownership uses associated with lodging.
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BUILDING HEIGHT MEASUREMENT
FIGURE 3.4.3

PLANNING AREA 4

IN PLANNING AREA 4, THE MAXIMUM BULDING HEIGHT OF
THE STRUCTURE, AS MEASURED FROM THE UPPERMOST
FINISHED PAD ELEVATION IMMEDIATELY ADJOINING THE
STRUCTURE, TO THE UPPERMOST PORTION OF THE ROOF
CANNOT EXCEED 35 FEET.

PLANNING AREA 9

IN PLANNING AREA 9, THE MAXIMUM BUILDING HEIGHT
OF THE STR.UCIURE,AS MEASURED FROM THE UPPERMOST
FINISHED PAD ELEVATION IMMEDIATELY ADJOINING THE
STRUCTURE, TO TilE UPPERMOST PORTION OF TilE ROOF
CANNOTEXCEED42FEET.

_._·HE HEADLANDS
DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION PLAN
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TABLE 3.4.4
DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS FOR V/RC DISTRICTS
Planning Area 4

Planning Area 9

15,000 sq. ft

15,000 sq. ft.

(b) Minimum Lot Width

80-feet

80-feet

(c) Minimum Lot Depth (measured at
building set-back lines).

80-feet

80-feet

60%

60%

31-35-feet
2 stories

42-feet
3 stories

Land Uses
(a) Minimum Lot Size

(d) Maximum Lot Coverage
(e) Maximum Height
(f) Maximum allowable gross floor area

(h) Setback From Ultimate Public Street
R!W Line

40,000 sq. ft.

110,750 sq. ft.

10-feet

10-feet

Interior Side

10-feet

10-feet

Street Side

10-feet

10-feet

Standard

10-feet

10-feet

Adjacent to Alley or Street

10-feet

10-feet

(k) Minimum Landscape Coverage

20%

20%

(1) Minimum Building Separation

10-feet

10-feet

(i) Minimum Side Yard Setback

(j) Minimum Rear Yard Setback
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C.

Recreation Open Space and Conservation Open Space Zoning District.

The zoning district for Planning Area 1, Planning Area 3, Planning Area 5 and Planning
Area 8A shall be Recreation Open Space (REC/OS). The zoning district for Planning Area 7 and
Planning Area 8B shall be Conservation Open Space (CONS/OS).

1.

Location and Description of Uses

Table 3.4.5, Recreation Open Space and Conservation Open Space Designations,
describes the location and uses of those areas zoned REC/OS and CONS/OS.

2.

Permitted Uses, Accessory Uses, Temporary Uses and Conditional Uses

Uses for the REC/OS and CONS/OS zoning districts shall be as provided in Table 3.4.6
Allowable Uses in Recreation Open Space and Conservation Open Space.

3.

Development Standards

Development standards for REC/OS and CONS/OS zoning districts shall be as provided
in Table 3.4.7, Recreation Open Space and Conservation Open Space Development
Standards.

4.

Special Development Standards

Special development standards for REC/OS and CONS/OS zoning districts shall be as
provided in Chapter 9.21 ofthe Zoning Code.
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TABLE 3.4.5
RECREATION OPEN SPACE AND
CONSERVATION OPEN SPACE DESIGNATIONS
PLANNING AREA

LAND USE

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

Planning Area 1

REC/OS

West of the existing Orange County public parking lot on
Selva Road. Consists of 9.9 acres, uses include Strand
Vista Park, North Strand Beach Access 1 (Improved),
Central Strand Beach Access (New), and South Strand
Beach Access (New), and open space parking.

1

•

Strand Vista Park

REC/OS

Located adjacent to and seaward of the existing Orange
County public parking lot. The park connects to Selva
Road, and the North, Central and South Beach Access
paths, overlooking the ocean from an elevation of 160-feet
above the mean sea level, as more fully described in
Section 4.4, Parks and Open Space Plan. The park provides
coastal access, and direct links to the HDCP integrated
public trail system. Strand Vista Park shall contain a
variety of public walkways, overlooks, sitting and resting
areas, picnicking, landscaping and other design elements. It
provides dramatic views of the beach, ocean, and distant
coastline. The location complements the public Orange
County parking lot, currently under-utilized year round.

•

North Strand Beach Access
(Improved)

REC/OS

Including and adjacent to the existing offsite Orange
County Strand Beach access. The existing, steep, narrow
path shall be improved by incorporating additional land to
widen and provide rest and landing areas and coastal view
overlooks. The developer shall also construct new restroom
and shower facilities near Strand Beach.

•

Central Strand Beach Access
(New)

REC/OS

Located adjacent to the Strand Residential Neighborhood
Entry, the Central Strand Beach Access provides public
access from the Strand Vista Park, through the Strand
Residential Neighborhood (Planning Area 2), to the Strand
Beach Park (Planning Area 3).

•

South Strand Beach Access
(New)

REC/OS

Located adjacent to the Selva Road extension, this pathway
provides direct access to the southern portion of Strand
Beach. A meandering, switchback trail will provide rest
and landing areas, overlook and coastal view areas, and
public safety measures. The contoured graded slope will
blend into adjoining slopes, and be landscaped with
appropriate native species. A public safety access ramp
will allow lifeguards and emergency direct access to South
Strand Beach.

Planning Area 1 includes only those portions of the North Strand Beach Access that lie within the property.
However, the proposed project includes the improvement of the existing North Beach Access, which is owned by
the County of Orange, as an off-site improvement.
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TABLE3.4.5
RECREATION OPEN SPACE AND
CONSERVATION OPEN SPACE DESIGNATIONS
(Continued)
PLANNING AREA

LAND USE

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

Planning Area 3

REC/OS

Located in the northwestern portion of the HDCP, Strand
Beach is privately owned to the mean high tide line and
shall be dedicated to the County. Consists of 5.2 acres and
stretches approximately 2,800 linear feet, terminating at the
"Dana Point."

REC/OS

Strand Beach Park is located seaward of the existing
revetment. It shall be publicly owned and offered for
dedication to the County of Orange. If the County does not
accept the facility, it shall be offered and dedicated to the
City. Activities shall include those passive recreational
uses typically associated with the ocean and beach,
including coastal access, swimming, surfmg, sunbathing,
fishing, jogging, picnicking and hiking, as more fully
described in Section 4.4, Parks and Open Space Plan.
Strand Beach connects to the Central, North and South
Beach Access paths, forming an integrated design that
maximizes public coastal access and passive recreational
opportunities, while minimizing potential overcrowding at
any single public recreation area.

REC/OS

At 288 feet above sea level, the 12.3-acre site contains the
highest elevation within the HDCP. Located near Pacific
Coast Highway, the park preserves a significant landform,
establishes recreation opportunities, dramatic public view
overlooks, and coastal access.

REC/OS

Public facilities and uses include an open air educational
visitor conservation center, trails, overlooks, seating, open
space parking, signage, buffers, landscaping, protection of
natural resources, fencing and other passive features, as
more fully described in Section 4.4, Parks and Open Space
Plan,. As a focal point for the HDCP integrated trail
system, it can be accessed from Street of the Green Lantern,
Pacific Coast Highway, Selva Road, Street "A," and the
Headlands Conservation Park.

•

Strand Beach Park

Planning Area 5

•

Hilltop Park and Greenbelt
Linkages

The Greenbelt Linkages bordering Planning Area 7
(Headlands Conservation Park) will be a minimum of 100
feet wide and will serve as an open space buffer. Pursuant
to the Fuel Modification Plan in Section 4.0, buffer areas
will be revegetated with appropriate native plant species
and be appropriately managed.
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TABLE 3.4.5
RECREATION OPEN SPACE AND
CONSERVATION OPEN SPACE DESIGNATIONS
(Continued)
PLANNING AREA

LAND USE

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

Planning Area 7

CONS/OS

Located seaward of the existing Marguerita Road, it
includes 24.2 acres and the landform commonly known as
the "Headlands Promontory." Conservation Open Space is
the most restrictive land use designation, ensuring the
preservation of the unique Headlands landform, the coastal
bluffs and the rocky beaches. Conservation of natural
resources is of utmost importance with limited disturbance
along the seaward perimeter for the bluff top trail and
overlooks. Buildings are prohibited.

CONS/OS

The Headlands Conservation Park includes a bluff top trail,
spectacular views of the ocean, and limited visitor access to
the coastline and natural environment. The Headlands
Conservation Park, as more fully described in Section 4.4,
Parks and Open Space Plan, will be preserved as
conservation open space through the establishment of a
non-profit trust and a perpetual endowment to own and
manage the property.

•

Headlands Conservation
Park

The area will require a long-term management program to
help facilitate the survival of the sensitive plants and animal
species. · These uses and programs onsite must be
coordinated with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, which
has issued an Endangered Species, Section lO(a) permit and
the California Department of Fish and Game, m
conjunction with the landowners' participation in the
Central/Coast Orange County Natural Communities
Conservation Program and Habitat Conservation Plan,
Implementation Agreement.
Improvements in the Headlands Conservation Park will be
limited to a bluff top trail, overlooks, seating, and public
safety fencing. Balancing the desire for limited public
access and views along the perimeter, this planning area
also is designed to protect a number of sensitive flora and
fauna, including the Pacific pocket mouse. As a result, and
to protect this natural resource area from overuse, only
limited portions of the area will accommodate passive uses,
such as the bluff top trails, security fencing, overlooks,
seating, and signage. The receiving agency or non-profit
entity will establish hours of operation for the bluff top
trail. Portions of the Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkages
on the landward side of the Headlands Conservation Park
will serve as a buffer between new development in
Planning Area 6, the Upper Headlands Residential, and the
Headlands Conservation Park.
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TABLE 3.4.5
RECREATION OPEN SPACE AND
CONSERVATION OPEN SPACE DESIGNATIONS
(Continued)
PLANNING AREA

LAND USE

LOCATION AND DESCRIPTION

Planning Area 8

REC/OS

Consists of 10.4 acres and includes a recreational park
overlooking Dana Point Harbor with several proposed
visitor recreation facilities and open space parking, as well
as the adjoining coastal bluffs and rocky beach.

CONS/OS
•

Harbor Point Park overlooks Dana Point Harbor and
provides dramatic coastal access and public view
opportunities. Harbor Point Park is comprised of two subplanning areas.

Harbor Point Park

8A

REC/OS

Planning Area SA is designated as Recreation Open Space
and includes the bluff-top 4.3-acre Harbor Point
recreational area.

8B

CONS/OS

Planning Area 8B is designated Conservation Open Space
and includes the 6.1 acre coastal bluff and rocky beach area.
Harbor Point Park accommodates several active
recreational uses as more fully described in Section 4.4,
Parks and Open Space Plan. The uses include several
visitor recreation and educational facilities, such as a
maritime historic center (lighthouse), a cultural arts center,
and a nature interpretive center. Other amenities include
bluff top trails, commemorative memorials, picnic areas,
scenic overlooks, landscaped areas, benches, signage,
kiosks, and fencing. Harbor Point Park also provides public
recreational facilities that are distributed throughout the
project, and thus avoids overcrowding or overuse by the
public of any single area.
To preserve the visual landform associated with Harbor
Point and to protect views, the proposed education visitor
facility shall not extend beyond the adjacent commercial
building stringline on Green Lantern as illustrated in Figure
3.4.4, Development Stringline. Sensitive natural resources
associated with the coastal bluff and rocky beach areas will
be preserved and protected by the Conservation Open Space
designation.
The Street of the Green Lantern and Cove Road provide
access to Harbor Point Park. Parking will be provided on
Scenic Drive and in a public lot at the terminus of Scenic
Drive. The property owner shall dedicate an easement to
the City for pedestrian trail access from Planning Area 8 to
the Dana Point Harbor, but shall not be required to
construct or fund that trail improvement.
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TABLE 3.4.6
ALLOWABLE USES: REC/OS AND CONS/OS
Land Uses

REC/OS

CONS/OS

Visitor Recreational Facility

p

X

Cultural Uses

p

X

Commercial Antennas

C*

X

Kiosks/Gazebos

p

X

Outdoor Artwork

p

X

Public Land Uses

p

c

Temporary Uses

T*

Trails, Biking and Hiking

p

X
pi

LEGEND:
P =Permitted Use

P* =Permitted Use subject to special use standards (see Chapter 9.07 of
the Zoning Code).

C =Conditional Use

C* = Conditional Use subject to special use standards (see Chapter 9.07
of the Zoning Code).

T =Temporary Use

T* = Temporary Use subject to special use standards (see Chapter 9.39
of the Zoning Code).

X= Prohibited Use

A = Accessory Use

1

Hiking Trails only
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TABLE 3.4.7
RECREATION OPEN SPACE AND CONSERVATION OPEN SPACE
DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS
Recreation Open Space
Conservation Open Space Zoning Districts

Development Standards
(a) Minimum Lot Size
(b) Maximum Building Size-Visitor Recreation
Facility
(c) Maximum Height-Visitor Recreation Facility

REC/OS

CONS/OS

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

2,000-square feet

Not Applicable

16-feet

12
•

Not Applicable

(d) Minimum Setback-Visitor Recreation Facility
-- From Ultimate Street RIW Line

10-feet

Not Applicable

-- From existing or proposed residential
structures

50-feet

Not Applicable

(e) Structural setback from top ofbluff

50feef

Not Applicable

(f) Lighthouse setback from street

20 feet4

Not Applicable

If a lighthouse is approved within the Recreation/Open Space, the maximum lighthouse tower height shall
not exceed an elevation higher than the Hilltop Park or 38 feet, whichever is less.
2

If a veteran's memorial is approved within the RecreationlOpen Space, the maximum height of the flagpole
shall not exceed the elevation of the Hilltop Park or 32 feet, whichever is less.
The minimum structural setback from the top of bluff shall be 50 feet or as recommended by a geotechnical
engineer with special foundation, subject to City approval.

4

The lighthouse shall not extend beyond the commercial building stringline on Green Lantern as shown on
Figure 3.4.4, Development Stringline.
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3.5

GENERAL DEVELOPMENT STANDARDS ALL DISTRICTS

The following General Development Standards shall apply to all districts or planning areas
within the HDCP.
A.

Access, Parking and Loading

Access, parking and loading regulations within this HDCP shall be as provided in Chapter 9.35
of the Zoning Code except for the following: In Planning Area 9, tandem parking may be utilized
to achieve the required parking for employees and for guests with valet parking. In Planning
Areas 2 and 6, parking in excess of zoning requirements may be provided in a tandem
configuration in an enclosed garage. Parallel on-street parking shall be provided on only one
side of all single-loaded vehicle restricted local streets. A minimum of 62 public parking spaces
shall be provided within the Recreation Open Space.
B.

Signs and Advertising Devices

The signage guidelines provide a framework in which advertising; directions or information can
be accommodated without detracting from the overall design quality of the HDCP. All signage
shall be consistent with the Master Signage Program described in Section 4.0 Development
Guidelines.
L

Entry Signage

The HDCP shall establish a unified image through the implementation of a series of
Entry Signs. Entry Signage will designate the parks, visitor recreation and educational
facilities, and V/RC facilities within the HDCP. The signage program is detailed in
Section 4.12, Design Guidelines. Signs may be externally illuminated and lighting shall
be hidden by vegetation or installed flush with the grade. Entry signage shall be wall
mounted and shall not exceed 20 square feet.
2.

Interpretive/Directional Signage

Interpretive/Directional signs are used along trails and roadways to provide educational
information. These signs shall be constructed of durable and aesthetic materials, such as
anodized aluminum. Primary signs shall not exceed 60 inches in height, or shall be
located flush with fences or natural features. Primary signs shall not exceed 10 square
feet and shall not be illuminated.
Secondary signs shall not exceed 36 inches in height, shall not be illuminated and shall
not exceed 4 square feet.
3.

Visitor/Recreation Commercial Signage

Signs in Planning Area 4 and Planning Area 9 shall comply with the requirements for
entry signage. Commercial signage shall comply with the requirements of the Master
Signage Program described in Section 4.12 Design Guidelines. In addition, commercial
signage shall be externally illuminated and lighting shall be hidden by vegetation or
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installed flush with the grade. Signage shall be designed to compliment the architecture
of the building and should emphasize natural materials.

C.

Landscaping Standards and Requirements

Landscaping standards and requirements shall conform to the requirements in Chapter 9.55 of
the City's Zoning Code except as provided in Section 4.12, Design Guidelines, and as follows:
1.

Homeowner Installed or Rehabilitated

The provisions of Chapter 9.55 of the Zoning Code shall not apply to landscaping for any
single-family residence that is installed or maintained by homeowners.

2.

Non-Permanent, Native, or Safety Issues

The provisions of Section 9.55.060 of the Zoning Code, regarding irrigation system
design, shall not apply to:
•
•
•

D.

Uses where a landscape area does not require permanent irrigation to survive;
A landscaped area that is within an area designated for native vegetation and
conditions; or
The installation of an irrigation system that is likely to lead to erosion or other
conditions that could impair the safe and proper operation of the landscape
area.

Fences, Walls and Hedges

In addition to the Design Guidelines provided in Section 4.12, all fences, walls and hedges shall
comply with the following provisions, which shall replace and supersede the requirements of
Section 9.05.120 ofthe Dana Point Zoning Code.
1.

Maximum Height within the Required Side and Rear Yards

The maximum height of any fence, wall or hedge within the required side and rear yard
which faces an adjacent property shall be six feet as measured from the finished grade at
the base of the fence, wall, or hedge to the top of the fence, wall or hedge, with the
exception that pilasters may be 7 feet 6 inches.
In a side yard condition, where a
retaining wall faces the subject property, the maximum height of the combined retaining
wall and fence shall not exceed 6 feet above the finished grade of the adjoining lot.
For those uses or facilities that are required by the City to be screened, screen
walls/hedges in excess of 6 feet may be permitted as necessary to provide adequate
screening subject to a determination by the Director of Community Development.
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2.

Maximum Height within the Required Front Yards

Fences, walls and hedges shall not exceed 42" measured from the finished grade to the
top of the fence, wall or hedge, with exceptions in height subject to the conditions
provided for below.
•

3.

Arbors, trellises, porticos or other entry features within the required front
yard, but otherwise not integrated into the architecture of the structure, may
not exceed 8 feet 6 inches in height. Arbors, trellises, porticos or other entry
features that are integrated into the architecture of the structure shall be
governed by the height standards in the applicable Zoning District.

Front Yard Retaining Walls

The maximum height of front yard retaining walls shall be 30". All front yard retaining
walls must be faced with stone, river rock, brick, loffel block, or similar decorative
material and screened with landscaping. The total front yard wall height, including the
retaining wall, shall not exceed 42". In Planning Area 2, six lots shall be exempt from
these height limitations. In Planning Area 6, eight lots shall be exempt from these height
limitations. Exempt lots may not exceed 9 feet 6 inches in total height (i.e., front yard
retaining and wall height). The front yard wall or fence for any exempt lot shall be
constructed of different materials from the retaining wall, and shall be transparent or open
face, such as wrought iron, plexi-glass, or other similar materials. All such exempt lots
shall be so designated at the Tentative Tract Map.
4.

Other Retaining Walls

Retaining walls higher than 6 feet shall be permitted provided such walls shall
incorporate landscape elements that are either integrated into the retaining wall design,
i.e., loffel block, or planted to visually screen the subject wall. Earth retaining structures
that integrate landscaping and plantings on the face of the structure are encouraged for
walls above 6 feet. Landscape elements that provide visual screening shall utilize a plant
palette that sufficiently matures to screen that portion of the wall in excess of 6 feet.
5.

Sight Visibility Area

The sight visibility area requirements in Section 9.05.090 of the Zoning code shall apply
to the placement and height of fences, walls, and hedges.
6.

Temporary Security Fencing

Reasonable temporary security fencing for vacant lots or construction sites shall be
exempt from this Section and may be placed in the required front yard to a maximum
height of 6 feet.
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E.

Affordable Housing Programs

The HDCP utilizes an in-lieu fee program to satisfy its low and moderate affordable housing
requirements within the coastal zone. These funds will be used to address the City's needs for
affordable housing. Fees will be collected prior to the issuance of certificate of occupancy
permits. Applicant shall pay an in-lieu fee in the amount of $2,500 per residential unit, which
fee shall be paid on a per unit basis in conjunction with the approval of a building permit.

3.6

DEFINITIONS

The City's Zoning Code shall be consulted for zoning definitions unless otherwise stipulated in
this HDCP.
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3. 7

DEVELOPMENT REVIEW PROCESS

A.

Purpose and Intent

The intent and purpose of this Section is to establish regulations for the effective and efficient
implementation of the HDCP. It establishes procedures for the consideration of development
requests for any given Planning Area, the notice and conduct of meetings, and the procedure to
amend the HDCP or the Dana Point Local Coastal Program, as amended to include the HDCP.
This Section also details the procedures for processing Coastal Development Permits, Master
Coastal Development Permits, Site Development Permits, Combined Coastal and Site
Development Permits, and Subdivision Maps for any given Planning Area(s).

B.

Adoption and Amendment
1.

Planned Development District Adoption

The HDCP serves as the local entitlement document for the subject area and must be
adopted in accordance with the Zoning Code (Chapter 9.34). A PDD may be adopted in
a variety of ways, both by resolution or ordinance. Section 4.0, Development Guidelines,
must be adopted by resolution. Section 3.0, Planned Development District, must be
adopted by ordinance and serves as the zoning regulations for development within the
HDCP area.

2.

Amendment to Local Coastal Program

The HDCP requires an amendment to the Dana Point Local Coastal Program ("LCP").
The LCP Land Use Plan for the HDCP area consists of the City's General Plan (as
amended). The LCP Implementation Program for the HDCP area consists of Section 3 .0,
Planned Development District, Section 4.0, Development Guidelines and referenced
chapters ofthe City's Zoning Code.
Portions of the HDCP area are included within the certified Dana Point LCP, including
portions of Planning Areas 1, 2, and 3 and all of Planning Areas 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. In
order to implement the HDCP, the City will need to process an amendment to the Dana
Point LCP in accordance with the California Coastal Act, Title 14 of the California
Administrative Code, and the Local Coastal Program Post Certification Guide for Coastal
Cities and Counties. In the case of major amendments such as the HDCP, they are
reviewed in essentially the same fashion as original submittals, which are governed by
Coastal Act Sections 30512 and 30513 and Commission Regulations Sections 1352213542.
Portions of Planning Areas 1, 2, and 3, were "white-holed" and represent an original
submittal by the City. The City will include portions of Planning Areas 1, 2, and 3 as
part of the submittal of the amendment to the Dana Point LCP to the California Coastal
Commission in accordance with the Sections noted above.
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3.

Future Amendments to the Local Coastal Program

After the adoption of the amendment to the Dana Point LCP to include the HDCP area,
amendments to the LCP shall be processed in accordance with the procedures of the
Coastal Act and Title 14. Amendments may be classified as either a major or minor
amendment. The Executive Director of the Coastal Commission will make the
determination of minor or major in accordance with Section 30514(c) of the Coastal Act.
The amendment procedures that will be followed will depend on the classification of the
amendment and will follow the provisions of the Coastal Act and Title 14 Regulations.

4.

Amendments to the HDCP

After certification of the amendment to the Dana Point LCP to include the HDCP area by
the Coastal Commission, all proposed amendments to the HDCP that are determined to
be a LCP Amendment, shall be processed in accordance with the procedures of the
Coastal Act and Title 14. The Executive Director of the Coastal Commission will
classify all amendments as minor or major in accordance with Section 30514(c) of the
Coastal Act. The amendment procedures will depend on the classification of the
amendment and will follow the provisions of the Coastal Act and Title 14.
C.

Discretionary Approvals and Permits

This section defines the discretionary approvals and permits, the administration of modifications
to standards, and allowable temporary uses.
Discretionary approvals include Coastal
Development Permits, including Master Coastal Development Permits, Site Development
Permits including Master Site Development Permits, Combined Coastal and Site Development
Permits, and Tentative Tract Maps. The purpose of this section is to provide guidelines for the
application, review, and approval of all of the above discretionary approvals and permits.
All development shall require both: (i) a Site Development Permit as defined and issued by the
City under Chapter 9.71 of the Zoning Code, as modified in this HDCP; and (ii) a Coastal
Development Permit as defined and issued by the City under Chapter 9. 71 of the Zoning Code,
or (iii) a Combined Coastal and Site Development Permit, as defined and issued in this HDCP.

1.

Site Development Permit

The Site Development Permit is the discretionary process that links the design policies
and guidelines in Section 4.0, Development Guidelines, governing architectural design
and compatibility, to specific development proposals. The process provides for the
efficient and effective review of development proposals to ensure compatibility and
enhanced site and building design. For Planning Areas 2 and 6, individual Site
Development Permits are not required for each lot. A Master Site Development Permit
shall be required which will cover the entire Planning Area. The Master Site
Development Permits will be limited to detailed architectural design guidelines that will
augment and expand on the Design Guidelines in Section 4.12 and ensure that future
development will be designed and completed in accordance with those guidelines. In all
other Planning Areas, when an individual Site Development Permit is required, the City
will review each specific development project for compatibility and confonnance with
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the Section 4.12, Design Guidelines. In order for the City to clearly implement the
policies and regulations of this HDCP, a Site Development Permit shall be required to be
submitted and approved by the City prior to building construction for each of the
Planning Areas. At the discretion of the Director of Community Development, Site
Development Permits for Planning Areas 1, 5 and 8A, if required, may be combined.
The Site Development Permits will substantially follow the procedures that are noted
below.
•

Application for a Site Development Permit. The applicant shall follow the
format located in Section 9.61.040 of the Zoning Code, except that with
respect to a Site Development Permit for Planning Area 2 and Planning Area
6, Section 9.61.040(e)(2)(F) and 9.61.040(e)(2)(G) of the Zoning Code shall
not apply. Along with this information, the applicant shall also include in the
application package all of the required information identified in this HDCP.
In addition, the applicant may elect to apply for a Combined Coastal and Site
Development Permit in lieu of separate applications for a Site Development
Permit and Coastal Development Permit.

•

Notice and Public Hearing. Except as noted in this HDCP, notice for a Site
Development Permit shall be provided in conformance with the requirements
of Section 9.61.050 ofthe Zoning Code.

•

Basis of Action. The City may approve, conditionally approve, or deny a Site
Development Permit. The basis of action shall be subject to the findings
located in Section 9.71.050 of the Zoning Code, as modified by this HDCP.
The City shall also make a finding that the proposed development is in
compliance with the HDCP and shall make all other required findings as
identified in Section 2.0 ofthe HDCP.

•

Expiration. Any Site Development Permit granted herein shall be effective
for a period of 24 months, unless otherwise conditioned or agreed upon
subject to an approved Development Agreement or as otherwise agreed
between the applicant and the City. Failure to exercise the permit within the
effective period will cause the permit to automatically expire, unless the
applicant has requested an extension in conformance with Section 9.71.130 of
the Zoning Code. Once construction has been initiated pursuant to the Site
Development Permit, the Site Development Permit shall be deemed vested
and shall not expire.

•

Amendments to a Site Development Permit.
An approved Site
Development Permit may be amended in accordance with the following
procedures. If the Director of Community Development determines that the
amendment constitutes a minor alteration to the approved Site Development
Permit, the amendment may be approved administratively. At the discretion
of the Director of Community Development, a minor alteration may be
referred to the Planning Commission for review without a formal public
hearing. If the Director of Community Development determines that the
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amendment constitutes a major alteration to the approved Site Development
Permit , public notice will be provided and a public hearing will be held in
conformance with the notice and hearing provisions of this HDCP.

2.

•

Appeals. A Site Development Permit is subject to appeal in accordance with
Section 9.61.110 ofthe Zoning Code

•

Fees. The applicant for a Site Development Permit shall pay a processing fee
in accordance with the latest fee schedule adopted by the City.

Coastal Development Permit (Master and Individual)

The Coastal Development Permit is the discretionary process that addresses development
within the City's Coastal Zone. All development within the Coastal Zone must be
consistent with the Dana Point Local Coastal Program. The HDCP is located within the
Coastal Zone. The Coastal Development Permit ensures that the policies, programs, and
regulations contained within this HDCP have been met, and that conditions have been
incorporated into the Coastal Development Permit Resolution. The applicant may apply
for individual or master coastal development permits as regulated in the HDCP, and any
reference herein shall apply for both types of permit.
The entire project site lies within the Coastal zone and will require Coastal Development
Permits. Until the City has certified the amendment to the Dana Point Local Coastal
Program to include the HDCP, portions of Planning Areas 1, 2, and 3 remain uncertified,
and require Coastal Development Permit approval by the California Coastal Commission.
If so processed, the Planning Commission shall consider the In Concept Approval as a
component of the Site Development Permit. If an applicant has received an approved
Coastal Development Permit from the Coastal Commission for portions of Planning
Areas 1, 2, and 3 prior to certification from the City, the regulations governing Prior
Coastal Approval as shown in the Zoning Code Section 9.69.030(3) shall be applied. If
the City has certified the amendment to the Dana Point Local Coastal Program for
Planning Areas 1, 2, and 3, but the California Coastal Commission has not approved it, a
Coastal Development Permit for those portions of Planning Areas 1, 2, and 3 shall be
obtained from the City prior to the Coastal Commission consideration of a Coastal
Development Permit.
In Planning Areas 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, the City will consider any Coastal Development
Permit subject to its jurisdiction. The City will utilize the provisions of the HDCP only
after the Coastal Commission has reviewed and approved the amendment to the Dana
Point Local Coastal Program. The provisions that require the submittal and approval of a
Coastal Development Permit are shown in the Zoning Code, as modified by this HDCP.
Each Coastal Development Permit will substantially follow the procedures noted below:
•

Application for a Coastal Development Permit. The applicant shall follow
the format located in Section 9.69.050 of the Zoning Code, except that with
respect to a Coastal Development Permit for Planning Area 2 and Planning
Area 6 Section 9.61.040(e)(2)(F) and 9.61.040(e)(2)(G) of the Zoning Code
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shall not apply. Also, the applicant shall incorporate all of the programs and
include the required information as detailed in this HDCP.
A Master Coastal Development Permit, issued by the City under Chapters
9.27 and 9.69 of the Zoning Code, as modified by this HDCP, shall be
allowed for Planning Area 2 (The Strand Residential) and Planning Area 6
(Upper Headlands Residential) and other Planning Areas at the discretion of
the Director of Community Development. The applicant has the discretion to
apply for a Master Coastal Development Permit in Planning Area 2 and
Planning Area 6, rather than individual Coastal Development Permits for
construction on each individual lot.
In addition, the applicant may elect to apply for a Combined Coastal and Site
Development Permit, including a Combined Master Coastal and Site
Development Permit, in lieu of separate applications for a Coastal
Development Permit and Site Development Permit.
•

Notice and Public Hearing. Except as noted in this HDCP, the applicant
shall follow the procedure shown in Section 9.69.060 of the Zoning Code.

•

Basis of Action. The City may approve, conditionally approve, or deny a
Coastal Development Permit. Coastal Development Permits may also be
issued in any sequence. The basis of action shall be subject to the findings
located in Section 9.69.070 ofthe Zoning Code, as modified by the HDCP.

•

Di Minimis and Administrative Permits. Projects that qualify as either Di
Minimis or Administrative Permits may be approved by the City. Application
procedures for Di Minimis or Administrative Permits will be subject to the
procedures shown in Sections 9.69.110 and 9.69.160 ofthe Zoning Code.

•

Expiration. Any Coastal Development Permit granted herein shall be
effective for a period of 24 months, unless otherwise conditioned or agreed
subject to an approved Development Agreement or otherwise agreed upon
between the applicant and the City. Failure to exercise the permit within the
effective period will cause the permit to automatically expire, unless the
applicant has requested an extension in conformance with Section 9.69.140 of
the Zoning Code. Once construction has been initiated pursuant to the Coastal
Development Permit, the Coastal Development Permit shall be deemed vested
and shall not expire.

•

Amendments to Coastal Development Permits. An approved Coastal
Development Permit may be amended in accordance with Section 9.69.130 of
the Zoning Code.

•

Emergency Permits. The Coastal Commission or City may issue emergency
permits within the HDCP area, subject to the provisions shown in Section
9.69.150 of the Zoning Code.
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3.

•

Appeals. A Coastal Development Permit is subject to appeal in accordance
with Section 9.69.090 of the Zoning Code.

•

Fees. The applicant for a Coastal Development Permit shall pay a processing
fee in accordance with the latest fee schedule adopted by the City.

Tentative Tract Maps

Tentative Tract Map review shall be processed pursuant to Chapter 7.01 of the Municipal
Code. No application for a Tentative Tract Map for Planning Areas 2 and 6 shall be
submitted to the City without either combining the application with a Site Development
Permit(s) or first obtaining approval for a Site Development Permit(s) for Planning Areas
2 and 6. A Tentative Tract Map application that includes Planning Areas 4 and 9 is not
required to be combined with an application for a Site Development Permit for those two
Planning Areas. As provided above, individual Site Development Permits for Planning
Areas 4 and 9 are required prior to building construction. After the initial approval of the
Tentative Tact Map and Site Development Permit for the subject site, the approved Site
Development Permit may be amended separately, either as a minor or major amendment.
If a Master Coastal Development Permit and Site Development Permit are approved for a
Tentative Tract Map for Planning Areas 2 and/or 6, there shall be no need to process
individual Coastal Development Permits and Site Development Permits for construction
on individual residential lots within that Subdivision Map, provided the required
residential building permit application demonstrates compliance with the HDCP and the
design guidelines in the combined Master Coastal and Site Development Permit.
4.

Temporary Uses

Temporary uses and structures may be approved in the HDCP subject to Chapter 9.39 of
the Zoning Code. A temporary real estate sales office may be permitted through the
approval of a Site Development Permit for the subject Planning Area or portion thereof,
or through the Temporary Site Development Permit as shown in Chapter 9.39.
5.

Administrative Modification of Standards

Certain standards in this HDCP may be administratively modified by the Director of
Community Development to permit development on a property that is constrained due to
physical constraints. Administrative modifications may be considered in the HDCP area,
subject to Chapter 9.61, Section 9.61.090 of the Zoning Code. For other modifications to
certain development standards, a variance shall be required in accordance with Section
9.67 ofthe Zoning Code.
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4.0

LOCATION AND SETTING

The project site consists of 121.3 acres overlooking the Pacific Ocean, located in the west-central
portion of the City of Dana Point (City), in the County of Orange (County). Interstate 5 (I-5) to
the southeast, the San Joaquin Hills Transportation Corridor (State Route 73) to the northeast,
and the bordering Pacific Coast Highway 1 (PCH) provide regional access to the site. Local
streets include Selva Road, Street of the Green Lantern, and Cove Road. Figure 4.1.1, Regional
Location, and Figure 4.1.2, Local Vicinity, graphically illustrate the project location.
The project site is surrounded by urban development, including residential and commercial land
uses. The Ritz-Carlton and St. Regis Resort hotels are approximately a quarter mile to the north.
The southeastern portion of the property overlooks the Dana Point Harbor. The site includes
nearly two miles of ocean and Harbor frontage. The surrounding setting is depicted in Figure
4.1.3, Aerial Photograph.

4.1

EXISTING SITE CHARACTERISTICS

A.

Landforms

The project site contains four distinct landforms: (1) the two geographical points-Dana Point
and Harbor Point, (2) the coastal bluffs which range up to 215 feet in height and stretch from the
Harbor Point to the northern enclave of existing homes, (3) the Strand Beach, and (4) the hilltop
nearPCH.
A gently sloping mesa sits atop the Dana Point and the coastal bluffs to form a landmark from
which the entire site derives its common name-the Headlands. The bluffs are a visible
landform for thirty miles up and down the coast. The coastal bluffs are defined as a natural,
oceanfront landform having a continuous slope of 45° or greater over a distance of
approximately 25 vertical feet and 100 horizontal feet.
The site has previously been developed as a mobile home park, with dilapidated infrastructure
such as roads, pad foundations, sewer, water, storm drains, utility lines, and a 2,1 00' sea
revetment (the Strand Beach area), and as horticultural greenhouses, commercial and storage
buildings, and associated parking (the Upper Headlands area).
B.

Geology and Soils

Three major geologic units and one minor geologic unit underlie the project site. The major
geologic units are (1) the San Onofre Breccia overlain by (2) Marine Terrace Deposits, and (3)
the Monterey Formation. A small area of Capistrano Formation occurs in the southeastern
portion ofthe property.
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The project site does not contain active faults. The closest active fault is the offshore trace of the
Newport-Inglewood fault located approximately two miles to the west. The Strand area contains
several landslides that require stabilization prior to development.

C.

Biological Resources

The project site contains diverse wildlife and plant species. The wildlife consists of mammals,
including the Pacific Pocket Mouse, reptiles, and birds, including the California gnatcatcher and
the coastal cactus wren.
The site also contains many vegetation associations that are native to Southern California.
Southern coastal bluff scrub, mixed chaparral, and coastal sage are found in the southern areas of
the site. The northern portions of the site consist of heavily disturbed vegetation, non-native
grassland, disturbed coastal sage and ornamental plantings associated with the vacant mobile
home development.
In 1996, the U.S. Department of Interior, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS), the
California Resources Agency, the California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG), the
California Department of Forestry and Fire, the California Department of Parks and Recreation,
and the Orange County Environmental Management Agency, in conjunction with participating
property owners, adopted the Central/Coastal Orange County Natural Communities Conservation
Plan/Habitat Conservation Plan (NCCP/HCP). The NCCP/HCP provides for the conservation of
sub-regionally significant natural resources and multi-species habitat preserve areas.
The 1996 Orange County NCCP/HCP was preceded by five years of scientific analysis and
public agency review. A joint Environmental Impact Report and Environmental Impact
Statement (EIR/EIS) were prepared pursuant to the California Environmental Quality Act, the
California Endangered Species Act, and the federal Endangered Species Act by the CDFG and
the USFWS. In 1996, the EIR/EIS was certified as a Final EIR/EIS, with appropriate findings
and mitigation measures.
The landowners of the project site were identified in the NCCP/HCP as a "participating
landowner" for "contributing significant land and/or funding toward implementation of the
reserve system and adaptive management program." As a result, the landowners were issued a
Section 10(a) Endangered Species Act Permit for the project site.

D.

Cultural Resources

The City's General Plan indicates that cultural resources exist on the site. Due to their
confidential nature, additional cultural resources information is not provided in this document.

E.

Visual Resources

Public visual resources include those portions of the property that can be viewed off-site, such as
the coastal bluffs, the Strand Beach, the hilltop, and the two geographical features-Harbor Point
and Dana Point. On-site public visual resources are limited because the property is largely
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fenced, restricting public access. Limited public visual resources do exist from public road
rights-of-way, which were dedicated with the recording ofFinal Tract Maps in the 1920's.

F.

Hydrology

The project site consists of three primary drainages: the majority of the site drains to Strand
Beach; the remainder of the property drains over the bluff edges from Harbor Point around to the
northerly residential enclave; and to Dana Point Harbor.
Five storm drain outlets to Strand Beach were constructed in the 1950's to serve the mobile
home park, and the on-site and off-site drainage runoff. The mobile home park improvements
remain in place, although in disrepair. This includes the storm drain improvements, streets,
septic systems, trailer lots, storage and recreational facilities.
Additionally, approximately one half of the County's Strand Beach Parking Lot, and a portion of
Selva Road and the Niguel Terrace condominium site drain through the property to Strand
Beach. Storm drain facilities must be sized to accommodate these off-site flows.
The Headlands promontory portion of the property and Harbor Point drain directly over the bluff
edge in areas of historical or natural drainage. Storm water runoff to Dana Point Harbor in the
vicinity of the project comes from portions of Green Lantern, Cove Road, Scenic Drive and
adjoining off-site property which flows to existing storm drain inlets and eventually to the
Harbor.
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4.2

LAND USE PLAN

The Land Use Plan establishes the conceptual development framework for the project site. The
Land Use Plan responds to the physical and environmental opportunities and constraints that
characterize the property. It emphasizes coastal access, the conservation of natural resources, the
provision of public parks and open space, recreational opportunities, public safety, and high
quality visitor commercial and residential land uses.
The land use distribution is depicted in Figure 4.2.1, Illustrative Plan. The Illustrative Plan
graphically depicts approximately three miles of public trails and the coastal access pathways,
which link the five parks and the proposed public visitor recreational facilities. It also illustrates
the residential lot configuration, as well as conceptual renderings for the resort seaside inn and
the PCH visitor/recreation commercial.
Policies contained within this Section are consistent with the policies contained within the City's
General Plan and Local Coastal Program. Where minor differences may occur, the policy
statements of this Section shall be interpreted as, and are serving as, more defined and clarifying
statements of those policies within the Land Use Plan of the Local Coastal Program.
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Figure 4.2.1 ILLUSTRATIVE PLAN
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4.3

PLANNING AREAS

The project site contains nine planning areas as illustrated on Figure 4 .. 3.1, Land Use Planning
Areas. The planning areas provide a combination of recreation and open space parks,
conservation open space, visitor/recreation commercial and residential uses. Section 3, Planned
Development Zoning District, establishes the maximum level of intensity and development for
each planning area. The nine planning areas are more generally described as follows:
Planning Area 1: Strand Vista Park/Public Beach Access (Recreation Open Space).
The Strand Vista Park, 9.9 acres, is located adjacent to and seaward of the existing County public
parking lot. The park overlooks the Pacific Ocean from an elevation of approximately 160-feet,
providing significant new coastal access and recreation opportunities. The park forms a major
component of the integrated trail system designed to link Strand Beach, four additional parks, the
open space, and conservation areas. The park plans are detailed in Section 4.4, Park and Open
Space Plan.
The North Strand Beach Accessway (improved) will be integrated into the off-site County
owned beach access. The existing County stairway is narrow with limited views. The North
Strand Beach Access will widen and enhance the stairway, and establish two public view
overlooks, providing ocean and coastal views. The developer will construct restroom and
shower facilities adjacent to the pathway above Strand Beach.
The Central Strand Beach Access (new) creates direct public access from the Strand Vista Park
to Strand Beach. This access traverses through the Strand Residential neighborhood in Planning
Area 2.
The South Strand Beach Access (new) establishes direct access to the south Strand Beach,
opening a significant area of the site fenced-off from public use. The pathway incorporates a
public overlook and rest/landing areas, providing unobstructed ocean and coastline views.
Planning Area 2: Strand Neighborhood (Residential)
The 25.7-acre Planning Area 2 allows a maximum 75 single-family homes on single-loaded
streets, terraced for views. The homes will be a maximum of two stories. This area formerly
contained the 90-unit mobile home park. The community will be gated to control vehicle access.
Planning Area 3: Strand Beach Park (Recreation Open Space)
The 5.2-acre Strand Beach Park is currently privately owned to the mean high tide. The beach
will be publicly dedicated and provide significant public passive recreational opportunities,
including coastal access, swimming, surfing, fishing, diving, jogging, hiking, picnicking, and
related beach activities. Vehicular access will be limited to emergency vehicles or those vehicles
used by the applicable public agency to maintain and patrol the beach. The Strand Beach Park is
detailed in Section 4.4, Park and Open Space Plan.
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PLANNING
ACREAGE
AREA

DESCRIPTION

PA 1

9.9AC

PA2

25.7 AC

PA3

5.2AC

Strand Beach Park (Recreation Open Space)

PA4

1.6AC

PCH Visitor I Recreation Commercial

PAS

12.3AC

Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkage (Recreation Open Space)

PA6

26.7 AC

Upper Headlands Neighborhood (Residential)

PA 7

24.2AC

Headlands Conservation Park (Conservation Open Space)

4.3AC

Harbor Point Park (Recreation Open Space)

PA8B

6.1AC

Harbor Point Park (Conservation Open Space)

PA9

2.8AC

Resort Seaside Inn (Visitor I Recreation Commercial)

2.5AC

PublicR.O.W

I

FIGURE 4.3.1

Strand Neighborhood (Residential)

PABA

TOTAL

LAND USE PLANNING AREAS

Strand Vista Park I Public Beach Access (Recreation Open Space)

\.l

121.3 AC

Note: Plan is diagrammatic in nature and intended to show the
general location of land use planning areas. It is subject to
change based on final engineering, planning, and design.
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Planning Area 4: PCH Visitor/Recreation Commercial (Visitor/Recreation Commercial)
PCH and the Street of the Green Lantern border the 1.6-acre Planning Area 4. This
Visitor/Recreation Commercial area complements the adjacent City Town Center, and will
attract coastal visitors by providing a variety of commercial and office uses. A maximum of
40,000 square feet will be developed, limited to two stories. The first floor will be limited to
retail commercial uses. The second floor can support either retail commercial or professional
office uses.
Planning Area 5: Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkage (Recreation Open Space)
The 12.3-acre Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkage preserves a significant landform, establishes a
public park, provides integrated trails, and connects to adjacent parks and open space. It serves
as a major feature of the integrated trail system by providing dramatic views of the surrounding
City, Harbor, and Pacific Ocean. Access and parking are provided from the Street of the Green
Lantern, Scenic Drive, Selva Road (Dana Strand Road), "A" Street, and Pacific Coast Highway.
The Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkage is detailed in Section 4.4, Park and Open Space Plan.
The Hilltop Park includes trails, rest areas, overlooks, seating, open space, signage, native
landscaping, fencing, and other passive features. The Greenbelt Linkage includes trails,
landscaping, fencing, signage, open space buffers to the Headlands Conservation Park, a
proposed visitor recreation facility (the Conservation Center), and other passive features.
Planning Area 6: Upper Headlands Neighborhood (Residential)
Totaling 26.7-acres, this residential neighborhood allows a maximum of 50 single-family homes.
The homes will be limited to one story. The community will be gated at "A" Street to control
vehicle access. The site will be terraced from west to east to provide coastal views for each lot.
Residents in Planning Area 6 will access Planning Area 2 via a private trail between both
neighborhoods.
Planning Area 7: Headlands Conservation Park (Conservation Open Space)
The 24.2-acre Headlands Conservation Park is designated Conservation Open Space, the most
restrictive land use within the project. No development is allowed within this area, except a
perimeter trail and ancillary improvements designed to provide coastal access. The park will
preserve the "Headlands" landmark which consists of a sloping mesa that sits atop the Dana
Point landform, the surrounding coastal bluffs, and the adjacent rocky beach. The Headlands
Conservation Park is detailed in Section 4.4, Park and Open Space Plan.
In conjunction with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services (USFWS) and the California Department
of Fish and Game (CDGF), the Headlands Conservation Park also provides for the long-term
preservation and management of habitat for sensitive species, including the Pacific pocket
mouse, and other flora and fauna. The 22.0 acre temporary Pacific pocket mouse preserve
established by the NCCP will be expanded by 2.2 acres, and a minimum 100' wide greenbelt
buffer has been designated in adjoining Planning Area 5. A non-profit trust will be established
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to manage the Park in conjunction with the USFWS and CDFG. The recording of easements,
deed restrictions, and additional measures ensure that the Headlands Conservation Park remains
permanently designated as conservation open space.
Planning Areas 8a and 8b: Harbor Point Park (Recreation and Conservation Open Space)
Harbor Point Park totals 10.4 acres and consists of two sub-planning areas, Sa and Sb. Planning
Area Sa, designated as Recreation Open Space, includes the 4.3-acre Harbor Point plateau.
Planning Area Sb, designated Conservation Open Space, includes the adjacent 6.1-acre coastal
bluffs and rocky beach.
Harbor Point Park overlooks Dana Point Harbor and the Pacific Ocean, providing one of the
most dramatic views from the property. The park preserves a significant landform-the
geographical promontory Harbor "Point", and proposes a variety of recreation uses, including
three proposed visitor recreation facilities; the Maritime Historical Visitor Center (lighthouse),
the Cultural Arts Visitor Center, and the Nature Interpretive Visitor Center. The public trails,
veterans' memorial, and other amenities proposed in Harbor Point Park are further detailed in
Section 4.4, Park and Open Space Plan.
Planning Area 9: Resort Seaside Inn (Visitor/Recreation Commercial)
This 2.S-acre site provides a maximum 65-room (keys), luxury Seaside Inn, with a public
restaurant, amenities and accessory uses. The site fronts the Street of the Green Lantern and
Scenic Drive, and complements existing, off-site commercial facilities, such as the Charthouse
Restaurant. The site offers dramatic ocean and harbor views. The location, adjacent to the
Harbor Point Park, lends itself to public and private functions, encouraging coastal access.
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4.4

PARK AND OPEN SPACE PLAN

The Park and Open Space Plan creates an integrated system that responds to the natural
characteristics of the property. Development of the 121.3-acre project site has been carefully
planned to enhance public coastal access, provide a range of recreational opportunities, preserve
the coastal bluffs and other significant landforms, and conserve sensitive habitat. The public
open space, parks, and greenbelt linkages within the project total 62 acres, or over one half of the
entire site. The three primary goals of the Park and Open Space Plan are as follows:
1. Create high quality public parks, recreation, and open space areas that maximize
coastal access, establish and preserve public views, and conserve natural resources.
2. Interconnect the public parks and open space by establishing an integrated public
trail/access system that links to other trail alignments off-site.
3. Encourage public visitors to utilize the parks and open space by implementing a
series of scenic overlooks, informational signage, public art, and proposed public
visitor recreation facilities that provide a variety of educational, historical, natural,
and conservation programs.
Figure 4.4.1, Park and Open Space Plan, illustrates the location of the five public parks, the
recreation and conservation open space areas, the greenbelt linkages, the public trail/access
system, and the proposed visitor recreation facilities.
A.

The Public Parks

The five major parks within the system include (1) the Headlands Conservation Park, (2) the
Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkages, (3) the Harbor Point Park, (4) the Strand Vista Park/Public
Beach Access, and (5) the Strand Beach Park
A public trail/access system, over three miles in length, links all of the parks and open space.
The system includes pedestrian and bicycle trails, coastal and beach access, scenic overlooks,
and five proposed public visitor recreation facilities to be constructed by the
Landowner/Developer. The trails maximize public coastal access and view opportunities. These
trails implement the policies and guidelines of the Dana Point General Plan and provide a
comprehensive system that reinforces the relationship between the project site, the Harbor, and
the Pacific Ocean.
The public parks and open space areas will be improved by the developer, offered for dedication,
transferred, and/or conveyed to the appropriate public agency or non-profit entity in the first
phase of the project, consistent with the terms and conditions provided for in the Development
Agreement
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B.

Park Design Guidelines

Each park seeks to create a variety of public recreational opportunities by embracing different
design criteria. Many areas previously designated for residential or commercial development in
the City General Plan and the certified Local Coastal Program have been designated in the
HDCP as parks and open space. The design program of parks, open space, integrated public
trails, and proposed visitor recreation facilities encourages coastal visitors, while leaving
substantial portions of the site effectively undeveloped. The parks, greenbelts and open space
incorporate a hierarchy of use, ranging from active recreation to passive recreation to permanent
conservation. The following criteria for each park establish the basic use and design intent.
1.

Headlands Conservation Park (Planning Area 7)

Conceptual Plan
See Figure 4.4.2, Headlands Conservation Park Conceptual Plan
Setting
The Headlands Conservation Park overlooks the Pacific Ocean from the most dramatic
location within the project site. The area includes a prominent landform-the Dana
"Point," and its promontory commonly referred to as the "Headlands", as well as the
adjacent coastal bluffs which rise approximately 215 feet above the ocean. Scenic Drive
and Marguerita Road currently provide access to this area. Marguerita Road borders the
northerly edge of the site and will be removed concurrent with the extension of Selva
Road. An approximate 3.8-acre portion of the park is occupied by the endangered Pacific
pocket mouse.
Design Concept
Create a conservation open space park designed to permanently preserve the significant
landform, and conserve, manage, and preserve the existing flora and fauna. The park
shall consist of natural open space and be dedicated to the conservation and enhancement
of the existing habitat. Provide long-term management programs for the study and
maintenance of the natural resources. Define an appropriate level of public access along
a blufftop trail.
Program
Intensity of Use:

Level of Development:

Conservation-Very low. No active development
permitted. Coastal access is restricted to trails and
overlooks only.
Extremely low. A trail with a series of overlooks,
minor drainage improvements if necessary, fencing
and interpretive signage.
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Proposed Uses:

Scientific and educational studies. Professional
management and maintenance of existing habitat.
Interpretive walks. Coastal access and coastal view
opportunities. Walking/hiking on established trails
only.

Program Elements:

Native landscape materials. Pedestrian trail/coastal
access pathway. Multiple scenic overlooks.
Interpretive Signage. Conservation fencing, safety
fencing.

Site Features
• The existing Marguerita Road adjacent to the park, shall be removed, the area shall be
graded to natural contours andre-vegetated pursuant to Figure 4.4.6 and Section 4.13,
Coastal Resources Management Program.
•

Management and maintenance activities shall be coordinated with the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Services and the California Department ofFish and Game.

•

A 10' wide pedestrian trail of decomposed granite/gravel shall provide controlled
access to the coastal bluff top. See Figure 4.4.3, Headlands Conservation Park Bluff
Section.

•

Five enhanced overlooks with seating shall be integrated into the pedestrian trail
along the coastal bluff.

•

As determined by the appropriate public agency, safety fencing and conservation
fencing shall be provided for the Pacific pocket mouse habitat, and adjacent to the
public trail and scenic overlooks.

•

Interpretive signage, informational signage and related amenities shall be included
within the public trail and the overlooks.

•

A proposed Nature Interpretive Center shall be constructed in the adjacent greenbelt
(Planning Area 8a) to serve as management and educational headquarters for the
Headlands Conservation Park.
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Landscape Design
• The Park shall remain native in character with supplemental plantings of native plant
materials. Exotic, non-native, and invasive plant species shall be removed in
consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Services and the California Department
of Fish and Game.
•

Subject to other restrictions, native shrubs may be selectively planted adjacent to the
existing residential enclaves to provide a visual transition between the building
architecture and surrounding landscape. Shrubs shall be located to minimize conflicts
with the views from surrounding areas.

•

Limited temporary irrigation shall be provided, if necessary, to ensure establishment
of new plantings. Irrigation will consist of low volume applications such as drip,
bubbler and/or low volume spray heads. Irrigation shall encourage deep root growth
instead of surface root development. Design of all such irrigation shall conform to
Section 4.14, Park and Open Space Management Program.

Ownership, Construction and Maintenance
The Headlands Conservation Park shall be owned by a non-profit trust, established in
conjunction with the NCCP/HCP, the USFWS and the CDFG. The trust shall include a
Board of Directors, a Protector, a Manager, and the requisite support staff necessary to
provide for the long-term conservation of the natural resources within the park.
Construction activities shall be completed by the Landowner/Developer and limited to
the proposed coastal bluff public access trail, safety and conservation fencing, coastal
view overlooks, and minor drainage facilities, if necessary.
An endowment for the park, as budgeted by the Center for Natural Lands Management,

shall be established to provide for the long-term maintenance, and management
consistent with Section 4.14, Park and Open Space Management Program.
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2.

Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkages (Planning Area 5)

Conceptual Plan
See Figure 4.4.4, Hilltop Park Conceptual Plan.
Setting
The Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkages include the highest elevation found within the
project site. At 288 feet, the "hilltop" provides 360° views, including the surrounding
city, harbor, and ocean. The park preserves a prominent landform. Access is currently
provided from PCH, Street of the Green Lantern, and Scenic Drive.
Design Concept
Create a park that utilizes the existing topography to establish public view opportunities
to the ocean, harbor, and city. Provide a series of greenbelt linkages and public trails to
adjacent parks and open space. Emphasize the use of natural or drought tolerant
landscape materials. Provide appropriate public visitor facilities.
Program
Intensity of Use:

Recreation-Low. Limited development of public
visitor facilities permitted. Limited recreational
activities permitted.

Level ofDevelopment:

Moderately Low. Multiple public trails, hilltop
overlook, rest areas, visitor recreation facility,
parking.

Proposed Uses:

Walking, bicycling, hiking, jogging, picnicking,
educational, parking. Coastal access and view
opportunities, fuel modification, protection of
natural resources.

Program Elements:

Primarily native landscape materials, drought
tolerant landscape materials. Pedestrian/bicycle
access pathways.
Scenic overlooks. Visitor
recreation
facility,
interpretive/informational
signage. Fencing as appropriate for public safety,
view preservation, and protection of resources.

Site Features
• Trails shall be either bikeways or pedestrian trails as designated on Figure 4.5.1,
Public Trail/Access Plan. Combined bikeway/pedestrian trails shall be 12' wide and
constructed of concrete. Pedestrian trails shall be 10' wide, constructed of
decomposed granite/gravel. A "switchback" pedestrian trail shall provide access to
the hilltop overlook.
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FIGURE 4.4.4
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A hilltop overlook shall be provided at the park's highest elevation. The overlook
shall be constructed of concrete or other durable materials and be designed to blend
with the natural surroundings. See Figure 4.4.5, Hilltop Park Section. A minimum of
two benches and one trash receptacle shall be provided. Fencing may be required as
deemed necessary by the Director of Community Development.

•

Marguerita Road shall be removed, the area graded to natural contours and
revegetated pursuant to Section 4.13, Coastal Resources Management Program. See
Figure 4.4.6, Greenbelt Buffer at Headlands Conservation Park.

•

Areas of natural resource value shall be protected through signage and fencing if
necessary.

•

Access to the Hilltop Park shall be limited to pedestrians. Parking shall be provided at
the Street of the Green Lantern, Scenic Drive, the County parking lot off Selva Road,
and the adjacent Nature Interpretive Visitor Center parking lot.

•

Interpretive signage, informational signage, and related amenities shall be included
within the public trail and the overlooks.

•

The proposed visitor recreation facility, the Conservation Visitor Center, shall be
located near the terminus of Selva Road. The Conservation Visitor Center shall be a
maximum of 2,000 square feet and, due to fuel modification requirements,
constructed as an open-air facility using non~combustible materials.

•

The Conservation Visitor Center shall inClude an educational program open to the
public highlighting the various conservation programs that have been established
along the California Coast.

•

Public access shall be permitted on public trails and overlooks in areas that are not
determined to be sensitive natural resources.

Landscape Design
• Primarily native shrubs, ground covers and grasses selected from the Headlands
Revegetation Palette. The greenbelt along the Selva Road extension and along the
border with the Niguel Terrace Condominiums may utilize the Landscape Palette
identified on Table 4.16.1

•

Subject to other restrictions, native trees shall be selectively planted as necessary to
screen adjacent uses. Trees shall be located to minimize conflicts with views from
surrounding areas. See Figure 4.4.7, Greenbelt Linkage.

•

Limited temporary irrigation for native plant establishment and limited permanent
irrigation as necessary to comply with Fuel Modification Zone requirements or for
designated drought tolerant landscaping areas.
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Ownership, Construction Maintenance
The Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkages shall be transferred to the City pursuant to the
terms of the Development Agreement. The property shall be conveyed subject to the
completion of all improvements, which shall be constructed by the
Landowner/Developer. Maintenance and management costs shall be borne by the
Landowner/Developer, as detailed in Section 4.14, Coastal Resources Management
Program, for a one year period, and thereafter, by the City.
3.

Harbor Point Park (Planning Area Sa/b)

Conceptual Plan
See Figure 4.4.8, Harbor Point Park Conceptual Plan
Setting
The Harbor Point Park, located on the southeastern edge of the project, overlooks Dana
Point Harbor. The site includes the Harbor "Point" which borders the harbor, the adjacent
coastal bluffs, and a plateau that provides dramatic views. The Street of the Green
Lantern, Cove Road and Scenic Drive provide access to the area.
Design Concept
Create a public park that preserves a major landform, while establishing and encouraging
public coastal access. Incorporate coastal view opportunities. Integrate the public trail
system and the proposed visitor recreation facilities by providing areas that can be
actively used by the public. Provide a contemplative space within the park. Align the
trails, overlooks, and public facilities to visually link with the harbor and the ocean. For
Planning Area 8b, restrict public access from sensitive natural resources.
Program
Intensity of Use:

For Planning Area Sa, recreation-moderately high.
Multiple recreational activities permitted.
For
Planning Area 8b, conservation-very low, no active
development permitted.

Level ofDevelopment:

For Planning Area 8a, moderately high. Multiple
public trails, overlooks, rest areas, visitor public
facilities, public art, veterans' memorial. Planning
Area 8b, public access to the coastal bluff face is
prohibited. Limited access to the rocky beaches in
conjunction with the Ocean Institute.

Proposed Uses:

For Planning Area 8a, walking, bicycling, hiking,
jogging, picnicking, educational, historical, artistic,
parking. Coastal access and view opportunities.
Public and private ceremonial activities.
For
Planning Area 8b, scientific and educational uses
only.
Permanent conservation through deed
restrictions.
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FIGURE 4.4.8
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Program Elements:

For Planning Area 8a, drought tolerant and native
landscaping materials. Pedestrian/bicycle access
pathways. Scenic overlooks. Visitor recreational
facilities.
Veterans' memorial.
Public art.
Interpretive/informational signage. Safety fencing.
For Planning Area 8b, conservation of natural
resources. Interpretive/ informational signage.

Site Features
• Trails shall be either bikeways or pedestrian trails as designated on Figure 4.5.1,
Public Trail/Access Plan. Bikeway trails surrounding the proposed Maritime
Historical Visitor Center shall be 10' wide, constructed of concrete. Other pedestrian
trails shall be typically 10' wide, constructed of decomposed granite/gravel or
stabilized soil.

•

A series of seven overlooks shall be constructed of decomposed granite/gravel,
concrete, or enhanced pavement. A minimum of two benches and one trash
receptacle shall be provided at each overlook. Public art, kiosk, markers or signage
providing interpretive, historical or other relevant information shall be provided as
determined by the Director of Community Development.

•

Safety view fence shall separate trails from adjacent coastal bluffs.

•

A proposed Veteran's Memorial, with two components-a monument/public art
element and a flagpole, shall establish a contemplative area near the proposed
Maritime Historical Visitor Center.

•

The proposed Maritime Historical Visitor Center shall be a maximum of 2,000 square
feet. The design shall replicate an early Californian lighthouse, and include historical
exhibits related to California's maritime and local history. It shall be located inside
the VR/C building stringline established by the adjacent commercial development on
Green Lantern. A paved, enhanced patio area, suitable for outdoor receptions and
picnicking shall be included in the design program. Sidewalks immediately adjacent
to the Maritime Historical center shall be concrete enhanced pavement. See Figure
4.4.9, Harbor Point Park Section.

•

The proposed Cultural Arts Visitor Center shall be a maximum of 2,000 square feet.
It shall be constructed of appropriate materials consistent with Section 4.12, Design
Guidelines, to complement the surrounding area. It shall be located adjacent to
Scenic Drive overlooking the Pacific Ocean. The facility shall include multi-purpose
space suitable for exhibitions, lectures, and educational uses. A paved patio area shall
adjoin the building.
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The proposed Nature Interpretive Visitor Center shall be a maximum of 2,000 feet. It
shall be constructed of appropriate materials consistent with Section 4.12, Design
Guidelines, to complement the surrounding area. It is located adjacent to the
Headlands Conservation Park, at the terminus to Scenic Drive. The facility shall
include educational, management, and operational space designed to serve the
adjacent Headlands Conservation Park.

•

Vehicular drop-off/turnarounds shall be provided immediately east of the Maritime
Historical Visitor Center and at the terminus to Scenic Drive adjacent to the proposed
Nature Interpretive Visitor Center. Vehicular drop-offs shall be paved with enhanced
pavement and shall have planted islands. A minimum of two benches and one trash
receptacle shall be provided at each drop-off.

Landscape Design
• Harbor Point Park shall be landscaped with native and drought tolerant materials as
identified in Table 4.14.2 and Table 4.16.1. Accent plantings immediately adjacent to
the visitor recreation facilities may be planted subject to approval by the Director of
Community Development.
•

An open meadow appropriate to informal uses shall be established in the area
overlooking the Dana Point Harbor. It shall be composed of appropriate native
grasses or groundcovers.

•

Subject to fuel modification and other restnctwns, low canopy trees shall be
selectively planted within 50 feet of the Maritime Historical Visitor Center, Cultural
Arts Visitor Center and Nature Interpretive Visitor Center. Trees may also be
selectively planted within and immediately adjacent to parking areas. Trees shall be
located to minimize conflicts with views from surrounding areas.

•

Irrigation shall be temporary in those areas adjacent to the coastal bluffs. Permanent
irrigation shall be allowed within enhanced landscape zones immediately adjacent to
visitor facilities and as required. See Section 4.16 for additional irrigation guidelines.

Ownership, Construction and Maintenance
The Harbor Point Park shall be transferred to the City pursuant to the requirements of the
Development Agreement. The property shall be conveyed subject to the completion of
all improvements, which shall be constructed by the Landowner/Developer. The
maintenance and management costs shall be borne by the Landowner/Developer, as
detailed in Section 4.14, Coastal Resource Management Program, for a one year period,
and thereafter, by the City.
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4.

Strand Vista Park/Public Beach Access (Planning Area 1)

Conceptual Plan
Please see Figure 4.4.1 0, Strand Vista Park/Public Beach Access Conceptual Plan
Setting
Strand Vista Park is located parallel to and immediately seaward of the existing County
Salt Creek Parking Lot (approximately 600 parking spaces). Vehicular access is from
Selva Road. Currently this area is fenced and heavily overgrown with mature vegetation
such as oleander and acacia. Public views are non-existent. An existing public coastal
access stairway owned by the County of Orange (the future North Strand Beach Access)
lies just north of the property line. This narrow, steep, trail provides the only proximate
access to Strand Beach.
Design Concept
Create an active park that utilizes the unique site characteristic to provide dramatic
coastal access and view opportunities. Establish the integrated trail system as a major
feature within the park. Incorporate a series of view overlooks to establish public view
opportunities.
Create an improved public beach access, the North Strand Beach Access, by widening the
existing County facility, and designing two rest/landing areas with view opportunities.
Construct a new restroom and outdoor shower facility at the base of the stairs
immediately above Strand Beach.
Create the Central Strand Beach Access as a new public path to Strand Beach,
conveniently located within the Strand Vista Park, near the entry to the Strand Residential
neighborhood (Planning Area 2). The entry of the Central Strand Beach Access shall be
designed to encourage public use, i.e., architectural elements shall be incorporated into
the entry to distinguish it and appropriate signage shall be posted. The Central Strand
Beach Access shall provide direct access to Strand· Beach, opening a portion of the
property currently fenced and restricted from public use.
Construct the South Strand Beach Access to provide additional access to Strand Beach.
Create new coastal view opportunities by establishing a public overlook area adjacent to
the Selva Road entry, and by integrating rest/landing areas into the "switchback" public
access trail. The South Strand Beach Access will provide direct access to the beach,
opening a portion of the property currently fenced and restricted from public use.
Construction of this walkway implements the coastal access identified in the Certified
Dana Point Local Coastal Program.

Program
Intensity of Use:

Recreation-Moderately
activities permitted.

high.

Multiple

recreation
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Level of Development:

Moderately high. Multiple public trails, overlooks, rest
areas, visitor recreation facility (public restroom and
showers), public art, coastal access pathways.

Proposed Uses:

Walking, bicycling, hiking, jogging, picnicking, restroom,
and shower facilities.
Coastal access and view
opportunities.

Program Elements:

Drought tolerant landscape materials with appropriate
transitions to native materials at the south end.
Pedestrian/bicycle access pathways. Scenic overlooks.
Visitor recreational facility. Interpretive informational
signage. Public art. Vertical and lateral coastal access.
Safety fencing, view fencing.
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Site Features
• A meandering 10' wide concrete pedestrian trail shall be constructed within the linear
park. As appropriate, the trail shall be grade separated, with approximately a five-foot
difference in elevation between the trail and parking lot. See Figure 4.4.11, Strand
Vista Park Prototypical Trail Section.
•

Pedestrian plazas/overlooks shall consist of enlarged paved areas, appropriate metal
view fencing, with a minimum of two benches, a picnic table, and a trash receptacle.
If necessary, retaining walls adjacent to the trails or overlooks shall be constructed of
appropriate, durable materials that blend with the setting. See Figure 4.4.12, Strand
Vista Park Conceptual Overlooks.

•

The existing County public beach access shall be improved as the North Strand Beach
Access. Two overlooks providing coastal views, rest/landing areas shall be
incorporated into the trail design. Benches shall be provided at each overlook. The
access shall be enhanced through new landscaping and related amenities to integrate
it with Strand Vista Park. See Figure 4.4.13, North Strand Beach Access CrossSection.

•

A visitor recreation facility consisting of new restroom and shower facilities shall be
constructed at the base of the North Strand Beach Access, above Strand Beach. As
necessary, view fencing shall be provided.

•

The Central Strand Beach Access shall consist of a concrete walkway 8' wide which
will parallel the spine road for the Strand residential neighborhood, as illustrated in
Figures 4.4.15 and 4.4.16. Above the beach, at the same level as the lowest row of
lots, the access shall be incorporated into a 50' wide landscaped extension of Strand
Beach Park. Within the 50' wide landscaped extension only, the trail shall be 10'
wide.

•

South Strand Beach Access shall be constructed as a 6' wide "switchback" trail from
Selva Road to the southern portion of the beach. An overlook shall be provided at the
top of the walkway, adjacent to Selva Road. Additional rest areas/overlooks shall be
incorporated into the trail at key locations and safety view fence shall be installed as
necessary.

Landscape Design
• Landscape within Strand Vista Park and the North Strand Beach Access shall be more
"manicured" in character yet still tied to the overall landscape theme. Materials will
be selected from Table 4.16.1, Landscape Palette. Existing site vegetation shall be
selectively removed to create and enhance ocean views. Palm, cypress and other
vertical shaped trees will be planted at the pedestrian plazas/over looks but spaced to
ensure preservation of views. Low trees and shrubs shall be planted on the slope of
the western side ofthe trail in order to preserve public views.
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Landscape along the South Beach Access shall be native shrubs, ground covers and
drought tolerant materials. The landscaping should transition into native materials
from Selva Road into the slope area. Native trees shall be selectively planted as
necessary to screen adjacent uses. Selected planting of trees may be used along the
south access to provide shade and visual interest. Trees shall be located to minimize
conflicts with views from surrounding areas.

•

Within the guidelines identified in Section 4.16, permanent irrigation may be
provided within Strand Vista Park, as well as those areas adjacent to the North and
South accessways. Slope areas with native materials will require irrigation for plant
establishment and possible fuel modification interface.

Ownership, Construction, Maintenance
Strand Vista Park shall be transferred to the City pursuant to the Development
Agreement.
The property shall be conveyed subject to the completion of all
improvements, which shall be constructed by the Landowner/Developer.
The
Landowner/Developer shall enter into a Construction and Maintenance Agreement with
the County for those portions of the County Strand Beach parking lot that abut the Strand
Vista Park.
The maintenance and management costs shall be borne by the
Landowner/Developer, as detailed in Section 4.14, Coastal Resources Management
Program, for a one year period, and thereafter, by the City. The City reserves the right to
trim or remove trees for the preservation of public views.
5.

Strand Beach Park (Planning Area 3)

Conceptual Plan
Please see Figure 4.4.14 Strand Beach Park Conceptual Plan
Setting
Strand Beach lies seaward of the existing rock revetment, which borders the former
mobile home park within the project site. This privately owned beach to the mean high
tide, connects to the adjacent Salt Creek Beach.
The Ritz-Carlton hotel sits
approximately one-quarter mile to the north; the Niguel Shores residential community
directly borders the site. The wide sandy beach terminates at the base of the Dana
"Point" to create a secluded ambience. Selva Road provides access to the County owned
vertical access above the beach.
Design Concept
Create multiple public beach access opportunities, which connect to the integrated trail
system. Provide numerous scenic overlooks and rest areas. Dedicate the private beach to
public ownership and uses. Reconstruct the existing rock revetment (which lies within
Planning Area 2) to ensure public safety and to create public coastal access. Utilize
project design features such as nuisance water diversion to minimize water quality
impacts and beach erosion.
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Program
Multiple

recreational

Intensity of Use:

Recreation-very high.
activities permitted.

Level ofDevelopment:

Low. Limited to new coastal access pathways.

Proposed Uses:

Surfing, swimming, volleyball, picnics, walking,
hiking, jogging, fishing, kayaking, and other water
related activities.

Program Elements:

Establish public coastal access, emergency access,
reconstruct the existing rock revetment to ensure
public safety and to minimize coastal erosion.

Site Features
• As identified in Strand Vista Park above, the North Strand Beach Access pathway
shall consist of a 10' wide pedestrian sidewalk that connects to Strand Beach Road
directly adjacent to the north end of the County parking lot.
•

Public restrooms and showers serving visitors to Strand Beach shall be constructed
within the North Strand Beach Access directly above the beach.

•

The South Strand Beach Access pathway shall consist of a 6' wide pedestrian trail
that connects to Selva Road, south of the County parking lot.

•

The Central Strand Beach accessway will parallel the spine road serving the Strand
residential neighborhood. Above the beach, beginning at the same level as the lowest
row of residential lots, the access shall be incorporated into a 50' wide landscaped
extension of Strand Beach Park. See Figure 4.4.15, Central Strand Beach Access
Conceptual Plan and Figure 4.4.16, Central Strand Beach Cross-Section.

•

The lowest and most southerly cul-de-sac in the Strand residential neighborhood shall
provide a 16' wide rampway to Strand Beach for emergency and maintenance
vehicles.

•

The emergency access and the Central Strand Beach Access will be protected from
coastal erosion by incorporating the accessways into the design of the reconstruction
for the revetment.

Landscape Design
• Landscaping for the 50' wide Strand Beach Access shall utilize the Landscape Palette
in Table 4.16 and shall minimize view impacts to off-site areas.
•

Irrigation shall be provided as necessary subject to the guidelines in Section 4.16.
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Ownership, Construction, Maintenance
The Strand Beach Park shall be offered for dedication or donation to the County pursuant
to the Development Agreement. If the County does not accept the Strand Beach Park, it
shall be offered for dedication or donation to the City. The property shall be conveyed
subject to the completion of all improvements, which shall be constructed by the
Landowner/Developer. Except for the beach, which will be the County's (or City's)
responsibility upon acceptance, the maintenance and management costs shall be borne by
the Landowner/Developer, as detailed in Section 4.13, Coastal Resources Management
Program, for a one year period, and thereafter, by the County (or City).
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4.5

PUBLIC TRAIL/ACCESS PLAN

The Public Trail/Access Plan provides a comprehensive system that accommodates pedestrians,
bicycles, and visiting members of the public at various locations. The public trail system is
illustrated in Figure 4.5.1, Public Trail/Access Plan. The major components of the system
include pedestrian trails, bikeways/pedestrian trails, coastal access pathways, and overlooks.
The Public Trail/Access Plan links the five major parks, the five proposed visitor recreation
facilities, and provides numerous coastal access and public view opportunities. The extensive
coastal access is further illustrated on Figure 4.5.2, Coastal Access Plan.
A.

Public Trail/Access Description

The Public Trail/Access Plan shall include approximately three miles of improved pathways.
Pedestrian trails shall be constructed as noted in the applicable section of this HDCP using
materials such as decomposed granite. Public safety fencing, where appropriate, may be
constructed adjacent to the public trail system. Bikeways will be a combination of Class I and
Class III designations. All proposed visitor recreation facilities shall be located in close
proximity to the Public Trail Plan. The Public Trail/Access Plan includes the North, Central and
South Strand Beach pathways.
B.

Public Access Program Guidelines

Public access program guidelines have been established for each of the five public parks. The
guidelines complement the park design criteria set forth in Section 4.4, Parks and Open Space
Plan. Tables 4.5.1 to 4.5.5, which follow, outline the public access program guidelines for each.
C.

Coastal View Opportunities

The Public Trail/Access Plan also establishes a number of dramatic public coastal view
opportunities. The plan does so by locating trails and overlooks on vantage points and close to
the coastline. Figure 4.5.3, Coastal View Opportunities, highlights those areas that shall
establish permanent public coastal views and scenic overlooks.
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HEADLANDS DEVELOPMENT AND CONSERVATION PLAN

Section 4.0 Development Guidelines

TABLE 4.5.1
HEADLANDS CONSERVATION PARK (24.2 ACRES)
PUBLIC ACCESS PROGRAM GUIDELINES

1. Public and coastal access shall be established by a trail and a series of overlooks
located near the coastal bluff edge consistent with the NCCP/HCP, subiect to the
annroval ofthe Citv. the USFWS and the DFG.
2. The bluff-top trail in the Headlands Conservation Park shall be accessible to the
public year-round, except for any specific period determined by the resources
agencies to protect on site resources. The recipient public agency or non-profit
entitv will determine hours of dailv operation.
.,
.). The view overlooks may provide seating, interpretive signage, public art. and
historical or other relevant information.
4. Any areas disturbed during the construction of the public access trail and overlooks
shall be re-vegetated with appropriate native species from the Headlands
Reve2:etation Palette as determined bv the Citv. USFWS and DFG.
5. Public access to all areas outside of the proposed trail and overlook areas shall be
prohibited. A program of fencing, signage, and other design features shall
discourage visitors from leaving the trails and overlooks.
6. All pets. with the exception of guide dogs, will be restricted from the Headlands
Conservation Park.
The
adiacent Planning Area 8a (Harbor Point Park) proposes a visitor serving
7.
facility (Nature Interpretive Visitor Center). and will provide parking to educational
activities for visitors to the Headlands Conservation Park.
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TABLE 4.5.2
HILLTOP PARK AND GREENBELT LINKAGES (12.3 ACRES)
PUBLIC ACCESS PROGRAM GUIDELINES

1. Public and coastal access shall be established by a public trail and overlooks leading
to the too of the Hilltoo Park.
2. The public trail and overlooks shall be open to the public year-round. Citv will
determine hours of dailv ooeration.
3. The view overlooks may provide seating, interpretive signage, public art, and
historical or other relevant information as determined by the City.

4. Any areas disturbed during the construction of the public access trails and overlooks
shall be re-vegetated with appropriate native species from the Headlands
Revegetation Palette subiect to fuel modification reauirements.
5. The Hilltop Park shall contain passive recreational uses that complement the multiuse trail and view overlook, such as seating, fencing, preservation areas, interpretive
kiosks and related landscaoe features
6. The Greenbelt Linkages shall contain passive recreational uses that complement the
multi-use trail, such as seating. fencing, preservation areas. interpretive kiosks. a
proposed visitor recreational facilitv (Conservation Center). and related facilities.
7. Parking shall be accommodated along the Street of the Green Lantern, along Scenic
Drive. in the Planning Area 8a parking lot next to the proposed nature interpretive
center, and in the Countv public parking lot adiacent to Selva Road.
8. The Greenbelt areas shall be established and maintained as open space buffers
between land uses, particularly for the Headlands Conservation Park.

9. Appropriate signage identifying the location of public coastal accesswavs will be
displayed in conspicuous locations throughout the Greenbelt Linkages.
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TABLE 4.5.3
HARBOR POINT PARK (10.4 ACRES)
PUBLIC ACCESS PROGRAM GUIDELINES

1. Public and coastal access shall be established by a series of public trails and overlooks

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

9.

located near the coastal bluff ed_ge as determined b_y_ the HDCP.
The bluff-top trail in the Harbor Point Park shall be open to the public year-round. The
· Citv will determine hours of Qperation.
The view overlooks shall provide seating, interpretive signage, public art, kiosks, and
historical or other relevant information as determined by the Citv.
The Harbor Point Park shall include uses that complement the public trail and
overlooks, such as the proposed veterans' memorial, and areas appropriate for picnics,
weddings, or other public functions in the immediate vicinity of the proposed public
visitor facilities.
The Harbor Point Park includes three proposed public visitor recreation facilities (a
Maritime Historical Visitor Center (lighthouse), Cultural Arts Visitor Center, and a
Nature Interpretive Visitor Center to be constructed by the Landowner/Developer.
Each facility shall be designed to encourage public access by implementing
educational or recreation oro!!rams that are ooen to the_t>ublic.
The visitor recreation facilities shall have diversified, low cost public programs to
attract visitors and encourage the public to visit more than one facility. The facilities
shall be designed as destinationo_oints for the p_ublic trail system.
The visitor recreation facilities shall be open to the public year-round. The recipient
oublic a!!encv or non-orofit entitv will determine hours of ooeration.
The proposed Cultural Arts Visitor Center shall be a multi-purpose space of
approximately 2000 sq. ft. that accommodates art exhibitions, lectures, presentations,
and instructional functions.
The proposed Maritime Historical Visitor Center (lighthouse) shall be designed as a
replica of an early California lighthouse and provide historical exhibits related to
California maritime activities as well as the historv of the local region.
Continued
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TABLE 4.5.3
HARBOR POINT PARK (10.5 ACRES)
PUBLIC ACCESS PROGRAM GUIDELINES
(CONTINUED)

10. The proposed Nature Interpretive Visitor Center shall be located adjacent to the
Headlands Conservation Park and provide information, exhibits, docent tours, and
management facilities for the unique flora and fauna within the Headlands
Conservation Park.
11. Parking shall be accommodated along Scenic Drive, in the Planning Area 8a parking
lot next to the proposed Nature Interpretive Visitor Center, and in the County public
parking lot. Parking on Scenic Drive will be time restricted.
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TABLE4.5.4
STRAND VISTA PARK/PUBLIC ACCESS (9.9 ACRES)
PUBLIC ACCESS PROGRAM GUIDELINES

I. Public and coastal access shall be established by a series of public trails and
overlooks west of the existing County parking lot, connecting to the Public Trail
svstem and Strand Beach as established in the HDCP
2. The public trails and overlooks in the Strand Vista Park shall be open to the public
vear-round. The City will determine hours of operation.
3. The view overlooks shall provide seating, interpretive signage, public art, or other
relevant information as determined bv the City.
4. The Strand Vista Park shall include active recreation uses that complement the
public trail and overlooks, such as landscaped seating areas, picnic facilities, kiosks,
and other amenities that may be appropriate for coastal viewing and related public
activities.
5. The Strand Vista Park shall include three public beach access pathways-South
Strand Beach Access Central Strand Beach Access and North Strand Beach Access.
6. The Strand Vista Park proposes a public visitor recreation facility (a restroom and
shower facility) to be constructed by the Landowner/Developer as part of the North
Strand Beach Access iust above Strand Beach.
7. Parking shall be accommodated in the adjacent County public parking lot and on
Selva Road.
8. Appropriate signage identifying the location of public coastal accessways will be
displayed in conspjcuous locations.
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TABLE4.5.5
STRAND BEACH PARK (5.2 ACRES)
PUBLIC ACCESS PROGRAM GUIDELINES

1. Public and coastal access shall be permanently established through the designation
of vertical and lateral beach access and by dedicating or donating the privately
owned Strand Beach to the Coun as a ublic
k.
2. The Strand Beach Park shall be open to the public year-round. The County will
determine hours of o eration.
3. The Strand Beach Park shall accommodate passive beach recreation opportunities.
such as swimmin ·o in surfin
icnickin fishin and related activities.
4. Public access to all areas outside of the proposed Strand Beach Access pathways
shall be restricted. A program of fencing, signage, and other design features shall
discoura e visitors from leavin the trails and outlooks.
5. If feasible. all pets. with the exception of guide dogs, will be restricted from the
Strand Beach Park as determined b the Coun .
6. The adjacent, existing County Strand Beach parking lot provides parking for Strand
Beach.
7. Appropriate signage identifying the location of public coastal accessways will be
dis Ia ed in cons icuous locations.
8. Emer enc vehicle access to Strand Beach will be rovided from Plannin Area 2.
9. The Central Strand Beach Access will include a 50' wide landscaped extension of
Strand Beach Park from the beach to the closest inland street.
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4.6

CIRCULATION PLAN

The Circulation Plan establishes the system for safe and efficient vehicular movement. This
system integrates the alignments for on-site roadways and rights-of-way, controlled access
points, off-site roadway improvements, and pedestrian and bikeway alignments. Additionally,
the Circulation Plan reduces potential impacts to the Headlands Conservation Park by deleting
existing Marguerita Road. The Circulation Plan also designates public parking and access to
coastal resources.
Public roadways and private streets, as shown on Figure 4.6.1, Circulation Plan, designate the
vehicle circulation for the project site. The roadways have been classified according to their
function and anticipated levels of service. Figure 4.6.2, Street Sections, depicts the standards and
cross-sections for each street type.
Selva Road and a new intersection at Pacific Coast Highway (PCH) and "A" Street provide
primary access to the project. Cove Road, Scenic Drive and Street of the Green Lantern provide
secondary access. The public roadways are described in detail in the following paragraphs:
A.

PCH/"A" Street

Access to the project site from PCH will occur at "A" Street. "A" Street provides primary access
to Planning Area 4, PCH V/RC, and Planning Area 6, Upper Headlands Residential. The new
intersection shall be constructed by the Developer prior to issuance of the first building permit
for Planning Area 4 or 6. The proposed intersection will be designed such that the north-bound
traffic on PCH can have a continuous green light and not be required to stop for north-bound left
turns out of the project. The Developer shall improve the portions of PCH that front the project
site to its ultimate design as a major arterial (1 00-foot ROW). CalTrans requires an
encroachment permit to be approved prior to construction. The intersection is projected to meet
warrants for a traffic signal.
B.

Selva Road Extension/Dana Strand Road

Selva Road, which intersects with PCH, provides primary entry to Planning Area 1, Strand Vista
Park, Planning Area 2, Strand Residential, and Planning Area 3, Strand Beach Park. Selva Road
also provides secondary access to Planning Area 7, Headlands Conservation Park and to
Planning Area 5, the Hilltop Park and Greenbelt Linkages.
The Selva Road extension will connect to the existing Dana Strand Road and terminate in a culde-sac at the south end of the existing multi-family residential enclave. Selva Road is a public
street with non-metered parking on one side, and includes a landscaped parkway that separates
the sidewalk and street. Limited additional parking, south of the cul-de-sac, provides access to
the adjacent Headlands Conservation Park.
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New PCH Intersection I "A" Street
58 FT. R.O.W.
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C.

Street of the Green Lantern

Street of the Green Lantern (Street of the Blue Lantern and Santa Clara for outbound trips to
PCH) provide secondary access to the project site. Street of the Green Lantern intersects with
PCH and Cove Road, and provides access to Planning Area 5, Hilltop Park and Greenbelt
Linkages, Planning Area 7, Headlands Conservation Park, Planning Area 8, Harbor Point Park,
and Planning Area 9, Seaside Inn Visitor Recreation Commercial.
Green Lantern will be realigned to a traffic circle with Scenic Drive. Metered head-in parking
along the realigned Street of the Green Lantern and Scenic Drive provides access to the adjacent
parks, open space and public trail system.

D.

Cove Road

Cove Road is an existing two-lane road, which connects Green Lantern and Scenic Drive to
Harbor Drive. Cove Road provides access to Planning Area 9, Seaside Inn Visitor/Recreation
Commercial. No changes to Cove Road are proposed.

E.

Scenic Drive

Scenic Drive exists on-site and provides access for the existing residential enclaves. With the
implementation of the project, the multi-family residential enclave will take access via the
extension of Selva Road (Dana Strand Road). Marguerita Road is a private easement. It will be
removed and converted to open space. Scenic Drive will be realigned at the Green Lantern
traffic circle. Portions of Planning Area 7, Headlands Conservation Park, Planning Area 8,
Harbor Point Park, and Planning Area 9, Seaside Inn Visitor/Recreation Commercial, take access
from Scenic Drive.
Scenic Drive, currently consisting of a 60' right-of-way, will terminate in a cul-de-sac just east
of the existing, single family residential enclave. That portion of Scenic Drive that fronts the
existing, single family residential enclave will be vacated and added to the Headlands
Conservation Park, creating a 30' right-of-way servicing the residential enclave. To the extent
feasible, the existing vegetation in this parkway area abutting the existing residential uses will be
retained during reconstruction of the pavement. Any tress or shrubs removed to provide the
roadway relocation will be replaced at a ratio of 1: 1 (space permitting and subject to appropriate
design) with specimens selected from HDCP Tables 4.16.1, Landscape Palette and 4.14.2,
Revegetation Plant Palette. Screening capability at maturity will be utilized as an important
species selection criterion. Replacement trees will be sized at 24" box and shrubs at a mix of
five and 15 gallon. Once the landscaping and irrigation is installed, maintenance will become
the responsibility of the abutting homeowner. Restricted hourly parking is proposed for the new
parking lot adjacent to the Scenic Drive cul-de-sac. Metered head-in parking along Scenic Drive
provides additional access to the adjacent parks, open space and public trail system.
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4. 7

CONCEPTUAL DRAINAGE PLAN

Dana Point Harbor and coastal areas in Dana Point have experienced beach closures and other
water quality problems over the past several years. To address these concerns the Headlands
project will implement a number of design features to reduce existing and potential storm water
pollution. The project site drainage system and storm drain improvements are depicted in Figure
4.7.1, Conceptual Drainage Plan, and further analyzed in the Headlands EIR Technical
Appendices. Storm water runoff quality, as detailed in the EIR, will improve after the Best
Management Practices ("BMPs") detailed for the project consisting of both structural and nonstructural controls are implemented. The Conceptual Drainage Plan and project BMPs will also
serve existing development in the vicinity of the project.
The existing site hydrology drains to three primary areas: Strand Beach, the coastal bluff edges,
and to Dana Point Harbor. The majority of the drainage flows to Strand Beach where five storm
drain outlets were constructed in the 1950s to service the mobile home park, as well as adjacent
off-site areas that drain to the Headlands. The off-site runoff includes portions of the County
Salt Creek Parking Lot, Selva Road, and adjacent residential homes and condominiums. On-site
storm water runoff to Dana Point Harbor comes from portions of the existing Cove Road, Scenic
Drive, and the Street of the Green Lantern, which utilize concrete "V" ditches in Cove Road and
storm drains in Green Lantern. Portions of Blue Lantern and Santa Clara Avenue and the
commercial and residential development associated with those streets also drain to the west end
of Dana Point Harbor.

A.

Conceptual Drainage Plan

Figure 4. 7.1, Conceptual Drainage Plan, identifies the proposed storm drains, inlets, outlets and
BMP filter locations. The storm drain system will incorporate diversion of nuisance water flows
and similar improvements and filtering mechanisms to minimize drainage impacts to the ocean
and Dana Point Harbor. Typically the storm flows with the greatest amount of pollution are the
"first flush" of a storm event. The first flush storm water flow from the project development and
adjoining areas in the watershed will be directed to sand filters which will be sized to store and
filter the first flush. The sand filters will be located on-site and within the parking lots owned by
the County in the Harbor and in the Salt Creek parking lot next to Selva Road. Runoff in the
parking lots will also be directed to the sand filters. The sand filters will also reduce first flush
peak flows through the runoff storage and filtering process. Drainage within the Strand Beach
area will be conveyed to three outlet points and will incorporate internal energy dissipaters to
reduce the possibility of beach erosion. Storm water which drains to the Harbor will utilize the
existing outlet near the pier on the west side of the harbor. The developer will work
cooperatively with the County of Orange to ensure pre-existing erosion conditions at the outlet
are reduced by reducing peak flows.

B.

Drainage Guidelines

All drainage control facilities will follow the requirements of the Headlands Conceptual
Drainage Plan, the Orange County Drainage Area Management Plan, and the National Pollutant
Discharge Elimination System (NPDES). A Best Management Practices (BMP) program is also
required to control storm water runoff. Controls include, but are not limited to the following:
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1.

Construction Phase Erosion and Sediment Control

During the construction phase of the project, erosion and sediment control plans and
related documents shall conform to the Orange County Grading and Excavation Code
adopted by the City. Additionally, all construction activity must conform to the
requirements of Section 8.0 of the Orange County Drainage Area Management Plan, all
NPDES requirements and the requirements of the HDCP Coastal Resources Management
Program. Examples of construction BMPs include desilting basins, sandbags, berms, hay
bales, silt fencing, hydro-seeding of temporary slopes, and related measures.
2.

Structural Controls

Potential water quality impacts during both the wet and dry seasons shall be mitigated by
the following controls:
•

Minimize the potential for concentration of storm water runoff impacts to
coastal resources by designing multiple storm water discharge points. Where
feasible, reduce peak flows via structural detention of the first flush.

•

Develop a program with the South Coast Water District to divert low-flow
"nuisance" run-off to the sanitary sewer system for treatment, avoiding dry
weather flows to the beach or harbor.

•

Prohibit storm water discharges from the project onto rocky beaches, and
prohibit the construction of storm water systems through the coastal bluffs in
the vicinity of rocky beaches. Only allow dispersed or natural drainage flows
over the coastal bluff and onto the rocky beaches.

•

Where possible, divert development run-off away from Dana Point Harbor,
which has experienced ongoing pollution problems.

•

Capture and filter the "first flush" (the initial 0.6 inches of rain in a 24-hour
period) to reduce sediment, bacteria and other water quality pollution.

•

Divert storm water away from the south end of Strand Beach near the cove
area where the intertidal zone is more sensitive.

•

Design the storm water outlets at Strand Beach to incorporate internal energy
dissipation devices to reduce the potential for beach erosion.

•

Locate sand filters in locations which will allow the treatment of adjacent offsite, first flush storm flows. In conjunction with the City and County,
determine the maintenance responsibilities for the filtering devices and similar
BMPs.
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3.

•

Incorporate BMP devices that may include separators, sand filtering systems
or other features into the storm water conveyance design to reduce oil, grease
sediment, debris and other pollutants.

•

As identified in Section 4.16, implementation of the Irrigation Guidelines will
minimize the potential for overwatering and nuisance run-off.

Non-structural Controls

The policies, programs and practices outlined in Table 4.7.1, Drainage Guidelines NonStructural Controls, reduce the opportunity for water quality impacts and increase public
awareness.
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TABLE 4.7.1
DRAINAGE GUIDELINES
NON-STRUCTURAL CONTROLS
1. Encourage off-site residential tracts and the County (Strand Beach Parking Lot) to
minimize pollution from those areas that drain through the project site to Strand
Beach.
2. Encourage BMP's such as litter control, frequent street sweeping, proper disposal
of animal waste, etc., of the off-site areas.
3. Develop a public awareness program concerning water quality for future
homeowners, property managers, and visitors to the public open space. The
program will emphasize the proper use of irrigation, fertilizers and pesticides by
homeowners and landscape contractors.
4. Develop a weekly sweeping/vacuuming program for the private residential streets
and maintenance/cleaning of private storm drain structures and filtering devices.
5. Develop a program for all visitor/recreation commercial areas ensuring proper and
routine sweeping/vacuuming of parking areas, maintenance of on-site oil/grease
filtering devices, and other storm drain measures which shall be developed in
conjunction with the coastal development permit for each respective area.
6. Establish programs for maintenance, cleaning, and upkeep of public storm drain
structures, public streets, and parking areas to be implemented by the City.
7. Implement water-efficient and environmentally sensitive landscaping where
practical. Landscaping plant organization that combines species on the basis of
climatic and habitat adaptations, and the incorporation of drought-resistant plants,
can reduce irrigation and maintenance requirements. Native species will be
adapted to the climate and require little supplemental irrigation.
8. Incorporate into all Planning Areas interior and exterior water conservation
measures. These include, but are not limited to, low flush toilets, low-flow
faucets, water-conserving dishwashers, maintenance of supply line water pressure
at 50 psi or less by means of pressure-reducing valves, use of reclaimed water, if
available, for common area irrigation purposes, and efficient irrigation systems to
minimize run-off and evaporation.
9. In the visitor/recreation commercial areas, trash receptacles, e.g., dumpsters must
be stored in a covered space that prevents rainwater from falling on or into the
receptacles.
10. In the visitor/recreation commercial areas, ensure that all restaurants/food service
facilities include a wash-down area plumbed to drain to the sanitary sewer system
for treatment and disposal.
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C.

Water Quality Management Plan and Guideli~es

Prior to issuance of grading permits, the Landowner/ Developer shall submit a Water Quality
Management Plan to the Director of Public Works for approval. The plan shall comply with the
State Water Resources Control Board's General Construction Activity Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan.
The following guidelines identified in Section 4.15, Marine Resources Management Guidelines,
shall be addressed in the Water Quality Management Plan:
•

Concurrent with the submittal of any Tentative Tract Map, Parcel Map or Site
Development Permit, a plan of Best Management Practices (BMPs) including
structural and nonstructural controls for the drainage area under consideration shall be
submitted to and approved by the Director ofPublic Works. The BMP plan shall
identify the structural and nonstructural measures and the assessment of long-term
maintenance responsibilities and shall reference the location of structural BMPs.

•

Prior to approval of the first final map, the Developer shall prepare and submit a
community awareness program to the Director of Community Development for
approval. The program shall inform buyers of the impacts of dumping potentially
harmful chemicals into storm drainage facilities.

•

Urban run-off from the project area shall comply with all existing and applicable
Federal, State,. and local water quality laws and regulations.

•

Prior to approval of any final maps, the Developer shall prepare a construction
monitoring plan to monitor and protect marine resources during periods of
construction. The construction monitoring plan shall be approved by the Director of
Community Development.
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4.8

CONCEPTUAL WATER PLAN

The Conceptual Water Plan provides the potable water system to the project site, and effectively
coordinates this service with existing and proposed regional water systems. The South Coast
Water District (SCWD) provides current service, which has an existing 10-inch water main
located in PCH and a 12-inch water main located in Selva Road.
The water system is illustrated in Figure 4.8.1, Conceptual Water Plan. The water plan meets the
applicable requirements of the City and SCWD for fire flow and the proposed land uses.
Adequate water capacity and lines exist on-site and at the property boundary to serve the project.
If available, reclaimed water will be utilized to provide irrigation for common area landscaping.
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4.9

CONCEPTUAL SEWER PLAN

The Conceptual Sewer Plan provides the sanitary sewer and collection system for the project.
Figure 4.9.1, Conceptual Sewer Plan, illustrates how the sewer collection system connects with
existing sewer mains to serve the project site. The sewer system design includes a sewer lift
station located in the Strand residential area. This proposed system would replace the existing,
dilapidated system associated with the 90-unit mobile home park. An existing sewer line in
Green Lantern serves Planning Areas 8 and 9. Subject to final design, due to the shallow depth
of the sewer main in Green Lantern, a second sewer lift station may be located in Scenic Drive.
All sanitary sewer improvements will be constructed in accordance with SCWD design standards
and manuals. Pursuant to a prior agreement with SCWD, the project site will be annexed into
Sewer Improvement District 1 of SCWD. Upon annexation, the sewerage treatment facility on
Del Obispo Street and the sewerage treatment facility formerly managed by the Aliso
Management Agency (now known as the South Orange County Wastewater Authority), will both
accept effluent from the project site. Both facilities have available capacity. The sewer and
storm drain systems shall be designed to divert the dry season non-storm nuisance runoff water
into the sewer system for treatment and disposal.
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4.10

OTHER UTILITIES/SERVICE

Final provisions for electrical, natural gas, telephone, solid waste/recycling collection, and
CATV will be agreed to prior recordation of Final Maps. All services currently exist on or abut
the property and can be extended by the respective provider. The Southern California Gas
Company will provide natural gas. The San Diego Gas and Electric will provide electric service
(both now make up Sempra Energy). Telephone service, solid waste collection and recycling,
and CATV will be phased in conjunction with development. New utilities and existing above
ground utilities will be located underground as part of project development.
If feasible, utility pedestals, service substations, and utility vaults shall be located in appropriate
locations with low visibility, to minimize the need for retaining walls and the potential to block
existing or proposed signs.
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4.11

CONCEPTUAL GRADING PLAN

Beginning in the 1930s, portions of the project site were progressively graded and developed.
These areas include the on-site roadways, the northern portion of the site that sits above Strand
Beach (which served as the former mobile home park) the area adjacent to the existing
residential enclaves, the land near the Hilltop where the current greenhouses and storage
operations exist, and the area directly above Harbor Point.
The project site is surrounded by development that involved extensive grading to implement
access and building pads. Areas such as the adjacent Niguel Shores and Ritz Cove residential
communities are very similar to the Headlands in their original geologic makeup and topography.
Similar to the Strand, portions of Niguel Shores required remedial grading to stabilize landslides
and to create terraced building pads with ocean views.
A.

Conceptual Grading Plan

The Conceptual Grading Plan has four primary objectives:
•

Minimize alteration ofthe four significant landforms (the two geographic promontory
points-Dana Point and Harbor Point, the coastal bluffs, the Hilltop, and Strand
beach).

•

Maximize views from the developed areas to the ocean and along the coast, which, in
turn, lowers the total acreage devoted to development, and creates additional lands for
public open space.

•

If feasible, balance cut and fill quantities on-site to reduce traffic associated with the
grading operations.

•

Ensure public safety by incorporating the recommendations of a registered
geotechnical engineer to remediate the unstable geologic conditions in the Strand
area.

Figure 4.11.1, Conceptual Grading Plan illustrates the proposed site grading. The remedial
grading operation will stabilize the terraced slopes in the Strand area and excess earth will be
transferred to the Upper Headlands Residential site to create ocean view building sites in that
location.
Grading Design Criteria

Table 4.11.1, Grading Design Criteria, outlines standards that shall apply to all grading
operations.
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TABLE 4.11.1
GRADING DESIGN CRITERIA
1. The Hilltop landform peak shall be maintained at the existing 288-foot elevation. Grading

necessary to construct the Hilltop improvements shall be minimized.
2. Where graded slopes adjoin undisturbed natural terrain, the graded slopes shall, where
feasible, blend into the adjoining natural contours to provide a smooth transition.
3. When grading occurs on, or adjacent to, existing slopes that are steeper than 2:1, the
manufactured slopes shall, where feasible, be constructed at similar gradients to blend with
existing slopes.
4. Grading adjacent to greenbelt linkages shall, where feasible, blend to match existing
natural contours. Disturbed areas adjacent to greenbelt linkages shall be re-vegetated with
native or other appropriate vegetation.
5. Use of mechanically stabilized earth, or retaining walls, which can be planted with
vegetation, shall be encouraged to reduce height of slopes and blend with adjoining slopes
and vegetation.
6. Subject to fuel modification requirements, all disturbed areas within Recreation Open
Space shall be re-vegetated with appropriate drought tolerant and native plant materials.
7. Subject to the City Grading Code, all graded slopes shall be hydro-seeded and/or
landscaped to· minimize potential erosion.
8. Grading or disturbance of areas designated Conservation Open Space shall be minimized
to accommodate only those uses consistent with pubic safety, public access, and
management of existing natural resources.
9. Grading design for developed lots shall direct surface drainage to adjacent streets or
approved drainage devices.
10. Grading and construction in Planning Areas 7 (Headlands Conservation Park), 8a (Harbor
Point Park), and 9 (Seaside Inn) shall follow the bluff setback criteria, as established in a
City reviewed, licensed geotechnical report
11. Grading in Planning Area 8a (Harbor Point Park) shall be limited to that necessary to
provide public access, the proposed visitor recreation facilities, and public amenities.
12. Grading in Planning Areas 1 (Strand Vista Park) and 2 (Strand Residential Neighborhood)
shall stabilize subsurface conditions as established m a City reviewed, licensed
geotechnical report.
13. Grading in Planning Area 1 (Strand Vista Park) adjacent to the South Strand Beach Access
shall, where feasible, blend into the adjoining natural contours, and disturbed areas shall be
re-vegetated with native vegetation identified in Table 4.14.2.
14. Grading in Planning Areas 2 (Strand Residential Neighborhood) and 3 (Strand Beach Park)
associated with the reconstruction of the existing sea revetment shall not encroach seaward
of the toe of the existing revetment at bedrock, unless improvements are specifically
necessary to create or enhance public access and/or public safety.
15. Erosion control measures, identified under the drainage guidelines in Section 4.7 of the
HDCP, shall be implemented.
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4.12

DESIGN GUIDELINES

The Design Guidelines establish the project character by creating an ambience that reflects the
natural setting of the property. The design theme draws heavily upon the site's dramatic coastal
location, its relationship with its neighbors, and the protection of resources.
The guidelines establish a project-wide design expression that unites the various components of
the HDCP. The parks, open space, architectural, and landscape architectural elements are
unified by a series of monuments, signage, building materials, and images that evoke a natural,
timeless atmosphere. While allowing reasonable flexibility in design, the intent is to create a
community that displays a strong genius loci, or sense of place.

Specifically, the guidelines will:
•

Establish the project intent and ensure compatibility among different land uses.

•

Provide a consistent approach to site planning, building design, landscape design, wall and
fence materials, signage and other design elements to enhance the public recreation and
resource conservation experience.

•

Provide a conceptual framework for individual building design while maintaining the
community identity.

•

Delineate thematic and aesthetic criteria for the use of native plant materials, signage and
new improvements that complement the unique coastal setting.
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A.

Implementation of Design Guidelines

The Design Guidelines are provided for the benefit of builders, their designers, and the City
during the design and review of future construction-level proposals. The guidelines support and
complement the Headlands Planned Development District standards in Section 3.0 of the HDCP,
and should be used as a qualitative guide that gives character and vitality to the quantitative
zoning regulations and standards.
The guidelines identify theme and design elements for public areas, the parks and open space,
the proposed public visitor facilities, the visitor serving commercial facilities, and the residential
neighborhoods. They shall be incorporated into subsequent Coastal Development Permit plans,
precise improvement plans, conditional use permits, and subdivision maps submitted to the City
for approval, unless it is demonstrated that certain guidelines are not applicable, appropriate, or
feasible under the circumstances. The development regulations and procedures set forth in this
Section for the above-mentioned plans, permits, and maps are mandatory.
Examples of the desired design are shown in photographs and sketches on the following pages.
The images focus on a general theme or character and not on design details. These illustrations
are intended to be conceptual and serve only as a general framework of design ideas, which
support the community design theme. They are not meant to depict final designs that should be
copied, and should not be used to limit the range of expression among individual builders and
their professional design teams nor to discourage unique and innovative design solutions which
are consistent with the design intent of the HDCP. Rather, they establish the general theme and
approach to be taken in reviewing future development proposals.
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B.

The Design Intent

The Headlands property is the product of a unique combination of dramatic coastal bluffs, wide
sandy beaches, rolling hillside, elevated plateaus, and cascading terraced slopes, spilling into the
Pacific Ocean. The design intent is to create a destination community that provides a wide
variety of experiences and reflects the grandeur of its setting by identifying the appropriate
materials, shapes, texture and colors.

The project has adapted the pattern of its site planning from the existing terrain. Public and
private areas are interwoven together with ornamental and indigenous landscape, public trails
and coastal access paths, scenic overlooks, parks, open space, and views of the ocean.
A pedestrian orientation pervades the design. The scale and type of building materials shall
reinforce this primary theme by utilizing natural woods, stone, cast iron, and other appropriate
details.
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1. Architectural Intent

The architectural theme will be a mix of styles drawing inspiration from the eclectic
heritage of Southern California beach communities. The spirit of the place shall derive
from the images that are visualized, complemented, symbolized or gathered. The
architecture shall embody a vernacular vocabulary that corresponds closely to that of the
natural place.
The early California beach communities incorporated an informal relationship of natural
materials and a relaxed atmosphere that seems in direct contrast to our modem lifestyles.
These communities are comprised of a variety of traditional and non-traditional
expressions of architectural form. An emphasis on wood, tile, stone, and cement plaster,
along with a strong relationship between indoor and outdoor spaces is encouraged. This
eclectic mix of styles creates a unique architectural intent worthy of the site.

;

~

f.
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The guidelines establish important architectural criteria, such as: How does a building
stand and rise? How do the structures relate to their environment? What is its silhouette?
Thus, the guidelines address the general character and describe the basic intent of
appropriate architectural form, mass, material, and their relationship to human scale.
They can be expressed in a variety of ways. Timeless styles of architectural expression
are encouraged (i.e., arts and craft, shingle, spanish mediterranean, french provence,
tuscany, modem).
Trendy or overtly expressive styles of architecture are strictly
prohibited.

All proposed structures within the project are encouraged to incorporate the following to
express the architectural intent:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Asymmetrical facades;
Combinations of materials;
Foundations of stone or brick;
Horizontal forms with broad roof planes;
Extended balconies and bands of windows;
Energy efficient window awnings and brows;
Planter boxes with flowering greenery to soften geometric form;
Courtyards; and
Colonnaded porches.

The guidelines shall encourage an attractive mix of styles and architectural forms that are
rooted in the landscape and complement the surrounding parks and open space.
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2. Landscape Architectural Intent
A rustic, natural landscape theme is the unifying element to the HDCP. Every attempt
shall be made to delineate the boundaries of the community and reinforce the sense of
arrival. The use of rustic stone at the entries, decomposed granite for pedestrian trails,
other natural materials, and native plants will be employed throughout the project.
Landscaping shall maintain and frame ocean views, and screen or soften buildings, walls,
and fences.
Project monuments, special textured paving, flowering accent shrubs and specimen trees
shall reinforce the rustic setting and sense of place. The site entry monuments,
neighborhood entry monuments, interpretive/informational signage, public art, and
streetscape elements (seats, trash receptacles, lighting, etc.) shall be designed of materials
with common forms and character.
The landscape architectural intent shall respond to the intensity of use, ranging from truly
indigenous landscaping as found in the Headlands Conservation Park, to more formal
landscaping envisioned within the visitor serving commercial areas.
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C.

Design of Public Areas

The 121-acre HDCP includes 62 acres of public parks and open space. The public visitor areas
and facilities must be celebrated, scaled to pedestrian use, and welcome the casual visitor. Areas
must be designed to create a lasting image. Such images form the foundation for memorable
experiences, establish important emotional ties, inviting the visitor to return time and time again.
1. Project Monuments and Entries

The project monuments and entry statements
serve as the introduction to the HDCP. As
such, they set the tone and establish a first
impression for the visitor and resident alike.
Consistency in design style and materials,
such as stone walls, will create a sense of
arrival. Monuments shall be intentionally
understated, so as not to intimidate the first. time visitor. Incorporating a project logo at
key entry features reinforces project identity.
Figure 4.12.1, Conceptual Monumentation
Plan, identifies the locations for project
monumentation, neighborhood entries, site
entries and signage.
Project Monuments: located at three key
entries, including Selva Road, PCH, and
Street of the Green Lantern. They consist of
stone columns on both sides of the roadway.
The project logo shall be integrated into the
monument.
See Figure 4.12.2, Project
Monumentation and Site Entry.
Site Entry: located at the visitor
commercial and park sites, as well as at the
proposed public visitor facilities. These
markers consist of a short stone column
with, as appropriate, a small ledger stone
sign wall to identify site uses. These
features may be used as a single element, or
paired on either side of an entry drive or
walkway. The use of stone and the project
logo establishes a strong visual connection
to the project monuments.
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2.

Coastal Access and Public Trails

Provide safe, inviting, and aesthetically pleasing public coastal access to the beach,
ocean, and coastal bluff. Encourage scenic overlooks and vistas along the way and
protection of adjacent private areas. Link the coastal access to the public trail system
within the HDCP and to adjoining areas of the City.
Guidelines:

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Provide clear, visible identification and directional signage for coastal access paths
along Selva Road, PCH, Street of the Green Lantern, and the public trail system.
Emphasize coastal access points with enhanced plantings or decorative walls.
Incorporate pedestrian amenities and street furniture, such as benches and lighting,
where appropriate, along the public trail system and coastal access paths.
Establish and enhance vistas of the coastline and ocean with select plant materials.
Construct trails and pathways within, or adjacent to, conservation open space of
natural materials such as decomposed granite trimmed by redwood headers.
In coordination with the Orange County Fire Authority (OCFA), vegetate disturbed
areas adjoining public trails and coastal access paths with appropriate native species
to minimize erosion.
Utilize safety view fencing near the bluff top edges, where feasible, allowing for
constraints of the topography and sensitive resources.
Provide ADA accessible walkways, where feasible, or an equivalent aesthetic
experience near those areas that are constrained by topography or sensitive resources.
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3. Public Visitor Recreation Facilities
Design a series of public recreation facilities that will attract visitors to the coast, open
space and the parks. Create public programs, displays, and exhibits to educate the public
and enhance the coastal experience.

Guidelines:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Utilize appropriate native materials and native plant species to integrate the public
visitor facilities into their setting.
Utilize natural building materials, earth tones, and non-reflective surfaces.
Buildings shall reflect a pedestrian scale and orientation.
Subject to the requirements of the OCFA, plant new landscaping from the Headlands
Plant Material Palette to screen or soften views of buildings and parking areas.
Provide public view overlooks at key locations.
Wails shall reflect the rustic community theme. Masonry, rock surfaces, wood, or
cast iron are preferred. Wails should be softened with landscaping at their base and
comers. Climbing or cascading vines are appropriate.
Incorporate a variety of unique design elements, including decorative pavement and
street furniture, as well as a variety of public art located within the parks and trails.
Utility boxes and meters shall be vaulted, where feasible, or screened from public
view by landforms, walls or landscaping. Or, if not possible, utility boxes and meters
shall be painted in earth tones consistent with surrounding masonry or landscape
materials. Retaining walls are discouraged.
The public restroom facility shall be designed using materials and colors consistent
with the HDCP architectural intent.
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D.

Design of the Seaside Inn

The architecture of the Seaside Inn shall evoke a timeless image of style and character. The
building shall serve as a destination point for the resident community and the general public. It
shall be composed of a variety of architectural forms, as if it evolved over a long period of time.
The interaction of these forms shall create a strong relationship of indoor and outdoor spaces by
using landscaped courtyards, dining terraces, loggias, and patios.

Given it's visual prominence from Dana Point Harbor, the image of the Seaside Inn must
represent a harmonious composition of elegant architectural forms, colors and natural materials
integrated into the landscape. A combination of at-grade parking and subterranean parking is
proposed, with valet parking available to guests of the Inn. Pedestrian pathways will connect the
guests with the public parks, open space, trail system, and public recreational visitor facilities.
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Seaside Inn Architectural Guidelines
•

Buildings and landscape shall be integrated
into the site and be mindful of the scenic
attributes of the property.

•

Building articulation and massing shall
respond to the site topography and create a
"clustered" appearance

•

The Seaside Inn shall be sited along the
sloping contours of the land and stepped in
the direction of the site terraces.

•

The building elevation and envelope shall
avoid large, unarticulated, flat wall planes.

•

The buildings shall combine vertical and
horizontal forms appropriate to the HDCP
architectural intent.

•

The buildings shall create a variety of
outdoor spaces, plazas and courtyards,
oriented toward the harbor and ocean views.

•

Public spaces such as lobbies and restaurants
shall be designed to capture ocean views,
where possible.

•

Retaining walls shall incorporate landscape
elements, if feasible, including loffel walls o
soften the visual impact.

•

Mechanical equipment, utility meters and
boxes shall be screened from public view
through landscaping and architectural
integration.
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•

Seaside Inn Material and Color Guidelines

•

Natural materials are encouraged, especially
where the buildings meet the ground plane.
Building foundations shall appear to be
integrated into the landforms with the use of
stone planter walls.

•

The roof materials shall be appropriate to the
character of the architecture, and shall
compliment the color of the native earth.

•

Exposed roofs must be of authentic materials,
and must convey a feeling of permanence.

•

Plaster colors may be of light or medium values.
Vibrant hues will not be allowed.

•

Use of stone on full height walls in key areas is
encouraged instead of the use of stone in a
"wainscot" application.
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Seaside Inn Parking Guidelines
•

Parking provided for the Inn will be designed,
where feasible, to have a minimal visual impact.

•

Parking shall be integrated into the site by
screening with landscape materials and
landforms.

•

Utilizing subterranean parking lots, where
feasible, will reduce the area dedicated to
surface parking.

•

Where feasible, parking areas should be broken
into smaller parking courts that correspond to
the terraced form of the site.

•

Directional signage in parking areas shall be
consistent with the architectural and landscape
style of the Inn.

•

Lighting of parking areas shall be kept to a
minimum to maintain safety and accessibility.
Where feasible, all lighting standards shall be of
a pedestrian scale.

Seaside Inn Service Area Guidelines
•

Safety and circulation patterns shall be
considered in the planning of the service areas.

•

Service areas shall be hidden from view, where
possible.
All service equipment shall be
screened from visitors approaching the Inn and
from views within the Inn.

•

Service areas shall be screened using dense
landscape material or architectural elements
related to the Inn's overall structure.

•

Service areas shall incorporate subdued lighting,
if necessary, to minimize visual impacts.

•

The design of the service areas shall minimize
noise that may disturb adjacent uses.
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E.

Design of the PCHNisitor Recreation Commercial

The PCHNisitor Recreation Commercial center will provide services and goods to
neighborhood residents and general visitors. Situated on Pacific Coast Highway, the center
serves as an entry statement to the project and as a gateway into the City Town Center.
The design of the center shall communicate the overall HDCP architectural intent. The center
shall incorporate, where feasible, public outdoor space in the form of plazas, courtyards, or
informal gathering places. The landscaping design shall be consistent with the HDCP intent as
well as responsive to the adjacent Town Center. This may result in a more formal landscape
design than otherwise found within the HDCP.
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PCHNisitor Recreation Commercial
Architectural Guidelines

•

Building massing shall respond to the adjacent
Town Center, and serve as a HDCP landmark.

•

Building envelope shall maintain the continuity
of the street edge by placing the building on or
near the streetfront property line.

•

Pedestrian open spaces (courtyards, plazas,
patios, or covered walkways) shall be provided.

•

Active building frontage, such as shops, cafes,
and sidewalk displays, with large window
openings are encouraged for both stories.

•

The architectural style shall relate to those
found in the City, and surrounding coastal
communities.

•

Roof forms should be simple and consistent
with the architectural style of the building.

•

Street facing entrances shall provide pedestrian
access.

•

All architectural detailing must be historically
related to the chosen architectural style.

•

Relationships between interior and exterior
spaces are encouraged through use of balconies
and arcades.

•

Create continuous pedestrian activity along the
sidewalk edge. Avoid blank walls and other
empty spaces along sidewalk frontages.

•

Parking shall be located to the rear of the
building using secondary street access.
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•

PCH!Visitor Recreation Commercial
Material and Color Guidelines

•

The materials and color selection shall be
historically related to the architectural style.

•

A strong relationship to the native landscape
shall be portrayed through the use of material
and color. Materials such as brick, stone, wood,
and stucco are suitable.

•

Scale of materials will differentiate the center
from surrounding structures.

•

Simple color schemes with no more than three
colors are recommended.
Non-reflective
surfaces shall be utilized.

•

Materials shall communicate a level of quality
through the use of appropriate detailing.
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PCHNisitor Recreation Commercial
Parking Guidelines

•

Parking will be designed, where feasible, to
have a minimal visual impact.

•

Parking shall be integrated into the site by
screening with landscape materials and
landforms.

•

Directional signage in parking areas shall be
consistent with the architectural and landscape
style ofthe commercial center.

•

Lighting of parking areas ·shall be kept to a
minimum to maintain safety and accessibility.
Where feasible, all lighting standards shall be of
a pedestrian scale.

PCHNisitor Recreation Commercial
Service Area Guidelines

•

Safety and circulation patterns shall be
considered in the planning of the service areas.

•

Service areas shall be hidden from view where
possible.
All service equipment shall be
screened from visitors approaching the center
and from driving by on Pacific Coast Highway.

•

Service areas shall be screened using dense
landscape material or architectural elements that
relate to the centers overall structure.

•

Service areas shall be designed to minimize
noise to adjacent uses.
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F.

Design of the Strand Residential

The Strand residential area consists of a neighborhood of two-story beachfront, custom homes.
Each home shall have unobstructed ocean views, and the proximity to the beach will be reflected
in the architectural character and building orientation. The beach lifestyle shall permeate this
neighborhood. Beach access will be easy and convenient to all residents, as well as to the
general public. The site planning shall create opportunities for generous landscaping and outdoor
uses as each street is single loaded, developed only on one side. Over thirty percent of the
neighborhood consists of common landscaped slopes and open space.
The architectural styles of the Strand will be a diverse, eclectic mix. High quality architecture
will be emphasized. Each selected style must be historically correct, architectural elements
cannot be a mixture of differing styles. Balconies, patios, and active outdoor areas are
encouraged,
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The Strand Residential Architectural Guidelines

•

The Site design shall reflect a strong
relationship between the home and the beach.

•

The selected architectural style shall be
historically correct and internally consistent.

•

Building mass shall incorporate a variety of roof
lines, articulated wall planes, and visual interest.

•

Within the building envelope, terracing,
segmenting or stepping of walls or architectural
elements shall minimize the appearance of
building mass.

•

Incorporation of outdoor living areas such as
porches, balconies, patios, and colonnaded
porticos is encouraged.

•

Locate landscape elements to frame and
preserve view corridors.

•

Distinct details that relate the homes to the
beach are encouraged.

•

Front doors, windows, roofs, and exposed posts
and beams shall be accented with architectural
detailing consistent with the style, scale and
proportion of the building.

•

All sides of the building shall receive the same
level of detailing normally provided to front
elevations.

•

The rear elevation shall reflect the front
elevation in terms of style, detailing and
material.
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•
The Strand Residential
Material and Color Guidelines
•

The materials and color selection shall be
appropriate to the architectural style.

•

Roof design, color and texture shall be
consistent with the architectural style.

•

Materials such as stone, wood, cement, plaster,
brick, and stucco are suitable as primary wall
surfaces.

•

All materials shall communicate a level of
quality. Accent materials may include but are
not limited to wood, brick, tile, masonry, and
wrought iron or painted metal.

•

Accent colors may be applied at window and
door surrounds, windows, wainscot, doors,
shutters, and vents. Accent colors shall be
utilized as a method of design for individual
expression and identity, while being sparingly
applied.

•

Permitted roof materials include slate, tile,
copper and rock. Roof colors may be earth
tones. Color variations in a roof piece or plane
are allowed, provided a compatible appearance
is maintained.
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G.

Design of the Upper Headlands Residential

The Upper Headlands consists of a neighborhood of one-story custom homes on estate lots
overlooking the coastline and the ocean. Similar to the surrounding coastal communities, this
neighborhood will step up a series of terraces providing spectacular views for all homes and
creating a hillside community when viewed from off-site. The site design purposely created
ocean view lots, which enabled additional lands to be designed for parks and open space.
Spacious sizing results in lots averaging nearly one-half acre. Homes in the Upper Headlands
neighborhood shall be situated to maximize views.
The architecture of the Upper Headlands will be a rich eclectic mix of styles as found in
neighboring coastal communities. The texture of the different styles will be unified through the
application of these design guidelines. Each selected style must be historically and internally
consistent.. Architectural elements for a single home cannot be a mixture of competing styles.
The guidelines establish a high quality of implementation and ensure compatibility of character
and massing to the surrounding project areas. Pedestrian activity will be encouraged in the
Upper Headlands by providing numerous connections to the public trail network.
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•
Upper Headlands Residential
Architectural Guidelines

•

All homes shall utilize simple forms and
massing, and avoid excessive ornamentation.

•

Architectural details will be appropriate to the
chosen style of each home.

•

Relationships between interior and exterior
spaces are encouraged through generous use of
porches, balconies, patios, and loggias.

•

All sides of the home shall have the same level
of architectural definition and detail.

•

Roof forms should be simple and relate to the
architectural style of each home.

•

Garages should be designed to minimize visual
impact on the neighborhood's streetscape.

•

Landscape structures such as gazebos and
trellises shall be consistent with the architectural
style of the home.

•

Rooms that significantly open into the landscape
are encouraged.

•

Lighting should be concealed and directed onto
or into plant or architectural features.
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Upper Headlands Architectural
Material and Color Guidelines

•

The materials and color selection shall be
consistent with the architectural style.

•

A strong relationship to the native landscape
shall be portrayed through the use of material
and color. Materials such as brick, stone, wood,
and stucco are suitable when used with the
appropriate architectural style.

•

Simple color schemes with no more than three
colors are recommended.

•

All materials shall communicate a level of
quality and detail that is associated with the
neighborhood.
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H.

Design of Residential Landscape Materials

The following are key guidelines for landscape
development within individual residential lots:
•

Plants shall be selected from a coordinated
residential plant palette specifically developed
for the neighborhood. Plants will include native
and ornamental species selected primarily for
their low water requirements and local
adaptability.

•

Slope planting shall consist of drought tolerant
planting. Species will be primarily native with
subtle green tones and soft pastel colors to blend
with the adjacent natural landscaped area. Tree
plantings shall consist of low profile canopy
trees or vertical trees, located to frame and
enhance views.

•

Private lot plantings shall be located to frame
and preserve ocean views while softening
buildings and architecture.

•

Small garden spaces or courtyards shall be
provided at key focal points, such as building
entries. Trellises with vines and other
landscaping are encouraged for patios and sun
decks. Container planting is encouraged in
courtyards and patios.

•

Exterior colors and materials utilized in patios,
pavers, or hardscape shall compliment exterior
building colors.
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I.

Neighborhood Entries and Theme Walls

Neighborhood entries are proposed at the vehicular entry points to the two residential
neighborhoods, as shown in Figure 4.12.3, Neighborhood Entries. The use of stone and the
project logo establishes a strong visual connection with the public project monuments. A
gatehouse is proposed in a landscaped median, with a stone project theme wall reinforcing the
sense of arrival. Decorative metal gates will be used to restrict vehicular access. Neighborhood
signage shall be integrated into the design of the wall.
Special plantings of palms, shrubs and accent color will highlight the entries. Plantings will be
carefully located to preserve and enhance coastal views. Enhanced pavement will be used to
reinforce the entry experience and identify key pedestrian crossings. Pedestrian entry points for
coastal access shall be visually celebrated to welcome visitors through the use of signage, special
monuments, plantings and related elements. Further details of the neighborhood entries are
shown on Figures 4.12.4 and 4.12.5.
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J.

Walls and Fences

The location and design of walls and fences have been integrated into the planning and design of
the HDCP. Figure 4.12.6, Conceptual Wall and Fencing Plan, designates the location of the
different project walls and fences. Following are guidelines related to the design of project
walls.
•

As noted above, a project theme wall, consisting of slump stone with ledger stone pilasters
reinforcing the reserved and rustic coastal character of the HDCP will be used at
neighborhood and site entries. Stone material and accents, consistent with the public
monuments establish a unified design theme throughout the community.

•

Rear lot fencing of residential lots will incorporate private view fences. Stone pilasters will
be located at the rear lot comers and fence panels shall utilize metal railings or glass.

•

Interior privacy walls and/or view fencing will be located on the side of residential lots and
shall be compatible with adjacent architecture. Stucco or rock surfaces are preferred
material. Side yard property walls shall return to the building.

•

Safety view fences will be located along the bluff top trail and other trail segments as
necessary to separate pedestrian areas from adjacent steep slopes. Safety view fences shall
consist of cast concrete or heavy pressure treated posts with cable safety rails.

•

Public view fences will be located along the western edge of Strand Vista Park and along the
south side of the North Strand Beach access.

•

Conservation fences will be located in the Headlands Conservation Park where necessary to
protect sensitive habitat areas. These fences will be constructed of wood or pre-cast concrete
posts and rails, and support panels of vinyl coated mesh.

Figures 4.12. 7 through 4.12. 11 illustrate the design parameters for the various project fences.
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FIGURE 4.12.6
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PROJECT WALL
FIGURE 4.12.7
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Note: Drawing is diagramatic in nature and is subject to change
based on final engineering, planning and design.
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PRIVATE VIEW FENCE
FIGURE 4.12.8
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Note: Drawing is diagramatic in nature and is subject to change
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FIGURE 4.12.9
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FIGURE 4.12.10
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CONSERVATION FENCE
FIGURE 4.12.11
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Note: Drawing is diagramatic in nature and is subject to change
based on final engineering, planning and design.
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Figure 4.12.11 Conservation Fence
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K.

Interpretive I Informational Signage:

Located at key areas throughout the HDCP, and particularly within the public trails, parks, and
open space, is the Interpretive/Informational signage program.
Signage shall provide
information regarding coastal access and information concerning natural resources, and items of
historic and educational interest. Figure 4.12.12, Interpretive/Informational Signage illustrates
the two signs.
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INTERPRETIVE I INFORMATIONAL SIGNAGE
FIGURE 4.12.12
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4.13

COASTAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT PROGRAM

The City General Plan and the California Coastal Act provide policies that recognize the
importance of conserving environmental, scenic and visual resources along the coast. In addition
to areas suitable for development, the Headlands includes unique landforms, natural habitats and
scenic resources. The HDCP establishes a comprehensive Coastal Resources Management
Program (Management Program) to conserve and manage the diverse resources that exist on site.
The Management Program provides for the management and protection of parks and natural
open space areas, marine resources, coastal access and unique landforms. Specific policies have
been established to manage their safety and conservation. The policies function as requirements
and standards for future development. Additionally, the Management Program contains a
construction monitoring and a post-construction monitoring program to ensure the successful
implementation of the HDCP coastal resource policies.
A.

Parks and Open Space Guidelines

The Parks and Open Space Management Plan set forth in Section 4.14, provides guidelines for
the avoidance and minimization of impacts to, and protection of, the designated parks and natural
open space on the Headlands. These Guidelines will also ensure the protection of coastal access,
unique landforms and scenic qualities of the parks and open space. The overall goal of the
program is to provide for the short and long-term preservation of natural resources within the
parks and open space areas while addressing appropriate public recreational use and enjoyment
of the Headlands area on an ongoing basis. Specifically this will include the following:
•

Impact Avoidance: The Project design has located development within areas
identified as having lower natural and scenic resource value and has designated areas
of higher natural and scenic resource value as public open space. Open space will
consist of areas set aside for public recreation and conservation open space areas
where public use is limited or restricted. In addition, park and open space areas will
be deed restricted through recorded covenants to prohibit any opportunity for future
development.

•

Impact Minimization/Resource Protection: Natural resources designated for
conservation will be protected through impact minimization and implementation of,
and protection guidelines during, both project construction and the long-term
management of public open space areas.

1.

Responsibilities

For areas other than the Headlands Conservation Park, during the grading and
infrastructure construction phase of the Project, as well as during the first year of the
three-year post-construction period following completion of the parks and public open
space, the Developer will be responsible for retaining a Monitor and other needed
technical experts (i.e. biologist, landscape architect, landscape contractors, etc.) required
to implement the open space management guidelines in the Management Program. For
purposes of this Section, "completion" shall be the point in time when a park or public
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open space is made available for use by the public. For the remainder of the three-year
post-construction period and thereafter if desired by the City, the City is responsible for
retaining the Monitor and other technical experts. For the Headlands Conservation Park,
a non-profit trust will be established to implement the long-term resource protection
guidelines pursuant to the requirements of the Natural Communities Conservation Plan
and Habitat Conservation Plan Implementation Agreement in cooperation with the U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service and California Department of Fish and Game. The non-profit
trust will retain an experienced natural resource manager and fund an endowment for the
perpetual maintenance of the Conservation Park.
The Monitor implementing the management guidelines within both the park areas and
natural open space areas shall have experience in biotic resource management and longterm open space management programs and restoration program implementation. For
efficiency and consistency, the manager of the Headlands Conservation Park and the
Monitor can be the same entity, although each must be funded separately. The Monitor
will be responsible for:

B.

•

Coordinating with the City, the Developer and technical experts during initial
construction activities of the parks and trails and the maintenance period for
the landscaping and during post-construction monitoring;

•

Identifying resource management issues as they arise during the construction
maintenance period and post-construction period and providing appropriate
remedial measure recommendations;

•

Performing and overseeing periodic monitoring of maintenance activities
within the parks and open space including the fuel modification areas;

•

Providing periodic monitoring reports that summarize current activities and
site conditions;

•

Monitoring habitat restoration installation and growth performance.

Management Guidelines During Construction

The critical period for maintaining the high quality and value of existing open space resources is
just prior to and during project construction. The timely implementation of the guidelines listed
herein will minimize impacts to the protected resources and facilitate the long-term preservation
of their value within the open space areas.
As identified above, the Monitor, the City, and the Developer will meet prior to and during
construction to discuss the required resource protection measures and to identify resource
protection/construction conflicts and the appropriate resolution of those conflicts. The Monitor
will be responsible for monitoring construction activities to facilitate the ongoing protection of
biotic resources. The following protective measures will be implemented and maintained
throughout project grading and infrastructure construction.
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2.

•

Protective Fencing: Fencing will be used to protect and delineate all protected
natural open space areas adjacent to construction areas.

•

Construction Storage and Access: Except for the purpose of constructing the
proposed open space trails, amenities and required improvements, equipment storage,
parking, and construction access will not be permitted in the fenced open space areas.

•

Erosion Control: During the rainy season, appropriate erosion control measures
(Best Management Practices, "BMPs") will be installed prior to construction within
those areas located above natural open space areas to minimize erosion and
sedimentation damage to preserved resources. This will include the use of sandbags,
silt fencing, hay bales, sediment traps, desiltation basins, or similar devices. All
erosion control measures will be maintained throughout construction to ensure that
erosion and sedimentation does not occur within the open space areas. Refer to
Section 4. 7, Conceptual Drainage Plan, for more details of the required BMPs.

•

Dust Control: Ensure dust does not accumulate on sensitive plants.

Coastal Resources Management Program Monitoring Plans

Monitoring and maintenance of the coastal resources within the HDCP area will be necessary to
ensure their proper management and conservation. The Developer shall be required to prepare a
construction monitoring plan and post-construction monitoring plan to protect and manage
coastal resources within the HDCP Area.
A.

Construction Monitoring Plan

Prior to approval of final maps, a construction monitoring plan shall be submitted to the
City to protect coastal resources adjacent to proposed development areas during
construction phases of the project. The construction monitoring plan will identify
measures for the protection of resources and monitoring procedures to determine
compliance. At a minimum, the construction monitoring plan shall include, but shall not
be limited to:
•

All construction-related mitigation measures identified in the HDCP EIR

•

Erosion control measures and storm water pollution prevention measures

•

Best Management Practices

•

Location of construction worker parking areas

•

Street cleaning practices

•

Controls over the disturbance of designated natural open space areas
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•

Orientation and education program for personnel

•

Oil, gasoline, diesel fuel, and other chemical use controls

•

Proper disposal of trash and garbage

•

Dust Control

•

Location of protective fencing

•

Construction schedule and staging

A Monitor shall be retained by the Developer to ensure protection of the site's protected natural
areas during construction of the project. The Monitor will be responsible for:
•

Performing and overseeing periodic monitoring of construction activities as they
relate to protection of sensitive habitat areas during grading, site improvements and
landscaping for the proposed parks and open space.

•

Provide periodic monitoring reports that summarize construction activities and site
conditions.

To ensure protection of the site's designated natural open space areas; the following protective
measures shall be implemented and maintained during construction:
•

Fencing shall be used to protect and delineate all undisturbed natural areas designated
for preservation. Fencing will be orange plastic snow fence. Damaged fencing will be
repaired and re-installed on an as needed basis throughout project construction.

•

The boundaries of protected natural areas shall be visible to construction personnel at
all times.

•

Erosion control measures shall be installed prior to construction within those areas
located above undisturbed natural areas. Sandbags, silt fencing, hay bales, sediment
traps, desiltation basins and other similar devices shall be utilized as identified in the
project's NPDES plan to control erpsion and sedimentation throughout construction.

•

Sensitive vegetation adjacent to construction areas will be sprayed periodically with
water at the direction of the Monitor to reduce dust accumulation.

Meetings between the Developer, Monitor and the City shall be conducted as necessary prior to
and during construction activities to review the required resource protection measures and
identify resource protection/construction conflicts and the appropriate resolution of those
conflicts.
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B.

Post-Construction Monitoring Plan

Pursuant to the Management Program, prior to approval of final maps, a three-year postconstruction monitoring plan shall be submitted to and approved by the City to monitor the
ongoing protection and maintenance of coastal resources. The three-year monitoring plan shall
begin after the grading and infrastructure construction activities within all or portions of a
Planning Area are substantially completed. For purposes of this Section, with regard to parks
and public open space, "completed" shall be the point in time when a park of public open space
is made available for use by the public. The results of the three-year monitoring plan shall be
compiled annually and submitted to the City for review. The post-construction plan shall include
but not be limited to the following components:
•

Pollutant sampling surveys of storm water runoff.

•

Maintenance schedules for structural Best Management Practices including storm
water filtering systems.

•

Erosion inspections.

•

Long-term maintenance schedule of natural open space areas including maintenance
of fuel modification areas.

•

Applicable mitigation measures from the HDCP EIR.

•

Mechanisms for remedial action, if necessary.

The three-year post-construction monitoring program shall be implemented through the
appropriate consultants(s) having expertise in the resource being monitored. The consultant(s)
shall prepare monitoring reports on an annual basis for review by the City or as otherwise
required by the HDCP EIR.
3.

Long-Term Management Guidelines

As described above, portions of the site considered to have a high resource value have been
designated as parks and natural open space areas. Except for the Headlands Conservation Park
and the Strand Beach Park, the City will provide the long-term management all of the public
parks and trails. The parks and trails are part of the Headlands Coastal Access Plan that provides
public access to coastal resources throughout the project site. Management will be pursuant to
the Parks and Open Space Management Plan which is incorporated into the HDCP. The
Headlands Conservation Park will be managed through an endowment by· a private foundation
established for its perpetual protection. Strand Beach will be offered for dedication to the
County of Orange and if accepted, will be maintained by the County who also owns and
maintains the adjoining Salt Creek Beach and park.
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4.

Ongoing Impact Minimization and Resource Protection Guidelines

Open space resources designated for conservation on the Headlands shall be protected to the
extent feasible from ongoing impacts. These potential impacts include:
•

Wildlife disturbance and habitat degradation due to human intrusion;

•

The deposition of potential sediment and pollutants due to uncontrolled runoff;

•

The alteration ofhydrological regimes due to urban runoff;

•

Habitat degradation due to the establishment of invasive ornamental species;

• The potential for degradation resulting from litter.
The following guidelines will minimize these impacts:
•

Upon the recordation of the final map or as otherwise provided in the Headlands
Development Agreement, covenants restricting parks and open space from future
development shall be recorded.

•

Define public access and increase public education through s1gnage and visitor
information programs;

•

Establish a site-specific fuel modification plan for the Project that emphasizes native
plants;

•

Prohibit the use of invasive ornamental plant species in the open space areas;

•

Design appropriate storm water conveyance systems that control erosion and
sedimentation;

•

Provide native vegetation management guidelines;

•

Provide an appropriate maintenance program for litter control.

The City will be responsible for implementing these guidelines on an ongoing basis. The
Monitor will evaluate and report on the implementation of these guidelines within the trail
easement areas and natural open space areas.
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4.14

PARKS AND OPEN SPACE MANAGEMENT PLAN

The Parks and Open Space Management Plan provides for the post-construction management of
parks, greenbelts, coastal access, trails and other open spaces. Specific policies have been
established to manage their conservation while providing for the appropriate public use and
enjoyment of the Headlands area on an ongoing basis. As identified above, for the Headlands
Conservation Park, a private foundation will be established to implement the long-term resource
protection guidelines pursuant to the requirements of the Natural Communities Conservation
Plan Implementation Agreement and Habitat Conservation Plan in cooperation with the U.S.
Fish & Wildlife Service and California Department ofFish and Game.
The following guidelines establish the long-term protection and management of the project's
protected natural areas and the restoration of native habitats.

A.

Fuel Modification Guidelines

The proposed development results in an edge condition for a portion of the property where
residential and commercial land uses are located adjacent to open space areas. This condition
can result in increased fire hazard within adjacent development areas. A site specific fuel
modification and landscaping plan has been developed in cooperation with the Orange County
Fire Authority (OCF A) to reduce the fire hazard to adjacent development areas and to provide an
urban/open space interface that will also buffer open space resources. The fuel modification
guidelines identified below will minimize impacts to resources by buffering adjacent
development and provide for the establishment of low fuel volume and drought tolerant native
plant species that are compatible with existing native plant species. In addition to the fuel
modification guidelines contained within this section, development within this project may
propose "Alternative Means and Methods" of fire safety planning, within the parameters of
OCFA procedures. Review and administrative approval of an alternative means and methods
request made by OCFA (for purposes of fire safety) shall be deemed to be in compliance with
the policies of the General Plan and LCP.
Figure 4.14.1, Fuel Modification Plan, and Figure 4.14.2, Fuel Modification Sections, depict the
location and standards for fuel modification as well as landscaping criteria for areas of potential
fire fuel concern.

1.

Fuel Modification Zones

Fuel modification consists ofthe following zones, described in detail below:
•

Non-Combustible Zone (Zone "A")
Zone A is a minimum twenty-foot (20') setback zone to provide a defensible
space for fire suppression forces and to protect structures from radiant and
convective heat. No combustible construction is allowed within Zone A
(applies to the Upper Headlands residential neighborhood, lot numbers 44, 45,
49, and 50). Planting as per standard OCFA standard plant palette.
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Fuel Modification Zone A: Minimum 20' to combustible structures, irrigation required.
Fuel Modification Zone B: Minimum 100' width, irrigation required, planting as per the
Revegetation Plant Palette.
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•

Irrigated Zone (Zone "B")
Zone B is a minimum one hundred foot (100') wide zone of permanently
irrigated landscaping. Within this zone 100% of existing vegetation is
removed (except for species on the approved plant palette and for selected
species as approved by OCFA). Such retained species may include selected
Rhus (Lemonadeberry) and others. The removed vegetation is to be replaced
with plant species identified below in Table 4.14.2, Revegetation Plant
Palette. The retained plants shall be pruned and laced out and the under-story
cleaned of debris and deadwood in order to reduce "ladder load" fuel. The
purpose of the irrigation system is twofold: 1) to increase the moisture of the
plant and add to its fire resistance, and 2) to ensure that the retained existing
plants and the installed plants remain healthy. An additional requirement is
to avoid adding excess water to slopes, which may contribute to slope failure
and increased growth ofhighly flammable species and weeds.
Except as otherwise provided herein, where Zone B includes Coastal Sage
Scrub and chaparral species, the highly flammable species such as Artemisia
califomica (California Sagebrush) and Eriogonum fasciculatum (Buckwheat)
will be removed and replaced with acceptable native species from the
revegetative plant palette which have similar colors and textures as the
existing adjacent plants retained. Since all replacement plants are drought
tolerant, the irrigation system will be adjusted to the watering schedule
appropriate for these species.
Where the Zone B includes native grasses the irrigation system may be
turned on more frequently to ensure the grasses are healthy. It is the nature
of the existing grasses to go dormant and tum yellow and then brown during
the summer months.
When this occurs, the grasses in Zone B shall be reduced in height to 6"-8" or
taller if approved by OCFA in order to reduce fuel. This will allow the
grasses to blend in with the adjacent natural grassland areas outside the fuelmodified area. Mowing and weed whipping in combination with the
irrigation will ensure plant health and reduced fuel load. Grass cuttings will
be removed from the area and disposed ofproperly off site.
The concept for the thinning zone is to reduce fuel by incrementally Jess
amounts as the zone moves away from the development. Trimmings shall be
converted to mulch and spread on-site in the thinning areas to a depth of 4"
where bare earth areas are exposed.

2.

Maintenance: Zone B

Zone B is to be maintained by the Headlands Master Homeowners Association or as
otherwise approved by the City of Dana Point and OCFA. Maintenance includes the
removal of undesirable flammable vegetation to maintain the fuel-modified area in a fire
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safe condition as required by the OCFA. Thinning maintenance shall be performed in the
late spring every year after seasonal rains or as deemed necessary by the OCFA.

3. Permanent Zone Markers: Zone B
Permanent Zone Markers for Zone B shall be 3/4" galvanized pipe stakes extending 2'-0"
above vegetation. These markers shall be visible at all times and seasons. The markers
shall to be clearly labeled (in weather-resistant fashion) and set at the base of the zone
indicated (B). Markers to be located at least every five hundred (500') and at the comers
of Zone B.

4. Plant Removing/Thinning: Zone B
All plant material removal work shall be completed and approved prior to any planting in
the irrigated zone portion of Fuel Modification Area Zone B. Plant material removal
shall adhere to the following requirements:
•

Except as otherwise provided herein, the following shrubs (including roots)
shown on Table 4.14.1, Zone B Inappropriate Species, are to be removed from
Zone B as indicated in the plan. Removed vegetation shall be replaced with
acceptable species as noted in Table 4.14.2, Revegetation Plant Palette.

•

All existing trees not removed in Areas 1b, and 4 as shown on Figure 4.14.1,
Fuel Modification (i.e. Heteromeles arbutifolia, Rhus integrifolia) shall be
pruned to provide clearance of three· times the height of the under story plant
material or ten feet (1 0'), whichever is higher.

•

All grasses and miscellaneous annual species shall be reduced in height to 6"8".

•

All remammg acceptable plants (not specified for removal or ground
clearance pruning) shall be thinned out and cleared of all dead or dying
vegetation.

•

Debris and trimmings produced by thinning and pruning shall be removed
from the site or if left, shall be converted into mulch by a chipping machine
and evenly dispersed to a maximum depth of four inches (4").

•

All thinning shall be by hand or mechanically.
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TABLE 4.14.1
ZONE B INAPPROPRIATE SPECIES
Botanical Narne

Common Name

Adenostoma fascicu/atum

Chamise

Adenostoma sparsifolium

Red Shanks

Anthemis cotula

Mayweed

Artemesia californica *

California Sage Brush*

Brassica nigra

Black Mustard

Brassica rapa

Wild Turnip, Yellow Mustard, Field Mustard

Cardaria draba

Hoary Cress, Perennial Peppergrass

Conyza canadensis

Horseweed

Erigonum fasciculatum *

Common Buckwheat*

Heterotheca grandiflora

Telegraph Plant

Lactuca serriola

Prickly Lettuce

Nicotiana bigelevil

Indian Tobacco

Nicotiana glauca

Tree Tobacco

Sa/sola tragus

Russian Thistle/Tumblewood

Salvia mellifera *

Black Sage*

Salvia apiana

White Sage

Silybum marianum

Milk Thistle

Urtica urens

Burning Nettle

Ornamentals
Cortaderia selloana

Pampas Grass

Cupressus spp.

Cypress

Eucalyptus spp.

Eucalyptus

Juniperus spp.

Junipers

Pinus spp.

Pines

* see Fuel Modification Guideline number 7
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5.

Building Restrictions

This project is not located within a very high fire hazard severity zone area per City of
Dana Point ordinances and OCFA maps. However, exposed building construction shall
meet all requirements for exposed sides per City building code and Appendix 11-A-11 of
the uniform fire code on lots 44, 45, 49 and 50 of the Upper Headlands residential
neighborhood, adjacent to fuel modification zones.
Automatic fire sprinklers shall be provided per NFP A 13D in all residential structures per
City ordinances and all commercial construction exceeding square footage requirements
per City code.

6.

Revegetation Plant Palette

As shown on Figure 4.14.1, Fuel Modification Plan, Area I - Zone B and Areas 2, 3 and
4 shall utilize the plant species in Table 4.14.2, Revegetation Plant Palette where
landscaping occurs. Where possible species should be selected that most closely match
adjacent native species in texture and color and to implement the specific landscape
program for individual park areas.
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TABLE 4.14.2
REVEGETATION PLANT PALETTE
Botanical Name

Common Name

Antirrhinum nuttalinum
A triplex lentiformis ''breweri"
Baccharis pilularis
Baccharis salicifolia (glutinosa)
Bromus carinatus
Camissonia cheiranthifolia ssp. suffruticosa
Ceanothus spp.
Comarostaphylis diversifolia
Croton californicus
Dichelostemma capitatum Wood ssp.
Dudleya lanceolata
Dudleya pulverulenta
Encelia californica
Epilobium californica
Eriophyllum confertiforum
Eschscholzia californica
Garraya elliptica
Gnaphalium californicm
Hereromeles arbutifolia
Jsocoma menziesii
Isomeris arborea
Iva hayesiana
Lasthenia californica
Lavandula dentate
Lotus scoparius
Lupinus spp.
Mirabilis californica
Mimulus aurantiacus
Nassella (Stipa) lepida
Nassella (Stipa) pulchra
Nemophila mensiesii
Opuntia littoralis
Opuntia oricola
Opuntia prolifera
Penstemon sp
Plantago erecta
Prunus ilicifolia
Rhamnus californica
Rhamnus crocea
Rhus integrifolia
Ribes speciosum
Romneya coulteri
Sambucus mexicana
Sisyrinchium bellum
Solanum douglasi
Trichostema lanatum
Umbellularia californica

Nuttall's snapdragron
Coastal quail bush
Coyote brush
Mulefat
California Brome
Beach evening primrose
Ceanothus spp.
Summer holly
California croton
Wild hyacinth
Coastal dudleya
Chald dudleya
California sunflower
California Fuschia
Golden Yarrow
California poppy
Silktassel
California everlasting
To yon
Cat's ear
Bladderpod
Hayes Iva
Goldfileds
French Lavender
Coastal deerweed
Lupine
Wishbone bush
Monkey flower
Foothill needlegrass
Purple needlegrass
Baby Blue Eyes
Coast Prickley Pear
Prickley pear
Coast cholla
Penstemon
Dot-seed plantain
Holly leaf cherry
California coffeeberry
Redberry
Lernonadeberry
Fuchsia-flowered gooseberry
Matilija Poppy
Melderberry
Blue-eyed grass
Parish's nightshade
Wooly blue curls
California laurel

Note: Additional plants may be selected from OCFA approved plant palette and as approved by
City ofDana Point and OCFA.
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7.

"Habitat Islands" Revegetation Program

Within Area 1 - Zone B and Areas 2, 3 and 4 as shown on Figure 4.14.1, Fuel
Modification Plan, the following plant species, Artemesia californica (California Sage
Brush), Erigonum fasciculatum (Common Buckwheat), Salvia mellifera (Black Sage),
may be clustered into isolated habitat islands under the following conditions:
•

No island may exceed a total of200 s.f., for example, 5' x 40' or 10' x 20'.

•

Each island must be irrigated.

•

No island may be closer than 50' to an occupied structure.

•

The distance from the edge of one "island" to the nearest edge of the next
island shall be a minimum of 50'.

•

The vegetation within the islands shall be maintained by removing deadwood
and debris and shall not exceed a height of 30" at the end of the growing
season.
FIGURE 4.14.3
HABITAT ISLANDS

Native shrubs within Habitat Islands
may include Artemesla california
(California Sage Brush), Erigonum

fasclculatum (Common Buckwheat),
Salvia metllfera (Black Sage). The
maximum area of each Island can
not exceed 200 sf.

50' min. to
occupied
structure

50' min. between
two nearest edges
of adjacent Islands

Not to Scale
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8.

B.

Landscaped Areas That Are Not A Part Of The Fuel Modification Zones Are
Subject To The Following:
•

All irrigated areas shall be maintained on a quarterly basis to ensure proper
coverage and that operation of the irrigation system is in good condition as it
was originally installed.

•

All manufactured common area landscaping outside of the Headlands
Conservation Park and all City or County owned open space and parks shall
be maintained by Homeowners Association in a manner that meets the Orange
County Fire Authority (OCF A) fuel modification guidelines. The landscape
areas shall be maintained in a fire safe condition as necessary by the
Homeowners Association and as directed by OCFA, including the periodic
removal and/or thinning of undesirable invasive vegetation; replacement of
dead/dying plantings; maintenance of the operational integrity and
programming ofthe irrigation system. Weeds and invasive species shall be
removed from the landscape areas on a minimum biannual basis in late spring
and early fall as directed by OCF A.

•

The Headlands Conservation Park shall be maintained for biological purposes
and not subject to fuel modification.

Native Vegetation Restoration and Management Guidelines

The guidelines presented herein provide a framework for the restoration and salvage of
resources. Prior to final map approval detailed restoration plans will be developed based on the
fuel modification plan requirements and conditions. Transects will be used in native habitats and
plant species designated for removal and future restoration to measure species composition and
coverage. Information regarding coverage and frequency of plant species at each separate
impact area will be used to determine appropriate planting quantities and used as baseline data
for comparison to restoration plant species growth performance in each site. Detailed
specifications will address: 1) native vegetation and soils salvaging; 2) site preparation such as
weed removal, native materials re-application, and irrigation installation; 3) native species
transplantation into the restoration sites (for Blochman's dudleya, as determined by the
California Department of Fish & Game, ["CDFG"]); 4) restoration plant species compositions
and quantities; 5) seed mix application; 6) container species planting; 7) site specific
performance goals; and 8) long-term site maintenance monitoring. The Developer will be
responsible for developing detailed specifications and for implementing the restoration program
for the Blochman's dudleya.
1.

Native Plant Species Salvaging:
•

Native Plant Species Transplantation: Pursuant to the requirements of the
Implementation Agreement of the Central/Coastal Orange County Natural
Community Conservation Plan (NCCP) and in conjunction with CDFG's
identification of a suitable site(s) within the time specified in the NCCP,
Blochman's dudleya shall be transplanted from development areas prior to
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construction initiation for re-use within the appropriate restoration sites. Both
previously marked plants (corms) and surrounding topsoil materials will be: 1)
stored on-site in bags (if transplantation will occur immediately); or 2) planted
in containers by a qualified nursery for a longer storage period (if
transplantation will occur within one year). Pursuant to the terms and timing
in the NCCP, grading operations shall not be permitted until the Blochman's
dudleya are salvaged. Subject to the approval of CDFG and the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service ("USFWS"), a seed collection and planting program in lieu
of translocation of existing individuals may occur.

2.

•

Vegetation Duff and Topsoil: If feasible, appropriate native vegetation
removed for trail construction and/or grading operations will be retained for
re-use within restoration sites during site preparation. Areas with high
quantities of weed species will be excluded from salvage operations. The reuse of native vegetative materials and soils will provide a source of sitespecific propagates (seeds and root materials), beneficial fungi, nutrients, and
beneficial soil organisms. Plant species for revegetation include those species
listed in Table 4.14.2, Revegetation Plant Palette, above.

•

Site Preparation: Site preparation will consist of weed removal, salvage
materials application and temporary irrigation installation.

•

Weed Removal: Weed and ornamental species may become established at the
restoration sites prior to planting. Removal methods will include application
of suitable herbicides and hand and mechanical removal of above ground
vegetation and root material, as appropriate for specific species.

Native Plant Species Establishment

Native plant species establishment will be accomplished through the use of seed mix
application, transplants, and container planting to supplement the salvaged vegetative
materials used within each site. Planting (container and transplants) and seeding shall be
performed during those periods when weather and soil conditions are suitable. In this
way seasonal rains can be used to facilitate appropriate establishment and germination.
•

Seed Mix Application: Appropriate native seed mixes will be applied ifthere
are insufficient quantities of usable native duff and soils available for
salvaging. The seed mix will provide a mix of grass and herbaceous species
as well as shrub species throughout each site. Application will be performed
throughout each site by hand using a hand-held whirly-bird or similar device.
All seed materials will be thoroughly raked in following application.
• Container Species Planting: If feasible, container planting will be utilized
and will include a variety of shrub species randomly planted in groups
throughout the site to provide immediate structural and age diversity for the
newly established habitat. Container plant species will be obtained from
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salvaged materials or reputable native plant species suppliers.
The following guidelines will be utilized during planting to facilitate successful
establishment.
•

Blochman's Dudleya Salvage: Subject to the requirements of the NCCP and
in conjunction with the CDFG's identification of a suitable site(s) within the
time specified in the NCCP, salvaged Blochman's dudleya plants and
associated topsoils will be transplanted to the appropriate restoration site. Site
selection for transplantation will be based on suitable soils, suitable slope
aspect, suitable hydrological regimes, and as referenced above an alternative
may be a seed collection and planting program as approved by CDFG and
USFWS.

•

Soil Amendments: In the event of severe/deep soil compaction, appropriate
soil amendment (gypsum, sand, etc.) as well as mechanical treatments such as
deep ripping; plant hole auguring, etc. will be utilized to provide suitably
friable and aerated soil conditions and to facilitate deep root development.

•

Invasive Plant Species: Removal of the following plant species will be
conducted on an as needed basis within the park and open space areas of the
Headlands.
TABLE 4.14.4
INVASIVE PLANT SPECIES

Botanical name

Common Name

Ailanthus altissima
Arundo donax
Carpobrotus edulis
Chrysanthemum coronarium
Cortaderia selloana
Cynara cardunculus
Cynodon dactylon
Forniculum vulgare
Mesembryantheumum ssp.
Myoporum
Nicotiana g/auca
Pennisetum setaceum
Ricinus communis
Schinus terebinthifolia
Senecio mikanioides
Spartium junceum
Vinca major

Tree ofHeaven
Giant Reed Grass
Hottentot Fig
Garland Chrysanthemum
Pampas Grass
Artichoke Thistle
Bermuda Grass
Fennel
Iceplant
Myoporum
Tree Tobacco
Fountain Grass
Castor Bean
Brazilian Pepper Tree
German Ivy
Spanish Broo
Periwinkle
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Broadleaf species such as mustard, tree tobacco, telegraph plant and other
problem weed species shall be controlled, as necessary, using hand removal
methods and spot or foliar treatments of appropriate herbicides. The Monitor
shall coordinate with the maintenance contractor to determine the most
effective methods and schedules for removal.

•

The use and type of soil amendments in the backfill mix will be based on soils
tests performed in appropriate portions of the mitigation site. No nitrogen
fertilizers shall be used. Fertilizer-rich soils are not appropriate for the
establishment of coastal sage scrub species, as these soil conditions encourage
the establishment of invasive weed species.

•

Techniques such as pre- and post watering-in, the proper use and manipulation
of backfill materials, the creation of an irrigation basin, the use of top
dressings, etc. will be used to create a suitable container planting site.

•

Irrigation: Pursuant to the fuel modification plan, irrigation will be provided
to the restoration sites to ensure the successful establishment of native plant
species. Irrigation will be accomplished in such a way as to encourage deep
root growth (periodic deep irrigation versus frequent light irrigation).
Periodic maintenance will be required to inspect and repair any problems that
may arise in the irrigation system. Remedial measures required to correct
irrigation system malfunctions shall be performed by the landscape contractor
immediately upon detection.
Automatic irrigation controllers shall be used and will be adjusted seasonally
according to historic weather patterns and water requirements for each
specific plant zone. Controllers will have the capacity for manual override to
enable landscape maintenance personnel the ability to make informed
adjustments to watering schedules based on fluctuations of on-site
microclimates and regional rainfall.
Moisture sensors within slope areas shall be used to monitor soil moisture
content and interrupt regularly scheduled watering when sufficient moisture
content is available in the soil. Rain gauges will be connected to irrigation
controllers to monitor rainfall volume and interrupt watering schedules in
response to site-specific rainfall conditions. Rain gauges will be located
adjacent to irrigation controllers.

3.

Three-Year Maintenance Program

A three-year maintenance program will be implemented to facilitate the successful
establishment and restoration of self-sustainable native habitats and plant species.
Pursuant to the Coastal Resources Maintenance Program, the City and the Developer will
be responsible for implementing the measures listed below during the first three years
following installation.
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Weed Control: A weed control program should be implemented to minimize
the establishment of invasive plant species and facilitate the establishment of a
self-sustainable coastal sage scrub habitat.

•

Plant Replacement: During the three-year maintenance period, widespread
plant failure, erosion damage, and/or poor-health shall be compensated for by
replanting and /or reseeding using species and quantities specified by the
Monitor. No replanting or reseeding shall occur in any season definitely
unfavorable for plant germination and establishment.

•

Pest Control: Insects, plant disease, and other pests shall be closely
monitored during the three-year maintenance period. At the direction of the
Monitor, diseased or infected plants shall be immediately disposed of off-site
at an appropriate landfill to prevent infection of on-site resources. Where
possible, biological controls shall be used instead of pesticides, herbicides,
etc. Pesticide use shall be in accordance with local codes and regulations.

•

Project Performance Standards: Performance goals will be used to measure
the successful establishment and restoration of native habitats and plant
species within the public open space areas. Performance goals for plant
species coverage and survival rate standards listed in Table 4.15.5 shall be
based on the comparison to growth patterns measured in pre-existing habitat
areas prior to clearing activities. Some habitat areas on-site only have 40% 60% coverage in their natural condition.
The Monitor will evaluate compliance and noncompliance with coverage
goals listed in Table 4.15.5 and suggest appropriate remedial measures, if
necessary.

TABLE 4.14.5

Year
One
Two
Three

PERCENT COVERAGE AND SURVIVAL RATES
Container Species
Native Plant Species
Coverage
Survival Rates
25%
80%
45%
80%
75%
80%
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4.15

MARINE RESOURCES MANAGEMENT GUIDELINES

Marine resources associated with the area offshore the project site include several different
habitat types that occur within two state marine life refuges. Marine resources in this area
encompass habitat within the intertidal and subtidal zones, and include both rocky and sandy
bottom habitats. The existing geologic conditions associated with the formation of the
Headlands dominate the marine environment. The Headlands were formed by uplift of the
coastal range through tectonic activity associated with the San Andreas Fault zone. The
Headlands rock escarpment projects into the Pacific Ocean and creates a hard discontinuity along
the coast between sand beaches to the north and south. As the rock face weathered and was
eroded by waves and wind, boulders and cobbles collected at the base of the bluffs and extended
out into the ocean. Prevailing currents flowing from north to south transported sand along Strand
Beach where it was intercepted by the Headlands. As the existing pocket beach grew, sand
moving off shore in deeper water around the Headlands was deposited in and around the
boulders and remnants of the rock face.
Subtidal habitat within the Study Area includes a complex of platform reefs, boulder fields, sand
patches, and offshore kelp beds. The nearshore movement of sand creates a mosaic of habitat
with large boulders and platform reefs remaining exposed while smaller rocks and cobbles are
periodically buried and exposed by the moving sand. The lack of protection from storm waves
(due to the extension of the point to the west) results in a very high-energy environment. Storm
waves tend to increase turbidity, reduce visibility, and prevent establishment of giant kelp within
shallow (less than 20 feet) areas. However, in deeper water (30-60 feet), the reduced storm surge
(with resultant decrease in sand movement) and hard bottom provide sufficient areas for kelp
establishment and growth. In addition, strong currents (up to 3 knots) sweep through these areas
increasing sand transport and turbidity. The combination of high waves, reduced visibility,
strong currents, and lack of easy points of access has reduced human impacts within the subtidal
zone and allowed the marine resources in this area to remain less impacted than other areas along
the coast.
The following measures are intended to provide for the protection and conservation of marine
resources adjacent to the Headlands Project. The intent of these measures is to encourage a
comprehensive approach for marine resource preservation and to minimize and mitigate potential
construction related impacts, operational impacts and increased public usage impacts that may be
associated with implementation of the Project.
•

Prior to issuance of grading permits, the Developer and/or Landowner shall prepare
and submit a Water Quality Management Plan to the Director of Public Works for
approval. The plan shall show compliance with the State Water Resources Control
Boards General Construction Activity Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan.

•

All drainage facilities and erosion control measures within the Project shall be
designed and constructed to protect coastal/marine resources in accordance with the
Orange County flood Control District Design Manual and the City of Dana Point
Grading Code. All proposed drainage facilities and erosion control measures shall be
approved by the Director of Public Works.
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Concurrent with the submittal of any Tentative Tract Map, Parcel Map or Site
Development Permit, a plan of Best Management Practices (BMPs) including
structural and nonstructural controls for the drainage area under consideration shall be
submitted to and approved by the Director of Public Works. The BMP plan shall
identify the structural and nonstructural measures and the assessment of long-term
maintenance responsibilities and shall reference the location of structural BMPs.

•

Prior to approval of the first final map, the Developer shall prepare and submit a
community awareness program to the Director of Community Development for
approval. The program shall inform buyers of the impacts of dumping potentially
harmful chemicals into storm drainage facilities.

•

Urban runoff from the Specific Plan Area shall comply with all existing and
applicable Federal, State, and local water quality laws and regulations.

•

Prior to approval of any final maps, the Developer shall prepare a construction
monitoring plan to monitor and protect marine resources during periods of
construction. The construction monitoring plan shall be approved by the Director of
Community Development.

•

A signage program shall be prepared and coordinated with the California Department
of Fish and Game and County of Orange, and implemented by the Developer and/or
Landowner near rocky intertidal areas to inform the public that it is illegal to remove
marine resources.

•

A qualified Monitor shall be retained by the Developer to monitor near shoreline
construction activities to ensure impacts to marine resources are minimized.

•

All mitigation measures in the Headlands EIR providing for the conservation of
marine resources shall be implemented.

•

As part of the Coastal Resources Management Program, water quality testing will be
performed during the three-year post-construction monitoring period. In the event
water quality levels are reported below acceptable standards, the
Developer/Landowner and/or Home Owners Association will be required to provide
additional structural and non-structural Best Management Practices.
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4.16

MASTER LANDSCAPE AND IRRIGATION GUIDELINES

The HDCP master landscape guidelines establish project wide criteria that aesthetically
complement the coastal setting. The primary goals are to maximize coastal views, maintain
appropriate scale, utilize native and drought tolerant plant materials, and create pedestrian
friendly environments. These landscape guidelines complement and work in conjunction with
those found in Section 4.12, Design Guidelines.
The HDCP landscape improvements establish a cohesive visual image and provide appropriate
transitions from natural areas primarily located in the parks, greenbelts and open space, to the
more formalized landscaping within the development envelopes. Figure 4.16.1, Landscape Zone
Master Plan, illustrates the primary landscape zones.
The landscape palette, as identified in Table 4.14.2, Vegetation Plant Palette, include materials
that enhance public views, conserve water, reduce risks of fire hazard, and minimize invasive
plant materials. Natural landscaping and fuel modification requirements shall follow the
guidelines outlined in Section 4.14, Parks and Open Space Management Plan, which also include
details concerning landscaping in native, indigenous or fuel modification areas.
Utilizing vertical landscape elements such as palms, cypress and similar trees to frame views
shall enhance significant public coastal view opportunities. Private homeowners are encouraged
to utilize plant species from the following list. However, landscaping for residential lots shall be
established at the Site Development Permit approval, and may vary from the list. In addition to
the City approved Site Development Permit, in conjunction with the final maps, an architectural
review board and conditions, covenants, and restrictions (CC&Rs) shall be established for the
residential neighborhoods and address· landscape guidelines. All landscape guidelines shall
restrict materials to ensure public views from public areas are maintained permanently.
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TABLE 4.16.1
LANDSCAPE PALETTE
PLANNING AREA

TREE SPECIES

PRIMARY=. SECONDARY= 0

BOTANICAL NAME

Acacia baileyana
Brachyton populneum
Brahea armata
Cercis occidentalis
Chamaerops humilis
Cocos plumosa
Corynocarpus laevigata
Cupressus macrocarpa
Erythrina crista-galli
Erythrina humaneana
Heteromeles arbutifolia
Jacaranda mimosifolia
Juniperus torulosa
Olea europaea
Phoenix canariensis
Phoenix reclinata
Phoenix roebelenii
Pinus pinea
Pinus halepensis
Prunus ilicifolia
Prunus tyonii
Quercus dumosa
Rhus integrifolia
Rhus lancea
Trachycarpus fortunei
Washingtonia spp.

Contmued

COMMON NAME
Bailey Acacia
Bottle Tree
Mexican Blue Palm
Western Redbud
Mediterranean Fan Palm
Queen Palm
New Zealand Laurel
Monterey Cypress
Cockspur Coral Tree
Natal Coral
Toyon
Jacaranda
Chinese Twisted Juniper
Olive
Canary Date Palm
Senegal Date Palm
Pigmy Palm
Italian Stone Pine
Aleppo Pine
Holly leaf Cherry
Catalina Cherry
California Scrub Oak
Lemonadeberry
African Sumac
Windmill Palm
Mexican & California
Fan Palm

•
•••
•
••
•
•
••
•
••
0

0

0

0

•
••
••
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

•
•
0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

•

•

•
•••
•
0

0

0
0

•
•••
•
0

0

0
0
0
0

•
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••
0

0

••
0
0
0
0

0

•

0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0

••

•

0

0
0

0

0

0

••
•
•

0
0
0

0
0

•
•
••
•

0
0

•

0
0

0
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TABLE 4.16.1
LANDSCAPE PALETTE
(Continued)
PLANNING AREA

SHRUB SPECIES

Q~r
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BOTANICAL NAME

Carossa gramdiflora
Ceanothus species
Cistus purpureus
Convolvulus cneorum
Coprosma baueri
Ence/ia californica
Galvezia speciosa
Grass species
Juniperus species
Lavanula species
Leptospermum scoparium
Pittosporum tobira
Plumbago auriculata
Rhus integrifolia
Xylosma congestum

COMMON NAME

Natal Plum
Wild Lilac
Rockrose
Bush Morning Glory
Mirror Plant
Bush Sunflower
Island Bush Snapdragon
Ornamental Grasses
Juniper
Lavendar
New Zealand Tea Tree
Tobira
Cape Plumbago
Lemonadeberry
Xylosma

~-

g

0
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•
•
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••
•
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PLANNING AREA

0

BOTANICAL NAME

COMMON NAME

Bougainvillea species
Ficus repens
Tecomaria capensis
Vitis vinifera

Bougainvillea
'Compact' Creeping Fig
Cape Honeysuckle
Grape

•
0
0

0

••
•
0

•
•
0

0

••
•

•••
0

Additional species may be added with approval of the Director of Community Development.
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Although these plant species will require watering during the initial plant establishment period,
water requirements will decline as the plants mature. In addition to supporting responsible water
conservation objectives, the landscape and irrigation guidelines strive to prevent the detrimental
effects that irrigation might otherwise contribute to instability, excess runoff and leaching of
nutrients into the marine environment. To support this effort, common area and slope irrigation
systems will include sophisticated technological components and the following guidelines shall
be incorporated:
• Automatic irrigation controllers. These will be adjusted seasonally according to
historic weather patterns and water requirements for each specific plant zone.
Controllers will have the capacity for manual override to enable landscape
maintenance personnel the ability to make informed adjustments to watering schedules
based on fluctuations of on-site microclimates and regional rainfall.
• Moisture sensors within sensitive slope areas. These devices monitor soil moisture
content and interrupt regularly scheduled watering during cooler climate periods that
cause lower plant evapotranspiration and result in reduced irrigation demand.
• Rain gauges connected to irrigation controllers. These will monitor rainfall volume
and interrupt watering schedules in response to site specific rainfall conditions. Rain
gauges will be located adjacent to controllers to facilitate monitoring by maintenance
personnel.
• Multiple valves in plant associations. Plant species with similar water requirements
shall be grouped together so that irrigation valves can be zoned according to the
optimum water frequency and duration. Additionally, planting areas with similar
exposures (i.e. north-facing vs. south-facing) shall be zoned together since similar
plants with different sun or wind exposures will have different watering needs.
• Use of drip and efficient low-flow irrigation emitters to minimize irrigation
requirements and over-irrigation.
• Education of maintenance personnel and homeowners in the proper use of fertilizers,
pesticides and herbicides.
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5.1

INTRODUCTION

The project site is located entirely within the Coastal Zone, as defined by the California Coastal
Act (Coastal Act). The primary purposes of the Coastal Act are to protect, maintain, and, where
feasible, enhance and restore the natural and scenic qualities of the coastal zone resources; assure
an orderly and balanced use and conservation of coastal zone resources; maximize public access
consistent with conservation principles and constitutionally protected private property rights;
assure priority for coastal-dependent and coastal-related development; and encourage state and
local cooperation concerning planning and development. No discussion of the Coastal Act
policy issues concerning Industrial Development is included because no industrial development
is proposed by the HDCP. The Coastal Act ensures the conservation of coastal resources through
the implementation of series of coastal resources planning and management policies. The
policies constitute the standards used by the Coastal Commission in its review of coastal
development permit applications and local coastal programs prepared by local government.
The HDCP is consistent with the Coastal Act. This section provides an analysis of the Coastal
Act consistency. The following Coastal Act policy issue areas are evaluated:

•
•
•
•
•

Public Access
Recreation
Marine Environment
Land Resources
Development.

The Coastal Act establishes policies and procedures regulating the development and
conservation of California's coast. The Coastal Act requires local governments to prepare Local
Coastal Programs for areas located within the Coastal Zone. Local Coastal Programs are
comprised of the relevant portions of a local government's general plan, zoning ordinances,
zoning district maps, and other implementing actions, which, when taken together, meet the
requirements of and implement the provisions and policies of the California Coastal Act at the
local level.
The HDCP will be submitted by the City to the Coastal Commission for certification as an
amendment to the Dana Point Local Coastal Program.
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5.2

PUBLIC ACCESS

A.

Coastal Act Policy

Several provisions of the Coastal Act pertain to public access in the Coastal Zone. The
following table outlines the public access Coastal Act policies and the method of implementing
those policies through the HDCP.

B.

Implementation Program

The HDCP public access program provides for the dedication or conveyance of 62.0-acres of
public parks and open space, a majority of which borders the actual coastal edge or shoreline.
This includes rocky and sandy beaches, the coastal bluffs, over three miles of public trails, five
public parks, five public visitor recreational facilities, and 23 individual plan components related
to coastal access. Included among these components are three beach access paths, scenic
overlooks, informational kiosks, resting facilities, coastal view areas, public monuments, public
rights-of-way, coastal bluff trails, visitor recreational facilities, public infrastructure, bicycle
storage facilities, and an integrated greenbelt system. Coastal access components are described
in Section 3 .0, Planned Development District.
The California Coastal Commission's Access Plan (State Access Plan) states that "turning offers
to dedicate into useable public accessways is one of the Commission's highest priorities and one
of its greatest challenges. " The HDCP provides for the dedication of the privately owned Strand
Beach. The dedication and construction of all parks, trails, visitor recreational facilities, and
coastal beach access facilities shall be completed prior to the issuance of the first certificate of
occupancy for residential construction.
The State Access Plan identifies the completion of the California Coastal Trail as a top priority,
stating that the California Coastal Trail is "only 65% complete after 25 years of effort." The
project site is considered to be a significant missing link in the trail, and as detailed in Section
3.0, Planned Development Zoning, the HDCP includes over three miles of integrated trails that
will be incorporated into the California Coastal Trail system. Additionally, the HDCP provides
for the funding, dedication, design, and construction of the visitor recreational facilities
identified in Section 3.0, Planned Development Zoning.
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TABLE 5.1
COASTAL PUBLIC ACCESS POLICIES SUMMARY
Coastal Act Policies

Implementation Method of the HDCP

In carrying out the requirement of Section 4 of Article X
of the California Constitution, maximum access, which
shall be conspicuously posted, and recreational
opportunities shall be provided for all the people
consistent with public safety needs, and the need to
protect public rights, rights of private property owners,
and natural resource areas from overuse. Coastal Act §
30210.

The HDCP's public access program provides for the
dedication or conveyance of 62.0 acres of public
open space, a majority of which borders the coastal
edge or shoreline.
Access and recreational
opportunities include three miles of public trails, five
public parks, five proposed public visitor recreational
facilities, and 23 individual plan components related
to coastal access. Included among these components
are three beach access paths, emergency vehicle
access to Strand Beach, scemc overlooks,
informational kiosks, picnic and resting facilities,
coastal view areas, public monuments, public
parking, bicycle storage facilities, coastal bluff trails,
visitor recreational facilities, informational and
directional signage, public art, public infrastructure,
and an integrated greenbelt and buffer system. The
integrated public trail system maximizes public
access to numerous coastal areas, currently
unavailable to the public including the entire coastal
bluff area that stretches nearly a mile in length.
Fencing and signage will provide, as necessary,
public safety and protect sensitive resources.

Development shall not interfere with the public's right
of access to the sea where acquired through use or
legislative authorization, including, but not limited to,
the use of dry sand and rocky coastal beaches to the first
line of terrestrial vegetation. Coastal Act § 30211.

The project will not interfere with the public's right
of access. The privately owned 5.2 acre Strand
Beach will be offered for dedication to the County of
Orange to maximize public access to coastal
resources as well as to the adjacent Salt Creek
County Beach. If the County doesn't accept the
offer, Strand Beach will be dedicated to the City of
Dana Point or other appropriate governmental
agency. The existing, off-site accessway to Strand
Beach (North Strand Beach access) will be rebuilt to
add scenic overlooks and public restrooms. Two
additional pedestrian accessways (Central Strand
Beach Access and South Strand Beach Access) to the
Strand Beach Park will be provided. Currently, no
public access to the coastal bluff top occurs onsite.
The project will establish coastline access for the
public through public parks, trails and related
amenities which will serve local and regional visitors
and create significant public recreational and
educational opportunities.

Public access from the nearest public roadway to the
shoreline and along the coast shall be provided in new
development projects except where: (1) it is inconsistent
with public safety, military security needs, or the
protection of fragile coastal resources, (2) adequate

The HDCP Circulation Plan consists of an on-site
circulation system that provides public access,
including numerous onsite pedestrian and bicycle
access points, to the shoreline from the nearest public
roadway. The Circulation Plan provides numerous
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Coastal Act Policies

Implementation Method of the HDCP

access exists nearby or (3) agriculture would be
adversely affected. Coastal Act§ 30212.

opportunities for direct coastal access, and connects
to multiple off-site roads, bikeways and trails.

Wherever appropriate and feasible, public facilities,
including parking areas or facilities, shall be distributed
throughout an area so as to mitigate against the impacts,
social and otherwise, of overcrowding or overuse by the
public of any single area. Coastal Act§ 30212.5.

The HDCP provides public facilities and parking that
are well spaced throughout the project area,
eliminating the potential for overcrowding of any
specific area. Five new public parks and five
proposed visitor recreation facilities provide
recreational nodes that are served by an extensive
trail system and multiple parking areas.

Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities shall be
protected, encouraged, and where feasible, provided.
Developments
providing
public
recreational
opportunities are preferred. Coastal Act§ 30213.

The HDCP provides five public parks, three miles of
public trails with coastal overlooks, five proposed
visitor recreation facilities and other public open
space areas that provide lower cost visitor and
recreation facilities. All visitor recreational facilities
will be available to the public at little or no cost.

Public access shall be implemented in a manner that
takes into account the need to regulate the time, place
and manner of public access depending on the facts and
circumstances in each case including, but not limited to
the following: (1) topographic and geologic site
characteristics, (2) the capacity of the site to sustain use
and what level of intensity, (3) the appropriateness of
limiting public access to the right to pass and repass
depending on such factors as the fragility of natural
resources and the proximity of the access area to
adjacent residential uses, and (4) the need to provide for
the management of access areas so as to protect the
privacy of adjacent property owners and to protect the
aesthetic values of the area. Coastal Act§ 30214.

Public access within the HDCP responds to the
topographic and geologic site characteristics. The
significant landforms, Strand Beach, the Headlands
coastal bluffs, the Hilltop and Harbor Point and Dana
Point, are preserved as conservation open space
and/or as public parks. The coastal access paths
within these parks include conservation and safety
fencing, where appropriate, for public safety or to
protect natural resources. The HDCP describes a
public access program for each of the public parks
including regulations for protection and management
of natural resources while accounting for the privacy
of current and future property owners
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5.3

RECREATION

A.

Coastal Act Policies

Several provisions of the Coastal Act pertain to recreation in the Coastal Zone. Each policy and
implementation program for the HDCP is outlined below.
B.

Implementation Program

Section 4.17, Open Space Plan, provides for a variety of public recreational activities, within the
total 62.0 acres of parks and open space. The program strives to accommodate a wide range of
visitors, including activities for the very young and the elderly. The natural resources protected
within the site are complemented by a number of passive recreation opportunities. The five
parks are described in detail in Section 4.4, Park and Open Space Plan. The parks provide
picnic areas, hiking, walking, biking, coastal access, scenic corridors, public parking, visitor
recreational facilities, beachfront recreation, coastal view areas, and nature conservation areas.
The parks are linked by the public trail system.
The integrated public trail system stretches over three miles. It encourages visitors to move
throughout the project by linking major public destination points, such as the Strand Beach Park,
the Strand Vista Park/Public Beach Access, the Headlands Conservation Park, the Hilltop Park
and Greenbelt Linkages, the Seaside Inn Visitor/Recreation Commercial facility, the Pacific
Coast Highway Visitor/Recreation Commercial facility, and the Harbor Point Park. The trail
system includes pedestrian trails, lookouts, coastal view areas, visitor recreational facilities, and
bikeways that are interspersed throughout the property. The public trail system links the public
visitor recreational facilities.
The visitor recreational facilities, five in number, are each approximately 2,000 square feet (with
the exception of the restroom facility), and shall be constructed by the project developer. Four of
these facilities provide educational and interpretive activities. Proposed programs include the:
•
•

•
•

•

Lighthouse. A center for historic exhibitions related to the California coast and
the early history of the project site, with an adjacent Veterans' Memorial.
Nature Interpretive Center. A center to house natural resource educational
materials, exhibits, tours, and management activities for the adjacent Headlands
Conservation Park.
Cultural Center. A center to display revolving works, including California
artifacts, crafts, readings, art, and instructional and performing activities.
Conservation Center. A center for an educational program related to the various
conservation and restoration projects that have occurred along the California
coast.
Strand Beach Park Restrooms. Restroom and outdoor shower facilities located
in the North Strand Beach Access immediately adjacent to Strand Beach Park.
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TABLE 5.2
PUBLIC RECREATION POLICIES SUMMARY
Coastal Act Policies

Implementation Method of the HDCP

Coastal areas suited for water-oriented recreational
activities that cannot readily be provided at inland
water areas shall be protected for such uses. Coastal
Act§ 30220.

Three points of public pedestrian access will be
provided to Strand Beach within the scope of the
project. Strand Beach will be offered for dedication to
the County of Orange for public recreational activities
in perpetuity. If the County doesn't accept the offer,
Strand Beach will be dedicated to the City or other
appropriate governmental agency.

Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be
protected for recreational use and development unless
present and foreseeable future demand for public or
commercial recreational activities that could be
accommodated on the property is already adequately
provided for in the area. Coastal Act § 30221.

Sixty-two acres of oceanfront land, or over one-half of
the project site, will be protected for public recreation
and open space use. The HDCP provides for a variety
of public recreational opportunities within the 62.0
acres of parks and open space. The program strives to
accommodate a wide range of visitors, including
activities for the very young and the elderly. The
portions of the project site adjacent to the ocean will be
protected for public recreational and conservation uses.
The natural resources associated with the site are
complemented by a number of passive recreation
activities, including picnic areas, hiking, walking,
biking, coastal access, scenic corridors, coastal view
areas, and nature tours. The Headlands Conservation
Park preserves natural resources while also providing
dramatic coastal access and view opportunities.
Harbor Point Park will maximize the public viewing
opportunities to Dana Point Harbor, and Strand Beach
Park will be dedicated to the public for recreational use
in perpetuity. There are currently 31 recreational
facilities in the City of Dana Point totaling 652.5 acres.
Based on the City of Dana Point standards for park
acreage need per resident, the project is required to
provide 1.20 acres of park area. As described above,
the project will provide 62.0 acres of parks and open
space, obviously well in excess of the need created by
the project. Finally, the project also includes 4.4 acres
of visitor/recreation commercial uses, which will be
oriented to both local and regional coastal visitors.

The use of private lands suitable for· visitor-serving
commercial recreational facilities designed to enhance
public opportunities for coastal recreation shall have a
priority over private residential, general industrial, or
general commercial development, but not over
agriculture or coastal-dependent industry. Coastal Act
§ 30222.

The HDCP provides for the development of two visitor
serving recreation/commercial areas, including a
Seaside Inn overlooking the Harbor which will offer
numerous visitor serving commercial uses to the
general public, such as a restaurant, meeting rooms,
gift shop, lodging, etc., and the Pacific Coast Highway
visitor serving commercial area. These sites are the
most suitable onsite for visitor serving commercial
recreational uses due to their accessibility and
proximity to public thoroughfares, such as Pacific
Coast Highway, Cove Road and Green Lantern and
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Coastal Act Policies

Implementation Method of the HDCP
their proximity to similar visitor serving uses. The
project also proposes five visitor recreational facilities
available at a lower cost, designed to attract regional
visitors to the coast.

Ocean front land that is suitable for coastal dependent
aquaculture shall be protected for that use, and
proposals for aquaculture facilities located on those
sites shall be given priority, except over other coastal
dependent developments or uses.
Coastal Act §
30222.5

The ocean front land contained within the HDCP is not
suitable for coastal dependent aquaculture.

Upland areas necessary to support coastal recreational
uses shall be reserved for such uses, where feasible.
Coastal Act§ 30223.

The HDCP provides for the development of parks,
recreation, and public open space within upland areas
adjacent to the coastline that maximize coastal access
and create public vistas and overlooks. This includes
public pedestrian trails, parking facilities, and
recreation/visitor serving commercial and related
recreational uses. The project designates over half of
the project site for public open space uses, including
over 31 acres designated specifically as recreation open
space. In addition, 4.4 acres of visitor recreation!
commercial uses are proposed to serve the general
pubic.

Increased. recreational boating use of coastal waters
shall be encouraged, in accordance with this division,
by developing dry storage areas, increasing public
launching facilities, providing additional berthing
space m ex1stmg harbors, limiting non-waterdependent land uses that congest access corridors and
preclude boating support facilities, providing harbors
of refuge, and by providing for new boating facilities in
natural harbors, new protected water areas, and in areas
dredged from dry land. Coastal Act § 30224.

No recreation boating use of coastal waters is feasible
However, many of these
within the HDCP.
opportunities exist in the adjacent Dana Point Harbor.
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The five visitor recreational facilities, the lighthouse, the nature interpretive center, the cultural
center, the conservation center and the Strand Beach Park restrooms, are located within portions
of the property that directly abut the Pacific Ocean or the Headlands Conservation Park. They
are distributed throughout the project site, within the open space and parks, and linked by the
public trail system. The centers will attract visitors to the coastal view areas, coastal access
trails, the Dana Point Harbor, and Strand Beach Park.
The development of the Visitor/Recreation Commercial uses in Planning Areas 4 and 9 will
further increase public recreational opportunities by providing overnight lodging and supplying
regional commercial needs. Both of the Visitor/Recreation Commercial Planning Areas are
linked to the public trail system
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5.4

MARINE ENVIRONMENT

A.

Coastal Act Policies

Several provisions of the Coastal Act pertain to the marine environment policies in the Coastal
Zone. Each policy and implementation program for the HDCP is outlined below.
B.

Implementation Programs

To address the Coastal Act marine environment policies, the HDCP contains site planning
criteria, grading concepts, drainage concepts, and site development standards that have been
developed to minimize construction and operational impacts to onshore and offshore coastal
resources. One of the primary objectives of the HDCP is to provide for the conservation of
coastal resources.
An Environmental Impact Report (EIR) evaluates potential projected-related impacts to marine
resources. Specific design features and mitigation measures have been identified to minimize or
avoid impacts to the marine environment, in accordance with CEQA. The project will be
required to provide a mitigation monitoring plan to ensure that mitigation measures from the
final EIR are implemented.
Additionally, the final EIR requires a construction and
post-construction monitoring plan to ensure that coastal resources protection measures are
implemented.
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TABLE 5.3
MARINE ENVIRONMENT POLICIES SUMMARY
Coastal Act Policies

Implementation Method of the HDCP

Marine resources shall be maintained, enhanced and
where feasible, restored. Special protection shall be
given to areas and species of special biological or
economic significance. Use of the marine environment
shall be carried out in a manner that will sustain the
biological productivity of coastal waters and that will
maintain healthy populations of all species of marine
organisms adequate for long-term commercial,
recreational, scientific, and educational purposes.
Coastal Act § 30230.

The HDCP provides for the conservation of marine
resources offshore and on the rocky beach at the base of
the bluff by designating these areas as conservation
open space. An extensive Water Quality Program is
proposed by the HDCP which will provide multiple
BMPs to protect the water quality of the ocean and
Dana Point Harbor. The Nature Interpretive Center and
Conservation Center will include displays and
educational materials to inform members of the public
how to contribute to resource protection. Signage will
be utilized in appropriate areas of biological
significance to protect resources.

The biological productivity and the quality of coastal
waters, streams, wetlands, estuaries, and lakes
appropriate to maintain optimum populations of marine
organisms and for the protection of human health shall
be maintained and, where feasible, restored through,
among other means, minimizing adverse effects of
waste water discharges and entrainment, controlling
runoff, preventing depletion of ground water supplies
and substantial interference with surface water flow,
encouraging waste water reclamation, maintaining
natural vegetation buffer areas that protect riparian
habitats, and minimizing alteration of natural streams.
Coastal Act § 30231.

No wetlands, riparian vegetated streams, estuaries or
lakes exist within the project site. Water quality
associated with the HDCP storm drain system results in
net improvements after the project implementation.
Coastal waters will be protected and enhanced through
the implementation of the HDCP water quality program
including extensive BMPs both during construction and
during operation. The existing storm drain system that
lacks proper outlet velocity control measures and water
quality filters, is replaced by state of the art drainage
control facilities. Drainage control facilities will be
constructed in accordance with the detailed
requirements of the Headlands Runoff Management
Plan, the Orange County Drainage Area Management
Plan, National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) requirements, and a Best Management
Practices program to filter, divert, and control runoff.
Reclaimed water is proposed for irrigation of parks and
common area landscaping.
Additionally, the HDCP designates 62 acres as parks
and open space, with Planning Areas 7 and 8b
designated as Conservation Open Space, which will be
protected and retain its natural vegetation and drainage
patterns.

Protection against the spillage of crude oil, gas,
petroleum products, or hazardous substances shall be
provided in relation to any development or
transportation of such materials. Effective containment
and cleanup facilities and procedures shall be provided
for accidental spills that do occur. Coastal Act§ 30232.

No transportation or development of crude oil, gas,
petroleum products or hazardous substances is planned
as part of the HDCP development. Appropriate NPDES
or other regulatory measures will be applied during
construction to ensure against any impacts resulting
from accidental spills.

The diking, filling, or dredging of open coastal waters,
wetlands, estuaries, and lakes shall be permitted in
accordance with other applicable provisions of this

No diking, filling, or dredging of open coastal waters,
wetlands, estuaries or lakes will occur as a result of the
proposed project.
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Coastal Act Policies

Implementation Method of the HDCP

division, where there is no feasible less environmentally
damaging alternative, and where feasible mitigation
measures have been provided to minimize adverse
environmental effects. Coastal Act§ 30233.
Facilities serving the commercial fishing and
recreational boating industries shall be protected and,
where feasible, upgraded. Existing commercial fishing
and recreational boating harbor space shall not be
reduced unless the demand for those facilities no longer
exists or adequate substitute space has been provided.
Proposed recreational boating facilities shall, where
feasible, be designed and located in such a fashion as
not to interfere with the needs of the commercial fishing
industry. Coastal Act § 30234

No commercial fishing or recreational boating
industries will be impacted as a result of the proposed
project.

The economic, commercial, and recreational importance
of fishing activities shall be recognized and protected.
Coastal Act § 30234.5

Recreational fishing opportunities will be preserved
through the dedication of Strand Beach to the County of
Orange for perpetuity.

Revetments, breakwaters, groms, harbor channels,
seawall, cliff retaining walls, and other construction that
alters natural shoreline processes shall be permitted
when required to serve coastal-dependent uses or to
protect existing structures or public beaches in danger
from erosion, and when designed to eliminate or
mitigate adverse impacts on local shoreline and sand
supply. Coastal Act§ 30235.

The HDCP Planning Area 2 provides for the
reconstruction and repair of the existing sea revetment
that currently protects the improvements associated
with the former mobile home park, the public access
stairway and storm drain just north of the project
Such reconstruction and repair will
boundary.
minimize the potential for coastal slope erosion and
enhance public safety and will not impact coastal
processes. The reconstructed revetment will protect the
following coastal-dependent uses: the North, South and
Central public beach accessways, the storm water
outlets and energy dissipation structures and the Strand
Beach Park public restrooms.

Channelizations, darns, or other substantial alterations
of nvers and streams shall incorporate the best
mitigation measures feasible, and be limited to (1)
necessary water supply projects, (2) flood control
projects where no other method for protecting existing
structures in the floodplain is feasible and where such
protection is necessary for public safety or to protect
existing development, or (3) developments where the
pnrnary function 1s the improvement of fish and
wildlife habitat. Coastal Act § 30236.

No channelizations, darns or other substantial
alterations of rivers or streams will occur within the
scope of this project.

Coastal Act § 3023 7 only applies to the Bolsa Chica
wetlands.

Not applicable.
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5.5

LAND RESOURCES

A.

Coastal Act Policies

The following table outlines the Coastal Act policies that pertain to Land Resources, and the
implementation proposed by the HDCP.
B.

Implementation Programs

The HDCP contains a Land Use Plan and accompanying policies and standards that provide for
significant open space and conservation areas, preservation of sensitive biological resource areas,
establish buffers, and minimize impacts to all significant biological resources onsite. The
Headlands property owner is a participating landowner in the NCCP/HCP.
The Headlands Conservation Park has been established to conserve 24.2 acres of sensitive flora
and fauna on the Headlands. To protect this natural habitat, only limited portions of the area will
accommodate passive uses, such as a bluff top trail, security fencing, overlooks, seating, and
signage. Times of access to the bluff top trail will be determined by the receiving public agency.
The Headlands Conservation Park also requires a long-term management program to conserve
and enhance the sensitive plants and species. An endowment or annual budget will be
established by the recipient public or non-profit agency to ensure the long-term maintenance and
operations of the Headlands Conservation Park. The onsite programs will be coordinated with
the California Resources Agency, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, and the California
Department of Fish and Game. These agencies have issued an Endangered Species, Section
lO(a) permit in conjunction with the landowners' participation in the NCCP/HCP and will retain
jurisdictional control until 2004.
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TABLE5.4
LAND RESOURCES POLICIES SUMMARY
Coastal Act Policies

Implementation Method of the HDCP

Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be
protected against any significant disruption of habitat
values, and only uses dependent on those resources shall
be allowed within those areas. Development in areas
adJacent to environmentally sensitive habitat areas and
parks and recreation areas shall be sited and designed to
prevent impacts which would significantly degrade those
areas, and shall be compatible with the continuance of
those habitat and recreation areas. Coastal Act§ 30240.

While acknowledging the presence of coastal sage scrub
and related plant and animal species that rely on this
habitat, the Certified Dana Point Local Coastal Program
(covering 95 acres of the project site) did not designate
any Environmentally Sensitive Habitat Areas onsite.
The HDCP contains a Land Use Plan and accompanying
policies and standards that provide for the conservation
of natural habitats, open space and conservation areas,
and the preservation of sensitive biological resource
areas. The HDCP also establishes buffers, and through
the NCCP/HCP mitigates impacts to biological
resources to a level of insignificance.
The Coastal Act acknowledges that conflicts may occur
between one or more of its policies, and "in such cases,
conflicts should be resolved in a manner which on
balance is the most protective of significant coastal
resources." (Section 30007.5) In order to create and
protect core habitat preserve areas and corridors of
viable, connected habitat area, which take into account
requirements of listed and covered species, it is
preferable to take a regional approach to the preservation
of sensitive species and habitats. Instead of preserving
all sensitive resources, including potential ESHAs in
place, where they are found, resulting in excessive
fragmentation, reduced habitat values and difficulties in
monitoring and management, it has been determined that
it is more protective of sensitive resources to focus on
regional NCCP conservation approaches that concentrate
development away from habitats of greatest overall
value. Such an approach will ensure the health and
viability of larger, connected sensitive vegetative
communities that support listed and covered species
within the region, as well as within the Coastal Zone.
The Headlands property owner is a Participating
Landowner m the NCCP/HCP that established the
38,000 acre Orange Reserve, including over 10,900
acres of significant habitat within the Coastal Zone and
as a result, was issued a Section lO(a) Endangered
Species Take Permit for the proposed project site. As
detailed in the 1996 EIR/EIS conducted by the Orange
County Environmental Management Agency in
cooperation with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, the
California Resource Agency, the California Department
ofFish and Game, the California Department of Forestry
and Fire, and the California Department of Parks and
Recreation, the proposed project's impacts to habitat
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Coastal Act Policies

Implementation Method of the HDCP
occupied by listed and other species "identified" in the
NCCP/HCP and the corresponding Implementing
Agreement are considered to be fully mitigated under
CEQA, the State NCCP Act and the State and federal
Endangered Species Acts.
By creating a series of greenbelt buffers between
sensitive habitat areas, parks and adjacent development,
potential indirect impacts which could significantly
degrade the habitat areas or parks has been minimized.

The maximum amount of prime agricultural land shall
be maintained in agricultural production to assure the
protection of the areas agricultural economy, and
conflicts shall be minimized between agricultural and
urban land uses. Coastal Act § 30241.

No prime agricultural land will be impacted by the
proposed project.

If the viability of existing agricultural uses is an issue
pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 30241 as to any
local coastal program or amendment to any certified
local coastal program submitted for review and approval
under this division, the determination of "viability" shall
include, but not be limited to, consideration of an
economic feasibility evaluation. Coastal Act § 30241.5.

No existing agricultural uses will be impacted by the
proposed project.

All other lands suitable for agricultural use shall not be
converted to nonagricultural uses unless (I) continued or
renewed agricultural use is not feasible, or (2) such
conversion would preserve prime agricultural land or
concentrate development consistent with Section 30250.
Any such permitted conversion shall be compatible with
continued agricultural use on surrounding lands. Coastal
Act§ 30242.

No lands suitable for agricultural use will be converted
to nonagricultural uses.

The long-term productivity of soils and timberlands shall
be protected, and conversions of coastal commercial
timberlands in units of commercial size to other uses or
their division into units of noncommercial size shall be
limited to providing for necessary timber processing and
related facilities. Coastal Act § 30243.

No timberlands or productive soils for timberlands will
be impacted by the proposed project.

Where
development
would
adversely
impact
archaeological or paleontological resources as identified
by the State Historic Preservation Officer, reasonable
mitigation measures shall be required. Coastal Act §
30244.

No known archeological and paleontological resources
exist on the areas to be developed, although CA-Ora-75
is located within the conservation open space of the
HDCP. A subsurface test program will be initiated in
the Ora-75 area prior to the approval of a tentative map.
If cultural materials are encountered during grading in
other parts of the HDCP, a qualified archaeologist shall
be retained to assess their significance. No adverse
impacts would result.
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5.6

DEVELOPMENT

A.

Coastal Act

The following table outlines the provisions of the Coastal Act that pertain to Land Resources,
and the implementation programs proposed by the HDCP.
B.

Implementation Programs

To address the Coastal Act development policies, the HDCP provides community design
guidelines, grading criteria, drainage criteria, and site development standards that have been
prepared to ensure public safety, land use compatibility, and the development of high quality
land uses. The HDCP emphasizes the conservation of natural resources and the protection of
public safety while providing for the development of high quality residential and visitor
commercial land uses.
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TABLE 5.5
DEVELOPMENT POLICIES SUMMARY
Coastal Act Policies

Implementation Method of the HDCP

New
residential,
commercial,
or
industrial
development, except as otherwise provided in this
division shall be located within, contiguous with, or in
close proximity to, existing developed areas able to
accommodate it or, where such areas are not able to
accommodate it, in other areas with adequate public
services and where it will not have significant adverse
effects, either individually or cumulatively, on coastal
resources. Coastal Act§ 30250.

This section of the Coastal Act promotes concentration
of development in or adjacent to existing developed
areas in order to reduce sprawl and its attendant
impacts to Coastal Zone resources. The project site is
surrounded by urban development on its north and east
sides and is served by five existing roadways including
PCH. All necessary infrastructure is either already
onsite or immediately adjacent to the property. The
site previously was developed as a 90-lot mobile home
park and with commercial uses. All public services
and public utilities are available to serve the project.
The HDCP provides new residential and
recreation/visitor serving commercial development in
areas that are contiguous or in close proximity to
existing developed areas off-site, and to areas with
adequate public services.
Significant coastal resources have been protected
through the project's participation in the NCCP/HCP
preserving large, contiguous blocks of habitat with the
highest natural resource value (including 10,960 acres
in the <;:oastal Zone of which over 50 percent is coastal
sage scrub) and locates development away from these
areas.

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be
considered and protected as a resource of public
importance. Permitted development shall be sited and
designed to protect views to and along the ocean and
scenic coast areas, to minimize the alteration of natural
land forms, to be visually compatible with the character
of surrounding areas, and where feasible to restore and
enhance visual quality in visually degraded areas. New
development in highly scenic areas such as those
designated in the California Coastline Preservation and
Recreation Plan prepared by the Department of Parks
and Recreation and by local government shall be
subordinate to the character of its setting. Coastal Act
§ 30251.

The HDCP Park and Open Space Plan provides for the
development of parks, recreation, and public open
space areas that maximize coastal access and create
public vistas and scenic overlooks. The parks have
been concentrated in locations that provide the most
dramatic coastal view opportunities along the coastal
frontage, maximizing views to and along the coast.
The significant landforms on the project site, including
the Headlands coastal bluffs, Harbor Point and Dana
Point, Strand Beach and the Hilltop will be preserved.
The uses and improvements proposed for the project
respond to the existing natural landforms and
incorporate regulations ensuring protection of on-site
and off-site public views, through the siting and design
of the structures and improvements. In addition,
dilapidated fencing, structures and overgrown,
unkempt ornamental landscaping will be removed,
enhancing the cumulative visual quality of the site and
creating public views where none exist today. The
proposed visitor recreation/ commercial and low
density residential development will be visually
compatible with the character of the surrounding areas
which are made up of residential and commercial
development. None of the proposed development is
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Coastal Act Policies

Implementation Method of the HDCP
located in areas designated as highly scenic areas in the
California Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan.

The location and amount of new development should
maintain and enhance public access to the coast by (I)
facilitating the provision or extension of transit service,
(2) providing commercial facilities within or adjoining
residential development or in other areas that will
minimize the use of coastal access roads, (3) providing
non-automobile circulation within the development, (4)
providing adequate parking facilities or providing
substitute means of serving the development with
public transportation, (5) assuring the potential for
public transit for high intensity uses, (6) assuring that
the recreational needs of new residents will not
overload nearby coastal recreation areas by correlating
the amount of development with local park acquisition
and development plans with the provision of onsite
recreational facilities to serve the new development.
Coastal Act § 30252.

The project enhances public access to the coast in
many ways. A traffic signal and crosswalk is proposed
at the project's entry at the intersection of"A" Street
and PCH. The signal and crosswalk will provide a
protected pedestrian crossing point and direct
connection between an existing Class I bike lane on
PCH and the project's South Strand Beach Access and
to the Hilltop Park and greenbelt system.

New development shall: (I) Minimize risks to life and
property in areas of high geologic, flood, and fire
hazard, (2) Assure stability and structural integrity, and
neither create nor contribute significantly to erosion,
geologic instability, or destruction of the site or
surrounding area, or in any way require the
construction of protective devices that would
substantially alter natural landforms along bluffs and
cliffs, (3) Be consistent with requirements imposed by
an a1r pollution control district or the State Air
Resources Control Board as to each particular
development, (4) Minimize energy consumption and
vehicle miles traveled, and (5) where appropriate,
protect special communities and neighborhoods which,
because of their unique characteristics, are popular
visitor destination points for recreational uses. Coastal
Act§ 30253.

The HDCP provides for the development of the project
site in a manner which minimizes risks to life and
property through the implementation of site specific
recommendations and specifications prepared by
professional engineers and others. Such
recommendations and specifications include bluff
setback requirements, remedial grading criteria, fuel
modification plans, hydraulic calculations and designs,
and similar measures. The HDCP will be developed in
accordance with such recommendations and
specifications. In doing so, not only is stability and
structural integrity assured, but that conditions
associated with erosion, geologic instability and other
adverse conditions are not created. The project site is
not in a designated high fire hazard area.

A public transit route utilizes PCH with two bus stops
within about two blocks of the project site. Both the
proposed visitor recreation/commercial and the
residential uses in the project will be linked and served
by three miles of public trails that will accommodate
non-automobile circulation within the development.
There are a broad variety of recreational opportunities
to meet the needs of new residents and those of coastal
visitors, including five new parks, 62 acres of public
open space and extensive recreational uses. Adequate
parking and on-site recreational facilities are
distributed evenly throughout the site to accommodate
the proposed uses and to assure that the recreational
needs of new residents do not overload nearby coastal
recreational areas. Based on the City of Dana Point's
standards for park acreage need per resident, the
project is required to provide 1.20 acres of park area.
As described above, the project will provide 62.0 acres
of public parks and open space, of which 31.7 acres are
designated as recreation open space.

The existing revetment onsite extends along the manmade terraces of the former trailer park area. The
revetment currently minimizes the potential for coastal
erosion, _l)rotecting the terraces and the onsite
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Coastal Act Policies

Implementation Method of the HDCP
infrastructure (storm drains, septic systems, pavement,
buildings, utilities, etc.) that remains in this area.
Based on the recommendations of professional
engineers, the revetment needs to be rebuilt to bring the
structure up to current engineering standards and to
minimize issues associated with erosion and geologic
stability and to enhance public safety and public
access.
As discussed in Section 4.5 Geology and Soils, Section
4.16 Coastal Processes, and Section 4.1 Aesthetics, the
reconstruction of the revetment will not alter natural
landforms along bluffs and cliffs. In fact,
reconstruction of the revetment will enhance geologic
stability, prevent erosion, protect existing and proposed
improvements and protect new and existing coastal
access.
The development of the property will be conducted
consistent with federal, State, and local rules and
regulations addressing public health and safety,
including requirements from the South Coast Air
Quality Management District (SCAQMD). The HDCP
will create, preserve and protect visitor servmg
recreation opportunities.

New or expanded public works facilities shall be
designed and limited to accommodate needs generated
by development or uses permitted consistent with the
provisions of this division; provided, however, that it is
the intent of the Legislature that State Highway Route 1
in rural areas of the coastal zone remain a scenic twolane road. Special districts shall not be formed or
expanded except where assessment for, and provision
of, the service would not induce new development
inconsistent with this division. Where existing or
planned public works facilities can accommodate only
a limited amount of new development, services to
coastal dependent land use, essential public services
and basic industries vital to the economic health of the
region, state, or nation, public recreation, commercial
recreation, and visitor-serving land uses shall not be
precluded by other development. Coastal Act § 30254.

Public works facilities will be designed to serve the
needs of the proposed development.
No special
districts will be formed in conjunction with this project
that would induce new development inconsistent with
this division. There are no planned public works
facilities that have been identified as a limitation to
development. Sufficient services for coastal dependent
land uses, recreation, essential public services and
visitor serving land uses, are available and will be
provided for in the project.

Notwithstanding any other provision of law, the
commission may not impose any term or condition on
the development of any sewage treatment plant which
is applicable to any future development that the
commission finds can be accommodated by that plant
consistent with this division. Nothing in this section
modifies the provisions and requirements of Sections
30254 and 30412. Coastal Act § 30254.5

No sewage treatment plant is proposed as a part of this
project.

Coastal-dependent developments shall have priority
over other developments on or near the shoreline.

No coastal-dependent developments will be impacted
by the_pro_p_osed development E_rolect.
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Coastal Act Policies
Except as provided elsewhere in this division, coastaldependent developments shall not be sited in a wetland.
When appropriate, coastal-related developments should
be accommodated within reasonable proximity to the
coastal-dependent uses they support. Coastal Act §
30255.

Implementation Method of the HDCP
by the proposed development project.
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DISClAIMER:
This is a draft map. Some of the delineations on this map are tentative, pending further investigation. None of the ESHA boundary delineations on this map
should be treated as necessarily being indicative of Commission Staff's final detennination of the boundaries of the areas that should be considered ESHA.
This map ~areas on the Dana Point Headlands sfte that Coastal Commission Staff has tentatively concluded- based, in part, on information provided
by the applicant as of the date of this map- constitute environmentally sensftive hebftat areas ("ESHA") for purposes of Section 30240 of the Coastel Ad.
(Cal. Pub. Res. Code Sec. 30240).
The detenninations that underiie this deUneation of the ESHA areas may cha"l!" with the acquisftion of new infonnation. Similarly, Commission Stall's
is the
assessment of the location of ESHA may also change aver time, as the physical sftuation on the ground changes. Moreover, the Commission final arbiter of what the Commission considers to be ESHA. Accordingly, this representation of stall's tentative conclusions- even they were final -would
not necessarily be reflective of the Commission's official posftion.
Finally, this map is not intended to show, end does not neoessarily show, areas where Commission staff believes thet development can occur without any
negative impact on any coastal resource. This map is only intended to rellecl the areas in which environmentally sensftive habftat is present. There may be
other coastal resources that would be affected by development o n - areas of the sfte. Consequently, ft is not necessarily the case that Commission
Staff is prepared to recommend approval of any development on the remaining areas.
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DISCLAIMER:
This is a draft map. Some of the delineations on this map ara tentative, pending further invesligalion. None of the ESHA boundary delineations on this map
should be treated as necessarily being indicative of Commission Stall's final determination of the boundaries of the araas that should be considered ESHA.
This map ~ araas on the Dana Point Headlands site that Coastal Commission Staff has tentatively concluded - based, in part, on information provided
by the applicant as of the dele of this map-~ environmentally sensftive habitat araas ("ESHA") for purposes of Section 30240 of the Coastal Ad
(Cal. Pub. Ras. Code Sec. 30240).
The determinations that underlie this delineation of the ESHA araas may change with the acquisition of new information. Similarly, Commission Stall's
assessment of the location of ESHA may also change over time, as the physical sftuation on the ground changes. Moreover, the Commission itself is the
final arbiter of what the Commission oonsidenl to be ESHA. Accordingly, this representation of stall's tentative conclusions - even if they were final - _,ld
not necessarily be reflective of the Commission's official position.
Finally, this map is not intended to show, end doas not necessarily show, araas where Commission staff believes that development can occur without any
negative impact on any coastal resource. This map is only intended to reflect the araas in which environmentally sensftive habitat is present. There may be
other coastal resources that _,ld be affected by development on other araas of the sfte. Consequantly, H is not necessarily the case that Commission
Staff is prepared to recommend approval of any development on the remaining araas.
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Headlands Reserve LLC
2484 Del Prado Avenue
Dana Point, California 92629
Attention:
Re:

1

Mr. Kevin Darnall

Summary Of Observations And Associated Photographs
1983·84 Repair And Reconstruction
Rock Revetment And Shorefront Slope
Dana Strand Club Mobile Home Park
Dana Point, California
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COASTAL COMMISSION

INTRODUCTION

As requested, a brief summary of observations during the subject repair/reconstruction project
has been prepared, including several Polaroid photographs taken during the construction
process (see attached appendix). The subject repair and reconstruction was performed in late
1983 and early 1984, following severe damage during El Nino storms in January-March, 1983.
Geotechnical review and testing during the construction process was provided by Moore &
Taber (M&T), a predecessor company to AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC). The
undersigned, Scott Kerwin, provided on-site geologic review services for AMEC/M&Ton several
occasions during the course of the subject construction project.
2

GENERAL SUMMARY OF REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

In general, the subject construction project included repair/reconstruction of the rock revetment
along the ocean shoreline, reconstruction of adjoining sections of the shorefront slope and
construction/replacement of storm drain facilities near the center of the property/revetment. The
revetment repair/reconstruction extended along essentially the entire length of the property (i.e.,
approximately 2100 feet).
The only portion of the existing revetment that was not
repaired/reconstructed was beyond the active mobile home park area at the southerly extremity
of the Strand (i.e., beyond approximately 2100 feet). In general, repair/reconstruction of the
revetment included: excavation of a keyway into firm soils and/or bedrock, placement of filter
fabric and a thin layer of sand as protective backing along the bottom and back of the keyway,
and replacement of excavated rock and/or placement of imported rock to form the revetment
structure (see attached photographs). Reconstruction of the shorefront slope typically included
portions of the earthen slope directly behind ard supporting the rock revetment and, in the
northerly· and central portions of the revetment, an overlying fill slope ·that extended between·
about 5 to 30 feet above the top of the revetment. The height of fill slope reconstruction
primarily depended upon the depth and extent of erosion/shallow failures that had affected the
slope. Storm drain repair and replacement included: construction of a 72-inch diameter inlet
structure in the south-central parking area behind the shoreline, connection of this inlet structure
to the existing storm drain system that served the ar$a to the east, installation of a 42-inch
diameter storm drain pipe, and construction of an outlet structure through the reconstructed
revetment section. A brief outline of the general construction procedures is presented below.
AMEC Earth & Environmental. Inc.
1290 North Hancock Street. Suite 102
Anaheim, California

USA 9Z807-1924
Tel (7141779-2591
Fax (7141779-8377
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GENERAL CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES

In general, the bulk of the repair/reconstruction work proceeded from south to north along the
shoreline. The construction work can be separated into four general areas: 1) the southerly
portion of the revetment/shorefront slope, 2) construction of storm drain facilities near the southcentral portion of the shoreline, 3) the central and north-central portion of the
revetment/shorefront slope, and 4) the northerly end of the revetment/shorefront slope. The
general construction procedures in each of these areas is briefly summarized below. Polaroid
photographs of the construction process are attached in the appendix.
3.1

SOUTHERLY PORTION OF THE REVETMENT/SHOREFRONT SLOPE

Repair/reconstruction of the damaged revetment started along the southerly portion of the
shoreline by removing loose rock and soil above and behind the buried section of the revetment
that was present beneath the adjacent beach sediments. A keyway was excavated into firm
soils behind the lower, buried section of the revetment rock and filter fabric was installed across
the bottom of the keyway and over the face of the fill comprising the shorefront slope. Filter
fabric was considered an important element of the repair/reconstruction wqrk because much of
the damage could be attributed to piping erosion and subsequent failurr of the materials be' ~nd
and supporting the previously existing revetment. A thin layer of sand was subsequently placed
over the filter fabric as a backing material to protect the fabric during rock placement. Rock that
was stockpiled during excavation of the keyway was then replaced in the keyway. As
necessary, additional rock was imported to the site to complete the repair/reconstruction to the
design grades (see Photograph No. 1 in the appendix). Rock was placed to maximize the
points of contact between adjacent stones in order to create a fabric or structure in the
revetment section that would provide greater resistance to dislodgement by wave impact.
Photograph No. 2 shows the· revetment section in the southerly portion of the site nearing
completion. The top of the revetment section was subsequently filled with smaller "filter" rock
and/or quarry waste rock that was imported to the site to create a level surface across the top,
similar to that shown in Photograph No. 3.
3.2

STORM DRAIN CONSTRUCTION

Storm drain construction in the south-central portion of the site was initiated at about the same
time revetment repair/reconstruction was being performed in the southerly portion of the site.
Construction essentially consisted of excavating a deep trench with sloping sides from the
south·c~ntral parking area through the face of the damaged revetment section.
After
construction of the inlet structure, connecti9n to the existing storm drain system, installation of
the storm drain pipe, and construction of the outlet structure, the trench was backfWied with the
excavated soils, using appropriate compaction methods. Backfilling and compaction of the
excavation area also included reconstruction of adjoining sections of the shorefront slppe, which
were extensively damaged during the storms. Pryotograph No. 4 in the appendix shows the
completed slope in the storm. drain outlet area prior to placement of filter fabric, protective sand
backing and the revetment rock section.
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CENTRAL AND NORTH-CENTRAL PORTION OF THE REVETMENT/SHOREFRONT
SLOPE

Damage to the revetment and shorefront slope was most extensive along this portion of the
shoreline. The overall construction process in this area was similar to that in the southerly
portion of the site. However, the extent of damage to the revetment and erosion/failure of the
shorefront slope typically necessitated that the keyway for the revetment rock and subsequent
slope reconstruction extend down to the top of the buried bedrock surface (i.e. displaced
bedrock along the toe of the existing ancient landslides that comprise most of the project site).
Photograph No. 5 shows the c_ompleted keyway excavation prior to removal of loose soils along
the face of the shorefront slope, in preparation for subsequent placement of filter fabric and the
protective sand cover. Also shown in this photograph is a geologist (Scott Kerwin) reviewing the
bedrock and fill exposures at the northwesterly edge of one of the shallow slide areas that
affected the shorefront slope. Photograph No. 6 shows a portion of the slope that has been
"dressed" in preparation for placement of filter fabric and the protective sand backing.
Preliminary placement of rock prior to "fitting" of the stones to maximize point to point contact is
shown in Photograph No. 7. Stockpiled rock from the keyway excavation and imported rock
from Ortega Quarry were both used for repair/reconstruction of the revetment (Ph tograph No.
1).
Reconstruction of the shorefront slope above the revetment section was required along the
entire length of this portion of the shoreline. Slope reconstruction included removal of the
existing surficial landslides and repair of other erosion damage to the slope face. The
reconstructed slopes were founded, at least in part, on the top of the repaired/reconstructed
revetment. This was accomplished by filling the top of the revetment with smaller "fifter" rock to
create a level bench (see Photograph No. 3). The filter rock was subsequently covered with
filter fabric, in preparation for overlying fill placement (Photograph No. 8). The slope
reconstruction proceeded by placing and compacting fill in thin horizontal "lifts" or layers up to
the design grades using both stockpiled on-site soils and imported fill soils.
Slope
reconstruction extended to heights between about 5 and 30 feet above the top of the revetment.
3.4

NORTHERLY END OF THE REVETMENT/SHOREFRONT SLOPE

The general construction procedures for the northerly end of the shorefront slope are essentially
the same as that for the adjoining north-central portion of the project. The primary difference
was that the excavated keyway for reconstruction of the revetment did not consistently extend
into the bedrock. In this area, the keyway was founded in firm soils and/or bedrock behind the
buried revetment section, si:nilar to the repair/reconstruction in the southerly portion of the
project site. Reconstruction of the overlying shorefront slope at the northerly end of the
revetment generally extended about 5 to 15 feet higher than the top of the revetment.
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If you have any questions or comments, please contact Scott Kerwin at AMEC's Anaheim office.
Respectfully submitted,

_5.·;.;/_
Scott T. Kerwin
Principal Engineering Geol
CEG 1267
STK/dc
Encl.:
c:

Mr. Kevin Darnall, Addressee (6)
Mr. Karl Schwing, California Coastal Commission, Long Beach Office, (1 via overnight
delivery)
Ms. Lesley Ewing, California Coastal Commission, San Francisco Office (1 via overnight
delivery)
... l
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.HEADLANDS RESERVE LLC
December 22, 2003

VIa Facsimile & U.S. Mall

Ms. Lesley Ewing
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105

RI:CEIV~u
South Coast Region

DEC 2 2 2003
RE:

Strand Revetment- Section l32S2(b) Analysis

CAUFC!<NIA

Dear Ms. Ewing:
Attached to this letter is a memorandum from Chia-Chl Lu of Noble Consultants, Inc., dated
December 19, 2003 and a letter report from Scott Kerwin of AMEC Earth and Environmental.
Inc .• dated December 19, 2003. The memorandum from Noble Consultants provides an estimate
of the volume and tonnage of the rip-rap revetment repair. The letter from AMEC Earth and
Environmental provides an estimate of the total volume of the existing rip-rap revetment inplace. The analysis by the two consultants indicates that the estimated volume and tonnage of
the existing revetment in it.c; current condition (14,300 c.y./21,470 tons) is approximately 7
percent greater that the volume ofthe proposed 2,100 foot long revetment repair (15~300 c.y./
22,950 tons).
It should be noted that not all of the existing rip-rap revetment is proposed for salvage and
reuse. This includes the most southerly 140 feet of the 2,240 foot long rcveunent and a

portion of the slumped revetment toe that extends weJl beyond a 2: 1 profile. During the
revetment repair, augmentation with new stone to make up for stone that isn't salvageable or
that is undersized will still need to occur. However, the amount of the augmentation will be
significantly less that the SO percent replacement standard in Section 132S2 (b) that governs
repair and maintenance projects. Finally, Scott Kerwin is in the pmce~ of preparing a more
extensive discussion of his findings that wm include profiles of the ground penetrating radar,
discussion of previous estimates of the revetmcml quanlily and related matters. This report
should be completed no later than December 23, 2003 and will be forwarded to you upon
completion.
Sincerely,

Enclosures
cc:

Karl Schwing
Chia-Chl Lu
Ron Noble
Scott Kerwin
Dour.z""'ACIAO
Chotkcyys
"-1 D •• o~-
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HEADLANDS RESERVE LLC
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December 11, 2003

~outh Coast Region

DEC 12 2003
Ms. Lesley Ewing
California Coastal Commission
45 Fremont Street, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219

CALIFORNIA

Mr. Karl Schwing
California Coastal Commission
200 Oceangate, Suite 1000
Long Beach, CA 90802-4302

Re:

Headlands Development and Conservation Plan ("HDCP")September 19, 2003 Memorandum from Lesley Ewing to Karl Schwing,
Subject: City of Dana Point LCP and Dana Strand Beach

Dear Ms. Ewing and Mr. Schwing:
I appreciate that both of you and Mark Johnsson took the time to meet last Monday. As a
follow-up to that meeting, I've pulled together the following information.
As stated in the referenced memorandum, staff takes the position that the proposed repair
and retrofit to 2,1 00 feet of the 2,240 foot long existing Strand Beach revetment (to the
existing height of 17 feet as proposed in the August 21, 2003 Revised HDCP) constitutes
a new structure, and not a repair to an existing structure pursuant to Coastal Act
. §30610(d).
However, such a determination by staff runs counter to both the 1983 coastal
development permit exemption for extensive repairs made to the same portion of
revetment in 1983-1984, as well as the September 2003 approval by the Coastal
Commission for repairs and the after-the-fact approval for placement of 800 tons of riprap to the 2,500 foot long Encinitas revetment along the west side of Highway 101.
The Proposed Strand Be.och Re,pair .and Retrofit

••

In the referenced memorandum, staff states that the placement of the revetment stone into
an engineered configuration with filter fabric and backing constitutes a new structure, not
a repair. The memorandum also describes the proposed construction of the adjoining
recompacted and reinforced fill slope (situated behind the repaired revetment), implying
that the recompacted slope is part of the revetment repair, rather than geologic
remediation to achieve a 1.5 factor of safety. The remedial grading serves a separate

....
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technical purpose from the revetment repair. However, given construction efficiencies,
the revetment repair will follow in close sequence to the remedial grading. Both will
occur simultaneously and incrementally, one segment of the beach frontage at a time,
segment by segment until completed. In other words, the majority of the revetment and
adjoining slope will remain structurally intact while a smaller segment is being repaired.
The staff memorandum postulates the proposed revetment repair will involve the
complete removal and storage on the beach of the entire revetment, followed by the
construction of the compacted fill slope, followed by the placement of the filter fabric
and backing material, and replacement of the rip-rap stone. All of which will require
heavy equipment operating on the beach. The memorandum states that this extent of
work constitutes·· ... new construction of a shore protection device," rather than a repair
of an existing structure.
Although intended as the description of the currently proposed revetment repair, the
:onstruction process described in the memorandum was essentially the actual
construction operation associated with the 1983-1984 Strand revetment repair, that was
determined by the Coastal Commission to constitute repair and maintenance (and by the
way, exempt from a permit).
Prior to providing a factual description of the 1983-1984 revetment repair/reconstruction,
staffs characterization of the 1983-1984 repair should also be reviewed. As part of the
October 9, 2003 hearing staff presentation for the Headlands LCP Amendment, Ms.
Ewing made the following statement regarding the 1983-1984 revetment repair:
..An example of a repair to a revetment, as opposed to [the proposed]
reconstruction that would occur there- In 1983, the prior owner was given an
exemption to repair a storm drain that was damaged in the 1982-1983 El Ninos.
They added 2,300 cubic yards of dirt and 789 cubic yards of rock to replace an
equivalent volume that had been lost. The repairs, as identified by the
application, were to the upper portion of the revetment, the toe and the foundation
of the revetment, were not disturbed at all .... [T]he repair was to add several
hundred rocks and a soil fill equivalent to that blue area within this slope that
would go for about 200-300 ft., -~ather than 2,100 ft.".

.

To correct and clarify this characterization, the following facts are offered:
1983-1984 Revetment Repair
The existing revetment is the southerly 2,240 foot segment of a regional revetment
structure that extends continuously for a distance of 8,440 feet. The Strand Beach
segment predates the Coastal Act having been constructed in the 1950's and 1960's.
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As described in the December 2, 2003 letter report by AMEC 1, winter stonns in 19821983 caused significant damage to the Strand Beach revetment, to the abutting slopes and
to adjoining infrastructure such as stonn drains. Pursuant to Coastal Act §3061 0, a ·
coastal development pennit exemption2 was subsequently issued in November 1983 to
repair the revetment and slope and to repair a damaged 42" stonn drain. The author of
the AMEC letter report, Scott Kerwin, is the current project engineering geologist for the
HDCP and was also the project geologist in the 1980's and was present in 1983-1984 to
make personal observations and take photographs of the revetment repair/reconstruction.
His 2003 letter report states that:
"The [ 1983-1984] revetment repair/reconstruction extended along essentially the
entire length of the property (i.e., approximately 2,100 feet). In general,
repair/reconstruction of the revetment included: excavation of a keyway into finn
soils and/or bedrock, placement of filter fabric and a thin layer of sand as
proteo.ive bicking along the bottom and back of the keyway, and replacement of
.... excavated rock and/or placement of imported rock to fonn the revetment structure
(see attached photographs). Reconstruction of the shorefront slope typically
included portions of the earthen slope directly behind and supporting the rock
revetment and, in the northerly and central portions of the revetment, an overlying
fill slope that extended between about 5 to 30 feet above the top of the
revetment."
Mr. Kerwin's observations and photographs clearly indicate that the extensive repairs that
occurred in 1983-1984 involved removal of all revetment stone necessary to construct a
keyway excavated to bedrock and/or finn soils, placement of filter fabric and backing and
reconstruction of the rip-rap stone revetment, including importing new stone as
necessary. Displaced/buried stone seaward of the keyway was left in place and not
excavated. Clearly, the work involved constructing a new "foundation" for the revetment
along the 2,100 feet involved in the repair/reconstruction. Repairs to the adjoining slopes
up to a height of 30 feet above the top of the revetment, and the replacement of a 42"
stonn drain and outlet structure, also occurred at that time.
Thus, the 1983-1984 repair/reconstruction was extensive and comprehensive and similar
in scope to the current repair proposed for the HDCP. The primary difference between
the two is that the HDCP repair will also accommodate the two new vertical public ·
accessways and incorporate the lateral accessway along the revetment top, which are
prioritized improvements under the Coastal Act with clear public benefits. One of the
compelling aspects of the construction for the proposed HDCP is that since the slope
1

2

See Attachment 1
See Attachment 2
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behind the revetment will be removed during the remedial grading, the need to operate
equipment on the beach side of the revetment will be minimized. This is unusual.
Typically, a revetment repair (i.e., the 1983-1984 reconstruction) almost always must be
staged entirely on the seaward side of the revetment. For the proposed project, the area
behind the existing revetment will be lowered to approximately sea level, and will serve
as a staging area to repair the revetment. Also, as opposed to the Encinitas revetment
repair that involves a public beach (Cardiff State Beach), Strand Beach is currently
privately owned to the mean high tide line, so no public beach impacts during
construction are anticipated.
The Encinitas Revetment Repair
On September 11, 2003, the Coastal Commission unanimously approved issuance of a
CDP 3 to repair and retrofit an existing revetment along Highway 101 in Encinitas that
bears a striking similarity to the proposed Strand Beach repair. For the Encinitas CDP
the Coastal Commission fourid that" ... the subject project includes the realignment of the
rock revetment in closer to Highway 101 which will result in significant additional beach
area: .. " and conditioned that "All rip-rap stones shall be placed in an engineered fashion
onto the existing revetment structure in order to reduce the overall footprint on the public
beach of the revetment ... " (Emphasis added.) Based on this description, its clear that all
of the rip-rap stones will require removal and repositioning or replacement. However,
the Commission determined that the revetment repair "... does not involve the
construction of a new revetment ... " (Emphasis added). Rather the project is a
" ... realignment, augmentation and maintenance of an existing revetment that pre-dates
the Coastal Act." (StaffReport for CDP Application No. 6-02-66)
Regarding the proposed Strand revetment repair, staff has argued that, apparently based
on its interpretation of Coastal Commission regulation 13252, since more than 50% of the
rip-rap stone will be removed from its slumped condition and repositioned, the work must
be classified as a "new structure". Clearly, in order for the Encinitas revetment to be
realigned closer to Highway 101, and to place the rip-rap in an engineered fashion, and
finally in order to "reduce the overall footprint" of the revetment, the revetment must be
relgcated or shifted and more than 50% of th~ stones repositioned. Nevertheless, a
finding was made that the Encinitas project was rep~ir·and maintenance, not a new
· revetment. It's important to also note that in 1998, without obtaining a permit, the City
of Encinitas placed 800 tons of new rip-rap along the back of the beach. The Coastal
Commission subsequently issued a violation notice to the City for this construction. The
additional rip-rap is now incorporated into the repair project as an after-the-fact approval.

3

See Attachment 3, staff report for CDP application No. 6-02-66
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The comparison of the proposed Strand Beach and Encinitas revetment repair projects
follows:

Justification for Repair

Reposition all of the Rip~ap into an Engineered
Position?
Length of Proposed
Revetment Repair
Proposed Maximum
Height
Impacts to Coastal
Processes
Date Revetment was
Originally Constructed
Part of a Larger, Regional
Revetment System?
Sand Budget; Beach
Status
Coastal Commission
A_pproval Status

Strand
Repair slumped rip-rap
stone into an engineered
structure of uniform height
to minimize the potential
for erosion from wave
damage.

Yes

Encinitas
Repair slumped rip-rap
stone into an engineered
structure of uniform height
to minimize the potential
for erosion from wave
damage; and after-the-fact
approval for 800 tons of
revetment placed in 1998
without a permit.
Yes

2,100 feet

2,500 feet

17 feet 4

18 feer

No impact found based on
extensive empirical analysis
and peer review.
Pre-dates Coastal Act

Yes

A coastal processes impact
analysis was not prepared
and therefore not analyzed.
Pre-dates Coastal Act; 800
tons added in 1998 without
permit.
Yes

Sustainable dynamic
equilibrium
Pending application
-

Eroding beach; not in
dvnamic eQuilibrium
Approved on unanimous
roll call, no discussion.

Conclusion
Stafrs assertion that the proposed repair to the revetment constitutes new development is
inconsistent with prior actions taken by the Commission for the subject property in the
4

5

Approximate average existing height is 17 feet; a portion is currently over 20 feet high.
Average existing height is unknown, current range in height is 12 to 20 feet.
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past as well as the very recently approved Encinitas revetment repair. Section 30610 of
the Coastal Act describes a number of projects that are authorized without a coastal
development permit. In 1983-1984, the Strand revetment was extensively repaired as an
authorized repair and maintenance project.
The proposed Strand revetment repair is not dissimilar from the 1983-1984 Strand
revetment repair or the 2003 Encinitas revetment repair and can be authorized by the
Coastal Commission, consistent with the requirements of repair and maintenance
projects, and all other relevant regulations.
Sincerely,

cc:

Mr. Doug Chotkevys
Mr. Joe Petrillo
Mr. Alex Helperin

Enclosures

\
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Headlands Reserve LLC
2484 Del Prado Avenue
Dana Point, California 92629
Attention:
Re:

Summary Of Observations And Associated Photographs
1983-84 Repair And Reconstruction
Rock Revetment And Shorefront Slope
Dana Strand Club Mobile Home Park
Dana Point, California
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Mr. Kevin Darnall

As requested, a brief summary of observations during the subject repair/reconstruction project
has been prepared, including several Polaroid photographs taken during the construction
.,. process (sr..:,J attached appendix). The subject repair and reconstruction was perfonned in late
1983 and early 1984, following severe damage during El Nino stonns in January-March, 1983.
Geotechnical review and testing during the construction process was provided by Moore &
Taber (M&T), a predecessor company to AMEC Earth & Environmental, Inc. (AMEC). The
undersigned, Scott Kerwin, provided on-site geologic review services for AMEC/M&T on several
occasions during the course of the subject construction project.

2

GENERAL SUMMARY OF REPAIR AND RECONSTRUCTION

In general, the subject construction project included repair/reconstruction of the rock revetment
along the ocean shoreline, reconstruction of adjoining sections of the shorefront slope and
construction/replacement of stonn drain facilities near the center of the property/revetment. The
revetment repair/reconstruction extended along essentially the entire length of the property (i.e.,
approximately 2100 feet).
The only portion of the existing revetment that was not
repaired/reconstructed was beyond the active mobile home park area at the southerly extremity
of the Strand (i.e., beyond approximately 21 00 feet). In general, repair/reconstruction of the
revetment included: excavation of a keyway into finn soils and/or bedrock, placement of filter
fabric and a thin layer of sand as protective backing along the bottom and back of the keyway,
and replacement of excavated rock and/or placement of imported rock to form the revetment
structure (see attached photographs). Reqonstruction of the shorefront slope tyt:>ically included
portions of the earthen slope directly behind and supporting the rock revetment- and, in the
northerly and central portions of the revetment, an overlying fill slope that extended between
about 5 to 30 feet above the top of the revetment. The height of fill slope reconstruction
primarily depended upon the depth and extent of ~rosion/shallow failures that had affected the
slope. Stonn drain repair and replacement included: construction of a 72-inch diameter inlet
structure in the south-central parking area behind the shoreline, connection of this inlet structure
to the existing storm drain system that served the area to the east, installation of a 42-inch
diameter storm drain pipe, and construction of an outlet structure through the reconstructed
revetment section. A brief outline of the general construction procedures is presented below.
AMEC Earth & Environmenta~ Inc.
1290 North Hancock Street. Suite 102
Anaheim, California
•
USA 92807-1924
Tet (714)779-2591
Fax (714)779-8377

www.amec.com
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In general, the bulk of the repair/reconstruction work proceeded from south to north along the
shoreline. The construction work can be separated into four general areas: 1) the southerly
portion of the revetmenVshorefront slope, 2) construction of storm drain facilities near the southcentral portion of the shoreline, 3) the central and north-central portion of the
revetmenVshorefront slope, and 4) the northerly end of the revetmenVshorefront slope. The
general construction procedures in each of these areas is briefly summarized below. Polaroid
photographs of the construction process are attached in the appendix.

3.1
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GENERAL CONSTRUCTION PROCEDURES

SOUTHERLY PORTION OF THE REVETMENT/SHOREFRONT SLOPE

Repair/reconstruction of the damaged revetment started along the southerly portion of the
shoreline by removing loose rock and soil above and behind the buried section of the revetment
that was present beneath the adjacent beach sediments. A keyway was excavated into firm
soils behind the lower, buried section of the revetment rock and filter fabric was installed across
the bottom of the keyway and over the face of the fill comprising the shorefront slope. Filter
fabric was considered an important element of the repair/reconstruction work because much of
the damage could be attributed to piping erosion and subsequent failure of the materials behind
and supporting the previously existing revetment. A thin layer of sand was subsequently placed
over the filter fabric as a backing material to protect the fabric during rock placement. Rock that
was stockpiled during excavation of the keyway was then replaced in the keyway. As
necessary, additional rock was imported to the site to complete the repair/reconstruction to the
design grades (see Photograph No. 1 in the appendix). Rock was placed to maximize the
points of contact between adjacent stones in order to create a fabric or structure in the
revetment section that would provide greater resistance to dislodgement by wave impact.
Photograph No. 2 shows the revetment section in the southerly portion of the site nearing
completion. The top of the revetment section was subsequently filled with smaller "filter" rock
and/or quarry waste rock that was imported to the site to create a level surface across the top,
similar to that shown in Photograph No. 3.

3.2

STORM DRAIN CONSTRUCTION

Storm drain construction in the south-central portion of the site was initiated at about the same
time revetment repair/reconstruction was being performed in the southerly portion of the site.
Construction essentially consisted of excavating a deep trench with sloping sides from the
south-central parking area through the. face of the damaged revetment ·section. After
construction of the inlet structure, connection to the existing storm drain system, installation of
the storm drain pipe, and construction of the outlet structure, the trench was backfilled with the
excavated soils, using appropriate compaction methods. Backfilling and compaction of the
excavation area also included reconstruction of adjoining sections of the shorefront slope, which
were extensively damaged during the storms. Photograph No. 4 in the appendix shows the
completed slope in the storm drain outlet area prior to placement of filter fabric, protective ~~:ld
backing and the revetment rock section .

..
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CENTRAL AND NORTH-CENTRAL PORTION OF THE REVETMENT/SHOREFRONT
SLOPE

Damage to the revetment and shorefront slope was most extensive along this portion of the
shoreline. The overall construction process in this area was similar to that in the· southerly
portion of the site. However, the extent of damage to the revetment and erosion/failure of the
shorefront slope typically necessitated that the keyway for the revetment rock and subsequent
slope reconstruction extend down to the top of the buried bedrock surface (i.e. displaced
bedrock along the toe of the existing ancient landslides that comprise most of the project site).
Photograph No. 5 shows the cpmpleted keyway excavation prior to removal of loose soils along
the face of the shorefront slope, in preparation for subsequent placement of filter fabric and the
protective sand cover. Also shown in this photograph is a geologist (Scott Kerwin) reviewing the
bedrock and fill exposures at the northwesterly edge of one of the shallow slide areas that
affected the shorefront slope. Photograph No. 6 shows a portion of the slope that has been
"dressed" in preparation for placement of filter fabric and the protective sand backing.
Preliminary placement of rock prior to "fitting" of the stones to maximize point to point contact is
s~own in Photograph N:>. 7. Stockpiled rock from the keyway excavation and imported r'lCk
from Ortega Quarry we.e both used for repair/reconstruction of the revetment (Photograp,., i-JO.
1). ....
Reconstruction of the shorefront slope above the revetment section was required along the
entire length of this portion of the shoreline. Slope reconstruction included removal of the
existing surficial landslides and repair of other erosion damage to the slope face. The
reconstructed slopes were founded, at least in part, on the top of the repaired/reconstructed
revetment. This was accomplished by filling the top of the revetment with smaller "firter" rock to
create a level bench (see Photograph No. 3). The filter rock was subsequently covered with
filter fabric, in preparation for overlying fill placement (Photograph No. 8). The slope
reconstruction proceeded by placing and compacting fill in thin horizontal "lifts" or layers up to
the design grades using both stockpiled on-site soils and imported fill soils.
Slope
reconstruction extended to heights between about 5 and 30 feet above the top of the revetment.
3.4

NORTHERLY END OF THE REVETMENT/SHOREFRONT SLOPE

The general construction procedures for the northerly end of the shorefront slope are essentially
the same as that for the adjoining north-central portion of the project. The primary difference
was that the excavated keyway for reconstruction of the revetment did not consistently extend
into the bedrock. In this- area, the keyway was founded in firm soils and/or bedrock behind the
buried. revetment section, .similar to the repair/reconstruction in the' southerly portion of the
project site. Reconstruction of the overlying shorefront slope at the northerly end of the
revetment generally extended about 5 to 15 feet higher than the top of the revetment.
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If you have any questions or comments, please contact Scott Kerwin at AMEC's Anaheim office.

]

Respectfully submitted,

J

Scott T. Kerwin
Principal Engineering Geol
CEG 1267
STK/dc

J

Encl.:

c:

J

Mr. Kevin Darnall, Addressee (6)
Mr. Karl Schwing, California Coastal Commission, Long Beach Office, (1 via overnight
delivery)
.
Ms. Lesley Ewing, California Coastal Commission, San Francisco Office (1 via overnight
delivery)
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C.lifomi.a Co..st~ CormWssion
South Cout District
2"5 West Br~dway. Suite 380
P.O. Box 1"50
Long Be~ch. C.iforTlii 90801·1-450
(213) 590-5071

DATE:

TO:

EXEMPTION FROr1 OBTAHIIUG
COASTAL DEVELOPt1Ern PERMIT.

11/15/83

Williamson S. Schmid
•

FROM:
SUBJECT:

SoUTH CoAST DISTRICT OFFICE~ CALIFORNIA CoASTAL CoMMISSION
PROPOSED DEVELOPMENT AT: ____c_h_an_d_l_e_r_-_sh_e_rrn
__a_n_P_r_o~p_e_rt_1_·e_s~,--
Dana Strand
Job t 80256.20

IN ACCORDANCE WITH PUBLIC ~ESOURCES CODE SECTION 30610 ~)OF THE
CALIFORNIA COASTAL AcT OF 1976 AS AMENDED AND EFFECTIVE 1 JANUARY 1980~
NO COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT IS REQUIRED FOR:
Repair those areas of the revetment and slope which have been
&torm damaged by wave run up and erosion by rain run-off.

The

development will be at the same place and in kind as existea prior
to the storm and will also include an existing damaged 42" storm
drain with the same size pipe.

YOUR PERMIT APPLICATION NUMBER __
n/_a_ _ _ _ IS HEREWITH BEIUG
RETURNED,
SINCERELY YOURSI

S~H.COAST DISTRICT OFFICE

&1!d:f,J£~

BY_-__~I_____d____;_:_ _ _ C?
____o_~-~--pPraveen Gupta

..

Attachment 3

STATE OF CALIFORNIA- THE RESOURCES AGENCY

CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
,

SAN DIEGO AREA
7575 METROPOLITAN DRIVE. SUITE 103
SAN DIEGO, CA 9?108-4402

Th9a

Filed·
49th D.1y:
180th Day:
Staff:
Staff Report:
Hearing Date:

5.15/0?6/23/03
1111/03
GDC-SD
8/21/03
9/9-12/03

REGULAR CALENDAR
STAFF REPORT AND PRELIMINARY RECOMMENDATION
Application No.: 6-02-66
Applicant:

City of Encinitas

Description:

Request for after-:-the-fact approval of placement of approximately 800
tons of rip-rap on the beach and repair and maintenance of an
approximately 2,500 ft. long rip-rap revetment to include removal of
approximately 75-100 concrete blocks (placed without a coastal
development permit) and replacement with riprap from other areas of the .
existing revetment.

Site:

Agent: Curtis Scott Englehom Associates

West side of Highway 101,just south of"Restaurant Row". Cardiff, Encinitas,
San Diego County. APN 261-162-15,261-171-08 and 261-181-08

Substantive File Documents: Certified City of Encinitas LCP; "Engineering Support for
Highway 101 Shore Protection'\ by Moffatt & Nichols Engineers dated ·
11113/02

STAFF NOTES:
Summary of Stafrs Preliminary Recommendation: Staff is recommending approval of
. the proposed project with conditions relating to the maintenance and monitoring of the
·revetment, final as-built plans and an assumption of risk. This portion of Highway 101 in
southern Encinitas has been historically subject to closure and damage from storm waves .
and flying "cobbles". To address this concern, several years ago, a number of large
concrete blocks (approximately 75-100) and riprap boulders were placed by the City on
or adjacent to the existing pre-Coastal Act riprap revetment that borders the highway.
The main issues raised by the project involve the impacts to public views and access to
the shoreline. In some areas, the riprap is such a height that it blocks oceans views along
the highway from both pedestrians and passing motorists. As conditioned, views along
this 2,500 ft. long section of Highway 101 will be enhanced for motorists and pedestrians
and public access will be enhanced.

---~-
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b. All riprap stont"s shall be placed in an engineered fashion onto the existing
revetment structure in order to reduce the overaiJ footprint on the public beach of

the revetment to the maximum extent possible.
The permittee shall undertake development in accordance with the approved final plans.
No changes to the approved final plan shall occur without a Commission amendment to
this coastal development permit unless the Executive Director determines that no
amendment is legally required.
2. Timing of Construction. To avoid adverse impacts on public beach access,
construction shall not occur during the summer between Memorial Day weekend and
Labor Day of any year. The approved project as described and conditioned herein sha11
not be implemented during the time period identified above. Any modifications to the
approved time period will require a permit amendment
3. Shoreline Protection Monitoring Plan.
A) PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DEVELOPMENT PERMIT,
the applicant shall submit a monitoring plan, prepared by a licensed geol9gist, or civil ot
geotechnical engineer for the review and written approval of the Executive Director. The
plan shall be sufficient to assess the performance of the rip-rap revetment and shall
include at a minimum:

l. A description of the shoreline protection device;
2. A discussion of the goals and objectives of the plan, which shall include the
effectiveness of the revetment to protect the upland improvements and the
maintenance of the footprint of the structure as permitted;
3. Provisions for taking measurements of the distance between the toe of the
revetment and an identified stable inland monument, including identification of
exactly where such measurements will be taken, e.g. by reference to benchmarks,
survey positions, or points shown on an exhibit, and the frequency with which
such measurements will be taken;
4. Provision~ for subrni~sion of "as-built" plans, showing the pemlitted structure
in relation to the existing topography and showing the measurement!•described
in subsection (3) above, within 30 days after completion of construction;

5. Provisions for inspection of the condition of the shoreline protection device
by a licensed ~eologist, or civil or geotechnical engineer, including the scope and
frequency of such inspections.
B) By May I of every year for the life of the structure, the permittee shall submit a
monitoring report that has been prepared by a licensed geologist, or civil or geotechnical
engineer. Each mC)Ilitoring report shall contain the following:

6-02-66
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C) PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL DE\"ELOPJ\IENT

PERI\IIT, the applicant shall submit a written agreement, in a form and content
acceptable to the Executive Director: incorporating all of the above terms of this
condition.
7. Other Permits or Authorizations. PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE COASTAL
DEVELOP.MENT PERMIT, The permittee shall provide to the Executive Director
copies of all other required local, state or federal discretionary permits or authorizations
for the development authorized by CDP #6-02-66. The applicant shall inform the
Executive Director of any changes to the project required by other local, state or federal
agencies. Such changes shall not be incorporated into the project until the applicant
obtains a Commission amendment to this permit, unless the Executive Director
determines that no amendment is legally required.
8. Condition Compliance. WITHIN 60 DAYS OF COMMISSION ACTION ON
THIS CDP APPLICATION, or within such additional time as the Ex~utive Director
may grant for good cause, the applicant shall satisfy all requirements specified in the
conditions hereto that the applicant is required to satisfy prior to issuance of this permit.
Failure to comply with this requirement may result in the institution of enforcement
action under the provisions of Chapter 9 of the Coastal Act.
·
IV. Findings and Declarations.

The Commission finds and declares as follows:
1. Detailed Project Description. The applicant proposes to repair and maintain an
approximately 2,500 ft.-long revetment located on the public beach to include removal of
all concrete blocks (cubes) and replacement with riprap relocated from other parts of the
existing revetment. Based on aerial photos from 1972, a riprap revetment has been
present along this section of the shoreline since before enactment of the Coastal Act. In
1998, in response to heavy winter storms which forced the closure of Highway 101, the
City added approximately 800 tons of additional riprap and approximately 75-100, 6ft.long, 2 ft.-high concrete blocks to the existing revetment without first acquiring a coastal
development permit. While the existing revetment has functioned to lessen the number
of highway closures, the proposed project will improve the overall function of the
. revetment while not adversely affecting public views of the ocean. The proposal also
involves the construction of tWO access· paths through the revetment that do not fUrrently
exist.
The subject site is located on the west side of ijighway 101 on Cardiff State Bea~h
between Cardiff State Beach Parking Lot (South) and "Restaurant Row"in the City of
Encinitas. San Elijo Lagoon is located directly across Highway 101 to the east.
The City of Encinitas has a certified LCP, but the subject site is within the Commission's
area of original jurisdiction since it includes land that either lies below the mean high tide

6-02-66
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While not eliminating road closures entirely. the applicant proposes to remo\'e the
concrete blocks and reorganize the remaining riprap structure to provide better overalJ
protection for the roadway. The applicant's engineering report ("Engineering Support for
Highway 101 Shore Protection", by Moffatt & Nichols Engineers dated 11113/02) asserts
that the "minimum recommended elevation to minimize overtopping'• is at 18 ft. mean
lower low water (MLLW). The current revetment is as low as apprQximately 14ft.
MLLW on the north end near the restaurants and up to 20 ft.. MLLW in some areas to the
south. The applicant proposes to reorganize the existing riprap stones so as create a
generally 18ft. high (MLLW) revetment. However, because the roadway near the
restaurants is as low as 12ft. MLLW, raising the revetment to 18ft. MLLW (6ft above
the roadway) would eliminate views of the ocean from the roadway for a distance of
approximately 400 feet. In order to address this issue, the applicant is proposing that the
revetment be no higher than 3 ft. above the existing roadway at the most northern
approximately 400 ft. section. However, as the low point in the revetment, the applicant
recognizes that this is the area where Highway 101 will be first affected from the
damaging effects of storm-generated storms. While not eliminating road closures,
especially at this northern end. the proposed project will reduce the damage associated to
winter s .. orm waves to other sections of Highway 101 and expedite the clean up time
following roadway inundation. Again, the project is propr•.>ed as an "interim" measure
until studies determine the best means to address this concern for the long-term.
Sections 30235 of the Coastal Act requires that revetments necessary to protect existing
development be designed to eliminate or mitigate any adverse impact to shoreline sand
supply. In this case, however, the proposed development does not involve the
construction of a new revetment to protect existing development but rather the
realignment, augmentation and maintenance of an existing revetment that pre-dates the
Coastal Act. While tbe realign~d revetment will be c:tesigne<ho more effectively protect
the existing development site, its realignment does not require mitigation for any adverse
impacts to shoreline sand supply since the develo.pment does not result in a new
revetment. In addition, Special Condition #1 requires the applicant to move all riprap
stones off the beach and onto the existing revetment to the maximum extent feasible. As
a result, more beach area will become available for natural distribution of sand along the
shoreline and for use by the public. Therefore, the reconfigured revetment will reduce
any existing adverse impacts to sand supply that may be caused by its current
. epcroachment onto the beach.
.
Section 30253 of the Act requires that new development minimize risk to life and
property and not lead to the destruction of the site such that shoreli~e protection shall be
required. The repairs to the existing revetment is not anticipated to accelerate or add to
('A~
the destruction o~ the site ~ince follo~ing i.ts repair, the ~vetm~~t will occuRy less beach
~:"t.
than currently ex1sts. Whtle the applicant ts not requesting addttlonal shoreline
· c;,.ttA~~'~O
protection, it is anticipated that the existing revet~ent will require ongoing maintenance,
potentially after each winter season. Special Condition #3 has been attached to require
the applicant to monitor the realigned revetment on a yearly basis to determine to what
extent maintenance may be necessary. In addition, the condition requires the applicant to
apply for a coastal development permit for any necessary maintenance so the

1-rM,
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Commission can be as"ured that any additional maintenance is limited to only that
necessary to maintain the structure in its approved state and not to expand or enlarge the
revetment. Special Condition #3 also requires the applicant to submit "as built" plans for
the subject development within 30 days of completion of the subject development. The
"as built" plans will document the extent and location of the realigned revetment which
can be use as a benchmark to assure that any future maintenance will be limited to the
footprint of the approved realigned revetment.
Because the development will occur in a known hazard location, the applicant must
assume all risks associated with the development. Special Condition #6 requires the
applicant to submit a written agreement to the Executive Director assuming all risks
associated with the development and indemnifying the Commission from any liability.
Finally, because the proposed repairs and as built addition of rock is located within
Cardiff State Beach, the applicant must receive approval or concurrence by the
underlying property owner. In this case, the property is either owned by California
Department of Parks and Recreation or the State Lands Commission. Therefore, Special
Condition #7 requi· ~s that authorization from all other state, federal or local jurisdictions
for the subject project prior to issuance of the Coastal Development permit.
.
~.

In summary, the proposed repair and maintenance to the existing revetment will not result
in additional impacts to shoreline processes and, as conditioned to assure future
maintenance occurs in a timely manner, the project will improve the protection of
Highway 101 over what currently exists. Therefore, as condition, the proposed
development is consistent with the requirements of Section 30235 and 30253 of the
Coastal Act.
3. Public Access. Several policies of the Coastal Act require that new development
protect or enhance public access to and along the shoreline. These policies include:
Section 30210

,•

In carrying out the requirements of Section 4 of Article X of the California
Constitution, maximum access, which shall be conspicuously posted, and
recreational opportunities shall be provided for all the people consistent with public
safety needs and the need to protect public rights, rights of private property owners,
and natural resource areas from overuse.
·
·
Section 30211
Development shall not interfere with the public's right of access to the sea where acquired
through use or legislative authorization, including, but not limited to, the use of dr.> .:.at:td and
rocky coastal beaches to the first line of terrestrial vegetation.
Section 30212
,.

..

...-,...
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access to and along the coast along Highway 101. its design must include measures to
assure any adverse imparts to public access is minimized.

The area proposed for repair and maintenance consists of an approximately 2,500 ft.-long
section of beach. Currently, beachgoers who want to access the beach along this 2,500 ft.
long section of shoreline must climb over concrete blocks or through the riprap in order
to get from the highway to the beach. Ho~ever, formal public access to the beach
currently exists at both Cardiff State Beach Park (South) and Cardiff State Beach (North).
In addition, this section of beach does not currently contain a lot of sand such that beach
here is quite narrow. Therefore, the placement of any structure on the beach has the
potential of reducing the area for public access.
The applicant proposes to remove all the 6 ft.-long concrete blocks from the beach and
replace them with riprap taken from various parts of the overall revetment. The existing
2 ft.-high concrete blocks will be replaced with large 4-5 ton rocks that will be stacked to
a height of up to 3 ft. above the existing roadway. These large rocks will be taken from
the existing revetment structure and no new rock is proposed to be imported to the site.
At the northern-most 400 ft. off .e revetment, the applicant is proposinr;. to configure the
riprap such that two access paths are provided through the rock revetment to enhance
'public access to the shoreline. The access paths will be located near a cross walk and
near the restaurants that make up Cardiffs "Restaurant Row". The access points will
also occur next to the parallel parking spaces that currently exist along the west side of
Highway 101. No parking is proposed to be eliminated as part of the project.
To limit adverse impacts on public access caused by construction activities, Special
Condition #2 prohibits construction activities from occurring during the summer months
when beach use js at its peak. Special Condition #4 requires the applicant to submit a
staging and construction schedule consistent with the timing requirements of Special
Condition #2.
As conditioned, the subject project includes the realignment of the rock revetment in
closer to Highway 101 which will result in significant additional beach area that will be
returned to its natural state and made available for public use. At times the newly
available area may be covered with beach cobble or it may contain sand. In addition, any
. · .future migration of riprap from the revetment will be removed from these public areas as
a result_ of the ongoi~g maintenance requirements lor the permitted. revetment
realignment as outlined in Special Condition #3.
In summary, the proposed development for repair and maintenance of an existing
revetment involving the construction of two access paths through the revetment will
enhance public access to the ocean and shoreline. In addition, by providing better
protection to the highway, public access is enhanced for motorists utilizing this important
coastal access route. Therefore, as conditioned, the proposed development is consistent
with Sections 30210, 30211, 30212, 30213 and 30252 of the Coastal Act.

d. Application No. 5-03-211 (Nasir, Newport Beach) Application of Musa Y. Nasir to remodel and add 194
sq.ft. to 2-story 3,259 sq.ft. single-family home with attached 416 sq.ft. garage, on beachfront lot, at 3815
Seashore Drive, Newport Beach, Orange County. (ALB-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS]
e. Application No. 5-03-232 (Merrill, Seal Beach) Application of Scott Merrill to remodel and add 1,175 sq.ft.
to 3-level 2, 758 sq.ft. single-family home with attached 447 sq.ft. garage, on oceanfront lot, at 546 Ocean
Avenue, Seal Beach, Orange County. (ALB-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS]
f. Application No. 5-03-246 (Coronado Lane, San Clemente) Application of Coronado Lane, l l C for two
3,174 sq. ft. 32-ft-high two-unit condominiums with four attached 428 sq.ft. garages to serve each unit (8
parking spaces total), hardscape and landscaping on two adjacent inland lots, in Pier Bowl District, at 113 & 115
Coronado Lane, San Clemente, Orange County. {ALB-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS].
g. Application No. 5-03-286 (Tuscan Bay Villas, Redondo Beach) Application of Tuscan Bay Villas, L.P. to
demolish four single-family homes, and construct two adjacent 6-unit condominiums, at 615-617 & 619-621
South Pacific Coast Highway, Redondo Beach, Los Angeles County. {MS-LB) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS]

SAN DIEGO COAST DISTRICT
6. DEPUTY DIRECTOR'S REPORT. Report by Deputy Director on permit waivers, emergency permits,
immaterial amendments & extensions, LCP matters not requiring public hearings, and on comments from the
public. For specific information contact the Commission's San Diego office at (619) 767-2370.
7. CONSENT CALENDAR (removed from Regular Calendar). See AGENDA HEADINGS. [APPROVED
WITH. CONDITIONS]
8. LOCAL,COASTAL PROGRAM (LCP). See AGENDA HEADINGS.
a. Carlsbad LCP Amendment No. 2-03A (Villa Paradisio). Public hearing and action on request by City.of
Carlsbad to amend certified implementation program to rezone 0.7-acre site from R-1 (One-family Residential)
to RO- M (Residential Density-Multiple). (WNP-SD) [APPROVED]
9. COASTAL PERMIT APPUCAnONS. See AGENDA HEADINGS. Attention: Items appearing in this section
of the agenda may be moved to the Consent Calendar for this area by the Executive Director when, prior to
taking up the Consent Calendar, staff and the applicant are in agreement on the staff recommendation. If an
item is moved to the Consent Calendar it will be processed in the same manner as other Consent Calendar items
(See AGENDA HEADINGS) except that if that item is subsequently removed from the Consent Calendar by a
vote of three or more commissioners, the item will be acted upon at the meeting in the order in which it
originally appears on this Meeting Notice and in the manner Coastal Permit Applications are processed. The
purpose of this procedural change is to expedite the Commission's coastal development permit process.
a. Application No. 6-02-66 (Encinitas Highway 101 riprap) Application of City of Encinitas Engineering
Services to repair & maintain 2,500 lineal ft. of revetment along Highway 101 including removal of concrete
blocks (cubes) and replacement with riprap imported off-site and relocated from other parts of existing
revetment, on beach along west side of Highway 101, just south of "Restaurant Row", Cardiff, Encinitas, San
Diego County. (GDC-SD) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS]
b. Application No. 6-03-59 (Ferber, Solana Beach)' Application of Norman Ferber to demolish garage,· and
add 23-ft-high 1,134 sq.ft. second story to existing 1-story 1,842 sq.ft. single-family home, at 644 Canyon
Drive, Solana Beach, San Diego County. (WNP-SD) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS]
c. Application No. 6-03-67 (SDGS..E, San Diego) Application of San Diego Gas & Electric to repair and reanchor utility pole, at Torrey Pines State Reserve, near Carmel Valley Road and Portofino Drive, North City, San
Diego, San Diego County. (KA-SD) [APPROVED WITH CONDITIONS]
10. REVOCATIONS. Public hearing and action on requests to revoke previously issued permits ;
a. Permit No. 6-01-129 (SeaWorld, San Diego) Request by California Earth Corps to revoke permit granted
to SeaWorld of California for splash down water ride and several accessory structures, on 5.5 acres of theme
park, east of visitor entrance and next to main parking lot, at 500 SeaWorld Drive, Mission Bay Park, San Diego,
''
San Diego County. ('=L-SD) [TO CONTINUE]

LEGEND

Ill

Areal
Irrigated slope as per OCFA standards;,planted as per the Revegetation Plant Palette.
Not a part of OCFA fuel modification requirements. (See Sheet 3, Notes 5, 6, 7)
Areal
LOw growing grass mix/native shrubs as per the Revegetation Plant Palette, irrigated as necessary for plant
esblblishment and healthy growth. Not a part of OCFA fuel modification requirements. (See Sheet 3, Notes 6, 7)

d

Area3
Revegetation as necessary if disturbed utilizing the Revegetation Plant Palette. For the east facing slopes of the
Hilltop Park, existing chaparral and non-native trees are to be thinned/removed and replaced by species from the
Revegetation Plant Palette. Not a part ofOCFA fuel modification requirements. (See Sheet 3, Notes.4, 5, 6, 7)

[±]

Area4
Irrigated landscaped areas. Not a part ofOCFA fuel modification requirements. (See.Sheet 3, Note 7)
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Lots requiring special architectural treatment.

.

.
.

6' high masonry wall along the perimeter road
and along the side yards of the affected lots as shown.
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10' Building Setback
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Fire Management Notes
1.

Special Fire Protection Fea~res for Specific Structures

The following fire construction and design features are required for the perimeter lots in
Planning Area 6 as shown on Sheet 1:
1. All exterior walls should be protected with 2·inch nominal solid blocking

between rafters at all roof overhangs, under the exterior wall covering on the
three sides exposed to native vegetation.
2. No attic ventilation openings or ventilation louvers shall be pennitted in
soffits, in eave overhangs, between rafters at eaves, or in other overhanging
areas on those exposures facing hazardous vegetation.
3. All eaves of roof overhangs shall be enclosed with noncombustible materials

on the three sides exposed to native vegetation.
4. Attic or foundation ventilation louvers or ventilation openings in vertical walls
shall not exceed 144 square inches per opening and shall be cov~red with Y..inch mesh corrosion·resistant metal screen or other approved m·aterial that
offers equivalent protection. Attic ventilation shall also comply with the
requirements of the Uniform Building Code (U.B.C.). Ventilation louvers and
openings may be incorporated as part of access assemblies.
5. All projections (exterior balconies, carports, decks, patio covers, unenclosed

roofs and floors, and similar architectural appendages and projections shall be
of noncombustible construction, one-hour fire-resistive construction on the
underside, or heavy timber construction. When such appendages and
projections are attached to exterior fire-resistive walls, they shall be
constructed to maintain the fire-resistive integrity of the wall.
6. All glass or other transparent, translucent, or opaque glazing materials,

including skylights, shall be constructed of tempered glass or multi-layered
glazed panels. No skylights will be allowed on the roof assembly facing
hazardous vegetation.
Vinyl windo·.v assemblies are deemed aceeptable if the windows ha~ the
following characteristics:
·
a. Frame and sash are comprised of vinyl material with welded CQmers.
b. Metal reinforcements in the .interlock area.
·
c. Glazed with insulating glass, annealed or tempered.
d. Frame and sash profiles are certified in AAMA Lineal Certification
Program.

OPT LCPA 1·0:
EXHIBIT28

1

e. Certified and labeled to ANSIIAAMA!NWWDA IOI/LS2-97 for
Structural Requirements.
7. Any chimney, flue or stov~ipe will have an approved spark arrester. An
approved spark arrester is defined as a device constructed of nonflammable
materials, I2 gauge minimum thickness, or other material found satisfactory
by the OCFA, and having Yl-inch perforations for arresting burning carbon or
sparks and installed to be visible for the purposes of inspection and
maintenance.
8. Interior sprinkler systems will be installed in all homes as required by the City
of Dana Point. The Interior Sprinkler System shall meet National Fire
Protection Standard (NFPA) I3d.

2.

Construction Of A 6-Foot Tall Noncombustible Masonry Wall

A six- (6) foot tall noncombustible masonry wall must be placed along the top of slope of
the perimeter lots in the Upper Headlands residential neighborhoods and along the entire
length of the perimeter street where it adjoins nati• ; vegetation, as shown on Sheet I,
Headlands Fire Management Program and Landscape Plan, as a means of deflecting the
radiant heat generated by the reintroduced and remnant native vegetation.

3.

Automatic Fire Sprinklers

Automatic fire sprinklers shall be provided per NFPA I 3D in all residential structures in
the project per City ordinances and all commercial construction exceeding square footage
requirements per City code.

4.

Plant Removalffrimmingffhinning: Areas 1-3, Sheet 1

Plant material removal, trimming and thinning shall adhere to the following
requirements:

',

a. The following shrubs shown below, Inappropriate Species, are to be removed
(including roots) from Areas I-3 as shown on Sheet I, Headlands Fire
Management Program and Landscape Plan. Removed vegetation shall be
replaced with acceptable species as identified in Note 5, Revegetation Plant
Palette.
·
o•

·.

INAPPROPRIATE SPECIES
Botanical Name

Common Name

Adenostoma fasciculatum
Adenostoma sparsifolium
Anthemis cotula
Brassica nigra

Chamise
Red Shanks
Mayweed
Black Mustard

'•

·.

2

Botanical Name

Common Name

Wild Turnip, Yellow Mustard, Field Mustard
Brassica rapa
Cartklria draba
Hoary Cress, Perennial Peppergrass
Horseweed
Conyza canadensis
Telegraph Plant
Heterotheca grandiflora
Prickly Lettuce
Lactuca se"io/a
Nicotiana bige/evil
Indian Tobacco
Tree Tobacco
Nicotiana glauca
Russian Thistlefl'umblewood
Sa/sola tragus
Salvia apiana
White Sage
Silybum marianum
Milk Thistle
Burning Nettle
Urtica urens
Ornamentals
Pampas Grass
Cortaderia sel/oana
Cypress•
Cupressus spp.
Eucalyptus spp.
Eucalyptus
Junipers•
Juniperus spp.
Pinusspp.
Pines •
• Unless otherWise approved by OCFA

b. All existing trees not removed in Area 3 as shown on Sheet 1, Headlands Fire
Management Program and Landscape Plan (i.e. Heteromeles arbutifolia, Rhus
integrifolia) shall be pruned to provide clearance of three times the height of
the under-story plant material or ten feet (1 0'), whichever is higher.
c. When they tum brown and go dormant in the summer after they set seed, but
not later than June 15th, all native grasses and miscellaneous annual species
shall be reduced in height to 8".
d. All remaining acceptable plants (not specified for) shall be cleared of all
deadwood or dying vegetation.
e. All trimming and thinning shall be by hand or mechanically using hand tools.
5.

Revegetation Plant Palette

As shown on Sheet 1, Headlands Fire ManageiJ1ent Program and Landscape Plan, Areas

1, 2, and 3 shall utilize the plant species identified below, Revegetation Plant Palette.
Species should be selected that most closely match adjacent native species in species,
texture and color and under the direction of a qualified native habitat restoration
. bjologist.

REVEGETATION PLANT PALETTE
Botanical Name

Common Name

Nuttall's mapdragron
Anti"hinum nuttalinum
Atriplex /entiformis "breweri"
Coastal quail bush
. Coyote brush
·
Baccharis pilularis
Baccharis salicifolia (glutinosa)
Mulefat
California Brorne
Bromus carinatus
Camissonia cheiranthifolia ssp. suffruticosa Beach evening primrose
Ceanothus spp.
Ceanothus spp.
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Botanical Name

Common Name

Comarostaphylis diversifolia
Croton californicus
Dichelostemma capitatum Wood ssp.
Dudleya lanceolata
Dudleya pulverulenta
Encelia californica
Epilobium californica
Eriophy/lum confertiforum
Eschscholzia californica
Ga"aya elliptica
Gnaphalium californicm
Hereromeles arbutifolia
Isocoma menziesii
/someris arborea
Iva hayesiana
Lasthenia ca/ifornica
Lavandula dentate
Lotus scoparius
Lupinus spp.
Mirabilis californica
Mimulus aurantiacus
Nassella (Stipa) lepida
Nassella (Stipa) pulchra
TVemophila mensiesii
Opuntia littora/is
Opuntia oricola
Opuntia pro/ifera
Penstemon sp
Plantago erecta
Prunus ilicifolia
Rhamnus californica
Rhamnus crocea
Rhus integrifo/ia
Ribes speciosum
Romneya cou/teri
Sambucus mexicana
Sisyrinchium bellum
Solanum douglasi
Trichostema lanatum
Umbellularia californica

Summer holly
California croton
Wild hyacinth
Coastal dudleya
Chald dudleya
California sunflower
California Fuschia
Golden Yarrow
California poppy
Silktassel
California everlasting
To yon
Cat's ear
Bladderpod
Hayes Iva
Goldfileds
French Lavender
Coastal deerweed
Lupine
Wishbone bush
Monkey flower
Foothill needlegrass
Purple needlegrass
Baby Blue Eyes
Coast Prickley Pear
Prickley pear
Coast cholla
Penstemon
Dot-seed plantain
Holly leaf cherry
California coffeeberry
Red berry
Lernonadeberry
Fuchsia-flowered gooseberry
Matilija Poppy
Melderberry
Blue-eyed grass
Parish's nightshade
Wooly blue curls
California laurel

Note: Additional plants may be selected from OCFA approved plant palette and as
approved by City of Dana Point, a qualified native habitat restoration biologist and
OCFA. See also Note 6 for use of additional coastal sage scrub species.

6. ·

"HabitRt Islands" Revegetation Program

Revegetation within Area 1, 2 and 3 as shown on Sheet 1, Headlands Fire Management
Program and Landscape Plan, may be utilized in any area of native plant restoration. The
following plant species, Artemesia califomica (California Sage Brush), Erigonum
fasciculatum (Common Buckwheat), Salvia mellifera (Black Sage), may be planted and
clustered into isolated habitat islands under the foll~wing conditions:
a. No island may exceed a total of200 s.f., for example, 5' x 40' or 10' x 20'.
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b. Where deemed necessary by OCFA (but only in Area 3 subject to the
approval of a qualified biologist familiar with Blochman's dudleya), each
island must have an on-grade irrigation system installed.
c. No island may be closer than 50' to an occupied structure.
d. The distance from the edge of one "island" to the nearest edge of the next
island shall be a minimum of 50'.
e. The vegetation within the islands shall be maintained by removing deadwood
and debris and shall not exceed a height of 30" at the end of the growing
season.
HABITAT ISLANDS

NaiiYe lhNbl within Habitat ltlands
may Include Artemella california
(CIIItromle Sege BNtlh), ertgonum
t.clculatum (Common Ek.!c~Mneat),
Silvia mellhra (Black Sage). The
mulmum • • d each llland can

:-'

not exceed 200 If.

Not to Scale

7.

Landscaped Areas That Are Not A Part Of The Fire Management Program
Are Subject To The Following:
a. All irrigated areas shall be maintained on a quarterly basis to ensure proper
coverage and that operation of the irrigation system is in ·good condition as it
was originally installed.
b. All manufactured common area landscaping outside of the Headlands
· Conservation Park and all City or County owned open space and parks shall
be maintained by Homeowners Association in a manner that meets the Orange
County Fire Authority (OCFA) fuel modification guidelines. The landscape
areas shall be maintained in a fire safe condition as necessary by the

...
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Homeowners Association and as directed by OCFA, including the periodic
removal and/or thinning of undesirable invasive vegetation; replacement of
dead/dying plantings; maintenance of the operational integrity and
programming of the irrigation system. Weeds and invasive species shall be
removed from the landscape areas on a minimum biannual basis in late spring
and early fall as directed by OCFA.
c. The Headlands Conservation Park shall be maintained for biological p~oses
and not subject to fuel modification.
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